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Education or Training: Alternative Futures
for Teachers

Robert Theobald

I had been invited by the students at the t nivc rsity of Hawaii to examine the change:.
which .ce re taking place in ,1merican Mol.e. contro-
versy

and fauna myself in the middle of a
about whether it was appropriate to hay, a university course un the subject of

"hotel in magement" or whether such a course was unsuitable for an educational institu-
tion.

I found myself challenged to come up with.' chile rence between ducauun and training
winch would satisfy me. %Iv definitions when I found them were as follow,. "Education
is the process of learning about a subject from inside z,k, that one understands its articu-
lation and can be fully involved in it, training is the process of learning a subject from
outside so that one gains a set of skills which one can employ efficiently without under-
standing why they work."

As usual, there is something paradoxical about this definition. I raining probably
produces a higher level of ,kill, but the skills only remain valid so long as there are no
changes in the sublet. t which has bt en learn, d. Lducation produces a greater understand-
ing, but there is less ability to produce tidy rules of thumb apply trig to each situation,
for people know too much to be able to c re ate clear-cut solutions to inherently complex
problems.

the e 4.7, .11,U something surprising &bout thisset of definitions. It proves impossible
to decide whethet some set of activities should be seen as training or educational except
in relation to the priorities and aims f0. the person taking the subject. An engineer who
studies foreign language, will do so in order to be a better engine-et in most cases, ae
therefore needs to learn the languages as efficiently as possible through teaching la-
chine 0, et.. the engineering knowledge, on La vitae inr hand, must be obtained from the in-
side so that he not only knows how to apply a set of rules but also learns to develop his
understanding as the subject changes over time.

the person who intends to be a linguist needs to be educated about languages so that
he can understand them from inside, however, he will probably want to be trained in
driving and repairing autom 'bats. llrs understanding of languages permits him to be
creative in this field, but he cannot be creative in the production of automobiles.

I do not believe that I have to stress the- differences between this set of ideas and
those we currently use. \Aithin out present culture, we confine the use of the word
"education" to the process of giving people intellec tual and academic skills, while people
are 'trained" in manual and practical, kill, rhose who have manual and practical skills
are seen as inherently inferior to those with intellectual and academic information.

1, you will have guessed, I find present definitions unacceptable. I reject them not
only because I do not agree that intellectual skills are more important than pi ac ma(
skills, but also because the re is very little education in my sense of the term anywhere
within the academic system. 11e- are engaged, almost entirely, in the process t f brain-
washing people into the acceptance ofobsolee information and insisting by using positive
and negative sanctions that they at least give the appearance of accepting this knowledge.
the heroic efforts made by c ertain people, groups, and insutimons do not negate the
validity of this general statement.

should not be surprisedat this situation nor should we be angry. It has long been
the function of education to play a highly "conservative" function in the society, to pass on
information gained in the past to the young who du not yet possess it. And under almost all
circumstances, such a model i, 'hither mapprapriate nor destructive. It just happens that
we live in an extraordinary period of history, we are passing through one of the massive
discontinuities between one style of life an-1 anuthe r. Previous discontinuities took place
as we moved from hunting and gathc ing tc agriculture and from agriculture to industry.

Our situation is unique, for the past ,liscuntinumes have been 4)i-cad over genera-
tions, while the present process of change is taking place in a very short period of time.
The process of transformation frum the industrial era to the communications era will be
essentially complete by the end of this century ur man will be in the process of destroy-
ing this small planet beyond hope of survival. Fhus any education which repeats and
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replicates the patterns of the industrial era is now counterproductive.
Mat then axe we to de,' our problem is mute, foi as I was taught by Frank Tannen-

baum. "We caul only teach what we know." 'We must therefore ask what we know that
we don't know we know 'What experience du we have that we should be applying to our
education and are not 'What sets of belief, and values ha, t. we ignored hecause of our
drive toward growth during tha industrial era' I would suggest that there are two other
partial models of reality that At' need to reseue trom the oblivion into which they have
been east as ( have concentrated uh power over nature and over other men, the combi-
nation of these duet. models may provide the basic building blocks for an over-all syn-
thesis.

I list, ccc need to remember the Greek (carof hubris, the belie' that if man believed
too greatly in his own power, he Would me citably destroy himself. \A,: have more modern
warnings, too. Malthus in the nineteenth century tried to inform us that the rate of in-
crease in population would sooner ur later outstrip the rate of rise in production unless
we .acted to prevent the development of this situation. In the nineteen-seventies, the LIub
of Runk has shown that a continuation of present trends in population and production for
even a relatively limited time into the future would be destructive of humanity and the
planet.

Obviously, these results are not inevitable we can avoid them by the exercise of
intelligence. flie point that needs to be made, however, is that up to the present time we
nave seen little need to think at all about the consequences of economic growth or the
teehnological fix. 'We have assumed that man did indeed have the power to "dominate"
the earth. tiles I, one of the must unfortunate mistranslation, in the bible, man was
meant to live with the earth, not to dominate it.)

Those who warn us of these danger, remind us that a lung-continued concentration
on economic growth would be destructive. we' need to remember this. Unfortunately,
however, thkii model give -s us feu clues a, to what we should du next, it tells us what to
avoid, but not what to seek. If we are to get an answer to this question at least a partial
answer we must look at another basic tradition in human thought.

The belief that human happiness can be achieved by adding to human wants has been
challenged throughout 1111111.M history by a sty k of thinking which argues that happiness is
achieved by reducing wants to the availability of resources. Given the new patterns of
want, now developing and our apparent inability to satisfy them, there is a growing em-
phasis in many quarters on the need to rethink our drive toward consumption and material
satisfaction.

There are re w people today who would deny the need for some movement away from
the eunsurription ethic. I ewe r and fewer people believe that a lung - continued growth
process is feasible in this world. However, it also seems clear that the emphasis on
reducing growth can easily be overdone in a world with 3 -1, 2 billion people and a popula-
tion which is still rapidly increasing.

There can certainly be no salvation for this world if we resolve to throw away im-
mo.hately and finally the results of technology. It is easy to argue that At have tried to
dominate nature and that in doing sit we have destroyed much of the land and other natural
resources. Licit unless we are prepared to tolerate world-wide famines and unless we
believe that people would endure world-wide famines without revolt and massive world-
wide destruction owe cannot now return to a simple world which does not rely on tech-
nology for its survival.

What then can we draw from these three basic partial models of reality which seem
to have persisted through history. a drive to dominate the world, an emphasis on the
dangers of domination, and a call for simplicity?

I he first view suggests that sunk form of success Is necessary for the survival of
any organism, any individual, or any culture. While it may he true that economic growth
is no longer a suffielent definition of sue, ebo for the future, It would be disastrous if we
should decide that we are doomed to fail in the future.

The seeond view rer onds us, however, that any model of success will need to be
changed precisely bteause u: its sue, ess. It is precisely our past successes which require
us to rethink what we should be doing at the present time, lung - continued growth In a
single direction is neither feasible nor desirable.

The third view reminds us that the criteria for success vary greatly between cul-
tures and that there are no slick answers applicable to all circumstances. It reminds us
that one of the greatest failures In the industrial era was its intolerance of diversity,
whether in its people, its communities, or its patterns of organization.



Where then du we go from here? What routes can we take as we try to do something
which has never prtv uni,lv been done to move from one era to another without massive
destruction? What arc the patterns which are appropriate for the communications era we
are entering, as opposed to the industrial era we are leaving?

I suspect at this point that it will be- your tendert...) to argue that I am talking to the
wrong audience, that your Job is not to think about massive transitions but rather to teach
people about certain ways of doing things. I suspect also, that in your heart of hearts,
you agree with those who put down the Indust:1.d arts and vocational training as being
ink rmr. I suspect you feel that the people with whom you work have little to offer in the
task of promoting such a transition.

But let me suggest an alternative model to you. Is it possible that those who concen-
trate on symbols and see reality through t mist of statistics are our greatest danger at
the present time` Is it possible that the social scientist has placed us in a box out of
which we are presently unable to escape? Is it possible that those disciplines whose
educational activities have the highest prestige are actually the most obsolete?

Let us take this analysis further. Is it possible that we are still accepting ideas
about the change process which have been proved to be ineffective? Is it possible that
those whom we still see as knowing must about what we should be doing are actually those
who are trying to preserve obsolete structures rather than aiding in the attempt to change
them' lb ove all, is it possible that you as a profession have a more direct responsibility
for the change process than you would imagine?

Our present problems du not stem merely (roma failure to introduce the right policy.
Rather, they result bum our inability to breakout of a set of obsolete concepts about how
the world is structured and ought to be structured. My experience convinces me that
those who "ought" to be able to help society make the necessary a flanges are the people
who arc least likely to be able to du so, the responsibility therefore falls un those of us
who are "less likely."

%%hat can you du? If I answer this question, I have already destroyed the dynamic
which might lead you to finduut what you can du, for I have pretended that I have answers.
I cannot give you answers, because I du not know what potentials your profession has nor
the ways in which you can exert leverage un the over-all educational profession. I am
sure, however, that set lung as you keep your present inferiority complex about the role
you play compared to "real" academics, you will achieve nothing of real importance.

I must necessarily sugttst, given my model, that those students who enter the indus-
trial arts should be educated in them and not trained in them. I must suggest that it is
immoral to simply provide people with skills which we know, as a result of the pace of
change, will become obsolete in a few years. It is surely your responsibility to teach
people to understanel the areas in which they are working so that they can keep up with
changing reality if they are willing to make the effort to do so.

In effect, you need to teach people to learn. This task is one about which we still
know relatively little, for we have concentrated un passing dove (le pieces of information
from one brain to another rather than on providing people with learning skills. In addi-
tion, you must convince people that they are not inferior because they are working in the
industrial arts rather than in true "Intellectual pursuits."

I cannot ans we r your questions, but I can help to create a framework in which it may
be possible for you to ask new questions more effectively. Over the last years, and in
particular over the last year, we have been trying to develop ways in which Americans
can be given an opportunity to think .tout the future they want for their third century.
Two programs may be of particular interest:

a) Classes of 76. The effort we shall make here is to challenge those in school and college a:
the present time to decide what sort of questions need to be raised today if we are going to de-
velop relevant educational opportunities in America's third century. I should like to suggest
that the type of education you iepiesent needs to be part of the process within which the new
questions are raised.

b) National Values Proiect. It Is hoped that communities all over the country will discover the
questions which are most cutical d their communities are to develop satisfactorily in America's
third century. Again, your skills could be important in this effort.

Nuu will notice that I stress the discovery ut new questions rather than the stating of
new answers. While there are certainly times and places where it is important to know
answers, I am convinced that our basic social problem today is that we are developing
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more and more ,ophisti. aced ,inswet., to k-ss and less relevant questions. The Russian
wheat deal is out pr Mit example, we "knew" that the right question was how to get rid
of our surplus wheat. Nobody ever managed to get polity - makers to consider whether
there was any surplus of wheat in actual fact.

To conclude, I would ask you three questions. First, are you presently engaged in
education or training as 1 have defined the terms` second, should you be engaged :n edu-
cation or training' third, if change- need to be made, how are you going to make them so
that they not only help teachers andstudents but also the I society as it tries to under-
stand the coming of the communications era?

Once again, we face a paradox. rue industrial era claimed to value good work well
done, but its reward., went to those who fie rfoimed bad work and had rip-off skills. The
communications era, on the otbe r hand, will have no scope for goofing off or cheating.
Chet% is increasing agreement among those studying the future that man's survival de-
mands the development of levels of responsibility far higher than those we have ever
achieved.

Our survival stuns to demand clot man become the missing link between ape and
humanity. Such a transformation will require imagination and courage two qualities
which are presently in short supply. the basic challenge of today is not a lack of infor-
mation but a lack of willingness to act upon what we know and thus create a more human
world. llow touch are each of you willing to do?

Mr. Theobald is a &ail, socio-economist and futurist, 1,13 Well as editor of futures Conditional, a new
participatory trend letter designed to create a more human future.

Education and the Future State of the Union
Olaf ifolmer

There is no major field of human endeavor in greater need of an orientation toward
the future than education, for nowhere else is the leau time as great. Our students today
will be living out a substantial partof their lives in the twenty-first century, and for their
education to make sense., it should be based on some conception of what that world of the
future will be like.

Of one thing we can be sure. it will be very different from the present world. It used
to be the case not so long ago that societal changes from one generation to the next were
not %cry noticeable, and it made sense to educate students to cope with the conditions of
the time.. Nov, we life in a world of "future shuck," where not only do major changes
come thick and fast, but even the pace of change is accelerating, so that the changes In
our societal environment to be expected in the next generation may be as great as those
we have experienced in the last two generations. In other words, the would of the year
2000 will be as different from tilt present as the present Is different from the world of
ove r fifty years ago, and the world fifty years hence will differ from the present at least
as much as the present differs from a hundred years ago.

When we .-unoldcr that probably 907 of all technological innovations ever made have
occurred during the last hundred years and that at least as many more will occur during
the lifetime of today's youngsters, we begin to get a glimpse of what lies ahead for them.

A mention just a few outstanding inventions of the last hundred years, consider the
introduction of the telephone, the automobile, the airplane, the space rocket, radio, tele-
vision, plastics, antibiotics, atomic and nuclear weapons, radiological cancer therapy,
electronic computers, and the beginnings of genetic intervention based Qn an understand-
ing of the genetic code. It is obvious that each of these innovations has had or will have
a profound effect on the shape of our society.

Turning now to the future, what would be .1 comparable compendium of changes that
are to be expected over the next fifty years, and how might they affect the future state of
the Union?

licit we .ire erter ing the field of technological and societal forecasting, and in order
to avoid engaging 11+ r crely wild speculation, it may be well to begin with some general,
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sum.. what philosophical observations regarding the seientifie expluratiun of the future.
Futures research, as a systeinkitie endeavor, is of very recent origin. While people

have always hada persistenteurivsity about their destiny, it i, only in the List few decades
that the need as well as the potentialities uf a seriuus research approach to the future
have become fully appreeiated. The ruutsuithib futures muvement gu back to the Eurupc
uf the 1- dues, where the first twuinen whu may rightly be called 'futurists' were Bertrand
de Juuvenel and Dennis Gabor. De Juuvenel is a well-known writer ill t..le fields of eco-
numies and politieal seienee, and amung his many future-oriented publieatfuns, his book
on "The Art of Lonjeeture" is the most relevant. Gabor, who rece.ved the Nobel prize
for his invention of holography, first examined the subject uf the future in his book

Inventing the I-uture,. which he followed inure recently with a very thou3htful work
called "The Mature Society...

Furmal methuds for analyzing the future ale uf quite recent vintage and have been,
and are being, devcluped largely in this country. They art., un the whole, extensions of
techniques that have evolved in the field uf uperatiuns research, and they are known by
such names as "the Delphi method," "the cross - impact teehnique," and "simulation
gaining."

Coneumitant with these nascent effurts at exploring the future, and perhaps to sums.
extent stimulated by Mein, a nutieeable change inattitudc about the arc has come. about
during the last deeade ur su. this change is manifesting itself in several ways. plink,-
suphieally, in that there is a new understanding of what it nit ans tu talk about the future,
pragniatieally, in that there is a gruwing reeugnitiun that it is important tu du something
about the futuie, and therhudulugieally, to that there art. new and more ette.tiee as of
doing something about the future.

Let me expand a little un these three aspects uf our thinking about the future.
By the change in philusuphiea! attitude to which 1 referreo, I mean that the explura-

nun of the future is nu longer equated with furtune-tellthg ur with the contemplation of
crystal balls. Instead there la a gruwing awarenes., that a great deal can be said about
future trends u, terms uf prubabilities, and inurcuver that, dire/ugh proper planning, we
Lan exert considerable influence uver these probabilities. Thus fatalism has become a
fatality. The future is nu lunges viewed as unique, unforeseeable, and inevitable, there
are instead it is realizeda multitude uf possible futures, with assuerated probabilities
that can be estimated and, to some extent, manipulated.

As for the new pragmatic attitude uhieh is beginning to be nutiecable in government
and in industry as well as in the field of education, it is due I think primarily to the
fact that not unly are tuelmulugy and our envirunment undergoing ehange, but the pace of
ehang- i. our time is accelerating. 'o longer does it take generatiens fur a new pattern
uf living eunditiuns tu Lvulve. tie are guing thruugh several major adjustments in our
lives, and the members of the next generatiun will have tu adopt euntinual adaptatiun as
a way of lift., Cur such adaptation tu ueeur withuut major psyeholugical or economic
disrupnun, it i., beLuming mandatory fur us to strive tu anticipate changes in uur environ-
ment rather than to attempt to deal with them belatedly and inadequately after it has be-
come ubvious that they are upe,rt us. The reeugnitiun of this need for anneipatiun has had
visible effects, perhaps must m.tohly in the form uf legislatiun creating an Office of
Teehnulugy Assessment under cungressiun.1 auspices. By 'technology assessment. is
meant the assessment, in ade amt., uf the impact un society of technological inner-
vatisms, for the purix/se uf averting undesirable ,and often urthnticipated) side effects of
such new tLehnulugies ur, at least, uf alleviatingtheir day ruunic noplieations by suitable
regulatury measures. The institutiunalizatiun uf such preeautiun may .veil be viewed as
the first Lunerete evidence that the message uf the futures muvement has been accepted
at the highest governmental levels.

The third imint 1 mentiuned, our growing ability tu do something about the future,
I would like to discuss in a little more detail.

The reason for this new ability, which is beginning to assert itself and which I am
confident come to full fruitiun during this present decade, can be seen in two
revolutionary developments that are currently unfolding.

tine is what may be ...ailed the second computer revulutiun. It took just twenty years
for the first computer revulunun to be completed, frum the mid-fumes to the mid-
sixties, during which time the computer grew up from being a bookkeeping device to
beeuming a higoly versatile data prueessur and research tool. During that period, both
the cwt and the size of eurriputer Lumponents have gone down by a factor ur 100, while
the calculating speed has gone up by a factor of 10,000.
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111-_ thest trcrld:, ace continuing and, together with long-distance time-sharing
arrangement., are accounting during the present decade fur ei .untinuW annual doubling
of the amount of eurnputing power in the United States, the second eoniputer revolution
is about to add a significantly new flavor tu this national re.ouree of ours. It will consist
in the amalgamation of several trends which, in combination, will have a ,ouwerful impact
on planning processes generally. They art. kij the relative automation tit the computer,
in the sense of doing .,way with many of the eumber.unie asj.eets of computer program-
ming ant: thereby facilitating direct communication between the individual researcher and
the computing machine, kii) the invention of numerous highly versatile display deviee.,
coupled directly tu the computer, that provide the planner with the flexibility to construct
and continually revise images of his ideas he develops them, and (no the construction
of networks of euniputer terminals over which researchers can confer at a distance and
cooperate in the solution of problem.. These three trends, which are well under way,
will constitute the beginning of a true symbiosis between man and machine, whet, in a
very real sense man's intelligence will be enhanced through collaboration with a comput-
ing machine.

The other revolution in the making, that will add to our control over the future, is of
a very different kind, it is more subtle and potentially even more influential. I am re-
ferring to the reorienution that is beginning to take place within the so-called soft
sciences.

The traditional methods of the social Jcier.es are proving inadequate to the task of
dealing effectively with the ever-growing complexity of forecasting the consequences of
alternative policies and thus furnishing useful planning aid to decision makers in the
public and private sectors. There are increasing signs that this lack of effective policy
orientation is beginning tube overcome. Lather than continue the futile attempt to emulate
the physical sciences, researchers in the social -s%.ien,c. area arc realizing that the time
has come to emulate physical teehnology instead. They arc beginning to do this by trans-
ferring the methods of operations research from the area of physical technology to that
of social technology.

The potential reward from this evolving reorientation of some of the effort in the
social-.cienee area toward soeial teehn Augy,employingoperations-analyticalteehniques,
is considerable, it may even equal or exceed in importance that of the achievements
credited to the technologies arising out of the physical sciences.

Operations research was first brought intu being through the exigencies of Vtorld
5ar II, it has since eontireued tu develop and beeurne a widely accepted tool, not only in
the management of military affairs, but throughout the operations of commerce and
industry.

Among the principal upc rations-researeh techniques that have proven themselves in
these area and that .how great promi.e of being tran.ft rabic to social technology are
the -unstruction of mam-manual models, the use of simulation procedures, and a system-
atic approach to the utilization of expert opinions. .111 these techniques are greatly
aided and continually refined through the the computer, and the second
computer revolution of whi-h I spoke may well add another order of magnitude to their
potency. In particular, automated aceess to eentraldata oank., in eonjunetion with appro-
priate socioeconomic models, will provide the.oft.eaenees with the same kind of massive
data processing and interpreting capability that, in the physical sciences, created the
breakthrough which led to the development of atomic fission.

.Among the Lew pragmatic approaches taken by operations analysis is the systematic
utilization of the intuitive judgment of experts. A method developed, and still being re-
fined, for the purpuse of obtaining a consensus of informed opinions has become known
as the Delphi technique, which has by now bet n employed in thousands of instances all
over the world. This keanique generate a kind of anonymous debate among the partica-
pating expert., using a series of successive questionnaires, where, in each questionnaire
after the first, the respondents receive feedback information about the outcome of the
preceding round.

The Delphi t.pproaeli derive:s its importance from the realization that projections
into the future, on which both public and private pulley decisions must rely, are largely
based on the personal expeetations of individuals rather than un predietions derived from
well-established theory. liven when the subject lends itself tu a formal mathematical
deseription as is the ease fur various aspects of the national eeunumy, for example
the input assumptions and the range of applicability of such descriptions are subject to
the intuitive inter.ention by an appropriate expert. In view of the absence of a proper
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theor lical foundation ind ilia consequent inevitability of having, to some extent, to rely,
on :ntuitive lodgment, At irk fa.. .I sail us. options, se -In either salt Indefinitely in
the hope of eventualle hav ing in adequate theory available that souid enable us to deal
with sociocconomi. and political probh in as confidently as se du sith proolems an
physics and chemistry, or se can mal.t the most of an admittedly unsatisfactory situation
and try to obtain the relevant intuitive insights of experts aad then use dm: judgments
as systematically as possible.

Oper.tions analysis, and sail it futures analysis, iscomnutted to the second of these
appre iches. That is, se go as far as we can by building a theoretical foundation on shieli
to base projections into the future, but se du not reject the intuitive insight of experts,
even .f that insight has not yet been articulated in the form of a fully-reasoned theory of
the phenomena in question. In thus rely iny, at least in part on the intuition of specialists,
it becomes important to give these experts eve ry support that may improve the accuracy
of their judgment. Creating i conceptual framesork in the form of even a partial model
of the area ander consideration often is of substantial help, particularly if several ex-
perts are Involved, beeause it provides a common operating base and thus an effective
aid to communieation. prueedurt , to sluch I referred briefly, serves to stimu-
late the thinking process since it requires the participating experts to respond to opposing
positions taken by others in the group.

The Delphi procedure has, in particular, been used extensively to obtain from appro-
priately c:iosen experts systcmauc forecasts in the areas of technology and of societal
changes. Before giving you some examples of the .esults of such surveys, let me point
out a structural different, Much frequently exists between technological and societal
forecasts.

For most potential technological breakthroughs, if they are at all plausible, it is
::.erely a question of when, not whether, they sill occur. The influence se can exert on
their attainment is usually merely in u rms of the time at which they sill come about,
which can be hastened by increased expenditures on research and development or delayed
by sithholiing, such expenditures. The opening up of new sources of energy is a clear
case in point, until reeently, the paucity of funding, especially in nonnuclear energy re-
search, had reduced the probability of an early breakthrough, nos, sith the present spurt
in R&D funding, the expected breakthrough dates have advanced appreciably.

In the area of societal trends, by contrast, we rarely have this kind of inevitability,
shele the only form of intervention consists in varying the financial support of certain
endeavors. Instead, se tend to find ourselves confronted math certain issues Much can
be resolved in a variety of ways, and societal forecasts depend on how we, as a society,
sill choose to deal with such issues. I.xamples of such issues are the questions of shat
to du about the deteriurationof public morality, or about inflation, or about race relations.
T. make fare, asts in any of these areas is much harder than in the area of technology,
because a forecast here typically requires much more than the fixing of a date for the
occurrence of a specific event. '.hat is called for, rather, is the specification of a par-
ticular approach to resolving a givensueietal issue, to attach a date to its becoming effec-
tive, and to predict the consequences both good and badof whatever measures are
taken.

Thus there are is u kinds of potential future de velopments: those which arc either
totally beyond our control or at best can be advanced or retarded through the control of
expenditures, and thosern the other hand, which depend directly on how certain public
issues sill be resolved. The first kind, besides including most scientific and techno-
le'gical developments, also comprises suet' events as natural catastrophes, certain po-
litical events (such as the recent curtailment of Arabian oil exports), and changes in
public attitudes 0(101 as an increasing participation in novel life styles). The second
kind of developments, over which .'.e dohave a considerable measure of controk, includes,
in patieulai, Icgislative actions and executive regulations, reflecting the government's
deliberate interventions toward the resolution of existing issues.

I emphasize the distinction between these taw categories of potential future occur-
renees because of their different significance to the educational planner. In the case of
a development of the first category, that is, one essentially beyond our control, the
planner's attitude sill have to be on the whole a passive one, since all he can do is to get
the best possible expert advice in order to estimate the probability of the occurrence of
the event in question. In the case of an event of the second category, since it is known
that the outcome will depend on &lax rate into rvention, it is more appropriate to assume
a more active, participatory attitude. The question here breaks down into subquestions:
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Alto is 111111, sti.c1,10111 take.. what dee ision should they make' how c in the it
dye ',ion bt unlit, it.. d ind .eh it sill ha the implieations of their decision'

I be di ,tlitt. titdi %ttis tt 1 tiaee trt, et to make be tue n tees eat, gone s of future events,
of eourse, i. not a le and there are mane shadings betue en the extremes of no con-
trol and full ...mut ti. .1.1ore.tee r, the questi.in.4 eontrollabilite is re latiee to the eme upoint
of the persttn }wine the question. ghat is be %kind the control of the prieatt sector may
we It be undt.: the ',obit, sec tor's control, and shat is not under the control of the public
tot a tOr 4,1 the 1 nit, el star' it! I% be ,ubik t t to inipulation of foreign rimers.

"wt, in turnirg no.% to ;Ipt als 1.0 ree.1:4,011 the (utore -4.111. if the I'mon, I shall
ob,erek this ategonratton, teal' the unde rstandint: that it is mean. to be neithe r binary
nor absolute.

I beyun ith a listing of important e %ems mhtch are nut dire-cih eontrollable but at
best are subject to indire et ante rye otion and uhieh, in the opinions of experts, have a
high probability of occurring before the end of the century:

In boo-medicine, the control of most bae te nal and ciral diseases SS III be achieved,
and the death rate from same r will he subsrantialle reduced. 1 baby's sex will be easily
pre,elve table, and tairtian cloning Ail' become PO.,,tabie t i.e., the replacement of the nu-
, leas of an eieunt be .i somatie cell, teak subsequent de ve lupine nt in a host mother of an
identweil twin of the supplier of the somatic telly.

In the elle ironmental area, great stride, will haee been taken touard the depollution
and CutrophIsation of inland lakes !.such as 1 ake I.ner, and expenditures generally toward
protecting and restoring the environment teal rise by an orde r of magnitude.

the eiunpute t and sommunteations teeolution teal exert an even greater influence
on our 111.1i1 the industrial re eolution has. Mere may moll be computing machines
11..ving an i of 1 Si or more. computerized teleeisiun terminals sell be in must of our
homes, and km) people will be carrying portable telephones. Automated Ingliteas
be in ext,tenee, and inane activities which note require mit. ening. to an oft), or workshop
cell! be Table of being earned out e La eleetronie communication at home. Three-
dmiensional television is likely to haee been perfee text by the year 2000.

Ilia wot Id food satiation, Mitch may Wee worsened eonsiderably during the 1080s,
ma% be eased before the turn of the eentury by the production of artificial pnitein.

A permanent manned Nloon base is likely to be in existence.
In the social area, a guaranteed minimum income as well as cradle-to-gra.e medical

care are likely to he roe 'Jed by late. the stork ueek may be reduced to about 32 hours,
ilia percentage of the labor force ...insisting of %%omen will rise from the pr sera 3S7, to
about at. . I he population growli rate %%ill continue to drop, resulting in an almost stable
population by 2000.

1ttituelinal trends sill continue to ...flange. in partieul racial tension %%ill diminish,
unconventional famtle forms and life styles cc ill he expo rune nted with by an increasing
numbs r of 1me mans, consume ri-ni and eitirens' lobbies flourish, and greater re-
spon,ibilite of eorporations unli regard to their products and their societal obligations
will be inszisted upon.

Ilisse, then, are sonic of the dungy, that are likely to occur during the next tuenty-
flee tear,. l ooking beyond that period, to the first qua rte r of the next century, me may
anti, qua: that mane of these eh eclopments continue or conic to full fruition:

1estomation Aid profoundly affect e,oe ry aspect of our lives. Most diseases will be
eradicated, genetic ante rye ntron teal become common pr.', tie c, and mass manufacture of
artificial food 14 Iikt:IV to be possible.

ills telliptot.ir enet.y shortage during the latter part of the 211th century will probably
be re plaeed by .in abundance of cheap electric energy de need from thermonuclear or
solar ere rgy sourecs. Hits .icailabilite of abundant ens rgy cell lead to the e xplottability
of row -grade ores that was not previously economically feasible.

the re also is a possibIlity that the alt tie mists' dre am of the transmutation of element:,
into .me another %cal become a reality, in shell ease the thn at of material shortages
may be forever banished.

Great strides will be taken In space 1. xpiuration, and a whole neu orbital industry is
likely to emerge.

flu, much for a brie f se lee lion likely de veltannents, none of Mud) arc highly con-
trollable, Next I %%mild like to turn to %%hat I c.illed development, of the second kind. Ilere
me arc eldh I. meal uoth major public issue,, uhose societal implications will depend very
illUt It on the ninny r in Maori me, .ollectiveI or through governmental action, decide to
re,oles them, I shall ide ntifi, ten sue!' Issues, and in each ease briefly indicate two
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diametrically coposed po:icies for resolving them. The choice in each case, I believe,
will make a cl 'sl,. diffenn t. to the future of our society, and an educator concerned
about the fun.. c studeLts should be conscious of the fact that the implications of
most of these i sue. =ill cipingeon the .ocietal environment in which the graduates from
his educational endeamr have to function.

the issues I have selected are the following:
Issue :SI Full-en plovinent economy vs. leisure economy. Productivity in this coun-

try may eventwally reach such a point that considerably less than a 40-hour work week
will suffice, at least in tl.eory. to support a reasonably high living standard for all Amen-
cans, especially if we manage to stay out of any further wars and resolve the energy
problem. Thus, in: amvant. of time euuld be freed for so-called leisure activities.
On the other hand, there are mart' alternative pursuits that could keep us well occt ed
at present levels of working hours per week if we choose to engage in them. Forer..ost
among them are: the eradication of poverty in America, to the point where all families
are brought up to at Last the present-day level of middle -class comfort; the exploration
of the solar system. and the development of the so-called "third world" to the point
where hunger, poverty, and large-scale disease are eventually eliminated. The choice
between these alternatives leisure vs. full employment is ours; they may be the most
important options affecting the future state of our society.

Even in a relatively ful'-employment economy (at present standards), not to mention
a more le:sure-oriented economy, our options may not include the simultaneous full-scale
pursuit of the three major areas 1 just enumerated (domestic-poverty eradication, space
exploration, development of the underdeveloped nations), so that choices between these
alternatives may still have to be made. Hence we have:

issue z2: Slice exploration vs. social needs. This is an issue both of the past and of
the future. few years ago, there was a rising clamor, particularly among the younger
and the disad,antaged segments of our population, to shift public spending from space
exploration to our urgent social needs. While large-scale support of the space effort
has indeed ceased, this is not because social programs have been allowed to draw sizable
res mrces a say from it, but largely because many economists advocated a slowing-down
of cur economy (with results, incidentally, which were a far cry from the ostensible ob-
jective of halting the inflation). Oae of the reasons, admittedly, for not funneling more
sizable funds into social programs is that there still is an inadequate grasp of just how
the soci. l ills of this nation can be effectively cured. Once our understanding of the re-
quired so .11 technology has sufficiently improved, and once we are off the present drive
toward economizing at all cost, the same issue will arise again, and our choice as a
nation will be whether we wish to resume large -scale ventures in space exploration or
whether we want to make anall-out, eun.tructiye effort toward social reformor whether
we can a..ord to pursue these two efforts forcefully in parallel.

Issue ;;?: International cooperation vs. isolationism. As in the previous case, re-
sou-ce constraints as well as a desire for more leisure time may force a stipulation of
peorities between domestic and foreign pursuits. Some strengthening of international
i..titutions may be mandatory for reasons of self-protection, in particular, cooperative
measures to halt further pollution of the oceans and of the atmosphere will be indispens-
able for survival. A decision, if any, ,n favor of more extensive foreign aid directed
toward the development of the so-called third world might be implemented in many ways,
ranging from a unilateral incre.a.e in financial and technological support for developing
nations to a joint approach to these problems. Such a joint approach might be taken either
in collabOration with other advanced nations, such as the Soviet Union, or through the
equivalent of an international iacome tax levied and distributed by the United Nations.

%nother choice in the dorm, in of international relations that may for the first time in
history be within our reach is the following:

issue 114. War as an instrument of foreign policy vs. the obsolescence of war. We
live in an era of transition, in which fewer and fewer nations still consider going to war
as a deliberate instrument of foreign policy, while others including the United States
have not yet learned to avoid being inadvertently drawn into military conflict, either
through unintended escalation of military support designed to be preventive of war or by
the occurrence of an accidental or preemptive outbreak of war. For some pairs of na-
tions, such as Canada and th;-. United atates, it is currently unthinkable that disputes be-
tween them might be settled by war, others, even including former arch-enemies such
as France and Germany, are well un their way toward the same state of mutual abelliger-
ence. The choice for the United States is either to continue un its traditional course of
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spending a sizeable fraetion of its resources each year on war preparedness (on the
assumption that madvertein outbreaks of war must still be contemplated in our national
planning) or to make an all-out effort, possibly even through partial or total unilateral
disarmament, to create an atmosphere of trust generally that is comparable to our rela-
tions with Canada, so as to relegate the idea of war to the aberrations of the past.

ithin the area of demesne impruvements, there are many options open to us. Some
of the more important ones are these:

Issue ;.'5. 131:ger eines Vs. neV, Lines vs. more uniform population density. Estimates
of the United states population at the enduf this century, shin have been in the neighbor-
hood of 300 million, tend of late to be closer to 230 million. Even to accommodate this
smaller inerement, either our present eines have to be allowed, as they have in the last
few decades, to sprawl in laissez-faire fashion, or provisions have to be made for large
numbers of sizeable new cities, or sums. positive inducements have to offered tliat
will cause people to settle more uniformly over the inhabitable portions of this ..ountry.

presumably, some mixture of these possibilities will occur, the quality of life in
our future society will depend a good deal on which alternative will receive the greatest
emphasis. If there is no definite policy, the urban-sprawl alternative will win by default.
If then. are to be new cities in quantity, a pubic, private partnership may be required in
order to create the institutional meehanism for encouraging the enormous investments
that will be necessary. If, finally, the goal is a more evenly distributed population, this
will require better aeeess by high-speed ground transportation to what are still largely
urban areas and thus, again, large investments possibly necessitating cooperation be-
tween the public and private sectors.

Issue Thu old ids. the new vision of the 'good life". Increising numbers of people,
partieularly among the younger generation, are replaeng in their vision of what consti-
tutes a good life the traditional goal of a substantial inerme, material wealth, and social
status by that of an inner sense of spiritual self - fulfillment and a measu.e of social and
1.ultural partielpation. This trend can be strengthened or discouraged, with results that
will affect preferences among uthet options, ineluding those discussed as Issue #1 (full-
employ ment vs. leisure economy) and Issue #5 (bigger cities vs. new cities vs. more uni-
form population density).

Issue #7; Centralized vs. decentralized government. There are conflicting senti-
ments regarding the issue of centralized vs. decentralized government. On the one hand,
the growing complexity of public affairs and the narrowing decision deadlines entailed by
the general acceleration in the pace of change make for greater centralization of govern-
mental decision- making funetions and, in particular, for the abolition of overlapping gov-
ernmental jurisdietions that have proliferated at the local and regional levels. On th.:
other hand, even today's degree of concentration of power in federal agencies has gen-
erateN.1 a feeling of alienation and f rustrationamung the general public alienation becauc.
of the remoteness and incomprehensibility of governmental processes, frustration fa.:
cause of the apparent unresponsiveness of governmental decision-making agencies to the
preferences of the people. A compromise between the tendencies toward centraliza-
tion and decentralization will have to be found, possibly through the invention of new
political institutions, that will satisfy the needs both for greater governmental efficiency
and for greater participation of the public in its government.

Issue #8. Integrated vs. polarized society. There are currently trends toward a
racially more integrated society as well as certain trends toward polarizatiun, both
racially (black separatist and whit. supremacist movements) and by age groups (youth
culture, retirement communities). Forecasts differ as to whether integration or polar-
ization will dominate in the long run, and the societal structure that will emerge by the
end of the century will depend greatly on which of these trends we elect to promote or
suppress.

Issue '49. Continuing technological and eeonomic expansion ss. leveling off. Closely
related to, but not identical with, the options described as Issue ki (full-employment vs.
leisure eeunomy) is the ehuiee betweun planning to continue on the path to technoeconumical
expansion and planning to level off gradually before the depletion of natural resources and
the pollution of the environment reach catastrophic. dimensions. The choice is a difficult
one, because the feeling prevails that the next twu decades might bring many technological
hopes to fruition. We seem to be on the verge of being able to exploit the progress in
transportation, housing, and communications, computer technologies to improve the quality
of life for large masse.., of the American people by an order of magnitude. The amount of
freedom in this choice may depend largely on how soon a new, economical source of
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energy (such as might be. derived frun thermonuclear fusion) will become available, for
the scarcity of raw materials LanbLexpeLtedtu be overcome by recycling and by extract-
ing metals and food from low-grade ores and soils as well as from the oceans all of
which activities :equire large amounts of energy.

Issue i4,10 Competitive-market ethics vs. public-interest ethics. The moral climate
in the world of government, business, labor, and the professions is felt by many to have
deteriorated to the point where the public interest is in serious Jeopardy. Except for the
governmental sector, this decline in deference tu the Lummun good seems to derive more
from the normal operation of competition in a free economy than from the nefariousness
of individuals. The choice here is one of permitting the gradual deterioration to continue
until the publi,. clamor for reform can no longer be ignored, or of anticipating the in-
evitable before a crisis is reached, and cooperatively recreating a climate in which busi-
ness, labor, and the professions can thrive while not disregarding the demands of the
public interest. To pursue a reform in the direction of an increased attention to the public
interest rather than to abide primarily by the pressures of the competitive market would
require submission to social audits and adherence to ethical standards of conduct and
performance laid down by either governmental or self-regulation.

Thli list of ten issues is, of course, not complete and could be extended indefinitely.
krr or.g many other examples of areas in which additional choices among alternative options
could be formulated, the following may deserve special mention because they are cur-
--ntly much under discussion and may be resolvedduring the next ten years: the ongoing
revolution in sexual mor s, the nascent psychopharmacological revolution, the problem
of adolescent socialization, the redirection of formal education toward greater relevance;
the overdue reform of internment facilities (prisons, hospitals, institutions for the men-
tally or physically handicapped and the. aged); and political reforms involving possible
abandonment of the present congressional seniority system, controls over lobbying activi-
ties, and the conduct of political campaigns.

These, then, are some of the issues with which our society is faced. What we do
about them, and how soon some of the technological advances I listed will become reality,
will largely determine the kind of societal environment in which today's youngsters will
have to spend their lives. As educators, this should be of concern to us, and, although I
have done little to offer solutions to the problems implied by this concern, I hope I have
succeeded in providing some food for thought that may eventually be translated into
didactic precepts.

Dr. Helmer is a Professor of Futures Research, Graduate Faculty of the School of Business Administration,
University of Southern California.

Technology and institutional Change
Michael Michaelis

I once read that when Gertrude Stein was dying, she opened an eye and looked at her
friend, Alice Toklas, and whispered. "What is the Answer?" Miss Toklas sat mute. A
few minutes later, Gertrude Stein opened both eyes, and with her last breath she asked,
"Then what is the Question?"

Precisely. What is the question? One way to put it is this: Does society see tech-
nclogical vitality as necessary to its future well-being, and if so what is the evidence
that we are taking deliberate steps tu ensure full and beneficient use of our technological
resources that is "humane technology for the future?" The answer to these questions
today seems to be:

1. ambiguity on the value of technological vitality for the future, depending on whether
you question the intellectual community now often exhibiting a strong anti-tech-
nology view or the technocrat in business or m government for whom advanced
technology seems to offer panacea.

2. No, there is little evidence that we are taking deliberate steps to ensure full and
beneficial use of technological resources.
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In this paper 1 will address myself to a variety of issut.s related to these questions,
and 1 will suggest that the present-day answers 1 have given are susceptible to change.
But only if we aim fox institutional ehange and deliberately du so, instead of putting our
bets un the surrogate, i.e., teehnologleal change alone, as the driving force to shape the
future.

TIME

There seems to be a must critical time-mismatA between those who make policies
and operational deeisions .hose horizon spans no mute than three to four years at most
and one year more generally and what I might Lail the "natural time span of change,"
which is 15 to 30 years. Harlan c.leveland kfurrnerly Assistant Secretary, State Depart-
ment, and Ambassador to NA FO, then President of the University of Hawaii; illuminated
this general characteristic of U.S. politics and policies when speaking in the context of
foreign aid. He observed that, " Weknow in our hearts that we are in the world for keeps,
yet we are still tackling 20-year problems with five-year plans, a staff of two-year per-
sonnel working with one-year appropriations. It's simply not good enough."

That's right, we cannot go on like this. Because of the eomplexity and interrelated-
ness of our society, many of the must slesirable and needed changes can only come about
over a relatively long period. In many cases, that "natural period of time" is 15 to 30
years. Yet many of those must concerned with problems of our society are looking for
alternatives and options to yield relatively rapid transformation, if not instant solution.
The time horizon of self-interest on the part of pulley and decision makers, motivated in
the best sense, if you will, by desire for personal advancement, re- election, ur financial
gain through near-term visible profits, is at odds with the natural time cycle of change.

Failure to understand that many solutions when instigated cannot instantly solve the
problem reinforces a tendency to abandon the issue, to withdraw, to become alienated, or,
un the other hand, to move to an extreme position advocating drastic overhauls or revolu-
tionary changes, ignoring the fact that intrinsically such changes cannot promise a more
rapid response.

But these time scales need not remain mismatched. For instance, current tax laws
on investment property eneourage short-term rationality, a developer makes must mune/
when he "develops" and sells the land quickly. Vermont, however, has introduced a new
tax law which taxes quick land turnovers heavily and long-term holdings not at all, and
which thereby encourages the individual to think of the long term.

THE TRAGEDY OF THE COMMONS

What I am talking about hiis become a popular concept ever since Garrett Hardin, in
his famous 1968 article, revived the logic of William Foster Lloyd's 1833 pamphlet on
population. The problem of the "tragedy of the commons" is quite straightforward. In
the parable, the "commons" is a common grazing land on which each villager has the
right to graze as many cattle as he wishes. Lach commons has, of course, a limited
capacity. At the beginning, the number of cattle grazed stays "well below the carrying
capacity of the land."

But each herdsman, "as a rational being," seeks to maximize his gain. Calculating
more or less consciously and explicitly, each asks, "What is the benefit and cost to me
of adding one more animal to my herd un the commons:" billet: the profit from die addi-
tional animal is received by the herdsman, the positive utility to him is almost plus one.
Since, however, the effects of overgrazing arc shared by all herdsmen, "the negative
utility for any particular decision-making herdsman 's only a fraction of minus one."
Thus, each individual has an interest in increasing the size of his herd, and it is to no
individual's advantage to reduce the size of his own herd in order to reduce the ill effects
of overgrazing.

Therein i., the tragedy. Each man is locked into a system that compels him, through
rational self-Interest, to increase his herd without 'imam a world that is limited. Free-
dom in a commons brings ruin to all.

Against this tragic fate, what can be done? Hardin sees i; as a problem for which
there is no technical solution, i.e., no solution that "requires a change only in the tech-
niques of the natural sciences, demanding little ur nothing in the way of change of human
values or ideas of morality." Lacking a technical solution, Ilaruin looks to politics and
suggests the answer to the tragedy in coercion. "a mutual coercion, mutually agreed
upon by the majority of the people affected."
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PROBLEM versus OPPORTUNITY

But the real "tragedy of the Lumnions" is that it cannot be solved, in the sense that
no solution can be found that is logically LUnst.wnt with the parameters and assumptions
stated. For instance, one solution achanced is a strung central government or ruler.
This assumes wisdom and ecologically-aware altruism, which no authoritative ruler
like everyone else exhibits as "a rational, self-interested individual." If he imposed
ecologically-sound policies klike limiting the cows un the common), he would perceive
himself acting contrary to his on rational self-interest by increasing popular discontent,
undermining consent, and reducing populat support. The lational, self-interested ruler
considers himself always better off by allowing people to satisfy their self-interest and
thus consent to his rule until just before emit unmental Lusts become infinite and the sys-
tem is on the verge of collapse. Because of the apparent costs of meeting ecological
problems, a rational, self-interested ruler would avoid action as long as possible.

Neither the "solution" of an autocratic government nor the "solution" of coercion
based on consent is logically consistent with the premises of the parable, since each "solu-
tion" relies on humans with Lharaetenstics different from the short-term, rational self-
interest that characteiizes the herdsmen who precipitate the tragedy in the first place.

Herein lies the deeper tragedy of the commons. Each herdsman, acting on self-
interest, sees the opportunity forgainbut nut the problem of the community. Those called
upon to solve the long-range, apparent problem of limited communal resources do not
have the long-time vision of opportunities either, but see equally short-time-bound im-
peratives of a problem to be solved.

OPPORTUNITY

The tragedy of the commons Lan only be resolved by breaking one or more of the
premises on which the remorseless workings of the tragedy rest. John Locke's proposal
in the seventeenth century, i.e., that the Lommons can be made unlimited, no longer holds
for "spaceship earth." 11e must therefore look to technological changes in the "cow"
(e.g., make them smaller and consume less) and to changes in human attitudes and the
institutions and laws that encourage and support those attitudes.

These observations on factors structured into our society, which inhibit the effective
use of our resources and thereby our response to contemporary and continuing problems,
are only to suggest the wide range of factors and forces which must be de.It with in a
radical way, that is, by getting to the root, if we are to preserve and manage a socially
and physically inhabitable world.

systemic approach to the future, acknowledging technology as a vital forcefor
good or evil but ours to control, suggests the following:

1. Recognition that everything is related to everything else.
2. 1 focus on opportunities rattier than the traditional preoccupation with problems,

i.e., long-term goals versus short-term brush fires.
3. Anticipatory action instead of reaction to crisis.
4. Recognition of social invention and institutional change as a major self-conscious

approach to societal problems.
In in view, institutional change will soon supersede physical-technological change in
importance in managing society.

BARRIERS TO INNOVATION

Techn,legy for the future has anew role. Our predominant need is no longer to make
things possible, but to satisfy liuman wants and preferences. To this end, technological
innovation must be matched by significant institutional changes. In particular, public
policies at the rederal, state, and local levels must be formulated and changed where
necessary from the status quo, so as to stimulate and enable the pnvate sector to take
larger risks in pursuit of innovation. The dynamics of the market and feedback control
through profit an make private business an effective innovation and resource allocator,
provided that government establishes imaginative and flexible- incentives anu constraints
in such a way that profit is made doing %.,hat society most needs done, in a manner that
society finds acceptable.
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In this context, I Lan mention a :Andy* that I 1Jd for .1rthur I). Little, Inc., with
National Seierk i 011ild.111011 :1/11)POrt last year. It fullooLd quite logically on the Piesi-
dent's Message of Nlar.li 14;2 tot ongress in whiel, lie spoke of the need to create an
environment for marrying the nation's teelinleal Lapaln lay with its entrepreneurship and
strengths in production, marketnigind finance., m Jude i to move the rate of innovation
into higher gear. Our study was targeted on finding out what industry itself pet-Lewes as
significant barriers to innovation, on the real-lif. ,periences of industry in pursu-
ing innovation. We also looked for suggestion. f, Industry of possible changes in
public pulley that would help remove bari ILI. to inn.,,ation, 11e looked fur similar per-
ceptions and Juggebtion:, in the financial eunimunity, the labor unions, and in Federal
Government.

Our definition of innovation needs lobe dearly uncle V. define it as a process
that extends all the way from an idea or invention .tad research and development
through production, marketing, and distribution all the way to the marketplace and full
diffusion in the marketplace. Until that process is innovation has not taken
plaee. It is a long drawn-out process in time, anal it is a very complex and risky one.

some basic prineiples emerged front this study. these art. more in the form of gen-
eral comments unpubliepulieleban.lpubli, posture, lath, I thin the specific recommenda-
tions that also emerged:

There is a very real need to designate and to .support strongly front the top in
governmenta focal point in the Lxceutive Branch to..ourelinate peblie policies specific-
ally related to innovation. ke have suet' a focal point today, at least in name. Though I
take my hat off to the National seiLneL Foundation ,111,1 Direetur in providing science
and technology didvici. to the P resident, I don'[belicve U,.t the Foundation has yet become,
though it e.,m, such focal point for innovation bLea...c it has not had full support from
the top and from other agencies to carry out that role. Such support is essential if the
various parts of the I.xecutive Branch are to be biou4lit into unison where policies for
innovation are concerned, not only in their thinking but also in their actions.

.1 clorifieation of ruble pulley objectives is needed. the nation may wish to innovate
for a whole variety of reasons, quite aside from eorpulate objectives. There are national
objectives related to international trade, to produeti,it., to consumer satisfaction, to job
creation, etc. Though there are many public poliLl.s that relate to cad' of these objec-
tives, I have yet to find one that expheitly takes lino 0,,,ount the opportunities for and the
complexities of the process of innovation. It is seldtho mat these existing policies inter-
act with each other in sue' a way as to stimulate innovation, ur at feast to minimize
barriers to innovation.

11e also have to consider that public policies for innovation need to be industry-
sector specific. It is admittedly difficult fur govermiu lit to hone its pollen., to be sector-
speeific. It it a politically sensitive issue, but one th it we cannot evade. If we think of
the steel industry on the one hand andthe drug Indust, on the other, we boon realize that
it is unlikely for identical incentives to operate equally effectively in both cases.

there is no question that marketdernandi. the most persuasive incentive for innova-
tion. I have ,eer., of course, the results of the Nlaiquis-Myers study, and I tend to feel
that we sometimes downplay market demand as an ii,,entive more than we should. We
more often put ourselves in the posture of "punning" teelmology because we ha), demon-
strated "feasibility." i'hib is like pushing a string. I'd like to bee a lot more "pull"
on the other end of the string, and that is the pull tweleised by the market.

In many areas of public need, that is in areas wile r, publis. money tax money is a
dominant force housing, transportation, education;, we du not make suffieiently
productive attempts to artieulate market.. It isn't enuu,J11 for industry to know that there
is a need. si ou need to know the dynamics of these needs in market terms. You need to
know what kind of performance specification the market requires for the goods and serv-
ices that it wishes to buy. Noualsu need to know trends of competition, including foreign,
and trends in government regulation that may impave on the behavior of tic market.
Ideally, you also want a big enough market with euir...10., performance requirements and
market dynamics, because fragmented purchases often du not provide enough incentive
for the risks you have to take in innovating.

In short, market artieulation and market aggregation are two powerful tools that
government can use in purchasing goods and services tot its own missions. The aggre-

* 'Barriers to Innovation in Industry. Opportunities for Public Rul,..y Changes," 1973 (National Science
Roundation/RANN, Washington, D.C.) Arthur D. Little, Inc., Industrial Research Institute.
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gated purchasing power of I ac id: and state government is indeed very large, reaching
into the hundreds of Iiiitous of dollais. Lecii if emly a portion of that market could be
rationalized, I believe we would mobilize a powerful pump - pruning effort for innovation.

Finally, there is a lack of open, mutually trustful, .ad pluduetive interaction between
industry and government. For instance, those M U have been involved with antitrust mat-
ters will recognize the issue. Butlisideshave vary ing interpretations of these provisions
and though both sometimes speak to each other, 1 have the impiession that they do not
speak with each other. There is much ritual and speeeli-nicking and policy pronounce-
ments, but there is also a great deal of shying away from the realities of the issue and
from present, as distinct from past, needs for jointly re-examining public policies. We
simply must learn to understand each other's problems and find ways of not only win-
m unicating but also collaborating through imaginative new institutional linkages and through
innovative policies and practices. Industry and government are in the same boat. We act
as adversaries much of the time, and often there is indeed a good deal to commend these
adversary role.. But we also need a much more purposeful and collaborative stance as
well, so that we can anticipate serious problems that inhibit risk-taking in both the
national and corporate interests before craves and shortages are upon us. When these
occur and call for immediate action, we inevitably find too little lead-tune for taking the
most useful actions. We must learn to act in anticipation of rather than in reaction to
perceived needs.

To get more specific, let me suggest a possible scenario for the future. 1 said at the
beginning that we can't goon like this. Neither this country nor the world can keep reeling
from crisis to crisis ienergy now.? food tomorrow without courting human, social, and
economic upheavals that carry within them the seeds of ultimate disaster; war.

I spoke to a central issue, as I see it; namely, the severe mismatch between the
short time hurizuns of policy makers and the inherently much longer "natural" time
period needed for major innovative policies to mature into significant changes that could
forestall, or lessen, impending crises.

On the other hand, experience shows us that it takes at least 15 to 30 years for major
innovations to be consummated that could forestall, or lessen, crises. Such major changes
involve the fullest application of all our resources human, institutional, economic, and
techrical and considerable institutional obstacles need to be overcome in order to
effect such changes.

For such changes to occur, the innovative pulley ur invention must be made and nur-
tured not by the individuals and organizations who later stand to gain directly from the
results, but by their predecessors who should have taken the visionary and imaginative
risks in sufficient time. Our system of rewards, incentives, and constraintsgoverned
by "terms of office" that seldom exceed a handful of years focuses attention more on
"results today" than on "risks taken for a better tomorrow."

To be sure, the needs of tomorrow, the crises that may impend, barring early cor-
rective policies and actions, are foreseen by thoughtful analysts. But few are heeded,
because even fewer consider it "their business" to risk near-term personal or institu-
tional rewards and security by championing risky actions that can turn potential into
reality. They refrain from challenging the status quo of antecedents and vested interests.

Long-range planning is frequently advanced as the obvious solution, both in govern-
ment and in industry. Some such efforts have paid off, but less frequently than we would
wish. Or why else are we beset by crises when resources of all kinds are sufficient unto
our needs, if only they be used imaginatively and equitably?

These mismatchings of time horizons un the one hand and of resources and needs on
the other can be aligned if we reconsider our system of rewards and constraint.,. Thu,
is a task in which government and industry must juin together so as to find new and mu-
tually reinforcing patterns of policy- making and action. These new institutional arrange-
ments must be so designed that the needed incentives for lung-range policy-making and
risk-taking are a built-in, integral team e.

PERFORMANCE versus PRODUCTS

One such arrangement, for instance, would be to consider the possibilities for busi-
ness, appropriately regulated by government, to sell "performance" instead of "prod-
ucts." Consider transportation, 25);, of our scarce energy resources are now used to
move vehicles that earry people anelguuds. Over 90+` of all passenger-miles are traveled
in privately-owned automobiles. The total "performance" of society's functional need
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fur mobility is ihaii optimal, to ca% the It ar,t. flit policies and re %cards of those who
mak% automiibilt 11-tunk d to their mission of s I ling us a produet. Incentives to
make the "total pk. Coin ianye of transportation" risk to the mueli higher level attainable
b% out potential technical and k unotni, capabilities are not an Integral part of their
business.

\t a institutional at rangeintnts at nek dud that ark geared to provide the customer
with an oho rnativ% to purell i.uis ankloarting, ipoiduyi to ychiclei, namely, to provide and
sill the functional pc rforniane of ilanepor tation. ;well ptrfurnsanct %vould involve, of
eourey, a mix ut man% technical modes of nobility, depending upon %chat or who needs to
by roved front aheney to alit re. such pc rfoiniances can be specified and measured (as
to value rkktivtd1 in technical, 11/40110[1111..., and social terms. the technical capabilities of

rcating such performance-based transportation syste111,-, CM:A. The institutional mecha-
nisms are still lacking.

docz, not mean any basic change in the profit-motivated capitalist market sys-
tem. A hat it does mean is a new aay of perceiving links ht.:tat:en consumer markets and
business, and betaken gock rnment and business, which rename institutional and percep-
tual barriers to productivity gains and technological innovation.

al I Madden, chief economist of tli Umiak r oft. oniinerce of the United States, has
characterized the mode of business strategy I suggest as

...evidence of how the United States could achieve large-scale social improvements ...evi-
Jen,e %of how environmentally balanced economic growth could be accelerated to provide
necessary resources...offering socially-oriented employment of currently unused advanced
iechnolog,c rewurces ...offering a new institutional organizing mode consistent with basic
philosophical insights of this century ...providing o way to achieve more responsible per-
formance from society's dominant power institutions.*

;,u. of major innovations have a common feature that seems to me
of overriding inipui tank 4.. the e ate rp risk. is structured and motivated to provide perfo rni-
any y of complex systems that mitt functional needs of society. The key words are per-
formance, systems, and functional needs. Fut instance, the operation of the complete
systems of defense and of space exploration in the public sector) and of voice communi-
cation ktlik telephone systyni in the private sector) each a functional need of society is
specifik.d, eeeuted, and measured in performance terms related to pe reeived or antici-
pated needs.

.hat I arn suggesting is that such functional performance orientation of an enterprise
can substantially tnhanct its innovative behavior and Inez-case its productivity. One
promising avenue for exploration and txpt runk..ntation would therefore be the creation of
business systems which can provide total pe rformance capability in satisfying the various
functional needs of sue ik.ty. This could involve adapt.ng our free market institutions in
such a nianny r that consumers have thy. option of buying as much performance in a total
transportation system as they need and can afford, as an alternative to buying the separate
component products and partial services now offered to 'lieu this particular functional
need.

The distinction I am making is between functional-pk.Tformmee orientation and
product orientation.

I he pre tailing product orientation of much of industry is exemplified by companies,
for instance, whose business it is to make and sell building matt Pals, others also con-
struct a house out of suchinaterials,others who supply it a ith utillocs, others aho engage
in land speculation fur siting the house, and so forth. 1 his is not to discredit the housing
industry, it is lalxiring under Sl vc. rk restraints of all kinds aiiich inhibit technological
advance and which themselves cannot be overtone by technology alum. Though ue have
technical knoaleelge to improve housing, the policies and prat aces of business, finance,
government, and Jabot impede the use of this dnualedge. All these enterprises are in-

td in shat I auuly1 call the "shelter" system. Their indivielual aims and motivations
may wc11 strive toward the system, but their respective business strategies and
decisions are eireuuisci Abed M the specific product or service they offer. The inter-
relationship between them lacks orchestration to get the most out u: the teehn logical
performance of the system as a whole and thus limits productivity.

Carl H. Madden, Clash of Culture. Management in an Age of Changing Values (Washington, D.C.,
Notional Planning Association, October 1972).
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10 serve a fun, lion-oil*. ntt d niaiket pitifitably, enterprises will have to (Lieu), heavily
un continuous teehnolugical and iii.titunonal innination. the inbeitutional behavior of those
who .t11 performance of an Integrated tranbixirtation system olll be quite different from
those who make and bell automobiles. A tympany aft! mg functional pi:Humane': cap-
ability will help create, and will function in, an environment characterized by.

\ggregation of funenunal markets with related performance requirements.
De%elopment of new business practice,, more eapable of higher ribk-taking, stem-
ming, from the to control all the element, that make for bystems efficiency
and innovation,
Stinialub for continuous eeelinulugleal and inbeieuelunal innovation aimed toward per-
formance objectives.
Greater potential to act in anttemation of need rather than by reaction to
disruptive impact of innovation- future shock-is eased,
Increased demand for higher skills In management, ,.ngint.i. 'mg, and labor. employ-
ment opportunities are upgraded,
Improved quality of lift. - through humane technology - inabinueh ab the advent of
new technology will be significantly tnflueneed by ,1/nmdt. ration of bueietal good
through a functional-performance business' pursuit of profits.

ouelt an en% ironment dues nut, by and huge, now oust in product - oriented eurpuranons.
It lb resisted by these Institution:, primarily inwneun preserving or enlarging the market
share 4 a product and by the Individual. who work in them, vt',u have a very human fear
of uneirtainty lest their pruduet line and At related work skills should falter. But under
fun, tional-perfurmanee orientation, each eumpunent produet or service of the enterprise
and it continuous -halige can be treated ab a inure manageable risk, because each eum-
ponent Is seen as an integral part of the total performance-based system.

BROAD BENEFITS

functional- performance orientation I. advantageous to the consumer, too. It creates
an environment where eunsumers buy and evaluate by been' performance, in terms of im-
proved performance and lower costs rather than Ibulated produce performance. Both
improved performance and looser eusta ean be achieved in great part by technologic in-
novation. Such innovation has to be managed for the functional system as a whole rather
than be allowed to our haphazardly by unexpected Interactions of eumponent parts,
teehnologIcal innut anon diet .fore must go hand-in-hand with institutional change.

Functional performance eorpurationb will more readily assume the responsibilities
for rem-arch and de telopiii,..nt, particularly those leading to major innovations on which
their cumpetin,enebb or nari-t snare depend. fewer vexing debates and political battles
should therefore ensue un whether industry or government should pay for R&D. Func-
tional pc rformanee enterprises, who perfuree must pereelve It as an integral need of
their operations, will be motivated to do so.

Where both enters ilbe and customer reeugnize the operation), of the enterprise as
perfurmanee of a funenunal need, they will be able to judge Its total performance. It
should be easier to mak,. trade-off deeibionbton-unimize adverse impacts, because inter-
ii,tion of euniponent part. is euntrullable. Aeeountability for both benefits and adverse
impact,, is murc clear -cut and visible, andadi.eerning citizenry and regulatory agencies
can act with greater purpose and success to resolve Issues.

Ilse ,,ti.ad11,, grow int, interest in the bueial responsibilities of business corporations
will, for a functional performance: firm, be a matter of everyday concern. It is implicit
In the goal, of :welt a firm, and it should be a recognized measure of Its success. The
busness of such corporation:, wie the problems of our suelety. What Is today eunsidered
as enlightened self interest - the eurporation's make in a good suelety- can become the
primary goal to be achieved with profit.

Nlany veunumists have warned that the nankin', productive performance kgrosb na-
tional product, will be inbuffietene to attain siniultaneoubly the many sueial and econumie
goals implicit in the problems we faex. l'aintel ehotees of priorities-health versus
edueation, transportation versus bhelter, for instance -will need to be made. Tradition-
ally, growth depends un relatively haphazard and often narrowiy-motivated business
tote raction.. Though production and distribution of particular products and services
may, in Itself, have readied a !ugh degree of effluent.) tbenefit, costs), the total system
efficiency lb often quite low. I unetional-performance orientation kik-uses un total sys-
tem efficiency, and should thus serve to optimize allocation of resources. Dub means
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that a sour.. k s u.ia ki al, It ,1111%, b, th.y Malt riot, fmankial, ur Whim], .an be frkkk1
and rkallokated to atilt t putixi-sk rk sponsivk to markkt dkniands. It stands to rs.ason
that tlik simultaneous attainment of murk national gal:, is a possibility.

I am not ads ank mg this konkkpt of pk rformankk ss. prods,. t as a panakka. I am sug-
gk sting it as illusttativk of th. kinds of imaginatisk dart mg that ssk must ktm.kit. r mso
re -truk wring thk at rangi. inents of our frt. , entk rpr Isk su.iets that n a rd. and a, tions
k an be made ni, ssith thk emu ssalk nk k ssary and tlik grit t.smir.os available to

thk quikk- fix solution kir unk .Il,le that ,1/ tiftcn skis% thl of tin mxt one.
Institutional ttansitions nkkk ssary to gain maximal human benkfits by furtlik t

nologika I advankcs ark sksek ping and hask intk nth .arils for t/rdie:,-
tratcki sets of khoikks on ieksards and konstraints, ulth initiativks fur
emanating from many skis rk ign ,..tors of out seal. ty produs.rs, guvcrn-
m ems. This problkiii of k oupling many -to-many Ina kunkkrtkd fun...titan of making .hulas
Is th, ng. bk tuts 117". In ikspunding to this shaping., %%O. must Nplik fitly rks.ognizk
the aids. spkktruni ,slut. -ladkn attitudk., and aspitations of out pluralist sukikty. 11r.

must attempt to urk sttatk th.ill :4/ that xl %%41 kiZ, and kunstraints skrvk tu stimulatk and
govern both our near- and Tong -term sulions.

bun ss "immunity should nua konsikk t it a primk ts.sponsibility tu rkkonsidkr
its missions, in konkk it ssithCitlightknkklpuhlik puliky, so that its system rk skards leads
to lxrll.,u s and aktions that ark judgkd nut only by th. Whin". ,list this ykar but alsu by
du salt potkntial ssk liusskss fur nikkoing human &mantis kquitably and in greater meas-
ure in the decades ahead.

Dr. Mi. hoe: a Dilek.t..4 VI the Norld Fut,ite Satiety and Interdisciplinary Communication Associates,
Inc. He is a member of the senior staff of Arthur D. Little, Inc., Washington, D.C.
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Career Awareness: Four Selected Activities
for Elementary School Children

Wayne A. Wonacott

The elementary school industrial arts program is interrelated with the instructional
program of the Los Angeles City Unified Schools, ,ts designated in the general course of
study. The instnietional program is developed in terms of the need for effective
and the industrial arts program serves man) of these needs in a manner which gives it a
place of importance in relation to the total educational program.

Industrial arts activities promote learning andgivechildrenappreciations and undei-
standings not easily obtained in any other Critical thinking and problem aulvIng
experiences are also of prime importance in a constructive program.

As an integral part of the elementary ak-huol program, industrial arts makes four dis-
tinct contributions:

1. Thv clarification and application of concepts in other subject fields, such as his-
tory, geography, science, art, music, mathematics, language arts, literature, etc.

2. The interpretation of our industrial-technological society.
3. The sat faction of personal interests utilizing the materials of industry.
4. The discovery of personal abilities through a program of career awareness.
the Los Angeles Board of Lducation has unanimously adopted career education as an

area ut high priority in the edueational program. amt.( members have been commissioned
to initiate programs that will serve immediate needs as well as long-term goals.

In the elementary schools, there are four umw or aetivities based on the theme of
career awareness which have been tried out on an experimental basis by a number of
teachers with their children.

CAREERS IN PRODUCT DESIGN

Produet design is an important function in business, industry, and technology. New
products are eunstantly appearing at the market place and old products are bung modified
for various economic factors. There arc hundreds of exciting careers in product &sip,
and young children should be more aware of their existence.

Lesson I Product Design
Children play the roles of designers in a large to factory. Using tools and mate-

rials, each person desigisa toy, game, or puzzle that will be of interest to young children.
Loch designer constructs his own product, nut the group stops frequently for problem

solving and evaluation. As the products are being constructed, the children learn about
some of the careers in product design.

Lesson 2 Market Surveys
.Kier the products have been completed, an impartial survey is taken to determine

the consumer interest toward the various toys. This is accomplished by having a number
of other children observe the toy- and judge them in terms of first, second, and third
choices. The results are tabulated to find the most popular toys Ili the group. Careers
in market research are discussed.
Lesson 3 Mass Production

Using the product survey as a basis, four or five toys are selected to produce. The
designers of the chosen products select workers fin their work crews, and they act as
leaders. Laeli leader and his crew are responsible fur producing a quantity of their par-
ticular toy.

Lath team is responsible fur uricring materials, analyzing the product, dividing the
labor, and organizinga production schedule. 1.noughtoys are produced to give the wut kers
the experience of cooperative effort. Careers in factory work are discussed.

Lesson 4 Product Promotion and Sales
After all of the factory work has been completed, a toy store is set up and a sale is

planned. A sales campaign is organized toboost profits, salesmen are selected, and they
are trained to sell the merchandise.
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Ul of the tare, rs sine ling .1 round prude', t promotion and sales are recorded and
discussed.

LEATHER PRODUCTS AND SALES

Leathereeork is .in ideal addition loth, ciente ntars industrial arts program. eduldren
can design and produce kathe r goods that ire of good qu 'las and are salable. During the

s. ar tli ti ate a numbe r of eeents Mod' offer the "pilot-tunas to sell student-made
products. these inelode the annual earnieal, spring fc stieal, open house, l'. events,
Christmas sales, student stores, et:.

In all metropolitan areas, leathe t eve. rts are asailabie for classroom demonstrations
to assist teachers in introducing tool Asia, anti organizing .i classroom business enter-
prise. A call to the lands L Lathe r celoyans ia the c onimunits cull arrange help for .i
leather expect.

Leather products include kes rings, snit bands, medallions, book markers, key
cases, .'tee Other products include letter holders, note birds, meets, pencil holders,
note pads, calendar,, collages, and picrares.

Opportunities for ..tree r aseareness arc Coons! in &sliming and making the products,
organizing the sun-, planning zhe sales eampaign, actual sales, and the et aluation of the
result... Leers school participating in this .ictie1ts so far has made a profit, and some
have declared a dividend to the stockholders.

CAREERS IN PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT AND SAFETY

Ralph Nade r has done a treat deal to point up the need for produet improvement and
sakts. c-fleirts haee inspired this particular experience for elementary school chil-
dren. The unit :enters around a classroom truck factory.

In ors!, r t.. Jeer lop in aseareness of the caret r opportunities in the area of product
improeernent Intl safe ts, the students are peen the opportunits to parcieapaie in aetie ales
that dee elop basic concepts in fa. tors production methods, plod:let se re 'tang and mainte-
nance, ..7afety, and product improvement.

In the fir.t lesson, the !earth rs produce 10 to 10 to trucks. lane produrtion pro-
cedures are used for the cortruction of the vehicle::.

I he second k -.sem includes 'selling" the fleet trucks to the kindergarten for play
purpose - The kind, rgarten class usualle uses the trucks for .1 series of safety lessons
on pedestrian and drive r eilucation. II broken trucks are returned and repaired bs the
producing class in an organized .ervice and maintenance station.

In the third lesson, all of the.. trucks arc returned to the producing class for a lesson
on factors recall. the students are dreaded ink, factors teams to consider all of the
improvements that are necessare to make the truck fleet bate r and safer. All improve-
ments are made, and the toe trucks are returned to the kindergarten class for pe rmanent
use.

THE PERFORMING ARTS AND RELATED CAREERS

fhe c.:reer eipportunities en die performing arrs are open to persons in mans inure
plaess tl, in the tr.iditional cent, rs elf !folk ceoeid and '.t }irk. It is safe to say that
the opportunities are seorld-aide.

In this unit, students irk made .1., arc that there arc mans and cal led careers in the
performing arts for people exho halo. abilitie en the arts and skills in certain technic al
field.. ;ionic of the andistries shish make up this c ate gors are the radii, and te lee 'sum
industre , the the ate i i.lraina, dance, musk industrial ,.boss .ind xhibations, filar, and
festivals, sport, promotions, zoo.:, and amusement parks.

I he students in the classroom are peen the opportunity of explotaig earee rs an the
performing arts b, constructing animated imioden puppets and staging a production that
highlight's some of the artists and craftsmen Mu, are necessary to assure i complete. and
sucees4u1 production.

iecr i teen-ecir pt rind, one sehaol peodue cd tai opt ras fee Niagic Flute" and
' The Bart, reel Bride" using the .1minated seooden puppe is as the medium of expression.
I he pritnare purpose seas to a, quaint the children of the soloed eenli the story end the
:rusk of the clpras before mending i professional performance.

1t the ;same- time, the eliii.lrn le .1rneel lioee to use some of the hand tools that acre
necessary to cem.true t the animated Kt ootlt.n puppets and the miniature scenery. t hildren
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were selected to plan eostuilie s, de vise hair styles, eunstruet special props, paint scenery,
set up lights, tape music and narration, etc. rhus the students began to learn first-hand
what abilities and skills it takes to put un a performance. tPlans fur the puppets may be
obtained by writing The l.lementary Industrial .erts Los Angeles City Unified
Schools.)
Mr. Wonosott .s Superv.sor of the D.wis.on of Career and Cont.nuing Edus..11.,an, Los Angeles Gay Unified
Schools, CA.

Careers in Product Improvement and Safety
Wayne A. Wonacott

The consumer is the prime tester of all manufactured products. Lven though a
product is well-designed and engineered, economically produe,J, and lz salable in a com-
petitive market, it is the consumer who determettes the continued sue.ess of the product.

t...nsider the great variety of products that the consumer buys, uses, and evaluates.
rhe manufacture r wants to know the evaluation of his product, but seldom comes nut and
directly asks the consumer-about it. IL...generally judges the me, its of his product through
sales figures and the incidence of product failure. On more r. pensive items, the manu-
facturer offers a written guarantee with a card that is returne... to the factory at the time
of the sale. Products are improved following a pattern of failures in returned merchan-
dise.

Lrrurs and faulty parts in manufactured goods are usually costly to the maker, be-
cause he may distribute Mow-Inds of products before the rri.stake is discovered. The
consume. may lose his investment, or he must spend time having the error corrected.

The government takes an interest in manufaetured goods whoa public health and safety
are involved. burne of the industries that have been coneernee in this area are food and
drugs, toys, electrical appliances, automobiles, etc.

For example, when it has been determined through practical experience that certain
parts of an automobile are unsafe, the manufacturer recalls all affected vehicles to the
nearest service center to be corrected. This is termed factory recall. There are many
career opportunities in various industries for designers, technicians, tool designers,
engineers, and sales specialists who are able to work as a part of a product improvement
team.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTIVITY

In order to develop an awareness of the career opportunities in the area of product
improvement and safety, the students are given the opportunity to participate in activities
that should develop basic concepts in factory producuor methods, product servicing and
maintenance, safety, and product improvement.

In the first lesson, the learners produce 30 to 40 toy trucks. Line production proce-
dures may be used or each child may put together one whole truck.

The seeond lesson includes selling" the fleet of trucks to the kindergarten for play
purposes. lir kindergarten class may use the trucks for a series of safety lessons on
pedestrian and driver education. All broken trucks are returned and repaired hw the
producing class in an organized service and maintenance station.

In toe third phase, all of the trucks are returned to the producing class for a lesson
on factory recall. the students are divided into factory teams to eonside- all of the im-
provements necessary to make the truck fleet better and safer. All improvements are
made, and the toy trucks are given back to the kindergarten class for permanent use.

LESSON 1. FACTORY PROCEDURES IN PRODUCT FABRICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

Inform the students that they are to have the opportunity of constructing a fleet of
30 to 40 wooden trucks, using sooplified factory methods. Vehen completed, the trucks
are to be used by children in another class.
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The trucks will bi built from a ,pecific plan in order to develop concepts of produc-
tion- ass enibly lint nic thud ,, int( ichangeable.parts ,andtheteaniapproach to factory work.

11 this time, have the class decide which method is going to be used to produce the
trucks. There are three basic choices:

Method 1 the entire class is set up into one continuous production-assembly line.
Method 2 The class is divided up into four to six production teams. Each team

produces trucks.
Method 3 Each pupil builds one emir, lick, but works m partnership with another

person.
1s the activity progresses, have the class keep a cumulative record of all of the

career opportunities that relate to manufacturing.

Teacher/Student Taskt
Show a plan or a model of the truck that is to be produced.
Make the following plans cooperatively with the students:
1. Measure and record the size and name of each part.
2. Make a list of the jobs that it takes to build a truck.
3. List the jobs in the proper sequence.

Method 1 A continuous production-assembly line
Have the class select a shop foreman, an inspector, a warehouseman, and a tool keeper.
Divide up all of the production-a.:sembly line jobs as follows. ask for volunteers,

then bald a period of tryouts.
Make up the patterns, templates, jigs, fixtures, and other devices that help to speed

up production.
Set up the production and assembly lines in the room su the flow of parts from station

to station is tomcat and efficient.
Have each worker prepare his station with the necessary tools and supplies.
Make two or three trial products to smooth out the production flow and to train the

workers.
Set up check points Mk re the inspectormeasures the accuracy of the parts and judges

the workmanship according to planned standards.

Method 2 Several production teams
Have each team select a foreman or a lead man. The lead man takes charge of his

team and divides up the jobs according to ability and interest.
Determine the quota of trucks for cacti production team.

team will not have enough workers for a continuous production-assembly line,
so the jobs can be broken down as follows:

1. Cut and finish all of the parts.
2. Assemble the parts.
3. Paint and finish the trucks.
Have cacti team obtain supplies, tools, and other equipment. Have each worker set

up his station according to a team plan.
Before work begins, be sure each worker knows his job.
Have each orlcar Cul two or three parts for a trial run. Inspect the parts for ac-

cu racy.
Set up a xarehouse for completed parts. Be sure each worker knows his quota.
When CD .ugh parts hay e been produced, reorganize the team and assemble the parts

into completed trucks. Check fur accuracy and workm mship. IA hen all of the trucks have
been completed, organize the team for painting and finishing.

Method '3 Each worker constructs one entire truck
Have each worker choose a partner. Partners are to assist cacti other ri any situa-

tion that is too difficult to du alone. Each worker is to make one complete truck.
Plan the classroom for work. Move tables, bring in the tool cart, set up the saw-

horses, and organize the supplies.
Demonstrate the tool skills necessary to build the truck.
Stop the A:Ls during work periods to help as follows. solve problems, reinforce

tool skills, dc monstrate new tool skills, and relate the work to occupations and careers.
Continue the work periods until the truck fleet is completed.
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Summary
Hold an LLaluaus,u of the work that has been accomplished and discuss the led lowing

points:
1. Do the finished trucks measure up to the original plans?
2. Did you do your best work! Did you enjoy the work that was assigned to you?
3. What tool skills did you learn',
4. Would you like to work in a truck factory) Why/
5. What is it like to work on a production or assembly line'
6. Why are mass-produced items less expensive than custom-made products!
7. Why is teamwork necessary in a manufacturing plant'
8. How many careers have we listed as a result of producing trucks? Are there

others?
q. Do you think the truck:, will last when they are used by five- or six-year-old

children',
Would you like to have kindergarten children play with the trucks! Do you want
to watch'

11. How can we "sell" the truck fleet to a kindergarten class?
l2. How do auto dealers sell trucks to customers? What is a factory warranty!

LESSON 2. PRODUCT SERVICING AND MAINTENANCE

Inform the students that the truck fleet ha, been delivered to a kindergarten class.
They aiL to use the trucks foi a driver and pedestrian safety project. I hey will play with
the trucks in the room or in the kindergarten yard, carrying "freight" from place to place.

I he kindergarten teacher will plan the safety program with the children, laying out
streets, crosz,%%alks, signals, loading zones, etc.

Let the pupil, know they will be able to watch the kindergarten children play with the
trucks during one period.

%%hen the truck:, break down fur any reason during the play project, the broken tracks
will be taken oi.t of service. Broken trucks ale to he repaired by the maintenance teams.

Teather/Student Tasks
Have the students deliver the trucks to the kindergarten teacher. Let a student

representative explain the warranty covering all vehicles in the fleet.
irrang a dat: for the student:, to observe the kindergarten children using the trucks

in the safety project. «hilt obse rung the trucks being used, have the students look for
the following things:

1. Are the kindergarten children enjoying the trucks/
2. Are the trucks operating OK'
I. Are the trucks breaking down' How many' What parts are failing?
4. Are the trucks being used properly/
rpon return to the classroom, evaluate what was observed.
13ring hack all of the broken trucks and assign them to individuals or maintenance

teams to repair, keep a record sheet of every repair job. After eight or ten trucks have
been repaired, do not take back any more.

Summary
1. What part is causing the most problems'
2. What other parts seem to cause trouble/
I. Are careless drivers causing any breakage?
4. Are any of the parts faulty or weak?
5. 1X you like to do repair work?
6. Could any of the parts have been made stronger? How?
7. Could the truck construction be improved?
8. Were the correct nails used at first?
0. Would glue help to strengthen the truck?

10. What careers are there in the repair and maintenance of trucks?
11. What does a truck or auto manufacturer do when his vehicles have faulty or unsafe

parts?
12. What is a factory recall/
11. Do we need to have a factory recall of the trucks that were "sold" to the kinder-

garten class"
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LESSON 3. SAFETY AND FACTORY RECALL

Let the students know that there is to be a factory recall of trucks being used in the
kindergarten class. Certain parts of the vehicle have been declared faulty and unsafe.

Have the pupils discuss faetury recall with their parents and ask if any family cars
have been repaired in such a situation.

Inform the learners that the weaknessesof the trucks will be evaluated and the neces-
sary steps Ain be taken to fix them. Nhen the trucks have been brought up to safe- spcafi-
cations, they are to be returned to the kindergarten for permanent use.

Teacher/Student Tasks
Have the ,tudents pick up the track fleet fre.rn the kindergarten class. Let them know

you are going to make the trucks stronger ^id safer.
!)ivide up the workers into five or six teams. Each team should list the parts of the

truck that need to be improved. The list from each team should be read, and a final deci-
sion on repairs should be made. Ile final list might include the following improvements:

1. .1 change in nail size.
2. The use of glue in addition to nails.
3. Changing the direction of the grain of the lumber for the top and sides.
4. Reinforcements for any part.
Give each team a quota of trucks to repair. Each team should elect a lead man who

will divide up the various jobs and responsibilities. keep a record of each truck, listing
all repairs done.

Return the truck fleet to the kindergarten. Have a factory representative show the
children the improvements that have been made to the trucks. Ile can make suggestions
on now to "drive" the trucks for better "mileage."

Ask the kindergarten teacher to cheek for real improvements in the fleet as play is
continued. The factory representative can follow up on this information.

Summary
Evaluate all the e lessons to determine what wasaccumplished and what was learned.

Center the discussion around the following questions:
1. %%ere the trucks really improved by the repairs made during the factory recall?
2. is the factory recall system successful, or is there a better way to assure .,afety

in car and truck manufacturing?
3. Is a factory recall of cars and trucks expensive? 11ho really pays the bill?
4. Did you enjoy working in the factory'

vYhat careers are available in truck servicing, maintenance, testing, engineering,
design, and sales',

6. How would a person train himself for one of these careers?
7. What is it like to do the same job day after day?
8. IA ould you like to work on a factory team to improve cars and trucks?
9. What safety features would you like tosee put on the cars of the future? Are these

features possible'
10. Who is Ralph Nader' What has lie done tot automobile safety?

Mr. rionacott o Supervisor of the II voon of Caleel and Continuing Education, Los Angeles City Unified
Schools, CA.

Leather Products and Sales

Wayne A. Wonacott

1 he purpose of this lesson is to show that leather can be combined with other mate-
rials such as wood to construct produets that al e functional and Oeeorative. The learners
should be given the opportunity to design wood and leather projects that fulfill pra,tical
purposes, and upon completion the products should be salable.
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Nlanufacturk .11 .on,taiith chancing and improving their products to increase
sales, to compete AIM otla r manufacturers, and to satisfy new needs and demands of the
consumer. In industi:. there are career opportunities for people who not only create new
and unique products, but who are able to create a demand for these products.

The final link between the manufacturer and theconsumer is the sales function. Sell-
ing is critical to the life of company, and salespeople are those who have unique skills
and creative abilities.

LESSON 1. PRODUCT DESIGN

GOAL
The students will know that leather is basic to modern living and that its uses are

diversified.

UNIT GOAL
fhe student will be aviare of sonic ut the ,,kills that arc required in the use of tools,

equipment, and materials in the world of work.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
After a review of skills for using leather tools and woodworking tools, the learner

will design and construct a functional product.

Learning Activities

POSSIBLE APPROACHES

This unit can be incorporate: with on-going programs of industrial arts, career
awareness, social studies, art, or the a. ticity can take place during a special season of
the year. the unit also is suitable as part of an enrichment-type program in summer
school or other period.

ENTRY LEVEL SKILLS

the students should have a basic experience in u-mg leather tools and in using wood-
working tools. The following lessons are suggested:

I. LeatherIntroduction and Experimentation
2. (low to e.unstrue,tion in the Liementary school Uassrouin kpractice with tools)

TEACHER PREPARATION
Attend a teacher workshop to:

I. Learn proper and safe use of tools.
2. Make sample projects and teaching aids.

Obtain the leather tools and the woodworking tools for the class.
Order the supplies for the unit.
Organize the supplies for class use.
Locate a leather craftsman to demonstrate tool skills :. the students.
Formulate a list of careers related to the work in this unit.
M .1c nJt.: the possible correlations between the activity and other subjects, such

as math, language, social studies, art, etc.

INTRODUCTION
Let the students knew they are going to design and construct wood and leather

projects that have a useful purpose at home, st,houl, or office. When completed, the
products can be used as gifts, or they might be sold at a special school event.

I et the students know the purposes of the unit:
I. To extend their knowledge of leather and the leather industry.
2. To consider some of the ea reer opportunities in manufaLturing and product design.
1. To increase skills in the use of tools.
4. To discover new interests and abilities.

To be more conversant about the world of work, industry, and technology.

Period I
Demonstrate and review how to stamp and carve vegetable-tanned cowhide.
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Urbanize the room for ltatlit r work. Pass out tip_ tools and strap leathyr, and let the
student, work un skills and &signs. Lvaluatt the results of the pratute experience.

Period 2
Review the skills and safety in the use of woodworking tools.
Organize the room for tonstruLtion and let the enure clas, build a practice project

from strap lumber. (.valuate Um results of the prat:rt. and I. clew any skills that ace
necessa ry.

Period 3
During the next work period, have the pupils design piojetts that Lap be ma& out of

small metes of wood and leather. atiow the Itarners the materials that arc to be avail-
able for the products.

Make the students aware of the tatcgory of products to bt &signed. These are items
that would be useful at hunk., sthool, ur the offiLe. Use the following suggestions.

a. !folders for letters
b. Holders for notes, memos, scratch pads, etc.
c. Desk calendars
d. Holders for pencils, pens, paper clips, etc.
e. Box for card files, etc.
f. Key racks
g. Napkin holders
h. wooden trivets
i. Picture holders
allow praurts and display models of produLts that other-shack. made that fit this cate-

gory. Have Jit studtnts make several sketthes of possible projtLts. Make sure the plans
arc malt in terms of UAL niattrials that art to be used. Display the sketches and have
the entire class evaluate the ideas and make suggestions.

Period 4
Have the pupils plan the worlang organization of tht Llas,ruum. Provide facilities

for both leadierwork and woodwork DU laLh worker Lan muct from arta to area as the
need arists. bet up work standards in the use of the various work stations and supply
centers.

Let the students go to work. Part of the learners can start un leatherwork and the
utlitrs can start by working %cull wood. tartulate among the students to help individuals
and smaller groups. Dettrmine if progress is being ma& attording to the general plans.
Stop the group as needed for problem-solving and for necessary review.

Continue the work periods until each worker has made two, ur three products. En-
courage good workmanship by setting salability as the standard.

Summary
Void an evaluation of the produLts that wen. tonstrutted. TI e following questions

may be discussed:
1. What du you think of the finished produLts,' Do they represent your best work?
2. Did you enjoy working with leather and wood: Do the two materials go together?
3. 6 the workmanship good enough to make the 1,.ociutt, Whc might pur-

chase your work?
4. What makes a product salable?
5. How would you determine the Lust of a product: How about the selling price?

What is profit, and how much is a fair profit?
6. Do you enjoy desig,nrng produLts: What career uppior antics are there for

signers, engineers, model makers, artists, etc.?
7. 1)o you want to try to sell part of the products that you have made? How?

LESSON 2. PRODUCT SALES

GOAL
Ile students will became awart of some of the abilities 1-tutored to promote and sell

manufactured products.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE
After completing the wood and leather products, the !tanners will be able to sell

them at a profit.
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Learning Activities

TEACHER PREPARATION
Refer to "T -'V unit titled careers in Product Design, Lesson IV, Product Promo-

tion and Sales for more detail on this subject.

INTRODUCTION
Let the students know they arc going to plan an advertising campaign to promote the

sale of the %%out' and leather pruducts. at actual sale is to be ht Id aa soon as a time and
place can be arranged.

TEACHER/STUDENT TASKS
!lave the class suggest possible times and places for a sales event. 1 ry to plan the

sale to fit the school calendar. The following suggestions are:
1. Halloween Carnival
2. School Christmas Program
3. Education week open house
4. Spring festivals
3. P.T.A. meeting kfather's night, career educauun speaker, rummage sale, not luck

supper, etc.)
6. Cooperate with a lo.-al retail merchant. kAsk for guidance from the Advisory

Coun. ill
Divide the class into sett ral groups to plan the details of the adeertising and promo-

tional program. They should consider the following:
I. Posters
2. Sates brochures
1. Pre-sale displays
4. W rotten annuuncements in the sehool bulletin, the schoulintereommunicanon sys-

tem, and P.T.A. newsletter.
S. Publicity written to a local newspaper.
6. Individual sales pitches and spiels.
Make final sales plans and divide up the wurk among individuals and groups. Carry

out the promotional and sales campaign when the materials are ready. Hold the sale.
Record the number of sales made and the amount of money taken in.

Summary
Hold an e%aluatiun of the sales campaign by discussing sunit of the following ques-

tions:
1. Ras the advertising campaign a success? Was the sale a success?
2. How much money was taken in? Was there profit?
3. What could have been done to improve the general campaign?
4. Did you enjoy the advertising and...ales activity Wuuld you like to be a salesman?
5. What abilities dues a salesperson need: What education is needed fur sales work?

Ma. 4/..nacott is Super,asui of the D.vu.an of Comer and Continuing EduLation, Los Angeles City Unified
Schools, CA.

The Performing Arts and Related Careers

Wayne A. Wonacott

LESSON i. THE PERFORMING ARTS AND RELATED CAREERS

INTRODUCTION
Make the students aware that there are many and varied careers in the performing

arts industries fur people who have abilities in the arts and skills in certain technical
fields. Industries which make up this category are:
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1. The radio and television industry.
2. The motion picture industry.
3. The theater (drama, dance, music)
4. Industrial shows and exhibitions
Let the students know that they arc going to have tic opportunity of exploring some

of the performing arts careers by constructing animated Alx)den puppets. The puppets
arc to be used in producing a dramaticur musical show fur the t Liss or fur the school as
a whole. Thz puppets arc to be designed, constructed, painted, and dressed by the stu-
dents, using the various tools that are needed for the job.

\s the work progresses, let the learners know that they will be responsible for
identifying various careers in the performing arts field and the tools that are needed by
each artist and craftsman to carry out his responsibilities.

Outline the order and priorities of the project with the children and let them know the
time schedule for completing the work. A suggested cutline is as follows:

1. Plan a play, skit, or musical.
2. Determine the need for various characters and performers.
3. Design and construct the puppets (characters).
4. faint and provide costumes.
5. Produce a dramatic or musical puppet show.

TEACHER/STUDENT TASKS
Plan a simple play, series of skits, or musical production. Lvery learner should

construct a puppet for the production. Let each student decide whether his puppet or
character is to be a man, woman, boy, or girl.

Plan the room layout for constructing, painting, and the grooming of the puppets.
1. Show the motion picture film titled"iiowtuConvert the Llementary School Class-

room into an Industrial Arts Laboratory."
2. Group the classroom tables to make floor space for the sawhorses.
1. Plan a specific place for the tool cart, lumber, nails, glue, painting supplies, etc.
Demonstrate how to cut a piece of lwnber 1, 4 inch x 5 3,4 inches x 8 3,4 inches for

the puppet face. The sequence is as follows:
1. Measure the 8 3/4 inch length with a foot ruler.
2. Draw a guide line for sawing, using a try square.
3. Cut off the piece on the line with a crosscut saw.
Demonstrate how to cut a piece of lumber 1,4 inch x 2 7,8 inches x 8 3,4 inches for

the car piece in the sam_ way. Demonstrate how to lay out the puppet face, using a foot
ruler and a try square. This includes the eyes, nose, mouth, and the shape of the head
and the jaw. Draw the lines for the mouth slide.

Have the students set up the tools and equipment, and let them go to work. The
learners will:

1. Measure and cut off a piece of lumber for the face.
2. Measure and cut off a piece of lumber for the ear piece.
3. Layout the features and contours of the face and head.

Plan a routine for cleanup:
1. Discuss the sequence of cleaning up the work area.
2. Find places to store each item.
3. Make each learner feel a responsibility for the total job.
4. Set a time limit.

SUMMARY

Hold an evaluation of the first work peritxl. The following points should be discussed.
1. The accomplishments of the first day's work.
2. The ability to cut a piece of lumber to length properly and safely.
3. The room organization and the ability to work as a group.
4. Problems in laying out the face and head of the puppet.
5. Plans for the next work period.

LESSON 2. THE PERFORMING ARTS AND RELATED CAREERS

INTRODUCTION
Let the students know that work is to continue on the construction of the puppets.

Before putting the learners to work, discuss the following points:
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1. Changes needed in the room organization for more efficient group work.
2. Problems in de signing and starting the puppet.
3. Review of the proper and safe use of tools.
4. Note the new tools that are to be demonstrated by the teacher.
5. Note the additions to the lumber and supply inventory.
Have the learners think about the importance and properties of each tool as they are

used during the work period to construct the basic puppets.

TEACHER/STUDENT TASKS
Have the students set up the room for work, making any changes decided upon by the

entire class.
Demonstrate the methods of shaping the puppet head as follows:
1. How to clamp the puppet head foi shaping.
2. How to make angular cuts in a piece of lumber, using a crosscut saw and a guide

block (safety block).
3. How to make contour cuts of the head, using a coping saw.
4. How to shape and round the head of the puppet, using a sandblock and !..80 garnet

cabinet paper.
I et the students go to work cutting andshaping the puppet head. urculate among the

learnt r, and assist indi, iduals having difficulty in Jawing and cutting the puppet head.
Stop the group. Demonstrate to the entire class how to cut out the mouth slide of the

puppet head, using a coping saw and a coping saw Jack. Demonstrate how to complete
the mouth slide.

1. Cet the flange.
2. Glue the flange to the mouth piece to complete the mouth slide.
\How th. work to continue. follow up the demonstrations with oldividual assistance.
Demonstrate how to cut the cars and attach the ear piece to the back of the head as

follows:
1. Plac, the t it piece horizontally across the back of the head and sketch the shape

of the ears.
2. Cut out the shape of the ea i-s ith a coping saw. smooth the ears with a sandblock.
;. Glue and nail the ear piece in position on the back of the head.
4. Cut the handling stick 3,4" x3, 4" x13-1, 2 using a crosscut saw in a bench hook.

1 eager lengths may be cut if a taller puppet is to be made.
c. Nail and glue the handling stick to the center of the ear Meer .it the back of the

head.
h. C heck to be sure the mouth slide moves up and down freely in front of the handling

stick.
Continue the work period, observing the general progress. Demonstrate how to cut

and attach the shoulders to the handling stick.
1. Cut a piece of lumber 1/4" x 5 3/4" x 8".
2. Draw lines which mark the angle of the shoulders.
3. Cut and smooth the shoulders.
4. Attach the shoulders to the handling stick.
}lace the students clean up the work arca and put away all tools, supplies, and projects.

Summary
Hold an evaluation with the learners, discussing the following points;
1. Progress made on the puppets in the first two work periods.
2. Problems in the construction of the puppets.
3. Problems in the proper use of tools and safety.
4. Difference in the properties and importance of the various tools
5. Skill development 'n the use of various tools.

Discuss some of the careers in television, motion pictures, and the theater. What
abilities and skills are needed by the people in these careers?

LESSON 3. THE PERFORMING ARTS AND RELATED CAREERS

INTRODUCTION
Let the students know that during this work period the puppets are to be completed,

along with the plans for a dramatic or musical production. .1s each person works on his
puppet, have him try to plan ahead for the finishing details, such as:
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I. !lair stele
2. Skin color
T. Color of the eyes
4. Costume (painted or tailored)
S. Other features which give character to the puppet.
151; the students to Minh of sonic of tht skilled artists and ,raftsmen in tht pt rform-

tng art-. fi Id Who support th, a, to and p,rfornar-. ti ostunrt Jr stgrit rs, hair st}
writer -., makeup men, dirt ctor,, eltvtricians, ,-ound reehni, tans, etc.).

Dist,Pss some of the tools ust d bt the tari.,us artist- and ,raftsmen in tht perform-
tng arts fit Id and hot, important saki, is in nail- Jailt oats \11tat happens when a person
has an .:ccident and cannot work'
TEACHER, STUDENT TASKS

!call the students -t t up tilt :oont for wort,. i)emonst rate how to wt .1 nose for the
Puppet, using a ,ros.cut saw in tht btnth hook or mitre box. 111 I....ow tht ,lass to go to
work finishing up tht pupptt,, stop the student- as tht n,td a rist,s. to dis,uss tht

1. the hook-up and operation of the mnith
2. I yes and e}ebrows.

cps
4. Painthig and mixing colors.
5. liair (panned or yarn)
0. Costume:- tp tinted or tailored)
mop M. ...Ian an} took at o. d uninuper1}. ihs,uss tht ,onsequemes.

ilaet tht studtats - I, an up tht work arta and store tht matt nab, and the tools.

Summary
.1sk tht studtnis to displa} tht puppLts and hold an t t.tluation of th, work that has

been tomplett d. tiavt tht students ash themsclvts the following questions.
I. IX) the finished puppets measure up to the original plans?
2. Did t ach person do his best!
I, What tool skills were learned?
4. Was tool safety a problem"'
ilavt. tht Itarners niaht final plans for .1 dramatic 01 musical production. Ash lath

child to ,onsidt r taking tht rtsponsibilit} of doing Ilk work of an artist or ..raftsman in
the class prodiktion. sele, lions ma} be made from the following careers.

Producer
lechnical Director

riter
ticenery Designer
Prop Nlan
scenic 1rtist
stage Manager

Dramatic Coach
Advertising & Poster Designer
Photographer or Cameraman
Costume Designer
Wardrobe Director
Miniature tiet Constructor
1rt Director

Narrator
Music Director
I ighting Technician
sound Technician
Electrician
Choreographer
special Effects Technician

Mr. Nonoott ts Soperv.wr of the Dkv,s,on of Career and Contmomo Idw-ation, loo Angeles Cay Un,f,ed
Scfmts, CA.

The Learning Experiences in
Technology Project

Paul Kuwik

OVERVIEW

The l earning I.xpt [km., in I echnoloA Project (Li, Ti is designed as an innovative
model elententar} s,hool proj, ct di sigmd tuinttgratt hnowledgtof tt Lhnulog) and career
education into the eltment.ir) ciao -room. Iht project has been dtvt.luped by the school
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Ihsrict of ktoyal oak, Nlichigan, 16 k ouperation sith Lastern dichigan University. The
purpose Of the project is to dytelop a student activity-based education model %%Inch could
bt uUL,.d bt Ito,.11 Oak and other school districts throughout the state and nation. the

which has burn de+ .loped kitntilies out rdiseiplinary cincepts and objettives that
art used to tt ..ch throughout gradts delivery system has been identified %Ouch
include,. student 'earninb activities, occupational rule models, rule playing, part nt and
community involvement, and field observations.

Ilk project is used to enrich, reinforce, and give meaning and purpos, to academic
education. It providts students sith a means of utilizing the bask. skill., in a practical

using real -life situations. it an attempt to encourage parents to become involved
in the school, to iiitoltc community in the elassrouni, and to extend the classroom into
the cum munitt . Our society is complex and is constantly changing. LLT prs,sides
means for the scilool curl iculuni to keep pa. a sith these changes and also provides ex-
periences slier,. students sill ht aka, asaie, involved, and gain a greater understanding
of our socit t) and community. !ethnology, as ustd in this project, is defined as the
knovdt dgc of man's practice, or tot knoslec.gt of the say of doing things in sotiety.
L artt r education, as defined by tins project, is preparation fur life slue!) maximizes the
future options in life for youth and adult:.

GOALS

The 1 earning 1.tpt in I eelmology project has established goals Muth sill be
accomplished by the end of the pilot three-year funding period.

The project sill:
1. Teach km .cdges, atutudys, and skills, using a methodology Much sill evolve

from and be integrated with the existing school curriculum.
2. In, ludt the intoltt ment of the total community. part ins, people resourtts,ottu-

pation.il role mode7,,, und physical resouvec..
1. 1 xpose students to the identified incepts of technology and career education.
4. !molt, the total school staff in the development and implementation of a model

which could be used by other school districts.
C. lielp student- to understand and deal sith the social, political, economic, and

educational aspects of modern technology.
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TEACHER EDUCATION

Pre-School
A minimum of 30 hoar, of pre-school workshop time kYas rcquirtd for all volunteer

teachers sho entered LEA. rnroughout tht Yorkshop, the participants here exposed to
sessions which:

a) Examined theories of career development.
b) Introduced teachers to technology and its role in our society.
ci Applied theoretical models of career kleyclopment and technology to the class room

curriculum.
dfr Allokked each teacher tht opportunity to acquirc a basic knovdedgc and skill in

the use of various tools and materials.
e) Integrated subject matter into teaching units.
ffr Oriented teachers to effective means of utilizing community resource people.
g Lplained organizational matters ouch as budget and procedures for purchasing

tools, materials, etc.

During School
Iii-v5evkly in- service meeting, throughout the school year %serc offered for all first-

ycar project teachers to augment summer kkork,hop objcctivis, to plan, rtki,c, and eval-
uate integrated ttaching units, and to furthcr ccifrost. thc tcaclicr, to incthokl, and materials
pertaining thc ioject. second- and third-year project teachers attend monthly in-
service sessions, vatic r kYithin the i r school building in at wit project i.ffice. It has been
the experience of the project staff that a minimum of tint-half day per month should be
allocated for in- service, regardless of the experience level of thc teacher. Teacher
planning, material pilot testing, and cvaluati,fr ark ariportant components of teaching
career education which require teacher develnrrent.

PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

students. :.lore than 9,00U elementary and 1,600 junior high school students have
participated in the project during the time-year funded phase.. 1,u rrently there arc 2,600
elementary and I,000 junior high ,chool student participants. these students arc actively
involved in over 450 Integrated Itachingl nits. Lad, unit integrates, academic and career
education and technology, objettice,, involvts a role-playing experience, involves an
activity -. entered approach to learning, and involves thc assistance of parents nd a
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commutty representatiee in either assisting L%ith the supervisionof students or discuss-
ing their ear), r role. In adda.an, a field obsereatiun is also an important element in a
tcachiag unit. our students }met, participated in 100 field ubsereatiuns this school year.

Lich year parents, teaehers, and students are asked their opinion of Project LET.
Their responses h,ne been extremely positive. Indeed, tte hart. not had a single parent
continent that ,vas negatice. leachers inform us they are excited about the program be-

lt is an enriehment of the presentcurnculum, provides a variety of learning alter-
names, children are excited and ttant to conic to school, the ,elf -image of students is
improted, a provide_, euntinuity in the school currieulum, it provides learning that is
more eonerete, it encourage, parental ineultement in school, it provides good public
relations, and it provides gtx)dcommunleations betsteen parent and child.

Teachers. The re are currently Lui volunteer elementary teichers from 15 schools
and 11 teachers and ,tiun,k.luns for the four junior high saw!). echo are partielpating in
Project i f Laeh of these teacher, ha:t agreed to produce and, or implement at least
four teaching units during the course of the school year.

Tart nts and t ummunits. over 401) parents and 140 community representatives have
assieted project teachers by discussing their career roles uith students. There arc two
bash. purposes for involving parents and community people In the program. 1) ('arents
and eniamunity Lvtlt be more supportice of sehuols if they become involved in and have a
poem., experience with students and ttaehe rs mate classroom. and 2) Parents and com-
munity re [hese man..., have a great deal of expertise that In readily available to broaden
student experiences.

DISSEMINATION

the project has produced i publication., b) date. I ma) impleinentation service guides
ire the leirning I xpt nem).- in It 1. hnologe te-b Guide fur Implementation and The
Learning Experience.. m I tehnolog: 7-h Guide fur Implementation. Approximately 1,500
copies of our IC.-Lemidt. have been disserninatedsinee the project began. (Astern Miehigan
Universtty uses this publication as a text for a required undergraduate course.

In addition, three ntLgrawd teaehing unit handbooks acre developed by classroom
teachers to explain and show the structure of integrated teaching. Integrated Teaching
I landbook Integrated !cashing handbook 4-4, .end Integrated leaehing handbook C-o.

.3e:eral distriets are no% using r. !ectLL I materials to implement programs
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in thee: districts. If ett m be of any ,t,sistanct to tuu 01 Wilr school district, we %%ould
be happy to try.

Or. .s an assistant professor at Eastern Michigan University, Ann Arbor, and Teache Edoccaion 0,-
rector of the LET Project.

Career Education in the Elementary Classroom

Ronald M. Frye

I am atteniptin, to relate the .natt .n this presentation as closely as possible to
industrial oecupations in the elementary ...hoot. I Imedoes not say that we are not cover-
ing other oeculAitions in our program of career education, lAc do, in one way or another,
cover all of Elk Just, .s listed by the C.S. Office of Lducat:on as being important to
career education.

r tdueation is not only on alocal level but on a national scale,.as being
supplemental to the txhstmg curriculum. I 1.1., {I quote from a prorct operating in the
l'ortland, Oregon, sehool.. ''Nut to teach different things, but to teach differently." If we
look at caret r education in this 33a.., then it is easy to see that career education enhances
tht lit's. It is not something that as going to replace the 3It's. kke have very little hard
..r v d that card.: education is really enhancing the 31es, but we have a great deal of
cm pi: teal eudence to show that carter education is making school more meaningful to
many children throughout the I nited ,rates. It is important to have a clear understand-
ing of tht definition of indu.trial." In our program, and I think in any program of ele-
mentary endustrial art., it is viral that the definition of industrial be the broadest sense
of the word. If, for Lxampt,., you cannot believe that the making of candy is an industrial
process, then I think you, a. the. teacher, are in trouble, and most certainly in the little
community which I represent, the making of and hs vital to the economy of that com-
munity. If you were to attempt to tell a third grade student in the Cashmere School Sys-
tem that candy making etas not an indumrialoccupation, he would differ %%ith you, because
his father or a neighbor may be employed at the Aplet. and Cutlets Plant. Not only is it
important to define industrial en the broadest sense of the ttord, but it is important for
a teacher to maintain an open mend to industrial oecupanuns. I have often said that the
only thing that limits career education is the classroom teacher and the imagination
possessed by that teacher. [hi., of course, can be said about any teacher. Your best
teacher has a good imagination as well as a dedication to cturking with young people.

Any person working wuh elementary teachers must realize that these teachers have
bia....s concerning industrial arts in the classroom. If it is approached as career educa-
tion, and I. looked at as being supplemental to the existing curriculum, some of these
biases can be overcome, but vie should realize they are there.

I he first one I. the. bias of the over- crowded curriculum. If you approach a teacher
about adding mune material culler curriculum, you are in trouble:, because her eurrieulum
is already :to crowded that it is difficult to add anything new.

Me second Inas is the image of industrial art., or, "I have no :raining in woodwork-
ing." I he teacher rs of the opinion that industrial arts is woodworking and possibly a
little bit of drafting, and she can't ;et that AOutlm.orking is going to enhance her program
in am way. Ibis, of courst, guts back to defining industrial in the broadest sense of the
word.

the third bias is clutter in the self - contained classroom If the teacher looks upon
industrial arts as briny; woodworking, Own most certainly she is going to .ay that she
does not want hammers, chisel., plants, ete., opt rating in he r self-contained class-
room wht re it is going to cause sawdust on the flour and all of the thing. that would go
along with the sawdust. Ahen approaching an tleinent..ry teacher, you must realize that
these biases probably exist.

I he three communal( 'f t aslant rt, I 'eMiast in, and Dryden arc located on the eastern
shpt, of the 1 ask.atk Mountains in North t tntral 'A.1.1eington. rhe economy is dominated
by agriculture.. largely apples, but also pear, and .olut soft fruit like peaches, apricots,
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etc. We have in: oipoiated career education into almost every classroom in the two
school systems involved. From kindergarten to grade six, it is bale to say that every
teacher has exposed every student, in one way ur another, to career education.

On the elementary level, we are attempting to expose students to a variety of occu-
pation., to inform them of occupational requirements, and where possible, involve stu-
dent., in experiencing, in one way or another, some of these occupations. At the elemen-
tary level we are attempting to sties. career awareness, but we are also trying to make
that awareness a little more meaningful and to get students involved in "hands-on"
experiences wherever possible.

\t the kindergarten level, the teachers have always worked on attitude development
regarding the young student entering school. One method for the student to express atti-
tudes, which has been used in our project, is to have the student express these attitudes
thr, ugh a puppet. Children will say many things when they have a hand puppet talking
that they would not otherwise say.

Other attitudes necessary at the kindergarten level are sharing, individual under-
standing, and importance. 1nother thing we have dune is played a little "lAhat's My

ire" type of deal, where we would bring in the elementary counselor, another teacher,
secretary, principal, janitor, etc., have these people be identified by the students, and
then have them talk a little about what they do as far as the school is concerned.

In the first grade, the teacher zeroed in on the janitor and constructed a bulletin
board showing how the janitor is a worker and some of the tools he uses in his particular
,ee twat: ,n. ;ht then had the janitor take the students out and work with them so that they

had an opportunity to use the buffer, a carpet sweeper, etc. Also, he took them into thz
v itories and ;bowed them that there are some disagreeable aspects of occupations that

they should be aware of. 1fter the janitor, we had the students walk down to our little
I2-unit motel in Cashmere, and they gut to talk with the manager. She showed them how
she cleans ind gets the rooms ready for guest. when they came in. They then, returned
to the sellout and hired out to other teachers to do little jobs, such as cleaning desk tops,
etc. they were paid fit this in play money, and this then was related to their math or
arithmetic program. -lo relate this to language arts, the students all wrote letters to the
janitor. It is rather interesting that many of the students said such things as, "Dear Mr.
Blake, I used to throw gum on the flour in the school, but now I know how hard it is to get
off of the floor, so I won't do that any more." "Dear Mr. Blake, I used to walk in the
st_hool without wiping my feet, and track mud into the hallway, but I know how difficult
it is to clean the flour now sul won't track mud in and I will be sure I wipe my feet every
time I come into the school."

In relating it to art, they had the students draw pictures of Mr. Blake in operation,
and in relating it to industrial processes, the teacher had the students construct little
caddys and paint them. Mese caddys were made from coke boxes of six-pack carriers.
The .tudents would put in cleanser, polish, etc., and carry them with them, and then took
them home and did sonic of the cleaning operations for their mothers.

Ilk second grade set up a simple production line and made some uhristmas decora-
tions. Each student was assigned a task, and they gut to see the importance of coopera-
tion to get a job done as far as industry is concerned. Another thing dune in the second
grade was that the teachers had the students go home, discuss the occupation of the father
and or the mother with the parent and bring some of the tools that parent used to school.
The student would explain the parent's occupation to the classroom. One little girl's
father was an electrician, so she brought some lineman's pliers, screw drivers, etc.,
things representing her father's occupation. nu. same little girl's mother was a beauti-
cian, su she brought some thing:, that represented what her mother did. Another boy has
a father who is a carpenter. Ile brought hammer, nails, saw, etc., and talked about what
his father did.

l'he third grade has studied transportation for years. One of our third grades zeroed
in tin air transportation. .%ith some disadvantaged funds, we had a group of students fly
from the lAenatchee lirport to the Y akuna Airport. ilalf of the students took the bus from
Push:ism to Ilakinia, then they switched, and the second group fie w from Yakima back to

enatehee. Ahile they were in the terminal, instead of talking only about the glamorous
occupations of the pilot and the stewardess, the teacher made the total airplane revolve
around people. Mt mechanic and lus importance to the airplane getting off the ground;
the baggage man, the ticket seller and their importance to getting the passenger on the
airplane, the flight operations man and why he was important to air travel. Only one of
the 35 students involved in this particular classroom had ever been on an airplane, and
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through an arrangement with Hughes Airwest and some disadvantaged funds, it only coot
each student $5.00 to fly either from Wenatchee to Yakima or Yakima back to Wenatchee.
If the stlident .ould not afford it, then it was picked up by Rotary, Kiwanis, or one of the
service clubs in the area.

The fourth grade iu our system really covers two areas, the health cluster and the
industrial cluster. The fourth grade has operated on a panel basis. For one full week
prior to fringing in the panel, the teachers have the total curriculum revolve around the
industrial cluster. Then people are brought in as a panel. These people represent both
labor and industry, as far as the various occupations are concerned. In the industrial
cluster, for example, electricians, bricklayers, architects, contractors, etc., are brought
in. These people make a short presentationabout their particular occupation to the class.
This is limited to approximately 5 minutes. Then two students are designated to ask
questions whiJi have been written out by the students prior to the arrival of the person on
the panel. Most of the people who come for the first time are totally amazed by the ques-
tions fourth graders ask regarding their occupation. Some of the questions asked, for
example, of an architect were. Have you ever designed anything that has fallen down?
Do you every make any mistakes? Is math important in your particular occupation? After
the panel is completed, arrangements are made for students to go in small groups with the
particular pet son making the presentation. Those interested in what the architect would
have to say on an individual basis would go with the architect, he would go into a little
more depth about his particular occupation and let the students look at some of the tools
of his trade. If it is an electrician, they woult.1 get a chance to look at the instruments he
might use, such as a volt-ufm-meter, or wwk with some of his tools. One person we
had in was a man who finishes dry wall. This particular man brought not only himself,
but one of his helpers. He took a group of kids out on the playground and showed how a
dry all is finished and how the material that is gunned on a ceiling to make It at least
semi-acoustical is gunned on. As a follow-up to the industrial cluster, the students are
taken out to the playground. If you have ever seen confusion, it is a group of fourth grade
,hildren with three teachers who know nothing about industrial occupations, but yet with
the imagination to allow kids to experiment and do some things that make learning mean-
ingful. For example, a boy who is not particularly turned on by math really realized that
if he s going to have a stool with four legs that are somewhat even, he must understand
measurements.

Another thing we have dune that has proven very rewarding is a little exchange with
fourth graders from the metropolitan area inSeattle and the fourth graders at the Peshas-
tm-Dryden Elementary School. The children, actually from Bellevee, which is just across
the lake, came over and stayed two nights with the children in Dryden and Peshastm, and
this Spring the children of Peshastin-Dryden will guover and spend two nights in a metro-
politan setting. Many of them have never been in a metropolitan setting.

Our fifth grade students have a candy store. As I indicated earlier, candy is impor-
tant to our little community because the Aplets and Cotlets Plant, the only one in the
United States, is located in Cashmere. The students go to stores in the local community
and find out about the importance of a proper attitude for a salesperson, greeting the
public, traffic control in a store, and the display and packaging of items. Also, they
visit our Aplets and Cutlets Plant andsec automated machinery in operation, or the pack-
aging, the cutting, etc., of the Aplets and the Cotlets. They then go back to their room and
set up their little business for making candy, with the idea that these candies will be sold
in the hallway to all of the students in the elementary school.

The sixth graders establish a corporation. This is really the way social studies is
taught for a period of one trimester. The students decide on the name of the corporation
and what they are going to manufacture. Such names have been used as The Dlpsy Doodle
Decal Company, The Whisky Wacky CandleCompany, and the one used for the manufacture
of pillows was Fluff and Stuff. I think that you can see that these names have quite a lot
of student appeal. A total corporation is established, with a corporate head, a board of
directors, finance staff, and all of the things neessary to operate this corporation. The
students decide on a product which will sell, and then they go and sell stocks. The stocks
are sold for IOC a share, with a limit of not more than 25 shares purchased by any one
student. The product 1, then manufactured, and the sales team takes over. In the manu-
facturing process, there are workers, quality control at various stages, and the total
production line.

it ith this corporate set - up, the students are enthused, the teacher is enthused, and
the total process is one of learning and involvement. Any teacher could do it, at any
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grade level. It is a fantastic experience for a group of kids.
%%hat did we do to get the teacher involved.' We had a workshop involving every

teacher in the system. We started out by telling them about career education, why it
operated, how it operated, gave them some examples, had sonic people who were doing
sonic career thing come in and Jhuw what they were doing. Then, we gut the teachers
writing. %%e merely stated that the teachers should begin with what they would do to-
morrow, try to relate that in burnt: way to a job, and then from that, get a career concept
that they could teach to a group of young people.

We did two other things that were rather interesting. one, we taught a workshop
entitled "1 eehnul ,gy in a shuebox." Basically, this is an individualized instructional
package, but it is a manipulative type of instructional package, and it ib truly contained
in a shoebox. This shuelx,x is all decorated up JO it has sumo student appeal, and when
the student takes the lid off, the instructions for whatever might be contained inside are
un the lid. The student merely has to read the instructions. We had eighteen teachers
invoked in this workshop. Each teacher produced three individual learning packages
contained in a shoebox.

Another thing we did was to get the teachers out into all of the local industries we
could possibly get them into. The administration provided sonic money for teacher sub-
mutes, and teachers could take a day and spend it visiting one of the local industries, but
it did not work because teachers, for the must part, were afraid to leave school and go
out and visit industry. They were afraid of the criticism which would be leveled at them
by persons in the community. ou again, we organized a workshop, and had the teachers
go out and visit various industries in the community and in the neighboring communities,
such things as a machine shop, manufacturing prucesses,an apple juice company, mortu-
ary, two of the local automotive ageneies1 greenhouse-florist operation, and several
other manufacturing concerns. The feedback from the teachers wars almost unbelievable.
The first places we visited, the teachers were rather lethargic and didn't ask too many
questions, but then they realized that the people making the presentations and showing
them through the various establishments were really not eritieal of education, but were
happy to see educators visiting their particular concerns. The teachers opened up and
felt that this was one of the mot.t rewarding experiences they had ever had.

Dr. Frye is Director of the Career Education Project, Cashmere, Washington.
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Retirement and Depreciation of Industrial
Arts Equipment

Joseph A. Prioli

School building design has changed considerably during recent years as a result of
many ever-changing programs, and with these changes in building design, it becomes
apparent that equipment needs must also be re-assessed. Recommendations fornew
equipment in some communities may be relatively easy, but it can be assumed that in
most communities they just become recommendations until someone with perseverance
convinces school committees of their needs.

In view of reassessing, it becomes incumbent upon those people whose sphere of
responsibility covers shop equipment to search out all possible avenues of getting the
most out of every dollar spent.

This means that a department head or a supervisor must present facts and figures
to substantiate the expenditures of many dollars in order to properly equip shops that can
provide students with programs that can prepare them for our industrial society.

Full consideration must be given to the fact that the large number of learners in the
schools and the repetitive type cc training experience causes school shop equipment to
become worn or damaged much faster than the same equipment would in the hands of
tradesmen.

In most mechanical devices, lubrication is necessary to minimize friction between
moving parts. Asa teacher or supervisor, you should consult with original manufacturer's
specifications to ensure prolonged operating life of all equipment.

An analysis of the curriculum will help to determine the equipment needs. Educa-
tional specifications an types of equipment needs must be determined by competent staff
who will consider long-range planning where possible and the life span of certain equip-
ment and the type of constant use or abuse it may be subjected to. Advice or suggestions
from a trade or occupational advisory committee can be of great value to school adminis-
trators in determining the value and analysis of many types of equipment.

Equipment will wear out in time, and replacement becomes necessary. In order to
retire a piece of equipment because of wear, age, abuse, or breakage, the type of future
use must be considered before a replacement is purchased. This again means that the
expertise of school personnel who have had experiem.e in certain areas should be put to
use. It would be futile to accept a recommendation for replacement v.ithout finding out
how much long-range planning lies ahead. It would also be futile to allow for a low bid on
an inferior piece of equipment.

Depreciation factors and values can beset by formula if so desired, and many studies
have been made to try to arrive at an accepted method. However, all situations and all
schools are not alike. The followingpages will show the results of one of the study groups
consisting of industrial arts teachers.

Mr. Paoli is the Director of Occupational Education for the Brockton Public School System in Brockton,
Massachusetts.
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MECHANICAL DRAWING

i 1
Description Value Year Life Span

De:: r Number
of Students

14 1 Planning Benches $ 350 ea. 1970 1 20 years 100

1 Cabinet Drawing 600

490

175

87.75

t970

1970
t

1976

1970

1 20 ye irs 100

1 Table - Tracing 10 years 10
....,_

1 Machine - Drafting
I°,

I cutt er - Paper

5 years 10

1 , 5 years 10
r

20 Stools 10 ea. 1970 10 years 100

1 1 Table Drafting 450 1970 ! 10 years 10

1 Machine - Drafting 247 1970 5 years 10

1 Projector - Overhead 90 1970 5 years Teacher Use

Machine - Copy 1000 1970 10 years 'leacher Use

Machine - Blueprint
.....---

800 1970 1 10 years 10

HUMAN SERVICES CRAFTS LAB
T

Description Value Year Life Span
Daily Number
of Students

1 ' Frigidaire Refrigerator - Coppertone $ 374 1974 10 years 25

1 Frigidaire Range - Coppertone 350 1974 10 years 30

Singer Sewing Machine -
Tailor Head 31 - 15 325 1973 10 years 15

I Singer Sewing Machine -
Touch & Sew Model 639 160 1972 10 years 20

Singer Sewing Machines -
Touch & Sew Model 629 160 ea. 1972 10 years 20

4 White Sewing Machines 110 ea. 1973 8 years 25

1 Steomaster Iron - Tank & Iron 225 1973 Approx. 15 yrs. 15

I Kitchen Aid Dishwasher -
Coppertone 210 1973 15 years 15
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Description

LRubber Stamp Machine S 400 1970 5 years

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS LAB

Value Year Life Span
ally Number
of Students

2 Letterpress Machines 5000 1970 Rollers only
t (1 year)

Offset Machine 5000 1970 r Every 6 mos.
360

Paper Cutter

Scott Engraver

20" Horizontal Camera

Bogen Enlarger

Proof Press

Plate Exposure Unit

Scott Stamping Machine

(check up)

2000 1970 Blade repaired 5
every year

350 1970 3 years (broken) 15

1974

2500 1970 Lights repaired
every year

10

8

250 1970 Lights every 6
mos. - 4 years

15

1000 1970

1500 1970

Rollers Every Year 10

400 1970

Lights every year

5 years

5

5

Light Tables 250 ea. 1970 Lights about 5 yrs 10

116 Drafting Desks

2 Metal Cabinets

Description

PLANNING ROOM

Wooden Cabinet (drawing supply)

Portable T.V. and Stand

Paper Trimmer

Desk

Drafting Table

Chair Stools

Value Year Life Span
004 Number

of Students

$ 350 ea. 1970 20 years 85

108 ea. 1970 20 years 0

1100 ea. 1970 20 years 0

1970 20 years 85

87.25 ea. 1970 20 years 0

170 ea. 1970 20 years 0

525 ea, 1970 20 years 0

10 ea, 1970 20 years 20

GENERAL SHOP I

-120 Band Saw S 950 1970 20 years 2 groups
100 etch

-110 Sander - Belt and Disc 500 1970 10 years

ockwell Planer - Thickness 18" 1600 1970 15-18 years ..

136

FA 88

Jointer - 6" 420 1970 15-18 years u

Kiln 650 1970 10-15 years

iRockwell Saw - 10" Circular 600 1970 20 years ..

23-612 Grinder - 6" 100 1970 20 years

70-628
Rockwell

Drill Press 700 1970 20 years "

J -170 3 Wood Lathes 50 1970 25 years "
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SMALL ENGINES

Descsption Value

Drill Press (Bench Type)

Drill Press (Floor Type)

Valve Grimier

Bench Grinder (Bench Type)

Magnetic Base

First Aid Blanket

r-

Acrotime - Model 705

Merl-o-Tronic - Model 98

Tech 8, Dwell - Model 60 $ 30

Drill - Electric - 0-3/8 chuck 23

Reamer, Adjustable 200

Dyncmeter 600

Vise - Float Lock 40

Descript,cn

' Bench Transformer

Hampden Power Panel

Daily Nu- mber

Year Life Span of Students

1970 20 years 10

1970 20 years 15

(Old High School)

POWER MECHANICS

1970 20 years

1971 25 years 5

1972 30 years

1973 30 years

1973 20 years

1973 20 years

1973

1972

1971 35 years

1973 20 years

3 1

3 years 25

50 years

Value Year

Approx. 1970

S 450

5

10

20

We Span

25-30 years

Daily Number
of Students

8

Approx. 1970

52000

Bench Motor Approx.
5 300

D.C. Machine S 40

Synchronous Alternator Approx.

-
S 80

D. C. Generator Approx.
S 80

Capacitor Start Motor S 35

Split Phase Motor 35

Induction Motor $ 35

20-30 years Instructor's use
only; used
every day by
all in shop

1970 20 years

1970 10 years*

1970 10 years*

10

10

1970 10 years`

I0

10

1970 10 years

1970 10 years'

1970 10 years*

Repulsion /Induction Motor $ 35

Vega Hydraulic Bench $1280

$ 500

Meter Panel $ 250

McKnight Power Trainer

- _
`Subject to repair

1970 10 years*

1970 15 years`

1973 15-25 years

1970 indefinite By Instructor

10

10

10

10

6

2
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ADVANCED WOODWORKING

Description Value Year

1 18;11,;Mc r 52000 1970

1 12" Jainter 1 1800 1970

20" Table Sow

14" Radial Ann Saw

1 17" Drill Press
t

1 , 15" Drill Press

12" Disc Sander

24" Jig Saw

20" Band Saw

Mortiser

12" Lathe

Mitre Box

Life Sport

20 years

20 years

1200 1970 20 years

950 1970 20 years

400 1 1970 i 20 years

350 1970 20 years

Daily Number
of Students

40

30

30

25

5

5

300 1970 f 15 years
-4

345 1970 15 years

1000 1970

900 i, 1970

20

20

15 years 30

15 years 0

4 750 1 1970 15 years 10

100 1970 5 years 40

!Tool Cabinet (with tools) 1500 1970 10 years 75

6' sq. Tool Benches 340 ca. 1970 15 years 75
2' x 10' (with cabinets) 1150 ea.

Wooden Storage Cabinets 300 ca. 1970 15 years 40

Metal Storage Cabinets 250 ca. 1970 15 years 75

FTeacher's Desk 200 70-1 15 years

1Lumber Rack 300 1970 I 15 years

19

Constant

BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONI
1 i Description 1 Vol

I"225 Pawennatic :24" Surfacer $31

#GHN-E Tannerwitz 1-36" Band Saw I 300i-
112 HD Northfield , 12" Jointer j 120

,163490 Northfield , 16" Table Sow 11

Model 24 Powconatic ,Single End Tenoner 9

IS P Northfield ! Shaper 80I--- i
tiVS-61 Blunt 136" Lathe 751.---- t
4S-1C Blunt 36" Lathe 65

Boise -Crane

Model J, Wilton

Type L, Powermatic

#17 Rockwell

De wall
_ -

Northfield

48

Bedor Drum Sander

?Spindle Sander

Mortiser

117" Drill Press

10" Cutoff Saw

16" Unipoint Saw

Panel Sow

55

85

39

18

120

70

to Year Life Spon
Daily Number

of Students

) 1969 20 years 90+ Adults

) 1965 1... 20 years 90+ Adults-..-
20 years 90+ Adults) 1969 1

) 1969 j 25 years 90+ Aaults

) 1969 20 years Not in use
No cutter:

) 1 1969 20 years Not in use

) 1 1969 i 20 years 90+ Adults

) 1969 20 years 90* Adults

) 1969 15 years 904 Adults

) 1969 15 years 90+ Adults

) 1969 20 years 90+ Adults

) 1969 20 years 90+ Adults

) 1966 15 years 90+ Adults

) 1969 20 years Adults only

) 1969 20 years Adults



AUTOMOTIVE LAB

Descript:on
i

v ',Value

990 1

Year Lifer Span
Daily Number

of Students

Engine Analyzer IS 19/0 10 years 12

Brake Drum Lathe 1 1800 1 1970 IS years 4

i
Valve Grinding Machine 400 1970

1

20 years

t Radiator Repair Tank 1 1600 1973 15 years 2

Degreaser Tank 1 550 1970 20 years 6

2 1 Wheel Balancer
i

, 350 1970 10 years 2

2 1 Battery Charger I 275 10 years 4

4

,
1 Jack Lifts 1 350 15 years 6

/ Portable Front Wheel Aligner

I Engine Chain Fall I

950 10 years 2

200 1970 20 years 2

10411 Press 250 1970 20 years 4

i Lubrication Equipment 2800 1970 15 years 12

1 Electric Bench Grinder 300 1970 10 years 6

3

LI Tire Breakdown Machine - Elec. 700 1970 10 years 15

1 Hydraulic Floor Jacks 200 ea. 1970 5 years 6
t
' Hydraulic Transmission Jack 300 1970 10 years 5

Electric Welder 400 1970 20 years 5

4
Steam Cleaner 600 1972 10 years 10

RESTAURANT TRAINING

t
i Description Value Year Life Span

Daily Number
of Students

2 Stainless Steel Range S 875
10 burner & oven

1970 10 years 60

Ceramic broiler
I Black ceramic broiler

450 1968 10 years 60

Charcoal broiler - Stainless steel
hood & lava stones

1 395 1968 10 years 60

4-hole gas burner and
I oven Black rang.:

425 1970 10 years 60

Griddle - Stainless steel front 150 1970 10 years 60

Paco fryolater
tubes run through oil

275 1970 5 years 60

Vulcan fryolater
tubes in bottom of oil

325 1968 5 years 60

Refrigerator - Stainless steel
2-door reach-in

750 1965 10 years 60

Wafk-in chest refrigerator 1500 1970 10 years 60

Garbage disposal
Stainless steel front

450 1970 10 years 60
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5

1

2

1

1

1

METAL FABRICATION

!
I Daily Number 1

Description I Value Year We Spon of Students

10" Rockwell lathes j S1480 ea. 1970 1 5 years
_

. t
14" Rockwell lathes

1 3304 ea.1 1970 8 years

Vertical Miller , 1510 1970. _ 8 years

Horizontal Miller
, 3700 1968 10 years- t

Drill presses
1 800 ea.1 1968 15 years--..

! it10" South Bend lathe 1700 1964 5 years N/OH ---.
Hardinge Bench Lathe I 3200 1 1968 i 10 years 2

Sanford surface grinder t 1100 1 1968 i 15 years 4

Lee cutter grinder 3900 1970 1 20 years---1 N/O
/ 4 .

Keller power hacksaw 859 1970E 10 years
--1--

I Bench grinder i 230 1970 20 years

1 -.-Foot squaring shear 1 645 1965 20 years

1 Box & Pan Brake 38' 1965 20 years

2 W
r

all Benches 182 ea. 1970 20 years 160-.-
I Wall bench 340 1970 20 year 75

4 Soldering benches r124 ea. 1964 , 20 years 80

3 Metal benches 368 ea. 1970 20 years 100
_

Tool storage cabinet 1 1591 ~1970
_.i.,

8 years i 160

3

1

1

1

1

1

1

WOODWORKING

Description i

Daily Number
Value Year Life Spon of Stud

Blount Wood Lathe 1,5 550 ea. 1970 15 years 3

14" Tilt-arbor sow 1200 1970 20-25 years 25

10" Tilt-crbor sow I 300 1960 20-25 years 25. _
20" Band sow 700 19/0 20-25 years 6

.12" Disc sander I 250 1 1970 10-15 years

8" jointer 1 500 1970 20-25 years 35
-1- -

18" planer 1500 1970 20-25 years

X24" scroll saw 350 1970 I 5-10 years , 25

7" drill press ; 150 1970 I 5-10 years 10
t _

Portable saw
1 100 1970 2-5 years 2

Finish sander 1 50 1970 2-5 years 10

2 Belt sanders 200 1970 2-5 years

Hand drill - 3/8" 70 1973 2-5 years

2 Routers 50 ea. 1965 10 years
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II t
t....-

Description

ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

Life Span

-1
[ Value 1Year t

-It Daily Number
I of Students

t ---1
1----- _ .

' Weston model 80-VOM Ammeter S 105 .1971 i 20 years L5_
1 1 Weston model 8h AC Ammeter 90 1971 20 years 5-10

-t 7

I Telequipment Oscilloscope t 595 1971 25-30 years 1 10
.. ----i

1 , RCA Frequency Generator 102 1973 20 years 2-3 i

.---
I RCA Signal Generator 76 1973 20 years 2-3 ---1

11
5

.
, EICO DC power supply ; 59 1973 15 years ,

2 , M t130 1972 10-15 yecrsSimpson VO's
t-

;

ra_ ..

. ,

_.__
20-30 1

-.

1 EICO 1020-W DC power supply 20 1973 15 years 1-2t t
13 Weston AC Ammeter , 270 1972 20 years 10 j

..-7-- ..---
,

'

---1.
EICO 1030-W DC power supply 128 1973 20 years

5
Weston Digital meter 1 394 1973 I 30 years 1 1-5

Simpson VOM

VOH Ohmyst - RCA

t 130 1973 10-15 years

112 1973 i 20 years 2-4

20-30

Weston Clamp-Ammeter 61 1 1971 II-
Heath Capacitor checker , 40 1973

30 years 1-2

20 years 3-5

1 ;Heath ACVTVM , 42 1973 1 20 years

1 1 Heath RF Generator 1 70 20 years

li illeath Audio Generator 50 1973 t 20 years

4 1 Hecth VTVM j 160 1973 i 15-20 years

Heath 50 VDC supply

NURSING ASSISTANT LAB,
1

Description
F---t Value Year Life Span

Doi!), Number
of Students

Hospital Beds - Manual Gatch I S 500 1968 5-6 years 100

Mattress, Twin S:ze, Innerspring
r

120 1968 10 years 100

2 Bed-side Stands, Metal 300 1968 15 years 100

IL.-- Overbed Tab ' 100 1971 , 15 years 100

2 Wheelchairs 200

I

1971

1973
10 years 100

Rut used about
4 times per yr.)

IMH

t Bedcradle
J-

.-
1971

1

I pair

1 I.V. Pole

i Bed Side-rails, Metal i
L.

1971

1971 15 years
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GENERAL SHOP II

F Daily Number
t
t Description i Value : Yecr Life Span of Students

1J-120 Bandsow 15 950 1970 20 years 100+r

IJ-170 3 Lathes, Wood ! 750 : 1970 30 years 100*1,---- _ . .
1.1-110 Sander, Belt and Disc . 440 1970 15 years 100+/----
:Rockwell ' Planer, Thickness, 18" 1 1600 ; 1970 2C years 100+

1.1-136 Jointer, 6" 420 1 1970 20 years 100*

',Rockwell 10" tilt-arbor circular saw I 600 1970 20 years 100+

70-628 r
Drill Press , 700 i970 20 years 100+

23-612
,Rockwell 11..6" Grinder I 100 1970 20 years 100+

J
6

e
131

Spray Booth / 645 1970 t 30 yecrs 100*.-
36

Lin
-

1110 !Plastic Work Center 1 1665 1 1970 I 10-15 yecrs 100*.

ENGINEERING GRAPHIC

1r)aily Number
Value Year Life Span / of StudentsDescription

115 Drafting tables (dual students) S 350 1 1970 20 years 100

I ;Mayline (desk- o- motic) drafting 450 j 1970 , 20 years
table, steel

I

8

Hc.miltcn (autoshift) drafting 450 j 1970 20 years
table, steel

8

Mayline drafting table with : 300 / 1970 / 15 years
drawers, wooden

30
it

8

Tracing table with 4-40 wort 490 1 1970 10 years

-i---

15
, fluorescent rubes

drafting machine
K&E Paragon Auto flo 247 I 1970 10 years 8

*---
,Vemco 24" drafting machine 60C L1970 5 years

/ Large paper shear 87.75 / 1970 5 years i 30
+-

Drafting stools 10 1 1970 10 years 100

Overhead transparency projector 90 rli70
1-

5 years

133

Ii
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RELATED AUTOMOTIVE

14

1

Description
f [ n iDai I y Number
, Value Year 1 Life Span 1 af Students

:1

1

..-..-
, Tool K;t S 850 1973 20 years

. v-a Chev. Engine.

Chev. Auto Trans.

450

150
-.-

100

1973 10 years

1973 10 years 45+

'1

1

15

Rear end assembly

6 Cyl. Display Engine

Drawing Tables

.
1973 t 10 years 45+

25
1

20 years 45+

8 at
5350 ea. 1970 10 years

1

i

Tracing Table

Drawing Table

Drawing Tcble

490

1 1100

1970 20 years

1970
I
I 20 years

1

l------
I 450 1970 $ 20 years

Drafting machine i 175 1970 I 10 years
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Competency-Based Industrial Arts Teacher
Education and Certification: A Status Study

Stanley E. Brooks
Jack C. Bruockman, Jr.

This nationwide status study is the result of several on verb at Ions which occurred
at the 1071 American Industrial Arts AssuciationComention in Atlantic City. The writers
have been involved with the formulanun and implementationof New °Os state's Industrial
Arts Trial Certification Project for the past two years. It became apparent as we spoke
with the numerous people in Atlantic City that many institutions were getting involved
with the CBTE movement. furthermore, if there were several industrial arts teacher
education institutions actively engaged in this study of CBTE, then they may have mate-
rials which could be of help to institutions who are beginning their own CBTE study.

The 1972-1973 lndastrial Teacher Education Directory, sponsored by ACIATE and
N1TTE and compiled by Dr. Ervin Dennis, was used as the source for the institutions
surveyed. \ total of 108 questionnaires were distributed to colleges and universities
which indicated that they had industrial arts teacher preparation programs. One hundred
and forty returns were received, reflecting a 70% return. however, useable data was
found on 136 returns.

Despite the '0" return, the resulting data did not include responses from some insti-
tutions which are known to have made substantial progress in the development of a CBTE
program.

THE STUDY

The results of the first two questions on the questionnaire indicated that over 50% of
the institutions responding have staffs who are currently studying CBTE and, more im-
portantly, 14 (25',:) of the staC, indicated that they were engaged in an operational CBTEprogram.

1. Is your staff currently studying CBTE?
Yes 72 No 64

2.1s your staff engaged in an operational CBTE?
Yes 34 No 99

For obvious reasons of clarity and definition, it was necessary to attempt to identify
the specific format and direction for the previously indicated implementation. The re-
sponses indicated that the efforts of implementation are primarily concentrated in the
following areas:

Individual course
Profession sequence
Technical sequence
General sequence
Total Industrial Arts Program

- 24 institutions
- 25 institutions
- 18 institutions
- 3 institutions
- 36 institutions

\ pproximately 20% (28) of the respondents indicated that CBTE was a total staff
project at their institutions. however, with the additional institutions reporting that the
commitment involved a few staff of at least one staff member's efforts, the commitment
increases to 507 (68).

These 68 institutions also reported that their efforts in cBTF, are primarily directed
toward undergraduate programs (50), and only two reported a graduate-level emphasis.
The remaining 16 did, however, indicate that at their institutions efforts were being made
at both the graduate and undergraduate levels.

The current status of involvement at the responding institutions is best indicated by
the following tabulation of their appraisal according to these categories:

Cautiously Watching - 12 institutions
Beginning - 48 institutions
Well Along - 8 institutions
Done and Waiting - 3 institutions
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This indicates that over Sir,,, of the institutions responding to this survey have at least
taken note of the potential ianutieations of tr13il. to their industrial arts programs. In-
cluded among these institutions are at least six which indicated that they have or will soon
have printed materials available. Apparently these materials vary in scope from D. L.
Jelden's "Learning Aetivity Packages for Lleetrunies" to copies of an entire program,
in prototype form, from Millersville state Lullee,c. Our next step in attempting to gain
more information concerning 1 1( I31 I, will be to vis it itiany of the previously-listed insti-
tutions to obtain first-hand knowledge about their program developments.

It is also interesting to note the small aumbet 15) of industrial arts departments
that have been i epresented at the vailOth, regional and national meetings during 1972-073.
It is quite evident, f rum several comments, that the lack of institutional financing con-
tributed greatly to this apparent lack of participation. however, these organizations have
either had entire programs of have focused a major portion of their sessions on CBTE.
The attendance by organizations is as follows:

No. of I. A.
Departments
Participating Organization Date Location

14 American Assoc. for Colleges
of Teacher Education

February Chicago

4 Assn. of Teacher Educators February Chicago

9 American Society for March Minneapolis
Curriculum Development

14 AACTE 7 Regional Clinics November Salt Lake City
November St. Louis (2)
January Dallas
March Atlanta
April Boston

May San Diego

one of the basic requirements for any e 131 1. program appears to be a consortium of
representatives from such agencies as the public schools, colleges and, or universities,
professional associations, bargaining units, and the community. These representatives
usually form the pulley-recommending unit for certification procedures and educational
decision- making. It is for this reason that the following agencies, were identified and the
respondents were requested to indicate to what degree their institutions are involved
with these agencies.

Degree of Involvement

Agency None Some Considerable Total

Public School I. A. Teachers 10 31 9 1

Professional I. A. Assn. 14 22 6 1

I. A. College Students 5 33 14

Public School Administrators 15 29 6

Public School Guidance Personnel 22 14 3

Inter-Disciplinary DepartmentCollege 12 16 16 3

Lay Advisory Groups 18 17 5

Others 1 5 4

Many (70) respondents did not record any degree of involvement and, therefore, are
not represented in the precious chart. If Is Stanley Llam1 and others2 indicate, a broad
base for decision making is an essential characteristic of (.11 H., much must be done to
open the channels of discourse and interaction among these contributing agencies.

the most frequent unsolicited comment, other than congratulatory, centered around
a request for continued eommemeations and involvement by the responding agencies.
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It is apparent to the authors that the re is a pressing need fin increased dialogue concern-
ing cnn within the industrial arts disci p1iis M1. Milking out other professional colleagues.
This, hopefully, will take plan in it tally In folloa -up and teactions to this status study.
Our national association might sell ,unsider the feasibility of becoming involved in the
promotion of regional and national efforts to study, eourdinateind serve as a clearing
house for 1 V.'131.1.. W e also support Dean I luasam's (Ilniversity ot I louston) position that

Probably no educational movement of recent times has shown so much promise as this applica-
tion of a common principle competency-based instructional simultaneously to practice in
the schools and to the education of teachers for the schools. The prospects for teacher educa-
tion seem nothing short of phenomenal.

REFERENCES

1. Stanley Elam, "Performance -I3ased 1 Ladle' Education. Viliatls I lie state of the Art?"
3Vashington, D.C. V:-.criean Association of L. alleges for I eacher Education, 1972.

2. W. Robert Houston and Robert 13. Iluasaiii, Leis. onipeteniy Based leacher Educa-
tion l'rogress, Problems and Prospiets" Palo Alto, L alifornia: Science Research
Associates, 1972.

Dr. Brooks and Dr. Brueckman are members of 'tie faculty of the Industrial Arts Division of State Univer-
sity College ot Buffalo, NY.

One College's Approach

A. Dean Hauenstein

Florida Intermitional University is a state institution that has developed a competency-
based curriculum fur all of its Schuoluf Education offerings .1t both the undergraduate and
graduate levels. Ell' is an upper-division giaduate. Institution that opened its doors in
19-'2 and still graduate its first two -}ear program students in the Spring Quarter, 1974.

\bout BO 7, of the students enter Fl(' as juniors from Miami-Dade ur l3roaard Com-
munity College Stith an 1ssociate of Arts or Associate of Science degree. MU has no
dormitories and thus has a Lommutet population, of which about 00-, of the students work.
The University opened soh about '),600 students and has about 9,b0U students in its second
year of operation. Enrollment projections for 19b0 approach AM/ students. The even-
ing program is as large as the day-time program.

The University has one college, Aits, and Seaences, and five professional schools.
Education; Business and Organizational sciences. Technology, flealthandsocial Services;
and ilotel, Food and fra,)L! services. Tlk Sellout of Education and the School of Business
hate masters degree programs. The University also operates a large continuing educa-
tion program which services the South Florida community.

The School of Education is organized into five divisions. 1) Vocational and Adult
Education, which include, programs in ladustrial Arts Education, Yoe ational Industrial
Education, Technical Education, Economies Education, and Adult Education,
2) Curriculum and Instruction, Bf special Education and Pupil Services, 4) General Pro-
fessional Education and Educational Administration, and Ilealththd Physical Educa-
tion, Recreation and \ thleties. Faculty %%MI strung L1311. interests were recruited to
develop and teach the school's programs. At present, the school has 42 full-time faculty
members.

CBTE PREMISE

(forts have been directed toward establishing programs that would be
1. Developed to performance -based specifications.
2. Anchored in criterion-referenced evaluation.
3. Much less campus-bound Ind much more set in the field.
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. Committed hi tnthindualumg Instruction.
S. lharttt.and a multinie dia-bast a instrut wind! pro..,, ii oh high tot klenee

of sell-mstructhinal possibilnies. (1)
The leathet edueation programs %%ere built on tlit preml,k that the attual tompetencits,
required ot the I:au-ht., fur prop am t ()mph. thin must bt id.ottfie,l and six I1..1 out for all
to see. the I rain, ii iull knov. btforehand xat tly that he, she must athiect and b. able
to do. I he it unit (iiitildhact to deinonst rat& his ht. r abut. to fat ilitat, destrabit learn-
ing tii nankin, and p0,I( Ire lea rner oak omits.

In addition, the uatnee txould bt. held at, ountabl, fur a kno%%Ittlg, bast ilium cur -
t teat lung, and vialuation as dc. rived from the literaturt. it .oats also kit that the

mst rue tional prot es, should bt %a rid and int lud, alit root, rout. s to at 'hey ng tompe-
tencie.3.

FORMAT AND TERMINOLOGY

int of the mitialassigninems of the 1071-72 planning, staft )%as to decide on the format
and t, monolog, of the i 1311 d. livery stein. 1 -All N- ), tit the lotr.ture rtvtaled nearly
as man, daft. rent tormats and it rots as tht it Al. r-L I programs. For t sample,
teach. rs art being tiamtd Iron) WU Id IS, WS, and l`Nll'1( s, to name a fox. Further,
ea, h tit these deit.try patkag.s are tompriscd of ix hay haat obittliv,s, Lump. tomes,
tasks, eh.. I he staff felt it %%as net essary to establish a sthool()Idt set of common terms
and format that t3ould tommunit at, tilt tristiuttons' intents to studtms, fatuity, trainees,
and tnt tt attune% prok..,;,1011. It ti.as d, idtd that, t%ithin the worse structurt of the State

t,11y nit inti."1 appropriate fermat t.uuld mclud, modules, tasks, tnabit rs,
inst ruttional re sourct s, and entry beim% tor. I ash eourse offend by the sthool is com-
posed of a set of module:, viith the follov%Ing format. (2)

Module 1 lusts t ot rt lated tasks. t I he moduli. tilt des,. nix, the competency to
be learned).

Introduction i g,n. ial desti ilium) of tilt eontent and purpost of Mt module.
Goal A short, tontist :statement of the over-all objeetivt of the module.
lack the instrut tional tompeteney ,stated in behavioral terms) lobe demonstrated

by the trainee.
Lnabler 1n objet nee ot set of objet lives prcrequism to the Alt t essful completion

of the task. I hrough attomplishment of tilt enablers, the trainee demon-
strates that he slit has tilt nettssar% kno,(ledge and, OI skill to complete the task.

Instrut thinal l(esouct es i list of required and it suggested instruetional matertals
and learning xpertent s that twuld lead to the suttessful tompletion of the par-
ticular task(.41 and enablers(s).

I ntry Behavior 1 desk: iption of the necessary prerequisite skills of the module.

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS

1t the first tasks meeting tht student is supplied t. oh a handbook ,%hitli t ()mains the
modules for the tours,. Hit first lass int, I mg is used to tit stribe the course, obj(

attivities and tasks, stlitduit field cep, nen, ,indd.Aelop class calendars. Front
tills time on, instructors hold regularly scheduled elass inektings, conduct seminars, and
organize discussion groups and laboratory .ark that students nia3 attend. The extent to
%hith ,lass attendant.' is mandator% cants u(ith the ,Durst. Ih. pattern of the instruc-
tional prose is for a module is shocvn m Figure I.

(then a tame tompletes all of Mt las"k , at the spitspittfltd trd. Hon level, he/she
tett elves a gradt lea edit). If a ,trident dot s not meet dit criteria, he, she receives
a grad, of kNo atA111) and is re eyelt d through the instructional process until the task
riterion level is at Ineved. students , an also reteive Il& U tlhmots Credit) by contract-

ing the instructor for modules Muth exhibit higher triteuon levels of quality and
quantity.

CBTE PROGRAM DESIGN FACTORS

I he Honda legislature has strongly urgtel dial all tuatlit r education programs should
be competency -based by 147i. 1.11 etas approved to devt lop and implement programs
on an experimental basis, to ste tf k 13 11, ntak.s a dIfft./C17t to leather effettiveness.
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Enter
module

Learning
Experience

Complete

F.nabler
Assessment?

0 Yes

In designing programs, three nia;or factors had to be
considered: state legislation and teacher certification re-
quirements, the goals of the university, and the identifica-
tion of conipetencies.

Questions such as the following had to be answered.
What are the competencies that should be developed for all
teachers"' For industrial arts teachers? Do the competen-
cies fall within present k.ertifi..ition requirements? %VIII
certification need to be Lhanged; Will the goals of the uni-
versity and school be met? Are funds available for develop-
ing and implementing GB I i. programs? Figure 2 shows the
relationship of the fai.tors that had to be recognized in pro-
gram design.

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM/COMPETENCIES

During the 1971-72 planning year, the author's task was
to plan the undergraduate and graduate industrial arts teacher
education programs. Many intra-division meetings produced

Learning agreed-upon col professional undergraduate teaching
competencies. All trainees in the School of Education wouldExperience
develop basic knowledge and skill profmency in teaching in

ithree core courses: Schooling in America (basic knowledge
Complete and exposure to schools), General Teaching Laboratory 1

(basic teaching skills), and General Teaching Laboratory IITask
(human relations and cultural differences). Specific knowl-

Assessment? edges, attitudes, and skills would be developed by each divi-
sion. For example, all vocational division students develop

No Yes more specific competencies in: course planning, instruc-
Ilona' media, and teaching techniques. In addition, industrial
arts students develop competencies in special methods of

Enter teaching industrial arts. The minimum professional educa-
Next tion component for industrial arts is 45 quarter hours.

Technical competency areas were identified in relation
module to the body of knowledge developed by the Industrial Arts

Curriculum Project ($2.5 million research project), stateFigure I. Instructional Process. and national trends in industrial arts, legislation, and state
certification requirements (45 quarter hours in 4of 6 areas).

In 0'1, the Florida certification areas were: woods, metals, graphic communications,
electricity/electronics, power and transportation, and arts and crafts.

In deciding priorir!, competencies, the following rationalc was used. If students had
only one course in industrial art., what vuuld be the must impoi rant knowledges, attitudes,
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Competencies University State

Goals of University State
Legislation
and Funding

Goals of School of
Education

Knowledges Goals of DivisionI1V Programs Teacher
Attitudes Certification

Skills Objectives of Courses

Figure 2. Factors Influencing CBTE Program Design
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES

FOR

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

SPECIALTY: INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

1. FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Psychological and Sociological foundations taken in the
lower division.

2. PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PREPARATION CREDITS

EDU 305 Schooling in America 5

EDU 311, General Teaching Laboratory I 5

EDU 312 General Teaching Laboratory II 5

EVO 306 Course Planning in Vocational Education 5

EIA 405 Instruction in Industrial Arts 5

EVO 406 Special Teaching Laboratory 5

EVO 425 Student Teaching 15

3. TECHNICAL PREPARATION
A. Required: A minimum of 45 quarter hours are

required for certification with a minimum of
10 quarter hours in each of the following areas.

CONSTRUCTION
IAT 305 Contruction Technology 5

IAT 405 Construction Processes 5

*TAT 420 Architectural Drafting 5

MANUFACTURING
IAT 306 Manufacturing Technology 5

IAT 419 Materials Processing 5

IAT 415 Drafting I 5

or
IAT 416 Drafting II 5

*IAT 405 Materials of Industry 5

*IAT 406 Industrial Research and Development 5

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS
IAT 307 Reprographics 5

1AT 407 Planographics 5

*IAT 408 Photographics 5

POWER
IAT 417 Mechanical Power Systems I 5

IAT 418 Electrical/Electronics Systems 5

*ENT 325 Review of Electronic Concepts 5

*IAT 422 Mechanical Power Systems II 5

B. Technical Electives - See asterisked courses
above and other courses offered by the School
of Technology.

4. ADVISED ELECTIVESCoursework to make the total of 1, 2, 3 and 4 equal
to a minimum of 90 quarter hours

*Courses which are electives.
Figure 3. Industrial Arts Education

Bachelor of Science Degree Program at FIU.

and skills they should know and be able to demonstrate' If they had two courses, what
should they know and be able to Three courses^ Four, five, six, seven, eight, etc.,
courses: forty -five quarter huur.: Figurk:.3shuv.s the present undergraduate industrial
arts program at FlU.

the competenc. y areas of LonstruLtion, manufaLtut ing, industrial research and develop-
ment, materials pruLessing, graphic. communications, and power (electrical and mechan-
ical) were submitted to the state industrial aitsLurtifiLation subcommittee for considera-
tion. Under the leadership of Dr. Ralph Steub, Suitt: Supervisor of Industrial Arts, a dual
track for industrial arts teacher 1.ertificatiun was approved to accommodate FIU and
other state universities and school districts moving in this direction.

Most students entering FlU enter at the Junior level with an A.A. or A.S. degree from
`e community colleges. 1 hub, F1U has two years or 90 quarter hours to develop profes-

sional teaching competenLies and teLhnic.al industrial arts competencies (45 quarter hours
each). The professional teaching competencies are taught by the Division of Vocational
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PROGRAM OF STUDIES

FOR

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

SPECIALTY: INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

1. REQUIRED CORE CREDITS

EVO 506 Trends and Issues in Vocational

Education 4

EVO 507 Curriculum Development in Vocational

Education 4

EVO 616 Research in Vocational and Adult

Education 4

EDU 506 Analysis of Teaching 4

EVO 696 Seminar in Vocational Education 4

2. AREA OF PROFESSIONAL EMPHASIS 9-13

EIA 605 Analysis of Industrial Arts

Education 4

Students,under the direction of their advisor, may
develop professional competencies in their area of
emphasis via school-based field experiences, seminars,
methods courses, workshops, or independent study.

3. TECHNICAL ELECTIVES 8-12

Students are encouraged to select courses that
will increase their subject area technical competence.

Figure 4. Industrial Arts Education Master of Science Degree Program at FILL

and Adult I ducation, shill the technical industrial arts competencies are taught by the
School of I eehnology, 1)1%ision of Industrial Technology, in .I.Clrurdancv %ith the course
specifications developed by industrial arts teacher educators.

GRADUATE PROGRAM/COMPETENCIES

As graduate programs primaril} scrcicc in- service tcachets, several assumptions
sere made for program design.

i e rtified teache rs possess the technical arca skills under which they %ere certified.
Teachers desire to increase or update their teaching and technical skills.
Sonic teachers desire to gain administrative and supervisory skills.
Teachers want higher degrees for higher salaries.
Teachers not fully certified desire full certification.
There is a body of instructional competencies common to all teachers.

ith these assumptions in mind, research cas conducted at the local level on the
needs of industrial art, teachers and junior andsenior high school programs. As a result
of the research, tae u 4i- quarter -hour graduate track programs ieere designed. L u rriculum
and Instruction, and Administration and Supervision.

The curriculum and instruction program is designed to develop competencies Much
increase effectiveness and efficiency in relation to knoMedge of the field, curriculum
decelopmcnt, teaching skills, technical skills, problem solving and professional inter-
action. Field experiences allow students to demonstrate their knoAledge and skills in
school situations. See Figure 4 for the curriculum and instruction program.
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FROGPAM OF STUDIED

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION

SPECIALTY: ADMINISTRATION AND

SUPERVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

1. REQUIRED CORE CREDITS

EVO 507 Curriculum Development in Vocational

Education

EVO 517 Supervision and Coordination of

Vocational Education Programs 4

EVO 526 Community Relations and Resources

fur Vocational education 4

EVO 606 Administration of Local Vocational

Education Programs 4

LVO 696 Seminar in Vocational Education 4

EDA 605 The Organization and Operation of

Public School Systems 4

EDA 607 The Administration of a Secondary

School 4

EDA 606 Supervision in Education 4

EDA 609 Curriculum Development and Evaluation 4

2. AREA OF PROFESSIONAL EMPHASIS

EVO 695 Supervised Field Experience

Course work in specialized field to make total

of 1 and 2 equal to a minimum of 45 quarter hours.

4 -8

Figure 5. Administration and Supervision of Vocational Education
Master of Science Degree Program at AU.

I he adinini,tration and -up: rvision program isdesigned to dee clop initial operational
venni-4.1.2m le:, in relation to kno,eictigt of the field, decision making, curriculum and pro-
gram pi inning, supervising teaclit rs, lOurdindung 1.tork, utilizing community resources,
an: idtninistering programs. I. teld expt lente s Aloe% students to partic spate and practice
adriimi-arative and supervi-on, skills in school ene imminent:, .ice Figure: 5 for the ad-
minktration and -;upervkion program.

MODEL FOR COMPETENCY DEVELOPMENT/IMPLEMENTATION

i acti t utin,e title in a program identifies a broad art a of competency. model needed
to be developed to systematically delineate the contpttcncnsiinudules of each course,
the tasks, and the enablers. The author developed the mixiel shown in Figure 6. (3)

Lath course etas analyzed in terinsof the proces, required to achieve a broad under-
standing and skill in the competency area. These process steps are the modules or com-
petencies to be achieved.

in effect, a behavioral body of knoAledge for each competency area i&as delineated.
The cnterla used for identifying modules tsas as follows.

1. The terminoiegy must be expressed mgt. rundno..nsk1NG endings iadicating doing).
2. The modules must be totally inclusive of the competency area.
3. The modules must be mutually exclusitt of each other (little or no overlap).
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DEVELOPMENT

(Course Title Module 1.0

Modules
(process)

etc.

Course Goal

To achieve these
competencies

Tasks

1.1

Module
Goal 1.0

Task 1.1

Enablers

Task
Objectives

IMPLEMENTATION (Read from right to left)

To be able to
do these tasks

Need to know these
enabling knowledges
and skills

Figure 6. Competency Development and Implementation Model

4. lerminology must be arranged in a logical order.
5. The modules must be functionally adequate be able to be implemented).
Atte r the module, were identified, thecourse goal zytatement was written. Lath tom-

petenty was then analyrtAi fur the tasks required to achieve pruficienty. fhe
sank critkria Ka, used, that is, INC endings, total intlusiventss, mutual exclusiveness,
logical order, and functional adequacy. Once the tasks were delineated, they tould be ex-
pressed in behavioral performance terms with criterion levels.

I ad) task was then analyzed for "what one needs to know to be able w perform the
task." rhis effort resulted in enabling knowledgcs and skills. Enablers may take the
form of cognitive infkirmation ur smaller sub-tasks which tontribute to the larger task.
l'nabler statements were then written as objectives and procedures.

It is kiwi to express the module, and tasks in gerund nouns (INC endings) including
action or doing thus ubse reable behaviors whichalsobetume the set ur task term for the
behavioral objectives and provide a logical sequence fur aehitytnient. One needs only to
add the conditions and criterion level to suit the local situation. (3)

,unik courses in the program provide cognitive knowledge of the field, whith are
essentially enabling course, to uthtr murk. physically-oriented performance courses.
nee knowledge coursts are dectloped the same way as the performance tourses. The
knowledge competencies art, usually demonstrated on paper, verbally, ur is role-playing
situations.

FIELD EXPERIENCES

Undergraduate students are introduced to field experiences early in their program
and continue field relationship with school., and the community throughout their two-year
program. Initialcontacti,niadt. andcontinutel throughout the three curt teaching tourses.
The spttial teaching !abut aturics kuptrated by the division in the local Ulu u I b) ready the
trainet fur the studtnt tcacii.ng ewperienct. fhefield experience tulnimates with student
teaching.

Me graduate program field experiente....re continuous because the teachers are in
the school,. llowk ver, the culminating (kid experiences require the student to work mut
other teachers ur schools on curriculum and instruttiunal problems ur to be an adininis-
trative assistant and supervisor of other teachers in the school system.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

11though f It' is only in its second year of operation, from our experience CBTE
appears to be a viable site mauve fur industrialarts teacher education and teacher educa-
thm at large. 1dministrator, who have employed the few industrial arts students who
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have graduated 0. t Mit t to graduate about A/ students in spring l974, indicate that the
teacher: are indeed se y competent. A three-year fu:lov-up study has begun to gather
data on our graduates. It is tot early at this point to draw any conclusions. However,
School of Lducation research data indicate thatabout45, of the students enrolled in CI3TC
programs school-wide strongly favor CI3I I. as oniosed to traditional programs.
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The Role of the Public School in CBTE

Carl W. Heiner

Is it necessary that practicing professionals at all levels share in the governance of pro-
fessional preparation? Will classroom teacher unions call the shots? Will professors in the
educational foundations no longer be needed? Will the college of education be moved off
campus? I

these questions depict major controsersial issues in the CUT(. movement. The
issues relate directly to public schuulpersunnel being included in LB I I. and their sharing
in the deetsion-making processes which effect certification requirements. The issues
are centered around the concept of collaboration between the public school teachers and
college educators. collaixnation involves 'a sharing of power, sharing in the planning,
organization operation, and evaluation of programs, and sharing in the commitment of
resources.' - t ullaboratiuns between the cullegeand public school ha, not been a common
goal. Larry Swift of Vests rn Washington state College has indicated in his article,
"A Swan, A Pike, and A Crab in Search of a Management System," that

many faculty members at colleges and universities have seen the development of the new
certification process as an invasion of their teacher training domain."3

Teachers, lie further states,

have had some unfortunate experiences in wonting with colleges. At times they hove seen
themselves as having been manipulated by college) to provide classroom space and labor for
student teething program) without being permitted to contribute any expertise to such pro-
grams."4

Despite the impact of this lack of collaboration, the educators must compromise.
Many states' are ma...I nut; CBI(. programs whe rt. cullabur.itive effort is required

in order to govern the program.
Collaboration between teacher - training institutes and public schools have demon-

strated its value to education. If the two parties can develop a partnership, respecting
each other's views, rights, and responsibilities, the rewards art numerous. Wendell C.
Allen, in his article, -comments un collaboration in leacher Lducation," states that
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"The re wards of collabeit ttktit.tustbe In pi ()gram improvement and in professional growth
and satisfaction of parti. leant., AIM dietr clients."6 Among the salues which Allen in-
cludes are:

I. Mutual commitment tends to stimulate efforts to resolve differences among participants.

2. The time and energy ,pent in collaboration increases mutual respect among participants,
fosters openness and reedy feedback, and leads to a realistic approach in decision making.

3. Participant.' sense of responsibility is promoted by the opennes of collaborative processes.

4. Collaboration in teacher preparation enhances the likelihood that provisions for internal
and exemcl evaluation of programs and their management will be helpful and thorough.

Collaboration can emerge as a ,:ooperatiee effort to produce enormous results for the
improvement of education. Failure of the groups to collaborate may result in tragedy not
only to the educational system, butalso to public school pupils. Robert tioustan and Robert
B. Hate-sant in their article "C.B.T.E.. The %yes of Texas" write:

Failure to involve the affected parties and interests in serious dialogue and collaborative
effort results in win, lose controversy where the loser can be the schools, the society, and most
immediate the teachers and students .6

NEW YORK STATE MANDATES PUBLIC SCHOOL INVOLVEMENT

In the spring of 1971, the Division of Teacher Um:Alton and C.rtification of theState
of New York introduced a paper entitled .\ New Stele of t.ertification,9 which mandated
cirri programs in the state. This paper discussed four process standards which de-
scribed the requirements and procedure., which would develop t.13-11. certification pro-
grams.

Process Standard I deals directly with the issue of collaboration. It states

Trial projects leading to state certification must be planned, developed, monitored, and evalu-
ated by cooperative agencies acting cs a Policy Board. Representatives of the following agen-
cies must be included:
a. public schoolsrepresentatives approved by the board of education.
b. institutions of higher educationrepresentatives approved by chief administrative officer.
c. teachersrepresentatives selected or elected by teachers in the district.
d. teacher education studentsrepresentatives selected from end approved by stedents.
Representatives from other groups may be included.rn

Process Standard II addresses the questions of the participating public school objec-
tives and priorities, and the competeneies required Lila teacher in that district. Process
Standard ill alo,l1a0(.:, the ee teleriee andmannet which ill determine whether the candidate
has achieved the specific keel of competence. Process standard \ deals with the man-
agement system which will serve as the basis for program cealuation.11 With these proc-
ess standards, the Industrial Arts Trial Certification Projec. evolved.

The I l'iTT Policy Board is currently reresented by five segments of the profes-
sional domain. These include the following:

West Seneca Central School District in New York 3 members.
West Seneca Central School Administration 1 member.
Western New York Industrial Arts Teachers Assoc. 3 members.
Industrial Arts Student OrganizationS.1_7.C. Buffalo-3 members.
Industrial Arts Education DivisionS.(1.C. Buffalo 4 members.12

The Policy Board established early in its operation the understanding of parity, whereby,
regardless of representative number, each segment was allowed one vote, thus providing
equal partnership of all groups in any decision making. Die public school segment shared
equal representation and began playing a leading role in the development of the certifica-
tion program.

THE ROLE OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL IN I.A.T.C.P.

Involvement of the public school trocher began with the initial development of Proc-
ess Standard II. Process Standard Il dealt with stating objectives and priorities of the
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hoot dt-alut. I uitto ',hoot te.u.hk the -oh. re,ixtn-tbalite for an& rtatang and
completing tlic ta -A a dating obit t cati.se the ta,t; dealt eeith general
,..howl eh.-.tract gai- and t al go tl- tor the ,econelary and t.trh - ri.unJ,tr} indu,trial
art, program,. one, this tea, eomple red, tlic polo) board undc stook .t project which
developed General Indutdrial .%rtS Teacher Com1 etencies.

hh.t.en.r,lIaJ..t rat Act., leak ht. r ompetc tic kWh,' into du. Identifiation of;

i-,p,rtant general tea..ning c.mpetencies industrial arts teacher. would
need Sc' possess ,n Jider to rece, de initial (.censure to teach in New Vatic State. 3elievIng in
the often-overbo..ed vc,ue of input from practicing teachers, the Protect undertc.A the task
of stewing reaction from the steles industrial orts teechers.1'

hi. rehire, not only the teaelter. on the ,oh... Board we re Included, but more important,
the teachers of the state were included.

t ubltc ,chool war.. al,ti invoked in reek wing the initial ,eleetion of the
gene r.tl tudu,trial art, te.tetung competerhae,. 1111, group of te ache r, rept-emitted the
di,c mime: of mathemati:-, ,c1a rice, forcign language, mu:tie, ,octal ,tudie,, and vosa-
thinat and 'thin-trial art. education. mince tin, group completed the it reeleutng

tea,ha r from tin t oitct. s3o trJ kJ .1 ,ubeommottee to develop the in,trument u,ed to
iota- the- -.Lite "- mein...trial art, teacht. ,ubcomnuttet the general

te lung c...rupetencie, into three grow:, In:dn....atonal t ompetentae,, l'roft....,ional and
r-onal t ompere-nc ie., and Management 4. °weft-m.1es. lk-ecloped within cae.h of thbe

gr.um, wit., a ,of ,tate mem, re flecaing ....:rtaina,pect, of a teache performance.14
I he -t Irfattent, included the following:

Instructional Competencies
Ran,.

I. atimulate end mointain student interest throughout the instructional process.
2. Per torn basic manipulative 5.4.:is set.essary to teach in oil industrial arts content

Professional and Personal Competencies

Rani<
I. Deve...p and mammas o healthy 'cocker -student relati.mship to enhance the learning

situation.
2. Demonstrate an acceptable level of knowledge end performance in his field.

hlan9ement Core_pctencies
rant

I. %Ow evidence of cicssroem discipline and control.
2. Evaluate a student's performance level in a manner which allows for student under-

standing and paracipaticin.15

Ilt result:, of tin, -ural. provided a reliable- indicator of the needs of teacher:, in
the field.

I eache r- wart late r tneolved in pro t of tin root.% Board. Publit.
teacher: In the t'west -seneea -school I h .trt. t were rt. cpre-ted ro rde wife cutup,. cc. nc iv:. for
a given area of technte .ubte.t matter. II,. prop. a awoke.' not only the identification

eompett ntat-s, but 11.. the eeidenee, atm h Atoeed Mn-the r the pro,pt ...rive candidate,
had reached the .ickepteel leeel of eonmett n. e. refort , It ache r have bet.ome involved
in f no. -,. -standard ill and in the aetual ealuatton of the pro-pterivt cindidate.

t teacher tea- appotnted a,. .1 workshop e;oordtnator to ovr r-et tin diet loptnent of
the ompeIen.vs and pro,p, tie, candid ire', Nubeotnmitte of Pollee Board
member-. klevelripcd rho form it atm h A.I, il-.J to :dentae the one tench,. Ulu format
developed foliote..4,

Each of the participating 'tumor end sem r high school industrial arts teachers would ;den-
taly the instructional objectives for his course. Th.s was followed by a consideration of the com-
petent:pies, requisite for o beginning teacher, in order that h., would be able to achieve the
pieviousirstated instructional abject. des. A third dimension was included so that the public
school teacher could recommend the evaluative criteria which, in h., mind, would indicate to
him that the prospective teacher cove/ possessed the minimum of competence mei...rect./6

1. a r.-alt of that ,,ubconunrrtao, the folhiumg technical Industrial Art, Comptney
I i ,t: her or ire being developed:
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Early Secondary lomor High Forest Products, Ceramics, Graphic Arts,
Electricity, !)racing, and Manufacturing.

Secondary iEUgh jcthH,li 1 k meat- Llec cronies, Forest Products, Metals, Plastics,
Mauer and Technical Drawing.

Teachers teen:. contracted Eu&vtlup,our:A. instructtonalobjectives for their students.
The teachers were to pre.... rthe the technical competencies they felt acre required of the
candiclate in order Et, fulfill the instructional objective. Finally, the teachers were re-
quested to w rite the cc aloatire criteria which they twit could insure the candidate's attain-
ment of each competency. The teachers were requested to develop the technical compe-
tencies uhich related to the psycho -muter skills, but also those related w the cognitive
and affective domain.

The excerpt on page 69 is from the early secondary forest products program. It
includes the competency, evidence., and sample competencies from the psycho-motor,
cognitive, and affective domain.

This excerpt illustrates the scope of the role played by public school teachers thus
far in the development of competencies and candidate evidences for the IATC1'.

The involvement of public school teachers utll remaina vital function of this project.
The 1 future plans indicate greater teacher involvement in the completion of the
Central Industrial %rts Teaching Competencies and the development of general teaching
competencies for all teachers. The project will continue to request the assistance of
public school teachers in the evaluation and review of all competencies, and in the develop-
ment and operatwo of a management system for the Project.

SUMMARY

The role of the public school teacher has been that of a leader in the development of
the Industrial Ca.. Trial Certification Project. Public school teachers have solely de-
veloped many Jf the -oirwetencies and evidences identified through this trial certification
project. They have been leaders in setting up the govemanee procedures in the project.
Public- school teacher involvement is planned to continue in this project because of their
important contributions.

The success of the publ:c school involvement is largely due to the establishment of
group parity, whereby each group uas able to cooperate in the development, planning
operation, and evaluation, as an equal partner. The teachers were able to share views and
responsibilities in order to collaborate in the development of a CBTE certification pro-
gratn.

This collaboration shout. the kinds results which can be obtained if the contro-
ve-;ial issue between the teacher - training institutes and the public schools is compro-
mised.

Teachers do not cant to call the shots or take over the professorships in the educa-
tional foundations. They would like to share cheat expertise with the expertise of the col-
lege personnel in the belief that a new, exciting, and beneficial approach to teacher train-
ing can be developed.

FOOTNOTES
I. Willian't II. Drummond, "Does P.B.T.L. Mean Reform'!" Educational Leadership

(January 1974), 292-3.
2. CCendell C. .then, Vommenis on Collaboration in Teacher 1-,ducation," P.B.T.h.

Published by the Multi-statc C onsortium onPerformance-Based Teacher Lduca-
ti n, February 19741, p. 3.

1. irr) swift, A swan, .\ Pike, and A C rab in Search of a Management System,"
(Published by The Nlulti,state Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher Edu-
cation, September 19711, p.2.

4. Ibid.
Theodore L. Andre u ., "Competency -BaseclCe rtification," Gompetencv-Ba.sed Teacher

Education. P r ie.: re ... roblemsd'rocess (Published by Science Research As:so-
t:lam:), p.20.

6. Allen, p.3.
7. Ibid.
8. V.. Robert Houston and Robert B. linwsam, "C.B.T.E.. the Ayes of Texas," LV(Jan-

uary 197a), p.301.
'0. D.vi.ion of Teacher Iducation Certifteatton, Neusletter ythc University of

The State of New York, The state Education Department, June 19721, p.1.
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111, Nett York Nratt: Industrial 1rts I real t ertifieation Project, 1 studs of The (lun-
e-nal I eachins olopett nell, gamed for Initial t trtifieation of Industrial 1rts

Leachers in Nete Norl. ',tate i Industrial 1rts 1,dueation Die amain, stag I nieersitt
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14. Mad., p.4-s.

10. I he Nett lurk state Industrial art, I nal t e rtifieationProjeet, !edam...II Competen-
cies: ('otter It hnoloco, rnal t onibustioni Piston, and ftotare Line (Indus-
trial 1rts Education Division, stmt,. 1-me ersitt College at Buff, lo, Neu York,
January 1074a, p.c.

1'. I he Nett Yurk state Industrial Arts I real t e radii:anon Project, Larlv Secondary
Forest Products 'Industrial I.dueation Division, state I'meersity College
at lhaftalo, Nei.% ork, January 1074).

Mr, Heiner is the Indostroat Arts Department Chairman in the East Seneca Jr. High School, West Seneca,
N.Y., an Workshop Coordinator for the IATCP.

Description of a Competency-Based Undergraduate
Curriculum in Industrial Arts Education

Philip D. Wynn

lradation die, industrial arts wadi, r edut awn program,, have been structured in
terms of material art-3,, -Aids i,, nietaluorking, ttooduorking, drafting, electronics, and
graph', .trts, t raditional programs, hale liceuellar.,ete ritedbt emphasis on manipulative

laiek of eurriculum flexibilitt, decreasing re leeanet to modern technologt, and
limited appeal to non-majors.

In recent years the- Indust nal .1 rts I.dueation ikTartment at Milk rsvilk had expressed
groteing concern 'taut -.tut, &hewn. les, and had unplementedce rtain curricular changes

de-cached to keep the program aligned teitheontemporary thinking. l'or example, virtually
ill sour -e, had undergone a shift in emphasis from manipulatiee to technical. Certain
neet source, had given. tudents theopportunitt to explore dive rice area 02 opt. la! interest
and to apple the techniques of independent resrardiand ,study. Students had been encour-
aged to roe ads intact- of pertinent interdice [planar% offering:, through in a.mt tit part-
in,Ti d advi-ement pro, ram.

alo-,tever, although rlie,t- Intimation. had been partially ,l11:1. 0,;..ful in meeting depart-
ment II obtetiv,, it ti. felt that a more complete revision teas neeesca re.

RATIONALE

!Pere- :sere four ',Teethe reasons for du, curriculum revision.
L. it=_ctnr Inge: in re'-her certifie anon and program approval structured in terms

of c-omperence-b iced .1 it I irds he the l'ennselv mia Department Of Education.
2. 1 he hhaptton of a uniform corru admit plan bit the leather I ducators Council of

the Indu.triii 1,rts 14.iociation of Pennsylvania.
t. in merea,ung dem and for e heal industrial art.; tether :.

4. it were ism: demand for vat to other cum. War area, such as elementary
in.) special edit: mon, adult end, lament tour-es, and el utrct off.. rings ,,fish are more
ippropriate to the intere.4t; of non-major,.
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UNDERGRADUATE PERFORMANCE-BASED COMPETENCIES

Mc pt. rformanuu -basud lumpetenLic. un p. 72-73 are those uunipetencies considered
essential in the undurgraduatt pruparation of industrial arts teachers. these uompeten-
cies are consistent with thu "Thu len Goals of duality Education" k1965) and are designed
to provide a balanced program of genural education, tuuhnival studies, and professional
education. More spcuifivally, these uompetencies art designed to enable the industrial
arts tuauher to provide for his students the type of instruction that is oncerned with:

a. uontributing a unique and nuuessary segment to thu total program of the student's
education,

b. developing self-uonuepts pertaining to the changing ruquirements for optimum
participation in an industrial-rechnological culture,

c. developing technological literacy,
d. exploring occupational opportunities,
u. discovering and encouraging tuol-mauhinu abilities and problem-solving tech-

niques, and
f. providing research experienuesat a levul of intunsity appropriate to student ability.

OUTLINE OF MAJOR FIELD REQUIREMENTS

the major fluid ruquiruments arc divided into four uategories. industrial materials,
visual ,orniiiumuations, pursue technology, and professional .nurses. Certain courses are
ruquirud in uauh ...Augury. toes. diagram., atudents must cleat, within certain
2uu and sal, luvuluoursus from eauh ttchnivaluategory, and may then specialize by choos-
ing fret. uluctivus from unu or more ....auguries appropriate to tr. it interest and ability.

r- ---
Required

Industrial
Materials

'

Visual
CommunicationsT-

t

1

1

101

102

271 or
281

103
104

f

;Elect 2 courses one 200 level I I graphic art

Power
Technolog

105

106

Professional

ill. peolewcetrricteictteolleo9cty

l 200-300 level I

ronics[lin each area i one 300 level 1 drawing/design

Elective Two courses in elective area (any level)

ourses at the 1(0 level are required for IA majors (except lA-107) and are open to
non-majors on an elective basis. Technical coursus at the 200, 300, and 400 level arc
elective for any student demonstrating prerequisite uomputenuy. the 500 level courses
are highly speuialized t..rurst., fur d. akivanuetiundergraduati. or graduate student demon-
strating competency.

Specifically, the following points should be made clear:
L. MI courses are uompetenuy-based, and a student may receive credit by demon-

str iting tompetenty in that subject through appropriate evaluative teuhniques.
2. Arca:, of speuialization within the major arc to Ix determined by each student in

uunsuitation with his advis,r. ouuh spuulalizations will be refit:um! on his transcript,
but not on the instructional certificate.

i. IA-491, rinuiples and l' rautiuus of IA I.duuation, is a professional seminar which
is taken uonuurrently with student [cashing k3.11) and 10, counted under Degree Require-
ments with student teaching.

4. I he areas of speuial eduuatton and elementary education arc not included in thc
list of course emirs. Appropriate uoursus arc being jointly developed by Industrial Arts
bduuation and those depacnnentoind will b. uffcred and taught by these deparhuents on
an elective basis for industrial arts majors.
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NEW CURRICULUM COURSES

Required Courses
101 Basic Woodworking Techniques
W2 Bus, Metalworking Techniques
103 Graphic Reproduction
104 Engineering ,;raphics
105 Man and His Electrical Environment
106 Energy, Power, and Transportation

271 or Ceramics Technology
281 Plastics and Synthetics Technology

492 or Group Studies in Industrial Materials
493 or Group Studies in Visual Communication
494 Group Studies in rower Technology

Visual Communications Courses
Graphic Arts
211 Application of Process Photography to Industry
311 Still Photography
312 Screen Process Printing
313 Photo-Offset Printing
411 Autographic Processes

Drawing - Design
221 Technical Sketching and Design
321 Industrial Design
322 Technical Drawing
323 Architectural Drawing and Design
421 Descriptive Geometry

391 Curriculum Analysis and Development
491 Principles and Practices of Industrial Arts

(with student teaching)

Industrial Materials Courses

Elective - all the above, and
511 Process Color Separation
518 Problem Seminar in Visual Communications
521 Projective Graphics

Power Technology Courses
200 - Level
251
261

262
271

281

300

Wood Technology
Cold Metal Technology
Hot Metal Technology
Ceramics Technology )

Plastics and Synthetics ) one required above
Technology

- Level

Electricity-Electronics
231 Electronic Components and Circuit Analysis
331 Solid State Electronics
332 Electronic Communication Systems
431 Instrumentation and Controls

Transportation
381

382
383

Utilization of Materials for Construction
Utilization of Materials for Manufacturing
Utilization of Materials for Crafts

41

341

441

Automotive Systems
Fiuid Power
Aviation Education

Elective - all the above, and
451 Production Techniques in Wood
461 Production Techniques in Metal
471 Production Techniques in Ceramics
582 Tooling for Production
588 Problem Seminar in Industrial Materials

Elective - all the above, and
531 Logic Circuits and Applications
538 Problem Seminar in Power Technology
541 Electro-Mechanical Systems

AREA: Visual Communications
COURSE NO: 104 SEMESTER nom: 3 CONTACT HOURS: 6
TITLE: Engineering Graphics
PREREQUISITE: None

Catalog Description:
Ibis is an introdueton, course dealing with lettering, engineering geometry, multiview
representation, inAiliary, sueuuning, pietunal representation, dimensioning, and repro-
duction of drawings.

Primary Course Objective(s):
I. I u became cognizant of the relationships of the method; of communication (writ-

ten and spoken language, the sy-mhoh, language, and the graphic language)
2. ru develop eompetenee in using graphical expression both for communication and

as a means for analysis and synthesis.
3. III develop an awareness of rbe impact of rapid teehnologival advances such as

automation in drafting and design, miniaturization, ctu., on cngineenng graphics.
4. lu develop an understanding of the principles of orthographic projection and a

knowledge of conventional practices used in graphical communication.
i. 1u become familiar w ith drafting tools and equipment, inuluding, drafting machines,

X -\ plotters, 3-D drafting &mei-, operated mechanically, by computer, and
photographically, and their impact on drafting personnel.

6. I o develop the ability to visualize and solve space problems graphically.
7. lo develop an awareness of the inereasing importance of accuracy, exactness,

and positiveness both for representation and in problem solving.
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be,knik familiar with !rafting, standards kAnwri..an Drafting Standards, (AL.)
and be able to relate them properly to drawing and industry.

9. To btLom familiar with rt.prodmtoit pim.csses andtlim t forktion in visual Lunt-
munication.

10. To do,clop an undLrstanding of surfa,.. finish LliaraLte:risms and rLlatL them to
drafting and production.

Topical Course Outline:
1. ngineering graphics lettering
2. Drawing instruments and equipment - care and use
3. Reproductive methods used in drafting
4. Engineering geometry

Principles of orthographic projection and multiview drawing
6. Auxiliary views
7. Sectioning and conventional practices
8. Pictorial drawings

A. Axonometric
B. Oblique
C. Perspective

COURSE NO. 104 BEHAVIORAL COMPETENCIES

Ccnpetencies

After students participate in the
learning experiences of this course,
they will be able to:

Select, use, and care for drafting
tools and equipment.

2. To record information through
hand and mechanical lettering.

3. Solve multiview problems.
4. Solve mechanical pictorial

drawing problems.
5. Solve problems involvino the

principal sectianing techniques.
6. Solve primary and secandary

auxiliary view problems.
7. Apply national drafting stand-

ards to drawings.
8. Describe appropriate surface

finish conditions.
9. Solve problems invalving inter-

sections and developments.
10. Reproduce drawings by the var-

ious available methods.
11. Dimension for moss production-

selective fits.
12. Relate the various drafting

methods (hand-mcchine-auto-
matic) to technology

Learning Experiences t Methods of Evaluation

These learning experiences and The degree of attainment of
activities will be used to develop each competency will be
each competency. evaluated in the following

1. Select, care far, and use drafting
ways:

tools and equipment. I. Teacher evaluations
2. Letter drawings by hand and 2. Performance testing

machine. 3. Student self-evaluations
3. Solve multiview problems. 4. Written and oral testing
4. Solve pictorial drawing problems. 5. Standardized tests
5. Solve internal detail problems- 6. Team testing

sectioning. 7. Evaluations by specialists
6. Solve primary and secandary

auxiliary problems.
7. Solve problems including inter-

sectiv. , and developments.
8. Apply the various finish marks

to drawings.
9. Make the various reproductions

of drawings.
110. Make micraprints from drawings.

Dr. Wynn is Assistant Direckw, Industrial Arts Eduv.ation, Millersville State College, Millersville, Po.
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A Model for Reform in Teacher Education

1 owriztricit S. Wright

From tht criticisms that abound and from the many innovations visible in teacher
education today, it hardly sterns nectssary to qutstion why rtform in teat her education
might be necessary. on theuthtr hand,unt might inquire as to why we would be interested
in a model for such reform.

['here are several reasons why we need tu develop a systematic model for reform
in teacher education. Perhaps the first of these is that curriculum design is a complex
process. In reducing it tu its simplest form, it rtquirts ust of the highest levels of the
t..ugutive processes. In examining Bluum's taxonomy, curriculum design and reform
certainly require all aspects of the knowledge, comprehensiun, and application levels
with respect to the diseiplinebeingstudied. Btyund this, it requires analysis of elements,
synthesizing these into new patterns, and evaluation uf tffectiveness. These, of course,
are the high t levels of the cognitive domain.

,ceundly, a systematic model becomes an indispensable tool tu managing the curricu-
lum design process. I rumples from many fields art. brought to bear at the right time.
A model should keep the curriculum developer aware at all times uf the problems with
which he is dealing and his location in the model.

It also has the effect uf placing the emphasis un designing tht urriculum substantially
right the first time.

Many of you may be familiar with Murphy's Law. It says. "Anything that can pos-
sibly go wrung will go wrung." I'm not sure who this Murphy isor was but there are
two more laws variously ascribed to Win. These seem tu have direct relevance to cur-
riculum work:

The chances of being accidentally successful are very small.
There are enough ways to fail that one had better plan to insure success.

This would seem to say that a systematic model is highly desirable.
There are many models ur systems used in curriculum design. Let me identify two

and spend most of my time ona third that we art using for study of our industrial teacher
education program at VW-Stout.

These models include the intuitive, the discipline; and tilt, behavioral analysis model.

THE INTUITIVE MODEL

Intuitive, as you know, means knowingur perceivingby intuition. This is the quickest
and ordinarily the least scientific way to bo abuut reforming the curriculum. It is also
the curriculum trap into which we are most likely to fall.

Let me call to your attention several examples uf the use of the intuitive model.
I. When you say, "I've always wanted tuteach a fourth tourse in areintectural draft-

ing" and then add it to the curriculum, you are using the intuitive model.
2. When you perceive that teachers in the field arc using the same old learning

activities and because of this ptreeptionyuu reeummend a course in Seltcuon of Learning
Activities in Industrial Arts, you are using the intuitive model.

3. When you examine offerings in °tilt runiverzitiesandadd suns. of these apparently
useful offerings to your offerings, you are using the intuitive model.

4. When a special-interest group identifies drugs and their use as a problem and you
add a course such as Use and Abuse of Drugs, you arc using the intuitive model.

5. When tilt latest LI'DA guidtlints conic out and you build a curriculum proposal to
fit these guidelines, you are using the intuitive model.

I submit that the intuitive is tilt must frequently used model in curriculum develop-
ment, but that it is imprecise and lacks the direction that more systematic models can
provide. Moreover, if you add courses using the intuitive model, it is only on the rarest
of occasions that the deadwood in the curriculum is removed.

THE DISCIPLINE OR CONCEPTUAL ANALYSIS MODEL

the discipline or conceptual analysis model is familiar to most of us. In it we sys-
tematically study the body of contentandattempt analyze it and structure is constituent
elements. On the basis of the structure discovered, we devise an arr icy of courses,
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probably subj. et-matte -oriented, so that one niay be exposed to the discipline andior
the concepts thiough i A of experiences. flie use to which the discipline may later
be put is not the c lit al obji envy.. I Laming the discipline or concepts is the central
objective. It is assumed that the study of the discipline will provide the learner a wide
fund of knowledge and concepts upon which he can thaw in the solution of most any orub-
lems with which he may subsequently be confronted.

Mere are plenty of examples of discipline analysis. I he structure in the American
Vocational \ (..PUldt to In io inc ia,tiuction in Industrial Arts is a discipline
analysis. the lmerican Industry 1' rujeL t at -itout developed a very thorough analysis of
the soeio-economic institution of American Industry. Many of the academe subjects have
undertaken careful discipline analyses. Dr. Paul Daurt. in his outstanding studies at
West Virginia has examined technology as a discipline.

Discipline studies are believed by many to be the most scholarly and the most gen-
eralizable of the curriculum models. Among the problems associated with discipline
study are those cited for transfer of learning. unless we teach for transfer, transfer may
not take place. Unless we teach uses for the discipline, we may fail to use the information,
even when it is appropriate.

THE BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS MODEL

The behavioral analysis model is based has are other modelsi on assumptions. Two
of these are:

hat the desired host- instructional behaviors can be identified.
That instruction to produce these post - instructional behaviors can be provide .1.

Opponents of this model claim:
That to identify performances in a particular work -rule leaves out what should be
in that work-role.
flat the re are too many fragmented and not enough synthesizing experiences in
behavioral-oriented instruction.
That once analysis has been completed, because of the complexity of making the
analysis, it is not likely to be updated.

I would dismiss the fast of these M budding into the behavioral analysis model a
function which deals with what the pint - instructional behavior should be insofar as any
human or set of humans can predict them. The fragmentation problem is not necessarily
confined to behavioral analysis. The way to overcome it is to see that a proper balance
of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation level instruction is included. With respect to the
third problem of keeping the content current, that is not a fault reserved only for this
model.

The model presented here is one of many. It is not the model, it is a model. We
believe that it will work for us. It is a fifteen-step, cyclical model that provides for
entry at any step. the cyclical nature of this model niay suggest that Lurrieuhun re-
formers go round in academic circles, but 1 will leave judgment on this point to each of
you.

will start with the point of origin in the curriculum development process. I will
be talking about curriculum development and reform in teacher education.

1. Identify environmental and societal conditions which create
problems to be solved and human needs to be satisfied

Ibis step calls for systematic study of soeictal conditions and problems. Like many
other steps in this model, it takes time and effort. Having once completed such a study,
there is need for a planned program of updating, with perhaps a thorough new effort every
five years. .should we fail to take this step, we run the risk of yLveloping programs that
may not be relevant. IloA can one propose a solution to problems and needs which have
not been identified and spelled out This leads to the next step in the model.
2. Propose solutions to these problems and needs

fhe combination of steps one and two should result in a iationale upon which pro-
grams niay be. developed. A position paper identifying the particular societal problems
and needs toward which a program such as teacher education is aimed provides a written
record of the reasons for its development and existence.

Programs which du not ur cannot be related to environmental Lunoitions which create
problems, societal conditions which create problems, and/or humanuceds to be satisfied,
stand rather well assured of being irrelevant.
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On the other hand, carefully-thought-out solutions to existing problems and needs
provide the possibility of reaffirming previously stated goals, the possibility of having
envisioned appropriate new goals, and confidence in the relevnee of the program(s)
conceived.

3. Identify work-roles within which personnel
can solve problems and meet needs

we approached this problem at .)tuut, we obviously would select work-roles appro-
priate to our mission. In my ease, it was the Industrial I.dueation Teacher, and we con-
fined our study to the professional teacher education level. This would include teacher
edueation for both industrial arts .duration to support the general education function and
industrial-vocational education to support the specialized education function.

believe our niudel to be sufficiently generalizable that any occupation or profes-
sion might be identified for study and development.

4. Analyze work-roles into post-instru-tional behaviors
required for success in each work-role

The reason for this step would sec ni self-evident. If we can identify the post-instruc-
tional behaviors required in the work-rule, then an instructional probrain can be developed
to assure possession of those behaviors.

As a matter of the procedure which we followed, we developed ten post-instructional
behaviors kwhich act as classifiers), and which a committee of us believed were required
for success in the previously identified work-rule of industrial education teacher. For
other work-roles, perrhaps any where from five to fifteen behaviors would be appropriate.

The ten which we agreed upon were these:
(a) Improve Individual's Competencies
(b) Design Programs
(c) Design Instruction
(d) Nurture Humaneness

rs
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tel I h tltt.rte I ear11111g
illagt the I c .11ning Ironment

1/11 PIO% ide Prodessional servite
(11) rtilitc Restart-1i
tt I'valuate Instruction

p I valuate Programs
Ilk ought 1/1/4 applit,M1, to ti ht r in any di,. mime and at any level

t tim pre- ,.haul through university.
ht lit Lai , a r, suffit i nt 1, tail to pt flint [hut ma nage n itan at this stage

into program,. I hi furtht r ,inaly,/ed Imo their con-aituent clement:.
Idt linty tht s,tond-Ii it I po,t-in -atm Ilona! beim% hit , shiAIt define igich of the ten

r,t-lt it I lit bailor,. I lk n i knti( thi third-It vel post-mst rot uona hi hai. each
of Mt sikOnd-I, it I bt hay Ilia, ordinarily will ',IL Id suftment di tail to p,rtn nt one to
pro, cil with in thi model for rt form in [cachet L ducanon. 11e found 57 second-
lvel and 127 w)iru-level behaviors.

5. Validnte work-role behavior3 by obtaining frequency and importance
data 4 -i practitioners and importance data from select jury

the pt a, titioni rs art tca,h,rs fun. tioning, in their %cork- role. Data from this study
suggt st the fro Tient) of pi dormant t of Lich behay kir as %%ell the importance %%Inch
tht prat talon, attach to the hihay b r. lloiievt r, tin, is not enough. Ile need to know
not only Ahat a, tannic r dots and Ix es, but also ,that an informed jury perceives
the inipm tance rating for each behavior to be.

ilx -tudy Mu, L kik L t to oniplt ti ,,sin in,lud.s as practitioners, Me 1971-72
population of 11 isconsin teachers as follmis:

lunior high school industrial arts leaChCk
itimor-,,enior high school industrial .irts teaches
'tenor high school industrial education teacher
t apstone industrial education teacher

Our select jury was dr,:iin nationally:
aelectid leaders In industrial teacher education

fifty On,uhant, or supt rvisors of industrial arts, or if none existed,
the state consultant or supervisor of industrial education
:1k sta[t dui.ation offo_c. r in Ladh of tht 'SO statt itht pet son in %hose office the
st ltd certification of 'eachers is done)

6. Select '.rk -roles and their component behavioral tasks
for which instructional programs are to be developed

Ihis step intuit.. a ,omplt x ,isstssiiiint of tht data gathi red in thy previous vabila-
ti, Obylously, bihaLiors hitch arc not pi rformcd and guy not 1y:hived to he an-
portant tan lit L Inionati LI. I ho,, bi .,yid to Ix both pi rfornitil and important must he
int ludt d to instructional programs.

dc,i.00n IlladL .1, to r scpa rat, prog,ranis net d to be developed for
,I41 group or .halt, r carious bt bailors are UniniOn a, cash group and ,.in be provided

in on, pnigt no, I hough the pt nt ss is an iniolit d tint, !Last that might be said is
that this .511,Arld ri suit in Ilk program di vt !opt r having something mon. to go on than
intuition and hearsay in making his decisions.

7. Detc. mine the "educational ladder" positions and location for each behavioral
task in which provisions will be made to attain specified performance levels

11n, stay be dun, b, ,ubmitting groups of bi ha% iirs to a teacher edutator who is a
the (kid of tlit hi hay mot. group. Ik Inas, oilidatc his Rs nses through inter -

% another tea, hi r tdu,,itor spi, I his study Lan Lk mut h heavily
forindind, but front a pi a,tkal point of .i,dt, t%l think this approach to bi iiorkabie for
us. 1th r Ili, Al sill [ILL d myth du. tonsidt !anon of our Lolkagut s to thesi di ti rmi-
nations.

Ile have identified these "educational ladder" positions:
(a) I ewer division instruction
(b) Upper division instruction
(L.) l-irst graduate instruction
(d) Advanced graduate instruction
le) Highest level of instruction
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Nlany behaviors at. li allied and strengthened on-the-job, our purpose here is to
develop reform in our futuhai tea.he r Some behaviors will be formal-
ized through student teaching, intern:dim, practicums, and the like.

8. For each behavioral task and for each of its positions on the "educational ladder,
determine the performance level to be attained by those who experience the instruction

The teacher education speeialist includes this step along with the previous one, as
he makes his judgments and validates his efforts.

We are thinking in terms of the following performance levels:
ia) Instruction in this behavior is introduced and the learner uses tan, as a basis for

making other experiences meaningful.
tbl Instruction in this beim icor 1. developed to the 't vel of practice under supervision.
le) Instruction in this behavior is developed to entry -level practice and can be per-

formed successfully as a beginning professional .with minimum supervision.
td. Instruction in this behavior is developed to the point where the practitioner

initiates this behavior, understands the theory, and has developed speed and
accuracy through practice.

ke) Instruction in this behavior develops the practitioner into a professional leader
based on maturity and practice. lie may supervise others.

Behavior Write

ba;lovioral objeenees

for lesson plane

Performance levels

e 2, e4, ci4. i; e 2, e .S.,i b vc... 4" 0 0 0 ,0 * * a 4.. c, cz,

Z' eb 1 qa g, . 0 42 1:t g
g) 4r

cl' 0 .4ij k ez,

4., IP4' .16. ...., q *0 .... CJ :,
:., lt,

e 4..., 4 eJ q:e *
CI * 0 i§, .0 ... ...St 0cl 0*. .' .... .1... 0 0 * . CI' .$ $' * c/ 0 Ci c/4' * cz, 4, .; ., -q. c,', 4;4 (b.'" ......gy * 4

c.0 cz, .c) c, . e* 1/4.. I:: ....0

tie cz,'` 4 ' $.' ei Z) cz, 0'' 4, 1 46 Ct
41;) ..., t 42 c. 4Z 4, C1t eCP N,r 0

Highest level
of instruction

x

4 21 94 0

Advanced graduate
instruction

x
lizi-aii
4ZI -11,90wrmw

First graduate
instruction 190-739

421-7r0

Upper division
instruction

X
iso -404
19o.408

Lower division
instruction

X
iso-LO G (Ivo-205

x

A model which may be used to reeurd the educational ladder positions as well as the
performance levels may be seen in the accompanying figure.

rhe post-lastruetional behavior, Write behavioral objectives for lesson plans, is
introduced and developed to the second performance level in the lower division. In the
upper division, it is believed appropriate to develop the ability to perform as an entry-
level professional with minimum supervision. At the first graduate level, the learner
will be brought to a point of a more lull understanding of the rleury of behavioral objectives
and will develop speed and accuracy through practice.
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9. Further analyze each post-instructional behavioral task
into its component. en-route, behavioral objectives

lins step cullbe reeopittd a, the opt rationalizingof the. post-instructional behaviors
into the constituent behaelor, watch '.ell prude.e them. Mese en-route behaviors are
manageable and teachable. Like .dostof the ..the: step- in uo, model, it is time--eunsum-
int:, to sly the least. tin tin ..the r hand, .1's adeanragys inelude the assurance of relevant
instrue [lona! eontent Aloe% t. :wits learner, t.' progress tosard rather .k-atly-defined
gi

r roe Jure include idemify ing th, en-route beba,lors, specifying the conditions under
0.11,ch the hehaelors are to occur, and detailing the standard of acceptable performance

that A, n knos. when the en-route behaelor ha, been saNsfaetorily accomplished.

10. Anal 7: existing instruction. if any, to ascertain for
whic. hehavieral tasks instruction is already available
This eentory saoulJ proeide data both on instruction which is available and on in-

struetton should be aiailable through the exisringstructure of departments, schools,
and the like. Dm nitgh, return Riche reeord, J. celoped in steps 7 and h, in Much educa-
tinal ladder poations and key!, of perform. ,ice sere identified. Enter the courses or
other exreriencys that provide the instruct on to the level specified. I 'sing the same
example, Ay nos find that the post - instructional behavior, %%rite behavioral objectives
for Its,onplans. introduced in the student's loser dieision aeork. In our onalyszs, it
is .1....omplished .n our Methods of reaching course. the student echo micro-
te aL. doe, so on the basis of aceomplashing at least one behavioral objective which he
A rite Ile is ag.un xposed to r iting unde r supervision in our 190;41a4 rriculum De-
eelopme nt coArse. In his 14ti;41-18 student lea. aim; experience, he performs Alai mini-
mum sap.. ro -.ion. In the 14..718 k tnar.m.. i. instruction course, he develops his under-
,tanding of the theory and deYeiops speed and accuracy. Ile mi,.ht then move to the level
of (Lade rshi reision through ad anted graduate work, but according to the
example model, this may be a part of the next step.

11. Pre :t additional instruction needed
Obviously, instruction not ineente.ried as present is needed. Our ,alic'ation process

accompanied b. th. decision-making p-mess of step bhavc provided the base from Much
to pro. LeAl. lot.. .could he the point at which additional a lesions could be made as to
whether, f.,r some behavior Leeds of performance, it might not be appropriate to the
mission and obit rues of the institution. At atom, for example, se are not permitted at
the present time to offer instruction beyond the Education specialist Degree program.

12. Synthesize and organize behaviors into instructional programs for
each work-role for which an instructional program is to be provided
This is the point at Much curriculum development all too frequently starts. Even

from this point, the synthesizing of behaviors into m.o. etional programs is a lengthy
process. I allure to have folloAed a systematic process and simply starting here may
result in development of a .cell - organized program that ts nut relevant to current societal
problems or needs.

I ssential elements of synthesizing behaelors into program, include identification
of courses or othet modules of instruction, organization of the instruction; selection of
learning acne ales, media, resources, teaching strategic, and plans for evaluation, and
all of the mechanics of obtaining approvals within the institutional system.

13. Conduct instructional programs
It o,ouid seem that any program Jeceloped this systematically should be put into

practice. Hopefully, it sill function as planned thougli tee are not so naive as to think
that experience sill fail to lead us to chances that should be made.

14. Conduct follow-up studies to obtain feedback for improvement

15. Maintain relevance to current problems and human needs by recycling
Ibis brings us the full cycle of a model for eforrr. ,ii t"aeher education. Other

models may function inure effectively fur you. Re are caw in the model at the point of
typing the result., of the validation study. lids should he complete in May.

eye have begun the work steps 1,, 7, and 8 as preliminary to identifying en-route
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behavior,. At- art no mail I,. not b 11 st this mody I through a ftderally-funded
propam. lilt. h is be n at. I t lot d . (fort ot L r .1 Carle long period of time. Since,
is ha. alry .14 been pointed at, ehs mos I is L. he it in naturt, nit it may not by am, end
to our cork. Perhaps :se have dketv.-ered peroetual motion.

1 model for .-.form in tea.he. (situation. Nola might ask, as one of my .olleagues
front having k .. pt sou .0 the -.Ertel and out of trouble, chat real ..illy- does

this have '
lo -um it up, it seen(, to nit th it th, 11%, in hieing identified .1 procedure

chi:h may be gerwrallYable.
the protedurt 11, and sysiematc , thus a., -wring ry IL vane.. to so...It:tat need:,

insofar as these can be, protected.
IhL modyl pi.rmit. attountabriat in that At .pi.ltout in atlyan..., m behayitaal terms,

chat i. Dating Jon., so, At .an nita,art chetht r AL hat. a.tomplished chat
e set ott to do.

ghilt a is tn., that AL nay-, not ,omplt led our txpt riente through an t ntirt cycle of
thy- mode., AL belles.. it holds mu,h promise. Vt. art looking forcard to th. challenges
that unfold az. ce :ontinue to cork.

Atrong% r und,rea it!..atc and gradualt pr..granis to prepare both industrial arts teach -
ers aro rotlustrial-eo.. anonal %du...mon to (.her.. at our institution should be tin output of
our development and impit,aeiitati.. cnericnte..sitll this mo,le: for reform.

0.. Ni.pt .> cr-i Doeytta, M.S. Degree Pii.)gr=n, un.vendy ai Mencreome,
'.viseonstr.

Designing teacher Education Experiences
at UW-Stout

Lawrence S. Wright

i have been tskyd to ryport on hoc AL ,ace gone about designing tya.her education
experientes at .:- .tout to meet stated performance objetrives. i.e started by develop-
ing .i mod.. I for reform in kosher edutation. This mod..!, .t cos thought, cart sufficiently
genealizable to pe emit its ust cith tht threy .omponents of the program; the profes-
sional, the technical, and the general education components.

lo duet lop ea..11 of thus tompunents simultaneously ..t -trot' like too much to expect.
At: ..host hi begin our cork in tht proftsroonal ttather ydutation .timponent, :time this
appeared to be most manageable for our purposes.

A program .om.nittyL developed a task listing of thost professional tasks believed
to by pt rformed to industrial 1.-Jut.ation tyatut rs. Ch.. tasks in this list acre subsequently
talklated by the industrial edutanon Lathers in ls.onsan and a national jury of edu-
..ator.. This Lalchnon study cos rtported in a seri,. of tight reports chick cert pub-
lished in Aogusi of 1071.

.iur next step ca. to hold a.onfl. rent% on our ...imps that could invoke our teachers
of tt.hnical -objetts. ca. dont Alth tonsadt r.iblc sut.cr,s, and a report tailed
I'ma.rsity Forum on e.ourpttent -Based k ontent in Busint ss, Industry, and I.dutation"
was completed and distributed.

In the mt-antim.. out unit.. rsity, along call its sister institutions, can .harged ,ath.
identifying major thrusts for tilt next ten-year pt nod of tune. tcelt-L-mymbe r team
from our Academic Mars Division identified four Academic Thrusts:
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Thrust =l-
Development of a competency-based instructional system.

Thrust :2:
The development of a management system that sill improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of the unitersity as It moves to a competency-based .stru.tional
system.
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thrust
11.m. tom.

slyirs.Ich prtv,:r an and continumg

1r about the lists t. hateell,,r and --istant t. !lance:nor sharp:a our 1 eacher
I 1; -It: au!. I.:et:weal.: rt.- ...trip, is r.. te atm It .ire- ...notion to all teacher

it:, n tgr lay , ana Iii es sing; is I. pro,tram. %Se are 'in process"
I: seas 'UM:.

I Inch -trial I e is he : I du, eti-n rve trtment h is a four-man committee Aloch is
looking it 1.11 Me rt..fe al du. anon task-, bra at, them down, wher necessary,
ro insane that the% It manaza.abo In ft-Kinn:. situanons. Hopefull., this step will be
-opt sle-red this spring. ran. n ae alli al:en:ore the extent n Much these tasks are dieing

tred for tni find out -Mt it instraction, if mv, need-1 to be added.
`.11.tin p1 Ins t, immediate (enure ins lade- the development Of a faculty posItIon

pap r the p1 tnnme. of in-- re {VC ovine-, for unIverso% faculte for next fall.
ler :Le -t th it At onh foresee- r Af) prehlems: m nice and people.

tr. both -rohlent , in he -,e rno by t itane: on manageahle bits of the over-all
1::.; .I-ong t ,orttrez,n, progr lilt. 1 in in ilgement md supportiv sestent

itlf. t- 'Tr: th It 01.% in t sre n.i -a 111 have to ht de eelped. Irma Is the trans:mon
r-t f- firs and ar ro lists of "eoripetentles held'

it 7., h. Ite-.: th it tt,a eppr Itng pront.e fat us is in evolution:Iry one where
eho le to he e. .t.ntu ill are involved In the planning stages. 11ith this in

:run !, not the f Istest Ippra,h. It is the one that seems most likely to
ttrz "--slts.; I, M.S. Dtgrt.e. 1:1.1 Anal UN-Stout, menomonte.

Performance Objectives in a CBTE Program
John D. Bies

l'e rf..rtn t acJ. tap, r. n.,- basedin. tru. ti' nII. .vstciushavebeenaidettdiscussed
Ind t-nrle me nte d. It" e tot ti omponent of these hive been the Identified
pe rf ern in, c Lie..fiee Ind I,e ,ltsvers used to Inmate them. In the cowe-
r, n -a ,1 to is he 'non t a 1 I progr lin it a nue staret rover-ate, the- use of per -
t in, e I -.it it p irt of The to; 11 lea.hr edu.-atIon program.

:he : ltI I pr., nn it 11, ten. -.Gate I-rovr-at% as divided into v.v.) interrelated sys.-
te rn an igs mem intorm oin se Sts-111 and the instaturional s% stem. " the major
purr,- the ... 1.! In lge m nt Inf. etTnation n -Is in is t.' 10,,t,stort..., process, and trans-
tnt trtfrn, lam to the f 1, elite Ind student-, it a time ahn it an most effes melt, be usel,
o dilute; ill, in more kno Ale Az, ibis de 1,Ions.- I rile Ins; rue nonal sAstem is the
- through atm h stu nt le mons!: It, their lit imment of Identified eompetene ies.

Ito M ide up 4 fie, Int. r n tine mop-onetits .0mpetene des, performance
n Is isses-menrs, ,tllvery 41. -.terns, and (-valuation.

Ih intent th,_ th, refore . -hor lioa me-anindul performance objec-
tie- Ire d: i.wo.,rel in th t It I progr on It Ivne state 'niversity.

COMPETENCIES

the 14ferenycs !Mu-ten wsompeteno,," "goal," and "performance" are difficult
to spes14, stn,e perons in r..e. field use the terms interchangeably when discussing
In .order t alleviat.. .eny infusion, a working, deft:noon has been developed for a compe-
tence. Thus, sompeten_ies are those "...knowledge, skills, and Judgments which the
student a. de munstr it. at a predetermined profo.lem.,y level..."2 and are derived from
subject master, educational philosophies, and student characteristics.
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The list of prole - ,..nail ompetens its used in this program Bee re formulated from
23; competencies identities! in I -stuck by t akin J. t otrell at the Ohio WIC Center fur
Vocational and I ectinics.1 I.ducation.1 the V.avne .-state list has beer modified several
times and is presently cuinprised of 'Via pre-ce rtification competencies tun& (graduate
program., Ix professional Jet...lpine:It .umpc-tcn.s.. 4,untinuIng teacher ce rufication
program., and ' competencies for the master's degree program. In all, there are 71
washer oils-num etinipetencies %Ouch are his rars Meant arranged in the program.
*see Appendix 1.s. urrentl., si set of compete rico., is being de %eloped for the educational
specialist certificate. and the doctorate degree..

these competencies have been rated and c taluated by veer 1,001. individual business-
men, persons in industry, &arm state nitersay graduates, school administrators and
supervisors. and teacher.. 1. doe toral dissertation, conducted by N. John Pupovich, de-
termined the validity of the pre-certification eompetencies. fur industrial education
teas her..* Me results of the stuck, identified .ill compet- ... ies as being significantly
valid. I urthermure, it was found that the-re was no significant difference in the ratings
of competencies between Industrial arts and tueational-industrial teachers. As a con-
tinuation of the lopot la study, the re are seteral dissertations being planned and in
progress that are testing the .alidity of these competeneies in the curriculum areas of
Business Education, Distributive Iducation, and Family Life lalucation.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Identified competencies and performanec objectives are Inextricably combini d in
any a.lif 1. prograni and must be careful') matched with one mother. If instruction were
to be based upon c..napetensies alone, it would be extremely Jaffee tait to establish program
consistency and I tat'd etaluation procedure. Thus, a ...yids:num pres.ess has been de-
signed to identify pt. rformanse objectites and to match them to specific eumpetencies.

there have been scse rat attempts to develop an sift:cove identification and matching
system. These attempts can be categorized into the 'allotting systems:

I. Matching course objectives to competencies
2. 'A Hung performance objectives for competencies
1. Identification of competency products
4. "se of a performance objective hierarchy
The first system ttan a method of writing performance objectives for established

courses and attempting to match them with specifie competencies. This method proved
to be ineffectite and contradictory to the underlying philosophies of CBT1.. Matching
course oblectie--s to compete-news places emphasis upon eompletionof courses, while the
acquisition of competencies i; relegated to a secondary function.

11 a .eeond system demanded the identification of performance objectives for each
competent..., as viewed by the instructor, and then their implementation into the various
courses. This proved to be much more effeetite than the first system it was _owe-
teney-oriented. the one maw problem that a rose with this systeht was the sele-ton of
realistic criteria fur the completion of each performance objective. number of objec-
tives had to be %hanged or modified after the course was. taught because of the inappro-
priateness of the criteria. Dus may nutseem Bike si difficult task, but one must remem-
ber the 4.1.11,S problems Cu. the inst:ets tor and studeat who must stork with unrealistic
Objectives.

Ilia designution of performance objective:. "ir the professional development and
master's degree eomptteneles proved to be a catalyst in the evolvement of a third system
of identifying pa rfocnianee ubjes.tiees and matching them to competencies. The third
ay stem requi.vd the faculty to identsft those products that would be representative of
demon:strati-el competency, after which performance objectives were written hr each
product. Is a result, the entire professional development and master's degree programs
were changed, new ethics., were added and established eourses were modifiee'. For the
first le, the faculty were nut thinking of courses sis a %elude for accomplishing com-
petencies, but rather the use of performance objectives as a method of achieving com-
petence. However, the problem of defining satisfactory s rite rid still plagued the imple-
mentation of effective objectives.

the use of an objective Ilierarehy as stall new to the CB 1.1. program and was the out-
come of much faculty discussion and implementation of pe rformance objective's. Before
diseussing the use of nu, system, it becomes necessary to diseuss briefly the hien, rchical
arrangement of objectives.
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tiojectlyes spe. Ming behas or pi. formance an. called enablIng objectives,
for the) enable the student toslett mune sih.tthc iniust knacc or he capable of doing in ord.,:r
to achieve the objestice no crItvflon i specified.` ilbjestIver. specifyIng student out-
comes and their .rites. are ...Ilk.' terminal or instructIonal objectives. An enabling
objective might read:

The student will evaluate a piece af.rntr.,..r.k)nal arer.ai and descr.be the reie,ancy of the
-oderiel to his teaching specialization.

rhi, objective only des,. rates the Iterforinanses expected of the student without stating
specific criteria.

In contrast, a terminal objective could read:

Given an evolver:on form, an individualized instruction packet, and a hypothetical laboratory
sit-ation, the -student will identify (a) the number 3f IrULIVIIS that could fullyutilize the pack-
age, (b) st_dents would successfully complete the p C.coge, and tc) the number of activi-
ties that could be taught using the package. Craer.a for acceptability wilt be a correctness
rector of Ian.

Thiz objective tells the student exactl% what is expected of him. on as evalu mon form he
will identify a, b, and c, and that the minimum criteria will be a correctness factor ofIt It should be evident that there m n he a number of terminal objectives for each

ibling objective.
The use of a hierarch% is the process used in M. fourth y-tteid., stmtl it to the

previous memod, products ire identified for each competent}, but arist,.-ad ntmg
terminal objes rives for each product, enablinu objectives are used and ta.Ltht. I he use
of enabling tbjectices, for miti 11 trial in a course, illows the instructor flextbillty in
identifying r.c mingful criteria. In this scserh, the instructor and student are not ham-
pered by the criteria which may prove ineffective.

USE OF PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES IN
THE TOTAL INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEM

This paper has demonstrated now pe t-firmanct obis-ern-es can re &IAloped for
meaningful teacher education ewe re.nce,. In retrospect, it becomes necess ire to ex-
plain how onjectIvt., can be used Aaiun tit o,taf u:strucional .stein of the 1.M. pro-
gram., Competencies anu performance obits-Tice, aie :It first two components of the
instructional system and logisallt art the app.ir..tus bt reeds assesrrcnt, deliver)
systems, and evaluation operate.

Needs assessment serves as a process that determines if a student has the pre-
requisite -.111s for a peen unit of Instruction, or if the student alrvatdy possesses the
-thins and knowledge nece,,ars to compler, a quit of instructIon. Ile use of the 3:,',C.+...-
ment instruments a: left to the option of dr. instrm Tor and or student, If the student
believes that he is. capable of passing all or ;cw of the p.arformanie objectives in t
course:, he ma% take an "exit" test. Both the pierequisite tect and exit test cot: sin
A ritren and perfonnanct ...tenon. based upon the pc rformarkes and craters i set forth in
the ihjectives. If the student demonstrates mast& ry of all objectives, he can then exit
frori the ;alms( and receive credo without putting in -scat tune." If a portion of the
coarse objective. are sa.cessfull,, passed, dr student as then released from duplicating
those hjectives. It i., therefore, possible for .1 student to exit front the entire pre-
certlm- Mon pr r; b% examination this Inc hides smdent teaching.

ittempt is being made to standar.lyt thi delete ry system used in the t B IL pro-
gr tin. Fbi. component of the Instruct:omit -a stem ts left to the prerogative of thepro -
Iv In -.c *Ming, it t- the intent of the f,icotty to exclude all ref.-rence to specific
di:1mm systems JO text mart flak in the writing of performance objectives, e.g., given
a lecture on .act)., the student will,,,, facult) has, however, and ex-
plicul) agreed that all compile:his need not h& arramed through formal courses.

till evaluition is bard upon the theories of true rum-referenced testing., Thu.:,
grading an an mil I basis . s possablc if 4 rm. ria atc specifies.' in each objective
for each letter grade. i'roduc r esalumna' is presently being conducted in the public
-tchools, the relit i follow-up ,IJ.1% I, mach of our students to determine if th ) are
d-monstrar;ng the prigr en ornpett tt, on the job, it is planned that a follow-up study

tic
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:till be made 01 tit, NJ, lit ont aduatt but .i. of %et t I, too ,00n to begin.
It 1, obvtou, that per to: itt in., obit-Litt, . art tht ba.kbont ut tt,it nt matt 1 -Invi-r-ott's

a 11 I prtigt mt. I lit identitit atittnot rtormant t obit tit" to nit .t an-
ingtul reat tier educato in etperient net e,, in it do..Itto, art to tut n tonpt tt nt

anj it (het are thd ,,,,,tuntabl, for tht It irr I 0 Prot" t on, It from
the vo-akne,,e, of t ti,ting program,. Lt is, ...ential that tadum real .irt, 4.1.14 r Lou. itors
betottit t unlit it mai the pro,t d in Oh in. it of obit., nye, ind their

iiun.

FOOTNOTES

1. Neuhau,er, t hart tleitt . I lit Ana iwiiilt no..ntati in of a Nlanagemt nt Informa-
tion ,t,tern to 1 It tlitatt tht l unttioning of i t 1111 I rogram,' paps r prt,ented at
the Ms nal Meeting, of tht tnit :Kan I du.dtional !Its: anti -ottatIon. tpril 1074.
P. 1.

2. took, I red, and Rita iti. het . AO t ti it I1 Mittlek; t Model for .i Compel nt. y-
Basta In,trut tattnal men1,' m -11 t,t-.1 It.ithtr I du. atton rit No. 2.
Oerrttit, \II: ne %late !lover-an, Novt tuber 1071, p. 2.

t. t otrt II, L akin J., t t .11. Model t urn. 1.1 for l osattonal and 1 eLluutal It-at ht r 1.du-
catton: tienort No. 11 t.tnerat t /LTA tan^ 1, t olumbus, 011; lilt t entt r for
Vitt-awn:a and I e.hnical 1-du:ation, 1071.. I ,twoi 1,11, N. ,hunt. '1 t alitlatittn ,t 1t,ttJ Et.i,hm.t onintttfiut., for IndumriJI
le it lit r 1 do., .ttit in," I npublirdied ikt.total rtatit in, lo nt state I nivt
107 1.

;. Datn,, Robert Li., et a.. I t Inane. m I kmoh. tt rl.. Rook
L'ompanv, 10-4, pp. 4 1-4.

APPENDIX A

Competencies in the CBTE Program
at Wayne State University

fre-L'ertification t 'ompetencies

The td:her
I. select, and develop progrom
2. determine rtudent need, and coal,

&dental. from in ot.up mom!! analtst, tht -Lill, and information to ht taught for
in appropri lie th-cup ition

4. analyze a ta,k or
,elea and develop instructional :ontent for a course
-telt-ct and develop instructitmol eontent for le --nn
formulate beh It:lora( obtectives for le,sons, lintt,, and course,

rt. inaly7e and orgamn tit ,equentt of learning. ta,k, ....toll., operations, procc-
dure.o

t. develop inr.tructional unit,
-on-truct a le,son plan

II. select tt aching ,trategge, ind delivery .t.,ttiii
12. tleternor tt ;-,chol le rrnirt.: rit nce,
1 1. determine: and select approp-rate rt souret
1. d--,Ltion i ,tt in for re. ortitn4 int! Win.; t math. r informatton rt. It tant to

gout-. t-
I y pit, VitorN for mibmititte it
Vt. .1 It .t Ind t in,rt ut i Ion II matt nal. .ind prot tout for indit

It- it-ring 4,:tiviite,
17. use mem, model in planning, and managing the Ii arntng ento palms nt

Prods', t- in -trot :tonal matt nil u Jpitropt tat,. av,uLiblt t quiptip.nt
t ip di -4pla*: maten il, for in.tructionl purposes

2i1. to tell t les,on.
21. dernon,trat inthtl, and h. chniques
2.'. ,nr t 1,:, n tt-in. info. tpri multi -media equipment and matt riot
2 . rvi -n-t -or Iib or don esiutrteut

St
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24. supeiel,t ilia Ale, of individualized instructional equipment and materials
2s. establish and el mon,ttatt regular procedures for the safe use, storage, and

maintenance of tools and equqmient
2t formulate a plan for grading accommodating polity and criterion- referenced

procedure s
estab:ish c riteria for evaluation of lessons, units, or courses

2.. valuate the attic...re swoon'- a tfctt In terms of pre-stated objectives
p.triadt for the student's assessoient of plogress ua .Liss, home, and laboratory
as:ognments
monuor student progress and provide constructive feedback
work ee:th guidance counselor to provide services

12. refer studons to qualified p, sonnt .tgeneiss and, or pros ids otcupationa I and
edacational

n. refer students 'o qualifitd agene and, or provide assistance mall personal,
social, or scholastic prts1...;ems
devise means of determining student attitude

;;, participate in student-parent conferences
;6, interpret cumulative student records
-. organise class; at beginning of term

Is establish order of business each day
O. define the ope rating rules and responsibilities of both the learner and the

ocher -man: pr
40. provale for the phesical management of the learning ene moment
41. handle hostile acts deci:iveiv
42. express displea:u-e in the act and not the person
43. design behavior modification systems %%Inch product desired changes in the

classroom behavior
t4. into Tr, t -urrent edut Nonal thrusts %whin the schixil and tommunity through

oral and written communication
4". dent mstrate knoteltdge of the ethical procedures of a profession
0. use correct oral and mritten communication
47. demonstrate a commitment to teaching
4'. 1, ii,on,tr,tc a.eartness of the purpose and programs of appropriate profes-

sional Associations
0. keep ibreast of professional dvelopmtnts, societal needs, and technological

advances
Ma, dononstrate a respect, logic, tmpatley for learnt rs as gromanc:, developing, and

feeling human beings

Professional Development competencies

the teacher mill:
I. relate instruction to present and future trends and events
2, develop and idtnufe instills Donal mate mils for exploratory, geae ral, and occu-

pational curricula
1, allocate time to the various activities of each learning task
. develop and implement an accountability model

construct situation: that mill stimulate learning
b. motivate students to dt Mop saleable skills in his instructional area

design application experiences for students
8, devise and use instruments to se dire t valuation of his teaching by students and

others
I. assist studtn to solve psvchologie al, physiological, or sociological problems

;Ouch adversely affect learning
10, assist the student to assts, his 1/4 apablIttn s and interests math respect to the

world work and take appropriate action
provide a classroom t nearonment re bv carter guidance information cull be
readily available for student's and teacher's use

12. synth,. slit data on the need for equmnitnt, facilities, and supplies to fat !Incite
the desired action

13. develop polio, for use of facilities by other school personnel
1. develop policies and procedures for record-keeping systems
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IS. C,I.11111-11 111.111,1e! II lk 111 t. rt s %%ith concern for teacher liability
10. make appropriate lassiooni Aia.nag,t.n1Lnt dt..1hlOnS 10 augment .1 Variety of

delivery ;ysterns
I. identify the purposes and piaetises in developing and maintaining a student

%.0ationa1 or applied arts or organization as an integral part of the program
goals

ls. demonstrate current occupational skills in his area of Concentration

Nlaster Degree Competencies

The teacher will:
1. :ecognize, produce, and use instructional research to increase competency in

inst ruction
2. 011inium.,Itv ssope, sequence., and content of a mule-dissiplinary career edusa-

non approach
1. '.rite and submit program evaluation reports

Dr. Bies is cn assistant professor of industrial education in the Division of Teacher Education at Wayne
State University, Detroit, Michigan.

Preparing industrial Aris Teachers: A Chairman's
Perspective

Michael J. Dyrenfurth

ENVIRONMENT AND QUALITY: WHY ALL THE FUSS?

rguing igionst quality and professionalism seems like arguing against motherhood.
the pursuit of I. l eilenle is one of the ideals inculcated by the very meaning of ' profes-
sional" a- promulgated by Omeling tasher educators and associations. Although some
'could argue with the folloumg, professionalism is a tradition that at must not let die.
instead, if ut are to meet current shallenges, it seem:, that there is enough evidence
pointing to a need for increased efforts toward this goal.

In imerast :4) professionalism, the importance of environment seems not at all
0:Aloe's. My isoint is simple. svhile many dissuasions, articles, and presentations have
dealt skull the constituent elements of programs in terms of the obvious categories such
as course,, content, and sequenee, it stems the over -all picture has been somewhat
negleted. .`.halt is the big picture' I lou do ill our somFonents, courses, buildings,
polieis, et.., merge, and chat kind of environment is sreated as a result of all of the
influences'

Ibis rather neompussing notion of environment is &Inhaled by .\,tin, who defines
college 1.To.ironinent as 'All those things capable of .'action as a sttmuli to a student

1.)68a
dell, that takes sare of the 'shin of environment. Noes for the untxmance of this

concept.

A. The mprtance of .mproving the educational process by which ',acing students develop into
aspiring professional, has already been established. Clearly, the environment, by virtue of
its impirging stimuli, plays a major pp,: in this process. To improve the profession, we must

improve the environment.

B. The present seemingly hostile and certainly difficult situation faced by teacher education
institutions necessitates o clear understanding of the effects of changing environment on
the quotity of the educational experience and hence the graduate. How can institutions
and departments facing faculty cuts, decreased enrollments, and tighter budgets modif;,
their behavior so as to minimize inroads on quality and perhaps even increase quality?
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OVERVIEW OF ENVIRONMENT

g. Flexibility of Curriculum

h. Emphasis on Social Life

3. Student Personal Characteristics

Astin's (1968 a) Classification

1. Student Behaviors (college environment)
a. Peer Environment

i, interpersonal environment
(competitiveness and independence vs.
cooper eness and cohesiveness)
Non-ins.:raersonal environment
(e.g., career indecision)

b. Classroom Environment
i. instructor behavior

student behavior
ii;. classroom organization

c. Administrative Environment

d. Physical Environment
i. location of college
ii. climate of college community
iii. geographic arrangement of campus
iv. student living quarters

12. Student Perceptions (college image)
a. Academic Competitiveness

pressures for grades
ii. fellow students are perceived as able
iii. tense environment

b. Concern for the Individual Student
(=calmed for most variance)

how freshmen see faculty
upperclassmen helping freshmen

M. correlates inversely with size

c. School Spirit

d. Permissiveness
informal classes
more theoretical classes
more avant garde

e. Snobbishness (intellectual)

f. Emphasis on Athletics

Eldridge's (1973) Environmental Subsystems

1. Natural Environment

2. Man-Made Physical Environment

3. Societal Environment
a. stratification system
b. family-community feeling
c. economic system
d. political environment

4. Cultural Environment
a. self-realization
b. creativity
c. creation and display
d. perform and consume

ACIATE Research Committee's classification of
variables in the National Status Study of IA
Teacher Education (1972)

1. Administration

2. Staff Load and Assignments

3. Degree Patterns

4. Course Offerings

5. Relationships with Other Units

Reichard's (1971)_classification

1. Economic Aspects

2. Social Psychological Aspects

3. Learning Environment

Mans, of .ou are charged wail the responsibility of making hey programatic decisions.
Knowing environmental characteristics and their effects will help in the optimal alloca-
tion of itinited re,,ourct,. In addition, it," hoped that useful information will emerge to
assist you in your efforts to attain the quality you seek.

I feel du- ,yrriposium i, Important because it %Sill undoubtedly attack some of the
stereotypes and myths that are prevalent today, particularly with respect to size dna its
implications.

The notion of environment is useful for examining the differences betwem depart-
ments and college, parti.ularly with respect to quality. 13y developing an insight into
the concept of environment, we may realize why some colleges ace more effective than
others in encouraging students to take graduate study (Astin, 1968a).

the traditional Justification, identifying needed tt,search, also serves as cause for
investigating environment. Ibis is particularly Important so that we can fill in the gaps
as demanded by the increasing concern for accountability.
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PERTINENT DEFINITIONS

Extellente. tunttpt that 0,L4.1116 to imply an impruvtd state or condition over the
present: therefore, in a changing situation, excellente is also always
changing. Typical indices may be found in .1stin (1968a).

Environment. "Any tharattt ri.tit of the, tollegt that constitutes a potential stimuli for
the student, i.e., tha: is t apable of ..hanging, the student's sensory input"
(1stin, 1968a, p. 3). While Astin stringently defined environment to ex-
ch. `e such intangibles as student pt rteptions and characteristics, for the
purposes of this symposium, ours till be a looser, more encompassing
interpretation.

STUDENT BEHAVIORS
(College Environment)
Data collected with the

Inventory of College Activities

STUDENT PERCEPTIONS
(College Image)

Data collected with the
College Chorocteristics Index
and College and University

Environmental Scales

STUDENT INPUT
(Personal Characteristics)
Data collected with the

Environment
Assessment Technique

Figure I. Adapted model of Astin's College Environment (156%).

ENVIRONMENT AND EXCELLENCE: FROM THE PERSPECTIVE
OF A CHAIRMAN OF A SMALL DEPARTMENT

The outlined per.pectivts provide us with the overview necessary to examine the
environments created, eithLr consciously ur not, in our departments. Su, let us look at
environment and program quality from the perspettive of a chairman of a small depart-
ment. I3eing involved in the building and development of that amounts to a new thrust in
our college and at the .aihe timt being faced by financial exigent), and its effects, I have
recently come face to fact, with the larger concept of department environment and its
effects. Clearly, there is mart, to a student's college experience (in the professional
domain) than the scquencL of tuursts he takes. It 16 my contention that this environment
has a significant, if in Litt it is not tilt significant, influence. in our students' development.

I wish to address myself to this aspect of a departmtnes environment. As typical
administrators of industrial education departments, wt. sometimes became engrossed in
the tangible, hard-core reality of niunctary, hardware, and programatic facts :s. Unfor-
tunattly, we may thertby ttnd to ignorL thust other typically less regulated aspects of
our department.

Lewin's force lick( mot.' of psy .hulogical causes of behavior (Ilia, 1963) describes
ho such things as fatuity attitude toward their profession and the publit's perceptions
of industrial education t an inflacntt departmental envirunuient grtatly. Much simplified,
Lewin's theory suggests tun.idtring all factors (influences) on a student in a similar
manner to force vectors in physics. The effect of the forces 16 determined by the reso-
lutiun of their mapitudc and direction. ith respect to the department, then, what fat.-
tors may be manipulated in order to contribute to "a positive environment?"

I have attempted to summarize my review and iinpressions of the effect and variables
of departmental environment by v-ing the five categories of

a. People and their relationships (other than instruttlunal) as environmental influ-
ences

b. Administrative influences
c. Learning and instructional influences
d. Physical influences
e. Professional influences
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PEOPLE AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS AS ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

Iypicall>, one considers the variable of size a, impurtant to tits set of Influences.
Reichard (1971) summarizes this viewpoint by stating that, "The great bulk of the social
psychological literature fueusing upon institutional site appears to favor the environ-
ments assu.,tato.l 0.1111 ttic smaller institutions (p. 17)." Rciehard's views are consistent
with ilUdgkInJUn'O /97(/) C.arlict findings that size typically has a negative relationship
to individual participation, involvement, and satisfaction.

Many administrators strive to create a cohesive feeling of participation in an xeit-
mg profession. um ink resungfindingis Astin's1/4190b a) diseuvery of a negative correla-
tion kr -.42) between size andeuhesiveness. Ile. also reported a Junilar and-1 suspect
a related finding tit instructut familiarity being inversely correlated (r -.52) with the
size of the student body. Alsu, Astin's analysts intheated this factor of familiarity was
distinct from classtuuni-related influenees. Now, itseems reasonable to eautiun adminis-
trators of large departments to consider positive actions to combat the discovered nega-
tive correlations if they suspect that such an effect i, operative. Tu this end, Reisman
*Am) has suggested a diagnostic. technique that may be of assistance. Reisman's thesis
is that a group, student body or Ideality, is too large when either refer, to the other as
"they." Do you

one method that can contribute to creattng the desired cohesive atn.osphere is the
enlistment of students to assist in the reeruittnent efforts that many of us engage In.
\nother technique 13 the deliberate et-Limon of anignage rand hopefully of a develop-
mental thrust that typically involves students by a process of identifieation. The result
is a momentum that can contribute greatly in "tense" situations.

\nuther variable in this domain is student input. It my firm belief that a hetero-
geneous student body is another uf the "intangible" ti3 pc. Lt3 of environm,mt that contributes
positively to the quality of a program. Obviously, manipulation of this variable relates
directly to ree rultment iietty.ay. I ypically, equal cILLCS3 laws confound the problem, but
undoubtedly positive approaches can be developed.

()nee the students are enrolled, the adetsefnent procedure .0,o Injects a vital influ-
ence in this domain. clearly, the murk. one knows about a student, the more likely is the
result of a positive influence. With the aforementioned correlations between size and
familiarities, the advantage again must be given the small department. .\ key feature of
the adeisement process is the tier -all treatment of the Jeuningly prevalent phenomenon
of ,dreer mdcciswn. Dues your department ignore career indecaston: Does it program
against it Jur example, by not proeidmg a program to assist undecided students in "soil-
ing themselves out''): Or dues your department. employ an "affirmative action" type
program rhe influence of any of these situations must be recognized.

1,inally, in this domain dealing with people and their interrelationships, the influence
tit the peer environment must be observed. Student and &Kathy inputs are involved here.
ILL faculty's attitude forms a key "stage Jetting," function in creating the department
environment. value system i, exemplified by sueli things as if students count as
people and whether students are perceived as fledgling professionals (rather than mere
recipients of knowledge). Une of the major vartables interacting with this influence is
the students' value system as exemplified by their intragroup reward 8ystetn, their de-
gree of competitiveness, the degree to winch seniors are willing to help freshmen, and
the like.

\lso worth noting, cI6 tnany others probably have done previously, is the importance
of LlAi. Istemy. 1 suspect that many small positive contributions toward the desired en-
vtronment are more helpful than ''far left and far right" over-compensated approaches.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFLUENCES ON THE ENVIRONMENT

1 rum a chairman's perspective, administrar.vc influences on environment must be
vitally important. often these are his must direct inputs to the over-all environment.
\gain, size of the organization suggests several relationships. uhiekering's 0969) notion
that organizations should be big enough to have a ball game but small enough so all can
play is an early eunside ration. the relation of size to economic. efficiency is another
trequently debated issue. Aecord.ng to Reichard k1971), it seems that economic efficiency
does increase as an institutional enrollment of 2000 13 approached. This finding refers
to institution 317c rather than departmental size. .\ ,Larch for the effects of the latter
proved fruitless. one would JUOPLLt that as far as departments are concerned, any
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enrollment could be optimuin camel thereby 414.47.ionstrate effieleney) provided that proper
resource allocation is planned and defendee..

Perhaps an even more erileial environmental i.;iiienee, particularly where planning-
programming-budgeting systems are adopted, is the relationship between organizational
structure and size. Reichard 0071) has suggested that a direct correlate of institutional
size is the inability to offer e-.tdence of an over-all rationale as to the administrative
organization. Lxtrapolating this to the departmental One can ask the question:

Is the department's administrative organization consistent with the rationale of the discipline
as espoused by the department, or is the structure based upon outmoded ideas and tradition?

e.g.: Woods, metals, plastics, and ceramics laboratories and administrative responsibilities,
when actually the rationale requires the more global "materials processing approach."

:mall :sin may also hate the effect of increasing the department's susceptibility to
environmental influence. My own notion is that small colleges and their departments,
probably regardless of the latter's size, are more susceptible to community and state
influences. Ste must recognize our responsibilities to state and local needs. We carnot
be as isolationist and self - sufficient as larger departments. hence, if we survive, I would
suggest that we would tend to be inure accountable than larger departments. Fortunately,
the increased susceptibility of small departments is counter- balanced by being able to
accomplish change more easily due to their tighter communication loop and lesser amount
of inertia due to faculty numbers. I am sure all of you are aware how difficult it is to
obtain the active agreement of a large group of faculty. These actors have the effect of
allowing change to occur more quickly in small departments.

Administr hive inputs to, and the recognition of, faculty environmental Influences is
crucial. Askew 41972) pointed out that his review indicated tensions for faculty at small
colleges between that writing-research aspirations and their teaching and committee
responsibilities. It seems that the administrator sensitive to his environment would take
pains to communicate his value system dearly to the faculty. Obviously, instructors
should know what rewards are puss.ble for what kinds of performance. Does your evalua-
tion, promotion, and tenure system reflect the prevailing values?

discussion of administrative influences on department environment must also in-
clude the two general areas of routine policies and rules and political realities. The
former comprises a set of influences that is frequently determined solely by the admitus-
triton To ass ss the effects of these roechanical aspects, one most be quite attentive,
because the normal tendency is to take theta for granted. \ou might consider:

a. The existence of a secretarial gauntlet.
b. Open door easy access policies.
c. Seminars rap sessions open dialogue mechanisms.
d. The existence of needless and/or outdated rules.
e. Honest provision for student input into departmental affairs.
The political aspect of environment is one that few surviving chairmen !lase ignored.

nese aspects frequently dictate the pruportionof resources allueated to your department.
In addition, the tamifications of such influences are exte cutely diverse, and therefore I
will not deal further with them. Suffice it to say that they are crucial.

LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES
I suspect that the environment created by singular classroom - related influences are

somewhat more structured and predetermined than the over-all department environment.
It is important to recognize that the eumulaelve effects of each classroom's environment
will greatly influence the over -all department context. Also, in a similar vein to the con-
sisteney principle detailed in the interpersonal relauuns section, classroom environment
planners must consider consistency at the departmental level.

Some key variables in this domain include:
a. The extent of implementation of humanizing processes.
b. The knowledge of what "actually" takes place in the classroom (typically inves-

tigated by using interaction analysis).
c. The extent of individualized instruction.
d. The basis for the operational rules for instruction (fear, reward, respect, etc.)
e. The accuracy of the match between student needs and course and/or program
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need, I or examplk , with respect to student teaching, the match between a stu-
dent's needsi cimpe rating teacher's characteristics, the station's characteris-
tics, and the college supervisor's skills and insights.

',chin: many of these variables an. obviously within the sole dutnain of each individual
professor, their combined effect certainly must be considered!

size, as a variable, has generally had conflicting reports as to it., effects on the
learning environment. Wlicn using Vat:0U,, kAki. cxaminations as indices of achievement,
sae was a currt.l.tit. for institutions with rclativcly high incumc per student, wink this
relationship did nut exist fur institutions with a low incumc per student kRock, Centra,
and Linn, 1.97U). strict economics alum., however, du nut directly facilitate student
achievement according to Astin's (1968b) study.

PHYSICAL INFLUENCES ON DEPARTMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

I hysical environment is another variable we administrators can often get immersed
in. square feet, lighting, luungcs, safety spccifications, and the ILL arc hard-curc reality
tu us, as are building:, and laboratories. What about the "liveability of the labs"? Is
all the equipment and supply money being, spent un acquisition of new hardware, or is a
sigmficant contribution being ma& to rounding off the "rough edges" of a laboratory to
truly convert it to an (Auk...atonal environment,' typical evidence of the latter k:

a. Multi-media software availability in the laboratories
b. Reference material availability in the laboratories
c. Ready acres to a variety of media equipment
d. Nlinimuni tool loss
e. Maximum visibility of tools
f. Preventive maintenance program and equipment technician
I ypicall%, I would concur with the common notion that the larger a department, he

Inure support .wrviccs tinairitenan. c p, rsunncl, media technicians, rescarch support, etc.)
are available. I he liktlilluud of a significant multiplier effect between institution and de-
partmental size must also be recognized. However, there dues nut seem to be an obvious
relationship between tilt degree of equipment and laboratory "quality" in terms of hard-
ware. lo he Sine, 1110st Of us would probably give lip service tu the notion that better
laboratories and mute equipment better programs, but I simply have nut seen em-
pirical evidence thereof.

PROFESSIONAL INFLUENCES IN THE ENVIRONMENT

What efforts are you making to assure thatyour graduates assume "proper" profes-
sional values, What variables in your environment cuntribut: to achievement of n.. goal?
Whale professional commitment is an equally difficult concept to define as excellence, it
may just be the single must important effect of uur preparatory programs. Some influ-
ences with potential for positive contributions include:

a. opportunities fur activity in ass( ciations such as Epsilon Pi Tau and professional
committees.

b. Deliberate exposure of students to regional and national meetings.
c. Participation in state curricular efforts.

SUMMARY

lu review all possible environmental influences 10 obviously nut feasible, nor were
all in fact dealt with. Undoubtedly many others remain tu be identified mad
The major categories of environmental influences can, however, be given ca. fly:

a. People and their relationships as environmental influences
b. Administrative influences
c. Learning and instructional influences
d. Physical influence
c. Professional influences

In audition to this categorization, four important precepts emerged from the analysis of
environmental influences. These were:

a. the necessity fur considering all anvirunmental influences as a total stimulus
input to the student.

b. The necessity for deliberate, k.usitive action tu create certain environmental
influences.
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c. The neeessitt tor ,onsistentv in the environment.
d. !h importanse ot the allective dunam.
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Size Is Not Enough

Jerry Streichler

The basic literature on college and department environment has been reviewed by
preceding panelists. This discussion attempts to describe one environment which you
may choose to evaluate against the theory previously presented. This reports a series of
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geud.Im. -. and i rue. n Much At f t formulatcdtor the dip irtment's centure In creating
ah it 1. .eon 1, an impteppel.11c a mironment. I he envirpinment -Inch has resulted is
reported a ith th. qualefi, anon tt et the, reporter', ineepleentent mac atfe.t olnectie Icy.
\eccrtiscle -, of facilita-,, of budget, of fewulte, and the like is important, but IN
simple not enough. Th. te. e, un optimum site h Is .1 condition for mnce% ing eurtain
end, - but a Murat the ..the r condition., tha-p. ends are. not ItkvIt to be achieved. I'd laie
t. talk about thep,e ondition, as tray pertain to th. i)eparrinent of lndustr. 1.ducattun
and technology .0 Bowling Green state I 'nicersitv Whim.

!be material is organized into. deaniuuns pf emir-omen-. and excellence. the con-
of pr-gram and a p e of content. departing. nt nossoin, and administratiee urganiza-

ti tn. I he context so, represented is foiluaed by a descriptiou of the on ironnient of the.
department -the facelp9, the academic programind peripheral but important opportuni-
ties Ahab the program affords in research, field cork, and student-faculty interaction.

SOME DEFINITIONS

The department eneeronment includes all the physical elements as well as (hose
intangible elements esprit -attitude of Taub% andstudents and ota ter subderas related
tv the atmosphere in Mitch an academic 'program takes place. Physical elements of
crouonment include buddings and faeilities, laburaturas, classrooms, equipment, in-
sr-ucaunal support as media, . inference rooms, offices, luunges, secretarial support,
techniceans, graduate assistams, faculty anrk load, administrative support or commit-
mentind budget. The elements of eneirunment which can be categorized as esprit can
be obse mcd .. ?.an faculty are a,u,lable to students in and uu( uf class, when students have
ac. ess labttat..r beyond regular class time, when respect is shown by student, and
faculty for fac/litie., equipment, and mate robs, and when concern fur une anutlier is
observed in ,Pati tivities as student clubs, service, an coffee hours.

Ixeellencc pertains to an ideal level of ittainnient. Fur this (upic, it refers to the
;lig.hest teed of quality Co Much a department and its m_mbers strive. and succeed
fulfilling its me,sion aulan an enstitutian. The extent tu ahich excellence is achieved is
often measured by the quality of as graduatestas industrial arts teachers. b the. scholarly
producteeity of its faculty tclo (hey engage in research publication- kinds, quality, quan-
tity',, and the :arena the students and faculty perfurm to the currununity and %%ulna (he
university ecnnsul(ations Cu schools and Indus...), uttering expertise to community agen-
cies, nix groups, service organizatiuns, :ou(h gruups, membership on cullege and
univer-tity-level committees and councils?).

The tan terms, encirunment and excellence, may be considered as unrelated. It is
possible to achieee a high degree of exeellence in a limited physical environment, pro-
viding the other dimension of emit-eminent - the spirit of faculty and students-does
exist in significant quantities. It is my contention, however, (ha( an adequate physical
en. ronment provide, a hothouse ene irunru eat a here. in endeavors of and tuaard excellence
Ire nurtured, and grin and mature more easily. P.,bviously, I would ..ant to place a eum-
petent and hid - .corking faculty in rh. latter eneironnient, partaularly if excellency in
multiple activities and levels as described here is to he achieved.

CONCEPTS OF PROGRAM

The program, offered aere rationalized frum %Ica, of the. dynamic which produces
an ern ironment for learning and a eau. uf subjeet matter ahieh is related Co notion:, of
appropriate. unieersay education and approaelie, Cu preparing teachers of industrial sub-
jeCtS.

The Industrial "Dynamic"
Industrial technulogy pruvided a source uf content, but the dynamic of industry was

scrutinized and selected as a basis fur an effective learning eneirunment in the technolo-
gies. Lducaturs eau benefit by carefully bortuaingfrun. the results uf the prufit-making,
cust-effeetiee, efficient resuurce utilization cunscauusness ahich has prudueed a dynamic
ahich may haez never before existed in any societal Institution. Programs which contend
aith industry - derived content .could be remiss nut Co allow this dynamic to flourish in the
educational envirunment. An educational environment thus permeated aith reality was
believed to promise significant educational values for (huse ahu experience atmospheres
of Industry. The effort to manifest this dynamic was expected to produce.
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I tI. Nib t thin t 1.11(ti 11 .our ,11111)1,, abillit IA) .!range- content and
instructional sit helm Ault t. taut, ease;

2. ability to institut, 'non-traditional" 1. arming ceps rant, s-10.., independent rt-
starth, indieidualtzed instrfotion, at ailabililL ,on,ult rablt, alp. rnatt learning
strategies:
art-mance, in inst r us tor issiznint nt te onus daft. rentiated :staffing modt s, in-
cludzng use of zr iduate assistants and technic!' in-:

4. reseirt h an inttgral part of program. au fo-an r ro search at licit} for students
at .111 It.c..1s, research is in m ,rosnonal strattget lo research and evaluation
of surri,ulum. .in 111,11,p..11,4bl, component on a,,tpts the industrial model;

,ontinuous monitorms, correction, and improct ment of pn.cess tcurriculurni
re,ults in improttnont studt nt pertorman,, aprt.dutt.. X pos,iblt kork.t. queno:
of this programmatic thrust nas set n as. Limit rgraduatt , gradualt students, and
lasulte t ngaga. in appiitd rtst arth and design In product,,, matt: flats, processes,
and training programs for and contracted nith indu-strv.

Intt rpreting the industiial denim o, proeld,, on, set of condition.. I htst are ampli-
fit,' be moth.. r sit of sondlt.ons ...lash, no. 4,, trout Lit us of appropriate unicersit.:.-It vet
education.

taniersity-Level Education
X.:lost -vett' Lt its ag.a.1 principal gatdcline for program dec lopintnt at f3onling

Aas a, tpt.d. 'At to the position It.at Lamer, -It} ,,rodents nho prepare to teach
indust: o ii - 0htt.t, in the t,rblit ss ho..1-. should conic in .outset with tht. ....Abject matter of
th,tr spc,11117,11111..11 it .1 it t,1 ,ipprtoprlaft to their maturate and competency txpectations.
lhu-, &ht ation of Lltmtntare .ind -econdary ..hoot exerci,es and activities aw
part of the N.:bilis:0 ,.ibtt.t matter on Ilk univyrsity Yeti aces tistouragecl except in
r,lation to ni,thods study., 1, a constqutnee, the tonttnt of the technologies became
the .sent for all stud,nts, prosp,sti,, tt.tat rs, te,hnologists,or general students ttaking,
in icsount, of count, thtir 'dual intt rtst, and tapabllitiest. such a policy nas

upon the preirost that ..ours.., nould bt mort exciting and challenging. nosy
pt., pa r mg as flaw-, Itas tit rs .could ntt d toout pt rat.. and compete with as nett as learn
and teach students preparing tor ltlinolog} functions at business and industry or students
rnaloring in arts .in-1 sciences.

1 heart}, this vit n of technology as .subject matter resulted in a clear delineation
btlAtt n course, Ahich arc ttchnicai subject matter and those Mitch are intended I.) teach
srAd,nt, boo. to teach the proft,sional method, tour..,, rh, professional methods
-.Leo, ncc rtct ;Ltd the sant, acct nn.,n as the ojt,t matter ,oniNnent. It nas
vi,ALJ as pos.-Ls...A of a dynamic ..hick tan be Interpret,d and cast into a s}stem of
s.ourses and txpe riot, e, tach Aould in,ure compttence attainment of students. As t1.1111
the .subject matter quality .ours.,, and exp.. t ienco. otere vic nett a, attainable
in an emit-on:tient fo,ters rcstarth, xperimentation, Lealuation, improvement,
and modification. rth knoAn Itt hnologn. of teaching could the rcb bt. unfolded for the
,student in an tape rit nrial mode. The idealized con, epts of L.onttnt t.. rt then set against

framt nork de.f.ned b} the mission-. of the department and the adrmnistratice organiza-
un in Atuch the ideal, mould Eh accomplished. These, too, acre formulated betneen six
and -zoven years ago.

THE DEPARTMENT MISSIONS

principal mission of the department nould be to prepare leathers nho could ,apply
appropriate instnictional tt,linloge in industrial art,, vocational - industrial subtetts,
tt,bnical-lect: industrial subl, ct,, and industrial art.- ,.peckit education programs.

Ltraduatt s of any one of the programs nould be abl. also to function in training pro-
gram, in industr and could rise to positions as directors of such programs.

Mt Art paration of te,linologist, could be,orn, .inotht r tszsential mission facilitated
be the it to of tontent. Xfrr satisfactory tompletion of four years of undergraduate
.cork, students could recd I% t: .113.s. in le,hnolog}. they nould be qualified to enter tech-
nical management positions in research, sales, production, .ind to nork .etch engineering,
scientific, and management personnel in industry.

the department %%out,' offer ".crone' coursts u. t., hnology ninth could be helpful
to or rtquir.d in program, such as, vocational rthabilitatIon, special education, elemen-
tar} edu, Ilion, management, art, .ind environmental stiente. courses in tech-
nology .could by open to all university udents on an tit...nye basis. An} university
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student ,oulit gain in-iglu into the it,hnology ..f industry, man-ntai hint technics, and
organization which gi catty attet t ,ociety.

Many tit the sibun.t tun. nuns AA I .160 s.tn applit able. to the graduate program in
industrial edu,ation. Ilit es,ential 1111,,,ir1 of the graduatt program would become
leadtrship development tur industrial tdu,ation or tot tht Ihrksk%t 14 Id uf yea-

te,hru,al, and praeti,..1 arts education, k At all it tairtt r and rechnolog,y I.du-
catpuL,

Research and Service
nder this heading, the departnit nt ,hose tu off, r in-st rice and ,ontinuing eduta-

tional opportunities t?? industrial t du,at.un tta,ht rs aad to tt,linulugists. tu providi con-
sultant ser%it es to estu,ators, s,lioul .td.. mistra ors, and industrial ,nterpr.ses, aud to
en,ourage ind print& opportunity tor researen tu departmental personnel commensurate
soh heir ,oropeten,tes and appropriate to that professional intertsts. The research
effort was seen tu mcludc tnt tethni,alareas, reit vant instru,tional technolug,tes, and the
interface of industrial ttshnolugy A,ontt_no and educational teelinulogy (method).

Changing the Mission?
these inission statt menu', when at,uniplished, would bring the department to a

plateau of sorts, 10 provide pt rsik.t.tt fur thus?. statements, ..1 measurt uf aceumplish-
in,nt and of their relationship tu endeavors after they w, re date vcd, the department
speculated on additional possible undertakings:

i? Assu,latk ..kgrt. teehnoaan preparation programs in industrial, engineering, and
at ro,i it tt,linolugies and preparation of paraprofessional aides for industrial
education and technology teachers and programs.

2) Add spe,asilizations ur otherwise modify the ba,,aldurtate teacher preparation
program.

), Add ,peeializations ur tali?. [wise modify the baccalaureate te,hnulugist prepara-
tion program.
13..1. degree with a major and minor in Industrial Arts or Technology.

it (3.s. in ar,er Lducation ipreparation of consultant leathers who will function
from grades 1-12).

(I) B.S. in Occupational Therapy
7) Offer courses fur expanded professional program which prepares recreation

special ists.
S1 M.S. in Technology
ar I.d.s. and Ph.D. In Industrial Lducation or tn comprehensive field of career

education fvoeational, technical, practical arts, and relevant facets of special
education and guidance).

ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

The administrative structure fur the department issues from the approach of inter-
relating tea,her tdu,attur. and nun - teacher education prog.ams. NIurc importantly, it
was seen as the vehicle fur creating an atmosphere in which the Vat-link, missions could
be achieved most effe,tivciy. It attempted, also, to introduce new relationships among
fatuity and students, and delin,attd rules and responsibilities which they had nut previ-
ously undertaken.

line and staff administrativt strutaurt was planned. It delineated superordinate
and ,ubordinate responsibilities. 11 the time this administrative plan was introduced,
the need to lodge spetaft, .tspunsibilitiesand rolts in individuals was dearly recognized.
But it was also Clear that we wished to aehievt an ideal uf sorts which we described in a
stattinent on peer-professional relationships. I his implied a desirable set of behaviors
among, faculty, graduate teaching and researeh ,is,istantsind student ,un.mittee members
0.111,C1 in,laded consulting, discussing, recommending, and ,ritiquing fur decisions on an
informal, constructive basis, thus, a was envisioned that while the line and staff ad-
mina-Aranye structure was needed at the outset, mon_ would be accomplished even in
an accountability system if the professionals ,uuld tuhuld themselves at.eountable.
And as this happened, the line and staff structure, at least parts of it, would become un-
necessary.

A system ,f eumniatees was established as part uf the administrative organization.
Canuniatees were seen as a first step tu accomplishing the ideal Of pet r-professional
rtlationships, Thus, each ,imunittee in,ludes fatality mernbtr,, undergraduate, and
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graduate ,tueknt, who .git Abut, the it tune, talents, and energies to poll, vinaking, advice,
and recto; in appropriate deli irumg), tl area,.

THE FACILITY

I trust that you will agree that the physical setting can contribute signifleantly to an
environment tit it promote, goal allci nusslon acuimpli..hment. II that has preceded this
section dealt with other than the breek, and mortar environment. Fortunately, about five
ye V; igo we knew that a c would h.. c a ne ee budding, and this happy circumstance allotted
u. to speculate to ines.h our , ragram lOncot,,,, mission ideal:., and staff relationships
,with ideals of a physical enviro.nntent.

keg. requirement sf a fune.'..inal fa, clue for to hriotogy education was seen as flexi-
bility. Innovation and change in re.anologe, as,ontent and in educational technology which
often is the vehicle for teaching subject matte r called fur a building in Mitch space alio-
c mons can easily be shifted to faeilitate the adoption of new developments. The univer-
sity f icility envisioned should accommodate, as a ,onunuoits enterprise, developmental
activitle-; in subject matter eon:oil, ptdagogc, and 1,1,11111es utilization research. Rapid,
efficient movement of laboratory equipment to allow the use of simulation and replication
in the solution of technology problems in instruction and research was specified. In
brainstorming fur this speedie anon, omit ,entities were called out as. facilities plan-
ning for schools, industrial engineering, production planning and control, production,
quality control, and materials handling. Utilities were then specified to be installed to
foste r and not inhibit flexibility. Ae learned that such a spe.ufmation would be initially

n. ce we insisted upon it as a worthwhile Investment. A successful inter-
pretation of this specification ,would require no major reworking of electrical or plumbing
imetallations over the next forty to sixty year period, resulting in a significant long-term
',lying. In response iI.o to the flexibility requirement, several laboratory areas were
not separated In. fixed Ils of any kind, although they are so separated in buildings of
tr ml design. 0th.. ireas, in which the requirements of cleantiness or sensitive
instrumentation no diemeed, were elosedoff. lhe entire facility was en It-or:mentally con-
trolled with respect to heat, %ululation, and sound. The building was designed to be
expanded easily with removable curtain pc nmenter walls. If enrollment growth or new
programs it mint, these will be detaehedidditionalfraniec irk added to the build-
ingind components can then be reattached to new framework.

Communieations systems often receive short shrift in building plans for educational
or .rher uses. Very early in our deliberation, we sate communication as an integral
componcrd of subje. t matter i.e., computer, and television applications in inventory
control, process control, instrumentation, data storage and retrieval completely support-
ing instruction. rear efficient instruction and use of instructor and student time, it was
desired that eominunieations bring the library to students anywhere in the building. It
,was required that varieties of information, including short lectures and individualized
programmed instruction, would be delive red to students when and as required near labora-
tory st mons ind in .arious media as synchronized audio-visual filmstrips, slide
systems, or pamphlets. Thus, a computer .enter and an instruetiunal media center be-
came integral parts of the building and its Instructional program. carrels, terminals,
and a completely flexible system of tau -way communications between those eenteis and
all other parts of the facility were specified.

Ill these elements, communications, open areas, special utilities provisions, and
lo,ations of laboratories to intentionally achieve ove, rlap or interface of certain specialized
technical area, permitted us to eharaettriz, the building as a living organism. An
organism so constituted would respond, ate believed, most effectively to the primary
stimulus for which it was conceived: program.

The bask laboratories would aeeommodate re volitionary changes in instructional
program, in technology. r rugrams would be easily modified, eliminated, or added without
major interior structural change othei than possibly introducing different equipment.

You may well be asking, "how arc all these ideals, concepts, and specifications
evidence of the effect., uf environment upon exeellenee,'" Of course, they arc not evidence
at all, not without additional information. Vbheh of these ideals are reality today? How
have these concept., supported the creation of an ene tronment for excellence? Confessing
bias, this reporter ubserces much progress toward exeellenee in several domains. l'os-
'Ably you can make some value judgments of your own with the aid of brief descriptions
of department characteristics, implemented industrial arts teacher education programs,
and examples of curriculum enrichment.
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THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM
Fht program 1, , hat Jk t1 I II*. d graptikalle througli,elhmiarie,. of the gtuivral program

kie-ign, a coaxial of the te,lirmal Lumpur', nt,and one of th, profer,,ional Lompunent.

General Progrcrn Design

!GROUP INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY! !INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
REQUIREMENTS & CORE REQUIREMENT; ( CONCENTRATION ELECTIVES:t

ELECTIVES -Basic oody of knowledge for LI' ';Courses to strengthen a special -'41TEACHING

1.iroerol, Cultural Industrial Technology 1 interest area with Industrial

subjects for all 0:lucation J 'Technology

'students, serves --- INDUSTRIAL

:to support the 4---- Three Cooperative Internships (optional for LAO --
i ,
,teacmng molar

i,

115-03-T1AL-CDUCAIION Pk6IFESSIONAL klE01)1RliANTST ARTS
1 ri , e och er education sequence methodology, adnninist:ahon,
1

1
1 I philosophy, student teaching

A Model of the Technical Component

Freshman

and

Sophomore

Years

Junior

and

Senior

years

Cons t.

f Design

Visual EPIC / \
Corruni-

cation

1 Basic concepts u/derlying industria technology

and specific technologies. Basic many ulative

Iskills to fu on in the technologies.

Option Option

Concentrate General

At the end of
Senior year

Courses

Synthesis

Application of cognitive and sensory
skills acquired in technical courses
in dept. and in related courses in
math, science, busines, In career
simulations challenging problems.

103

Enrichment

Supplemental

Cooperative Intern-
ship.

Courses in computer
Science, Physics,
Geography,
Journalism
Marketing

Management may be
credited to
concentration by
advisement

Cooperative
Internship
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A Model of the Professival Component

Offered by Department
Industrial iducatkn and Technology

Freshman - Foundations of Industrial
Education and Technology

Sophomore

Field Experience

Elements of Instruction

Field Experience

Bask Psych.

Junior - Scope and Sequence of Instruction

Career and Technology Education in
Elementary Schools

Educational Psych.

Senior -

Technology?
Careers?
To Teach

Or

Not to Teach?
Rationale for LA.
Teach in Industrial Ed.?
To tecch Industrial Arts?
To teach at what level?

What is teaching-leaming?
What am I like? As a teacher?
What are teacher behaviors?
To teach or not to teach? etc.

Organizing and Planning to teach
What is elementary education all about:
Can I work with younger kids?

Tests and Measurements

Can I?

Can I do it better?

Am I a pro?

Am I becoming?

Do I have the professional equipment and skills?

Can I use it?

Student Teaching Fcxmdations of
American Ed.

American Educa-
tional System

Organization and
Administration of
Industrial Education

THE PROFESSIONAL SEQUENCE

The technical component has received ,pace elsewhere. A brief description of the
professional sequence should provide a better idea uf what we have dune. the importance
of the professional sequence is increased because insufficient time has been left for
"methodolo,,y" in the technical laboratory courses. Naturally, all courses serve im-
portant, but subtle, professional education purposes. they provide the prospective teacher
with diverse teaching models. The prospective teacher should become sensitive to this
fact and milk it for what it's worth. Ile is encouraged to talk with professors privately,
Identify with one or inure of them, and consciously ask himself what it is they do which
is effective and ineffective (and remember it).

Except for the modeling function described, professional needs and concerns (goal
determination, content organization, program development, evaluation, methodology, re-
source identification, professional associations, field experience, etc.) are the province
of the teacher education courses. Some of these concerns are so general that they are
handled by the Department of Educational Foundations and Inquiry, and some are more
appropriately handled in the Department of Industrial Education and Teehnulogy.

111 professional courses in the department arc clinically based and project oriented.
18 appropriate to the course content, students either go directly to the schools or engage
in active laboratory work in alas,. These courses are further enhanced by their location
on the time continuum in relation to other professional courses as noted in the model,
and by the two field experiences which are extremely ,mportant to the success of the
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entire sequence.
An a rti,ulated t of fit Id LxpLrit.riLLs lo designed to help students in industnal edu-

cation programs answer the following types of questions fur themselves. Is teaching for
rriL' %..hat's it like? is teaLlung in industrial education fur nit.' At what level would I
like tu teach' What Lumponent anal uf industrial education is fur mt.; %%here can I do the
most good and be the most satisfied' In the Lity, the. -inner city," the suburbs, ur in a
..unsulidated rural area: %%hat art. tht.sLvLral related missions of the various component
areas of industrial education?

Responses tu such questions art obtaiaLd in :lit. equivalent of two full weeks of field
experience which is 1,stributLd over three years. These involve individual observation
and partiLipation as an aide at various levels and in representative programs of industrial
arts, vocational- industrial eduLation, tLLIiraLal- industrial education, and special education
kas well as a glimpse. at indu.try-oriented training programs fur persons who may be
interested in teaching in industry). Remember, this is in addition to field work required
in the professional courses.

In the first experience, students visit five different environments associated with
industrial education from a selection of fourteen environments. The fourteen are listed
under appropriate headings below:

Industrial Arts 1) Llementary school, 2) Middle or junior high school, 3) Senior
high school 4) Adult and continuing education

Vocational- Industrial Ldut awn 5) Comprehensive high school, 6) Area vocational
school.

LduLation ..,ommunity ur junior college, 8)Technical insti-
tute or technical college.

Special LduL anon and Vocational Rehabilitation 9) Vocational rehabilitation centers,
10) School district special services, lk) Special projects

LuopLrative %%ork Lxpc.rienLe Programs (t. 12) Occupational %..ork Adjustment
or Experience, 13) Diversified Occupations.

Industrial Training 14) Training program.; in industry.

The stuant ,pond, at Last a half day at each of five LduLatiunal environments chosen
from the types listed above and thc equivalent of the remaining two and one-half days in
areas of his Lhoict_ from the list. This brings the total observation and partiLipation time
to five full days. Return to two uf the mon_ interesting or promising environments pre-
viously visited, ur perhaps an environment uf the same type but with a different teacher,
is encouraged.

In the second experience, students focus mon.. directly on one or two programs closely
related to their teamed' competence objectives. They will spend two continuous days
in one context and three Luntinuous days in another. if students are trying to decide
whether they want tu be a junior high industrial arts teacher, time should be divided
between two different junior high industrial arts situations, perhaps une in a large city
and une Llsewherc.. Or perhaps the choice will be between Mr. X who is known to have
a highly structured program and Mr. Y who is known to have an efft.ctive, but more
experimental, program.

Ae find the field experiences combined with a clinical approach in methods classes
to produce students, if they choose to remain with the program, who are committed to
teaching, who feel secure in their choice of level, and who seem to be able to relate the
professional demands of teaching to their LoriLLpts of their own competencies and poten-
tialities.

ENRICHING EXPERIENCES

There are a number of benefits whiLh accrue to faculty and students as a result of
the environment which has been created. These are enumerated In the following:
Research

Much enthusiasm for meaningful individual research has been generated because of
what we have done in the building (the Research Modules) and our overt behavior. The
following is a list of projects for which research modules were assigned. Approximately
ten times as many student research projects have been undertaken in the same period for
which research modules were not assigned.

Research projects conducted for MIMh research rooms and funds were awarded,
1972-73:
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Pnilergraduate Student l'rojects

Design and Construction of an Automatic Silk ,creen Machine
Quality Assurance Computer and Data Processing Application or th. Ready Mix

Concrete industry
Improve, Redesign, and Construct a "Pedal Car."
Process Control Simulation
Television Typewriter (Character Generator)
Detection and Measurement of Heat Loss of Buildings by ['sing Infrared Photography
Self-Educational Game Table

Graduate Student Projects

The Effects of a Manual Dexterity I raining P rugram Upon the Manual Dexterity of
the Trainable M.R.

Producing a Film, "llow to Make a Slide Show."
Undergraduate Program Evaluation
l'h !Meets of a Linear Measurement lust ruetional Unit on the Learning Abilities of

EMR Students at "x" School
11,welopment and Evaluation of a Rotary Fluid Control Valve
Development of Set Instructional Module Film Development
The Effect of Video Tape Replay of Psychomotor Skill Development
The Design and De velopment of a Deviee for Moving Equipment in a Mobile Industrial

1 aboratory
1 ow-f. oat Housing Development

Cooperative Internship
Curriculum enrichment for industrial arts majors is available also in the depart-

ment's cooperative internship program. This program was really developed to serve
non-teaching majors, but anyone can opt for the experience. Die cooperative internship
program provides industrial arts majors the chance to observe, participate, and work un
an industrial environment. They canobtam jobexperienee, current technical information,
and exposure to carious people and organizational styles. Industry has an opportunity to
utilize the talents of capable students and to e luate and influence the university curricu-
lum. Students are provided with names of cooperating companies, automatic placement
is not implied. It is expected that the student will be interviewed and meet employer's
standard, before a position is P riot to accepting a position, the student must
demonstrate that it is related to his career goal this technical concentration) and is of an
appropriate level of challenge and responsibility.

Another hit of evidence of the results of conscious efforts to create a total environ-
ment to accomplish miss ions and goals may be meaningful to those who like to compare
things quantitatively. What follows does that for the
1967-68 to 1973-74.

department and compares the years

1967-68 1973-74
Job Placement 100% 100%
Total No. of Undergraduates '70 381
No. of Teacher Ed. Majors (Total) 170 381

Industrial arts 170 195
Voc-industrial 0 18

Tech. College Teaching 0 7
No. of Technology Majors (Total) 0 161

Construction 0 23
Design 0 37
Electronics 0 11 (new in 1974)
Environment 0 5 (new in 1974)
Instrumentation and Power 0 15

Manufacturing, 0 32
Visual Communication 0 38

No. of non-major students served 98 740
No. of funded research projects (professors) 0 4
No. of non-funded research projects (professors) 0 4
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No. ot student (unde,graduate) research projects Approx. 60 r 6
research rooms
assigned

No. of student (graduate) research protects Approx. 80 r 8
research rooms
assigned

No. of consultations to education 1 12

No. of consultations to industry 0 3
No. of summer workshops or funded Institutes 0 8

l3..id., the r iany positive value's implied in the foregoing, we see these added but
unpurtant values aec ruing to students. I rum the student s point of vie iv, the essence of
the environment is options, options in ,chat to study, options in eareer chwee, as well as
some freedom to delay binding decision, fur a career. Lady participation in research
and working un prujeets with graduate students and professors, which is fostered in the
envitonment, r, inealuable and indeed immeasurable as they contribute to the personal
and professional growth and development of the stuuent.

1 motion of office,, of student and faculty lounges, ma iik, physical arrangements
have provided prrva.y when desired and have promoted desirable into,-action among staff
and faculty and students.

CONCLUSION

,ye have giown, but growth was not a primary objective. Rather, we set out to
strengthen an ,m,tint; induMnal arts teacher education program. As we speculated on
the tub be lure us, we purposefully tried to achieve an environment for peopleone which
would stimulate those activities that we judged valuable in education and in industrial
teehnology. ee rtainly stems to he factor in aelneving, some minimum elements,
but desire., ittitude, eunimitnient to exec nuke, hard work, and enthusiasm arc attributes
out of which the env is eminent grew and which the environment continues to foster.

D. 7.41e,chlet Profewi and Chairman, Department of Industrial Education and Technology, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.

The Large Department Environment and Quality
Industrial Arts Teacher Education

Terence Trudeau

Ile most challenging task Lie mg eeueators today is that Of providing contemporaneous
and quality education for students. I roper!) executing this task is most compelling in
the field of teacher education, since each product of a teacher education program will
eventually have a profound and lengthy influence upon hundred, of elementary, middle,
and high school students throughout his or her teaching career. In support of an up-to-
date educational program, sham. and Aane (1971)state, "Our present knowledge depreci-
ates rapidly, has eery short validity, and mum be corrected by careful and continuing
,peculation about our rule in an emergent world (p. 348)." speaking of this need on a
college level, Martin (19681 suggests, 'The prime need now in higher education is for
men and institutions who have the courage to investigate possibilities fit alternative
futures, to shape them into actual models, and to put those plans to the test of practice
(p. 22)."

Our task in industrial arts teacher education is further conipounded by the fast-
evolving technology of industry. In the book, Educational Futurism 1965 tIlack, Briner,
knezevieh, linsdale, Uln, Sroufe, l9711, it instated. "In the late 196th,, many segments
of our society reflected concern with the sequential but interactive phenomena of the
knowledge explosion and teehnolugieal revolution, the thrust fur innovation and change,
and most recently the ability to cope with and adapt to rapidly accelerating rates of
change (p. v.)."

rhos, the quality teacher - education schema is dependent upon the interfacing of
adequate fmaneial ,esoureesippropriately prepared professors, an empathetic and
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kr10%tiedge,ible managenunt, - uplx,rt personnel such as technicians and secretaries, an
appropriate array of hat ,Iwa ,11/fi %%Alt , and a ready reserve of students who are avail-dile to learn. Obvioush, niati iNof people and things involves a Lomplex environment
that is readily influenced by a multitude of both internal and external forces.

Relative to this, it has been suggested that one of the maim forces influencing a
quality educational environment is institutional size illodgkin.son, 1970: Reichard, 1971;
%Atm, lonSt. This size influence has man dimensions, such as economic, sociological,
professional, etc. The ability toperceive,..untrol and online, 1,1 professionally manipulate
when possible and desirable the Lomponents within the constraints of the system size is
necessary to achieve any marked degree of quality education.

RETRENCHMENT AND DEPARTMENT SIZE

Phis country is in the midst of an cLonormi. decline %%hul has generated a demand
for accountability in eduLation. That is, the public is more resistive to the economic
support of higher education without doLumentation showing us degree of efficiency. This
could lead to serious loss of resources and subsequent sharp deLline in program quality.
To counteract this, a move to inc !vase FTC's generated by faculty as well as a move
toward utilization of a Competency Based I eacher Education k(.1311:4 have emerged. In
the face of this external force, does the large department have an advantage over a small
one in maintaining a viable educational environment of acceptable quality! Lonsider the
following:

I. I arger physical facility and larger student body can lead to increased class sizes
Ind thus higher PTI generation. fins notion pleases educational supporters and
budget monks continue to flow.

2. I arger prograins can lead to the "division of labor concept," with each faculty
member a specialist in a discrete sulxlivision of the IA curriculum. I his can lead
in more efficient teaching, and a subsequent learning environment within the con-
text of a traditional time - based format or the emerging competency-based notion.
Documentation in 'his regard provides increased public emptily.

1. Capital investment in software-hardware to support the instructional strategy
(delivery system) is reduLed in a large program %then calculated on a per-student
cost bas',. Thus, supporters of higher education are more inclined to support
such budgeting requirements.

4. 1 arger departments Lan justify more administrative, supervisory, and support
personnel to more adequately and efficiently direct and support the educational
program.

Me larger program can operate inure efficiently in terms of "Input dollars" and
"competency output" and will be less adversely affeLted by cconomi. retrenchment.
That is, they can more adequately justify obtaining, and more efficiently utilize, the re-
sources available to achieve a high-quality program.

THE PROFESSIONAL COMPONENT

When or e ()list:Iyes the professional IA Lourses and the accompanying student teach-
ing segment, the advantages of the larger department beLome evident. I he following
advantages are worthy of consideration:

1. Larger enrollment justifies larger faLulty which Lan be diversified in such areas
as Philosophy of Technology, L\ lhory, Student 'readier supervision. [his pro-
vides in-depth as well as breadth of professional content for quality student growth.

2. "Teaching centers" may be set up that provide correlated professional courses
simultaneously with student teaching in the field. This requires a college faculty
specialise to manage and conduct the "off - campus" center on a full-time basis.
To justify this, large numbers of participating students, as found in larger de-
partments, are necessary.

The close correlation between theory and practice, both taking place in the
field, lead to a more efficient and higher quality student teaching-professional
experience. The student is functioning in the "real world" that cannot be repli-
cated on campus. Vs stated by Pitkin and Beecher, "C °lieges and universities
have come to look upon planned off- campus experience as a valid and important
part of the educational process (pp. 174, IN."

1. The utilization of contenirmary educational technology in the form of closed-
circuit TV for monitoring and critiquing student presentations is possible in a
larger department because the initial Lost-per-student is less than in a smaller
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do pal the id. (hi, ilium %hate ft < aback ld -rude iii in dormant e leads to rapid and
Ifik nut t2t Ai111 a, Iii gatl a-peel ire t liminated and positive asp' CIts

rend° rc d.
Sekerak and Niel/maid it .too, de finc ilia cnit ri,,ent technology as employment Of

"pt r,onncl, space, equipment, and process, cacti It Its 1110,1 cfflctent intended purpose,
but all in .lose inn rrclati.aaship and in tune nith mic lets and environment ip. 4s)." the
larger dt partment, with it, our, dice! -and fat ult% and facility (both on and off campus,
can provide a briciA r and more rclecant pride-clonal -equence due to the advanced
educational technology that is possible.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL COMPONENT
the technological asp% et of the industrial art, teat he t education curriculum is most

important. !'hi., it mentioned pre viou-ly. ixie s the larger department have an advan-
tage' Consider these:

1. 1 arge r cnrolli, cut faculty specialization in the discrete laboratory areas
of industrial art-. nil, anon., ,tudentstoselect professors, as opposed to taking
"who'; availabl..." this motivating fat tor, coupled with individual faculty ex-
pertise, leads to quality student gi,cntli.

2. 'pc, roped and dice rsifitd laboratot ieS and the ir many ing rdsca re provide
in-depth and variable .student experiences. Ibis noun" also mimic suc diverse
aspect, is R and 1) cork, along null conventional laboratory experiences. As in
the profe comixinent, the technological dimension has the advantage of
advanced educational technology due to faculty and fat tiny diversification.

THE HUMAN COMPONENT
Ile larger fa.ulty, itith its accompanying specialization, is able to provide general

itch hilizcd student ad% nt. 13y equitable division of student advisement
load, the student-adviso ratio is not unwieldy.

faculty an , total commitment to his or In r specific area is possible,
as opposed to split commitment to several areas.

SUMMARY
The larger departments appear to lave aivantages in the following categories:
1. \bilky to meet the economic rett..nchmcntthroughinure efficient use of resources

\chile providing a quality program.
2. Diversified f.icult kilo individually provide in-depth exposure and collectively

provide breadth of offerings in all phases of IA education.
1. Diversified laboratories and classrooms mat Indnldually provide in-dept) stuo.'nt

experience and collectively afford breadth of experiences.
4. "fit advari.cd educational technology afforded by appropriate combining of varied

faculty ,pecialization and diversification of hardware available nithin the context
of a large program.

c. Identification null a ,pt..LICc area of IA leads to a stronger etunimtment than is
found by splitting allegiance to two or more areas.
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Preparing Industrial Arts Teachers: A Faculty
Perspective

D. Wayne Becker

The purpose of this presentation I. to approa% th. subteLt I xLellenee and the De-
partmental rivirunment. Preparing Industrial Nris f. idlers from the perspective of .i
rdati%ely mall department. I am ...urri.ntly um. k.f fiv% fall-time faculty comprising an
industrial Lduditiun deparumnt. I ormal t.dut..a t Luna' programs listed in my vita are.
high school diploma from a graduating %la.. of twenty-Light otudents, BA in Industrial
1.dth..rion from .i department containing two full-tin- faculty, an MS in Imlustnal Arts
from large departmental fadlity of over twenty member., and an Ld.D. f.orn a big ten
,.hoot. I have Lome to rdilizt. that sil.L of th% student body or tae number of persons
comprising the dLpartmental f.kulty pLr se dui., nut directly affeLt the eduLational pro-
gram to any groat email. Fa%turs uthLr than oiz% of department an more directly asso-
ciated with the quality of the t.du,anunal program. A department, .mall ur large, an
take no pride bLcaust. of it size alunL. Jurthi.rmorL, large departments do nut clearly
have an edge on educational quality, as might be commonly assumed.

IleoLarLh int_rest in % llc.gL environment consists of exploring new ways of viewing
and Judi:iring the style of lift and atmosphLr% withia the institutional Lontext that affect
karning and growth of its students. Dressel and Mayhew (054), Lddy (1959), and Jacob
195(,) .pLdilate that Ilk L is something about the total atmusphL rt. of the college and its

program., and partkularly about it ptLr -group a.suLiation., that is significantly im-
portant.

The diversity of abilities, baLkgrounds, and aspiration, of students, .is shown by
Darle; (1962) and Mcconnell and Heist (1962), express more about the environmental
trait. of .i culli.gL than du diffLrLnd, in faculty and departmental organization. Actin
(.962, concur, that output of J ,uIIL gt. may .imply be a furktion of input in the main.
l'resug,ous 0%huols suLh as Bic-yard may be groat because they accept only great stu-
dents. Therefore, beforL on% din a..%ss thL output of a department, the input variables
must bL controlled. 11 hen many college campuses arc seLking greater numbers of tu-
dolt:, fur eLonomk masons, , Lhools,andpartiwlarly,mallunes, cannot afford the luxury
of screening its students, either at the enrollment or process stage.

In studies by PaLe 196-1) and Kirk (1965), substantial differences in environmental
pn..s trait., within different dLpartmcnts went found, but the traits exhibited by students
wen. murt attributable to the Lnvironment of tie %%holt Lollegt. than to a particular de-
partment. This begs the question, 'Who is responsible for the training of the industrial
arts twat. r, 11t department ur thy. univLrsity ''" The an.;%Lr seems to be the university.
Tiles% finding suggest a miss-a,tion ...orka.pt of Lducauunal impact, tht more nias.ive,
..umulativL, and ,Ongruent the stimuli arc among du. various departments of the univer-
sity, the grditer is thy. impaLt upon %hanging tin bLhaviur of students. That is, when all
furktions of thu university work toward a Lummun goal, the ind produLt, an industrial
art, tLaclkr, will possLss greater potential than is possible with the industrial arts
department operating in isolation from other university departments.

11urk by BeLker (19(,1), based un dird.tly observed events and behavior, attributes
the duality of ,tudLnt rLopunst. to by. largely a fundion of how that student per-Lewes the
institutional LnvirunniLnt. If the student senses ht or sht. 1s .i member of a meaningful
and di.manding., dLpartilidu, th% ri..punse will LorrLspond favorably, irrespective of de-
partmental size.

Coyne (1970), in his assessment of the directims to be taken in training qualified
followLd-up tht lob pi..rfurinarkt. of untrul and experimental groups. lk con-

cluded that any will-planndl purposeful program inteaLherLduLation ..ill produLe
and ...umpetent kaLlit rs, .d.undly, all students benefited greatly from the student teadung
experkmes, thirdly, early expo:ir% to publiL sawl programs assisted the student to
determine whether hL ur .he wanted to Lontinue in wadi% r eduLation aad if .o at what
ILvd, and lastly, %ourse, assodatLd with in-sditx.il involvement help students perceive
and analyze Llassrooni situation:, An outstanding trait of this study was t'.at it had a
built-in Lapability fur screening LandidatLs, perhaps the screening aspeo. acLountal for
most of the improved performances of the experimental group.
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From the pet. pea k11,- of one faulty member among a total of fie- comprising the
department, th, s by is tut} menibe rs differs markedly among t.trge and small
departments. I r itu hard 41')73) found rule specialization can be -net often is much
narrower among faulty members on large eanipuses. ape ill, ion, allele often allotting
fur greatt r eft lei, ney and gceater depth of eduuational experiene, may not be as important
to the training of an industria' arts teaehet is professed it) sum,. of my colleagues.
the very nature of industrial arts eurrietila meludes a study ut the whiteness" of indus-
try as an institution, eunsidering both its belie ialand detrimental effeets on the so, iota!
culture. To iehleve the "wholeness" objective, a broad and integrant,. input is required
on the part of the faeulty. Chi,, objeetiee is achieved not by the number of faculty mem-
bers on hand but by the breadth and integrally'. ability of each individual fault member.
Each fault member must have breadth to satisfy the edueational objeetites of industrial
arts.

Issues pertaining to group dynamies, interaction prueess, and teamwork among 1n-
d:1:arta( arts teacher training faeulty are important considerations when determining
fault effectiveness. The eery small and the t ery large departments may both suffer
a,, .t resultof r size when an assessment of the quality of group prueesses is tabulated.
But fe r the range be EAcen the very small and eery large, factors other than size control
the group dynamics of departmental faculty.

Numerous studies un size of student body and elass size offer sonic ideas that pro -
tde pertaining to the exeellenee of industrial arts education by inference. Astin

and I lolland , 1 )61, suggest that larger student bodies are characterized by more aggressive
behasior, exhihitionisni, pragmatism, heat. cos- xual aetivity, and more deference shown
tentai...1 whale in the smaller student bodies there is more academic competition,
mon ,,r i% inv. for intelleu mai achievement, and greaser involvement in campus activities.
The smaller student bodies exhibited a greater degree of fantasied achievement and were
more enterprising,.

[he erne I prising trait has been noted by the presenter over a period of some fifteen
years. It appears that the produetsof small departments, often of sub-standard facilities,
somehow functiori surprisingly well when they accept teaching positions that represent
sub-standard faeilities and below-par educational programs. the achy. vernent motiva-
tion, while nut ubjeetiyely investigated, appears to he higher than for those having been
trained in well-equipped facilities.

reacher education quality Vla., assessed by Olsen 0,971)by using the criterion meas-
ure Indicator, of quality. in the study, seven internal cla ssroom variables explained
signifieant proportions of the eraerion score variance at the secondary school level. The
variables, listed in order of importance, arc: 1) the style of educational activity, 2) the
subject taught, I) Jas. size, 4) grade level, 5) type of teacher, (9 number of teachers
in the ruora, and 7) day of the week. l'artieularly high-scoring teaching styles were
small-group work, individual work, diseussions, laboratory work, pupil reports, and
demonstrations, wh.lc the lower - searing teaching styles were lecture, question and
.141,4%e r sessions, seat work, tests, and movies, notwithstanding that teacher, generally
spend the greatest pereentage of their time un the lower-,euring teaehing styles.

The relationship between class size: and criterion scores was well defined and con-
sistently (attired the snialler classes, even when the etas:, size dipped below five students.
the study also showed too. -e.or.dary student achievement decreased when more than one
Lad., r operated siniultanetiusly in the room. the implieation of this finding appears not
to favor placing more than one teacher in a room to off-set the disadvantages of very
large cla-tses.

roponcnts of ,mall classes hate _onsistently maintained that the advantage lies in
the methods that may be employed by the teacher. Little (1451) asserts that the small
.lass allows fur greater varieties of experienee, exploration, personal attention, teacher
knewledge of individuals, and interpersonal relations. However, Roberson 0959) found
the most uons.stently-used to iening method was the !velure in both small and large
group-, and NIulvenna and ]'ugh 4 l')6 4i state that not all tcaehers, given a small group,
will adopt a method of optimum compatibility with the small group.

Vinuent i I q60) states that tesearehe r, of class size investigate five general types of
-rite ria. economic efficiency, working conditions or teaching load, opinion of teachers
tgne tally favor small classes), effect on pupils as measured by achievement or adjust-
ment, and ..lass activities made possible or prohibited by group size. Wink class size
and departmental size are nut synonymous, some interesting inferences surely provide
some food for thought.
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From III) perapeetice, the task of bringing about a significant curriculum change
within short periods of tout la more wither, the realm of possibility in a small depart-
ment. The lag between the blith of educational deign and implementation can be much
less in a small department.

Many public school diatrieta du nut look to the ery small teacher training institutions
for teaching candidates at the outset. credentials of persons who graduate from a very
small department, housed within eery small college, located in an isolated geographical
area, often du not present auffieie ntaupluatieation fur the publie school personnel seekers.
Care, huweeer, must be taken by public sellout employment agencies that they don't gen-
eralize to the point that they hire only from the large teacher training institutions without
first investigating the quality of educational experience th, candidate brings to bear on
the available teaching position.

In assessing excellence of educational environment pertaining to the preparation of
industrial arta teachers, the following factors must be analyzed: First, the size of the
educational environment la represented by the total amount of services made available to
student., including number of teacher., library services, number of administrators, grad-
uate a..iatanta, student teaehing program, industrial influenee, community service, and
univenesa of opportunity, i.e., special research projects and input of student body;
secondly, the quality rather than the quantity of faculty la moat important. Teachers do
differ in effeetivenesa, ao the labile la not of faculty size but faculty adequacy, thirdly,
the adequacy of material. and equipment relate to excellence of educational experience,
especially in the field of industrial education, andfuurthly, the method of instruction must
be poen that i deemed to be effective for the group size and educational task at hand.
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Preparing Industrial Arts Teachers: A Student's
Perspective

Steven F. Schmit

Ile purpose uf this presentation is to give you an idea of what a student feels with
respect tu excellence and the departmental environment. I was recently a student at
Valley City State College, which has an enrollment of 9r students. I also attended the
University of North Dakota at Lllendale. At the time I was there, the total enrollment
was 156. At nu time during my college career have I attended a school t' at had more
than three full-time industrial education instructors.

Firs:, with respect tu departmental environment, recognize that only a student knows
how a student feels. In turn, a student cannot see things as an instructor. No matter how
close a relationship develops between the students and departmental faculty, it is impos-
sible fur them to totally understand each other's views. For this reason, it becomes
important to obtain student input tu this discussion uf environment and its effects.

There are many environmental factors whicheffect the students' education. Coopera-
tion and a unified thrust among departmental faculty is important. Do the teachers in
your department get alone lsn't it true that three or four or even five people have a
better chance of getting along than say fifteen or sixteen?

t;maller numbers of people seem to relate better to one another. There seems to be
less chance for a personality conflict with smaller numbers of people than in large
groups. Of .nurse, in a small department, if they do conflict the damage is consequently
greater. Sradents tend to "side" with instructors.

Respect for faeulty is another variable. If the student feels that one instructor is not
liked very well by his peers, die students might also grow to dislike him. This most
certainly has an effect on what is learned in the classroom.

Student generally du not fed thatacademic formality contributes to program quality.
Formal titles, such as Mr., Dr., Professor, etc., have a tendency to make the classroom
atmosphere "tight." Are these formal titles necessary in today's colleges and universi-
ties' Many students fed more relaxed when they can refer to their instructors by their
first or last names. I believe that formal titles are a carry-over from an earlier age.
\ren't we supposed, as future. teachers, to try to bring our students into a new and indus-
trial society?

In a similar way, class size play_ an important role. Where the class size and total
student enrollment is small, the student and instructors know each other. If and when a
student has a problem, it can be shared by all. Interaction of instructors and students is
seen by students as being helpful to their preparation.

Another advantage, from the students' viewpoint, is that when Ml the instructors
know all the students, they are more tu have an "open door" pulley with their labs.
Instructors seem to be willing to go out un a limb" to give their students an opportunity
to help develop their skills in an unsupervised lab. Since we are the professionals of the
future, why shouldn't we be given the chance to demonstrate our abilities?

When instructors have a chalice to get to kaow and trust their students, their trust
and respect are felt by the student, nu good student is going to "kick a gift horse in the
mouth" and endanger this respect. Students want respect and certainly need it to develop
self-confidence and initiative necessary for their future professional roles.

Just as a small number of instructors are able to get along with each other, small
numbers uf students w Ando the same. No matter how good a relationship the students have
with their instructor, nu one quite identifies as well as do two students. On the small
college s.ampus, everybody knows everyone else and is consequently more apt to ask for
help. Students probably learn more from their peers than anyone else. Instructors may
lecture on a _subject fur hours, but the students will sometimes get more out of his lecture
by talking it over with a few friends.

At a small college, the student has an opportunity to be an individual. After a couple
uf years, you can be known by many of the faeulty. These faeulty membersthe men who
carehave many guud ideas they are willing to share with you. Their ideas are about a
wide range of topics, all of which help you along in your education.

It is a fact that many small colleges cannot afford, ur do not have the space for,
larger, inure technically advanced equipment. Now, before we consider this tremendous
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disadvantage, let as a iu,111 of thousands of .mthille.1 of even larger schools have
this ttpe of equipment of Tat true that the idea of industrial education is advanc-
ir z by leaps and bounds, but cellool clisti lets and government funds fall far short of meet-
in, the needs of all the ...hoed:, lonsequently, du potential teachers need exposure to
very sophisticated equipment?

I don't feel as thougdi have been cheated, education -wise, by attending a small col-
lege: in mans way,, I think I am batter off. 1 am not used to all of the advanced equip-
ment, and when I get out into the world of reality I will not nuns it. dhat about those who
arc not used to being without it' How are the going n cope with the situation?

%t the small college (eta, you have a great opportunity to get out and mingle with
mans people. People naturally seem to be more friendly in smaller groups. I believe
this factor helps the students when they are out teaching. They have the ability and know
how to get along with many types of people. it is sunply a carryover from their eollege.

In conclusion, may I encourage you as industrial arts teacher educator.. to involve
your students in all of your activities. Give them an equal vote in your staff meetings,
have them help plan and de %clop your facilities, and give them the opportunity to be the
professionals you a ish to develop. [kip them learn, but you also must let them teach you.
11,c have new and sometimes better ideas which can be a great help in future plans.

Mr. Schmit is on instructor of Linton High School, Linton, North Dakota.

Cultural-- Societal -- Technical Aspects of Futurism

Marshall S. Hahn

No doubt some of you arc expecting me to list many of the teelmological activities
that arc going to be happening, in the near future. I could hut literally a thousand and one
different things that are being worked on and designed and will happen ur be put into pro-
duction in a few years. (hit then, most of you have read and heard about these things too,
and no doubt the vat loch, guestspeakersandeven the members of this team will he extoll-
ing some of the things that are products of futurism. Most of the fall in the hardware
variety. I happen to .onside r these important, but I want go .n a slightly different di-
rection. So if you will hear with me, I hope I can make sense out of my ideas so that you
can understand what I as one of a group think. It will 1 < increasingly difficult for the
members of the panel who follow me to do their job unless make sense.

1 et me begin by asking you a question. (that do you see in society that Irks you?
What du you see in society that you deplore, that you wish could be helped, improved and
maybe solved^ Now I hate no idea of what you are thinking of, but I have several, and
they will come out as I proceed. Not% that you have some things in mind can you tell
me how they are going to be helped, improved, or solved' 'sou look deep into your mind
and say that in the future 25 years we will have all small ears on the road, an honest
president, and ye ry little pollution. hell, let me assure you, it is not going to happen
unless we have some changes made someplace. Look at society and ask yourself, "Is
.oeiety getting better "' Of course you say, look at the improvements and the standard
of living today. This is because of technology. I et MC request you to look at it from
another aspect. ('he Issue isn't how much better life is now compared to what it used to
be, but how bad society is today compared to what it could be.

the evidence exists that too many people are rotten to the core. The impending
seandal discussed in the recent series of artieles by the Nett 'lock itaus shows the moral
tune of the athletic departments in our eolleges and universities around the country. the
streaking that is being dune and encouraged by mass eummumeations is a thsgraee, the
patterns of our national anu local politicians have let the flood pour through the gave. If
you want to go farther, examine as closely as you can what happens in industry with oil,
milk production, grain ,ale,, and about as many Items a:, you would care to examine;
each will be found wanting.

I asked you if society was getting better. If it isn't getting better, then you realize
that society doesn't improve itself unless somcthingeausesit to be improved. Me adults
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in society are b yund our gene nil range of influence. IAhat we can help to change in
sueiety can unly be changed du 1/ugh the influence yuu and I bring upon the youth of society.

Immediately you say, it is hard fur sehouls to change, society. 1 would be the first to
agree, but there is no other effective way than through the young with education. New
knowledge or insight is the only basis for change. I he young must be educated to the ills
of society, and they must possess a will and a desire to improve.

In the Nlarch issue of M S F, our colleague from Skestern Sashington, Fred Olson,
stated that philosophy should receive immediate rewgnitwn and attention, and with an
appropriate philosophy in mind we should keep a wateliful eye un technology. I strongly
urge each of you to go back and read what M said in that article. However, our passion
with humanism must nut be blinding. Humanism fur humanism's sake is just as irrational
as change for change's sake. zitudents must begin to develop a life determinism philosophy
at a very early age su that humanism will beeume determinism for HUMANITY rather
than fur indi%ielualism. I neumniend that as educators we begin to press for comparative
philosophy to be included in the junior high school.

Can our giAernnient improve oursueiety by legislation' Nou don't legislate improve-
ments in sueiety. Nou don't legislate improvements in schools. sehouls as we know them
will change considerably in the near future, therefore, I look to education to make the
difference for imprip.iiient in society. If we in the sehouls can't make a better showing
in the future as cultural problem sukers and cultural interpreters, we should give up.

1s an industrial educatul, I am not ready to du this. But there are some around the
eountry who feel that time is closing in and that we had better begin to change our dated
curriculum to the uojeet of a definition that lb adapted from Maley of a few years ago. It
is .1 philusuphieal point on which 1 preface my remarks and hope that they will not bore
you but help you to see justification for change in most industrial arts programs.

THE DEFINITION. Industrial arts is an area of study that explores thy, iamifications of Technology in
and, or the soiution of major social, environmental, and operational problems facing
mankind.

If you recall, another definition of many years ago that had a similar ring when it
was given used the phrase "...and the social implications the man-made changes have
upon man." There is a similarity in the two, and both are surely applicable to today's
society and to tomorrow's IA,

ith that bit of philusophieal orientation as a base, let me anticipate a question.
'Ahat has all this to du with IA.' It steins from the philosuplueal punt that in the definition
we ,peak of societal problem:. Industrial arts should have a:, part of its base societal
problems rather than industrial problems. How would that work: If IA were to be de-
%,clupcd with Teehnology icapital F) as its technical base and societal problems caused by
technology as its working base, we %%utile! see IA as a different subject in our schools.
Let MC explain this a little bit, because you no doubt an, thinking that technology is much
too large an area to try to eukerand deAelup teehnologieal understanding or technological
literacy in a great many of our pupils. 1tic really cannot say this for . uru, since we have
never accepted DeVore's challenge to eumplete the taxonomy that would make it more
intelligible. But we know and admit that it is a very large and complex subject. To try
to make it understandable, I use the following illustration.

TRILOGY OF TECHNOLOGY

Transportation

1.1 5-
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DeVore called his three at ea. of study that made up technology the cultural universals
of production, eummunieation, and tiamsportation. I Lail these the trilogy of technology.
Now if you look carefully, you bt.e that the universals overlap with each other, and the
most important overlaps are those where all three make up one area labeled 41. This is
the most important area to be concerned within teaching. This area is basic to all three.
One of the subjects that I feel must be considered in the study of IA is energy. Man is
another area of study that falls into all three areas, and therefore would fall into the
basic '41 area. Computers would bc another area of study that should be very important
for IA to study in the near future. Right now, 1 sec it falling into area 42. Energy is so
basic to the study of Technology that none of the other areas can function without it. Man
cannot function without energy. Now I don't mean energy as it is related to the one-
cylinder gasoline engine that we find on lawnmowers and go- carts, as is usually the case
in most studies of energy in industrial arts. I mean a thorough study of energy and how
it is related to Man and his society and all the trilogy of Technology. This study Includes
the reason-6 why Japan found itself short In the face of the oil embargoes, why the Ameri-
can public is finding out that its way, of wasteful and indulgent consumption are coming
to an end. We have to change, and we have to do it now. The schools should be leading
the crusade. If they aren't, why aren't they' What are we in IA doing? (Speaking of go-
carts, have you noticed the sophisticated knowledge base that go-carts have evolved
through' They are almost too sophisticated for most industrial arts programs of today.)

This proposal doesn't sound like IA to some of you, I am sure. Remember, it is
based upon the philosophical statement that L\ is a study of Technology, and that capital
"T" indicates that it is broader than hardware. technology has to do with the kind of
thinking that takes place in man. Indeed, thinking, planning, looking to the future are
among the highest forms of activity in which man can participate. Technological fore-
casting is a method of projected thinking. It should bc a technique that is learned through
industrial arts. Technological forecasting and technological assessment are tools the
thinking man use. to :solve problems. The industrial arts definition that I used earlier
is one that includes teachers of industrial arts as being cultural problem solvers and
cultural interpreters. To we it is more important that we gear our programs to look at
the effects of past and future technologies upon man and society than upon individual skills
and problem-solving capabilities dealing with individual materials like plastics or woods
or with individual tools used in these areas. Indeed, individual subject areas like woods,
plastics, metal., and graphics have no place in the curriculum of the future. l'hat Just
isn't the way it is in the environment or society. Everyone and everything has multiple
interfaces. A much more broadly based curriculum is envisioned.

In my classes, I describe these individualistic courses as colored balls on a Christ-
mas tree. They arc directed toward separate entities, and the whole area of interaction
on the ecological system is overlooked. The interface of one to all is ignored, and if we
don't put them together, how can we expect the future generations to understand the
dynamics of the environment and the impact of technology on man: We live in a highly
complicated closed system which our students must come to know and understand. In-
dustrial arts, as well as all of education, must aid Man in understanding the systems of
which he is a part. Man is not just man for man alone. The knowledge and understanding
of concepts must be understood and involved to such an extent that they are internalized
to the point that natural reactions and responses by habit are made to various stimuli that
are not contrary to the environment and Man's purpose. The buying of compactors for
garbage disposal does not engage the real question. our unconscious response to the
chemicalized additives in food should be nut to eat them and therefore not to buy them.
In this case the real behavioral objective of education becomes considerably different.
I have yet to see a competency-based teacher education program that devotes equal time
to both pos"'Ive and negative sides of industry. Nou noted, I said equal time. Are you
doing it If not, why not? What questions are you engaging? Are you engaging the career
education program or the Mn a survival concept program')

In my studies these past several years, I have come to the conclusion that one of the
:societal problems with which IA should be concerned is energy, as you have already
heard and seen. How long would that problem last? Let me assure you that it is going to
he snore lasting than career education. It won't last only as long as the last office holder
in HEW, it will out -last several presidents. Please let me come back to this later. There
arc some who go so far as to say that until we reach fusion power, if indeed n can be
achieved, we will have energy problems. They think that this may be the ultimate solution
to man's energy needs.
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I1ii, past syniy.tyr I asked one of my cla..es to accept the challenge of studying
nuclear fusion as I de,ctibed it in the Maieh ib.ue of The very
fe a that evenattempted it tentatively reached the eunclu.ion that it would nut be the panacea
that .0 many anticipate. IndLed,scaburg and Lodi.. argue in Man and Atom that the future
of the human race may very well depend un how man u.e. atomic energy. This may Just
weIl Ix. another half truth. 1. we de.perately throw out any gains environmentalists
have helped u, to achieve, AL ru.11 pelt men hither and on without thinking through the
dLyi.ion. we make. SAL may lust find uur.Llye, half yiyotruyed by the eventual blip of not
Just 346 .lead DC -IQ iider., but thuu.and. to million. vvliu could be decimated because
of that first atomic energy accident.

Nu one Lan di.agree with the SLaborg and Curlisb .tetement. If man uses atomic
energy in the future a. he ha, fi.heelfur the whalL ur plundered hi, valley. with .poil and
tailings, he may not be around to ask the question, ' Is there another way?"

The quality of edueation of the citizen which wt. provide in IA is directly proportional
to In. internalizaaun of the concept of working with nature rather than against nature.
The whole business works together. You cannot escape it.

Larlier I mentioned career education and suggested that I would come back to it.
Much of the career education .y.tem 1, founded un fal.t. ba.u. Nark a. we know it is
changing and will change even inure in the near future. Could it be that career education
i. 40-plo. year, behind time; luday and in the near future, we .hould be trying to get
our .tudent. to understand the natural .y.tern. of which man is a part. A new awareness
of the natural Layirunnient and a .enbitivenes. about others will be in constant demand in
the tu ,uric. Nc .hould be working with our .tudent. to help them gain that general
onyler.tanding that may lead them to bay "technology be damned." Technology with a large

nut by .tudied f rum a perspective to evaluate and to help them understand the whole
systcin, so.that individual technologies may or may not be appropriate to study or even
cun.ider tu a:A: in education, because that just isn't the way it I. in the enviroament.

Recently I heard a recording of a talk that Don Lux gave to a conference in NY State
a year ago in which hL ,aid, "People Power- 11e111 Ahat we need is brain power." The
°tate:tient i. knowledge-ba.Ld. It i. based un information that would lead us to question
not whether we worry about a job, but %healer the job should exist at all. On what knowl-
edge do you base a deci.iun to phase out lobs at an a.bLstos plant ur a plant producing
DDT, or un what knowledge base will we continue to dump garbage, industrial waste, and
human waste into the oceans or rivers: The lobs art. there, but the question that should
be asked i,, should they be, "' should we mine coal from a deep mine ur strip mine other
coal tu by able to generate electricity tuoperate heating wires in the freezing tubes of the
deep ft-Lea to melt off the ice so the unit can operate and use mon. energy to recool the
food which is triple processed and has little food value?

A HUMANE TECHNOLOGY

Thi. panel, a, well a.partbof the eunference, points to the future and a more humane
teelinulug-y. It may .uund ineun.i.tent, but could it In. that the most humane technology
would be a more human technology.' .1 human technology that ha. more human time,
energy, inbenuity, and undLr.tanding being put to many of the technological innovations
wt. have ayquired uver the past 5000 yLar., Perhaps Not should have an equation that
would allow u. to think more about the quality of life. Can we mea.ure the quality of life
with some of these ingredients?

Beauty, durability, economy quality of life?
Time of Mon

Could it by that we a.e and have been thinking too much in terms of "Macro" instead
of Miy ru" tar answer, to many of the societal problems that confront us: The issues
of pullutiun will be oyez-come when we as individual. begin to ignore the false benefits of
bign.b. and macro structure in our uultuLS, our corporation., and our governments, and
begin to ask how wc.,an help nature. Man i, human %hen he is at one with nature and at
peace with the world. SAL need a .eliuul system that treats the foundations for the quality
of life. There is more to life than lobs. Industry will never have a conscience until we
have .tudents in public and private behuol. who arc personally making decisions based
on a .uund philosophy and not Leunurnies and carry these decibions to completion not for
them.elves but for the .akt. of humanity. A hat we need are students who will take it upon
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themse Ices to analy koc ik Cal in With. am what is being done in their communities,
study the effect on the -anal! scale, pi kkjeet the re:ults to the ntacru, and say SLOP or
GO.

The question is net whether we should curtail the use of energy, but how can it be
used withuut significant harm to the encironmcnt, the quality of life, and without wasting
our natural resources.

There is real need for integrated action on the part of the people of the U.S. In the
way of energy utilization and development. out ptograins should be the integtatot of con-
cept:, and actions from eve ry field and discipline presented in the public schools. It
should be inure the center of the hole school system, for there is nothing in our society
that affects us more than the thing we call Technology.

What ,are we doing, What are we waiting for?
"Cooperation and fellowship in the future" is a name given to a challenge or request

fur one or all, some or many of you to Join me in a program of energy self-sufficiency in
10 years. President Nixon ha, begun to re-orient out priorities in national energy direc-
tion. I have begun a program of lilt rgv self-suffkieney that I hope will make me and my
family energy self-sufficient to perhaps 90', within 10 years.

I would urge any one of you to do the sank.. I urge you to Join me in a cooperative
knowledge-based expansion c .peruuental program that will take us through a series of
technical experiences based on our understanding of energy and ourselves.

I envtsiun everimental technical work in the areas of wind generation of electricity
with storage through bitterns, compressed air, fly wheels, andhydrogen. I envision con -
ic through a series of events depending on the need of the moment in the way of
production, transportation, or communication for food, heat, light, or air. Further,
me thane .um. rsion of many of our problems in the way of gat bilge, effluent, and other
solid wikstc a is a Ibuot. the individual man will piobably not find inueli solace in fusion
power, but the ii is a peat kiting of independence and being at one with nature when we
utilize the sun to do the micro rather than polluting the environment with the macro.
Madison venue has us believing that we always need "bigger and better" or "whiter
than white" to the point where we are city deeply dependent on others for almost every-
thing. Perhaps a hunLint technolog is one that lets us utilize the micro human man a bit
inure. I hat is you. Remember the study of the future does not necessarily insure the
fn(ure nor the direction we go, but It at least gets you started to think.

Come let us think together.
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Teaching Strategies in Futurism

Donald P. Lauda

Reference is made to the writing of [)r. Marshall Ilahn and [)r. John Teeth in these
prockydings. The three manusc :mu, were presented in succession and represent a com-
posite theme.

Fur the past few years, futurists have addressed themselves to countless isaues,
including education. The market has been deluged with new books, periodicals, and eon-
fe tutees, all of which have resulted man inereased awareness of the future. At the same
time, it ha., resulted in an inereased need for new content, teaching strategies, and prac-
tices in our field. This presentation will address itself to tins theme.

EDUCATION 1974

It is no see let that the world-shaping citizens of the year 2000 are sitting in our
classrooms today. It is these youngsters who will be making d,eisions about their
society, utilizing data and systems unknown today. Of approximately forty million chil-
dren who will be twelve years of age, or younger, in 1975, all will be 37 or younger in
2000. The 210t century will belong to them (Shane, in Learning, for tomorrow by foffler,
p. 182).

Our cducatiunal system has nut responded to the challenge of the changing technology
and its inevitable consequences. Morriseau (p. LI) states:

We make Live= assumptions that the world is going to be basically the same, but in larger out-
line. It leads to a curriculum that conditions children, that sets them up for future shock...
Basically, what today's system does is to say to youngsters that the world of the future is going
to be more of the same, only bigger and more bureaucratized.

One thing we can be assured of is that the world will not be the same. Me knowledge
explusion is an indication of the changes that we can expect. Lurrently, enough informa-
tion to fill a 24-volume set of encyclopedias is added to the world's libraries every 40
minutes. The United mates government alone generates 100,000 reports and publishes
450,000 articles, books, and papers annu Ily. It is also estimated that our technical
knowledge duubles every eight Co ten years. Although these statistics are overwhelmingly
interesting, they also arc overwhelmingly indicative of the changes we can expect in life-
styles.

In spite of the changes occurring in our society, we continue to work with outmoded
systems of thinking. 'Ae merely perpetuate schools which look like museums as they
transmit inherited and verified facts. Learning has beednie a mechanical process rather
than a human process. Basically we, like politicians, remain precedent- oriented. 'te
cling to what worked in the past. Ste find it difficult to keep pace with the changing tech-
nology ur philosophically). Vkc remain crisis-oriented and respond only in
times of dirk need, with federal funding serving as our barometer of change. All of this
occurs in spite of uur expressed concern for the educational systems to reflect society.

If we cannot keep pace with the technology of today, how can we introduce the future?
One nie.ni, la to offer courses ur experiences in futurism la which simulations and other
means fulfill uur goals. The number of such courses at the teacher education or public
education level is very small. Rojas and Lldredge (Learning for tomorrow by Toffler,
p. 34x) report that currently there are 350 to 40U futures courses in North America. It
is unknown how many of these are available to the future teachers of industrial arts. It
to undoubtedly a safe assumption to say that the number is miniscule.

EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE CONTENT FOR I.A.

Even a cursory review of current textb0oksand Journals in the field of industrial arts
reveals that the content is outdated in many cases. Since the lead time of boox production
is une year or more after submission by the author, this is inevitable. flovv,:iver, even if
these books could be generated instantly, they would be behind because they would not
introduce the students to the world in which they will live. Another reason, and even more
important, is that as a discipline we have not collectively studied our global culture to
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identify the content which e.in du the i t guud fur children. Please allow me to be spe-
cific and relate sonic concepts Muth will be very relevant fur those 40 million students
who will be in their prime years in 2000.

Multi-national.Corporations (MNG)
Lester Brown (p. 210) has stated that the internationalization of production may be

the must sionficiint Leununtic phenunienun of Ilk. late twentieth century, une which will
eventually affect nut only the structure of the world eeunomy, but the global mode of
political organization as well. Today production resulting from inthrect U.S. investment
abroad will exceed 5210 billion. On the dumestie side, it is estimated that une-tenth of
the gross national piuduct is assueiated with inc esti-tient from abroad. International
produetion world-wide now totals an estimated 5450 billion of a Gross Global Product
1/4GGP) of nearly 53 trillion. The future consequence of this 8 to 1U growth factor is the
eventual emergence of a global economy.

If AL rank the top 100 countries and corporations according tu size of GNP or annual
sales, we find that the first 22 are countries. The 23rd is General Motors, the 27th is
Standard Oil, and the 29th in Ford Motor Co. As a matter of fact, at the list of 100 we
find that 41 are eurporations rather than tountries (Brown, pp. 214-215). Some analysts
(-sunhae that by 1980 some 30U large corporations will control 75j0 of all the world's
manufacturing assets.

urrently the main thrust of industrial arts is to interpret American industry. This
restricted view will nut introduce students tu the production enterprise of their lives,
consequently, our model is hypocritical and somewhat irrelevant.

Computer
In spite of the tact that the principle of the computer has been with us for centuries,

we still continue to disregard this euncept. This evolutional, process which is mechanical
and electionie a; nature ,cum, tu frighten us. de realize that other technological ele-
ments are cxtcns,un, of uur physical extremities, limbs, and sensory organs. It is ironic
that when we have the opportunity to extendour mind, tte retreat. 1%e are quick to turn to
the "high cost" excuse.

rth. ,ompukr cull be one of the dominant universals that all of our students will deal
with. It was Just 24 years ago that Univac wheezed into operation with its vacuum tubes
and phenomenal apa,4_ tequirements. Today andturnorrow is reserved fur the 4th genera-
tion of eumputers. .'hat °net. took 10 miles of magnetic tape fur storage can now be en-
cutk-d un a one-ineli square of photographic film. RCA predicts that by 2000 there will be
one computer in existence for every 1,200 persons (Shavin, p. 106).

A recent United Nations report un the wmputer, Much was prepared for the Human
Rights commission, warned that our human rights may be An jeopardy due to the computer.
Reference was made tu a new prueess that would enable a 20-page dossier tu be compiled
un each of the 200 million eitizens of the U.S. Such informatim could be stored on a
single plastic. reel. By the year 2000, we may see artificial int Aligence, computers in
the home, and aecess to computers from almost every library, school, offiee, and vest
pueket. The 56 Million Dollar Man is nut far from reality as the developments with cyborgs
progress into the actuality stage. It is nu accident that the second International Confer-
ence on Robotology was held this spring.

If industrial arts is tu maintain any integrity in the area of urriwlum, the computer
must become a dominant element in every program.

Diminishing Resources
Tv,linulug) I oreeasts k1111kb, p. 6) estimates that while the United States gains 40 to

50 rnillon more Americans and the economy doubles by 1990, uur consumption of iron,
upper, lead, zinc, lumber, and petroleum will probably double. At the same time, our
eunsumption of aluminum, electricity, and natural gas will increase approximately two
and une-half times. It would be re lundant fur me, in this time of environmental aware-
ness, to mention the potential we have for ecodisaster.

hat students need tu understand is that their future resources depend upon decisions
of tuday and tomorrow. They need to understand the network of events that lead to such
transitions. Industrial arts teach ers seldom, if ever, discuss one clement of the chain
of events, let alone discuss the concept of truss - impact. To diseuss a diminishing re-
source without discussing population, vulues, and economies is ludicrous. Students must
realize that their survival depends upon the new technologies, skillful management, and
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an alteration of value s. I ratie-ells will have to be made while business and private sec-
tors work together to find solutions. As we work in our I.A. laboratoric., we need to
develop social consciousness in our students, but first we most develop this in ourselves.

Others
It would lx easy to lust a vast array of other concepts we totally disregard in our

classes but t et which represent the world of today and tomorrow. Referent c is made to
synthetics, miniaturization, cryogenics, global communication systems, global transpor-
tation systems, automation, changing concepts of work, etc. As we move into the 3rd and
4th world, the list become, endless. Howe vet, the remainder of this paper will discuss
teaching strategies for the future since this is an area that has been avoided. leachers
in our public schools art. busy people, they teach, they have families, and rightly so. they
rely on the u acher education institutions for direction. They need direction with method-
ology. As the writer sees it, the futurism movement has dealt with the rationale for
teaching about the future, but has avoided the "how-to" portion.

Support for the ideas presented thus far can be found in a report to Sydney P.
Marland, Jr., which was done by Harold C. Shane. This report, the Educational Signifi-
cance of the Future, addresses many of these same issues. lour attention ms directed to
pages 58-50 for the major educational emphases as identified by futurists in thus country.

EDUCATION FOR THE FUTURE TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR I.A.

Ret:unimendation Number 1. The .American Industrial Arts Association should im-
mediately establish a formal study of the future to determine the direction of our discipline.

Recommendation Number 2. Every teacher edueation progranishould include at least
one course in futurism.

Recommendation Number 3. Every experience the student has in industrial arts
should include a reference to the future.

Recommendation Numbet 4, Teacher education programs must provide summer
courses and, or in-service training in futurism for teachers in the field.

The implications of these recommendation, for our discipline are literally mind-
boggling. At the same time, they present one of the greatest challenges our field has had
and probably will make une of the greatest contributions to the citizens of the 21st century.
Now, how do we accomplish these goals?

The novice in the futurology movement will soon realize that lie is forced to work
primarily in the cognitive and affectitt. domain. Industrial arts teachers have been work-
ing primarily in the psychomotor domain for so long that this may be a frustrating ex-
perience. Once you step into the future movement, you no loager have tangibles to walk
with. You must rely on predictions, ideas, intuitive thinking, and other new modes of
problem solving.

1 course in futurism can be designed around central themes. Several are presented
here fur your consideration. If a not course cannot be added, these same concepts can
be presented as part of current courses. Any futurism course should confront students
with root questions about the future and provide an environment in which they can come
to grips with the mandate., of a tcchnoLgi.al .,ociety. At the same time, they need to
make value choices which will demonstrate that the future IS predictable and predestined
to man's will. This approach will:

Identify future needs (technical and social)
Present alternatives for the future
Help determine logical approaches to solving problems
Clarify our value choices
Clarify our expectations about the future
Reduce future shock

I. Technology: Curse or Blessing
It is possible to look at the"future in several ways. optimism-illy, pessimistically,

apathetically, ur from a fatalistic .icwpoint. atudents today arc quick to point out the
inadequacies of our technological culture and raise questions about its future. They need
to realize that technology is inherently neutral, and it will be themselves that will shape
the 21st century. They have thc opportunity to press technology to its ultimate conclusion.
This "ultimate conclu,ion" will be of their choosing and will rely on their value system.
Therefore, they must acquire an optimistic, realistic view of the future.
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\,tivirits. Woo, tilt atidint, to dist us, thtartilt vitu, toward a technological sotacty.
!kir tort rsation will in eitabl} '0_ ad to a dist assion of %alms. FAL advantage Of this
moment to work with %arm darifkation. 1-olatt flu imonsistemks ul.urrent %Mut:
strut alter, and in-01,tt thus into tilt Gaut,. I or exampl, you might ptt sent hthh situa-
tions as:

%%hat sill happen if life expectancy is increased to 100 years'
Alan will happen if 2 of tilt work forts pixKlut es ill gis)ds and services'
tilt 111111 atastroyht of oninotnit nt k 1 Xitainit nt Assotaatt ree om-

mended for this theme.

2. Futurism as an area of study
1.0% 0Asz. IniA11%. t.,t tilt studtnts into a th.r.lw-,tun about tilt futurt, um technique

that works suctessfully is to follow the steps bolos;
a. have each student write five to set en major issues of humankind.
b. Makt a ,unii)osit, of tht stivoidingdupli,ation, and Jistuss Mt in as a group.

sing the ,onipo,itk list, hat'. tilt students orbit (let to sty, n implications for
society.

J. Repeat item b.
t. Using tilt ,trim)usitt list, tilt student:, rue fits to st vt.n implitations for

education.
f. Repeat item b.
g. Matt tilt 5tuJ nt, rat tilt it *mph, ations, utilizing data from their distuss ions.
1i. Ilat t tilt ,tudtnts wrist futurt pet di,uons about education, intluding date of (It -

currence for each, tt oh an indication of confidence stated in percent.
x. 111 industrial arts programs %%ill hay'. ,omputi. r tt rmmals in the laboratories

by 2010 (t)'-; sure of this occurring).
I. Repeat item b.
i. Revise all predictions, utilising data from discussions.
k. Repeat item b.
I. Revise and discuss until consensus is reached.
Ilus at tivat ill Jet clop an auartntss of what tilt (mutt has in store for the field

ul ,du,ation and sotaety. t flames art tilt students sill identify sorer'. ueaknessts
industrial arts programs. I or t xampk, if tilt!, kit nufy tilt ,oniputt r as bt mg .1 universal
for tilt at 1,/mi, tilt} will imnitJilttlt inak, judgments about its int.lusion in I.A. rh15
tt,hmtlut an ac modifi,,t to intludt dis,ussions about an} of basi, institutions. Savt
thts, pr,ditaions for tee ision at tilt rid of tht tours'.. this will servt as a pre-test,
post-t,st instrument for your group. (HMI- tt sts art at ailabl, from the author of tills
at tide. s,e,ral films at, a ...a Jab!, whithstrtt.1s tint introJuetor} mat nal. Reference
is ii,adt w tht films 1 aturt_shod, by NI,Co au-11111 and flh taorld of Puture Shock by

ontemporary

3. Rapid change: its cause and its consequences
A,t0.0teh. 1 rat, hit Iii.-tor} of tt,hnologe from tilt btprining of unit through the

futur,. Ik, not to Jttelop historians, but striet to gain an unit. rstanding of rapid
growth simt and tilt ,ontinuation of ,xponntial growth , xptttd in thlfuture.
Include such concepts as:

a. ire, reasarit tub, !mutt n dis,ott r of staentifi, primiples and application for the
tonsunit r. Ref,. rt nt t made to the %orld Resour, Inventory (Mel late, p.,s8i
fur a discussion.

b. Itxplosion of knowledge in the world.
c. Waptation to rapid thangt. Helen me is made to loffler's Future Shock.
J. 1lavt tour student, .omplett tilt graph in Diag,ram 1 up to tht year 2000. !lave

them justify their response.
t. 11 ho,rate. (Ant matt a...opulent:, that rt fIttt tills mutt. Disk t0.:, neat stork

molts MULY1 Ur1112k tilt ad hot rat} print mit andgivi. assignments uln,h are vt ry
short-term in nature.

f. I raft tilt it v, lopm,ntot t.,ent do, t lopment, inthidingits spet 1 of development.

4. Technological assessment and forecasting
t, tit nit s. l blot uss tilt mutt alit nt in tilt world, including information about the re-

tend} -formoi International ,otitty for I !molt's} Ass, ssmt nt, Tin (Mite uf f t thnulugy
asst ssnient .s.., and tilt offk, of I ,thnology As-essnient and Forecast in the Dept. of
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DIAGRAM 1

GROWTH CURVE ACTIVITY

I
rI

1900 1920 1940 1960 1980 1990 2000

Future Shock

Technological Growth

- - - - Social Problems

Comtherce. Study re, cnt assessments such as that dont for the WO, Ocala canal in
l'Iurida, and the .31.iska Pipeline. Include assessments dune in your own cummunity.
These may be to ry informal ;Audit. s un highway devclupnient, lut-mun of parks, etc., but
will sere as a base fur discussion. I.xplure new techniques in assessment such al, com-
puter moat Is, simulations, scenarios, cross-impact studies, etc. Refcrent.c is made to a
manuscript by this author which appears in these pruceedings called, "lechnology
Assessment: Implications for I.A."

5. Cross-impact studies
1ctivities. thus goal ties in directly with number 3. futures research relic., on a

gestalt view of impact,, ro study diminishing resources, fur example, ttithuut studying
populatiun, ecunoniics, politics, human needs, :,hurt-bightvd. Diagram 2 repre-
sent:, an emit-iiitxlcd model for solving man's prubleins, buh.e it looks at alternatives
without concern fur other areas, Diagram 3, on the other hand, represent:, lugical
futures-thinking, since it considers cruss-impact studies. Fins will help students, to
understand that alternate futures are possible. flit.) can generate a suciety ttlueli is
cohesive and will a,utd the tragic crrurs that art. possible with the high technology. !lave
your students do a cross-impact study.

6. Technical developments
Activitie, Time and space du nut allute the ,writer to utter suggesouns for inure

than two primary technological universals of the 21st century. These are the computer
and the laser.

Cuinputcr. trace the history cif the computer and project its technical and social
impact *mu the 2Ist century. .Mow ail students to have a hands-un experience ttith pro-
gramming and decision making with the cumputt.t. Currently students arc not given a
cliancc to .cork .,ith the equipment, and . onset-jut:nay ve are generating students who
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DIAGRA.1 2

ALTERNATE FUTURES

A
B

TRANSPORTATION

DIAGRAM 3

CROSS IMPACT ANALYSIS

TRANSPORTATION

will be susceptible to control in the future. An introduction to the computer via test
scoring, examinations, and grade reports will not assist in the technological awareness
pre.ess.

Laser. Trace the history 44 the laser and project its technical and social impact
into th, 21st century. Allow all students to utilize the laser in a laboratory situation.

NOTE. Currently industrial art, program., are outfitted with out-dated equipment,
and tLust in charge are reluctant to turn to the new technologies. The computer on c..mpus
can be utilized and computer games, such a. the Cumput-a-Tutur, will make a 1. untribu-
tion. La.ers ..an be purchased for aboui. S100 for laboratory use. These innovations of
today will be bask tool, in the future and are justified in any budget and much more so
than bigger and better lathes, radial arm saws, etc.

7. Future of education, including industrial arts
Activities:
a. Predict the new content are.:,,, with a rationale for each.
b. Predict the new teaching strategies with a rationale.
c. Visit area bawls which arc using new techniques, especially those with an ad

hoc arrangement (e.g., open schools).

8. Project the probable futures of current areas of industrial
arts (e.g., production, manufacturing, transportation)

Activitiet
a. Study the current status of diminishing resour.c., and predict their future along

with replacements.
b. Visit research laboratories in your area.
c. Design an industrial arts program, assuming that our ba.ic products no longer

exist (e.g., wood, metal).
l'hesc ideas arc presented to assist the reader w pursuing IUlat.s rarely touched m

industrial arts program.. The reader undoubtedly has noted that the bulk of these activi-
ties involve a transition in the affective domain. This might be frightening for many
teachers, since in many eases The student will have as much or more data than the
teacher. ho is to say what the future will be like! 1.),hu is to contradict the statement
by each student')

Basically what we arc trying to do in the futurism movement is:
Clarify expectations about the future
Identify needs of the future
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help determine approaches to a viable future
Develop optiminin baned upon knouledge about the potential future
Reduce future shock
Present alternative futures
Generate early warning systems

The key question in not -Whit Is," nor is it %%hat Can Be," but IE is "What Should
Bt." If k%e can addren, ournekes to thin theme and generate knou hue to
look for nviutionn beeaune they hdee already 'tatted the future %hi }our ..laps, ut: just
might have a chance for a viable future.

TEACHER STRATEGIES

RE-DESIGN "HOMETOWN" FOR YEAR 2000
GENERATE A NEW BOOKLIST DEALING WITH FUTURE
HAVE STUDENTS MAKE A FILM ABOUT THE FUTURE
STUDY AND DEVELOP COMTUTER ART
STUDY AND DEVELOP COMPUTER DESIGN
RE-WRITE 111E BILL CF RIGHTS TO MEET THE DEMANDS OF THE FUTURE
WRITE HEADLINES AS THEY MAY APPEAR IN THE FUTURE
DESIGN A MUSEUM OF THE FUTURE
UTILIZE SCIENCE FICTION

(Reference is mode to the work of Dick ANN see bibliogiaply)
RE-WRITE A SECTION Cr THE YELLOW PAGES TO REPRESENT THE 21st CENTURY
DEVELOP A POSSIBLE AND PROBABLE LIST OF EVENTS FOR THE FUTURE
GENERATE A CHRONOLOGY FOR A TECHNICAL OR SOCIO-CULTURAL EVENT

(past, present, and future)
DESCRIBE THE JOBS OF THE FUTURE
DEMAND IN-SERVICE WORKSHOPS DEALING WITH FUTURES RESEARCH
UTILIZE THE COMPUTER WITHIN YOUR SYSTEM
ADMINISTER A PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST WHEN STUDYING THE FUTURE
IDENTIFY PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY WHO MUST MAKE FORECASTS
STUDY FORECASTING TECHNIQUES USED IN THE COMMUNITY
DISCUSS THE MANAGEMENT OF ANTICIPATED FUTURES IN THE COMMUNITY, STATE,

COUNTRY, AND WORLD
WRITE SCENARIOS (Suggested topics might be)

Earth run: out of a resource/s
The computer evolves beyond the human
Guaranteed income becomes a reality
The world becomes united
Earth is at the point of collapse environmentally

UTILIZE FUTURISTIC MATERIALS ON THE BULLETIN BOARD
DEVELOP A TIME CAPSULE TO BE OPENED IN THE YEAR 2000
DEVELOP A COLLECTION OF MYTHS ABOUT THE WORLD
FORM A FUTURIST CLUB IN YOUR SCHOOL
DESCRIBE A TREND AND ALLOW STUDENTS TO PROJECT IT INTO THE FUTURE

(e.g., speed of tronspartatic4)
CONSTRUCT TANGIBLE OBJECTS SOLELY OUT OF SYNTHETICS
MOVE TO THE METRIC SYSTEM (100%)
PERUSE THE NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES FOR FUTURE PREDICTIONS
UTILIZE THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE

(e.g., consider utilizing experts within school system or community)
WORK ON CiuS-IMPACT STUDIES

(e.g., Study tuo cross-impact of the forestry industry and the environment)
GENERATE NEW VOCABULARY FOR I.A. OF THE FUTURE

(e.g. cybernetics
ergonomics
cryogenics
holography
laser
fiberoptics
geodesic)
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Evaluation Aspects for Future Programs
John T. Fecik

The impact of futurism, change, futurists, critics, technology, and new ideas on edu-
cation has been a reconsideration of values, individual, sueial, and universal. These
values require the most concern in the future. Is it possible that future development of
< dues will be as phenomenal as the t.-_ehnulogical changes we already observe: Wendell
[MI tI carnin&for Tomorrow by Toff ler, p. 162) concludes that choosing which values
are to be se r<td as eeunomies, politics, cultures, and suciety are deliberately shaped
has enormous implications fu:, and need of, human responsibility. thus we arrive at the
questions. Who makes decisions' Who eontzols the edueatiunal enterprise: Who chooses
a specific. <alu< or its alternative: In terms of evaluating ur validating educational pro-
grams, systems, cur; leula, teaching strategic, and instructional technology, our goals,
purposes, and ur ubjeetives are to be considered. The part evaluation plays in the deter-
mination of the soundness ur unsuunciness of our values also indicates magnitude and may
compromise our goals or how they were attained. In
this presentation, my concern was to provide a tneas-
uring suck to the writings of Dr. Marshall Hahn and
Dr. Don Lauda and their educational concerns of the
future.

74,,,6111,1A1
It1I'L1ES

EVALUATION DEFINED LEARNING r EVALUATION

The purpose of this presentation is not to provide EXPERIENCES PROCEDURES

a technical manual on how to evaluate but how to use
evaluation as a positi<e for in educational efforts of the , uture. We tend to see evalua-
tion as a measurement, a rating, ur a degree of magnitude. Educational evaluation is
defined as the process which determines the effeetiveness of teaching andior the value
of a learning experience which assists students to attain the goals of education (Phillips,
p. 20. Elaborating upon evaluanun, dhelms (Lvaluatiun as Feedback and Guide, p. 9)
reports:

...when we view evaluation and feedback, we instantly see how it resonates back through
every stage of the educational process. Good evaluation has a way of stimulating deliberate
thought about basic purposes and values and goals. One cannot measure progress toward a goal
without knowing what that goal is.

The purposes of < valuating prugrains, instruetion, strategies, ur content are to make
Judgments and decisium At tithes the terms assessment and appraisal are used inter-
changeably with evaluation. In this ease, we are to evaluate the suggested strategies for
teaching industrial arts, as well as the new direetiuns and changes in teacher education
with significance for the future.

THE IMPORTANCE OF VALUES

It is generally accepted that education has been eroded as a societal institution in
transmitting values, attitudes, continuity of standards, and order within change to the
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young of society. Critic., of edu_atiun such as Toff ler (1970, p. 40U) concluded that the
curriculum of the pat was based on a stagnant .UcItt) repeating the past as present.
But who made this decision' 11 hu emphasized the value of education: shale (P1)1., p.331)
reported that one of education's diseases is that sometimes nu one knows who is in con-
trol or who speaks for wham on what authority. Other critics such as Charles Silberman
Crisis in the Classroom), Alvin I unch (Reforming American Lducation), and the NLA
Cent r fur the Study of Instruction identify the must pressing educational problem as mak-
ing the schools reflect a humane technology. '%Iiu can accomplish this value-oriented
task' Teachers, students, parents, school administrators, or the business elite individ-
ually are not capable. Participating collectively, they can do it. Turner (p. 59) suggested
community control and decentralization. Shane (PDK, p. 331) advocated employing an
outstanding feuturc uf participatory democracy, cooperative social action. Lunch (1969,
p. 148) identified thi ideal mix, an tnformed school board guiding its school system in
self-e valua, in and a superintendent as interested in teaching and instruction as in organi-
zation.

Once the business tycoon sat un the school board to keep the academic-oriented
educator from becoming a foul in the world uf affairs while watching for heresy. Now he
attends to keep contact with his supply of labor and talent. Lach of these examples reflects
community ur societal values in the educational systems. Such values arc imposed either
as cooperative social action or ao those of the wishy-washy organization man .ubordinat-
ing his convictions in order to conform. At this point, educational systems are wondering
who does exercise le.tderotup. I. it determined in terms of the values of society, of the
school boatel, of the teachers union, uf the student council, ur possibly of some trade or
civic association.' The values of a .choul system have in the past been bound to political
divisions such as wards and the industrial bureaucratic model, the corporations. Thus
it become., to see what values the school system has reflected. Today, as we look
at education in d future tense, we also must realize that our values are strained and
challenged.

The concept of -talue vanes, but when a person val.es something such as a work of
art, i state of affairs, or a .ucial practice, there is an identifiable, property or character-
istic, according to Baler (pp. 38-39). Behavior-wise values are dispositions to behave
or interact in accordance with observed criteria. Then value appraisal or evaluation is
conducted to decide if the behavior observed complies with the criteria of that vale..
Both positive and negative aspects uf a value must be considered when a specific goal or
objective is to be adopted in order to make progress in realizing or attaining that goal
or value at issue.

1 community should have its values reflected in the goals of its school system. This
is accompli.hed by participation, since schools reflect the community, the culture, or the
society. Ilornbake (Improving Industrial .1rts Teaching by Schmitt, p. 2) has written that
such a development evolves frum the attributes and creative efforts of that group. This
concern about values is of consequence now because the clearly defined and stable but
traditional set of values once familiar to all is in disarray and some new values have
appeared un the horizon. Students label.ume current modes of education as not relevant.
It becomes worse since out students are seldom encouraged to analyze their own values
as well as those of their peers and teachers. such a mentality is a carryover from the
industry or factory model.

.our problem of how to survive and grow into a humane community is not so much the result
of lack of available knowledge as it is first of all a crisis in values. The priorities essential to
survival demand a new ordering, based upon the valuing of human progress rather than material
progress. (Vonk, p. 51)

We muot look, analyze, project,or a.surne, but we must deduce in sonic fashion the nature
of values that the people uf tomorrow will need in order to survive. As hunch (1969,
p. 164) points out, looking to the future of education inevitably means looking to the future
of society.

GOALS OF EDUCATION

Since it is from the values of society that the goals of education are derived, the
process uf evaluation is underway. when the values become outlined for scrutiny and
given priorities, and prior to the decision to annex values to a specific goal, the process
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of evaluauun has beta funk tioil,ng. I lit ttuat viol t valuation, as it will be employed here,
was viewed as the aggregation and analysts of cvidence, ur even Jaw, pi tor to decision-
making. rhe nature of the evaluatiun will depend un the kind uf decisiun then required
(MacKenzie, p. 11b). In order to reacha decision, then, the cunsideratiun uf values which
occurs is an example of evaluation.

Another phase of evaluatiun begins to prevail which Vkilhelins tpp. 2-3) has identified
as feedback, the return of data either before ur after a decision for reconsideration,
reflectiun, ur action. Regardless of wht thei the data tit the decisiun guod ur adequate,
the next step ur procedure is under control. In this fashiun guilts are attained, they may
be controlled, and change is restrained.

uuntrul over the twill, uf educauun has slipped from the auspices uf society of com-
munity. Students feel that educatiun has become irrelevant, lacking in direction, or even
possibly devoid of usefulness. Tufflerin FutureShuck (p. 38) has labeled us as a "throw-
away society." Our technulugy has had an impact on our values by creating new oppor-
tunities, more choices, and the potential of value change or alteration (Mesthenc, p. 50).
The stress and disorientation induced by such volumes of change has produced the term
"future shock" which is also the title of a best-selling novel.

The developmait of goals for education to apply to the future is a demanding task
(Shane, FDK, p. 328). It means very little to state that the primary purpose of education
is to prepare young people for their future fives. This description of the task is not so
demanding. Considering the rates of social and technological change, we must perceive
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far enough into the future so that our design of education will he adequately attuned to the
adult world of those we will attempt to educate. Therefore, an important step to shift
education into a future tense is to clarify our goals. Lducation must become a futurist
enterprise. The theme of this conference illustrates our concern.

The literature is plentiful in recommending he qualities or capabilities that future-
oriented education must develop inour students. Shane (in Learning for Tomorrow, p. 188)
states, "Nn education for effective living inix/ssible alternative futures should emphasize
how to use what is learned in immediate learning situations." Other summary statements
follow. Students should be prepared to live a life which is creative, humane, and sensi-
tive, rather than Just to earn a living. 1111,, means that i person must think for himself,
dependent neither on the opinions nor the facts of others. Such a capacity must be used
to think about the meaning of life and of know ledgc. and of their relationships. As de-
scribed by a psychologist:

The new education must teach the individual how to classify and reclassify infomiation, how to
evaluate its veracity, how to change categories when necessary, how to move from the concrete
to the abstract and back, how to look at problems for a new directionhow to teach himself.
Tcmarrow's illiterate will not be the mon who can't read, he will be the mon who has not
learned how to learn. (Taffies, 1970, p. 158)

Improvements must surface in our educational program, and the progress of educa-
tion must be commensurate with other aspects of our society. The craggy and unshaped
outlines of the education enterprise seems to be emerging from the mists, myths, and
biases. While education is under attack, we must eliaiaeterize industrial arts education
as a program prepared for tomorauee. Our philosophy tends in this direction, but we need
recognition from other segments of education and society that our program is 0 model for
others to emulate.

We have programs that are developing students to niakc critical Judgments, to navi-
gate through novel and uncharted enviioninents, to recognize new relationships in rapidly
changing conditions, and to hate inquisitive minds as well as the capacity to cope with
the real world because we, in industrial arts, have taught nem how to learn. These are
the tasks before us; we must now proceed to accomplish them.

THE STRATEGIES OF ATTAINMENT

The !feting of methods is not intended here, but a concern for the more important
ingredient in the process of learning, the student. A goal in education is determined for
the student. k hat teaching method will prepare that student to attain that goal? The
lecture may be selected, but the student has not learned sufficiently to attain the goal.
The results or evidence are gathered and analyzed, and an appraisal made. Since the
student has not learned and a low appraisal has resulted, the student has failed. But
several other aspects of evaluation come to hear. First, feedback hcs occurred, because
we know that the student has not attained the goal. Questions are interjected. Feedback
occurs again as it is discovered that the student could not hear the lecture. A decision
Is now necessary for the teacher to repeat the lecture or show a Wm. The second aspect
of evaluation should be obvious, with continuous feedback or interaction, continuous
evaluation becomes the focus of concern. A third aspect is self-assessment, which per-
mits the student to peruse the evaluative data p. 13) in 3rder to diagnose
strengths and weaknesses.

Clearly, these assessments are spread across time and possibly may not permit the
decision-maker enough time for analysis prior to a decision. These assessments are
such an integral part of the teaching -lear wig process that proper time and planning must
be considered. Rather than making decisions during the process of evaluation, it is pre-
ferred to plan certain decisions, as well as alternative actions. Such a plan of action is
termed a strategy in the current educational Jargon. A general plan of action which iden-
tifies specific instructions to be used for dealing with contingencies or variations which
could deter goal attainment is the description of a strategy (Shubik, pp. 226-227). Pre-
paring a strategy designate: a particular teaching method or technique for a particular
purpose in a specific si.uation or condition. Shane (P DK, p. 332) described it as develop-
ing "...a talent for knowing what mix works best for whom, when it works, and in what
circumstances." Accepting the [itemise that students are differ_nt, strategies should be
devised to allow for these variances in individuals.
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ASSESSMENT OF STRATEGIES IN FUTURE-ORIENTED EDUCATION

1 valuation 1, ntialls Ilk pros e Jett miming the extent to %%his h educational
goal, are being, rtalired by the piograni of insttuction. Such an .valuation must be a
continuous ink rac use process primarily collet ruedss tthasssslingtsachingmethodsand
strategies. NlacKen:rie (p. 110) de-reribes it in these word,:

One is always making decisions about what one 1S doing, and these decisions are usually based
on a constant fluw of information abet what is going on and how one's plans are working.
Each decision can be said to be based ors an evaluation which compares one's obiectives,

1, our edusational programs and .,1).11., ht.'1.1)iiit inure tutu -oriented, the teaching
t t ate gies deployed be s onie more ,ignifie ant in d,. se lupine nts Mr tianort oss. Any strategy

or teaching method, te. 1:e. meaningful and likely to realizt its goals, mist be appraised
cart tully. But sse still need a better unde rstanding 1,f out current teaching methods.
allbertnan (I). 4S) called fur a diagnostie assyssment of hiss sse teach. L.an sse evaluate
our present teaching methods in terms of changes in student behas tut : (an sst, evaluate
these method, .11su in terms of .use.,, rtsuutLeo, ur materials' t. an sse identify the con-
dition, or e t ice tia ts.r selecting teaching me thosi,: Ilave yua analyzed your teaching
methods Or strategies in tertns of goal achievement?

te must knoss our goals before assessment in measure any progress, but our real
need is to appraise our teaching methods and strategies. sand (in Ili h'thool 1080,
p. 124, scige,e,ts .1 procedure. i1) formulate a statement of objectives, (2) dearly define
each .able skive in terns, of Nita% ior and ltinzLrit, (3) find promising es )1Liation situations,
44) It.t and try out pront4,,Ing methods of obtaining evidenee', (5) dete mins the aspeets
of human thhaviur to be summarized and the unit, ur terms in sshich each aspect is to
ht. summarized, (to de vise means for interpreting and using the result, to improve the
program.

It 1, nu t.ti:t%, matter to determine boss CUL..use a method or strategy sill be in the
clas,rooni. t rite ria are needed %%hit. 11 still assist teachers to reach sounder decisions
stub re speet to alluLating in de se loping their strategies. Suggested criteria
could consist of the folleasing Items. t1i .1 4.1L st. Iption of the strategy or method, (2)
cliaracteristie, ur Lolitpunents, (.1) advantages, (4) disadvantages, (5) preferable

10) ,OnditiOnr, to avoid, 47 ne Lded. b) materials needed, tg) Midi prep.' ra-
t dot., the teacht t need, and (10) a means of appraising or evalaating the progress of
the student. 1 model for such e ritezia is des. loped in the book Innosatiuns m 1.dikation.
1 'loth,. r sersiun star d %eloped by turner kp. Regardless Of the model employed,
sontinuous feedback must ht. a constant factor in order to avoid '`a funny thing happened
on the may to the future."

ouch c intt I assist in a beck r unde !standing of the edueatiunal cape rienecs su
that industrial art, education sill help learner, to cope sloth real-lift crises, opportuni-
ties, and peril,. It it strengthen the student's practical ability to antleipatt and adapt
to change.

Good e valuation depends on obi( ors s, teaching rtrategies, and a neon, of assessing
whether the strategy has permitted the aelik vcnient of the Objt t b) the student, l'his
mu,t he our plan, our strategy to make industrial art, the subjeet of tuoiort Liss. Lurieh
(1960, p. 173) retorted that:

...if educaturs do not plan for the changes thus ore inevitable in the near future, the changes
will take place at random, 1n response to specific crises and to pressure from special interest
groups. Instead of a tapestry, we will find ourselves with a badly made patchwork quilt.

Su At mu,t bear in in i nd that othe r hal k nge, a a ait u,. &input cant challenge s ;dent
codas, that indu,trial arts educators must accept the rs sport:ability to shift into a future
ten,. What need, to be refs %ant in edusation is the rL sponsibility that t ducation must
btar. one of our sital tasks as educator, 1, mining, ssith other citizens to dt fine both the
emerging potentialities of cdus tin and the trot:re:mg responsibility fur soLictal
(Mt last reminder to the indu,trialart. t. dusator. if sou do nut think .ibout the futut , sou
cannot have a future'
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Communication: The Foundation for Humanism
and Professionalism

W. A. Mayfield

Ally thy r you art a two-ytar-old trying to batik into the system or an experienced
prof, ..,weal at tk. mining to lead an organization, the major problons relate to tommunit a-
holt. Illy. re ate many ObStai4k s that contlibutt to 'your communit anon. In education, we
at y as guilty as unit r segments in our ,ornery of ptrmitting ht C0111111UniLation ob-
stacle, to dune. c the system. Many units wy ignore. thy individual by beton-ling bugged
door. with administrativc or clerical chore,, making It %try inconvenient for communica-
lion pro. sscs to exist. [host who have ,pent toot in the classroom setting know it is
tasy diseern the dint rt nee ui attitudes of It rs who prae mt. city:edict communita-
non proe c Skirt s and those who donut. Ilit first group arc more humane in their approach
to eoniillunitation and art cunsiderahly mote effective. llowevcr, the importance of
eotiimanic anon in t ducation is an art a that wt only give lip service to because It is easier
to product subjtet-ctntt. Rd students and ttacliers. Consequently, we involute a system
that elehunianizts both nvidents and washers bces use they are the necessary evils of a
presumably efficient system.

!Mon (LW'S, p. says that litany of our problems in communication arise because
Nv forget that individual experience, are never identical Ile also insists that "when you
talk tit writ. al)out something, what you arc dtse ribing is those interactions that happen
inside of you rot lust what happened outside of you." Our senses allow us to experience
.omniunt.ation m imam ways. In .ducat ion, V. practice teaching individuals what to see
or who to hcat instead of how to tnipluy dirk rent tamers to transmit information,
attitudes, and skills, ouitt often w. forget that coniniunitanon is a two-way process.

two- way proet ss is, frustrating to many Icaders and edutaturs. Some of us have not
learned to listen. will of us have not learned to shart leadership roles or authority.

t umnianication is ttansinint d by symbols Moth represent something we have ex-
p. ri.nced internally, according to I abun. I litse may be audible or visible. Body motion,
such 3.1 a wank of the eye or pointing of a finger, as also a very humanized communication
process,

a rmonists usually fantastic. communicators, many units using facial expressions
or a des. tiptivt word to transmit a eumplete message. One of the problems many

r ate faced aitli today in communicating with young adults, particularly with some
of the ethnic groups, is that the dictionary has been used as "Law and Gospel" to tell us
what common woids mean, rather than to accept it as a history of how a word has been
used most frequently in sonic context. tkliensutoeunt says, "Cave nil sonic bread, man"
or "I'vt gut to ,plit," we have all kinds of circuit jams because the carrier experience
is on .mother wavy. Itnittli. 11e have all heard that a (noun is worth a thousand words,
but in education wt stcni to prefer to hear ourselves use that thousand words to describe
an obit, t than to show it, On. of Fabun's favorite statement:, (1908, p. 16j is, "Common
word, do not have meaningsonly people du, and sometimes they don't, either."

If we are given an opportunity, to say something about anything, we feel we must
gatlit t all tlit fates, Many times the so-called facts are only inferences, so we have
duct' rtet tht soniniunieation eirtuits again. f abun (1968, p. 147) says ''The ability to
coniniunicatt is not something we arc born with, we have to !tarn It often the hard way.

htnt ve r w. talk or cant. about anything, what we talk or write about is something that
happened inside nut outsidt us. If wt have difficulty understanding or bting under-
,tood, a is likely wt. have ignored sotto. part of the communication process. It is up to
us, individually, to find that part and correct it."

As educators we have a unique responsibility, and that is to communicate a way of
Ihis responsibility not only assist., students in focusing upon career,, but provides

oppurtunitits for students to partitipatt in national issues. for years we have told young
peoplt that they art the 'tack rs, of tomorrow instead of communicating to them that learn-
ing to live fuJay will kip thtm to !tad tomorrow, tie only have inferences for the future.
!low. ye r, by involving our youth in the solution of today's problems, we can feel reason-
ably sure that they will be able to cope with tomorrow's problems.

tie arc not only faced witlicummunitating ith the mot'. and the outer man, in educa-
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lion we have the int, rn il public and the external publik. We must communicate on a pro-
fessional level w who art involved In education. I nen we must take education at its
best to those outside. Wt must also bring those outside to education to complete the
communication cycle. Cullen (1974, p. 35 said, "Community involvement can help
smdents channel that enthusiasm in the right way not only for the good of the student, but
for the community as a whole." In a recent issue of the American Vocational Journal
dedicated to national touth organizations, one student leader remarked (Nelson, 1974,
p. 2-1 "smiles/u re along the lint in our .iutoniand ao. July we have lost the ability to re-
lite to one another. Perhaps sensitititt is what we are lacking in our society. Although
we h ive such wide and varied titans of communication, we don't seem to be able to com-
municate." This gap has grown so since about 196S that we tend to live in a society
against our fellowman instead of with him.

The frustr Ilion of communicatim, reminds one of a freeway across one M our major
cities about quitting time each day. Many are trying to get on the freeway into the main
stream of traffic. Some are trying to get from one lane to another, and a few may betrying to get off. As long everyont functions properly, traffic flows. But just as sure
is someone malfunctions, the flow of traffic stops, and you hear the frustration of those
resenting the malfunction. This kind of atiihiSPlieri: is not conducive to good communica-
tion. Good communication takes plat., whet% human warmth and acceptance are present.
Thi, again emphasizes the proper carrier. The fragrance of a rose cannot be experienced
by reading about it, by looking at a picture of it, or by just handling the rose.

profes,zional4, our goals 11,1%1 been to improve education through better commum-num. lin- can be dont only by better communication techniques and a better under-
standing of the users of the techniques.

In conclusion, I would like to ust a definition of communication provided by one of
our gr iduatt students, Michael Pierson. I asked Mike what the communication process
meant to tom, and the following remarks are as inclusive as I have seen.

THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS

Communication is the employment of different carriers to transmit information,
ittitude4, and skills. Communication is a discriminatory response of an organism to a
stimulu,. Many of the existing problem., that have manifested themselves between people
can be traced to a breakdown in the communication process. The lack ut ..onipetency in
communicatite skills is caused by an inordinate dependency of the communicative process
on verbal behavior. This dependent) on ye rbalbehavior facilitates frustrations and rms-
undt r-;tandings, bt t Jose utilization of ve rbal behavior predominantly transmits information.

The goal of communication is changing the perception of an individual. Changing
perception by transmission of information is psycho-
logically impossible. A communicative message must
appeal to the knowing, doing, and feeling side of man
by containing information, attitudes, and skills. See
Figure I.

The communicative process is very technical in
nature. To facilitate understanding this process, it
is graphically displayed in Figure 11. Theconceptual-
affective side of man conceives and encodes the mes-
sage. Transmission of the message is accomplished
through verbal, somatic, and motor carriers. Unless
all three are utilized, one cannot transmit all the
elements of a message that are illustrated in Figure I.
The message is then received and decoded. The in-
formation, attitudes, and skills transmitted then im-
pinge or coler the conceptual scnetnata, which pre-
cipitates a discriminatory response.

The basic problems with communication lie in
failure to have the necessary competencies to employ
communicative things in our environment as carriers
that transmit information, and termination of the
communicative process before feedback occurs.

Figure I

ELEMENTS OF A MESSAGE

(continued on page 134)
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THE STUDENT: A PROTEGE OF THE SYSTEM

By W. A. Mayfield

Once there was a group of students in school.
They were quite on enthusiastic group.
This was the usual traditional school.
When the students found out they could have a club
They rushed right in to see their teacher.
They were all happy
And the school did not seem
Quite so traditional or boring.

One morning
After the sts.Jents hod been in school a while
The teacher :aid:
"Today we are going to start a club."
"Good!" though( the students.
They liked to participate in clubs.
Club activities mennt doing all kinds of things.
fund raising and work nights,
field trips and service projects,
Local and sto:e meetings
And they all began to talk at once
And they began to plan.

But the teacher said, 'Woitl
It is not time to begin!"
And he waited until every one looked ready.
"Now," said the teacher,
"We are going to write a constitution."
"Good!" thought the students.
They were anxious to write a constitution,
And they began to develop a good one
With laws and by-laws to govern their club.
But the teacher said, "Wait!
And I will show you how."
He gave them a constitution he hod prepared.
"There," said the teacher,
"Now you may begin."

The students looked at the teacher's constitution.
Then they looked at their constitution.
They liked their constitution better than the teacher's,
But they did not say this.
They just turned their paper over
And wrote a constitution like the teacher's:
Just exactly like the teacher's.

On another day
When the students had regained their enthusiasm
And were anxious to get their club started,
The teacher said:
"Today we are going to elect our officers."
"Good!" thought the students.
They could do oll kinds of things once they had officers.
Work projects and meetings,
Socials and guest speakers,
Regional and state meetings,
And they began to think on who would moke good officer:
Lnd hew they would go about electing them.

But the teacher said:
"Wait! We are not ready."
And the teacher waited until everyone looked ready.
Then they elected officers as the teacher directed.
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"Now," said the teacher,
"We arc going to plan our activities."
"Good!" thought the students,
They looked forward to planning their activities.
And thty oegan to list their plans
Of the things that they would do.

But the teacher sold, "Wait!
I will tell you whot we must do"
And he told them what they needed.
One complete year was outlined.
"There," said the teacher.
"Now you may begin to plan."

The students looked at the teacher's plan.
Then they looked at their plan.
They liked their plan the best,
But they did not say this.
They just turned over their paper
And wrote down the teacher's plan.
It was a comprehensive plan.

And pretty soon
The students learned to wait.
And to watch,
And to do things just like the teacher.
And pretty soon
They didn't do things on their own any mare.
Then it hoppened
That the group of students
Graduated and went to college
In another city across the state.
And that group of students
Wanted to belong to a club in college.

College was larger than high school,
And the first day the teacher sold,
"Today, we ore going to start our club."
"Good!" thought the students,
And they waited for the teacher
To tell them whot to do.
But the teacher didn't soy anything.
He just sot in the bock of the room.

After o while the teocher said,
"Don't you want to have o club?"
"Yes," said the tudsnts,
"But what are we going to do?"
"I don't know what you want to do," said the teacher.
"What should we do first?" nsked the students.
"Why, whatever you consider most important," said the teacher.
"Whatever we think importont," said the students.
"If I told you what your constitution should soy,
And who your officers should be,
4rscl what activities you should have,

Would you enjoy your club?" the teacher said.
"We don't know," said the students.
And :hey opened their note books
And took out the material
That was prepared by the high school teacher
And began to copy their constitution
Because they had learned to wait.

Ma:field's version of Helen E. Buckley's "The Little Boy"
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Toward a Humane Technology for the Future:
A Developmental Perspective

James F. Gamble

I ould like to begin by calling attention to the theme of the 1974 conference of the
American Industrial Arts Association "A humane technology for the future." That
theme carries with it some important implications. It implies that our pr, sent tech-
nology is somehow less than humane. Itsuggests that, in spite of all its accomplishments
and its many contributions, technology has much more to offer mankind than it is presently
offering. The theme further suggests that there is something we can do, that through our
efforts ,he can help bring about a technology that better selves human goals and purposes.

The idea that technology needs to be inure humane, that it can be made more humane,
is an idea that has been expressed by some of the most brilliant and outstanding social
philosophers of the past century. I or you, the members of the Ameriean Industrial Arts
Association, to have addressed yourselves to he idea of a more humane technology is
indicative of your vision and foresight, as well as of the high level of sophistication of
your organization.

ethnology has had a profound influence on man's say of thinking about the world.
Me modes of conceptualization shaped by technology have tended to be extremely one -
sided. Ili, modern sorld has been fragmented into sets of dualistic, either-or, mutually
exclusive categories. Certain aspects of reality have been given attention, Mule other
equally important aspects have been excluded or denied existence altogether.
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One primary evaint,lt of the one-sided or dualist', thinking fostered by our tech-
nologic al orientation . th. ..at that oar n in At. sae rn industrial soeieties. have conic to view
their relationship wadi 'wont. Man pc reeites himself to be involved in a stniggle against
nature. Nature i. t ',wed as an obstacle to ove reine, as a tyrant to oppose and conquer.
Man has neglected to emphasize hi- essentiai relatedness to nature, he has forgotten that
together man and nature are a part of the same original totality. Recent forecasts. of
teologieal catastrophe hate se reed to remind man of this inherent eomplementarity
between himself and nature. ;hankers who are not known for their undue pessimism hate
warned that a "Jimmied antagonistic and oppositional attitude toward nature could well be
the undoing of the human species (l:erkiss, l%9, p. 211).

Nut only has man pitted himself against nature, he has also engendered a context in
which he is at odds with other men. Our technological orientation has had a strong ten-
deney to overemphasize the matt idualistie and competitive side of man's nature. Tar
toe. little attention has bet a glen to man's need for a community in which there are
opportunities for cooperative, sharing relationships with other men.

1 nuttier bit of one- ,,idea thinking whist has ouctged coneommitant with the develop-
ment of technology is the tendency to focus on those aspeets of man's reality external to
him. By emphasizing how to manipulate, control, and come to terms with the world out-
side us, We have negleeted man's inner or spiritual nature. It is this latter tendency
the tendency of our technological thinking to ignore the inner or psychological side of
man that I would like to make the focus of this presentation.

lbraham Maslow has told us that man attends to his higher, spiritual needs only after
he 1. st.Ile in his inure basic needs. For example, man attenu to his intellectual and
ac -the ti. need, only after lie has successfully negotiated with the external world to fulfill
his inure basic need.. that is, after he has a full stomach and is secure from the elements
iM 105-6. Thus. from Maslow's perspective, it seems that man's preoccupation
with the external i,, a necessary state of affairs, historically speaking. Using technology
to con', to rni, with and seeure himself in the outer world before attending to his inner
possibilities seems a natural enough process for man.

But according to Maslow, man's inner and higher needs the needs for knowledge,
aestheto. appreei ition, and spiritual understanding hate an opportunity to emerge once
he has satisfied his basic or outer needs. One of the most disappointing things about
modern man is that on, he made himself secure and comfortable through his successful
manipulation of the external %wild, he has not shifted his focus m the development of his
own inner putt ntial. In his preoceupation won tort reunung obstacles in the world outside
hi..iself, he seems to have forgotten what he originally set out to accomplish to create
a better and more complete life for himself.

1.rieh Fromm believes that modern man has become Idolatrous (1955, p. 121). !lav-
ing lost sight of the balance between the inner and the outer, between the spiritual and the
material, too many men today believe that their saltation hes in the further perfection
and accumulation of things in tile material world external to themselve,.. Fromm believes
that man today has come dangerously close to committing the Biblical error of worship-
ping the golden calf this time the golden calf of technology and its rich material benefits
and forgetting to be concerned wit his own soul.

Man ha., t inked technology against himself in other ways, too. Our one-sided mate-
rialist', thinkitig sas caused us toask the wrung questions about ourselves, and more par-
ticularly, about out relation to work and the process of production. Too often we have
asked how we could best utilize human resources for the development of a more efficient
ttchr.o: o:). lot, lung we have forgotten to ask how we can best utilize technology for the
further development of human potential.

By ignoring in refusing to recognize the human factor in the process of production,
we hate allowed ourselves to become unconcerned with the welfare of the worker, with
thi qu lay of his life either on the job or outside the work situation. In our narrow and
eonipulsite concern for economic efficiency, We have forgotten that no production process
a. r. Ai} w (fie tent if it is eart led out at the expense of the psychological well-being of the
w..iker lemon, 1968, p. 15). Although we !lace come far from the inhumane and .-x-
ploitatite labor practices at the turn of the century, the re remains a tendency to view the
worker a means rather than an end in the production process, to pereeive him as one
mot% manipulatable factor among otiiers in a complex mechanized system.

If we are truly eone t mid about de veloping a more human technology, we must come
siew thi activity of work as more than a means of production directed by narrow eco-

nomie rn.. .1ork must be viewed as a means of personal fulfillment and self-
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expression, as an avenue for tilt, a,tualizattunuf the worker's potential as a mature, fully-
developed human being.

I have referred to work a, an act!vity that can potentially facilitate the growth, de-
velopment, and psychological maturity of the individual person. It is important to realize
that I am not using,psy chological or developmental terminology in any vague., metaphorical,
Jr figurative sense. Due to the. meticulous efforts of a number of outstanding psychological
researchers in the past two or three decades, the criteria for mature, developmentally
higher levels of human functioning arc knuven, and we can .peak of these in a very real,
empirical sense. The researchers' refer to hcre are men like Lrik Lrikson in personality
development, Lawrence Kohlberg in moral development, earl Rogers in psycho-therapy,
Jean Piaget in cognitive development men working largely independent of one another,
investigating different areas of psychological functioning, among whom has emerged a
general consensus concerning the nature. of psychological maturity and emotional health.
In other words, we know in a rather specific sense what constitutes a mature, healthy
person, and we are able to specify with a relatively high degree of certainty the types of
activities that nurture and facilitate as well as Inhibit and suppress the growth process.

Perhaps it would be instructive if at this point we move to a discussion of the charac-
teristic, of the mature, psychologically healthy individual and attempt to relate them to
vocational contexts which would best enhance their development.

'kork which is organized around a dull, boring routine and which demands little or
no it^aginatiun or creative effort cannot meet the needs of the psychologically mature
man. The healthy fully-functioning person demands a certain level of complexity in his
work flain,,xlen-Turner, 19-1, p. 166). He feels stiffled and unnecessarily restrained by
Li-tivities that require endless repetition and offer no opportunity for him to think.

The psychologically mature individual is not motivated by fear or insecurity. Since
he is operating to fulfill higher needs, threats of economic coercion have little if any in-
fluence on him, exi.c.pt perhaps to make him less productive. Ile is responsible and co-
operative, but nut submi.sive and blindly obedient to authority. He responds best to
reason, respect, and relationships based on mutual :ruse. Because he has the capacity
fur greater ineul,.cinent, the mature, self-actualized man is more productive. Since his
motivations are intrinsic., he has a higher degreeof self-discipline and is more responsible
and trustworthy. His demands for frecdorn, autonomy, and individual expression do not
make him unruly or unmanageable, but since he needs fewer external restraints, he is
often unwilling to accept unnecessary restrictions and controls (!Maslow, 1962. )

Given a vocational context that allows for imagination, flexibility, freedom from coer-
cion, and opportunity to participate in the decision-making process, the mature psycho-
logically healthy person enjoys his work. He dues not experience it as drudgery. Often
he finds it difficult to distinguish between work and play, since work has become for him
a means of self-expression and self-fulfillment (Maslow, 1965).

Extrinsic rewards alone are never sufficient for the mature self-actualized man.
Money, fringe benefits, and other economic concern., while important, are not enough in
thernscl, CS. The fully-developed person needs to experience a sense of personal efficacy
and ,elf -uorth in relation to his work, he needs to feel that he is making a significant
contribution, that he is accomplishing something wortnwhile. Obviously, a vocational
context which relates to the worker in a completely impersonal manner, which views him
as another object in the larger mechanical apparatus, can do little or nothing to meet
these higher, intrinsic needs.

There arestill many employers who are operating on the basis of unwarranted or out-
moded psychological theories, whu assume human nature to be basically corrupt and evil,
and who base their policies and actions on the belief that man, if he is to be produetive,
must have his basic nature restrained, controlled, and suppressed.

Too many of our current industrial practices arc based on erroneous assumptions
concerning the nature of man and the ccurse of his development. Whether it be a psycho-
logical perspective that views man as a machine or a metaphysical doctrine which assumes
his nature to be basically evil, the effects are much the same. a production process
designed to make use of immature and psychologically deficient human beings, a produc-
tion process that cannot help but have a retarding effect on the workers it employs (ilerz-
berg, 1966, p. 209). Underlying much of what has been called technological progress is a
mode of production which ha, depended upon, and thus fostered, an arrested development
in man and which has operated to fixate him at a lower, less mature level.

Ultimately, the development of humane technology will entail a rather radical re-
orientation of the enure society, a restructuring of our social, economic, and political
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urdet kl erkis, l tzar, p. 202). (hest changes ean talk place only when there is a rethink-
ing, and a !Leon-h.', talon of what a human being is and what he can be. These changes
will take plaee when ttik 4) t gualof all of out ,oval ailivities is the further develop-
ment of human potential.

,that does this nivan for you, the industrialarts etahator, for the indiv.tual instructor
who perfutnis daily in the elassruuni and in the shop' Important anti nkessary social
changes du nut justuil.ui,norare they all-at-une happenings dirt.f.zed from sonic nebulous
authority abuse. .,oeiety progresses beeaust oldie aetiv ales of individuals like ourselves.
fs edufaturs, we fan be espeeially intluential ut .anti ibuting, to positive and responsible
sueial change. While sunk wouldal gut. that the edueatur could be most influential through
responsible social organization:, and political infolvement, my position is that we can
best effect change through our individual efforts in the classroom. Before we can talk
about a humane technology ur a humane society,our first concern is a humane elassrootn
with humane instruction an educational environment which provides the context for
optimal growth and Lief elopment of the individual person. Let me now briefly outline
come important areas in which the industrial arts edueatur can significantly contribute
to the implementation of these ideas.

I irst, t would say that the unccrns of the industrial arts educator must go beyond
his own area of specialization. It is necessary that he become knowledgeable about what
eunstitutes higher levels of human funetioning. Ile needs to become aware of the types
of activities winch facilitate ias well as those which retard) mature, responsible behavior
in Ins students. This requires that he be knowledgeable concerning his own personal
development, that lie become aware of his own strengths, his own weaknesses and short-
eoinings. Ile should remember that as a person becomes aware of the weaker elements
in his personality, what once were deficienees are transformed into potential areas of
growth.

Industzial arts educators need to work to dispel the myth that skilled craftsmanship
and ttehnif al competence require less intelligence ur thinking ability than the academic
.,reds of study. I his myth John Dewey i1958, p. 124) reports that it goes all the way
back to the Greeks seems tube basedun the miseunception that when people arc engaged
in a. to, using, their hands, somehow their minds are disengaged. vocational educators
seem only to pt rpetuatt. tht myth tf htll tht:krunt.-oldcd emphasis on "hands-on" activities.
Chet' also inadvertently contribute to this myth by taking a somewhat defensive anti-
intellectual posture and by becoming hostile toward the humanities and social sciences.
This stance is, of course, understandable in light of the supercilious attitude often taken
by academicians toward the industrial arts curriculum. Chen too, much of the criticism
directed toward the social sciences and liberal arts curriculum are valid. Often there is
a tendency for teaehers in these areas not to relc.e their subject matter to the real life
experiences of their students. And the students, having nut been properly guided to see
the relevance of tnese areas of study, reject them 410 a meaningless waste of their time.
This, huwefer, is not an indictment of the social sciences and humanities. It is an indict-
ment of poor teaching.

If we take the point of view withIcohlberg 11972) that development is the over-all aim
of education, any educational endeavor whether it be liberal art:, ur industrial arts will
be of little value to the student unless they relate to and enrich his experiences, aid him
in understanding, himself and others, and lead to the development of skills which guide
his activities in life. Intellcc.tual ac.tivities that end up as mental exercises or the manipu-
lation of useless abstractions accomplish little or nothing educationally. On the other
hand, when the outcome of vocational education is a person with a fixed repertoire of
manual skills rather than an individual with imaginationand flcxibiluy, capable of adapting
to new and changing work situations, again we have failed to educate.

Industrial arts educators must continue to make the distinetiun between education and
training. Skills and technical %..umpetenk.le. are more than responses programmed into
the learner. 1+,hile the acquisition of these requires repetition and practice, we must re-
member that these skills and 1unipt.tt:m.ies provide a mode of self-expression for the
individual. Dies eunvey to tne student a sense of accomplishment, they serve as indicators
that he has the capacity for further achievement and growth.

the industrial arts edueatur, if he hasa sense of the humane, dues not perceive him-
self simply as a programmer of skills. Ile knows that he is twilling young people how to
live successfully. Ile know:, that he himself must be a model fur successful living, that
he must be a living example of the fully-developed, psychologically healthy human being.

the final point! would like to make coneerns your use of the term "art." In referring
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to your discipline or area of study as industtial arts, the term art should be taken seri-ously. To the degree that tia products of industry are artful, the dualisms have been
overcome; man has gotten beyond his namow,one-sidedperspeetives. No longer is there
a radical separation between the inner and the outer, between means and ends, between
the practical and the enjoyable between what Dewey (railed the instrumental and the con-
summatory (1958, p. 361).

Creativity, imagination, self-expressionart implies allof these. If the end products
of man's industrial and technological aetivinesart. indeed objects of art, the psychologists'
criteria of emotional health and developmentalk higher levels of human functioning havebeen met. When a man's work is artistic, it is necessarily humane. Art implies the
humane.
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Social and Philosophical Perspectives on a Humane
Technology for the Future

Michael S. Littleford

The problems, issues, and controversies suggested by the term, "humane technology,"
are by no means new. They have haunted us continuously since the late nineteenth century,
and are all included within THE question which, according to Arthur Wirth (1972, pp. 142
and 2r), still remains unanswered. Can our technological -urban realities be truly inte-
grated with democratic values and ideals? Stated another way, can we reconstruct our
social order so that technological - industrial arrangements arc subordinate to questions
concerning human values and the quality of human life?

The fact that the question remains unanswered testifies to our ineffectiveness in
dialing with the concerns implicit in the theme, ''A Humane 1 echnology." iue reasons
for our failure are complex. Basic among them are certain fundamental and historically
rooted attitudes and habitual modes of thought, acting as barriers to any effective and
widespread concern for even raising the kinds of questions necessary to begin to build a
humane social and economic s)rstein basedupona eomplicated technology. These attitudes
and ways of thinking are an expression of the dualism world view which has pervaded
Western thought since the emergence of modern science in the seventeenth century, and
which Is reflected not only inour basic beliefs and habits of thought, but also is expressed
concretely in our social and economic arrangements and policies.

1s modern science was emerging and developing, its thinkers began to challenge the
view of the universe endorsed by the church. The traditional world view in simple terms
saw the universe as a perfect sphere in Ana all of the constituent heavenly bodies
traveled in perfect circles with the earth at the center. During the several decades when
this world view was being undermined by scientific discoveries, there was much conflict
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between seientists and churchmen, with many of the former being harassed, branded as
herelies, and eve n e M e Ott d. In spitc of this action, it was the previously all - powerful
church which was lining credibility and influenee over its followers. lu put it bluntly,
the church had been put in a very embarrassing position, it was caught in a seemingly
unresulvable dilemma. On the one hand, the church dogma had to be infallible because
its truths were based upon revelations from God. On the other hand, there was no getting
around the fact that the dogma had contained an erroneous view of the physical universe.

At this point, a 1,reneli philosopher, mathematician, and devout Christian, Rene
Descartes, entered the picture and presented a solution to the church's calennua. Des -

nihntamed that the unive Ise i, fundamentally dualistic, that is, there are two
separate worlds, the mental and die physical. Both the world of mind and the world of
matter are real, but they are distinctly different domains and are known through different
Means. ilre physical ,world belongs exelusively to science, and is known through the
empirical procedure, involved in ubseryation and experimentation. In employing such
procedures, scientists may make errors which arc eventually corrected through further
observation and experimentation. Ube world of mind, which via the dualistic cenception
belongs to the church, includes all 01011h...int mural and mental concerns. This world is
known through pure thought and revelations from God, and is not subject to empirical -
scientific wyuuy. knowledge derived about the world of mind is not subject to error -it
is infallible and absolute. Hie Cartesian solution thus gut the church off the hook by
effectively separating questions of morality - what ought to be- from scientific inquiry
and technological development.

The Cartesian split is strongly built into euntempurory society, with the matter or
physical pole of the dualism being dominant. I his dominance reflects the progressive
inerease of scientific- technological influence in all areas of life and the corresponding
decrease in the influence of religious institutions. In effect, we have continued to make
advances in the physical world which have had profound effects on the moral-human do-
main, but since the latter has traditionally bean considered a separate area and not sub-
ject to inquiry, little has been dune in the way of seriously raising questions that con-
seiously acknowledge and attempt to deal intelligently with the mural consequences in-
herent in developing science and teelmulogv. Ilus, we have scientists and technologists
constructing nuclear weapons and other technological devices and claiming no moral
responsibility for their creations. Ile general attitude has been that technological devel-
opments are morally neutral. Along the same fines, eeunoune growth, an ever-increasing
rate of production of goods and services, two often been taken as the highest good, with
mural questions concerning how ought the goods and services to be distributed and used
occupying at best a second class, unscientific status, if indeed they are raised at all.
At the level of formal schooling, educators using "scientific" measurement devices test
people's -abilities," "aptitudes," or levels of "aelnevement" and on this basis assign
them to slots in the educational system - e.g., a vocational or an academic track, a
"slow" learners class - without confronting the mural implications of their choiees.

I he above are only a few of many examples that could be given to illustrate the coo-
sequences of the pervasive split between the %yen-Idol mind, morality, the ought, the possi-
ble, and the physical world, the world of matter, 0* is, the actual. All of the specific
examples, however, demonstrate our failure to deal with mural questions and concerns
regarding the consequences of scientific-teelinulogieal and industrial developments for
human affairs and the quality of human life. With the increasing importance of science
and technology in our society, we have fallen into a kind of technological determinism in
which the is, the actual, be conies wlentieal with what ought to be, and the actual is deter-
mined by developments in the technological-matter side of the dualism. INithin such a
deterministic viewpoint, technological developments have conic to b. viewed as having a
reality quite apart from human purposes. Serious inquiry into the basic values and mural
questions regarding technology tends to be vieweda:, romantic_ and unscientific. Intensive
and systematic methods of inquiry are not generally considered applicable to important
but precisely unquantifiable questions involving human feelings, purposes, and desires -
the need for community, the need to belong and feel woichwhile, the need to exert some
control over one's destiny, and the need to grow.

All of this does not mean, however, that mural decisions - decisions as to alternative
possibilities Muth for better ur we-se affect the human condition -arc not being made
(Dewey, l')57, p. 237). !hey are made continuously with respect to technological concerns,
but with the separation of morality from the scientifie-technological enterprise such
decisions are too often made un the basis of routine habit or immediate practicality.
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Frequently, there is no genu:ne reflection in the way of a broad survey of conditions and
possible consequences a e veil any real awareness that important moral decisions are
being made. Nonetheless, there is nu way to avoid making such decisions, and the only
means by which we can begin todevelopa humane technology is to became truly reflective
about moral concerns.

L ike many other educational movements, vocational education has been deeply influ-
enced by the historical dualisms mentioned. The historical development of vocational
education for the most part has been clearly tied up with the matter or physical side of
the dualism:

But a mental review of the intellectual presuppositions underlying the opposition in educa-
tion of labor and leisure, theory and practice, body and mind, mental states and the world, will
show that they culminate in the antithesis of vocational and cultural education (Dewey, 1966,p. 306).

The ideology behind the major thrust in the development of vocational education has
been appropriately labeled "social efficiency" kW irth, 1972, p. 1431. Such an ideology
is the direct antithesis of a humane technology, placing things humane and things techno-
logical in separate domains, with technocratic goals being primary and humane concerns
tending to be ignored. Thus, the adherentsof the social efficiency ideology emphasize the
necessity of producing loyal and contented workers possessing the skill:: and attitudes
needed by the present state of industrial and technological development. Whether or notthe existing order humane is not an important question; rather, it is tacitly ssuined
that we live in the best of all possible worlds and that material prosperity and the efficient
functioning of the existing economic regime outweigh all disadvantages for the quality of
human life that may accrue from mindless and uncontrolled industrial-technological de-
velopments and arrangements (Wirth, 1972, pp. 154-155). It is obvious that here we have
a classic exainplc Jf the primacy of the world of matter in twentieth century American
social and educational thought.

With the social efficiency adherents dominating the movement to establish vocational
education, it is no surprise that the Cartesian split appeared within our schools both in
the form of a narrow conception of vocational education and in the separation of vocational-
technical studies and the so-called "liberal" academic studies. Thus, we have vocational
education representing the material or physical side of the dualism, concerned primarily
with helping people find their slot in the world of work by providing them with the neces-
sary technical skills. Separate from all of this and equally narrow, we have the academic
studies representing the mental, theoretical side of the duality.

The dualistic perspective continues to be expressed in our educational programs and
elsewhere. The persistence of this perspective obviously precludes dealing seriously and
effectively with fundamental questions concerning a humane technology, but the remedy
for this unfortunate situation is not easy to accomplish because it involves drastic shifts
in our fundamental assumptions concerning the nature of our world and the relationships
among the phenomena which comprise it. in essense, what is required is a new set of
categories from which to view the world.

Fortunately, there is already some solid ground upon which to build. The dualistic
world view has not gone unchallenged. Throughout this century, a new world view with
new categories and modes of thought has been emerging. For example, early in the
struggle to establish vocational studies in our schools, there were people ''ho were argu-
ing for a much broader coneeption of coeationaledueation. Suorh people were able to raise
and inquire into questions related to a humane technology because they did not polarize
mind and matter, science and morality, the theoretical and the practical, labor and leisure,
"cultural" and "vocational" studies.

\ foremost spokesman for the broader, antidualistic point of view was John Dewey,
one of the major pragmatic philosophers in Ameriea. Dewey was a strong supporter of
vocational education. This support is illustrated by the fact that the curriculum in his
University of Chicago Laboratory School was organized around the concept of occupations
(Wirth, 1966, pp. 110-131, 278), However, he strongly opposed limiting the definition of
vocation to activities that involve economic rewards and the notion that each person has
only one vocation (Dewey, 1966, p. 307). Lad' person has several vocations, but the
dominant and all-encompassing occupation of all human beings at all tunes is living, which
to Dewey is synonymous with a continuous process of moral and intellectual growth
(Dewey, 1966, p. 310).
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11ithin such a pc 'ARA nye, th..r: could be no separation of the vocational and the
"liberal" ur acadenin. Instead, the goal was an effective integration uf the two areas.
The appropriate place tur vocational studies was as an integral part of general education
for all children, rather than a separate domain fur thu.c who were nut going tu pursue a
higher education. the conception of a liberal education was redefined tu mean a common
education fur all children which included vocational-technical studies in such a fashion
that schooling became relevant tu the realities of an emergent industrial, urban society.
I hia redefinition was desperately needed because the ideauf a liberal education originally
came into being tu prcpaie a leisure class for the pursuit of leisurely activities (Dewey,
1960, p. 251 and was not fitting for education in a supposedly democratic society.

To Dewey, the main rea.un fur including occupations in the ochoul curriculum is not
that they can .erve as the ba.is fur developing job training programs to serve industry
in its present state ouch a thrust only perpetuates the Lartc.ian split and the primacy of
the material, physical world). Rather, occupations or vocations arc important to educa-
tional studies because of their social and mural significance, the way in which they connect
with other intert..ts and the oucial order as a whole, and because of their scientific con-
tent (Dewey, lqt)t), p. 3131. Fur example, metal technology and wood construction need not
be carried un as a way of preparing future carpenters ur welders or merely as an agree-
able way of Nosing twit 'hey affurdan appruaUt tu knowledge of the place of wood con-
.truciion and metal technology in the Motor), of the human race and the place they occupy
in the present social order (Dewey, 1966, p. 200).

Much inure could be said about Dewey's antidualistic, interdisciplinary stance con-
cerning the plat.e of vocational-technical studies in our public schools. Ile wrote exten-
sively un thi..ubject in Democracy and C.ducationand in other sources. However, Dewey
realized, just as we must, that issues concerning the proper place and function uf voca-
tiunal factors in formal .%-huuling, while of crucial importance, only reflect in microcosm
larger r, uLiLtal problem. which newt be .unfrunted if a humane technology is to be
achieved. Our efforts tu fo,ter a humane technology for the future must reach far beyond
mere school reform. In filet, such a goal is impossible to achieve by so limited a thrust,
to ,u focus uur efforts makes us guilty of fouli.hly tinkering about (perhaps this is where
we ought tu plaec Lareer Lducation1), fur the basic educator is the total pattern of culture,
the entire socio-economic system (Wirth, 1972, p. 173).

I here will not be, cannot be, a humane technology su long as the historic dualisms
continue tu be perpetuated and maintained in new forms by uur socau-econumic system.

ur instance, i revealing example of the Larte.ian split in contemporary society con-
cerns the concentration of power in uur major public institutions. Power is frequently
concentrated in the hands of a few people who figuratively could be said to represent the
' mental world" and who mak.. ''mural decision." i.e., decide the ends, on matters of
gravest importance tu society. The rest become helpless pawns, "bodies" operating
alinuot exclusively in the physical domain, used as means to achieve ends which they had
nu part in formulating. humane technology is out of the question so long as the majority
of the participants in our public in.titutiuns are treated as "hired hands," extensions of
the material %urld, and cut uff from nieaningful processes of participation and communi-
cation (Dewey, 1962, pp. 181-182). Lven tuday, this is tuu frequently the case except for
-bread and butter" issues (l.c., .unlined to the world of matter) such as fringe benefits,
wages, and working conditions.

The total reje-tiunuf dualisti-pularaLd %odd vlok led Dewey to pose critical moral
qu...tiuns euncerning, the existing social and e%.unumic order. To Dewey, such questions
were out merely abstract concern.about hiL 11 phi 1 osu phe rs might debate at their leisure;
they were questions that were pot as deserving of reflective and systematic inquiry as
the movements of the planets or the nature of electricity.

such a way of thinking was (and 10) su contrary to the predominant modes that the
queotion. raised seemed ridiculuu.ly romantic and idealistic to many people. For example,
Dewey and other like-minded people maintained that a major function of vocational guid-
ance ought to be looking critically an reflectively at available career opportunities to
determine whether the various careers were worthy of people in terms of such criteria
as opportunities fur mural acid intellectual growth, the exercise of initiative, control,
and responsible freedom, and the quality of educational experience involved in the activi-
ties comprising the career, tllirth, 1972, pp. 113-114). From the Deweyan perspective,
it was emphatically denied that the only important question was whether ur not the people
could fit the requirements uf the carters. Dewey refused to subordinate the moral-human
domain to the physical-technical. Ile continued to insist that our first concern should be
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how to resttuk lute Un maw iii machine to support human values, and that such restruc-turing, should be a.,,ompli h. d iluough teCle. me and intelligent inquiry and activity.It is evident that as I}e,ev orkt d toward the end of a humane technology, he wasoperating out of a perspective which transcended the acadenuk vocational dualism, whichconfined itself to neither the Ivory tower nor the shop. His antutualistic and interdisci-phnarY perspectoe suggests, among other Mini's, important eonunonahur,, bOth esist-mg and possiblc, between those of us who are s,,..cialists in the Foundations of Educationand those of you who are specialists in I nlustt i.ii 1rts kith awn, the actual and p(issiblcommonaliti.s between us present the opportunity tot the tstablishment of inemingfuldialkhluc and cooperative action at various levels towaro the end of creating a "linmaneTechnology for the Future."
Both of our areas are related to and touch upon many disciplines. Mc issues we areinterested in cut across isolated subject matter lines, .is is illustrated by our commonconcern for a humane technology. Furthermore, in order to attend to such concerns,people in both arras must be involved neither with the practical nor the theoretical, theapplied nor the academic, the technical nor the liberal, the mental nor the physical inthemselves or 1w ihemstiN es, but with an effective union between them. In short, to betruly effective in either field, an educatornuu,tlie strongly interdisciplinary and constantlyconcerned with the interplay between theory and practice, knowing and doing, ideals andactuality. this is a big order and in reality demands a type of Renaissance person, butis nece,sary if we are to resolve the dualisms which hay' plagued us for so long. Andif we are truly .kincerned with a humane technology, the breaking down of these dualitiesand the construction 01 a new perspective from which to operate is our most impoi tanslunction.

this point, it should be stressed that the precedent for challenging the traditionalworld view in the Interests of a humane technology has been set not only by individualschiefly indent iii, d as philosopher: of education (e.g., i)eivey and Wirth), but also by indi-viduals within the tield of industrial arts education. 'I he title of the leading journal,Mani society and lechnotogy, is in expression of the broad, anudnabstic, and inter-disciplinary outMok extant among many leading industrial arts educators. Such an out-Mok is also expressed m the definition of industrial arts published by the Office of ELo-nomic ONiortanny last November. Ithe definition is clearly compatible with the goal ofpursuing a humal technology through resolving and integrating dualisms in thought andactivity. It emphatically rejects identifying industrial arts with job t raining or as prepara-tion for those who will later enroll in job training programs. Industrial arts is defined asgeneral education of value to all students, regardless of their aspirations. Furthermore,the framework provided by the definition encourages the development of an integratedprogram of studies with an emphasis upon reflective thinking and the development of highlevel.: of cognitive-moral functioning (Federal Register, Nov. 21, 1973, p. '32242-43).
In addition, currently some leading industrial arts educators are forcefully and pub-licly asking the types of questions and conducting the kind of inquiry necessary to dealwith the problems inherent in a humane technology. 1s an outstanding example, 1 referyou to Paul DeVore's irocle on environmental education in the April 1071 issue of School'-',1192 Dr. Dt.Vorts'.; approach is clearly interdisciplinary; lie uses the concept of system,which cuts ac miss ill of the academic disciplines. Second, he is concerned not with theschool, in isolation, but with the entire ./o ial and cultural context. Finally and most im-portantly, he questions, is critical of, and suggests ((instructive alternatives to existingattitudes, v dues, and modes of thought which continue to reflect the Cartesian split(ikVore, 1071, p. 69).
rite dove indicate,; that industrial arts educators a re in a uniquely favorable positionto take the It id in fostering r hit' lane technology. I inlike most other vocational educationgroups, there is a srong thrust in your field to see your work as general education andas related to many different areas of study (Wirth, 1972, p. 139).

I Tanrtunately, this is not the mly orperhaps even the major thrust in industrial arts.Mere are those who justify industrial edmation on the basis that it provides non-college-
bound students with a salable skill. There arc also those who see industrial arts as anagreeable diversion from the tedium and strains of "regular" school work (Dewey, 1966,
p. 1041; and those who have fallen hook, line, and sinker for the areer education approach.
Each of these positions rn ty be valuable for some purposes, but none of them have much
to contribute toward the endeavor of creating a humane technology. Each perpetuates the
dualistic perspective by encouraging the continued separation of the academic and thevocational, by ignoring the total sot ial setting in which education occurs, or both.
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In the final analv the re is no avoiding the fact that the problem of creating a
humane technology is a mot al yr obit Thv moral questions whieh must be confronted
are obviously related to the strov cure and functioning of our public educational system,
but they are by no means limited to the realm of formal schooling. Such questions are
inextricably tied up with our entire socio-economic system.

If we are serious about developing a civilization which is loth technologically advanced
and humane, we cannot gttcaughtupin stop-gap measures such career education which
kens only upon superficial reform of the public school or simple-minded technocratic
approaches such as -teaching cv.ry child a marketable skill." Whatever their merits,
these narrow solutions stand as obstacles to the main task that confronts us, and that
task is both awesome and urgent, tot time is running out on the option of acquiesing to
mindless, anti-humane, teehnocr"tie solutions (Mirth, 1972, p. 237). In spite of the suc-
cessful quest for materialgain, w. h OA. ftlika to demonstrate that we can create a humane
social order, a civilization worthy of allegiance (1) mho 1972, 222). Our task is to begin
to apply the same methods of intelligence which have produced our advanced technology
to the social-moral sphere of related human affairs, toward the end of subordinating
teehmcal power to humane democratic ends (Muth 1972, p. 237). The task involves dis-
ciplined, sustained, and ,systematic investigation of difficult moral question., iv, which
there are no pat answers, as well as a willingness to approach these complex questions
with a genuine spirit of inquiry. A commitment to new and daring modes of thought is
required. A willingness to reconstruct our belief through the difficult and arduous proc-
esses of rt. fhti V1. thought is essential. Ihe courage to act upon the reconstructed beliefs
in cone rt with others who are eoneerned with a -I lumane Technology for the Future" is
demanded.
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Teacher Education, A Perspective

Wiley G. Hartzog, Jr.

I he theme of this conference, ''A humane technology for the Future," is in reality
a theme of understanding. Only those things that can be brought into the frame of human
understanding can be truly humane. Industrial arts has lung advocated tat the education
of all students should include a strung emphasis upon understanding the technological
society that surrounds us.

I he teacher education perspective that 1 share with you is one of understanding
through interaction. These interactions are many and varied. They include not only
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technical and traditional di,. while, but interactions within the field of education as well.
It would peihaps be d suable if it could be claimed that this curriculum was the

product of extensive curriculum study and research. However, it is the result of cur-
riculum revision influenced by the following constraints:

1. Auburn t'niversity does not permit duplication of facilities, courses, or equipment
until maximum utilization has been reached with existing resources.

2. At the time of the revision, budgetary consideration dictated that only those revi-
sions could be approc ,d that did not require additional staff members or equipment.

Even with these constraints, we are proud, and we feel Justifiably so, of the very positive
results we have observed. We feel that the following observations reflect favorable out-
comes from our teacher preparation program.

1. Over 007 of our graduates, in the three years since implementation of this cur-
riculum, are presently industrial arts teachers.

2. As a result of interactions within our own department and within the school of
education, our graduates, while they nave a strong role identification, evidence
ability and willingness to cooperate with other teachers in other areas.

Z. As a result of interactions with other academic schools and departments within
our univerrity, our graduates evidence the understandings necessary to relate
industrial arts activities to an understanding of our technological society through
their instruction.

4. Departments outside the School of Education frequently employ our students as
laboratory aides and assistants, in preference to their own students, citing their
ability to cominuni:ate and instruct.
We frequently receive compliments on the quality and ability of our students from
professors in other departments and schools where they are taking courses.
rnrollinent in the industrial arts curriculum has increased more rapidly than
other curricular areas in the School of Education,
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MARTMENT OF VOCATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION

School of Education

Auburn University

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

ED.

7EAD PROFESSOn

BUSINESS
ED.

ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

DISTRI-
BUTIVE NONE EC. IND. ARTS T. E. I.

ED. ED. ED. ED.=11.
Teaching Out of School
Groups

Nature of Adult
Education

Basic Power Mechanics
Small Gasoline Engines
Auto Construction and Repair
General Metals
Building Construction
Basic Drafting
Electrical Installation and

Maintenance
Basic Electronics
Shop Planning and S:fety

ADULT
EDUCATION
PROJECT

Departaental
Content Courses

0.
TIMAL

t
SFARCH a
DEVELOP-
MENT

1;21r
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

.1uburn University is a land-grant institution. rhe undergraduate phase of its instruc-
tional program is organized into nine academic schools. The industrial arts education
curriculum interacts Guth seven of these nine schools. At the present, no courses are
utilized from the schools of pharmacy or veterinary medicine.

rhi. industrial Ns education programs are administered through the industrial arts
division of the Department of Vocational and Adult Lducation within the School of Educa-
tion. This department offers degrees in seven areas of concentration through its academic
programs. Ii also provides supportive services fur several either activities of a research
or an extension nature.

The NuA rf.-approved industrial arts education curriculum consists of 210 quarter
hours. .1n outline of this curriculum isshown .a the accompanying chart. The 60 quarter
hours in general education tUniversity and acliuul of Lducation requirements) are dis-
tributed over four of Auburn's nine schools.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM

General Education 80 hrs.
Professional Education 41 hrs.
Major/Minor 75 hrs.
Electives 14 hrs.

TOTAL 210 hrs.

GENERAL PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
Orientation 2 hts. Human Growth and Development 5 hrs.
English and Speech Communicotions 21 hrs. Psychological Foundations of Educotion 5 hrs.
Biology 10 hts. Social Foundations of Education 5 hts.
Math 5 hts. Teaching in Industriol Arts Education 3 hrs.
Social Sciences 24 hrs. Progroms in Industriol Arts Education 3 hrs.
Physical Sciences 10 hts. Professional Internship in Industrial Arts 15 hrs.
Heolth, Physicol Education and Recreation 3 hrs. Ph.losophicol Foundations of Educotion 5 hrs.
General Elective 5 hrs.
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41-quart. -how scrim me is shared bt the departments
of foundations of Ishis anon md V. atonal and Adult Islmation. .111 of these Lotuses,
Mut exception of Philo:4;1mA 1 oundations of 1.1katoni, l.quirt student involvement
in pubh. Ci.nt rally industrial arts majors take houndations of
I:du. anon, l' rug rains in Indu,t Arts I.du. anonind I emoing in Industrial Arts. 1wica-
non in a ont -quark r 1 Ins enalsits them to .omentrate on involvement lit IlVt.
Clas,.rooni partkipanon to an Lxtt nt not possIbIL if thus. .ourses stet% taken separ

lndu-st rod arts major_ art. tr. died a. .1 -"par gr,iup milt in the temhing :lad pro -
grain courses and during OIL a profe,siona1 Ina rnship. 111 r phases of di.ar prep-
aration involve interaction tt ith students from other sthools or majors.

Tht 7C-quart. 1-hour major minor in industrial arts t dmation Inv rives seven of
1ubu rn's nint --hoots. It off. -omit ins four options, in terms of slit...1.11174min ..!thin
industrial arts.

I '')O-quarter-hour 1.1. majter plus an approximate 25-qua nei -hour minor 111.1
r. toted field. i.e., I du. anonal Media, 1.conomks, Mathematks, 1dult 1,ducation,
etc.

2. Industrial \ rts Drafting and Oesign offering a .oncentration in Drafting and
De-ogn, , from ilk dt partments of 1 e.hnk al services, 1rehitecture,
Building onsumet \flair-, and 1ocational and \dult LduLation.

1. Industrial Arts, l'otter .hank off, ring a .omentration In potter mechanics,
using .oursts from 1gricultural 1,ngin.% ring and the Department of Vocational and
1dult I duration.

4. Indust! lal 1n- NI. tal, rechnology off. ring t on. enta anon in metals using L curses
from ledinkal ',et-vices and Vocational and \dub Isdueation.

rb. first option t, me It a,t popular and possibly the least effective in terms of
teach.x p rLparation. 1101%%lr, frtqu.ntly nit els tin ntLds of :students transfering into
Industrial arts from r and dtparniknts. Ile other three options are about
equal in popularot. In 1Iabania, th. .0 min trend I. to ofIL r u1. reased exploratory

of a gent ral Ai/..11140i. at the 1.1.tt.t high school ley el. \1.e feel that our
.urrkular option, off.! Yortni.ly y pr.patation fat tLacht rs intoned in these pro-
grams.

rhc key to mi. ct ss of .111 ink rm. ing [sotto. r preparation program such as ours is in
.00rdinatkin ith other dtparunt nts and ..hoot, involved. 1 o a.compli:4 this o-
ordination, vL maintain a mask r ,dh dult. of ,s.littol Lhication and Departmern of Voca-
tional and \dub 1.ducation 11, al-so maintain schedule agrtement alit other
.,howl. and deparuntnts -o that stt .ff..tiv.ly advise students in planning their pro-
grams.

other ben. fits that hay*. r. -ulted from this approa. h to tea. her preparation
are:

I. Inc r. d as% an. Fits, and knottledgt of industrial arts throughout our Lan-11)w,
2. Utraction of -stud.nt, from other areas to industrial arts through student inter-

action.
1. \ r.alliation by ()ilk s.hools and dtportmt nts that publit ..howl industrial arts

can aid their obit ctiy, ilk profes,ional let el, by proy Kling publk school stu-
dents situ a.tarcu.s-, information, and L Lploratory t xpenen.L h. In fact, %Ye are

u rrtnt 1 A _is. kissing ith -,...hoolof l ngint r ing how this might b. ,ko.oniplished
and Out support they may provide industrial arts.

Chi, program born of ns ssity ha, provt n loth L xtrtmelt -satisfactory. Based upon
our . tp. nit n.., givtn additional alit rnative,, it is doubtful that AC %%Mid MAC major
changes in our program. If you get the opportunity try it, you'll like it.

Dr. Hartzog teaches ;n the Ind..stlial Arts Education Depariment, A.b.an University, Auburn, Alabama.
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Exploratory Industrial Careers Project
Larry ion Kennoko

1 eve Oregon public scnuol districts, the Oregiun estate Department uf Education, and
the department of industrial Education at Lfregun orate l niversity are cut rend) engaged
in a Joint project desigicil to facilitate career ilevelupnient through exploratory industrial
arts programs. l'art...uating districts are Albany, Ashland, Klamath Falls, Thilomath,
and Salem.

Iac projei_t, funded primarily . trough me irate Department uf Education, calls fur
a (hitt uf public b,houl districts Ause purpose is to develop outlines
fol five alternate exploratory industrial career development programs. The program
outline, or models 0.'11 have application to industrial arts students in grades seven
through ten, and .0 11 fir,,,,ide industrial arts teachers ieith guidelines and give impetus to
exploratory career development activities in the settee! shop.

.1lternate models sill reflect individual district needsanddesires, slung %fah a unify-
ing theme of career development. 1 ur example, Oistric: A may elect Cu develop a model
based un the 'occupational 1 ersatility" program, while Distriet B may develop a model
resembling the '1 unction-Base" approach. Loire %fill be taken to avoid the imbalance
found in industrial arts models that emphasize teehnulugy, materials, and product at the
expen,e of man and hi, rule as fforkcr. Every effort fell! be made to blend technology
,cith the sontemporary needs of real people ,fith real learning characteristics and real
artier tratentialities. c-unstirtium activity ensure that alternate emerging models

will, in fact, possess a definite career development orientation.

I
Specialization 13+

Cluster 11 and 12
Preparation

Exploration
of 7-10

Sclf and Industrial Careers

Awareness of Self
And K-6

People at Work and Play

CAREER SELECTION PROCESS
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Th. first year, or phase, sill be de %Ailed to devising program models shich reflect
developmental stages and eor i e spemding charaete rustle behaviors of youngsters in grades
seven through ten. Appropriate occupation. I eontent, instructional comixmentsind lea rn-
ing tasks sill also be formulated for each stage. these sill be drasn from the career
development continuum shich is characterized by the levels of awareness of self and
people Al work and pl.r exploration of self and industrial careers (7 -W); cluster
preparation (11 and 12): and specialization (1341.

Since exploratory programs are an integn.1 part of the total career selection process,
they sill be designed sithin the framework of .1 completely articulated career education
ieheine. The programs sill be built apun shat ueeuis Aaiun the career awareness level
LK-0), sell as that shich takes place at the levels of cluster preparation and special-
ization.

12th Grade
CLUSTERS

11th Grade

10th Grade

X

gth Graa_.
0

A

8th Grade
Ft

7th Grade

Flgure 2

EXPLORATORY INDUSTRIAL CAREERS PROGRAM

CLUSTER /EXPLORATION

CLUSTER ORIENTATION

SELF UNDERSTANDING THRO,G3 OCCUPATIONAL EXPLORATION

ECONOMICS OF WORE

Program models seek to facilitate exploration of self and industrial careers. They
sill promote. ,l/ understanding of the economics of \York. b. self-understanding. ei ori-
entation to industrial career clusters, d) exploration of industrial career clusters.

The industrial arts instructional area has been delegated the responsibility for pro-
viding exploratory carter development experiences in six of Oregon's 14 established
occupation it clusters. Ile six clusters are industrial - mechanical, eonstruetion, elec-
trical, graphic arts, metals, and forest products.

:..pteific occupational and technical cunot for program models sill be derived from
key oecupations found sithin each cluster. For example, occupational content and learn-
ing activities representing the construction cluster sill be derived from analyzing the
jobs of cabinet maker, carpenter, construction surker, cement mason, and structural
steel corker. Key occupatians sill be examined in terms of both inaaposet and techno-
logical aspects and sill serve as a minimal listing around shich exploratory career de-
velopment activities can be formulated.

,elf - understanding sill be Developed through experiences smell require that students
tc.1 their individual abilities, interests, and limitationsaainst real and simulated hands-
on experiences soh the tools, materials, prucesse.., and products found in indastrial ca-
reer clusters. Laboratory activities sill be designed to help students assess personal
goals, interests, aptitudes, attitudes, temperament, educational background, work experi-
ence, and family background.

The economics of cork sill also be taught through hands-on activities in the many
job areas comprising the six industrial career clusters. Content and instructional corn-
puhents sill serve to identify and clattfy economic activity, production, distribution, con-
sumption, and employment.
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KEY OCCUPATIONS
EXPLORATORY INDUSTRIAL CAREERS PROJECT

IELECTRICAL' I MECHANICS I I METALS I 'CONSTRUCTION I 'GRAPHIC ARTSIIFOREST PRODUCTS'

- I .

Electronic Ccn,truction vounary (abinet Mayer Draftsman Forester Aide

Technician Mechanic WvrAer

Electrician Auto Mechanic Welder
Combination

Electrical
Pei:a:man

Garaxe Foreman
Machinist

Carpenter Printer Logger

Construction Illustrator
Worker

Office Machine Cement Mason

Electrical Service Sheet Metal
Appliance Worker

x,pair

Electronic
Assembler

Die. 1 Mechanic
Production

Machine Operator

Structural
Steel Worker

Photographer

Veneer and
Plywood Mill

Worker

Composition
Bookbinder Board Mill

Worker

Woodworking
Machine Operato

Woodworking
Mill Hand

Pulp and Paper
Mill Worker

Sawmill Worker

Grader-Tester

The second yeas evili be spent in euneciting content and instructional components
into usable teaehing,-learning materials. ouch materials will be designed to clarify em-
ployment trends and opportunities, employment location, pre- and post-employment
requisites, working conditions, and earning. student activities and experiences will also
clarify work roles in terms of what gets dune, how it gets done, and why it gets done.

A typical aLtivit!, would result in the student being able to write out, recite, or in
some manner indicate. a mastery of the characteristics which describe selected industrial
occurations.

Materials will blend industrial proeesses and procedures with career development
activities. Instructional matexials .vill take numerous forms, including learning pack -
ages, audio and video tapes, operation, information, and activity sheets, film loops, slide-
tapes, instruction manuals, films, laboratory ext. reises, checklists, and programmed
booklets.

the exact nature- of instructional materials will depend or the unique and specific
characteristics of each developmental center. Lach center's capabilities will be exam-
ined in view of available human, material, and economic resources. A benefit analysis
will aid decision - makers in ascertaining kind-, of materials best suited for each center.

IMPLEMENTATION AND AFTERMATH

the third year will he spent in implementation, evaluation, revision, and dissemina-
tion of program outlines and materials. Lack participating school will demonstrate the
eiieetivene.,, of its own exploratory industrial career development model and will apply
its own learning materials to industrial arts classes in selected district schools. Lach
program will be evaluated by a team of external monitoring consultants representing
business, industry, the state employment st rice, and education. their purpose will be
to ensure that the objectives of the models are being met, and if nut, that adjustments will
attempt to answer que,tions such as. Do career development models facilitate expected
performance: Are sufficient alternatives in content, learning experience, and motivation
available: At the same time, it will ascertain whether provisions have been made for the
career development of youth with academie, socio-economic, and other handicaps. A
revision of models and accompanying materials will take place prior to final printing and
dissemination.
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'pon completion of the do tt ylat effort, five alternate, exploratory, industrial career
development models will emit the complete with teaching-learning materials which
effectively blend career development tasks with industrial arts hands-on activities. It is
expected that these model., will be adapted by other districts in Oregon and elsewhere.

Dr. Kenneke ;5 director of the Exploratory Industrial Careers Project and assistant professor in the De-
partment of Industrial Education at Oregon State Uni,,ersity, Corvallis, Oregon.

Implications of Career Education Objectives for
Elementary School Industrial Arts

Vito R. Pace

Contemporary curricultim builders are continually refining rationale and content for
progr im,. I'ducational technology is continually adding to the banks of knowledge and
methodology, Ind thest , in turn, arc rapidly increasing the potential for excellence in
modern educational systems.

Curriculum development in the area of career education has been propelled prema-
turely into implementation. School systems all over the country are developing delivery
systems for programs in career education, but there is little or no evidence in these
exemplary programs ur in the literature that objectives have been identified through re-
sponsible research. The question then arises. how reliable are programs whose obit,-
tives hie been established without reference to a systematic development of priorities/
When objectives for a comprehensive program such as those encompassed in career
education are developed solely by educators, we must certainly be prone to public emu-
cism for not involving input from those who are most affected by the results of educational
programs.

study conducted in Niagara ra., New York, was designed to identify a priority
of objectives in career education for the elementary school su that they might be used as
a sound basis for curriculum recommendations. e,entral to the identification of objec-
tive; was the notion that objectives have valueonly when they are selected by a population
in relation to its perception of needs, particularly when that population is likely to be
affected by its own chokes. The study was thus designed to establish the priority ranking
of career education objectives for the elementary school by parents and teachers of ele-
mentary school children.

The primary source of objectives chosen for the study was 4U current exemplary
career t lu:ution programs, specifically those containing goals andaettY [ties for elemen-
tary school children. A final listof 16 objectives was identified after a process of synthe-
sizing and rewording in behavioral terms.

The ranking. of career education objectives were obtained from parents and educators
by means of a Caret. r LducationOpinionnaire which employed a k4-sort technique of forced-
choice ranking. Respondents were asked to order 16 objectives on a scale ranging from
"Most Important" to "Least Impel-tank." The instrument also included demographic
,survey question., Jata elicited therefrom were used to analyze rankings in terms of nine
conditional variables.

The next logical step in program development is to translate the ranked career edu-
cation objectives for the elementary school into an infusion model which will reflect the
potential input by each of the major curriculum areas. Therefore, if career education at
the elementary school level is to provide awareness through stated objectives, industrial
arts personnel must be cognizant of their potential role in the infusion process.

The follow ing ranked listing of 16 career education objectives is matched with possible
industrial arts correlated activities.
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Objective

Upon completion of the sixth grade, chil-
dren will be expected to

1. ...identify relationships between school
learning and the world of work.

2. ...explom how their abilities and in-
terests relate to various occupations.

3. ...identify the values of work for the
individual and society.

4. ...describe the value of all workers,
regardless of occupation.

5. ...describe how workers depend on each
other (cooperation).

6. ...describe the purposes of work to the
individual and society.

IA. Correlation

Demonstrate concepts in technology through activities
relate concepts to operations and occupationspro-
vide experiences correlating concepts taught within

l the curriculum as utilized by man through technology.

Provide opportunities to explore and become aware of
self-concepts in relation to likes and dislikes in wark-
ing with a wide variety of tools and materials.

Provide opportunities for individuals to become con-
tributors through involvement in simulated work activi-
ties.

Opportunity so experience team or group experiences
in working with tools and materialsgroup dependency
on individual and individual dependency on the group.

Study of mass production techniques.

Explore the value of work in relation to societal goals
, technology as a contributor to environmental condi-

tions.

7. ...explain how ottitude toward work
affects the employee and the employer.

a. ...develop elementary mental and body
skills in a number of career-related tasks.

9. ...know how to obtoin information about
a variety of occupations.

10. ...describe how hobby and recreational
activities may relate to future coreers.

11. ...explain the idea of reward (pay and
others) for satisfactory work performance.

Explore the effects of attitude on degree of success of
i technological endeavorsquality control, customer
1 satisfaction, etc.
t

t Provide opportunities for children to experience actual
t contoct with planning and executing activities in a

variety of media in industrial arts.

1

Provide resources pertaining to occupotions as they
relate to areas in technology.

1 Provide opportunities to explore hobbies related to in-
dustriol arts, correlating concepts with possible em-
ployment application.

Develop concepts of economics in relation to industry,
noting the system of finance related to commercial
endeavors.

I2. ...explain how various occupations relate
to wide ranges of social and economic
benefits.

13. ...describe how different occupations
take ploce in different settings such as
factories, offices, hospitals, etc.

14. ...explain the difference between work-
ers who produce goods and those who
produce services.

15. ...express general likes and dislikes
about different occupations.

16. ...identify the most common occupa-
tions in the community.

Relate through research and observation various occu-
pations in technology requiring a wide range of skills
and ability that are often related to income and social
status.

Through concrete experiences and on-site visits, pro-
vide an awareness of the environment and working con-
ditions and expectations for a voriety of industrially-
relc:ed occupations.

Through activities, provide experiences which define
the roles of man the producer and man the servicer of
technological equipment.

Through actual or simulated activities, provide children
with the opportunities to evaluate their likes and dis-
likes in relation to a variety of industrially-related
occupations.

Utilize community resources sucii as people and facili-
ties to explore occupations being performed in the local
community.
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The abbreviated ,ugge -akin-, pte >erated it this abstract are merely a beginning for a
side variety of potent I ti iii diod,fui incorpot ating tee hnology in industrial ails to achieve
established goals in ca reer education.

Dr. Pace is Associate Professor of Industrial Arts Education at State University College at Buffalo, New
York, and also serves as Consultant in Career Education for Western New York Public Schools.

Getting a Start in Career Education:
Steps 1 through 7

Charles C. Brady

"'the foils ing Ire ,uggestion, as to 110%a an industrial educator can become involved
m career education, s.nh or Ycithout district, state, or federal financial assist Ince.

STEP NO. 1 ORIENTATION

Obtain a true limit rstanding as to shat career education is all about. Dr. Sidney
Nlarland, foitner onurus,ioner of Lducation, says about eareer education, that:

Career education . provides for every student to acquire the skills which will allow him or
her to make a livelihood, no matter at what level he or she leaves the educational system.

MciKes public education more relevant to today's needs and the needs of the future.
. Provides for a comprehensive educational program focused on careers, which begins in
Grade 1 or earlier and continues through the adult years.... Provides for elementary school
students to be informed about the wide range of jobs in our society and tt e roles and require-
ments rnvolved. . . . In junior high school, students may explore several specific clusters of
occupations through hands-on experiences and field observation, as well as classroom instruc-
tion.. . Provides assistance for students in selecting an occupational area for specialization
of the senior high school le.el.... Ensures that students at the senior high school level pursue
studies in their selected occupational area either for intensive lob preparation for an entry-
level job immediately upon leaving high school, or preparation for post-secondary occupational
education, or preparation for four years or more of college.... Assists students in developing
attitudes about the personal, psychological, social, and economic significance of work....
Provides for extensive guidance and counseling activities in order to assist the student in de-
veloping self-c-Nareness and in matching his or her interests and abilities with potential careers.

. , Provides for each student's placement into cn entry-level job or further education....
Provides for °vocational pursuits.

(Naafi Industrial education - from K through higher education overvies to
appendiv.i

STEP NO. 2 USE OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Get into the -.sing of career education SIM or sithout budgeting dollars, for all that
i really needed is your time to decelop and use an advisory committeea group of people
eeno will work side you in relating subject matter to career development, in terms of
organizing career information seminar:, and field trips for your students. Most commu-
nities are etch in resource:. Much can and must be employed in career education if that
education is to be reley ant to ,ontunpor ry society. Industrial education programs should
utilize the industrial, technological, and human resources available for both program
planning and industrial enrichment.
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Trades mathmath at Santa Barbara High School.

STEP NO. 3 ASSISTING IN THE GUIDANCE PROCESS

Relate career information to classroom, lalwatory, orshop experiences. Contribute
to the student,,' Lareer guidance process by assisting in the identification of individual
interests, performance, and Lapabilities. 1 ry working with a counselor in the development
of student profile information.
(NO I t "Pse of Occupational Preparation Sheets" in appendix.)

STEP NO. 4 A CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR EACH STUDENT

Your instruction should provide for a variety of teaching methods and media, an
opportunity for learning that takes into consideration varying student learning styles, and
a reflection of industrial activities.

STEP NO. 5 USE OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Relate and organize learning opportunities beyond the school environment: youth
clubs, field trips, exploratory and ooperative work experience, and satellite off-campus
instruction. Learning activities in many school subjects .equire students to avail them-
selves of varied community resour4.es that enrich and e.e-iand the outcomes which might
otherwise be expected in formal school settings.
(NOTE: Internship Program in appendix.)

STEP NO. 6SELL YOUR PROGRAM

,Sitli the help of your advisory committee, deoign a brochure to describe to students,
parents, teachers, and counselors bow your program of instruction can fit into a program
of career development.

Be sure your research provides for nit' plating of students in the next step of their
career development or into an occupation for wlikh they have been trained. If funds are
available, perhaps a Placement Technician can be employed.
(NOTE: See Placement Technician Services described in appendix.)

Provide for related instruction (math, English, science). Sou will need to work with
teachers of varied subject areas to gain input for brochure information.

STEP NO. 7 START A SCHOOL CAREER INFORMATION CENTER

Ask a community service club, Chamber of Commerce,or your P.T.A. (after confer-
ring with administrators), to assist in the establishment of a school Career Information
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Center. if funds can by obtained for the onployment of career information technicians,
then interest and possibly aptitude tests can be given to students in the Center, as well as
career information dissemination.
(NOTE: Career Information Center description in appendix.)

FURTHER EXPLANATION

A little bit of knowledge is dangerous. The above steps indicate a sense of directiononly. Read about career education. For example, read Richard E. Holloway's article
entitled "Career Education Competencies for Elementary and Junior High Teachers"
which appears in the December 1973 edition of "NlsimSociety/ Technology." Read aboutwhat other people are doing. Be careful that you don't let yourself believe that career
education is the same as vocational education. See lioN you can develop lessons or units
around the following career education concepts:

All jobs are important.
People can be successful at a number of different jobs.
Different jobs have many things in common.

Childhood experiences affect our career choices.
Now we feel about ourselves affects our career choices.
People can retrain for a new occupation; often they are adults.

Our successes and failures contribute to our career decision-making.
The occupational market is always changing.
How well you do in school will affect your occupational choice.
Occupations can be classified into clusters due to their similarities.

Your hobbies can have au effect on your occupational choice.
Knowing how different occupations are interrelated gtvesyoua wide range of occu-

pational choice.
Being a girl is becoming less a factor in job selection than ever before.
Ethnic background is less of a factor in job selection than ever before.
\s a worker or consumer, we have to play a specific role in our economic system.
Each individual is unique in his abilities, interests, values, temperament, and atti-tudes.
Life styles and social roles vary with different occupations.

The materials in the appendix are used with this presentation to illustrate career
education at grade level K - 14 in the public seaools of Santa Barbara, California. Visitors
who wish to see career education in action Pre-K through grade 12 are invited to contact
Charles C. Brady, Santa Barbara School Districts, 720 Santa Barbara Street, Santa Bar-
bara, California 93101. Phone: (805) 963-4331, ext. 223.

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Career Education. 1 Model For Implementation. 15ashington, D.0 .. U.S. Office of Edu-
cation, Division of Vocational and Technical Education, 13ureau of Adult, Vocational,
and Technical Education. May 10, 1971.

Guidelines for industrial 1rts in ( are. r Education, Implications for curriculum Develop-
ment and Program Implementation. Prepared by. A U.S. Office of Education Ap-
pointed Task 1;`,.;rc:.., on Guidelines for Industrial Arts Curriculum in Career Educa-tion. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213. Department of Vocational Education, 2604 Cathedral
of Learning, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 15213.

APPENDIX

Industrial Education Activities from K Through Higher Education

Elementary Grades
Self and Career lwareness. Programs designed to familiarize students with the many
kinds of work people do and the interrelationship of such work in the production and use
of goods and services. In addition,students develop self-awareness in relation to various
industrial-technical occupations. Industrial arts experiences infused in the total elemen-
tary instructional program cinphasizt positive attitudes toward work and the relationship
of manipulative activities.
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Middle Grades
aree r orientation and Exploration. Programs on,t,Iting of laboratory instruetion to

give students experience with die kinds and levels of a.. Zs performed by persons in
a broad range of industrial pursuits and all levels of occupation, tor winch special -.1.111s
are required, to inform them of prerequisites for careers, to acquaint them with the sig-
nificanee of changing and evolving technologic,,, to instill in them an understanding and
appreciation of work, and to assist tilcIll individually in making informed and meaningful
career selections.

Intermediate Grades

are r Exploration. Program, designed to provide transitional expe rienees that bridge
the gap between the awareness, orientation focus and speeialized in-depth offerings. Ex-
pe rienees provide students with uppurtanities to ,elect andexplure individual ueeupations
and technical epts, the i eby assessing their own performance, aptitudes, and interests.

Upper Grades

e are, r Develupment and Begmningpek.1.1117. tion. Programs designed to prepare individ-
uals for enrollment in vocational and education or institutions of higher educa-
tion, made for experiences which might assist students in continuing to
as,ess their interests, abilities, limitations, and potentials in respect to industrial-
technleal AAA upations and provide them with competencies that contribute to occupational
suceess. Instruction will also be provided for those who do not specialize in a technical
area at this level and who wish to acquire broad skills and knowledge for personal and
avocational reasons.

Post-Secondary Grades

Idult, t ontinuiner and lligher Education. Awareness andexpluratory programs of labora-
tory experiences designed for adults and out-of-school youth who may benefit from broad
baste instruetion related to industrial and technical occupations to obtain a better under-
standing of the industrial world and the profitable use of recreational and leisure time.
Programs also provide for the preparation of professionals required to develop and main-
tain the efforts cited above.

Use of Profile Card
A profile Lard has been developed for use in the high schools participating in Santa

Barbara's Career Education Project.
The profile is based un information gained from the Priority Counseling Survey, the

school records, and the students. It includes such items as:
Credits earned

Plans after graduation
Work experience
Interest.), both measured and stated
Aptitudes, both measured and stated

Career choice
Interests (school subject areas)

Stated strengths and weaknesses
Test result data
Counselor notes and conference, with recommendations

Current program
Me profile serves as a tool intheeareer counseling effort. Vvhen all the above types

of data are recorded on the Lard, the counselor can work with the student to help him
arrive at a career development plan which may include eourse selection, further educa-
tion or training plans, and a career goal.

Use of Occupational Preparation Sheets

Eddy in January 197 3, a career planning research technician was employed to work
wall the Santa i3arbara High -vehoolInstriet Director of Career Education. fie technician
was assigned the task of proy iding for the areer euunse tors at Santa Barbara !Ugh Sehuol
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and at I a Cumbr, luna t High `,,Itool program-planning sheets for specific occupations.
the request lot this intro niatan as a r suit of more and more students seeking to
find descriptive information regarding %skit out ses and uotk experience activities are
needed in order to reach an entry -level occupational objective.

v iriet of -sources %cot% investicakd by the technician in order to gain information
to produce the Occupational Pir parauon ',rimy of the sources used are listed asfollous

)cpa) moon of abor
-Dictionary of Occupational Fides"

1 7:-. Department of Health I duration 1.1,elfare
"Vocational I ducation ind Oceut.itions"

state of i. a I if0 rnia Depa men t of HUI tall Resources Development
'Occupational Guides"

General descriptive intormation on specific 1/ upation., found in numerous books,
pamphletsind brochure..
tither information ua, provided by [nor'( ssronal and trades a:.sociations, colleges,
and trade school catalogs, and chi interyi, us tilt local school personnel.

Ifterobtlining gene rah course , uggc ,tionsfrouithesevarioussources, the technician
converted them into .specific suggestions for the secondary schools of our district.

Skill Training Internship Program

In order to 1,-1st ',tridents with their career development goals, local community re-
sources must be in idy available for skill training purposes.

rhe topical uorld of salable skill decelopntent found in the average high school con-sist, of busim at ion laboratoric s, industrial education shop facilities, and home
economics labor ,uot s. l'he 'sca )' r ro. campus %%odd" does not make available all the
clusters of oec upations for ',tridents to investigate and explore.

Work experience student in a U,S. National Forest Service drafting office.

In in effort to expand ear. er planning activities for students to include off-campus
educational c\p. knee-, maw, school distric ts offer oneor more types of work expc rience
program, texploratorc, zinc nil, or vocational). rlic skill I raining Internship Program
is actually a form of off - campus cork experience.

In an internship program, the off-canipus empiric et-, konsultant agrees to teach the
pirticipatmg student a mutuallc agreed set of stall, that %sill make the student employable
in i -t ded occupation. lftr, t an initial training period, the student is paid for Ins time
and service to the employer as a part-time employee.

one other ispect of the tikili I raining Int( rnship Program includes the on-campus
related instruction taught by a inembc r of the school's regular teaching staff.



Placement Service

Man% students graduating float oanta ila: 0 at a I Iigh school It ay. with no definite plans
for further education or trainn,g and hatt no ,pt edit job entry-levt.! saleable skills. It
was a major goal of tht cart, r I,ducanon Project for 1072-73 to acInevt. !KG placement
of Santa Barbara I ligh School graduates.

I lat t. mon has b. .n dam. U, for vroJk. LI purposes, as a full -nit job for those seek-
ing .ii p1.. went, t nrollimm to di. mkt link of t dut anon tit training leading to a t art r
goal, or entry into tht military rvit t.. Io atlut tt this goal, a placement tttlinic ian
was assigned to tilt Voirk Lkperit art yr I)evt lopment Office at Santa I3arbara ligh
school. Duringmg tht final months of Ilk ;spring semester, a plat...mem tonsultam was em-
ployed to find jobs and assist students in finding employment.

-. mina rs condu.t..l by representatives of tht. ualifurnia Iluman Resourees Develop-
nit nt off .. and tin National. \Ilion.. ofBusinessmenon interviewing and )() t((hniqut.),
were also hold for graduating seniors.

Placement Technician
I hiring the yea' tht platt went tethmtaan interviewed 45'3 senior students,

and particular mphasis was plact .1 on helping 74 students who had no delimit tamer
choke. of the original tiSistudents, man% wert mit r viewed aloft than once, and received
additional assistanct through their counselor, the 1ork laept. nence Department th the

art r U..ilopnient c enter. of the N students to receive special help, some were
sptcial du, anon studt nts, :wis had languag. or rt tiding problems, and soint. had changes
of Mans because of moving, inability to locate jobs, etc.

Job Placement Consultant
I lit platt them consultant contacted a widt rangt of employers during the period of

on. month Olt. 1 through Jun.. IS, 1.973) and located 95 jobs which wen. made available
to tilt student, at aanta Barbara nigh athoul. sett:my-three students were interviewed,
and by using the backgiound information toncerning saleable skill training of each
student, a largt pt rct map. welt. plated to jobs which turrt sponded with their abilities
and interests.

Career Information Centers

1 he showplaces of cartt duanun are tht Career Information Centers located at
Dos Pueblos, aan Marcos, and Janta Barbara Iligh Sthuuls alit! on ti. La Cumbre Junior
High 1.11001 campus. these .area centeis contain a wealth of information that the stu-
dents may utilize to aid in planning and reaching their carer ubjtctives. Tht types of
information available to the students include:

Information about Self
Man% students at the high sthool 1%2%d hat, not gl%en any thought toward choosing a

career objet.Uvv. for these students, tht rt art mit rest and aptitude Itsts available to
help them find Mt oct upauunal areas that offer tht greatest degree of future sut and
sacs faction.

Information on Occupationa" 'hoices vailable
Mere are oter 30,000 job titles in the United states. The areer Information Cen-

ters have, or tan obtain, cut rent informationon all of that. ilus includes information on
the duties, requirements, wages, advantages, and disaavantages of each occupation. The
students who use the LIMA. Z, will also disto% r which of them, occupations will Ix most
in demand in the future, as well as which occupations arc now over-supplied.

Information on Occupational Preparation
After making a tentative career chtnee, the students a re provided with information on

110A to statist their tarter ubjectivts. Intludtd in this information are descriptions of
tht tourses and programs to Ix tuniplt led in high school, as well as the further training
rt quit einem:, if any that will have to bt fulfilled aftt r graduation. Tilt Career Infor-
mation tent. alsutuntaint atalugs and brochure...mall trade schuola, technical schools,
junior tulleges, tollt gts, and military utauunal training programs to be found in the
United atates. liy uulinng tht se mien mationsou cts, the swam:, are able to learn about
the admission rtquirtinents, LOA, length of study, and financial aid available for these
various institutions.
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Career Information Center at Das Pueblos High School.

This information comes in many forms. Students using the career centers are read-
ing occupational pamphlets, books, and brochures, watching occupational filmstrips and
videotape productions. listening to tape recorded interviews and guest speakers from
various occupations: and taking part in visits to actual job sites.

description of the career centers would not be complete %%about mention of the in-
dividuils who staff them, the career information teehnicians. rhese capable people gather,
organize, and keep all informatiunup-to-date. l'hey also perform all the duties necessary
to keep the centers running smoothly and effectively. The La cumbre Junior High and
'anti Barbara High School Career Information e.enters provide an additional service to
the students in the form of full-time career counselors. these career counselors serve
is liaison agents with counselors, teachers, ind parents whsle providing vocational guid-
ance to the individual students.

Mr. Brady is the Director of Career Education at Santa Barbara School District (Elementary) and Santa
Barbara High School District, Santa Barbara, California, and the State President of the California Indus-
trial Educational Association, Inc.

Career EducationThe Evaluation by the
National Assessment of Educational Progress

Ralph C. Bohn

The effort to evaluate career education as part of the program of the National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress INA1.11 began in 1965, as an effort to assess vocational
education. During a series of national advisor) meetings, the concept was changed from
vocational education to Career and Occupational Developm,...t (COD). The assessment
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package is now with listing underway. Data analysis and report preparation
wall occur during tht l97 1-7'. school )(di, tuth reports released at the end of the school
year.

llti program has riti ividstrungsuppoi tduringthe past ft w ye.trs Jul to the national
emphasis on career education. Fortunately, tlit assessment us sufficiently broad to fit
the variety of definitions and concepts of career education.

[ tae assessment %%Ill be ",ndu..ted In two parts, Mach reflect the development of the
assessment. fart 1 ass. ss untvers,tI Anhui should be possessed
b) all people). !lit mental sampling ptotedur is with nattonal coverage w111 be followed.
1.111p11.1ZO.N w111 be on gmdanee, genital occupational and prufesstunal skills, and attitudes.

I art 11 represents a radical depaiture (turn past preeedenci in national assessment.
Phis part is designed fog 17-1h at oldsonly and asst.:thes job entry skill:. Only students
who inditatc they pusses job t nto, skills in the asses mint areas will actually be given
tht exantinations. For the initial assessment, six oet upational areas were selected to
provide an initial reading in this difficult area of assessment. These areas are; Service
N tation Attendant, Walk rs tkraitlissis, I yptst, stenogrooltir, uarpenter, Sales Person,
and Fa rut Tractor Operator.

t%htle thin: Jr' hundreds of otht r,, the various review t ottiniittees felt that these
repri stilted a good coos set non of occupations available to 17-1h year olds. Many eon-

rations went into the se lc. non, including. level of difficulty need for spieifie
urban rural plus national availability if job, malt kindle, strong union vs. minimum
union control, potential student popwation tor and ability 10 ases ueetipa-

- within time and resource limitations.
this part of the asseSsIbent casts developed during the past two year), and does not

appear in early matt D.& on the assessment L.01). At the present time, Part II, Jub
Skills, is being di lay ed due to limited funds. Only Part I is being assessed.

Part I I, the primary assessment program and is being administered to sample of
9, 13, 17, and adult,. the l7-)iar-uldsampli includes muttons both in and out of school.

the following are the objectives being assessed by Part I.

SUMMARY OF CAREER AND OCCUPATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES

I. Prepare for making career decisions
this objctii covers knowledge and activities necessary fur making informed career

decisions, tine generally thinks of care. r planning primarily in terms of high school ur
college students, huv.evi 1, career planning is .1 life-long task of exploring and weighing
reasonable alternatives. Leen among 9 }eat olds, ame art behaviors that will bear fruit
later in intelligent career dttisiuns. lot 4ytar olds, suet] behak tors include a beginning
,awareness of Allan.. and interests, uf eunimunuceupations, and of the fact that some day
they will need to accept adult cults. At the ether extreme of adulthood, career planning
means weighing currant occupational status against capabilities and interests, and plan-
ning to inipi ,S *thin the euntext of present employment ur through retraining and change
of occupation.

Know own characteristics relevant to career decisions
1. Be aware of own current abilities and limitations
2. 13e aware of own current interests and values
3. Seek knowledge of themselves

B. know the characteristics and requirement), of different careers and oceupat. ms
1. Know the major duties and required abilitie or different ear.:ers and oceupa-

tional families
2. Knui differences in work ..unditions among and within ueeupattunal families
1. Know entry requirements for occupations
4. 13e aware of the impact of social and tec.hnulugical changes on occupations
5. Know important factors that affect Job success and satisfaction
6. Seek information ahaut occupations in general and about specific Jobs

U. Relate own personal characteristics to occupational requirements
I. AssuLlati. own abilities and limitations with possible SUI-4..LSS n present ur

future occupational pursuits
2. Relate personal interests and values to job characteristics and occupations

D. Plan for career development or change
1. Consider relevant factors in planning toward an occupation or career
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2. Be .rtari of alit mauve 1.Ircc r choices oroca upations and consider the conse-
quences of career changes

II. Improve career and occupational capabilities
\long with planning for a career guys the aetual doing of things that further those

plans )r that Alden on knowledge and skills. This objecriee is concerned with the im-
plementation of carea plans and with aerie, participation in both in-school studies and
out-of-school acne Ides that enhance one's eat.. r and kick upational eapabilities.

III. Possess skills that are generally useful in the world of work
Me six main catezories of generally useful AtIllr, are numerical, coi lllll unications,

manual-perceptual, mformation-processing and deeision-making interpersonal, and em-
ploytncnt-seeking. some of these skill categories apply to other subject areas in the
national assessment beside, eaC.. r and ucceipatienal development. For example, com-
munication skills are related to both the reading and writing areas. numerical skills are
included in the mathematics area, information- processing and prublem-solving skills in-
clude aiany social sttidles behaeiuts, and some work 11..bits and interpersonal relations
art also found in citizenship. fu minima... overlaps, i,cacue.tl or on-the-job behaviors,
rather than academic have been sack bed to illustrate the COO sub-objectives
whenever possible. Second, measures common to other subject areas will not be used
in the assessment of generally useful skills but will be referenced in reporting of results.

Although net strictly a generally useful skill, employment-seeking skill has been in-
under this objc cue... It is useful not only fur initial job entry but also for improve-

ment .1' occupational And is a necessary cumplement to the other generally useful
skills.
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\. Have generally useful numerical skills
1. Perform calculations and transactions involving money
2. lInderstand numerical values in graphs, charts, and tables
t. l'se measurement equivalents, ratios, and proportions
4. I stimate numerical quantities
5. Compare numerical values
6. Calculate amounts needed to do practical jobs
7. Make graphic representations of numerical quantities
8. Interpret statistical data

B. Ilave generally useful communication Skills
1. Communicate understandably ,sneak, write, demonstrate, and use non-verbal

means)
2. Irnderstand communications
3. Interact verbally with others

C. rave generally useful manual-perceptual skills
1. Ilse common tools and equipment
2. Make and assemble, using appropriate materials
3. Adjust, repair, and maintain
4. Read displays and scales
5. Make visual representations

D. !lave generally useful information-processing and dee ision-making skills
1. 1 earn effielently and remember speedos, procedures, and principles which

are basic to further learning, or which are frequently needed in their work
2. 1pply concepts, principles, and procedures in circurnstanees different from

those in which learned
3. Analyze information and define problems
4. Collect and organize data
5. Develop and evaluate alternatives
6. Make decisions or choose alternatives in terms of relevant criteria
7. Devise plans, new ideas, and better ways of doing things
8. Implement and modify plans on the basis of feedback

E. Have generally useful interpersonal skills
1. Interact constructively with supervisors
2. Provide effective leadership
"3. Work effectively with peers, co-workers, and others

F. have employment-seeking skills
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IV. Practice effective work habits
Effttive work i,abus ars essonata to sanasfas.ton, job performanse, no matte r what

one's eareer ur .h.....upat ton. t rual a worker has developed good work habits in appl}ing
his generally useful and th....cipathull spesafas tasearee r and ..k....upational deeelop-
merit is not complete.

13} the age of rune, stoldren should be exhibiting behat aura. in their ,diouI work, home
chores, and Islas as tissues that are the roolsof effes.tive assn. habits, These habit, should
be more Lib% Isms an to-sear-olds, ho hat t. had Ins reass..1 opportunities to learn and prate-
tiee them. I he behattors should have besume habitual in the aettuns of 17-y-ear-olds in
school and at stork.

1. xssunie responsibility for own behavior
13. Plan work
C. Cse initiative :.rarl ingenuity to fulfill responsibilities

1. Tse initiative but seek assistance when needed
2. Xre resourceful in acconiplishing work

D. Adapt to varied conditions
. Maintaining good health and grooming

V. Have positive attitudes toward work
Iotii more than ever there is a great dive r:44 of Ids ,ales. An occupation or

areer fs onls one was of achaceing personal self-fulfillment in life. Nevertheless, it is
possible stilton the sontext of sareer and ossupatiunal deselopment to I:lentil} desirable
attitudinai goals that should result from the edus.ational prosess. Thu,, national a.SC:,:,-
nient seeks to J.ssz. attitudes toward work nut only in terms of sosietal goals but also
as asceptans.e and understanding of the diver:sat of life styli.,, regard for ,ornpetence
and excellence an a...nsteavors of many different lands, and pride In one's owit ashievsmnts.

X. Itecogw the basis of various attitudes toward stork
13. Hold coniptence and excellence in high regard
C. Seek personal fulfillment through on achievements
0. Value work in terms of societal goals
.X complete anai}sis and destraptaon of i art I ubjeetives as asaaaable from N.XE1' at

a ust of shoo. .tots for career and ussupational Development Objestaves from National
:Xssessment of Ivelutattonal I rogress, 300 Lincoln Tower, IMO Lansoln Street, Denver,
tolorado b020.1. 1Ttfs 4E1,114:4,, does not inelude Part II, :Anse job specific .skills were
added after publication.

Dr. Bohn n Decn of Conlino.n9 Educchon and Professor of Industr;c1 Studtes, Scn Jose State University,
Son Jose, California.
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Holography and Education
Don Mugan
Clem Gruen

holography, three-dimensional laser photography, exhibits potential for tomorrow's
education in many unrelated cans. The Like ing are among the many areas identified
through cinch education may receive benefit from holography or holographic research.

Insight may be gained into mechanisms invoked in learning, through research with
holographic Mallory systems. Optical computers, with random access and capacities
in the trillions of bits, uiay contribute to the rapid dissemination of knowledge and may
make computer-a. ,fisted instruction commonplace. -11,1-Le-dimensional displays and in-
structional aids Bill provide realism never before possible.

holography is part of the body of knueledgeof physics fur its theory and experimental
aspects, and is part of the body of industrial education as an industrial process, both from
the standpoint of communication and mater ials testing. holography has been explored
as a medium of expression sounique that artists have not yet learned to Use it effectively.
ilolographic movies and telesisiun will undoubtedly have great impact as a medium.
I anurainie holography is the ultimate in realism, ineludirig movement, sounds, and smells
enabling a student to relive an historic event such as the discovery of America or scenes
from the industrial revolution.

A hologram is a photographic recording of the entire contei of light eaves, much the
same as a phonograph record records sound waves. These eaves are frozen in time and
can be played back at any time.

!low are holograms produced? floe do they differ from photographs?
If cc are to record all the Information about a scene, ee must record light intensity,

color or frequency, and phase, Atha is the property on which depth perception is based.
illack and elute photography records only the intensity of the light focused on the

film by a lens. e slur photography operates on .hc same principle, except that the emul-
sion is sensitive to color. However, phase or depth information is lost.

.chile ordinary photography relics on lenses to refract or bend the light eaves to a
focus, holography relies un the wave nature of light and its associated properties. These
properties of light arc coherence, diffraction, and interference.

Thermal light, known as incoherent light, consists of many colors or frequencies
leaving the source in different directions and at different times. Lohcrent light, on the
other nand, the type of light emitted by a laser, consists of light LaVL:, with the same
frequency, amplitude, and direction, they arc in step, ur ce may say they are in phase.

inffractiun describes the tendency of light eaves to bend around an object. Diffrac-
tion of cater caves can be observed by dropping a stunt. in a pond. Once past an obstacle,
the waves tend to spread out again as they proceed.

Interference is a property of light %%aces or any wave to exhibit enhancement or can-
cellation, depending un their phase elatiunships. for example, if eater caves meet crest
to crest, their amplitudes add to produce a much higher erect. If they meet crest to
trough, their amplitudes subtract to form a wave of Leer amplitude. This interference
is visible only with coherent or partially coherent eaves. In holography, this enhancement
and cancellation appears as unexposed area on the film and highly exposed areas called
fringes.

the simplest type of hologram that can he formed is that of a small point of light.
Isualize a small dick with a pinhole [tithe center. If laser light is Incident upon it, some

light Atli pass through the pinhole and he diffracted or bent outward to cover the plate,
where it will Interfere constructively or destructively with light that passed around the
disk, depending on the distance traeelled. If at any point on the plate the eaves have
trac elle,' the same distance or multiples of the wavelength, a bright circular fringe will
form and expose the plate.

\Allen the plate is removed and developed, the exposed areas become opaque. Re-
placed in the path of the beam, with the object removed, the circular fringes will diffract
or bend light inward to form a real image of the ',hie. i, which is a bright point of light.
ibis image appears to hang in space in front of the observer. At the same time, the
fringes will diffract .fight outward, 'using the observer to sec a vi rtual image behind the
plate. (his image appears to behind the plate because the diverging eaves appear to
have their origin there.
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In the ors, ree11r.ling a thick. -Juin nsional objet t as muth the same as fort simple
point, bet au ry iont till an obit, t fItt ts, tiansmits, or scatt.rs light as if it %%ere

single point. Bit i t cot ding gt ollit try of course n sf be daft rt nt, and the resultant
fringe pattern is more complex.

%letting the hologram is accomplished b% allowing the laser beam to play upon the
platt . Both a real and %trtual linage art formed, but usually only one is visible at any
one tune.

Hologram, are classifit in in oat s. imongih, III4J,t important types tot tommum-
cations purposes are:

TRANSMISSION HOLOGRAMS

the term transmission rt ft rs to the method of %it ning or reconstrucuon. 1 trans-
mission hologram rtquirt s that the illumination beam be. incident from the back side of
the. plate. pe. is constructed by allotting both the light from the object and the
direct beam or referente beam to interfere at the back side of the plate.

REFLECTION HOLOGRAMS

the term refit etion also refs r, to the method of viewing. Me light source is placed
on tin observer sidc of the plate and rt fltcted light forms the image. Reflection holy-
gr au, art ,on.structtd by placing the object behind the plan and allotting the reference
beam to uniting, on the front side. The greatest advantage of the reflection type is that
a laser is not required for vienintf.

VIRTUAL IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

virtual ...log, hologram is one in tfleich the behind-the-plate image is most easily
reconstructed.

REAL IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

1 real iinagt hologtani is one in Much the image in front of the plate is most easily
reonstrueed.

FOCUSED IMAGE OR PROJECTED IMAGE HOLOGRAMS

1'o,a,ed Image holograms art tint ninth the image is centered about the plate,
pert in front and part behind the plate.

HOLOGRAPHIC MOVIES

lilt first holographs, movie i, pruduted in 19(6. 13etause of the fait that if the
im age is protected on a flat scrt itbetomes too-dimensional, little progress etas made
for somt tam,. Iloneve: Dr. Dennis Gabor, inventor of holography, has devised a method
if proj,etina the image on a large turf ed screen without losing the third dimension.
Ihis method, nott panoramit holography, toll tftntu.11y alloy one to experiente
and participle rather than he a bvsuander.

HOLOGRAPHIC TELEVISION

the ..inapt of holographit tt Itcision, though ft ry exciting, telll require a great ueal
of dt t, tome nt Is fore at 4111 bt coin. c t, n ftasibk . tint of the great problems is the fat t
Chit t t r ran amount of information is confound in a hologram. i% small hologram, for
t , RID,600 taut , is north infsfrinotom as .1 large to le-fusin picture. The
only me thud that cfuld possibly transmit this folemit of information is the laser, and
laser beam transinis-inn is not yet here.

HOLOGRAPHIC NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTING

Iloloyfriplit ha, be en at stork in .dutry for Nevi ral wars testing materials. It is
porn, idarlf ost MI in .1 le t ling ,r11.111 dt formation.. in part. under ..trey.., separations in
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laimnate,, and tit tt, tt at ut ant flan, in matt vial, tthit,h result in a ttt.altriesi, at the sur-
tat c. dor etantilt , lot t an bt tt stt d tot triad ,t patation in the follotting manner.
dir,t a hologt on r. mad, rd r 1,,ttft,tIls-rnflats.d tin_ Iht tirt is inflated slightly more
and a r. e an exposure is mad, on Mt smut platt. Iht plats is thin removed and devel-
oped. I tto mug., sac, peat tat, ;top. d, cxt pt ttht rt tht tin. moved btrheen
etpo,ures. I ht portion of tht to that 'noted the grtatest amount obviously is the
tteal,c,t part, dirt t tit abort a mad Ihtaust the linagtAs art no longer per-
tot tit ,tiperonvo-td, iargt alt tmdart trtt ric rent t fringes form on or about the
separation, git mg an outlint. tilt intim bomb, dr.. of atlas that hat. been tt. sted
bt this intthod art ttliiikr bolts, lath, bed,, %%this, turbint blades, and spat e,raft OM-
pone:tits.

1.clutpment nct.c,:saly to ptinith c hulogt ant, in dt indur,trol (duration laboratory
mimic, a small la, r, isolation with., and tarious (TULA sumps/non:, Cunt, range from

silo to plus a t onsitit rabic inttstuit.nt in taint and effort. Mort. ambitious experi-
mcnt-; require equipment in the price range of $7,000 and up.

linpiltatIon,: Int, ,tigation in tat industrial education laboratory is justified on the
ba-as of matt mils testing, as 'tell .1, alt. IntItt ftatirizsttl aspotts intolved in communica-
tion.

Mr. Mugan ot. an Instructor, Dept. or Industrial Education, 'valley C.ty State College, Valley City, North
Dakora.
Or. Gruen .s a member of the faculty of lindburgh High School, St. Louis, Missouri.
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Programming for Students with Special Needs
Ronald J. Lutz

the third and final veal of the v. oe ational I duration'epeeIdI 1 dueation Project
ne iring completion. I project at canal Mit higan inversitv has foeused upon the
elevehTnIalt, evaluation, and dissemination of cut Kellum resume,. niatenals for voea-
wined practical arts teache rs and special cdueation teachers to work cooperatively to
the occupational preparation of handicapped persons.

once inns; the background of the prow,. t, to .1ugust of 1971, l eltoy Revnolds
wrote the initial proposal and became the 1 4 -time director. soon after, Ronald J. Lutz,
Cleo 13. Johnson, and L. IIen Phelps were assembled as a project team as Project Co-
ordinator, ,pe e la I I due C unsedtant, and 1, Us. at tonal I due at consultant, respectively.

Chi three-y Lai seqUOKe of events could be briefly deso-ibed As follows.
An analysis of Michigan manpower and a review of previous curriculum development pro-
vided the fothidation from which the eluste ts ueie formulated. I he development of task
listing, within each duster and detailed task analysis inhumation was originated. Also
during the first year it was found that matching occupations with vinous handle...1pr, was

it possible, sine. each person tsunique and needs to be treated as an individual. toward
the latter part of Oa, first scar, several hundred task modules wen developed to be evalu-
ited by .111. iu,mat education and ;peeled education teaehers with handicapped youngsters
during the entire ,,.and year. Thirteen schools were selected to du this evaluation by
membe r, of the project staff even two weeks. Approximately 250 youngsters having
mental, e Mot 1,,nal, vial, n, hearing, and physical impairments made up the target popula-
tion, and a 1th the "OUpe ration of their 63 vocational and ..,,upput,t. teachers, the project
s'aff collected i wealth of information ie kited to how these youngsters most effectively
learned the tasks. Vtitli the help of consultants, the project staff analyzed, redeveloped,
and rewrote the 729 task modules during the summer and first half of the third year.
Phis process attempted to utilize updated information from employers related to the
knowledge and skill that was expeeted, varmusmethods of teaching and supportive instruc-
tional materials supplied by teachers, and the development of the bade of each task sheet
to include a -I anguage of the I ask," -,,i,uantitative Concepts," and "Suggestions" for a
supportive teacher.

Me final 1 1, 2 months have been spent disseminating and providing an in-service
program for vocational and speeial education teachers and administrators to Michigan.
'Aell over WOO people have been involved indite network of in-service programs through-
out the state, with several hundred yet scheduled before the close of the school year.

The 2-1-hour in- service presentations provide an overvie ve of the need for vocational1
practical arts and special education teachers to share to the development and implemen-
tation of summon units of instruction. Chas cooperative relationship creates the essen-
tial supportive. instruction :ducl special students often need to be successful m vocational
education practical arts programs, and eventually in occupations of their choice.

%neither in-service tool was a 26-minute audio-visual presentation entitled "...In
Their Own 'day" Aliieh can be des, ribed as a multi-media sound slide program depleting
the extensive planning mequired by counselors, spe Lot educators, vocational educators,
and other supportive personnel.

Ills planning sequence i,, followed by an extensive review of anew:, job tasks being
perforated by students within the clusters covered by the project. One of the most dra-
matic ph tures aceo rit.,/ of a young girl, l'aula, as she beeame employable in hospital
housekeeping. I.ic next group of slides one nted the v 11 eel r to the denial planning process
by following the development of a task sheet.

I he final portion of the in- service programs focused upon the dissemination and
discussion of the educational products developed. 1.1c ven publications represent the edu-
cational products ,;env rated through the efforts of the project tat and several hundr, d
public school kaeliers, administrators, employers, and students. lea of these are
Cluster Guides representing ten occupational areas that re flee t present and projected
manpower nee a, in Nit. Ingan. Mese clusters include. Agrie ultu re, Natural Resources,
Nutomotive and r nice, hulling and I exult. serviees,construe Don, Distribution,
Food Preparation and )1 r vie, ter aplues and l:ommunieations Me dia, health Uec.upations,
Manufacturing, and office and Business Dee upations. the eleventh publication, the
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Program C.;uldc, 1;1 1 b31 de,. rIption tit what vocational, practical arts teachers should
know about -.welkin, with eal need-, and what special tdueation,supportive teachers
should know about yocatisnial education, as well as reacquainting each teacher with hey
or her instructional area. An additional portion of the Program Guide includes various
-1,mplovnicnt Modules" dealing with knowinghoe% to complete job application forms,
preparing for a job 'nterview, etc.

Lath of the 10 t luster guides contains flee sections. First is the introduction and
acknoveledgement section, the second see barn includes the. task analysis information. The
third contains the bulk of the Cluster (nude, since it contains the :pee ifie task modules
for several subcluste rs within the cluster. I he fourth section contains a bibliography
of the instructional materials for the enure cluster, and the last section includes the in-
structional media and task-related competency codes.

The organizational breakdown I, des, ribed graphically in Figure 1, which illustrates
the. 10 du.,te,-s and the accompany mg 34 subelusters. Lach subcIuster contains a given
number of task modules.

... . ML I
(01..i AA

IISISIANI I

. ::Th

1°,6 AAAAA 1CI... , 4115

t.......

(C11IMA10.$
IIIA

OCCUPATIONAL CLUSTERS

AND SUBCLUSTERS

AISII11,110"

., 51511" °MIAMI'S

the front side of the task sheet is cumpu-ied of four sections. The Behavioral Task
knuye ledges I ask -kills identify the specifie rm alunderstandingsorassociations needed
in the performance of the task, is well as the physic manipulative activities associated
with performing the task. The Instructional Methods and Materials portion is designed
to suggest specific teaching techniques, strategies, and materials which have been used
elle, tteely with handicapped student,. Mc I ask-Related Competencies section identifies
some specific learning readiness skills associated with the task,

The reverse or "flip side" of the task sheet is designed to help the special education
teacher teach more effectively. I he Language of the task and the Quantitative Concepts
provide a common ground for communication between the cooperating teacher and voca-
tional teachers. suggestions and supportive Instructional Materials include a variety of
suggested teaching activities, ideas, games, or materials that may be used in providing
an cffeetiye and supportive. link to the vocational instruction, After ;laving initiated this
link, it is hopeful that educational sequences for handicapped youngsters will be more
successful and efficient.
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SUBSCUSIL1(

TASK

'

t1 5011L at t

AI ,I1419$ .O rJ 2. I,
Student 'ore

Sheet 3, of

S cadent
N,,,, Behavioral Talde knovledges/laSk Skills Instructional gettods

nirrn the a..e.sity tools. mateamis.
esolpsent. . reluloire 1.r...sledge. the

tort 'Ail

1, ilentliv by ewer speciii. layout/

measul., te,is
a. level

b. tire o, rule
it/nInP ,49ate

J. T bec.1

e. a-F.1.h ewl
f. steel 1 g tape
g. Coals line
h. line level

I. Coakkenitha sivare
j marking gauge

1. pl.ab bob
1 dividets

Putt gauge

P. tee. 0 , 1 ie and bserve iirty Pt, cut lol
In .sing layout and aeAsvtrOA tools.

I. interpert measuFlog ,..011 a.cntately.

4 pu,etly store spe.III. layout and
measuring tools.

5. dvaonatiafe the difietent Applications
or uses of each tool.,

-iudents very file et an iniro&i.t.on Ar.) revive 4 son.ept

,t ...hot, vier ilia 1..il sot illustrative .hilts

Teacher down it rate s the use of the identified tools with
individual students on spe.ifIc lobe, Students return the

Jemonsttaiion.

Sq. Phi, t ink wilt be perfotseJ as apart of ateveraI
su..edink [ph,.

Task-Related
Cogoetenoes

Instructional Materials

Title ledia Bib

11.6061h/C1

A 1.9

8 2,.4..i.b

APPLIAATIO4

C 5./

PHYSICAL
D 1...d.

Pa /b. )

,,,,,,V1f!ntOLY. PP 8-5:

"carpentry Part I - Measur ing.

Marking, and Leveling Tools-

-Layout Using /Lining Gauge

*Hov to Use Measuring Tools"

Stanley 0.W*

1)

8

9

9

16

'

21

If

2a

25

SUBCLUSICR: .A01 MATIRIAI ft, cCSSEs

Code 41C. z:10 ;Ask le meisotemen, and layout tools

dasic Inforratio for Ccoperativk Teaching Suggestions

Teacher pias up a tool - student
Identify.

Student pies up tools one at time

and Identify,

Student Identify which tool Another

student is using in Pentnmine.
by lesctiption of tool.

- by name.

Student mateh base and tool by

- piloted label
- verbal identification

Teacher and deaf student should
COrpe,AtIvely develop tome Simple
Signs [elated to language of the

task.

Ira...iffy encourage voluntary buddy
system for assisting deaf students
(individualize without calling Atter,
lion to the individual).

Be ealeful In using words with multi..
pie me.nint. when talking to lip

leading deaf student! (Plush. idle).

language of tht Task Quantitative Concepts

Level inches

Tape or rule Scale
(124" - l')

Framing square

I' bevel

iCrAtth Awl

Steel long taps

Chalk line

Line bevel

Combination square

!taking gauge

Plutb bob

Dividers

Butt gauge

Peet

Measure boards for thinness. width
and length. lengths Is in feet.
width Is In feet or inches. thickness

It in inches.

yhe,oncep, Ail rounding may be 10Plied

by rounding the aCtual measurement up
to- even numb. Fs of feet in length.

I.e. 6', 8', 10'. even numbets of
Inches in width I.e. S", 6". 8'. full
nnshers of In. hes in thickness I.e.

1". 2". )".

PlepAte A shopping list for tools.
Find these items in . catalogue. Idet,
t Hy and price. figure total Cost.

Supportive Instructional Material):

Assortment of seAsuting tools Supplied by the vocational teAthet.
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arke teak hers in the .14-, -,room ke, re the major source of input throughout the three
years, tt is assumed that !salt ga aduate. and undetgladuate. program soli be one of the
major spin-offs front the ptulLet. Although m-serviLe workshops, will continue to be
made available. from Central, the pr L r vi, kinds. r graeluate) emphasis ke ill be developed.

In summary, the three-year researdi projeLt, eondeieted by L.ent ral Michigan liniver-
sity with funding from the Nlielligan Department of IduLation, focused directly upon a
philosophy of cooperative teaching.

Inittalls, this Lk>upit mike teaching inkolveam nt is fostered by teaLliere, sharing In
the development and implementation of Lontinun (Ines of instruetiun. I he experience
from this inkulvement suggests that when pairs of eumerned timelier:, work closely, re-
inforcing each other's instruk tam, significant .hinges are observed. In numerous in-
stances, these Lhange. , have. led the student to a meaningful and prudukrive occupational
role in 6u,iety. Cuoperativc, inter-departmental teacher preparation programs are
viewed as an essential part of the philosophy for enhaneement of eouperative teaching
attitudes among, present, as well as prospective, teachers.

Dr. Lutz i, a mei iber of the Deportment of Industrial Education and Technology, Central Michigan Um-
.ersIty, Mt. Pleasar Michigan. The Vocational Education, Special Education Staff IfICIUdC5; M. LeRoy
Reynolds, Director, Ronald J. Lutz, Cooidinator, L. Allen Phelps, \tocationalConsultant,CleoR.Johnson,
Special Education Consultant.

The Secondary Exploration of Technology
Curriculum Project

Harvey Dean

Thc.' SIT curriculum is a teacher - designed industrial education program which

Pt-oxides seventh and eighth grade students %ith a conceptual understanding of
industry.

k13) Prukides ninth ur tenth grade student:, with understanding,uf industrial Lummuni-
cations systems, material, processing systems, and power systems.

(C) Provides eleventh and twelfth grade students with in-depth work in selected areas.

WHY NEW CURRICULUM?
Utilization by industry of highly developed materials, processing procedures, repro-

duction methods and teLhniques, eoupled with the faLt that industrial eduLation eurriLuium
pro, idkd few options for students to learriatxtut recent industrial advamenients, magnified
the need fur a eurrt, Winn ehange. By late 1970, the need for an industrial education pro-
gram wIlteh provided learning opttuns for students andeontinuely between seventh through
twelfth grate Llassis had be,unie a top priority of kansas teachers and the VoLational
Division of the Kansas State Department of IduLation. Se, in March 1971, the kansas
Model for Industrial IduLation jseL Figure I) was approved by the ,state Board of Lduca-
uon a, pr rented by the Industrial Idthation section of the ocational

llowevc -, the model did nut spec if), the detask a the urrieulum Lontent. Therefore,
rcsLardi funds bek.ame an lminckliatt. concern for sellouts interested in implementing
programs shown in the Kansas Model.

WHO DEVELOPED THE S.E.T. CURRICULUM?

N. proposal was approved for theS.L.T. 1 roje,t, and funds were provided for eurneu-
linn development by the Statc Department of Iducation's ISLA, I ale III office. Voca-
tional funds were provided fur parallel I-Le-tearer) and development in a prole known as
CBI
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FIGURE I
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In the .ummer of 1971, eighteen S.L.T. teachers fruin three Kansas oehool districts
net tu identify learner needs and tu furmulate a .et of goal, and ubjeetives for grades
seven through twelve industrial edueatiun programs. A ratiunale wa, delineated by the
teachers and presented in the furni uf a position paper. The pusitiun paper described a
p.!.ehulugieally-sound appruaeh fur grades seven thruugh twelve curriculum guides.

the eighteen ;).L. F. teachers proceeded to write, revise, and evaluate curricula
designed to fulfill learner need.. ,\ (ter almust three year,, of research, duvelupment, and
evaluation, the 6.L. T. currieulum evulved. Itueummended methuds, prugrams, guides,
and other supporting data were completed.

WHAT DOES THE S.E.T. CURRICULUM LOOK LIKE?

.)ince variuu, DiZt: s.heel distriets, each with different scheduling .ystems, were in-
volved in the research and develupment Lffurt, unly bruad ,summaries of curricular offer-
ings can be provided herein.

E irst, seventh and eighth grade prugrams are designed tu pruvide students with
multiple aetivue,, structured aruund majur be,tur, uf industry. Prugrams are designed
to pruvide eunceptual learning through hand.-un activities. uurrieulum materials de-
vuluped by the 1..1.L.r. are used extensively in niu.t prugrains. Length uf prugrams
within schuul, vary greatly, ranging from une-,semester -per -year programs tu full-year
concept-based programs.

Ninth and, ur tenth grade prugram, pruviding student, with many activities
built around a ,study uf systun,, uf industry. the lndu.trial Cummunicatiun. Systein.
uur.e, alluw. .tudent, tu experieriee such hands-un activities as platemaking, printing,
T.1. u.e, technical report writing, drafting, and phutugraphy. All aetivities are designed
to relate to communications systems used by industry.

The Material Analysis and l'rucessingSy.tums euur.e pruvide, hand.-un activities
in woods, metal., .ynthetic., and earth pruducts. Prueessing mctliuds are emphasized
in each activity.
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In the Powt i ( onti r -.ion and transmission systems worse, students are provided
with insights into how to in tinivt its and transmits bash forms of energy into power to
work for him.

\ segment of toch systems tour, mimic:, a t ont rot tural ariangement in which the
student most complete a selected task.

In eh etzth and twelfth grads industrial c,dutation programs, students do many of the
things that have bet. n dun, fur rs in industrial t dut ation they tnakt individual projects.
llowevcr, tht r's obitttivts and t %Amion of tilt pnujttt daft r hum objectives
and evaluation methods of previous years.

I'crforniantk instruction moduli, art being utilized to help the teat hers more ade-
quately meet the individual ni.cds of t tit tt.ntli or twelfth grade student. file 'Module
Method' providts If-pat td instnittion fin eat h student while allowing the teacher to
a,:sist student:, in problt in atlas. Coopt rativt training programs have also been entour-
aged for twt Ifth gradt students intertstedmspetdntt,irctrs. students interested in skill
training are encouraged to enter vocational programs.

Ile answer to the question 'what does the Sit. F. curriculum look like" may be:
It looks like a program dt d to allow student:, to experieme mans options in order
that each mat Nutt lect o field of study or a eutation. the S.. I. curriculum is a
partnership for :earner, by and betwt en industrial arts and vocational education.

Mr. Dean Is Director of the Secondary Exploration of Technology Protect housed at Kansas State College
of Pittsburg, Kansas.

Texas Industrit . Arts Curriculum Study
Jahn R. Ballard

M. D. Williamson

!his turrituluin study originattd on the priontse that industrial arts in Texas was in
ni .1 of improttment bttaus, tweltt years hod lapsedsinto. any organized effort had been
!node a evoluott tilt program. Ina dynarait t.ulture, this suggests the probability of ob-
solesccnte. burnt:dial, we ttt t tunfrontcd with ilk delis tin to ascertain whether, and
to what extent, obsolescent e was present in the Industrial arts program.

.1 ptrusal of the dt elopments ur our st hools over the past twelve years inditates
the following tharat wristits. Physical plants ate modern, attrattive, landscaped, car-
peted, iir-tunditioned, and will- lighted. nit tlassroums and laboratin its art spacious,
quiet, tolorful, and wt 11 t quippt d. di..atlitrs art bow r edut aced than in the past, and
thty \faith intrtasingly Molt proft.,,N1011.1iIhM. lnstruttional media such as textbooks
ind currit.ulum guilts art int rt asingly murk plentiful, tulorful, and well-designed.
Teaching supert ision has intrtastU significantly in both quality and quantity.

Ittscarth and innutation hats tspt Lially been in evidence throi :11 the expenditure of
hags sums of money fur buildings, ttam teathing, dosed tirtuit It.10,1:$1011, modular

programmed inst rut t ion, opt n individualized instritt lion, non-graded
schools, iris Tht t urritulum Kitts primary cmphasis to college preparation t.onsisting
of a study of the sciences and humanities.

From thtse t haratti ristit tint wuId infer that. ttien:, (taxpayer:9 arc interested
in having good schools. I,dutators art continually probing for answers to unresolved
edut amino! issiit s. 1t. art willing to prepare themselves for a lifetime of work
helping learners.

In contrast to thisc t.umnitndabh. tffurts In providing a good edutation, the fact re-
mains that too many kids art Itortd with sthimls, hentc wt ontinue to have the motiva-
tional problioh. I ow athhvtrs,thusthc atInttcmentprobleni, remain with us, nut finding
meaningfulness in their sc.hool expt rienti.s. I his, of t ourst, vi rctogru7e as a transfer
ur rtittant.e problem. I taraers tot awn find it diffitult to rtlatt their in- school experi-
ences to their outside-school experiences.

Iducational Itadt rship is to bt toninit nded fur thest iidvant is in tht sthool program,
yct it should N. appartnt that tht atilit vtuitnt, tht. 1110iisattonal, and tht ridevante problems
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etratina to exist. uuu. r. -.wig and irrel. k ant subjee t matte r, no in ittev him it is organ-
ize.1, will ,orninu. to Is alma. r. Aingand its IL %ant. the re must be a reason. Ike firmly
believe that we have good ha.h. 1, and good facilities, but the nature of the eurrieuluin
and how it relate, to tae Larne r appear to he open to qu.tion. refore, a primary
conce rn of this eurriculuni study is to make industrial arts more rel.. %ant to learnt rs.

In order to produce rt levant curriculum, it appears logical for us as curriculum
del,. lope r. to hake some e rite lia to guide us in the pursuit of this worthy goal. Th Indus-
trial arts te.telie is who attended the 1 /71 Phase 11 ,statewide regional workshops made
several pertinent statements which have inipheations for our guidelines. I he following
statements, which are recorded on pages lh-2(i of the industrial arts rationale, indicate
the feelings of many teachers in th field.

men -three pi re nt of the Industrial arts t. ae he r were in .agreement that industrial
arts must assume a greater iespunsibility in developing the student's ability to adjust to
his environment.

Comp.:linen, in the methods of problem analysis and problem sul.ing need to be
built.

industri. .rts must build flexibility into its program, the rib> eliminating major
revisions of our disk wink in orde r to maintain balance as society changes.

Industrial arts must Include a more winprelienso,e euverage of technology.
Industrial arts must beeonie mute concerned with attitudes, leisure time activities,

career avvareness, consumer knowledge, brodel concepts of a mobile sa.iety, industrial
resources, ...immunity de velopialit, continuing education, and preparing students to learn
and participate in a society .15 resimnsible citizens.

Industr LA arts ,liould relate to environmental problems, se rvice occupations, home
maintenance activities, piublenu, of labor, management and government, conservation
and recycling processes, not for boys only, but for all students.

More att. noon should be given to forming concepts about industry mid ;ads emphasis
should be placed on the de v. lopment of a high degree of manipulative 111c6e con-
cepts need to Include safety, quality euntrul, management, labor, cost analysis, ecology,
etc.

Industrial arts slitruld intoode career inforniationas an integrated area in the elemen-
tary grades to help the It arne r form acceptable attitudes concerning the world of work.
The coneel.rs and idea, the learner forth, in the early years will help him in decision-
making respnsibilities in later years.

The learnt r is the recipient of th industrial arts curriculum. the curriculum and
the teacher ..!ould be dirated to fill the in-life needs and eapabilities of the learner.
l'he present industrial arts currn uluni tends to fall short of meeting a :se needs.

Technology should play an important role in the industrial arts curriculum. Since
industrial arts is not Me only curriculum area teaching industrial technology, a close
working re lationship should be established within the entire educational community to
facilitate a higher degree of efficiency in providing meaningful experiences to more
student...

In addition to this teacher iryat, the rationale u,nuuttee also provided useful ideas
for the formulation of our curricu lum de velopnient guideline s. pertinent state mints
of the rationale committee as recorded in the printed rationale follow.

Industrial arts teacher, niaintain that industrial arts isa part of general education
edueation for all w. 7) ...the teachers achoeate that industrial arts endeavors to help
prepare yo' th for effective living in our industrial w. tv). "111c 1470.;. RIJN
be the decade when the education enterprise be .unies performance-based" tp. 14).
... "in the majority of schom districts, existing industrial arts program:, are very !un-
ited and are patterned after and governed by obsolete rather than by and educational
practices.

Orite ria suggested by the elassroom teaeliers and the rationale eummittee or guid-
ing our eurriculuiii de velopilient have been briefly reviewed. Our study proposal pies
subsequent mudifieations brought about by taunt-teal evidence also suggested that the
currieuluni should be ink reliseiplinary in de velopment, stress eunceptualization, empha-
size learner competencies, and involve the classroom teacher.

From the foregoing evidence provided by the teachers attending the 1971 Phase II
workshops, the rationale, and the study proposal, one would reasonably eunelude that the
curriculum eoliiiiiittee should give serious thought to the following criteria .1, they derive
a relevnit industrial arts curriculutn. Renee t more TI.t IINOLOGN. !help students
,1141'sI to the environment. ;arts., t ONt 1.1' I1,,1 development. 1..mphasize meaningful
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learner COMPLTENCII S.
\rid furthermore, thi y should adht It to polt..les in the process of developing

the curriculum. Be IIN. I LitIALSNATI.INARN IN NA PAL and Involve the CLASSROOM
TEACIIER.

Now that we have a s t of guidelines and pulieies to guide us in developing a relevant
curriculum, we are ready to answer the second question...WIIA1 Is A ItI.LLVAN I LUR-
R

We would all probably agree oa the desirability of seltouls hung relevant, but chances
are great that the meaning of the word relevant., valilt,b considerably from person to
person. For example, don't you have some aequaintanees who contend that relevant
schools are those with primary euneerns for "preparation" for Lollege, covering the
"basics," developing -saleable skills," or utilizing "up-to-date" subject matter?

Then there 3re those who believe that relevant industrial arts programs are those
which have teachers with industrial experiene.t., labs equipued with modern industrial
equipment, and, or courses representatit,e of luca! industries and so it goes! Obviously,
we need to pause and clarify the meaning of relevance before we go any further.

The dictionary suggests that relevance is that which has meaning; At bears upon
something applies tu, or As pertinent. It seems that the key thought in this definition Is

that which has meaning." In an educational context, we assume that "meaning" relates
to the learner rather than to parent-, tcaeticts, community icaders, or others, simply
beca,..e scho,DIs ate established fur the learner. Therefore, we propose that a relevant
curicalum is one that prepares learners to cupt, successfully with their environment
in ()rile r to achieve their wants and goals. If students learn what is needed to achieve
what is valuable to them, it has to be meaningful hence, relevant.

Perhaps a word of explanation concerning the expression student "needs and wants,"
as used throughout this presentation, would be in order at this time. $\ student with a
need is one who finds himself in .1 state of diseqiiilibrium, a condition exists whereby the
learner is Licking in a competence to restore equilibrium. With such a need evident, the
learner s'arts looking for a way to satisfy the need. This is aecomplished by obtaining
aine wanted eunditior. or object. Consequently, needs originate the drive necessary to

seek out and find a want-satisfier. Let's illustrate what we mean.
I'm ready to tune the engine on my bike, but I don't know how thlt's disequilibrium

1 need for the competence to set the spark plug gap ur replace and adjust the points
exists. To get things back to "normal," I want to learn the competencies to adjust clear-
ances in plugs and voinzs hi order to get ne to my goal! It should be evident, then, that
wants grow out of needs if the student sees value in the activity Intl these wants are

e main ingredients uf motivation. incidentally, if the curriculum has this relevance,
one which helps the 'Lamer cope with real-life needs, it helps resolve the motivational
problem so prevalent in schools today. But what does this all really mean?

!lave you ever considered that our environment is the source of all subject matter
that we use in schools: .1. people uncuuntcr this environment, they interact with the
various objects and events that surround them. From this interaction, something is
learned about those objects and events. We .all this knowiedge. The objects and events
in our environment eonstaute what s commonly calft:d subject matter. People learn
initially from interacting with objects and events in their real world rather than from
abstract statements about their environment.

This subject matter is traditionally made available to students in abstract form such
as primed matter or through a vt.rbalization process. Mat we know about learning sug-
gests :hat the use of abstract subject matter is not the most productive means of causing
learning, but that learning is best aet.omplished through encounters with the objects and
events of the real world. Th10 is especially true in thr' initial stages of learning.

In order to cope successfully with objetts and events in the real world, it is neces-
,ary hr one to develop a sct of 4..onLLpts, skills, and halms regarding the nature of this
environment. One dues this by learning how to manipulate the things in the environment
neeessary to achieve personal wants ur goals. I his means that learners need particular
cumpeteneles which equip them with abilities to manipulate environmental objects, such

ears, tools, materials, etc., and events, such as designing products to meet needs,
selecting materials to resolve problems, researching data to increase validity of judg-
ments, pouring, casting, etc.

While in the process of manipulating environmental things, learners arc developing,
or IcAiriling if you please, competencies needed to "achieve" self- imposed goals, and
furthermore, the learning activities relate directly to the students' real environment.
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!hence, when lit:, It .111i thing, needed to achieve their goals, the- achievement
problem alluded to _Arlo. I . ...lilt c until , when learning experiences relate to the
real world of the learner, the surneulum setting becomes more relevant.

Because the things in om's envIronment operate on a set of rules, one must learn
these rules In order to use then. in per-suit of one's goals. If you plan to join two wooden
members together with .1n adhesive to form a joint, there are certain factors relative to
Hint-making that should be followed to asstire .1n effective joint, such as the species of
the wood being ...inside red and the type aethesive -.Jested. If we an provide leartung,
experiences which re late directly to the students' "real goals," in the environmental
settIng, the eonipeteneles developed in school cvill be useful to them in the outside world,
thereby providing a more relevant curriculum. -

It has just been suggested that curricula are more relevant when they give attention
to the p_rsonal goals of students that grow out of their real world. And also, learners
will develop a suneeptual understanding of their r- al world whenever given the opportunity
to matriculate environmental thotgs odueh Ire useful to them in the pursuit of their goals.
Nine, these eunehtions are not to.. numerous in classrooms today, what would education
have to be like in orde r to provide this relevant learning envIronmeut?

enhance relevance, eau. atkrn .,huuhd tak ina school setting which is repre-
sentative of the learner's total real world outsad.. the saw!. traditional curriculum
planning in schools today has resulted in an tanp taros upon the humanIties and science
education for the masses. Dues this adequately represent all the real world today. Won't
ill [Larne rs also need eumpeteneies 'dated to the teehnolugleal eharaeteristles of their
environment"'

Neither learners nor curriculum developers can escape the fact that the present
notable env.ronmental characteri cue is technological in name, consequently, the prob-
lems students Mee predominant!. .,ten' front this s i.ice. students are confronted with
problems "Joon.; t.. c uc-c.i..wn-making, fuel snortages, safety, consumer literacy,
ear, r choices, leisure time, parking, and a host of others. bh mid or do these have un-
pheations for industrial or., Just whateould we Jo. Let's briefly review these problems
and consider amt. related questions.

e an detareor-making eitroptencles be used by learner., in th :se activities? Bow can
these eompt.t. les be astir bc learners if their teachers -ontInue to make all the decision:.
relative to pupil personnel organizations, industrial arts clubs, group projects, mass
production trent nits, imilvidual protects, tints or problems to be studied, etc.?

Will students .lc clop useful concept about power source eibelency and conserva-
tion by engaging in re experiments related to these proble as or by reading about
what others have ,,nu or done Or should these problems be reserved for adults to
ponder'

should mature teachers impose their safety program upon learners, or should it be
student-developed with teaehe r guidance. hleh procedure w ill probably receive more
student acceptance' Why')

an industrIal arts teaercr, du you eons:der yourself a good consumer of industrial
pruduets: If so, Jo you tell your stadents the concepts they should learn about in order
to be a good consumer. Or Jo yol- imentionally provide real-lite engagements dealing
with eonsumerisnt whe reby your students develop concepts about consumer products:

A review of our proles:mm:0 literature reveals an enduring interest in recording
data relative to careers. But in actuality, have we placed much emphasis upon making
learners aware et: ...tree. opportunities: Atmlein't concepts regarding career choices be
helpful to one struggling with decisions relative to working?

When our ardustrtal arts curriculum emphasis relates to strongly to wood and draw-
du-sn't this place quite a restriction upon what recreational devices learners can

build .n our laboratories: Doesn't it also resmet opportunities for investigating and/or
exploring new hobby interest pertaining to tools, materials, and processes:

\ quick perusal of the quantity of teenagers driving amomobili re today leaves one
eonvineed that parking prublemsdirectly relate to their real live -.. should we in industrial
act, get concerned about such problemsor should all our problems be restricted to
materials, or tools, or processes?

Would any of these ideas be relevant to students' Oo they focus more on learner
aced:, than some m the activities we now pursue in our labs? You decide'

In our opinion, it is not until students are prepared '0 cope ...ill these and similar
problems brought about b' technology in their real world that tilt cur lead= can be con-
sidered sufficiently relevant to them.
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In order feet : ...pc Anal problem, eneountered in life, the: are constantl)
confronted Anil the net, ..it: t. make e Isions In order to be eompetent as a eletision-
make r in this t ncironment, it could h, lieletul for ane to hate attained the broad indus-
trial arts goal- of stlf direttion, "ammo', resixinsibilit), and tethnologoad liter...}. In
artier to attain an:. ;pal, requir. te ruin abalitit -.therefore, .shat are some of the 50111-
pe te nth., requared . attain these industrial art, goals' Ilere are a feu. to doubt tou
can suns -.t other,.

Inda,ttial arts -goal one- 1- to be a pi ionst:quutit4, this rt..-
(pas, ...impel, nth., in identifvan4 problems, atsepting responsibility for seeking .acid
data aixin Alath to ba, de. oaon,, making and exeeuting det,a,ion, ccith an awareness of
their probable on:sequences.

Industrial trt- 'goal Ex..- is to be an v....maul...ill: responsible person, actual re-
cital-v.7% tompetencie- in a.,,ses-mg one's potennal, ,.:let-tang a ..aree-r based on one's in-
ts rest, and abilities, prep one:, If adequatel) fur a ...tree: in hi, ehosen field, eon-
corning if tt, product, of nehcstre, purthasing, using, and mamtaming products of Indus -
try in the be interest of one - family and ...Kat 1%, pro:Wing for thy- economic needs of
one-elf and his Email:, improeing the c n: it-ormolu, and conserving natural resources.

The last indutraal art- goal as lobe techoolopeallc literate; the refore, this requires
competencies in eieccing the tethnologu. 11 .allure in ht,toratal pc-rspettave, using .-rd
maint 'ming the produtt, .1 industr) (daunt., bash. stlentific promples ccith their
a:NIL:Moo in andustn, ands r-tanding tontept of indu,trt such as labor, management,
re,. ir.h and theelipment, qualits tontrol, mass, produttlon, sales psychologt, etc.

1 t arm r. in the- ulnae should be able to funetion in a more responsibly tca if the}
are to a. h.v.t. the llama. goals Industrial arts, a, a part of the general education of all
eouth, inu,t tnt. drate ,ignifitantl) to tine gicils of e-dastatIon designed for our dynamic
culture. it the fore, help student, acquire the tompetenc) to make reasoned

fechnolog) pernieat,. the .e n Wine if life. tom's-gm:mit, it as relevant. It is on
this aspet of our culture that ludo-trial arts fu..-:- it, attention. Therefore, it is a
relyeant part the -ch,x11 ens...mown%

earner. entounte it veer) doe . if Mel( 11 fe and are tonfreinted %cola decision -making
respon,ibilitles, pertaining t.. tetanologt. Learner, need valid tontept, about technoloi.)
in order to make reasoned decislon

-carted Aith the question '''Ah It ii. a rele:anteurricolumr' It is one which has
in -antra.; to learnt r-.. It as one that ffostau, learner:. the opportunitt to develop the con-
cepts and ...name tens.. needed to tope with their environment to attain their ccants and
goal,' It L. ane that proadss learning expel-len. , to eneompas, those roles that govern
ho.c thim behaee In the real world. It to. one that takes plate in a sellout setting that Is
repre,entative of the re-al :mad.

In our pdgment, . orricolom adhering tithe., four ideas eon he relevant. houever,
before do- tan beei.n.c. a [...alas, a de-fen-able ansccer must be found to the follmeang
que.non....1. I 11C1 I (-I Till( tit 'NI M)M- I. NII.E.TS 'IDELINES'

Before ace propo, an anscer to this question, perhaps eci. Amidd far-4 explain the
meanini: of the mind 'model- a, umed in this presentation. Nlo-t people are probabl)
familiar nh the le mm ic.od .then tt to someone posing fur a photographer, but
tehen used in the phra-e 'turrieulum model," it Mae not communacat as vivad1). And
tin- a, noire undo r-tandable, hecau-e non. of us hate id, ntual backgrounds or interests;
tonseque nth., as ma: not bars h 1e1 the opporturut) to learn about cu. million models.
The retort., kr- bro. fl: i he meaning and merits of using models alien dealing
with edu,:atiorr.1 problems.

i au monal model- can lx thought the initial step in developing an idea or
theor) about -.nothing. i hi- prixedure e -pe thin) helpful cchen one I, eonfronted stub
tomplex and I:n miss pro., -,,otha, the eonimormationproeess, the teaching process,
ete. Model. ire u.-uallt rends red in ,..ine graplue manner, because in tins form the
numerous variables related to the problem an be made more apparent.

The rea,ons sliy edueator- drat: mod. I, of their idea, as the } probe for solutions
to edueational problem- no doubt earls, between people. I.ven in this stud}, c have
found that a.. As dr.... models .eskin to explain the prot.i..s.is of learning, eurrieulum
di ricavon, and cur rt. oluin development, tee as. rued at least these benefits:

I. It identified the key element, in the process.
2. It indicated the interrelationship of the key elements.
i. It explained the den. -s of the process.
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rho.... III .4oue....ttit L./fIdli. Ica in \wain to assist the eurneukun
in selecting a It. Wrong those re %sewed in the seinpostum were the
Nlam land Plan. Irrae la. in Inda.tiY, ana the I V. I tide r ideas which hive influeneed this
stud3, dealt with teehnology as a diselphne, p. :pies of eurrieuluto deeelopment, and
ideas regarding how people learn. Howe ce r, all eurrieuluio dee _lopers must ultimately
make th.- final Jectsion. -1thieh out riculum niodel should tie follow to develop our eur-
riculum"'

I o guide the lealant.orrinittto. in making this Je. loon, the four criteria developed
earth. r in dos presentation, which enlarged fr the teaeher's Input in the L° I work-
-hop-4, the rationale, the proposal, and the Phase III sympooul.1 were applied. these
;riterta, you dill t...111. are that the industrial arts 'curriculum should reflect more
technology, help stadents adjust to the enetronment, stress conceptual development, and
emphasize- meaningful learner competencies.

Before e-xatroning any of the available curriculum models htch we Louie' pursue,
brie-fly review the meaning of these four criteria.

Criterion One Reflect more technologe. ,houid be sell-evident to us because
.ce agreed in the 1,171 workshops. that the eniphasts upon wend and Jr teeing in our classes

lay h.,en not aJ..q.atels represent tie technology that has the capabdity of putting people
011:tie moon.

':to I lelp -tudents adjust totht en% ironment. It has been previously men-
!. 4ned that a -slaw ant ce. rieulum I:. fundamentally conc.. nivel with helping learners to

ar adjust, with their environments. This adjustment, or ehange, Is what we cum-
monle. :all learning.

Critcrion Three ;tress eoncepsaalization. Concepts are those things generated by
our nun,L-. of entities that Jo not exist in reality. They are formed be the mind based
apon chat. prooded by one's sensory receptors. t earners should hart. the opportunity
to engage suitable aetteittes whereby they develop or formulat personal concepts
rattle I than memorize eoneeptual st.stements providedby t. lehersor -extbooks. concepts
are auportant because they guide one behavior. Therefore, their develop-
ment i-: of great importance in the educational process.

Crite Mon Pour Nriphasize meanIngful etanneteneles. '1 ompeteney is the ability
to perform a 0:4'.11 task, therefore, the eurriculum should be designed to produce those
tbilitics necessary to perform I.E.. releeant to the learner. In our te.chnologleal vulture,
the ability to make reasoned dee &siva" and to perform numerous tasks related to tools,
mate aril proeesses should in. /ease one'.. probability of making suitable adjustment:,
to this environment.

These four .ntena will sent. as a guide in the selection of the curriculum model we
Aill I. hole. 11, will r,i,o.%+ four curt...alum models to determine which alternative more
n early meets these standards. The four models to bt considered are community needs,
subject mater, trade analysis technique, and conceptual based.

Communite Needs. In thts model, one typleally conducts a eummunity survey to
ascertain curr..n. opportunities and, based upon chest lac', plan an dueattonal pro-
gram a....ordIngly. Producing a .urliwaluni using, :Ili:. approach places the educational
tied, apon what appears to be best for the community. Is It Pot probable that so- tailed
...a.imunity needs identified by chi.- technique are based upon .crat-d intere.r.L.,, upon un-
..c.imiged pre ..r op on nip-oasts upon meeting ..hang-
in. wow:lona} needs be likely, to meet learner no -ds :NUL h as being sell - directed,
economically responsible, and technologically literate!

Moreve r, Is. c nts be expeted to remain in the ixtin;11 they
ire edueated a, he 1p: be established fore In.-a In 1..111,,ft thy needs and
wants of the ..4 , uoity or of the learn, r-' If learners developed competent. les for daily
real-world .mount, rs sueporting llllll tunity needs, this approaeh would not
be particularly objecti.tuable. but how can one he certain'

-.object \lam r. I his is the elassteai eurrtc (alum model founded upon the assumption
that one learn- knowledg., ht. 'use mute rentl!, It is good for hon. This model emphasizes
the me mor ization of data. i ht. aequisition of knowledg. bi..,ues the guiding c rite ma for
curriculum planning. rho-, sharing chi- posture should provide satisfactory, answers
to the follow Ing question the of et. dial information tont. lllll Hint to being
tdu..ited :What pc rel. nup of (144-knom.lt Jp. as ine.mingfut to students. 1414133, tomorrow!
ire cot* listening' flu. na let rithstion u. one we must ail elan._ to gr.ps with lo what
extent Jots memorized know{ 41g4 influenee or ..ltt r in-hte behavior should
our I. mentary and se ondo funds produ.t '. thui ar. ",tlihhiliesofknowledgeor
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student. hoeing ...mipy iy , stilt Ahtsli to cope mccessfully salt their environments!
the niettiorizatiil . t ocaningly.. cy rinationincader to pass examinations

as useful to learner. 1. to% engagement in direct meaningful experiences; roe think not,
because meaningful experiences produce concepts shah guide one's beha.tor. l%%idence
suggests that nieaningl, knosledge has a negligible con.ribution toward modifying be-
havior. Consequently, educators st.o.yld Inc :ea.,. their understanding of learner behavior
and of the nature and fun. lion ..f ept decelopment to planning eurricula rather than
continaing the emphats on acquisition of knosledge.

Truk trialesi. Technic. tn. This is no doubt the most .widely used model in develop-
ing industrial art, curricula. .t %%.1,..11M:d to produ,s- our present curriculum. It is a sound
and valid .1pro,a..lra it/ le irn the ritical proper-tie-sof phenomena. I.or example, to learn
shot a tradesman, or .1 musician, or a doctor does, Just amity z.- the tasks they perform.

learn about an industry or business, analyze its component parts. But how does one-

go about analyzing industrial arts, or should it be analyzed!
-.twirls! one start the corro.0 ham de yclopment process desiped for all students by

analyzing indu arial tool. and mat. miser the ptoeessesand tasks related to occupational
criczorly tie shout,: se anal% the ,n -life acts learners engage in %chile transacting

emyeonmental thing. in orde r to a-certain the competencies they need to function
successfully in their real sorld'

fo folios this trade analysis approach implies that our primary concern is to gain
knosledge about tools. mate ria1s, processes,or jobs related to a selected group of trades.

tu-tif% This approach, one must pre-suppose that knosledgs- gained from it sill effec-
tut I% and cffi. lend% help students cope with their environments, or that it is relevant to
th% it goals. N11.11 c.ideace c \Isis to refute this assumption. l'erhaps se are asking the
wrong question or analyzing the wrong components. see.

'..ye have c r. briefly relay:teed three of the models typically used for developing in-
dustrial arts cur: t. ula. I...en though these nordels,or as some say, these approaches,"
;hue somonieterJable points, .ill dile, rate ye. ry los against the four-point criteria
being u..ed r.. kct the most appropriate curriculum mouel fur our program. Ue con-
-ode. r this .uffic tent c %Wens, that 4,t. should continue our search for a better model.

But there i.. still another significant reason shy se have rejected certain aspects
of the community needs, subject matter, and trade analysts approaches as inappropriate
for our curriculum model. In our opinion, one of their greatest seaknesses lies in the
fact that they too n ...rt to being Just verbal information models, or shat we com-
monly. all kr...el-L.-based models. iL. affirm this because these approaches too often
tend to have 1- :heir the accumulationof knosledge. the attempt to "put knosledge"
;note the son "put". into learns rs is psy chologleally unsound because the mere accumu-
1 .n of knosledgc has retailed% little hope °folk-cling the in-life behacior of learners
the main purpose of education.

V se want to West the in-life behavior. of our students, se must provide learning
situat. m. ..herein thy-. Ire pc. rout. .1 to develop their out uncle I-standings of the sorld.

se learning situations .hould Ix b ised upon pe rsonal intr. roc non with objects and evmrs
Ind not upon meatthigle.s memorized information ..bout objects and events.

Nos let's conduic th.. disco -own of indu.trial a. is curriculum approaches by con-
sidering our fourth alternative a conceptual-based model,

Cony eptual-B ...eel Model. schools are established to prepare learners to cope sith
tin problem. the sill 4. ru.o.irm r outside the school. Se .all this transfer of learning or
m 'king ...fund. re k. int, d most of us probably souk! agree se need much Improvement
on this go ml.

transfer of [carrying 1.. pt..- 'We to acorn-ph-4i, hosever, it meaningful real-life
learning xi% He tie ire proyided !Larne rs because the conse,y . nee:. of these experiences
sill de vel..p &sited soneepts, -rid it is these concepts shies sill alter or modify their
br.h.r.iot. !his '',te ring of behavior i. eon.) nonly called learningand isn't this shat the
educational enterprise is all alxmli

Behavior, as used in this pr,,entation, is shat people- do, sheiht r the response is a
vicable a thought k int-i"lbh. ). Inoth. r surds, if your students can construct a desk,
or visualize an idea, both eonstructint; and visualizing, ore b..hactors. Consequently, the
emphasis about learning t. -concept decelopment" Much Is tilt basis of behavior modi-
fication.

Changing concepts then should beconu. Co. focal point of education. And our concern
3, tc-achy rs and curriculum developers ..hould be to structure a curriculum that facili-
tates concept formation. Ju.t stop and think isn't the primary goal of education to
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del, hip ..,n.. pt, that ..i.alit bduotot ;attar than 1114.-1114113. meaningless Information,
Ahi.h has Intl, ft. t on in...liking la hat t..t Ihn, too, a haus on behavlor rather than
.on...-pt developuk nt i, on tta xxong dynamo... 13eause it i. one's concept which
modifies behavior.

lloa ..an the behat tor ..f student ..hang. d: l et us repeat - by .hanging ..on-
pts - and this is not an impossible task. .`. in industrial arts hate an ideal environ-
nuot in A hICh L erne r. .an form ...impts tra, nue rating alth real object:. and events
A htal mok.nt% 1- in pal -.oat at tit, it' god,. at hate the ideal setting for eon-
..7ept development, but hay.. a.. had the kkal -Attn., and obje.ts and etents for learners
to eneounter in this setting to hate a reliant Agam, let you decide.

r. chap,, an explanation of ,cur l.trning model aould reinfuree what ite'te done sell
in industrial arts and also rdggw. AO. as of imprownient. keep in mind that tins
model is our malt of eplairung hoix ..on....pts art 144%,d4f44.-4.1 ill a relevant edueanonal ..lass-
rxn :tetting.

This is our learning model -an aet, or behavior, if you prefer, up( n a thing results
in a -onsequerkt, foriiiing ..on,ept ankh .hinges future behavior. Nutt. let's analyze
this model to appreciate its message.

A.1y to prodoe a ..on...ptual Jiang'. is. to have students. partielpate in ,earning
needed to get to their goal, not ammonia. Information about iti Partkapanon

implies an act. I.Larrung t., proportional to the teallty of the learning acu.tty, and stu-
dents most be engag,1 in an actitat for learning to oeur. they must be doing the task,
such is aeldirag, casting, etc.

Ilk. At must be pr.b.u..-d upon something. These ..re the bjeets isatts, drill presses,
4Ch.!, r, and etents .processes, proedureso that are-found in the real world. The thing
acted spun .s usually .that the learner has in mind a. a goal. Tor example-. It I %ant to
..onstrut i metal tool bEr( 'goal, for nit pickup truc., it is obvious that 1 must perk -ra

ral act, opon ...mous mate real- things. u,4.-a in the prodik non of the tool tiox. To
tht industrtal teahr, then, 'things" arc natural and man-made materials of our
environment.

rh, camsequen, of in aet ...in hate .snit thre po.,sibk outiimes; positive or sans-
lying, negatite or annut mg, or neutral or ..f no cite, t. After aenng (e.g., cutting, aeld-
ing, drilling, et.....apon th thing .tank stee'o, t either I.ke Cm results, dislike the results,
or I trti neutral about the outeorm. tradmonallt these eharactertsms of a eon-
sequence -attitudes." As teach. r., are rt -.en- tits to the role of attitudes as they
relate to the matitanon of learnt rs in our ,lasses. loina that anon z.tudents art sue-

thet art highly moncated, and the .haloes, of suecs- are enhanced %hen the)
are engaged in ilearnIngi things of table to them. 1.rgo- anodic r relevant class!

The ortipeteneies aquired Mole Jenne, upon a thing and the attitudes developeo as a
rsult of th eonsequeneet. of the a.t :irodui. ntal c.encepts 441 tn.. mind of the learner.
Thse eoneepts are strietk personal bause they are interpretattons of the Input pro-
vided by the ink ranonoftht learnt. r's.kt upon am thing aitti eht resulting onsequences.
Come:pt., ar xtren.elt stgrufkant beeause rts funetion to gut& behavior in future
situations. It is also on( tant to note that the,. hieh .....hate behavior, are
developed bt learner., and nut learned from a bek or .1 friend. ilierefore, it mus: be
obvious that comepts 131. taught - thet must be J. vel.q.e. In the kerne/ as he
Irinsak.t, ttith the environmeat.

this learning model seem, nstehologleallt sound, and .n our opinion, it is also quite
,ompatthl %tail .11e four crib. :a I mentioned earlk r, shish ire being used to select the
most destrabk corns ulom telopment model. ilemembe r rho rik rta are that the in-
.h.:.tztal arts urriui....., should rale.t mor tehnologt, help students adjust to the
environment, strss ,1lopment, and empha,Ize meaningful learner eum-
petencies..

lki ou int relationship btaeen the learning niodel lust Jest t abed and these four
rite na .t se. solid relationships on all four ounts. Tor instance, to taalet our cor-

ns alum dtpist own tedinologt and to a -LA students to adjust to the 1r cvitonment sug-
gests that AC need a list of to-ti.e a. ts and .1 list ..l things the% at upon that grog our of
an chat as rh.. Aiu.,t r., 1.fc in a al environment. such
lists art eo tenth. b mg developed b. the urrkoluni c and mall be explained in
detail subsequently.

Ne.xt, ,oneeptual development 4, mart apt t4, tIke piss.. alien I, aniers are permitted
to a.. t upon the reol-lif things in dull industrial arts labs raller than read or hear aboe,
them.
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Totally, we recognize that ,outpett ncies must be identified winch citable students to
practice thy above-mentioned act,. Ilk:, acts help students attain their goals by engag-
ing in the behaviors identified in the listsof acts. Therefore, we conelude that a euneepe-
based curriculum model which concerned about teelmology, about helping learners
adtust to their en% ironmentind about learners aequiring needed eompeteneies is the
most valid approach to follow in developing our indust-ial arts curriculum.

!Tieing dote mimed Chit a ,oneept-based comet Ian model is the preferred one to
follow, .et rt. rt-Jd% for the fourth question i hitt ("RIM 13LING DI.-
VII 011 IP

Throughout the course of this slush, we hive attempted to derive a ,:urriculum that
I, structured around the harm r. This is not a new %dui-mondl idea, but it is one that
ha, not been adequately put togythe r for industrial arts. The deeision to pursue a cur-
riculum that ,on,...ptual development gives us A...infidel:et that we are about to
"Nat a rogether for industrial arts in Teha:,. t% WI your help, yet know that we can.

ice( that a reason ible understanding of our learning model will provide a basis
fur recognizing the consistent relationship between our analysis of learning and the
reason for this unique approach in de riling the curriculum. Therefore, let's review the
learning model at this time. Remember, it 1:, an act upon a tiling resulting in a con-
sequence forming a concept and the formed cA ;Kept guides subsequent behavior.

Note that one of the significant elements in this model is an "act" or behavior.
le hacc defined ace, a being .what people du. For anyone to be able to act, he must have

certain abillties or competencies. We re-cognize that if one of our students wants to con-
struct an item, which of course is an act, it is our rule .is teachers to guide the student
in the Jevelopment ot toe nece ssar2. cumin:et:nen., 11..needs to perform the Jet. Therefore,
to remain consistent with our learning model, the curriculum derivation process must
yield cumpe ten, s ueedeel by learners. rhea, too, et. -sn't competency development sup-
port one of the four curriculum development criteria'

k second element in the learning model is "things." People act, and these acts are
upon things. Thing, a, used he It di note the objects and e tents that people Interact with
in the pursuit of their in-life- goal .. If the curriculum derivation process is to remain
consistent with our learning model, it roust have a procedure for identifying these objects
and events.

t elniously, we view learning as consisting of both Jets and things. And because we
.ire professional educator.,, we should be particularly concerned about learning. thus, it
must follow that we would of necessity have to be interested in both acts and things.
rh% refore, it would appear that one of our primary considerations as industrial arts
tea, ners has to he, "Flow i,, the curriculum committee deriving a valid list of acts and
thing, suitable for industrial arts cours.s Ae'll star this explanation with a brief
mere ow of the entire curriculum derivation process in 1/1.4,i. n 1 and then indicate how
the Uses of thing: and act, are being d 'eloped.

This model graphically portrays the enure curriculum derivemon process, It nay
amualh appear compleN, but after a brief ecplanation, the process Is clarified, and con-
fidence in the procedure should result. The principle of the process is to identify the
specific things that people transact with .n their daily in -life aeuvitie.,. To locate. these
specific things, .tart with the world, the recognized source of all thing,. Then, arrange
things teal. similar ..hara..teristics into 1...oups. .-.tse groups are suliivided. then the
subgroups .are also ao. died. hrsditisisnproeedur, conetnues until the levet of specificity
has reitehca step (, which reeoreleu An elic slide 'whole things." These whole things
arc the Lift, items pi.eole contact with in their daily iives, such trees, fish, plant
food, homes, hand tools, roe es,, fluids, :ow Pot we have the list of evhule thIngs, we
need to produce to,: tit of "'act.."

.. list of act, is gt:tra ed by asking Kip question, 'What do people do an the.r daily
e.ne.t.int.rs wit. , wit of dyes_ whole thing, that are personally want-serving:"

itc,ponsts to th., inquiry i loviat the list of ,acts for this curriculum. In other words,
act, ar icleatifv,:ci raw people let upon the thing, identified in step six.

Rath the Ilse of -things" ar..! "Jets" priximed, the entries in each list are classified
and placed into properly eategunrizeel groups. Illtds, we have completed two ingredients
of our learning model, and I. e remaining two ingrediznes can be activated by the learner
by "acting" upon these 'thieve," -chatting in 'consequences" to produce "concepts"
that will Lao& the learners' luchaci,. Doesn't this appear educationally sound; Isn't
this taking plaze it your classroom daily? We think it isl

halfs been rerzewing briefly the event eeork.of the curriculum committee. They
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have produced lists .1 thing, and .radii and have organized them into categories called
taxonomies. e hate not eplailitd in much de.ail this aspect of the cure ieulum develop-
ment process, inasmuch as most of us will not likely have tu du the,,L chores, since they
are so near completion. However, chat takes place after tilt zt. two taxonomies are de-
veloped should inkiest everyone because it relates directly to %%hat transpires in the
classroom.

,liter the Jets have been placed in taxontanies, it is easy to show how teachers can
aecurately determine the eumpetent les needed by learners in their classes. All the
teacher does is to analyze the acts to discover which eon-melt:m.1es, ur levels of com-
peteneies, are needed by the learner in order to perform the acts. liNith these eompLten-
ciL, identified, the teacher has a valid basis fur making instructional decisions. Let's
illustrate this process.

The act of "producing" a home, step seven in our model, night be analyzed by the
teacher as follows. To prutiu,e a home, the learner teuuld need first- level constructing
eunipetencies kstep eight) oueri as separatinginaterials,furniingmaterials, and combining
materials. If this keel eumpeteney specificity is too high, a further analysis can be
made, what conipeteneics are needed in the separating of materials. This might in-
elude even lower keel competencies suehas sawing wood, chipping rucks, cutting asbestos
shingles, etc. If this analysis is not sufficiently detailed, then the analysis could be con-
tinued until the desired level is attained. question: Isn't this consistent with the curricu-
lum development criterion to "emphasize meaningful learner competencies:"

:st have just stated that the teacher analyzes acts to identify the various levels of
competencies requii .d of the learner. Now, doesn't the learner also need to bt familiar
with the ubjeets of evt us that he will be acting upon: Certainly! Nutt: that as analysis
of the home istep nix, reveals olienontena about the home, e.g., the superstructure con-
sine, of walls, floor, insulation, ceilings, a roof, ties If these_ components are not specific
eaougl-, then the.,,, too, mae be further reduced until the required level of specificity is
reozhed.

Ac have Just illustrated the procedure being used to identify in-life competencies
needed by learners Co ngage in the ae ts located in step seven of our curriculum develop-
ment process. This, of ctrst.., relates directly to the act component of our learning
model. It also is etmsistent with the "meaningful learner competencies" ernerion guid-
ing this 'Judy.

'At have also illustrated the procedure being usedto identify the smaller parts of the
"whok thing" that learners need to become familiar with if they want to practice their
,ompetencies upon them. Icemember, the "whol, thing," are step six in our model. \ou
no doubt can sec mat these r parts relate to the "thing" eumponent of our learning
model, as well as being potential subject matter for courses.

Some may be tconde ring, when are AL guingto select what is to be taught in the class-
room: Before subject matter is selected, it is necessary to determine the goals for the

the anal, fut a given curriculum should be identified from the cumpeteneies
needed by karat. rs to cupe with their in-life problems. If the eumpeteneies needed to
handle ,L rtvun in-lift problems can be handled best by industrial arts, then these should
help us set out .%.rricuLim garals. Please note, however, this unique approach to goal
setting,. Wt dnt suggesting tildt goal., for any curricuturn should evolve from the compe-
tencies learners need.

.tfter the eompLteneies needed by student, nave been identified and goals established
to guide us in attaining these learner coinpLtencies, we are ready to select subject matter
eontent. It is identified by inferring what things peewk set upon when they practice the
desired competencies if, of ,out,e, it us kOr,1,,tt-nt with the goals of the curriculum.

It should b. evident that de riving a curriculum as just expressed should provide a
relevant curriculum because

1. It in ,structured around the teal in-life problemsuf people, hence, it L meaningful.
2. Real in-life problems are fused with technology.

volving real in-lift net& will help students to adiust properly to tin ir environ-
ments.

4. subject matter tz, seletted, permitting learners to praeuce needed competencies
upon objects and t tents, which will develop eoncepts, and it will he these concepts
that will guide their behavior.

t pori the eompIttion of base III, the phase in which we arc now engaged, we will im-
mediately begin Phase lk. I unds arc now ot sought with which to conduct this phase
of the study. If funds .Ire not obtained within the next few days, it will become necessary
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to delay the study mad finane ing the prin. opal eobiectice of Phase I1' is to
plan in detail the mstrue nolol system for the exemplary eourses.

Phase IV has the folloccing tour objectives to aceomplish:
1. ro generate a se opt and sequenee list 01 industiial eOrit tpt, .1111 011Ipt tent les

for teaching in an 'Fidel-trial arts laboratory.
2. 1 a analcie and caudate the Indust! ad cone ept, and eompetene it s that %%ere gen-

er nee! to Jett nouns the c \tent to .chieh they `e red the needs of gene r it Vdthatton
and or occup. tional education.

t. I., compile th al idated Indust nal c one c pts and e murk ten, les %%hie ha% e tmpltea-
thins for general education and or occupational! education.

. To plan and develop an exemplary instructional program.
Four task, are re quire.l in oldest to complete obiective one. It Hill require the in-

volvement of several eommatees, each of synch Hill be allotted expenses and a token
ontraci fee to do its assigned job.

Vask :1, cchich is to be completed by the Rationale c, oimnittee, is to expand the six
original obit's the- of industrial arts so as to presen.c a Lull understanding of the nieaning
intended for cash goal.

ra -k :2 procides fen a eeminoinec of fourteen menthes:, to identify a list of industrial
behaviors which they %%ill next organi7e into a taxonomy.

1 a .k t consists of identify mg competencies needed to pra. me the industrial be-
havior- produced in task 22 this is a very large assigument, requiring a coordinator
And thirty people in the field echo represent the various diseiplines and geographic areas
of the state.

1nd, finally, in I ask :4 the eui rieuluni eommittec and others Hill take the stork of
the taxonomy analysis ,ollithlItt and al tange the acts and things the competencies and
the subject matter) into .curse, to be taught at carious grade levels in the schools.

Objective - 2 And 3 are to be eontt acted out to the evaluation, committee. I heir
a signment is to ,Halsey and validate the Am e mentioned eonecpts and competencies to
asec ruin their validity for use in general education and, or occupational education. this
validating still be done .cith a jury of -50 state directors of occupational education. Those
competencies %%Well are &Lined valid for Liu eel and occupational purposes will be given
to the Texas Ldusation Age ney for use as ;uidelines fen developing the broad goals of
industrial arts programs in the state.

With thi.. complete, a team of industrial arts teachers, evaluation specialists, illus-
trators, curriculum es rite rs, eye., be employed full-time during the summer of 1974
to develop the exemplary courses %Ouch are to be taught in the Phase V experiment.

Then, last, the proje et still li eomplc tedduring the summer of 1975, %%hen an evalua-
tion of the entire curriculum study call be made and a final report ccritten and placed in
the hands of the TI 1 1, the sponsot of this study, and those agencies and few-Mations Muth
have provided financial support for this study.

The presentation thus far has attempted to avoid, in so far a:, possible, the use of
unfamiliar lc rm. tshieb are being used in it %eloping this curriculum. Itemever, in order
to more full% understand the significance of your input today, it still be advisable to ex-
plain in greater detail certain aspects of the curriculum de. Yelopment process. Let us
return to our learning model as a point of departure for this discussion.

\eeording to this learning model, people act upon things in their environment. these
lets, you may teeall, may be e 'Mei visible or invisible. there is nothing else people do
but act upon things, and echile uu tietini csith these things, the% are learning. therefore,
if schools ecish to e muse it arning to take place, they must totale and classify an exhaustive
list of things people act upon. Where can schools find these things?

They are found in Leery area of life in %Om h people engage. her the purpose of this
:study Me has t identified these areas of life as eonimumeatie e things, other persons,
physic it things, quantitative things, aesthetic things, institutions, and self. Grouping
areas of life in this extensive manner faellitates developing lists of things that people
transact %%Rh, or act upon, in their daft. actisities. Inasinueh as this is the procedure
that .se follmccd in dc yelopingour lista things, tie conclude that it is quite eomprhensive.

After identifying the eomprehensive list of things, tic next dee ide %%hat acts moan per-
forms upon these things. Inasmuch as our list of things is ,.turtprchen,tvc, It follems that
the list of a. ts identified therefrom Would also be eomprehensive. Prom this last of acts,
%ye are nose able to mfr r the eomptencies needed for their performance.
Dr. Ballard teaches at Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos, Texas.
Dr. Williamson teaches at North Texas State University, Denton, Texas.
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ITEC*Impact of the Innovative Programs
Joseph J. Littrell
Louis J. Pardini

Out ing the 1,)00's, then «ere num.. I ous .ux t it ultim proposals presented for Indus-
t/ 4 l I t, tdu. ation in mat IOU, 1,4 tlitoughout the nation. Nlost of those reteiting
!Lek:al funding ..ere PUbh Iztd, but when tunding stopped, niuth of the momentum
w a, lost. 110...Ayr, d.ret non was LlontifiLd and the need fur follow-up became evident.

111e indu,trial arts education piogranis in the secondary sthouls of Arizona have
been In ne.d of dui...(ton, yet problems ail:4e a., to what that dirt...wan snould be for each
communist.

At Arizona state lint ersity during the earl) 1000's, the pattern of courses was de-
....1optd to pitpait industtial art. majors, resulting around six areas of specialization
aatoniou ...sInifting, ...lett it t) eke tronits, gtaphie arts, metalworking, and wood-

toatkim:o. Giadual shift, and alteration., have been made, but the ba-tt pattern has been
bout the same, with a what "in-depth" technical area been , emphasized. This
program has been good, educationally sound, and well rttcived by Arizona's employers
tat industrial arts teat ht r,. Net a now appears that for the Lunen. secondary schools,
two major teacher cdutatwn thrust, arc needed fur 7-10 grades and for 11-12 grades.
rht. 11th and 12th gr .i.lc program, may be best served by the present .1511 industrial arts
prow am of -in-dt ptli" stud. In a tetlinital area. Chi, will serve the advanced industrial
art, prugtani, and the L molting pre-ye/taut:nal education in grades 11-12. Fhe problem
then tends to lotus On the prtpa/-ation of industrial arts teachers for glades 7-10, where
the. will exercise broadl., planned and flexible industnal arts off/. t ings.

I a. L J moth tlu . ng., se coral fatuity members and graduate students / rum indus-
trial team. ai edu. mum agre t .1 on the tontept that a student's capacity to specialize can
bt t be J....loped b. building .i foundation based on depth and by the elimina.ion of am-
fit ial bailit t of toil/ ,Ls taught in such a manner as to be fragmented by existing cur-
riculum.

ilk goal was to deo. lup a program which would provide an educational environment
.ithin whith students might L xe ',Ise their tapatity to solve problems as .elated to In-
du,rtcal art, katht r prtparation by establishing an interrelationship beam en the disti-
plinary ,ubditisions of industrial arts ... ourses. .1Ithough a degree of ...,tery of tool

evel wd, the develop-ant of in-depth skills and technical information is to be
gained later in the advanced technical classes.

TEAM APPROACH TO CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Sete rail fatalty numbers and graduate students from industrial ttthmeal education
examine,' .aruous 1.untcmpurary programs, ...unsuited with iLprestntatives from the
\rizona matt [ nice r,a). Gollege of 1.dutation and from the state Department of Vocational
Ldutation, and then arrived at a feasible approach for a revised program.

the fatuity and graduate student. invoked reviewed conteinporaryon-guing turritu-
lums Indust. ial arts AIM the tow of toordinating facet, of tilt st.' into a program that
1, (4241,1bie and workable with the fatuity and fatalities available at Arizona State Univer-
sity as they prepare teachers for the schools of Arizona.

A, the result of a series of "after-sthoul-hours" meetings which commenced on
Nu, onlx r 12, 10711, it was recommended that a block of tune be set aside and scheduled
fur t group of new majors fur the Fall Semester 071-72. I wenty-four students were
tnr IIcd in the foll.A.ing, four courses. Industrial( onstruction Pro. CSSLS, General Metals,
row./ once rsion, and Industrial Arts Design. Fhis scheduling technique allowed the
student, to be ...lieduled together for large blocks Of ume cash day. These four courses
hate nott been rem ganized into one course and redesignated Integrated Industrial Studies
for 10 semester hours credit.

To maintain Lontinuity of the niomt ntuin cstabl,shed, and realizing that the curricula
off...kJ at any time shoutd not be sacred, but must bt altered and modified as technology
and t dutational .ontepts evolve, the faculty and teaching interns involvtd in I FUG began
to meet on a weekly basis to t .aluate Ulf: program and institute changes as needs became

*Acronym for Industrial Teacher Education Curriculum.
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apparent. The sc MI tin.;, an 'meg& al part of the team teaching concept involved in
the ITC approach. 1 he II IA plan pioved to be timely, sulky at the same time that it
was being de.cloped utile t map' cliak,t2s tun Me program of studies were being planned.
The llama State Unive rsity Department of :-)eLundat} duration tested, and put Into
operation1 prufe: sional edueation sequenee ealled On-Sue ob ation and l'articipation.
Students in mdustrill arts education thus have an opportunity e.,rly in their progtam to
spend several hour, each week at one or mote local public sehoe' This is not a student
teaching experience. tither, tut providts tlu oppoi (unity to loot, at a total school opet a-
lion, as %%ell as participate in various aetmviue, of a department. short seminars are
held on-site at the secondary schools.

\nother major .hange was the addition of an Indust& internship. U,ith its inception,
students have an opportunity to work in technical positions with al indu- companies.
Thus they are under supervision of both university and Indus.. y personnel. Students may
receive up to six semester hours credit to apply toward their degree. Internships are
available in the summer as %tell as daring the school year.

Several advanced students are ,elected each semester to leconie part of the I EEC
faculty. lach enrolls as a teaching intern and works directly ender the supervision of
one of the regular TIC faculty. Ince rns participate tun the weekly faculty meetings, where
they are free to contribute as they desire.

GOALS FOR IA TEACHER PREPARATION

I. Develop an edu -ational enyironment conducive to industrial arts teacher prepara-
tion for grades 7-12.

2. Develop skill in experimental and problem solving methods of instriction.
3. \cquire sufficient technical knowledge and manipulative skill to be versatile in

handling a variety of future teaching positions in industrial arts.
. liet clop ptofc,sional and managerial knowledge and shills applicable in teaching

industrial arts.
5. Understand current instructional practices and curriculum in a major field.
h. L\plore individual abilities and ulcer-est., through a broad integrated study of in-

dustry.
Through the ITI:C structure, these goals are implemented by:
1. Orientation to a better understanding of modern industry and its technology.
2. Working with and being exposed to a variety of materials and tool processes.
t. Cooperatively kteam approach) planning a major aetivity and carrying the activity

through to completion.
. Recognizing the basic concepts of management in American industry.

Cooperatively steam approach) organizing and operating an identifiable activity.
6. Independently researching and,or experimenting with an identifiable problem of

industry.
Recognizing and solving a specific problem which would help improve an aspect
of production.

8. Recognizing the carry-over of the Arizona State University program to its use
in Arizona's public schools.

0. 1rticulating and reinforcing the relationship of other disciplines to industrial arts
education.

The Integrated Industrial Studies tours. is scheduled for 20 periods per week. This
large: block of time permits a variety of learning experiences not possible under the con-
ventional plan. ror eNarnplc, a visiting spa dicer on pt rsonnel relationships is not confined
to one period, ur a field trip to a nearby copper mine can be scheduled for half a day
without interfering with other .lasses, or a student can spend several hours in the labora-
tory on any given day.

Content for the course breaks down into approximattly one week for orientation and
eight weeks for the study of industry. To du this, students form committees and model
companies. During this eight -o.t.ck pt. t mud, the group is broken down into 4 separate com-
panies with an assignment to design and mass produce a product. All of the essential
documents inherent in a manufacturing organization are also developed.

During the last eight weeks, individual student contracts are developed. These con-
tracts ma.,t cover processes which were not included as a part of the mass production
experience.

Included in the euneentrated blocks of tun. are individual instructional experiences
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related tk, to r.hing. 1 leld trip" ark wade to a nior high hool and a senior high school
industrial arts &pal Tia qt. Ilk fullouing semesters ar, devoted to students gaining in-
depth techni.al eve s, gatici.il education studies, on-site obsrvatioa and partici-
potion, industrial internship, special method,, curt Ilemum construe tionind student
teaching.

Dr. littrell 7s Prafecr and Chairman of Indvtrial-Techncal Education, Dr. Pardini .s Associate Professor
of Industrial Edvcatiol, Arizona State Onivertity, Tempe, Atizana,

The CBIE Protect
L. Howard Runft

challemtv was is,ued at the %nu. roan Industrial Arts Association convention in
Dallas tau year, ago to define "ma philusophiesut changing industrial arts curriculums."
Nee% to rms such as eunstructiun, manufacturing, materials and processes, visual com-
municationind poa 1. and energy aere mentioned. Nee% rationale %ea:, set forth at that
time. Una quemnin. "Where is the material ae need for the ela,.,room," was voiced
rope male. Prior to that time., 1111,d,, had begun development on a curriculum which
%%mild answer that question.

THE NEW KANSAS STATE PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

lo17 there twee been major conflicts between industrial arts and vocational
educati n a, tau separate entities endeaeoring to pre-sent a relevant curriculum in each
ire i, 1 his has led to duplication of equipment and educational efforts, and competition
be m ven the tau in eying for students. student, hate been deprived educationally because
of this conflict.

Today the e ital issue is loafer meaningful, re le vant, sequential education to students.
The move in 1,:ansa, is to recognize that both disciplines are important and compatible.
Changes twee eeuleed from I eorganizalion ia the state Department of Lela:mon level
down through the writing and testing of new curricula. Clic Vocational Division of the
Kansas state Department of I.dueation proposed a new mate Plan for Industrial Education
in March of 1071.

The main thrust has been to combine industrial arts and vocational-technical educa-
tion into one cohesive unit. Other areas of instruction ,ruelt as home economics, co-
operative education, health occupations, and business education could also develop
courses under the same type of plan. The blending of vocational-technical and industrial
arts programs should be complementary to both and directed tuaard one end, the aell-
being of the "talent. Neither progiam can be eliminated if put into proper perspective.
Industrial art- must deal %%all industrially-related euncepts and pre - vocational and pre-

ehnii. al issues, Mule eoeational-technical education must deal within -depth skill devel-
opment. No doubt indu,trial arts sulk develop some incidental kids, but should not con-
centrate on in-depth skill training.

The State Plan for Industrial Ldueation is designed so that the junior high school
student muees (rain Mold -based conceptual courses, througlinarroaer eluster activities,
toward individualized activities. The courses are developed to encompass an understand-
ing of the industrial aurld toward five major goals, avueational, vocational, technical,
college preparatory, ur general education Much simply acquaints students a ith the opera-
tion of an industrial sue ,ty. . Dependent upon inch% idual interests, students have the oppor-
tunity to choose from many options developed by exploratory hands-on experiences of
mans exposures in an industrial setting. All courses are designed around actual prac-
tices used in industry. 1t an early age, the student may explore his intendeu Interest.
If he likes it, he is then guided through a sequential pattern. If he finds he does not like
the chosen area, he has ample time to se lect another cluster area, thus optionally moving
either horizontally or ecrueally through the state model, receiving training and knowledge
in the exact area and depth he chooses. Lach student selecting his ()an destiny according
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VI hi, - .11.1 int, 1, ,1 i4.1111,
A 11.1101,1i, r, %%aiding emplok cc for

the tktturk, 111.1 IA. 4, I, In AI1k4 111, ,vad,nt - takillt, III. ,la b 410-t.
ark, gk ak a in 14.
11% t.-14.,,t .11, a stud, nt d ,,posu,, , ho ral

ktptIttn-:
I. I he stud, nt tin Indust all art, oirt it taunt All tit, boo; to

k \Oar,. so,/ tI dittk ilk t., to u4 111,11414111 -416.11 III 0114, Irt.1 10 Ng :part' for
1U41444i , ,:t ,111., -444,, -1'44,444, 144-4-14{4_14 111,t11 IA.11n1. Al tt oi to
ontinue mJU,t tat all, tool bt .111-A 01 4%k...111,11111 1111VA A..

2. lh. ,[.dent u1,i, op[ to .nn.!! in kok auuuJI ,t 10/01 in-depth training
in hi, shown art tov.a , mph tk in, nt through t t ad, , lk/Pt1,111t t tuning, or post-
high k do. Ilion. To .2. on josh ti aiming a. ,nt, A .in apprenti,, slop prop am. or to
g tin in -.i. pth A Lni14; to in, I a Irak!, .tr tk I 1 11001 0i oil, g, . Industrial arts
111 1,1 bt quipped hi 40 Ail .student,. ak,ltr,ling Itik ir u11..I ,t,, r, gat litt.';44:44 of tip:,
aboitk, la, I hi- gtims,..0, put tin g dimension of coons, tor into the I, a,
role.

111, tat, Plant, in. lu,i of tilIt .111.tn through tit, ontinuink cdu,anon division.
If in idult to turtlit t 1.1, knttk, dg, in IAlA. 44". 111.ffial f1t.1,1, to train in a second
Jr.. 1 of int, 1, It. guy .(.. il int, fk 'At at night .0 on satutdaks.
1 len,e. the ,T t! ,pcak, to the ..hole community.

RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE CONCEPTUAL
BASE FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION (CBIE) PROJECT

1,1 d, .clop nkt aningful obie,tikk, for ,urt iulum cosh as the k 1311 Project, [hire
inu,4 bk a .1,ar .1, tinitton of Indust t. ill, ddinition that Mt t. 1311 Project used to

S1,11111-11 /11- r atonal, 1, taken ba,idillv !tom riting, of Ilenr I avol. As in the
s(A's, indu-ti k ha, tlik -alit, ba,i, ,tru, turd IL dll, al fundion kengine, ring

and prt kiu, titan, k "111111k 14.1,11 1k111. IIAn kbuk10 and, \changing), Final), ial fun,-
Ism ar,h for and optimum us. of ,aptt.AI..>,wllt. fun, tion Apt-A/1kt Iton of propet tt and
p,rstm,t. (milt mg tun, ion 4,4,,tistak+11r, k '11 "),t,, and other statistics);
and Nlanag, rich tundikm kplaiming, tA,11.. At./ ,ttoidknating, ,ontrolling, and decision-
makingt. Ah,tln r Ill, indu,t ial put suit sintpl, Ill ,tanipl,x, big, or :anon, F.avol thought
the above functions arc alkkays pre -en[.

%hile. At 1, tru, tam prt.sknt InJusuAll tuganarational structures do not look exactly
Fasol's ,onccption, dI, talk, stun, diarad, risti,s. .1 notable differ-

en,, betkket.m I at 01 and pr. ,,nt indu,ttial :at uctut, s as that pt, nt industrial strut.torcs
pla,e a mud) , lea 1 t opal the ion, tion of personnel and labor relations.

In dekelopinz... tationalt and obK,tivt:s, A, have ,xpand, d and modcrni7ed Fayol's
lon,vpts to thetoIlo kk mg. R, r, II .AAAJ U, 'optic nt, 1' rodu, not.. I man, and Controller-
ship. Nlark, ling. Frokur, went. ga1. 1c,ounting. and Inda,trial Relations.

robahlk the nitt,t Atka:standing thought , ,s, ,ond. [h.,, win 1111n [ ton. IS
that t110, 11 e ,busily int, rd. p-nd, nt. km, tun, tam cannot an,. must not he considered in
isolation from the other ,wen fun non,. 11 kl In G. stalt 1, rms. "The hole 1.
greater than the ,um of its pat ts."t lilt ik al function, for tn,tan,e, annot oast
nitbout rakk materials., -.ales outlet,, and foresight.

1Ithough r indu,triaI inkttlk, , a ,ubstantial part of man', activities, it is
just one lenient tit 111t I01.11 -tit 1.11 ,s -.11, mot ...at' olltur.. often group man's
ak to, tut , into fivt ma tor car, gori, th it tit,, all th, in,titution, of man. The in tinitions
are Pamilial, Polit/'.11, Religious, 1 dvatton it, and I conomic.

so iohtgits argue that , ach of th, ututions pi sent In t Very l.-1111rt ,Nether
prinittike, Night, t 11,111/ed, 1,01,111, I. , and, nt, or mod, rn. Ill. rt. lam, u»portance
of an in,litution in comparison t,11,1 th, ,ult, I institution, ft, n tun, to tun, and
culture to ,ulturt.. 1, , ultui, gross, skim, tilt institutton, m to 1,,,en in impor-
tance, chile other, gain in prominence.

11 oh a tear definition of th, kki,o1,nes, of industry," tilt follokking 0*, tives kke. rt.
e,tablished for the t 1311 Protect.

I. To develzp an informed citizenry in a highly nJustrial.ized societya society that must
learn to use and control the technologies.
A. Functions of Industry. To consider the inierrelatedness of the underlyi ig principles of

the functions of industry
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s-, ,3 , I I. at. b,th the Deilefi.;01 Cri3 Jr ,pinrntal effects of
: 1 .0

pz. it. zn .n °3y e?pi, tc, prs)ble-
s,,tv,n9 ,t.oci; tins. RePtesenta:. ye .e3,iiti,G1 Jai expesiett..e> woil be Icte.-.1e4
XI the basis of their edazat;onal worth.
A. T. DO.. le exploratory .n the ...Di ,ale vie of ilatertals. 'opts, ma-

anJ asoaesses Df
a. To pea.. ..nlneetals of 5.p.ou product Design

niormtlit.xl c,n,rinIng tne wxlzt of eiNk.
A, In_r^at")n c.:tpztSitt,x1 the tort torce
a. le:,-r-r. ii con;ertheg toler.s cwd ato.lit,es regay.rei the tabor toice

ti rill 'rt." i, ,t, A, ± is tn, link b..t,t...cn .t, 1..1,no.. and vocational education. It
ii ., ts, tc mt. r appro t, h that ord:. th.: -tudent the oppor-

tunrt t ipplt r:L.:,tt, it prat, tpl," :en, t, so, ial
-pc es h Jr un - ,,L.,.41, 11 lair...tat, pt tt..al, memongful --orations that are
it In inda-trt it 1h, L, ibl, to -Irt on" ,trongest area at interest
Ind, In tishtten, tYv t r ne A tr. 1, . int, r. -.t that he never kne.. exi,ted. 133. its
%cr., oars: -,, t r1.4.1:11 ,p,ak, dlr., t cor....-epts of ,..iret.r education, u1111.1
-t- 1. ip-oact: presented to loz.1.-.11 ,erstuence.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE LINE PROJECT
Irlpt 1-1 ..r 1,a1.1 into the obi:, ..chools requires lesztt..11 orientation,

it. sr., tr.t , t t or..n. 1 he fi -t Of innovation IS to .worm. t losly chat
t, nth b tr.. 4. ,1 to t proz.ratrt to d,tc-rtaine if it meet" tilt need- of the -tudent.

t..- r '1. it p, h. .Dnepr. cult bring Astral .1 recogtoted need
f sr ch.

i trx for ;. r- Aho tr, iir, 1,1t ,erttl., ated and for "tudents o.ho are enter-
al,: th, (1.11 Oa.- a -, lc int -.01, .n inns, its n. I hi, need mu -.t tre ansttered by teacher
t- nntng n-t.rs,Ltz tn,. ti m-t eel, in inn..tattn I- plated la% the teacher. 11 it teacher
orta-t Ist a-, d funk -r -, not onit in rta,hing, bur al.,. in making deci"ions

-, I.. ins% pr tgram- Ind in ,onributin.; imagination and profes-aonalism to the
A r.f.r.:. tn.: . opmc nt ..f thc ..-urrisalatts. t on tunisation Stith the teacher through all
phi--- pro:v.:T.. .1etelopmer.r mu-4T be -4tre',:ed.

In I tve \!r. -rnlIet 1 K. rt, Dart., tor of Industrial %rts I ducation, 3%1...luta Publit.
-.hoot., Ind Dr. Zit. roft.ssor of Indu,trial lAlucation, V.iehua

nottarLd a ,toper two c (fort bt.t.teen the tsAo. in,titutions. In 1.0711 a
pr ,nto led 1, on-eptual 11.1-, for 1ndu-tr 11 1 ducation 'Armen and submitted
n. tn. Iloird 1 1 turtng 1.070-7 1 - shoo! ,tar, graduate courses :.ere ar-
r inzcd r t1 i. nut 1 -.t tit fr thc purpo., of -todting man, of the annotative pro-
gram', Inslo-tr Ma Art". Curri,oluo, d I'., American Industr Protect,
(1 II its 1'1 in (or I. ar, r l'reparatim, ttr,n,...trartd,ss,stems Approach, and buntmons oft:, olop,1 daring th, the first graduate course inspired
in.s,n,,nt- o, pil..t th, I .t I' ,our-c. in tor, 31.:ctota Junior high hoot:. for o }ears.
1st b, s. n pilot, .1, es.aluatt.d. and in danuar3. of this tear the WichitaI! ippr d th, pia, eintot of th, I kl prttgram- into the remaining
,ate, n rumor hiz.11 -,t.s.4-. in 'Aiditt

Dot in,: rh, ,V1111-,;% r of 1-07 1, tht zraduatc courst sAa.-. established to
.cent, tin. met It A It Aotild kV .01Jr-..... I. non the se,ond course,

sinduork as Lod .test Xlat, rials l' roc ono:1uni-
t ind r I n, rg,. 1t ibaut th, saints time, the nett Ian..:. state Ilan for
Ir.1 1-tri II I mom% ,ompil..,1 and adapted bt the Mate Board of I ducation.

In r2, i pro.p..-.11 lop, sAritt., and pilot I eves 11 curriculum of the state Plan:
7.i ir. ri Vtt iii mmani,arion, Ind l'osAer I nergt ttas "ohmitted

ro th, 1o, ott 'nal I of th, kan-as stare Department of lalucation. the
prop. it ,i, its, pt, d ind fondt for 1 24,otillovera tit.' -tear pt riod. I ht. t 1111. Pro,ect
i- I ,p, riNtt tif.rt un,m.z th, R ina, ,tatt k-pa rtment of IA% ititn, 33 it.hita state
t'ni. r ,t , m.1 th, .1. is ho 1' obit, -chots1-. -e havt been develope41 in eon:-
ph Ince ,itla the neA at it. Plan for .1 rial [Jot-at:on.

Durinz. rh. suitors. r of I )-2, :tort .hp, -tabli-ht..1 in adi of tht three area...
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thy untte.rsitt rot . .tt Iu. tt..,nt !kat r inMuert.tlsN rotesses. Dr. Ronald Pass
in I, tswtl t a.m. `Jr. I 1,.0 .,tot in N Lnurg. iAtirked autlt teacher:,
from all eater Litt .4 Kan. tee. .mil stablishyd sonLeptual stud} areas within each
t:o..rse. During ILL st .,ammo nationall} knottn yduLators with expertise In
the that !It.,A ptual tt. a ...ntrattLd to nor!: taut thy universit} staff and
teashe rs. ,,WIRA suth as Dr. Jose-ph tuff} , vntral onnytamut state
Mr. Nelson 1%0,, stetitiott st Nils-our-1 matt College, Dr. Rat sLimalm, aestern Wash-
ington staty and lad K... , Illinois ,riot. nittrsitt, km taluable ireper into
du. de -cclopnit nt stages. Ilk I rott-t i tontinuing to V.V. g. ideas through cora-
spondence uith these educational consultants.

is t a uit the summer Aorkshops, rough Cdrn,uldni acre computes in
e.ish area. 1X.ring tht. foIltitting setit.4 Lear, 1972-73, eight teathers were hired ;it each
art,:, andtr Lht direstin of tht un.t.t.rsitt Lonsultants, to refine goals and objet,ives,

student at.tivitas, ad designate softuare and haahtary for the Lourses. 13v
1.tga-t rained guidt.s publishyd, containing dad} Ic-sson plans. suggested
student ti. it ics. st Alen: adini.. and lists suggestyd softuan. hardware, equipment,
,apply s, tools, .ind aadio-tisual aids. Us. dettloped ttert. C 1311 slide presentations to
somplt raent Lath of Lbt thret sur-, In Jul} 11- I, methodolog} uorltshops %tett- held
to pr. pan. :Lathers to pilot the. tatursys. Tht that. tourses are presently being taught
in thret. st paratt .31shita high -shoots, and the prepared turn...ilium ;nudes are being,
%sad and refined h". Us, pilot teachers. Chest materials are non read} for dissemina-
!i en and otaine.1 through the Kansas statt Department of Lducation, 120 Last 10th,

.pelt, K ins is e or 12. t. nil Protect, 4i1 south Grove, IA ichita, Kansas 07211.

EVALUATIONS

rtit. s. as re nett tourses, oe_ing night 1A.th neat material, etaluation measures
had to b. dtvt.1 pee.d. Input tut.. Jit tet. hritreuts to b. used fur evaluation purposes oat.
natl. b} the a luta rublit st hoots Rtstartt and I t.iluation Department, the four pilo*
N. ash, r.., the three ortginal "Aishita state nie.erstt} L.onsultams, the Director of Indus-
trial Nrts, and the otirdinator 1311 EroAct. Ivaluation procedures uere estab-

,onst. nsets of tilt. "ruing teams that a summer norlt:hop should be held after
the first }ear tist. the gull., on Lis retimmandations of the pilot tvach-
yrs, the sonsultnts, mil the star_ Department administration. It was also
suggested ht. the. astar,ti team that i tti-}Lar pilot would be much more valid than a
one -}eau pilot, bts.aase of atisins in tr.. tea...hint; matt :la's and,: more established

aluation s}stLin. Flans art to present tea results of the tau -}ear evaluation of these
dirte plot soursts tip tht. iloard of Edutation for approtal to implement them into the
,.tan senior high sthools and most of the sixteen junior high schools in the 331cluta
Public Schott: Svstem.

NEW CURRICULUM ACCEPTANCE

Fht t nli. i'n qv. t has had its -hart of u-ials and. rrors, as dins an} innovative cur-
risulum del, bivalent. \Lt.. nil,. h.-es, tilt. tut r-all aisaofthe. project is very encouraging.
nu. .ariteus statewide unto. rsit, .ind publa school systems, as well as the Kansas
'tat, lkpartintnt of i duLatin, hate displiaLL1 remarkable tonunitment .ind assistance.
Hit deditation eNhibited b} the t. a. hors, eta. n those not darycal} invoked ugh the de-
velopment of project materials, enhance.. the entire theme of the project.

the t partailonts timid osualizt the broad scope possible for the three
olurs s in other turri,ulum .riots, tht} did not foresee the enthusiastic ateeptame of
the est ars is for the ma rJis. iplinart, .1. mm that is hying perpt tuated. At this time specifit.
..urrisulum areas affecting this shangt in the Aichita Public schools are art, English,
holm ,t)mitri,,,, and social studies. Industrial arts non-pilot teachers, examining., the
publishtd t 1311 material, heat responded with spontantous requests to incorporate those
concepts and activities into their existing programs.

Last sworn% r four major teacher-training institutions implemented institutes in
Nleinufasturing, onstrut non, Nlatet ials tt ['rota. sses, lisuatlt ommunit.ation, and Potter
.5. Ent rg}. Again this summer all four institutions offer institutes in the five areas.

1..u.h stmt. de. partment of tduLatem in tilt. Unitedstates has reteived a set of curricu-
lum guide., from the Matt. fkpirtint nt of 1.11ation. Requests fur material have
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been : icing it ,)on out. L trout tht sountm. Karns is is cAcited about and proud
of the progress that i ing pat.,. in tt,s -t n.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

teacher guides tte rt Jett loped for the t Prot. it, slide presentations Acre
developtd to .peak to too purpost s. these tides Mal be used in con [unction owl the
teaching guides is .appkintntal ma:trial or a. 1141/10.. rt Lawns intormatum, illustrating
rationale of CBI! as .tc.: as demonstrating, 'student amities. Ils uniqueness of the
presentation. is that ,coot rt hpLd a, prole,.. by X, isual I. ommunn anon students,
under the guidaae of icachers, and others t.ete Jet eli.ped bt teacher. to enhance the
guide material.

'1Shat Is Visual Communitation' illustrates the rationale of talumunication
and Aas developed by tin Vi.aal Communication Class, onh the guidance of the pilot
teachers and consulta-.., project for a photographic essay. students filmed the
subject, ley( loped a, film, inoented tin slides, A rote the stript, and taped the narration
ttith loci g.round mthac. "A hat ls Visual Communitation" deals oath almost every type
of communication that man ha, .114;1:plc.!, stmlxilogt and art forms of primitive man ashell is the n.ass technical media of today. the Aides point out ommunication forms
like unspoken ind unorittt n languagt, ,.,ands that crt ate mental image., human relations,
cry melte, spiritual zancLpt, and subtonscious images. The presentation also refers
to .orammer protecti.,r4 tht business ape, t ofadver'ising, environmental aspects, enter-
tainment, and ;are, r reness. nit main emphasis of ' hat Is Visual t ommunication"

m commumc lion A ith man.
ommunication. Introduction and Overvieu" describes each unit of instruc-

tion and some of tilt .uggesttd produsts by Muth the t ncepts are taught. Units of study
in Visual t ommanis mon in onentation to i.ual t onnunicanon, Photographic COM-
M131114.7,1[1(m. Printed Graphic t ommunitation, Tecomtal Graphic I. ommumcation, t om-
munic troop Dissenunationind (he Visual t tunummcation Industry.

" \i nerials Processes I" explain. rationale. the first element of the course is
materials. XII material. are classified

Metals, Ahich art J. rited Irani earthy matt nals and Lharacterrzed by their luster.
they have e!eztrical and !teat conducticity, and heat fusibility. Xt room temoerature,
most are solid and op.mae.

Non-metals, much art all materials that art not metal (for cAample, 000d, glass,
concrete, rubber, plastics, and textile-44

Organics, compowd of )r ,ontaming matter of plant tar animal origin and therefore
containing large amounts of ca rbon.

!mirk-mks, coinpostd of matter having no appreciable amounts of carbon. Bence,
these materials ire relatively inert, meaninc they do not react chemically.

Tha second clement of the course i. protesses,b!. %Muth man makes materials more
1.14.11 To himself. Matt W. art prottsstdby forming, separating, combining, and finish-
ing.

'the third main clement of Materials $. Processes is produtts. kach product is se-
lected for AS charatterism, stinalitr it be of a nieclianital, electrical, optical,
chemical, thermal, or lesthttit naturt, the unitsof tudv in Materials S. Processes are.
The Productive iy stem, Classifitation of Materials, ForiumgMatenals,scparating Mate-
rials, Combining Materials, Finishing Materials, rid Development of Products.

" \htterials F. Pro. t 11" shoAs .1 IL A suggested products that students produce
in the Materials 4. Proses, .1a.sroon, based on Materials tt, Processes concepts I Ao
import int component., t..ting of mitt rail- and toolingo re also depicted in this presenta-
tion of :rodent classroom .1, tivitn ()the. r subjects are pollution, effects of industry on
environment, and recovery of materials.

"Potter ic Pnergs I" deal. troth the rationale for the Potter $. Energy course. All
tnachmes serer as extensions of man,his eyes, or ear.. there are only six knoon
sources of potter: mcc.harucal, electrical, thermal, nuclear, chemical, and radiant. the
six simple machines are studied rtlatitc to the onto:Ns of sourte, Input, control, trans-
mission, and output. Witt thLi natural or man-made, fortes can he raptured or converted
to be used by man hi lighten his stork LI 1. By tombining too um more systems, man
creates machines to cork for hint. Xn example is the automobile, a combined electrical,
mechanic il, and fluid systt in, Aldi does many types of oork for man. Units of study in
Potter Ilnergt are. Introdut turn to Potter Lnerp, Mechanical 'systems, Fluid:Lys-

l)2
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tems, Llectrical sst mon,, nut l ombined mmem, to Indumi v.
\ .1$ 111,,,,,n ,tudent a, tivitm,. mudous mudv the areas of

natural or man-made )I methsds of ti in...mi.ion, and methods
of output. VI important a,pect ',ruching.' type kit indu,t nal ms, for .1 partisulor Z'seNtl
NriikierSCZ, sire Madt- itt.lre of and peen the pporturt.tt to rs Litt to sasplorators sal% e r
c:pent-me,. 1,,,, important , tem, nt, of ,rude in Pout r rgt are environment and
pollution. -student, ,tort their Poue $ ti I rat rg% .tuft %sada somms rsaal t-xpt nmenters,
then mote to Ras het- developed astm c I &malt Ills are invoked in light product
,c.rvicv cork relating to their unit of -.mat or the tune.

FUTURE PLANS IN KANSAS

Ourtng the ,onieperiodot tun, th.uthet Ulf. I roject ua- in ilk developmental :doges,
there tea. also a tis% s urrasatlunt -Kid% bean, sonstats.tsd it .'taus l ollep of Puts-
bu rg. I he secondary .tphlra ui in of I echnologl I. I g I'ruis t usl, dt t'llOped under the
direction of Dr. \ ic tor .,ullitsin and Hanel. Dean. It ,cas funded for a three-year
period under I itle III fund, from the nittd mak, Unice of I,ducation. Ilk MA Project
obtained pc rno,,ion to pilot it, progro.n, .n tine hoot district. in Kan,o,. there are
some date m the scat tilt I mate real i.. pre,ented, but it rationale and basic
stIm lure very -similar to that of l' roles t. Both prop. s I, .11-t. Lunt.t. rnLd %tali
the area, of mantas', coring, con,t ru, t niati.r isl, and wpm unk.rion,
and potee r and ens rgc. In tact, I. etcl,l and II of the otate Pon sire pretty %tell c ,tablished
is k in. 1,ind oin,ide :able t ion is be am.; tato. n all in,titut ion,. lit,tee ter, the re must
be a inure son, a ntrate d e Ito$ t to t guiskIine, for total autplsinsntatton and sli,,a.nianation.

In Os obr 1471, a Mt nibs r of tlit kan,a, state lkyartnivnt of 1,duc anon staff pre-
-sewed the t tilted mate, office of i dus anon in Asa,Innetton, IX., teeth a ,st of 01311. cur-
riculum material,. Ilk Office orde red three additional ,ets of curriculum guides
for previot. Octobe I 21, 1071, the t 1311, and SI, I -staffs $$ert collect to Topeka. the

.s. (nol.e of t ducation recto', ,tot that the tut) prow, t, ,ubmit a combined prospectus
of plan, to miplete the state Plan. Ilk y indi, at, cl th, atailobilitv of fund, for thi, typc
of Jo% !opt:lomat %%kirk. I he so:flintiest protect %%mild be ident.fie el a, kan,a,Plan foe
Indumnal I due anon k-P II t, no %tont on funding ha, been received from the
['Mies! mites Office of 1.ducation.

Plans in, Jude seeking elp from the kon,a, Inttu.ui ii reacher I ducotor Council
act( I t $, kit %Out all tea, :kr training in-titution, art member.. the Kan,a, mate De-
partment of I dusatson i. lending guidon, to the effort, of the K-PII. Project and all
te is her training in,titution, to finalize, mate, and implement I reel I and I cccl II
program-, and to dee ide what i- net led tods vt lop I ss I III. V1. hen I s vs I III I. de ve loped,
srstten, and di,,entanatvd, indat,trial art, %%rating effort,, volt be completed.

SUMMATION

an eteating time in e ducation, porticwarie in indu,ti /al sducotion. It 1, simply
',keel that you stud!. the effort, of the de cc lope rs before too di,regard or c &Allem them.
the curnsulum i, nt u. its e \clung. and the nom thru-t of ilk uhole a (fort, Much all
educators have ,pokn about for the cell - hung the ,tue tit. Given a ;ante-
tured prolg,re,,ion ui e dus.ito mot e ems., a, outlined in the Stout Plan for
Industrial I Jut at ion, malt and female muck nt, alike explore ,o, itty at their option and
ch,cover their proper identities end she rt Met fit into the %mild of ctork.

It t. also recogniied nitioauid, thou mane t$ ache 1,, 11110.1. r,itis -school di,tricts,
and other estuc.it tonal ay.. ne Is, are Jo...loping the "nest look" in indtka nal education
cum, Ilium. I he t till, and -A, I l' rots. t. !lass mails matot sontribunon, to education
bt e-aahlisiung a firm bass unplsmtnh,iuun in keeping with inno,,,ate.s tUrnculum and
hives notributed to tilt -sound c du, alum of tooth, in all parts of the count rt.

Mr. Runtt is prefect coordinator of the Conceptual Base For Industrial Education Protect, Wichita Public
School System, Wichita, Kansas.
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Humanizing the Curriculum by Focusing on
the Learner

M. James Hansen

l'he curriculum project began in the ,umnier of 1071 in .1 uorkshop sponsored by
the l' niversitv of t%i;:constn-Stout for mdactrtal education dep trtments that egshol to
Improve their program,. rhirtevp 'ditto!, autntled this uorkshop, eith eat h one repre-sented tit at least three-fourth, of the ir departmental personnel. the workshop seas
based on program unproe etntnt through the use of thy IN tsconsin untie to Local turricu-
lum Improvement.
The Slam:Iwo school S} -rem followed up on tht, tmti it professional activity %%WI a
locally-funded curriculum - eriting venture and, seith cooperation from Stout, procured

rue Ill funds for an in ovative pilot project in indu,trtal education. the success)f the Not project ha, stir .ulated an additional three- wars of funding to support the
development of learning activti

the project ua, ba.ied on the Guide., %ludi proposes the folloutng five program ob-jectives:

1. To wort, with elements of 3ustry to gain understanding of how they function in producing
goods and services.

2. TO understand the interdependence of society and industry.
3. To explore the context in v-nich industry has developed and continues to develop.
4. To explore occupational ar as as a basis for selecting a career and understanding the

p.c.rsuits of whers.
5. To prepare for anti', into at propriate industrially-related o 3-upations and develop a base

for further occupational ed,ication.

the conceptual :tructurt that orgaaizts the :Atick. of industry as an aid to meeting
the five objectives in the Cuid. i: as follow-=:
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SYSTEM ELEMENTS:
R- search & Deielooment

Investigation & experimentation conducted for the purpose of arriving at a solution to
an identified need.

Production
The methods and processes used in the output of goods and services.

Marketira& Distribution
Flow of goods and services from producers to consumers.

Maintenance & Services
Servicing property, equipment, & people.

RESOURCE ELEMENTS:
Finance

Acquisition and utilization of financial resources in industry.
Manpower

Human resources essential to industry.
Materials

Substances From which products are produced.
Power any Energy

The fundamental ingredient in all mechanization & technological development which
may be transformed into work.

Property

Holdings or possessions of an enterprise upon which value can be placed.

COORDINATING ELEMENTS:
Manaeement

Operational activities which provide for the leadership of an enterprise.
Communications

Interaction resulting in the exchange of ideas and information,
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CONTENT ORGANIZERS

the relationship betAct n the obtL,tivi.s and tilt, tic ni,.nts of industry are shown in
the model in Figure I.

the planning sessions to better Well t of ILL Ica fat. k in tlis ,ha.%ars, l'rojcct
generated the follov.ing rationale and to major proje:t goals:

The Rationale:
Because industry, its technologies, and oceupational opportunities are changing at an eve.-
accelerating rate, the content of industrial education must change to reflect contemporary
industrial practices.

Content change does not insure equal learning opportunities for all students who par-
ticipate 4n industrial education because of varying learning abilities, styles, and interests,
therefore, learning alternatives must be provided to enable each student to loom in a way
compatible with his individual learning style.

Goals of the Project:
I. To implement the study of contemporary industry al the public school.
2. To inchvidaalize, humanize, arid personalize the instruction through offering learning

olle.ri.xive.; to the s:odert.

As a result of the deel.lors to prip.idt, a inttauporary study of industry and to focus
on the learnt. r in prm.iding thtse taptrAtos., an initial program modt1 tta, designed.

I he first Itvt1 in the program indtsatt a gene t al broad stud} of industry through a
grouped tea...ht. approach. I he ,Leona ItttI pros ides for both grouped teacher -led
exploratory evt.rit.rkt.s, .1, and snrallt r tit xiblt, student-led modules, the third level
experit.m.ts are for spec wilted intit sts to pro.* de opportunities for both the future
vocational student and the "high flyer" %%110 may sons day pursut. .1 position on the pro-
fessional lees -I in industry. I he modt l was designt d to im..ludt the total t at et t spectrum
of industry as depicted in Figure 3.

six self-tn,truk.tntnal itaklules %ter.. dt ,agnt d during tilt pilot projet.t and field-tested
for their effectiveness. rueria &Ascii in this deer. lopment art 'hour) in Figure 4.

the intended use of the modult.z, etas to pros ide for flexibility "customizing" the
inst.] Oction of each of the learn( z Nhu ,ttIt rn the program. This %%mild be possible
through the use of the moduli-s in the Int l III portion of the curriculum model as well.
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Level III

Level II

Level I

The Curriculum Model

OCapstone /Coop
Vocational

A

esearch and
Experimentation

Design and
Development

B

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 00 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

INDUSTRIAL CAREER SPECTRUM

Professions

Trades

Scientist

Engineer

Technologist

Technician

Skilled Tradesman

Semi skilled

Unskilled

Whits Collar

Blue Collar

0
0
0
0
0
0

THE SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL MODULES

Teacher Proof

70% Sall instructional

Ptslormance based

Highli activity oriented

Motivating

Careful blend of cognitive, affective
and psychomotor objectives

Include social impacts, career opportunities
and consumer knowledge

Designed to fit into other proportional
prattle!' Ws areas

Use of mini course format l'Acredit)

I%

rynn
A.A.),..,



The example illusteattd in Figure S of a cus-
tomized vocational Lxpti highlight:, the
uniqueness of the modules' potential.

The learner, through guidance and infor-
mation supplied by his teacher, states a career
objective. From this objective, the learner
selects the aporopriate learning experiences to
design his/her own course of study. A skill lab
is attached to the instruction to provide the
needed practice to become proficient in the area
of study chosen by the learner.

As the project moves into the du ee-year
writing phase, some changes are being imple-
mented in the program model to better meet the
needs of the student.. Figure 6 depicts, in model
form, this slight re-orientation.

A "Customized" Vocational Curriculum

AN INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
MODEL

INDUSTRIAL
PRODUCTION

CapstonsiCoop

R h and Osvoloarnent

Entstp rise

INDUSTRIAL
SERVICE

Capsionnitoop
Ruutch and Omloornent
Interims,

COMMUNICATION

L POWER

MATERIALS PROCESSING

L MANUFACTURING

I I CONSTRUCTION

Modules

Skull lab

Level I in the model will remain parallel to Level I in the initial planning model.
Level II will become more flexible by offering each of the courses through a self-designed,
self-instructional mode. I ht. modules will probably become split into smaller activities.
Figure 7 illustrates how various selection options can provide differing types of individ-
ualized instruction.

1 ht. levti III opfxn-tunitiLb, which providt, fin- specialized obit:LAI vcs, were redesigned
slightly to point out to the learnt r that numerous group ur individual experiences .ire
available to him, her in tht goods-producing and goods-servicing elements of industry.

The strategies involved in carrying out the three-year improvement project involve
the development of frith people and instructional materials.
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SELECTION OPTIONS

OBJECTIVES

SCHOOL LEARNER

Individually
Diagnosed

and
Personalized

Prescribed

Self Independent
Directed Study

Project Strategies

IIISINCIMMI Mamal.
0...lodin.n1

Doign M.I.101$

Design a M.o.g.rn.nt System

Implement t ..1u.tion Gilding
end R.poirimg System

Detsemmete env/tuts end te.nsp011
end to *Om schools

P.isonn.1
Derelepment

7'.

*11

1

The future perslective, of ouch program are endless. It becomes apparent from
the scurf, that lia, beei dune thus far that cur rieulum imprueement is a continuous change.
The dynamics of acting, change agents in both people and curriculuin is an exciting one,
as the project directors are experiencing. Future contacts fur inure information on this
project vall be available from Mr. Fred 13e}er, Fruit:et Director, ESLA I tile ill Project,
Industrial Lducation, and Mr. Fred Punschuls, Local Vocational Lducatiun Coordinator,
Shawano Public Schools, Shawano, 1Visconsin.

Dr, Bensen Is Director of the BS Degree Program in Industrial Education, University of Wisconsin-Stout,
Menomonie, Wisconsin,
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Computer-Assisted Evaluation in Industrial Arts
O. L. Jo !den

liow %%01111 v.vi Th. to110,, ,,tp,ibIlltt tot evaluating, iir ...students in
mlust rail at ts cla,ses

L Indrt.nlual cognok%, k sts tot ,a, h stu1,nt ut th, lass. Unique to that student.
2. I ht. fro, 10m to shoos, Ali*, It sit". ept, or pint, wish to

ev dada, tor ea, 11 ,tud,
I IF appor tuna, to 1, I, i litAn, ilk I of undt rstan,hn,t %%ohm three general cate-
gories to' in% -.pt., ill, ept, of hi M. iplv in tour course of study.

4. Iht ibilit% to flask Oa .111.1N, inupdat,dtt,Inanal}st. for ea,it test question within
tour evaluation Iii rat t.

;. N. In r ftl, of all taut ti,ms aailable equknually for a given course
k1 Had% ,%Ith the orre, t answer.

v. 1n intuurt; numb, %.1t kations 1,. te mimed bt the computer in line with the
topic, Ik111:,' Attalk a and th, It t, I of tin,k1 standing desired for each student.
I re, dom to 41,1 ot t st items as tour Lourse Changes without
having to rt rm. tour k sts for eatlt elw, as the ontent or emphasis Of your
classes chatize.

It du r on, of clot, of thest questions is yes, maybe computer-assisted
ev tlu Itp.n r th, N,olt 11,e. lit king for.

BASIC PREMISE

oinput, ks-kt,k1 % duation bas,d on th, idea that edu, mum is in fact an in-
11%-k,lual pi tt r, t,L student to .onsultation ,soh the teacher, approach a

n kno AM; II what ht, stn' t, itt, mining to learn and what, at this point
in tom ids In tan about Th. Mat, rial. It is an adiunt t to a more realistic approach
to le ming, thit of in,to,aklualir,1 in triktion. 1t pit sent it is limited, however, to the
cognim,. 1, in tin and JUL .11t,Illpt to ineasur. the pt.,homotor or affective domains
(skills and attitudes).

Proofing a final print-cut of o computer-generated test requested from the data bank in the
computer center. Each test is vnique and in line with the topics and difficulty level estab-
lished for the student.
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A personal interview with each student determines the units
to be evaluated, topics covered within each unit, and level
of difficulty for each test item.

ORGANIZATION OF THE SYSTEM

I hk basic rvaluatnm systtin is piesentlt set op on an opt r.itional basis in the field
of electrnics. It was orgamieu moot.% eloped in the following marine r. An undk rstanding
of the procedure might o,idtide insight intJ adaptation to other subjects and to improving
the system as it now exits,

Step I.
In anall.sis was made of most of the aeailable text books and references in elect fluty-

eke tvul, d into a topical outline for five eourses in electricity-
etronies which -mad pros ide a basic understanding of the field without regard to

specialization. Its pram purpose K.1, to identify which topics of information we re con-
tained in the books and, from i frequency of occurrence, to get an idea of which topics
were thought important by the author. Of those books.

Ilie nia,te r analysis resulted from looking .it approximate I) fifty books in the field
published from otio to 1 Ca. I hi... onipilation ne fled 22ti gold ral topics of mdorniation

hi, h At-rk then org,ini7ed sdqutritiall into an instructional outline. In addition, these
topic s detre blocked and die ided for contenie no. into sheets for the preparation of learn-
ing actieity package s, Illis furthe r breakdown re stilted in 22 general units or blocks.
Step 2.

B.. dusc of an *rite re st in Jet, minim ; if in fact the authors of the books were intune
with industry and what i, undt r de eelopine nt rd, 4,f information were sub-
matted to a representative sample of the e etronies Ando-aro, who were engaged in manu-
fa, turc, dt. sign, installation, bt re ice and or ope ration of e le ea runic:, equipment. -I ynty-
four major industries we rt. invoked in this classification process. the industries were
asked to detyrnime if, in their Judgment, the topic should be required, inch. rred, or un-

cessar) information as it would edit, to a gene ral undo rstanding of the field. the
results of this evaluation lie fled a topical uu,lint. 111.1. i. topes timid be Lmati-
listied and an instructional system developed.

Step 3.
to facilitate a more usable outline, these gent. ral topics of information were then

expanded into specific behavioral obit,. tive s which could he used by teachers to set up an
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Computer request cards ore punched to allow the selection and
printing of test questions from the computer data file to meet the
requirements of the student.

instruetional system ur educational experience. This step also made the exact content,
purpose, and,or aim of the tope clear for the student. It provides a good channel of
communication between the student and the .caeher regarding the eleetrunlea information
that needs to be learned by the student.

Step 4.
The next step was to write individual tesequestions for each of the specific perform-

ance ubjectises ur to accumulate: :sample test iteina from niany sources. Over a period
of several years, approximately 51100 :sample test items have been gathered and classified
into sequence. related to the topes and/or unit, [his procedure of accumulating many
questions over each topic and specific objective g. ;ea the evaluation file its tremendous
versatility, as many queatiuns euuld evaluate v.ie.an reason a given objective or topic.

Step 5.
Once the original elass,fieation scheme was eatablisheiland the test items categorized

by unit and topic, it was essential to determine the approximate level of understanding
evaluated by the individual test item. A taxonomy of seven levels of the cognitive domain
established by Bloom and others was used, but it was modified into three major sections.
These were low-level re...111, medium-level applieatiun and analysis, and high-level syn-
thesis and evaluation. By reading each question or test item, a judgment was made to
determine which level of information was e valuated by that particular item. An attempt
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ss al.so Itr.1.1t it CA, trans to has, .ipproxim h th, same number of ttra ittirk in each
of tin,, tat, 4or i. -.. thou, t r, prof rd,d a larger number of Hon, an the
hot sategor, 'Arai U p, ,atetrory ,,,tind and ilk highest I. ...I of !taming eontaan-
in): tilt ft ttt st t, st atm.. flit,, IU b, a,,,motd, tht purpost of the ttholt
:ton pro;raiii etas orientation and nt specialivation.

1.4,1) test it. than sontaint ill, ittlItot gig information .thi,(t eould b, prottsstd by
the computer:

I. nt. rat 1,U rm. front tt, in ,t tat, n R in tht entire prop
of studies,.

2. rth gtneral unit of instnietion or blot, trout skin, h it ...mit tau mast, t analysis
contained 22 unit, or Mocks of instruction).

t. I ht tope, of information or perfonnan, obJettiet this test item
,tas evaluating 1220 topics in the original analysis).

4. I ht apprommat. It t I of undcrstanding or tht difimulte of du. question in rad-
non to the three broad categories used.

. correct anstter to the test item.
For prat. inset rt asons in data pro, t Iplt t qut ,tions tt, re to, dominant

format for the test items, with a feu true-fake atenis included.
In eases rt dra.tings or sell, math: thagrams to...rt. to Ix ust d, a notelx)ok tats

niadt stall appropriat, r.f, rt mt. to unit-topi.-figui, for east ref, r.. net. [his prot.edurt
.1,1 not I-, quirt. tht ,ornputt.r to drat) diagrams, only to P. spt if', tt st att. ins and pro-
tr,!e proper reference data.

UTILIZATION OF THE SYSTEM

Ile. fo(k,. ing , \planation is a.anipl, ofho.t tht r -assisted aluation system)
in be use.I.

stud, nt nt. r Ing .1 proa.rni or sour,-..t. net d, a prt -t, st to at tt mum tthat to already
kn otn in tht fit Id. In .on-ultation .,nth th, teaeht r, a ,elation of etnarset.$), unit)sy, or
tope. t. mad-. ,n apt t rittnt of th, Itet I of Laming to lit te aluatcd is determined.

rertUt st i. than malt to tilt etimputt.r for .1 green numbt r of questions on a spetafic
.,1 o., r a gitt n t.q unit, tr Instruttions to the eomput, r are to pet .1 ran-

Jorn aoillable ps,ibilitits, and if tit numb, r of atm, r, qutsted as beyond
tilt numb.. r of than- in lit fill, 111.Ikt up th, daft rant. from .1 ,attgory above or bclott
the requested level of learning.

I ht tt. -4 irk nis art to bt numb) rid sequentrally as they art printtd. Not put the
ans,), r-, on the test, but th, ttaeh, r a daplitatt eopy of tht saint ttst ttath

pro,idt at tilt top of tht test the mum_ of tot stadtnt for Munn tilt test
so', .tad., tilt ,,a,ittr making the rtqut tiilt daft of ilk r, qu,st, and ilk with s,
eon r or Itt,i rt qu,stt d. Ibtrs, items art on the program of the computer and art
provided for each test made.

t output,. r print apprommattly tttenty -fact., one-hundred-question tuts in
about fu minute. tin 1, ba od on ilk. typt of storagt systt m u, -td olisk), dt kind of pro-
gram Armen tcobalrind the ..peed of the printer 0000 lines per minute)).

111, ,omputt. r an print a long pre-test, a eomprehensive unit test, a gent ral
-4, or .1 eornbination of I, of Laming.) trt t..4. It has proven to Ix a et ry useful

tool to enhame edueation and lit Ip in some of the prtblems of t valuation.
tit he art, kat ht rs' 111. tam has taunt tt hen tilt dnidgt re of midterm, final, and

qui/ tonstrut non is non atailabit by rt quest from your friend, tilt computer.
\,,nt tou an gat dostn tot!), litkint -.sof evaluating youi studtnts' ...kill and attitude, %lit re
your professional iiidgment k more needed.

0.. Je-tt ,,, a Professor f ladu,rr.ol Arts at the UnIvers.1, of Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado.
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Using Monolithic Integrated Circuits in
the Laboratory

William H. Rigby

sines their development in Texas Instruments, monolithic integrated circuits
have made dramatic inroads in the field of electronics and arc primarily responsible for
the growing field of microelectronics. Dollar volume sales of integrated circuits sur-
passed that of discrete transistors as "ar back as 1940, and the volume of sales and new
applications for IC's continues to grow.

It therefore seems imperative that industrial arts educators make an effort to tech-
,:atch up and utilize greater numbersuf IC's in their laboratory activity. Ihis

paper, then, attempts to coax the uninitiated eleetronics teacher into using IL's and may
sugg:st a few applications to those already familiar with this new field.

DIGITAL ID'S

Integrated circuits designed for digital application are grouped according to com-
patible families or types. These families go by a variety of names and acronyms. 1'or
example, a contemporary, extremely popular, and reasonably priced family ofdigital
IC's is the Transistor Transistor Logic, ur TTL. This particular family, often referred
to the 7400 series, utilizes the basic NAND logic gate as its basic "building block,"
From this gate, all other logical gates, flip flops, and other digital functions radiate. An
example of a typical TTL Logic IC is the 7400 Quad Two Input NAND Gate.

This device, like many modern IC's, is contained in a 14 Pin Dual Inline Package.
Notice that the pin numbering sequence begins to the left of the key way and proceeds down
the lefthand side and up the righthand side uf the device. An important difference between
transistors and IC's is that, schematically, the IC, pin numbering is identified from the
top rather than the transistor - oriented bottom view. The 7401) contains four individual
NAND Gates, each having two inputs, a Vcc requiring positive 5 volts in a ground connec-
tion. This family operates on a positive logic system where a logical 1 implies a positive
voltage greater than 2 but equal to or less than 1 volts, while a logical 0 is a voltage less
than .8 volts or circuit ground. Using the basic NAM) Gate, the user of IC's can easily
construct all of the traditional logic gates and solve many interesting logic problems.

Figur( 2 illustrates the versatility of the I.AND Gate by showing its modification
into the common NOT, AM), and OR gates. Of course, other circuits such as flip flops,
adders, etc., can likewise be constructed. Naturally, manufacturers have already pre-
pared all of these and many other logic functions in individual however, the act of
parleying these single gates into many interesting combinations may be a valuable learn-
ing experience in itself.

1 contemporary and ,isible application of digital IC's is in digital readout devices
such as counters, digital voltnn tens, radio tuners, and digital tachometers. A bast(
digital counter is a relatively easy de vice to construct. It requires only two IC's and a
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3

radout i..1ment More elaborate systems art_ available, some with storage k.apakaty,
huw,vr, the uninitiated may fed more winfortabk with a simpler system, as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows a ,ompletc single decade digital l.ou nter. This system uses a 7490
Dek.ade counter, a 7447 a even segment Decoder Driver, and a Seven segment LED read-
out. 13y starting at the input to thi. decade and dividing into its wmpunent par., we find
that the 7490 dek.adc ,uuntr_r is a 4 bit binary ,uuntcr designed to count from 0 to 9 and
then automatically reset back to 0.

This counting clement requires a Vcc of 5 volts
and a ground, along with a few other external connec- acA C.C,'atR

Lions. The pulses to be counted are fed into the IC via
IN :,.41)

A

pin number 14 labeled A Input. This is the first of four
flip flops. Its output pin, number 12, labeled A Output,
must be externally connected to pin number 1, labeled
13 Input, so that the remainder of the ripple counter
may be connected and allow the count to accumulate
higher than 1. Pins labeled B, C, I), and A Output are
the outputs of the 4 flip flops, with D being the most
significant binary digit. Two reset variations are avail-
able to the user of the device. Normal counting is ac-
complished if the pins indicated lip and Itg are grdunded,
while a reset to binary 0000 is made if both pins marked
Ito are momentarily given a logical 1 or positive voltage.
The pins indicated as Itg will reset the count to binary

09

,4'+)
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(1001) if momentarili gat. n a logical 1. Mt user must remember to hold all resets
to ground unless the reset function is desired.

The second 0eginent in this decade c ountt r Ala det.oder driver, which decodes the
four '..i?nary output. k 1,13,C,1)) into a corresponding digital number, 0-9. Die particular
decoder used in Figure 3 is the 7447 a even Segment Device. This K. shown in Figure 5
is a lb pin dual inline package. The 4 binary lines from the counter are indicated as A,
B, C, and I) and match up .X to X, B to B, etc., with this decoder driver. The pins marked

the lower case letters -t through g match up to the seven segments of the LLD readout.

Three interesting pins are Libeled LT, KI, RBI', and 11131. The first LT is a Lamp
Test input which, when pulst d, will activate all 7 segments at once for test purposes. To
those familiar with digital notations, the bar over the 1.1 indicates a negated function and
points out that the lamp test will operate whet. pin 14.1) is provided a logical 0 or ground.

in -5, labeled R131, 10 the Ripple [Waking Input. Ibis function will allow the designer
of decade counters to eliminate zeros in a count. I u prohibit a decade from displaying
a 0, the 11131 pin is held low or logic 0. This Ripple Blanking Output will blank the zero
or zeros in that count. RI 11130 allows designers of multiple decade counters to blank 0
when not needed, however, the} can be reinstated when displaying a count such as 10,
100, or other application where zeros are needed to the right of a digit other than zero.
To utilize this feature, the left ur most significant decade would have its RI31 connected
to ground. The RI, R130 of that left hand stage would be connected to the 131 of other less
significant stage.. This then would always blank the left-must zero but redisplay the
right zero or zeros on counts above 9.

The third portion of the counter is the displaying unit. The unit chosen for this cir-
cuit is a Seven Segment Common Anode LED.

The lower cast. letters 5 through it match up to the output of the decoder driver and
act as the ground connections for the readout. Three anodes are marked A, and each
must be provided with a positive 5 volts. The display is, of course, dependent upon the
state of the decoder driver which, in turn, is dependent upon the accumulated count in the
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decade counter. the deluder driver sinks its output, 8 - to a logical 0, that par-
tiLula r segment or st euneituts and lights due to the eleetrun flow tuward the Lutn-
mon positive anode.

One minor problem arises with this and uther LLD readuut devices. That is the
limiting uf eunduetiun current through the ht segments of the LLD. the Current limit
in must readuuts is 15 tu 2U 111A per segment. ['his necessitates Current - limiting resist-
ors of 120 to 160 ohms in each of the 7 legs feeding the LED.

Figure 7 again shuses the euniplete single de, eade counter, complete with all inter-
Lonnee.tiuns, limiting resisturs, 11I31, RI, RE30, and LI tiLldhigh and resets RU and R9 held
low for normal count sequence.

%TEA

If such a counter is tu be operated or triggered manually, another circuit must be
intrudueed. Due tu the sensitivity uf digital integrated Lireuits, manually triggered or
toggled inputs must be eleetrunieally Londitiuned befure entering a counter such as the
7490. the manual .losing uf a switch creates multiple pulses as the metal eontacts
bounce tugether. These multiple. pulses fur um: switch elosing, uf course, give erroneous
counts and pour results. Iu alleviate this problem, a earcuit ealled a Buunceless Switch
is used tu eunditiun the signal and alluee unly une pulse per switeh .busing. The circuit
shown in Figure b consists of an Rs flip flop. When the single pule double throw switch
is in the 1 pusitiune high lugaL level is generated at the uutput. When the switch is
reversed and pla.td in the lugieal U, a lust logic level is placed at the output. Many users
uf bounLeless sesitehLs prefer tu place a une-shot multivibratur following the RS fhp flop.
Dub device then pruduees ".lean" high ur low outputs, based on switch position. This
multivibratur alluws a pulse, of predetermined width tu be generated, regardless of the
length uf tune the switch is in the 1 or U position. nub uverLornes extremely slow or very
rapid switching tietiun. Ile user uf digital integrated circuits will find this bounLeless
switch an invaluable circuit.

EttY,

"It ".A ,07

'
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LINEAR ICS

After getting off to rattle t late suit euinpared to oigual integrated eircuits, linear
IC's have quickly grown in popularity JO astu now command an important rule in the field
of microelectronic.. This segment of integrated cireuits may be subdivided into a num-
ber of classsfications in order to further identify the variety of linear products available.
A few linear IC's are the common operational amplifiers (Op Amps), power amplifiers,
voltage regulators, CUIlimunt,auurk, circuits, and an exciting new addition, the solid state
tuner. 'Mule it is impossible to present all of these devices and their numerable appli-
cations, an effort will be made to illustrate the use of two linear K products.

I'he first of these linear devices is the K, voltage regulator. Next to the Up Amp, the
regulator the most common linear integrated k,a mult. Like any discrete voltage regu-
lator, the IC regulator controls and regulates, as necessary, the output voltage and/or
current of a power supply. Instead of a major engineenng project, the design of an IC
regulator is a matter of minutes, at a component cost comparable to a conventional zener
diode. l'he user need only determine the power supplies, current and voltage output re-
quirement., select the must eeunumical unit, and then compute the voltage setting resis-
tors. fhL voltage regulator chosen fur illustration here is the popular LM305, manufac-
tured by National Semiconductor corporation. Iha, Spin device in the familial 10-5 can
is available at reasonable pi ices from many electronic suppliers and manufacturers sur-
plus vendors. The device in a typical application is shown in Figure O.

The 305 is capable of regulating outputs from
4.5 to 30 volts with output currents possible up to
10 amps using external pass transistors. The cir-
cuit shown in Figure 9 assumes an input voltage of
something less than 40 volts and a desired output
level of a positive 12 volts at 20 mA. The two re-
sistors RI and R2 form a voltage divider, which is

t selected to maintain 1,8 volts on pin 6 of the LM-
305. The necessary values of R1 and R2 are easily
found. R1 in K ohms can be determined by multi-
plying the constant 1.11 times the desired votage.
The value of R2 in turn is locatedby using the graph

Y
also in Figure 9. The desired voltage is located on
the graph's abscissa, projected to the curve, and
the necessary R value in K ohms is located on the
on the ordinate. These two resistors then serve to
adjust the regulator to any desired output level
within the limitations of 305. If the user wishes
to add current limiting to the current, resistor Itsc
must be added. The value of Rsc is computed from
the formula Ilse,. 325/14. For example, the current
limit desired for this circuit is 25 mA, then to the
formula the Ilsc necessary wouldbe l3ohms. From
this example can be seen that designing a voltage

regulator to product a given output level and even adding current limiting capabilities
take, but a few minutes. figure 10 illustrates how an external pass transistor added to
the circuit of 1figure 9 to increase the regulator's load current current ca;,acity to 500
mA. In this circuit, the output capacity is required to suppress oscillation in the transis-
tor's fecdback loop. lksign and selection of component values are identical to that of
Figure 9.

Another and even simpler type of voltage regulator to work with is a relatively new
3 pm device. This fixed voltage regulator is available from Fairchild, National, and
others in variety of common voltages such as and 12 volts. These regulators, avail-
able in the 1 amp range, are quite to use in that they require no external compo-
nents and have only three leads. an Input, an Output, and a Ground. Furthermore, no
output adjus,ment ur calculations are necessary, and they are vitrually impossible to
destroy. This form of regulator is shown in Figure 10.

The second linear device to be presented is the newly developed IC timer. This de-
vice, often referred to as the 555 tii ler, is produced by a eouple of manufacturers, in-
cluding Jignetik, and National. A versatile device, it serves many functions, including
an astaole multivibratur, taono,,tablc maltivibratur, timer, Schmitt trigger, and others.
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The 555, often fuund in a mini-dual-inline 'mange., is shown in Figure 11 connected as
an astable multivibratur. Resisturs RI, R2, and C form the RC time constant which
regulates the frequency and duty cycle of the output waveform.

Multivibratur frequency is Jett:I-mint:A by the. indicated formula. However, one may
wish to use the graph to select a eapaeotur fur a given maim frequency. After selecting
the desired frequency un the abscissa, prujeco vt-rtie.ally until one of the two curves is
intersected. The requited e.apaciour fur the ,huse.n frequency and resistors is then found
on the ordinate.

The versatile 555 timer, of course, has many more applications and deserves much
investigation.

In summary, it is reasonable tue.unelude that, with little effort and proper information,
Ic's can and should be introduced into the. industrial arts electronics laboratory. The
use uf IC's will undoubtedly Lnhanee the prugram by pruviding both the instructor and the
student an opportunity for experimentauun and the. sausfaeliun of being reasonably tech-
nologically up to date.
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A Humane Technology: Teaching
Color Television for the Future

Norman H. Sprankle

1 Humane hnology for the Future is this sear's ,11.\1 convention theme. As a
humane teehnology, allow me to consider the tcaelungof color television. Is there a need
in the future?

Dr. Olaf Helmer stated that three-dimensional tele% ision would be a reality by the
year 2000. During, another speech foi the Electronics Industries Association in Chicago,
Dr. Larry %eller from Zenith pointed out that the newest advances in research for con-
sumer electronics were aimed at video tape recorders and large-screen television. In
the latest issue of Popular Science, John R. Free writes about Sony's new color video
projection system that can project a television picture to a 50-inch diagonal measure I V
screen. In the same magazam, Et. C. Levine reported un a new system for transmitting
slow-scan TV picture:. user telephone lines. Of course, all of us here are somewhat
aware of the many recent advances in the field of color television, and one wonders what
else is to come in the future. Fronk the view of a changing technology, are we to withdraw
or advance in our training efforts?

consumer electronics products are generally grouped into five divisions, including
television receivers, radio receivers, tape recorders and players, audio systems, and
now clue mini, eale (linen., The Llectromes Industries Association reported that in 1970
approximately S00 million consumer eke trome devices were in use, and that 80 million
new units were produced annually. Now, only four years later, new estimates are for
5"S million desk,, in operation, and an annual production of 110 million units. Of these,
11 million arc new television receivers and20 million are electronic calculators for con-
slime rs. In comparison, the sere ice technician associations estimate only 120,000 service
technicians arc currently in the field. estimates an additional 33,000 service tech-
nicians are needed annually to meet present and future servicing needs.

Facts seem to point out a cold mathematical need for television service training, but
what about the human element' Ina recent article of our journal, Mam Soctetvil echnologv,
rdward J. Roberts supports an anthropological approach to teaching a technology, Ile
writes, "By placing today's technology in perspective with the past, the student can see
how man's achievements came into being and why."

Vse as educator-, seem to have left out man's achievements in color television that
affect the human side to electronics servicing occupations. Today most people think of
the serviceman only in terms of images set twenty years ago. New roles and job oppor-
tunities need broad exposure. Many eapable young men and women are not finding oppor-
tunities and possible employment at a time when jobs are open and skills are required for
color television and °the r consumer electronic product servicing. A need for teaching
color television is quite apparent.

%Bow me now to present some ideas en, how to teach color television fog' the future.
Last fall, DI. Edger Dale at Ohio State rniversity wrote an article for NlamSocietyi
Technology titled "Toward Excellence in Instruction." Ile points out a short-coming in
some current instructional practices:

The modern teacher reolizes motivation to learn is a key goal of all instruction. However,
we now seem to be operating on a reward-punishment system of learning as contrasted with one
based upon successful growth where failure is seen as o temporary interruption on the rood to
success. Indeed, nothing motivates like success.

It app, ars that lack of turned-on students and teachers toward learning and teaching
principles of ..olor television link., directly to the programs being reserved as a reward
for outstanding students err as punishment by restriction to poorer students from other
electronics courses. Consideration of a direct motivational approach to teaching color
television is in order.

System diagnosis is an established technique for solving problems and promoting
learning. The doctor of medicine asks questions of his patients, requests measured and
photugriphical data, and uses his basic senses prior to analysis and hopeful correction
of a problem. Diagnosis is based upon study, knowledge, and testing of related systems.
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It shOldi IX .11)1 opt 1.th , tilk It. full. (I) 1/101{1404. the k CleVIO1Un Symptom

i ell 1:,0,11 .Stliptoili Diagnosis 4 I 31), tilLtioid of lung has been used for many
years M industry and various teachers, but it is only more recently that it has been pack-
aged for comme re ial distribution. Ili.. I,lectiunies Industries Assuelation brought to-
gether the many idea,, f tom industry, and Richard 11. I Innen developed the I'SD manuals
for our use.

In brief, the 131) system e ()Lubin( s denamie motivational methods and sensitivity
training with oasie emitent theory to achieve three kinds of television servicing skills
demanded in a vast majority of repair problems:

t. the ability to obse rve aral re e ognize symptoms milk tele v Isom picture and sound.
2. th understanding of the television re ee II( I ;Astern which allows the technician

to relate trouble symptoms to a particular section of the set.
3. 1 suftie lent knowledge of electronic etc miry to allow tsolation of the problem

to an individual eomponent. (page vi, Tinnell TSI) manual)
roni the humanist approach, I sO is set to give students positive experiences often

and with less background training in elee.ttume, than 10 Lk. quarLd in other instructional
methods. First-Jac solvnig of I k problems Is not one(munun. Joseph 3. Littrell wrote
in NI r last septembei, "Industrial arts 1101:4 give each student a challenge to tap his
intellectual, emotional, and physical activity in attaining personal achievement. True
aehtevement is a se ries of personal ..:eperiences." A typical I SD lesson does just this.

1,sing the lele v ision svmpton.: aa approach, a elassroom teacher would sires
the blot k (.M;1.4144 method for le acoing as 41,,,Ol Idled l4) sectional failures. Television
theory would he ante lie lied, starting truni the simple and 1111n mg toward increasing
oinplexit>, depending upon time and students' abilities. Nhiltimedia devices such as

television re. eIeg. r trainers, film loops, slide s and ca-se ttes, and standard CIA' receivers
are available to ,IttliulaIL student interest and pron. tie learning. During laboratory
pet loth., students can work in 14,0110 or alone to sole, se rvieing problems. Students would
systematically diagnose unknown prefiNed troubles in television receivers using labora-
tory diagnosis sheets, theory Iv.ssori ithae Dais, and apptopt mte instrumentation. Individ-
ual study film loops or the slide-cassette units reinfuree directed instruction.

11e have proe think d many tunes as an objective 0) ,,lady tilt. tools, materials, and
processes of industi v. to effetuvely leach color television se ry icing for the future at
whatever appropriate grade level, we need to cooperate with the member companies that
represent the F.I.A.

I he hlee Ironies Industries Assoe iation has established a student Technician Develop-
ment Program 1 OP I to in pail '`attract, prepare, and plate young men (and women) in
careers as service tee lime ians fur the purpose of providing reliable service in the con-
sumer electronics industre." Indust: e needs 41;>, and they desire to cooperate in every
wav possible with our training programs. I wo years ago, 1..1..1. Loupe rated with educators
to support 12 summer consenter electronics teacher training workshops that helped
teachers to be up-to-date with industry. I ast year the numb( r of I:J.:1. workshops was
increased to 17, and this summer 23 workshops are being offe red. They realize, "It is
an established fact that servicing represents one of the must important segments of the
electronics industry." 1Iso in line with our eoneention theme, industry belie yes, "The
ability to deal with people and to care is one of the most satisfying and important assts

can have."
leaching color television sere King for the future is an apparent must for us as in-

dustrial arts educators. I he I vie-vision 11/1111)ilal Diagnosis approach is a new mtliod to
be experienced, and now is a most appropriate time.
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Technology Programs in Quebec Schools
John B. Grodwell

Je V011drals presenter un note eau programme, "initiation 11a teehnulogit... Pe rhaps
this is the first tune that a presentation has been started at the American Industrial Arts
essoelation kinkkatin in I re mil. 1 Lace not done this to demonstrate my knowledge of

the I reneh language, unfortunately, my abilities inth.tdireeti.inart. some what below par.
M.. reason is to illustrate as vividl% as possible one of the major chile rences between
this program and other new programs which emerged in North Amerie a during the nine-
teen sixties.

AMERICAN PROGRAMS

It is characteristic of the country which is the top dug the most advanced country
to look inward toward itself. V,e ought ,.peculate that this one of the reasons that all
advanced nations tide, c %entually fallen but that is a philosuphieal question to he discussed
in other circles. Nonethele:s, it is a fact that the being the most advanced nation
during the last fifty years, has been inclined to look no further than its own shores for
new Ads. It has taken an cent of major proportions such as Sputnik to suggest to one
sector of the educational eeminiunity that other countries may have progressed further.
phi, kind of ,,hock did nut happen in the practical and vocational at ts. Me programs

de abed by 1 e she oehran in his book concerning programs which emerged during the
:wale s did not a colve from obsc rvations of ideas in other countries, as was the ease in
the I 'mid eta tes at the -id of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century. Areas
borde ring on the t t this same approach. In Canada and Puerto Rico, programs
bear the title industrial arts, than indicating that the major influence was the United States
as, of course., industrial arts Is an American-coined phrase.

In saying that all the programs which surfaeed during the nineteen sixties tended to
he developed by looking inward is to imple that some whe re on the outside there were other
countries de %eloping programs witch in some ways were different. Ili initial most ob-
vious date rem'. in these programs is the title of each. Ile term industrial arts is pee u-

r to the first half of this century and, as mentioned, only whe re United States influence
has been the go.. 'test. It could not exist until the late nineteenth century because, by
definition, industrial arts indicates an acceptance of industrial mass production methods
coupled with a reaction be the arts and, ri,fts movement against the dehumanizing aspects
of factory work and the pour design of objects produced. Industrial arts is thus a term
peculiar to a particular point in time. 11e r11.1} ask, as others have done before, "What's
in a name," I erhaps nothing of itself, however, other nations which developed new pro-
grams in the late sixties chose date re nt terms, and the programs do reflect these name
differences. Our comparison purposes I will mention two of these, the programs in Japan
and Britain, before p -'Jgrt.:,:,ing to the main topic fur discussion, the French program
and its offshoot in the Province of Quebec.

JAPANESE EDUCATION

In Japan, the emphasis for the middle school changed to the middle sixties from
watered-down version of the senior high school vocational program to "engineering ed-
ucation." Major eonipunents in the program are design and technical drawing, the prop-
erties and workability of iii terals, meehameal movements, electrical engineering, and
gardening, coupled with the practical application of each component. Considered as iso-
lated units, these parts Ina) appear to be smular to many industrial arts programs, how -
ece the points emphasized are creative imagination and the scmitific method of select-
ing and treating mate rial systematleady, aeuti ately, andprecusely. Mechanisms of work-
ing machinery are examined through a study of the fundamentals of maehme elements and
mechanisms, and ay uncle rstanding power transmission and the functions and capacity of
machinery. Lleetrieal engineering includes machine s related to everyday life, including
lamps, heaters, motors, and home equipment. Gardening is studied through the cultiva-
tion of flowers and cegctahlcs and the observationand analysis of soil and weather condi-
tions. hove all, practical applications are emphasized through the design, construction,
and completion of a machine, apparatus, or model which me:Lucie:, mechanical, electrical,
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and material, ,cierick ,. In -ultimate, the Japane,e engineering program for the
middle ."ripples thk mules a 'tiding of ink chanical, electrical, and materials
sciences through rational thinking and e xpermientai Rorke reativelY conceived.

lie term ''engir eriog" %wide, appear to be less restricted to a particular tune
frame than is the c tol -) ..industry." Man engineered bridges 'nd designed all forms of
edifices many cf ntur before industry sas ever thought of. Perhaps the term implies
that in.in mast ;met re aehk el a faille 114,11 level in his ideas and cork before his articles
c in bt lid I be 047.inct. red. Ihus it i, not technolote-, the term used by
the other programs to be examined.

FAITISH PROGRAMS

In i ;rinm, programs It the h001 vel had, from 1900 to 1960, emphaswed
the .trt, and crafts movement's reaction against industry. I knee, objects made were
very sell designed but st r1/4 constructed primarily by handcraft methods and reflected
the program title, craft edueation. Du usefulness of these programs sas questioned in
the middle nineteen sixties, sith the result that a Schools Council Project examined
various alternatives, partieularle a stbd% entitled " y rehool Approach to I echnology"
and "Jngineering %mom; the schools." The term Its imoloa was eventually chosen as
one %%Mai %%ould embract the purposk ful ust of man".. knosledge of materials, sources of
energy, and natural phenomena, regardless of the time period.

cork done by the students ha, man onimonahlies tenth the Japanese program.Cry,mvity, production of prototypes, and analysis of the results are paramount. Some
examples of student - Conceived and -designed cork are:

I love r ift design Ind un,t rth. lion of fan, ductsork, stability, and di rectional control
I inear Motor design and construction, useful application
Mom,' If ring, %pplications measurement, analy s is of nunierit ai machine control,

interference pattern,
Rocketry de -agn and construction of firing mechanisms using solid fuels, expert-

mental data obtained
stress Analysisstrain viesing using polarived light
structures design, canstruction, and testing of simple structures made to scale

FRANCE AND THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Privious program, hart been mentioned primarily for the purpose of illustrating
the similaritie, bersk en programs deceloped outside North America. Die program in
Quebec is, hosever, the main point of this presentation.

During the middle sixties, the Cove =lent of ujuebee studied secondary education
and published the Part nt Report. A m ijor di ree I've of this report sas, "...all young
people then they enter the ,t..ondar, grades should take language, science, art, and tech-
nical courses. In consequence, they sill become.mare of the main aspects of the culture
and knowledg«): their day" 4VOIUIlli- II, rd. k 212, Page 1281. Phis sas interpreted as
giving students a knosledge of technology sithout aiming at specialilation.

committee established to discoet r the best answer to this directive initially
evamined industrial arts a, taught in the Provime of Quebec, but was unhappy with the
satered-down Introdue lion to trades. Visits sere made to the United states, but pro-
grams sc re in the puke,- of be ing . hanged and either they had not been finahved or they
were, the committee felt, being presented as the ultimate answer.

Q,uebe is 80" French - speaking, thus the next logical place to visit sas Prance.
Three teacher; set'. de legate el to go there sith the object of famillarinng themselves
srai the French method of It lung technology, l'pon their return, three school commis-
sions sere authorued to try out an adaptation of the method in pilot classes during the
1410--0 school year. -.hoots chosen sere Commission des I.coles Latholiques de
Mentreal, !Mix Mont umes Re.gional High school, ind i e Royer Regional high school.

Prom nineteen -..eenty tk., the present thin., this program, Introduction to lechnology,
taught at the grade eight It ve I, ha, become increasingly accepted, as evidenced by the
number of pupils cnrolit y car this aeccjitance extended to the English- speaking
population of ';u, bee teeth a teacher education program during the summer at McGill
University. Lady rkluctance by Anglophones sas partly tht result of certain teachers
feeling "comfortable." sith tht traditional approach, but there was more to It than that.
The nes program sas I n rich, and the re had been relatively little consultation with
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Lnglish-speaking teachers prior to its adoption. In fact, material available today Is still
largely in the French language..

OBJECTIVES AND PEDAGOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

eclinuiiipeal education .1:5 taught in Introduction to Technology enables the teacher
to bring students to a greater awareness and kin& rstanding of technical objects. develop
in the students qualities ut judgment, method, contemplation, and .magination, using the
teehnieai &Av.:et as a basis, develop tU research, synthesize, and express
themselves verbally and graphically.

reehnolugle al e.ducation is nut lessons about things, popularized seience, initiation
to industrial techniques, in Awn to trades, initiation to employment, traditional teach-
ing, ur mass-producing things. Nit:thuds adeueated within the Introduction to Technology
program eneourage a great deal ut freedom and involvement on the part of the student.
Immediately, because of the French euntext, use thinks of Rousseau, however, Carl
Rogers' thoughts /Live, had the greatest influence. lhe eurnculuni has been written with
the idea that the best education is um which is based on a des.re to find out for oneself.
I viough eontinuing euntaet with the technicalobject,thestudent discove rs certain physical
law, and solves the problems which present themselves, on his own. The whole of this
work must he dune by the student. the teacher is there only as a guide who channels,
motivates, dad dirct.L. trn student's HCPU.L.N problems aiid asks questions which
lead to the solution of prubleniz,, r.tht r than passing along information ur enumerating
facts.

it a, .activist pedagug) where dis,uvery 16 more unportant than transmission of
information, ark, %chere ilie problem Is always open- ended. The student observes, re-
fleets, abstracts, eonstructs, and evaluates technical objects, as shown in Diagrams 1
and 2. simultaneous!), the teacher guiuts and [now/ate:, him by the use of technical ob-
jee is eontaining principles in- learning experiences s;:own in Diagram 3.
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CONCEPTION

Logical diagram of process from conception
to production of the technical object.

REQUIREMENT

[
SEARCH FOR LEAS

Study of reouirenients
Definition of functions to be fulfilled
Specification of general conditions of use

SI

SELECTION OF
ACCEPTARLE IDEAS

First step to review all existing dee, s capable
of being used and make a technical analysis of
them.
Second ststa to find solutions that are more
original, using various creative methods.

SCHEMATI:
PRESENTATION

DEVELOPMENT PRELIMINARY DESIGNER

.1,
TECHNICAL DESIGNER

Synthesis of ideas
Selection of ideas
Arrangement of ideas

1

General lay out
Diagram of functional principles.--
Defines functional principles
Communicates ideas

1
PRODUCT ION

N

CHARACTERISTICS

F
IEFFECTIVENESS

Developes appropriate solutions for the
functional principles involved

Puts these solutions into concrete form by
making technical drawings

T s

Modifications

1-- I-

Evaluation of capabilities
Evaluation of applications
Calibration

Acceptance
or

RejectionL--
DEVELOPMENT OF
PRODUCTION PROCEDURES

1
MANUFACTURE

st,

I
QUALITY CONTROL I

1 MARKCTING
sleI

Diagram 1

Source; Government of Quebec, Department of Education,
Document 889A, Page 11,
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IPREPARATION OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL LESSON I

,

t r

Pr.

C.e

Tvt,

New wk.Xi

H D...aful V

Art. Arr.

In 1s

COI.<

dc..,.,,..,.,..................,

fr WK Poo_

10.1tect.t OIL
1.11,,r

linxnkor

Diagram 2

Source' Government of Q ;bec, Department of Education,
DocuT.nt 9F0A, Pare 16.

17391
&Jr-0 -4.
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Diagram 3

PARTIAL LIST OF PRINCIPLES & OBJECTS

Principle or learning experience Technical olsitst

I. Meaning of technology
History of technology

Technology today

2. Graphic expression & measurement Rule, calipers, micrometer,
Graphical media dynamometer

Measurement; length, diarns., angles, and weights
Diagram type,; layout, functional, technological

Sketches, perspectives, sections
Lettering

3. Elementary mechanical functions Portable vise, fishing reel,
Bonding hand-operated grinder, hand-

-Guidance operated drill
Articulation
Lubrication

4. Forces Caulking gun, tumbler switch,
Concept weighing scale, ratchet jack.

Uses.

3. Translation Barrel bolt, stapler, oil con
rectilinear with pump, tire pump, cur-
-guidance n translation rain rod

different t.-ear motions

6. Rotation Pulleys, speed reducer, pipe
types of rotation cutter, hand mixer, friction
speed rotios drive.
conversion of motion
guidance in rotation

7. Translation S. rotation Internal combustion engine,
conversion of translation to rotation fishlng reel, gear puller,

conversion of rotation to translation automatic screwdriver
screw-thread systems

8. Electricity Electric bell, lights, switches,
simple series & parallel circuits instruments

combined series & parallel circuits
magnetism

THE FUTURE OF INTRODUCTION TO TECHNOLOGY

l'fforts to t. wand chi, program sill depend on the amount of teaching time avauable;
that is, %%healer or nor du program can b..apandcd into a higher grade level. Considera-
tion should be given to otht t a,pt ct, olte.hnology. It is not only important host an object
is designed and made, of gt tact r anu s the use or abuse ae make of technological
object in our environint nt.t1

I ht. rue f110,i obl. toll, 4. xamples Much affts.t our datlt lives are housing and trans-
portltion. lloust s c in be isolated btAe, or part of a ..ommunity ..here people of all ages
inter ict and ..hers children can to st hool ulthout ever crossing street. rrans-
porcitiui c in like'tise be. good for u, all, or it tan be smog-produt mg and land-gobbling.

The technological object is net er bad in it,elf. It is ..hat uetlo oita it. Hots, It is
hoped tar the next pha,.. of Into tklus don to 1 echnologt still be the huniamving one. Ili;
will he the McGill Unit:en:us. and 1ngloptione sector', contribution.

Dr. Grodwell is a member of the Faculty of Education, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec.
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Polytechnic Education in
Soviet Secondary Schools

Lorin V. Waitkus

l'olvt,. hulk cdu.at.on is .1 ts.rm .thi.h ha, ci-ted AIM solueanonal Lacier; sinct the
b,goming of the t 1'117. I. tin lia, um.A igon, a st modifo.ations
and rs. s.r.ion, stirs th, 1; .0% i.t 1. i.k - pto.lauutslit a, a larlititilista-st ram ublc.tiv.
of educ mon.

I hi. so% it t s.st.111 ,onsi,t, of nu t kind, rgartt.n;,, primary sehools,
,..ondars. ,p.ci %sr. Atonal and t. dints al ,,,Itook,
unit t tom:110nd. n.. Luol. AM( sk, pat-t-ttilk oh, and non-,k gret.

s Nlam of th. ethie.numal institutions deal oith pols.kank, ,dueation
arises, slcgr, 1111, pt,ntation still .011,1d. t onl% the pol% c.1 cation pro -

.ide.l to ale.ted ordinars. and -.pt,hd oliiklars. -.choir!, of the sitti,t Union.
Refort re% letting the s..it toll, dire. tion, that pols.tte Imo al t.dthatIon ha, taken in the

t I ni.in dui to hanging situation, and n..a., it might b. ...Ii to pr.s.nt m abbrevi-
at. d fotto t g.n'.ral outlin, of .11.0 a. t. f.atures which IMF togt.ther might form a
!writ ige of soviet education.

OVERVIEW OF SOVIET EDUCATION

Iht .;oil:. 41 ati,m in this ha.. certain ,hara,terisoes, and these in too
.t. If kb At b. qualits. .m.1 quanta.. Iht. gs.sals or probl, ins may not be different from
subt r otuntti.,. th. re touain ral p..ultat featurt s %then compattd to
ismer Onlitt

in-11. It a4ss, si Oh population oa, illocrate. .1t the establishment of
pooet, f.a.l. t in th. ,,untr hadtstlitok att. t the problem of pros.iiiing instruction

ui th. 1 lo pro. Ill.,. 4.111, b., ;lit goal for about the next toent; ;ears.
Iht 1..olutin u,lie red in an 41 .4)-. cp.. rime ntatton in Soviet schools.

1 dn.. Moll at MI. 011k littant kat-MM., to Joins, and It irning unit thus,: things ..hitch acre
sarrt ntl% pta.ti...1 or -.hoot .1 moot .7u.It-manageinynt b% students, the
aft,. n.. of Ji iptuiar. a.tosn, this nt of ttxtlx,oks and honicoork %ter, pra.

..1 h. arts. .11%. I dmatton ...intt to iman o..u.u. Most at t cunt, of this
period conclude that the edue ittssnal '4; stem oas chain

I h. Uniti.,1 I ibt r of u. l) had utpla, this pr.-rt voluttonar schools de-
telopt .1 into the -.hoof of th. 1020',. "I ntfool" nn ant that all grades our,- in one

and "labot" imant pi odu.tite tabu: .is a basi, of all education. 12:(r2-63)
redetinitom of thc purpo-t of the 1 nific.11 alto Schools offer, ,hildren rt,eived infor-

mation about nano labor, and ,iisial lit. b. gait to z k t. al a dyirs. for .0inpulsory educa-
tion. In the esunpul,ist ar t.do.,ithm oa, vstablishyd. dissatisfa. non
old) progres,0c edu, num l,1111e to the surtat , m the earl% 1't111'.. rhc t entral Com-
mitt. the t '0101010 -t Part% ordt r, tht ,choitl, to 'apply s inort seriouslt.
to in,trut tion." 4 2:i, \Ibcrt l'inketioh, 1natisl 1 . I unat hars14, and Paul Blonsky,
oho ach.1/k it..1 that ,Ju..ition i- pt h. of I. ariung b% doing, as loam other progrts-
-av, tdu.ator, di,appt.o..1 from th. s. nt. Intim s. Malsarenkit rose to be-
onto_ the laitz.zandithl edu.ator con,ert.up., ,ducational pra. tit.,. the eons( rvatism
wt. reminiscent of pie-191" veirs,

htlht. t the that Curt-, an Ifs attributed to a -Aileen.' sea r, long of the plat e
of t. Jo. own in the n, ,0% t ts. or Mittli, r, a- i rid M. Ilechinget, edmation editor
of 1 h. \t.o Sark mss tt port..1, tht rk plan to eliminate pre-res.oluttonary edu-
,ator, trim) a po,ition tit pt. rpt mating tht toundation, of a bourgeois s;. -tent cannot be
full% ies-std.. 1.-; t-rtOs I w ..hat. r rt. a-on, a pa: ts. Jir..tive oas issued to the early
1 Ur,. '.there the -school, at Th. 1920', had b.en plogrt ssoe, the edict of the 1030's
ss.<1, that llook had ths. t. ,pon,ibilits. of prods,. mg the n. o so%t. t man. Illy educational
plans %ter, progr.s,ing front colutionat % to t. Iona -at.p-s. It oas in the 11)30's
and 19 lo', that tsars of e du. anon Ix .ompulsors.. 1ftyr Iturld Ilar 11, plan-
n ing and impltin, nun.; load u, .t art all . (10.11 t. I nee. destro%cd,
and tour Million -44 to -t to tit. v at. In the 19;0's, the Soviets began rooting
to eight ;ears tit s.houling. In 1952, plan, it. tc including a universal ten-;ear school.

In the late 11o',, a nattonoidc .ampaign by parents, tea...tiers, and government
official, started asking .that is strong oith education. 'Atha should be the aims: Dr. Zoya
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Zarubma, Chairman of the lalueatu.n l unimission, stated that education was being taken
too seriously. It was too formal and too academic. The final pluduct, the graduate, was
familiar with literature, history, and antique subjects, but %%as divorced from the practical
aspects of life and society. Student interest was not being satisfied. Since not all stu-
dents were destined to be foreign ministers, the schools had the task of bringing them
back to realities of life.

'A:th the explosion of sc ienttft. knowledge, it was felt that people we'e needed nut
only fot higher training, but also for training in the middle ground. People were getting
an education, and not all seer, de,uned necessarily fur higher education. A form of tech-
nical or practical education seas needed. I he people started with the idea of how they
would like a school, and this school uels a gene ral polytechnic school, a dream that people
had from October I9IT, That was the dream, and tIte people felt they really needed that
kind of school. Financially, this was nut to be. The new regulation read ten years of
schooling and one final year when the students would du practical work to bring them
closer to the necessities of society.

Sharp criticism was %kneed, saying that the In e, plan really did nut serve the purpose
or do the job. It w is probably mu:- desirable to encourage parents and teachers to look
for talents and branch children off to specialization as soon as these talents ur interests
were recognized. Parents said, "I think my child has a talent for music, but you want
to make some sort of craftsman out of him, and I know he will nut like it or be happy."
There were many more :similar examples.

Vier approximately four years of experimentation, compulsory scnoohng was re-
duced to ten ,ears. In 073, the first results of ten-year compulsory schooling will be
known.

Soviet education extends beyond the classrooms of the sellouts. The extracurricular
activities are oriented toward ideological indoctrination and the molding of the Soviet
man, however, there are also many non-pulitiealaeuvities. There are children's theaters
and nationwide clubs, such as the Nouns feehmeians and the A uung Naturalists. 0;.118)
An establishment of Pioneer Palaces proxides a range of social, artistic, technical,
recreational, and hobby aeu,ities, government surport of these acti, Ines is extensive.
Three popular extraeurricul it groups are the Octuberists, Pioneers, and Komsomols.

Octuberists are children whu range in age from seven through 10. The boys and
girls arc provided with experiences that center around an understanding of people around
them, a respect fur teachers and adults, a knowledge of the various work activities done
fur the benefit of children, and the realization of the necessity of practical work. Nearly
all youth are members of this group.

The Pioneers range in age from 10 thruugl. 14 and hays activities housed in Pioneer
Palaces. These palaces are centers fur cultural educatiun where values are instilled.
One would expect to see luxurious surroundings in these palaces, and one does. Ninety-
five percent of the youth in school are members of the Pioneers.

The Komsomol:, range in age from 14 through 28 and are a political organization.
Their responsibility is to the eunimunity. Approximately 80, of the children in school
are members.

The Octoberists, Piu.cers, and Komsomol, play an eminent rule in the moral up-
bringing of students. Numerous technical oeuxities are available through these groups.

There are many soviet educational achievements of the 1970's. Three of the major
aecumplishments deal v:th curriculum. Llementary sellout is covered in three years
rather than four. In the fourth year, students begin to study separate subjects and go to
different teachers. They also begin the study of the elements of algebra.

The selen-es hie more content and a logical cuntinuity in the curriculum. A nation-
wide project enlisted the aid of professors, seienusts, and others knowledgeable in
physics, mathematics, and serene,: to ur.te book, forsehuul use. In 1972, bouts:, appeared
which were written nut by people in education but by people in a position to know, of all
the advancements in the various fields.

Advanced courses in science and humanities have been introduced in the secondary
schools. Teachers come from other schools to instruct the advanced students if special-
ized teachers are not on the staff.

Polyteehnization of the curriculum has been the dominant theme of official party
directives. Alule inextricably a part of compulsory general education, definitions and
modifications of pulyteehnization can be examined. Let us invesugat, the thread of poly-
technic education in the total fabric of Soviet education.
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POLYTECHNIC PROGRAMS IN SOVIET SECONDARY SCHOOLS

rhe concept of polytt.t.hnic education has existed sint.c the inception of the Soviet
State. The installation of the concept into a tkurkable form within the t.urriculum has not
been as successful as one might expect ur imagine. The print.iples were based on the
Marxist-Leninist dut.trint. of Lommunism, which proposed a greater effectiveness of
education if taught through manual labor. Three elements considered basic to education
were mental, physi,al, and tet.hrucal. The tet.hnicral can be described as polytechnic
education, ur the kauvtledge uf the 0...ientitit. basis of production and skill with the use of
tools. Nadezhda Krupskaya, in her writings t.unt.crning education, seemed to set a tone
for polytechnic education in the 1921's. She emphasized a close relationship of edut.atien
and labor. When first conceived, the term probably designated a type of teaching which
familiarized students with basn principles uf F.oduction processes and provided students

L.L

1r

Museums in schools are oriented to ideological indoctrination.

with the skill with which to use those tools. The establishment of polytechnization had
finally begun. lloweter, the lack of shop facilities, equipment, and laboratories hindered
a complete pulytechnlz.tion of the curriculum. Unwittingly, theoretical learning was
pushed into the background unless it had a direct application to practical work. Dissatis-
factiun with this viewpoint grew in the 1930's, since the education that evolved seemed to
be nothing more than vocational training. Mt: program had grown to contradict the basic
thoughts of Marx, Lenin, and Krupskaya. Regardless of the proper fact ur rca.,on of why
the Lentral Committee changed its stand un polytechrur education, the original approach
was lost or at least temporarily tabled. The 1920's was a period of experimentation
and showed much interest in Western ideas, especially Dewey's theories of "learning by
doing" and James's philosophy. The emphasis in the 1930's was on a traditional academic
curricula and conventional teaching methods, polytechnic edut.ation was to rest for 20
years.

In the 1950's, the Party Congress proposed to undertake again the realization of
polytechnic education. The Nineteenth Party Congress in 19C"' ordered a reintroduction
of polytechnic instru.tion. Onc of the must outstanding features of Soviet education had
been the establishment of the rt.lanunship of general and polytechnic education. To pro-
mote education divuit.ed from a mastery uf the natural and physical sciences had a de-
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Student in secondary polytechnic class learns bask machining skills.

tex ring effect on th. underlying ptineiplcs of polytechnic instruction. The previous plans
had failed to prepare fully .011p-tent people in this aspect. Polytechnic education in the
1050's came to mean that theory and application arc interdependent and must be equally
emphasized. It was assumed that to be effective polytechnic courses had to include voca-
tional training. (5:28)

At the central leYcl, plans had to be tnade for the improvement of laboratory facilities,
a reduction of time for book learning in favor of instruction by doing, providing shop
facilities, and making agricultural and industrial training part of school. This meant
teacher retraining, re writing syllabi, and de eeluping new teaching methods. A prolifera-
tion of literature appeared suggesting how polytechnic knowledge could be included in
many school subjects. The change was slow, as you might expect.

"The Ministry of Iducation of the RSFSR (Russian Socialist Federated Soviet Re-
public), in cooperation with the \eadelny of Pedagogical Sciences, designed an experi-
mental syllabus in poly technical education and introduced it in 5M1 of its schools in 1956 -
1Q57." (2:257)

I:on)] states that the la,k of shops and shoo equipment vit ti to polytechnic education
hindered the total implementation of the program. Also, tne inability to provide the
necessary manbei of teachers with a polyteehmc outlot', hindered total adoption of the
plan in secondary schools. (5:32)

Poly teehnie education was a tremendous adventure and thrust of efforts in preparing
youth fur vocational purposes. FM lime eine nt ul polytechnic instruction in the secondary
school setting mueed slowly. This may have prompted lchnisliehe y to tal., more vigorous
action in establishing such instruction. In khrushelies announceu that work was an
essential part of t ouimunist si ci.t\ and that the schools had departed from Marxist-
Leninist principles. students should have inure labor L'Nplriencch. Parents, teachers,
and gueernment offieials also felt that schooling was dicorced from the realities and
necessities of life. The October NIT incaning of poly tt.Llinc edthanon was again cooling
to life. The term would take on the meaning of "work- stud)." 0.104) An eleventh year
was added to the cum ieuluin in order to prucide more work experience for the student.
Phi,-. wa- to be made unisersal in Vibi. As polytechnic education was redefined by the
Party t ongress, were the method, of implementation within the schools revised by
educators.
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.%fter the ytat %%a., added to rho ricultim, parents, teatht rs, and government
officials felt that the plan was not doing what it was expected tO do.

Several arguments agaiii,t the t It %tn-y ea r .ghoul art worth noting. First, more
capable students acre losing use ,.,haul y tar on their way to flight, edutation. Sttond,
work experientes that ,students derlytd were not as valuable as faist imagined. %orkeis
who were as,ignts1 studtnts ,omplaintd that they ...ould nut nitta production quotas because
of the add td .)tudtnts, on the other hand, did nut set the total produttion
putts,. These wo rt but a ft w of tilt ni,tnt euntplainrs V1/1,,l1 by those concerned, (1.20-
40) The goal of poly ttelinit edutation which conic to lift was tilt loining of theory and
applit anon, guidts acre wiitten show/4,1,m% rile applunition tould be made trust
theurits, the shortage of equipment, shops, and laburaturits pttvuued a realization of
this ambitious venture.

nw problem t unte ming Mt do, tlum11, nt and implt nientation of elfitienr poly ttelinit,
edutation was dismissed with Mr. Brontvtliuk, Deputyt-hief of the lkpartint nt of Method-
ology and Currituluni of the Nlinistry of 1.dutation of the Nluscow, ile re-
affirmed the Soviet position on poly tt edutation. lie stated that tilt problem is tom-
pla aced fur inany people and nations seeking solutions. In the Sus, wt !,nion,
skilled, and highly-skilltd manpowei art needed for industiial and agritultural produt-
tion. Physit al laws must Ix. dtnionstratt d within the curriuilum %%ht. rt. (iity tan be applied.
Further, physical laws on whit!' pulytetlitut education an bC baste must Ix isolated.
1110 re,ponst implied that haute endtavois in polytetlinit edutation would be grounded
in physical laws wilt it they tan be applied t,) aid in industrial prodt, non and fulfilling
agricultural expectationq, two major problem areas,

rtsently, poly ttehnit edutation in setundary sthools generally means performing
various produ,tion pra,tiees and learning to use tools common h. woods and metals
fabrication. Drafting may be included in this category.

OBSERVATIONS OF POLYTECHNIC PROGRAMS IN SELECTED SCHOOLS

shop toursts were offered in forms igt mit") four through eight in School 34 lotated
in West M., ow Hit fat ilitiestonsistedof fiyt rooms. rhe fitting shop contained equip-
ment and tools foi instrutaion In hand processes in inttalworking. ,\ milling shop ton-
tamed several nulling madunts, and UK turning shup t.ontaintd nut ,l lathes. i1 tool-
room was lotattd mar Mt metal shops. Joint ry shop was equipped with woodworking
benches and a %al ,,ty of vulodworking tquipimnt. I ht. hand tools at cash bench, square,
mallet, and rultipptar,d to he hand-nidt. moth, r Museo :7,11001 hallo basement room
for shop instruttion. lhtrt apptaltd to bt in adt.quatt supply of matt Awls for tilt vari-
ous shops. The projects were skillfully completed by the students.

Otlki sthools visited tontained tsstnu.ils of mttalworking and woodworking. Draft-
ing was studied by both buy, and girls. in several home etunthuits tlasses were
observed designing dress patterns to stale pilot to sewing them.

I extbooks used by flit studtnts in shafting ui tilt vat mu, limns were judged to be
well organized. I extbouks are inexpensi, in tht C.S.S.12, and are revised every five
years. The drafting book us..,1 in these sitnth ham, which was obtained irum the Ministry
of !Mut anon in Moscow, rust appromimmly 13 tmts, rh, fx,uk ustd in the tighth form
Lust approxiinattly 20 ttnts. %t stern tdutat., generally agrtt that tilt tontent of text-
!mks is superior, while the purcnase price is inexpensive,

File uniformity of euri 1,tilum, tt xtbooks, and methods arc tliaia,teristic of Soviet
edutat Them, one can t,.pt,t to find the scope and sequence of eourses the
same throughout tit tin form, oi gradt s. 1,, ally, howLyt r, ont C,a find qualitative
differences between s, hools hm.atkd in urban ,snits, and schools loran,' in rural areas.
Schools are sponsortd by snit rprist s or sot IA Aigl nt less The extent to whith a school is
sponsortd qualitativt Jilftrtntts, ..ixittsors Of schools, %slit titer enterprises
ut otlik r sec ial igc n, it tan and do pr,A1,1, nt and materials that tan set apart
and en nth school,. \losto st hoot in .1 falri i,-Inanufat turing area, fur example, may
be sponsored quire JIM rend) than .1 s, haul kik in arta who rc elettrital heavy equipment
is produced. st hoot in Novosiblisk nt..1 '.4 nigurodok (A,ademic City) may have as
a sponsor an institute devoted to, re,,ealt li in the livdroforming of metal:,

shop work in woods and tutu!, usual's, began in tilt fourth form mid advanced to the
eighth form in tilt sthouls visittd. dilations m1,1,11,14 mites in poi tctlinit courses
otturred m spetaal schools where foreign languagt instruttion was stresstd.

Reprtsentatives of the Lt. =glad l'tJagogsi Institute i spurted that , atrante require-
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Typical school in Moscow.

ments were being muddied to attract inure men into teaching. Polytechnic teachers com-
pleted training in institutes wiles experience could be gained to supplement the pedagogy
requirements.

There have been many experiments, changes, and counterchanges in polytechnic
education in the secondary schools. The following are bum e of the accomplishments and
shortcomings as viewed by the author in the selected schools that were visited.
Accomplishments

1. Shop classes and drafting have been added to the curriculum.
2. Drafting is studied by both boys and girls.
3. Centralized planning p uvidcs scope and sequence to the secondary school cur-

ricula.
4. Textbooks are rew-itIen every five years.
5. Provisions fur teacher retraining are provided.

Shortcomings
1. There is a shortage of shop facilities, equipment, and tools.
2. There is a shortage of schools.
3. Polytechnic curriculum centers around production practices but neglect- other

components such as management and personnel practices.
4. Wide knowledge has been structured in science subjects, the structuring uf poly-

technic subjects has not taken place.
5. There is a shortage of polytechnic teachers.
6. Financial outlay for equipping shops is not available.

COMMENTS

Free and universal public education at all levels is a national policy in the U.S.S.R.
Cduc is via wed by the Lummunist Party as the process fur the fui [nation uf a Com-
munist state. The accomplishment uf this end can only be rcal.zed through the formatiun
of the new Soviet man.

Students in primary schu,i1 !tarn their native Idnguageur Russian, a foreign language,
mathematics, natural science, geugr aptly , history, drawing, singing, handicrafts, and
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physic 11 edueation, 2S"., korn skills in handierafts through the use of fabrics,
paper, and cardboard.

30.011darN sdlOok add Ith Whitt p history, loathe niatie,,, geography, phy sies, ehemis-
try, biology, foreign languages, and military (gaining. eurrieulum is large, and the
diseipline to stn. t. ;students must actually knoye the subject before they are passed, Stu-
dents work at the frontiers of knoyeledg,e at an early age. Most 1l estern observers say
the system yields results.

1fter -even )..v.tr- if schooling and ha mug attained the age of 14, a Soviet youth has
eonipleted seven years of matheinaties, foui years ot biology, to years of physics, one
year of eheinistry, three years of tot ign language, and one year of draeeing. Regular
seeundary schools off. rworktr aininginindustryor.tgneultur., shop experiences include
irking with metals and woods. Ili. purpose of the praetieal work is to learn production

.practices,
rhL is eumnutted to education as a mean:, of national progress and advance-

ment. Leery leader, yehicli includes Lenin, ..)talin, lehrusliehe v, and Brellinev, has vigor-
ously supported general and polytechnic education.
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Technology Assessment:
Implications for Industrial Arts

Donald P. Lauda

Sec. 2. The Congress hereby finds and declares that:
(a) As technology continues to change and expand rapidly, its applications are

(1) large and growing in scale; and
(2) increasingly extensive, pervasive, and critical in their impact, beneficial and

adverse, on the natural and social environment.
(b) Therefore, ,t is essential that, to the fuller extent possible, consequences of techno-

logical applications be anticipated, understood, and conside,ed ,n determination of pubric
policy on existing and emerging national problems (Public Law 92-484).

This las% et,tith11,11t.,1 the Office of IL Imolog% ANZ,ttisnient on October 13,, 1072.
-,ince that time, the cone ept ut le 1111101k)g) nt IA; has been eNpanded and is
currently a no+ arca of stud% in many univel sines. At the same time, .1 great deal of
confusion has arisen, -ince s e e e rat office* nme e \1st for 11, at. +tell ah an International

Ivry for I echnolog% ,kssesi.nient. 1 ML, pope r alII tra, C. the de velopment of this move-
nwnt, identif% the function of the %arum:, agene ics, and tumid. r the implications for in-
dustrial arts (Queation.

I hike suut..s of input proeisied much of the content fur this paper. Number one
+%.1* the I irst Into motional e ongress un Technology Assessment held at The I [ague, rile
Netherinds, from May 27 tkiJune 2, 1 )7 I. I ht. +% rite r %%as in attendance at this Congress.

tm. A,g, .1 pc rsonal inte rue A Aid, \Ir. 1ndy him of the Office of 1 ethnology
Assessment on Nlaicli 24, 1474. Number three %cas a personal intcniece %%ith Mr. Jeffrey
I.orman et the (dike trf 1 cc hnirlogt ,,.mom and f ore easting Nla rch 20, 1974. The
%%titer Ai,lies to e xpress his gratitude toMr.e Iiinni and Mr. I carman fur their assistanee.

DEFINITION

1 genes te rum, le.hnulug} .1,..e,sunnt, ha, been U,t.d 1004,C1} to mean any or all
aspects of four t\pes of I. policy-oriented, issue-oriented, technology-oriented, or
methodology -oriented. All groups -share a centi al the ; the identifie ation of "second
orde r" and talk 4 indirec (ft. ets of teehnological innoationsand the use of this informa-
tion to decisuin making on the sue ial ust. of technology, When Rep. lanilio Q.
Daddario proposed the Who, of I cchnology Assessment on March 7, 1967, he defined TA
in this manner:

Technology Assessment 1) a form of policy research which provides a balanced appraisal
to the policymaxer. Ideally, it is o system to as,+ the right questions and obtain correct and
timely answers. It identifies policy issues, assesses the impact of alternative courses of action,
and presents findings. Ir is o method of analysis that systematically oppraises the nature, sig-
nificance, status, and merit of o technological program.... (h) is designed to uncover three
types of t.onsequent.esdesirable, undesirable, and uncerta....... TO assess technology, one
has 61 establish cmise ana ettect reiationships from the 'action or protect sources to the locale
of tine consequences.... The function of technology assessment is to identify (all impacts
and trends) both short-term and long-range.... The focus of Technology Assessment will be
on those consequences that can be predicted with a useful degree of probability (II, 10).

dvfinili"nz, Mace been ofk red in e this tulle. I u the %%rite r, TA represents
,y*.teniatie, coniprelle-nsive Ind %Au, -fie e of the consequences of at technology

that is introduced, extended, or modified.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

the ,in ept 01 I vehnology Assessment is nothing nt.A. Assessments of inventions
and innovations Mice akaNs taken place. Admittedly, these were initially very crude and
Ker.; Utillit'd to Judge the ate, tieene of Aar implement* or the profitability of no%
tecnniques None .eery tool, product, and innovat.on etas evaluated in sonic
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fashion. iMortunat. Iv, only the primary cffe. is were evaluated, and countless numbershad to suffer tragit Imam indignity, I Yen today, in the so-called modern era, every
human suffer, from the nos -use of our technology.

Ns the growth of our teehnologie al world progressed and random invention and nano-
v Ilion gave way to systematic efforts, the Held for more detailed asse:,sments became
apparent. the industnal eduti,n1 brought format opposition into the limelight, which

is a forerunner of the multifacete el nature of TA to are seeing today. People consciously
r used 1--ut s which teem beyond profit, 11u so I,su were human safety, human welfare,
and human dignity. Karl Marx was probably the forerunner when he pointed out that
technology has social and cultural ramitie ations beyond the first-order effects.

l'nforrunately, our so. icty failed to undertake formal assessments and watched as
failure after failure forked us into ir: eversible situations. the use and mis-use of DIAis a prime. example. It took 10(1 years for society to identify the dangers and stop itsusage. I vett prior to the synthesization of DDT, groups were available for handling
assessments. In Islet, the F ranklm Institute was asked to investigate boiler explosions,
resulting in workable legislation 22 years later. I titer on :n that century, the National
Vcademy of science:- wa: formed, but asked for advice too infrequently to make a worth-
while impact. I Yen today. according to Vary ( °Me:, ( 1.1, 01), IA has been performed in
federal agencies only in the sense of narrow consideration...only a few studies can becited a, serious attempts, and most of these have been performed outside the federal
gore nun cot.

It was not until the 19tAt's that individuals and groups took action to form:I/ate an'early warning ate in." Members of the !louse Committee on Science and Astronaut act;ruled eonee rn ove r the dangerous side effects of technology during the 1960's. [his
cone,. rn w Is rat., d bt..rust the role of technology played an important role in the legis-
lation under the tr .onside ration. On October 17, 1966, the Subcommittee on Science,
Research, Ind Development published a report that examined the secondary impacts of
technological nu:ovations. l'In, re port was the first to use the term "I ethnology Ass-zss-
mem." the ,ubcommitte. was eoneerncei with topics such as unemployment, pesticides,
pollution, c\haustion of re sourecs, radioactive wastes, and the invasion of privacy.on \tir,t Rep. i,milio Q. Daddario proposed the creation of a technology

.se ....anent Boa rd. Ile raised on rns about the population explosion, 1. cedom of choice,
the pout r of technology, and the (.1.1 that science and technology had becotoe a way of life.
Nee dies: to ..ay, the Slc- billion of publi, and private funds invested over the past decade
influenced his thinking. ''his proposal resulted in the publication of three reports pub-
lished by three different groups. National 1cadry of Sciences, National Academy of

ngineering, and the I egislative Reference service. Armed with these reports, among
ttile r-;, Daddario's .ubcommittee held hearings on 1A, exploring the need for legislation.
!hiring thi period, many meetings were being held throughout the world to discuss thepotential of IA. the Organization fur I conumie Cooperation and Development met inParis in 19-2. that same year a meeting was held in Milan, made up of representatie es
from \ To, \ st, and the International Institute for the Nlanawinent of I echnulogy.

the very same month that the Milan meeting took plaee, the third World Future Re-
search Conference addressed the topic in Bucharest. It was apparent that to was an
international con,:ern.

Vic r numerous proposals and amendments were made, Public Law 92-484 was
signed by the President on O. tuber 1.3, 1972. 1 his law e.reated the Office of technology
assessment.

Iwo other important groups were formed during thus period. I he first International
society for Technology Vsse.sment teas formed with tithees in the Hague, Washington,
and Montreux, mem*. Hand. On May 27June 2, 1.71, this group held the First Inter-
national Congress on reehnologv Assessment at 1 he Hague, the Netherlands. This con-
ference was attended It 22' persons from twenty countries. Over 8S papers were pre-
-wined, cove ring a wide ,spectrum of academie disciplines, industrialists, governmentofficiiF., .tudents, and citizen activists. the writer, who was in attendance, was par-
t:Allan% impressed with the interest expressed world -wide and the multi-discipline
approach proposed by literally every precentor.

The other group which was, formed during this penou is the 1 eehnology Assessment
and Forecast Office, located in the Department of ( online r. e. this office published its
f.r-t mite:lat. in May of Pr 3, followed be a subsequent publication in December of that
same year. the function of this office and the OTA is as follows.
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OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

the ul1 r. t% 'thin and reixtnsibk to the legislative brand) of the Government.
is only the third' pie that e ongress !Lis t up .in independent entity within the It gislatIve
branch to serve its own needs. tlattain this juristholun, the 011 was given the ebarge to
proside early indisatioris of the probable beneficial and adser.e impoets of the appliea-
lion, linology and to de %e lop oche r soordinate inforniatien %%Mai could assist the

ongross. specifically, it k to;
I. Identify existing or probable impacts of technology or technology programs,
2. where possible, oscertoin cause-and-effect relationships;
3. identify olternative programs for °thieving requisite goals;
4. identify alternative technological methods of implementing specific progroms,
5. make estimates and comparisons 0i the impacts of alternative methods and programs,
6. present findings of completed onalyses to the oppropriate legislotive outhorities,

identify oreas where additional research or dato collection is required to provide adequate
support for the ossessmenis and estimotes; end

8. undertake such addaionol ossocioted activities. as the oppropriate outhorities may direct
(I I, VIII).

acuities untie rtaken by the &Mite may be initiated upon the request of.
the shall man of an% standing, special, of se it it sommittee of either llouse Of the

ngress, or of MIN )pint soutiiiittee of the acting for himself or at the request
of the ranking minor-it% immix r to a majority of the eommittee membe (2) the Board;
or i It the Director in consultation with the I3oard.

he lee linology 1ssessment Boa rd eonsists of 1,1 membe rs made up of ti senators
niepirity rept-, sntaro.es nonurity t, and a nonvoting Director. The Chairman

ieurtentl% ,s n. I llturs1 NI. Kennedy is selected by the I3oard, but he she must be from
tht House of lee pre ,entato.e s during e te n-numbs red e ungresses, and the %lee Chairman
must 11,. ia OM the other House. 11w I3oard also has a Director (currently 1-milio Q.
hidden., who is ,appointed by the Boaid for a 0-year term, a Deputy Director, and a

staff. In Addition, the Board has 1thistir% )1111,11 made up of 12 members with stag-
gered 4-year terms. len of these an tubers must be from the publit. sector, eminent in
one or more fit Ids of the phased, Inologie al, or social sciences or engineering, or
perien,ed in the Administration of teelinolugieal min% itie s. One member must be the

omptrolle r e.. ral, and the 12th pe rson must be the ..tor of the congressional Re-
search service of the Library of Congress (11,6..0).

tits I ebruary 12, 1074, senator ',Nord NI. Kennedy (1, 2) announced the first six
areas of imestigation by the 01A as loud, ene rgy, the ocean,, materials 1 SOUrCt.::.>,
rlk)}* ad international trade, and the biuequialeney of drugs. I ransportatiun problems
are also being considered for .assessment. As of Mara 20, 1974, the only study being
June is one on the bittequitaleney of drugs, schlep is designed to guarantee the biucquival-
ense of drugs throughout the ..ountry. Although the Office reeeieed only $2 million of its
65 million budget dui. to its late opening date, it is expected that for 171 1075 the full
$S million mill be !ronred :o work In the other areas.

!ht. 0 I,A, tually aets as a liaison group between congress and the assessment team
which as sontraeted. .1d hoe task forces will carry out the denial assessments, sinee the
0 I1 b% Lass ..cannot operate any laboratories, pilot plants, or test facilities. The Office
ma% enter into sontraet with any p. rsun, firm, assueiation, eurporation, educational insti-
tution, or with an% age ns y of the l'nittd states, with any state, territory, or possession.
1ssisAtinee is also to be provided b% the General Aeeounting ()thee, the Congressional
Research se rvice, and the National science Ioundation when practical.

110 igh the OT1 staff is currently Ifs an number, tt is expected to increase to
opprommatel% 4si members. Ihis group will eoryside r proposals tooit.1.1 revolve around the
area- pr.-s louz* mentioned. enator Kennedy has announced that interest is beginning to
be gene rates for ossessnunts on food production through the influence of senator 11111k rt
IL I luniphrey , on aiternative one rgy supplies, the ocean as a resource through the influ-
ence of senator Lrnest 1. Hollings, natural re sourees. and ante rnational trade. However,
these asses.,ment contracts have not been submitted for bid as of this date.

OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND FORECAST

The eAamnieree Department recently instituted a new program called the Technology
1.esbment and Fureeast Program. This was established under the Office of the Assistant
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Secretary for Science ind I .chnology and ,smotauces a nets information ,.,uric for busi-
nes.i:, industry, and the guee rniiient. I he program was initiated through the efforts of
1Ifred C. Nlarmor as a result of lus research Mule a Department of Commerce fellow.
Ile is currently serving as Director of the program.

1 basic premise of die program is that the changing patterns of patent activity, noes
!Tired in .-3,000 subclasses, can be an accurate indicator of technological aeuvity through-
out the sorld. It Lan be used to help appraise the con)paratiee technological strengths and
%%elknez:se. of the United States and a:lanixtito,. trading nations. The program has two
basic objectiees: To identify those areas of technology in Mud) a nigh proportion of the
activity is of foreign origin and to spotlight areas of teehnolugy exhibiting unusually rapid
over-all growth (17, 2).

Several factors support this premise: for a patent to be granted, the law requires
that the invention be nets. 1ny significant technological advance usually still be the sub-
ject of significant patent activity. Generally, the costs of obtaining a patent are expended
only in the expectation that they seal be recouped um) a profit through the eommercializa-
tion of the invention (17, 3-41.

Since the cost of filing multiple applications to gam patent protection in a number of
countrics is expensive, it 6 normally undertake:noon's for the more significant inventions.
The United States is almost always one of the countries in which a patent is sought.
Residents of over 100 foreign countries have sought and received i%S. patent protection.
Foreign-origin U.S. patenting has increased from 17-: in 1961 to 29: in 1971. It is ex-
pected to rise to an average of 31'7 for the next five years (17, 4).

The data in this program consistsof over 11 million U.S. patent documents, classified
into 100 broad divisions of technology called classes. These are further subdivided into
3%000 categories of technology called subelasses. Lash year approximately 250,(N..mi net
L'.S. patent documents are added kraus file. It is this flexibility that still make it possible
to study the interdependence of patents, technology, and the economy.

In one of the sample reports done in 1973 k17, S2) a technological grouping concerned
with "1pparatus for spinning Yarn" revealed that foreign nationals have received an
average of 72,7 of all U.S. patents in that grouping over the last three years. This figure
is almost three times the 27::; share of patents foreign nationals lime received over the
last three years in all technologic. combined. The foreign share in this area is piiected
to grow over 90,7 in the next feu years.

When broken into its component subclasses, the specific area of "Open End Spinning
of Yarn" was identified. In this area, the foreign share is somewhat higher than that of
the primary grouping, and the rate of over-all growth is considerably higher.

Eventually requests for information from this program nt I take many forms. For
example, the user may wish to Wee data on factors such as: over-all grouch (rate at
which patents are being added to an area), foreign share tperccntage of patents in an area
obtained by residents of foreign eountriest, extent of government ownership (percentage
assigned to the ('.S. government at the time of issuance). country profiles (effo-t that a
country is devoting to different areas), R 3 D expenditures, and a xport-Import figures.

1Ithough this program is neu, just as 6 the OTA, it has valuable information for use
by the itoYernmental and private sector. cision-makinghas been enhanced by the iden-
tification of trends and c parauve efforts throughout the %%odd. This wild become in-
creasingly important at a time .ehen other corintries move into die new technologies and
as the number of multinational corporations continues to grow. Co serve this need, the
program will provide regular reports on those technological areas exhuming, or expeeced
to develop, significant activity.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS

s educators, ue must be concerned %suit current and future societal concerns. This
becomes increasingly important a- tie develop technologically at a frightening pace. lime
environmental movement of the past decade has increased our sensitivity to the conse-
quences of an unchecked production and eunsumption system. tililain D. Reckelshaus
put it most succinctly when he stated:
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Too long in the past most technologists wore euphoric about the future of mar. techno-
logical development was the master and received total dedication. Technology, today, must
be responsive to societal goals and values (6, vii),
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Fins statement mtlie, i 11.-4 of 1,-otes ulhsh mast bstome a part of tits cum.:ilium of
today. ,hane noted tutu: isolate d -os i. tai problows that must be studied
in our public schools. several ,:e hated below Pinch relate to IA:

1. t rises of the ,:rtz.e.t. ,The aesumulation oft rises in the past se.ven or eight .

2. Disagreement over the "good life."
i. the value crisis.

4. I ac of .i future-focused role mace for youth.
Inensitiviry to :hanging pattern- It ,urvie it beitavion

1i Naive u,. of the technology.
threat to the biosphere.

13) as were n.nurt , I. addre,ts itself to all of dose issues, since it is human-
riented, future- oritnted, te rinolo,se -oriented, talus-itrisntsd, pea m-orie no:A an):
multi - disciplinary.

It AV refet bask to the dtssus-ion of the 01.1, tee see that this office has solated
-even area., of ant.. r.. loon. of these seven areas, four relate th.t..-t1). to the field 01
industrial arts. I hese .it.. elk rri.), nut, nal, re -our. es, tee hnolo.tt and international
trade, and trail-pot-canon. 'Alwther tit rtahis tot not, the at, rag,. irlduzq nal arts teach-
er does a-sessment- in these areas. 114,-4 Ital rs fall into the trap that has
jeopardized the- potential for a humane sosiet). lii :. is out it hi, tam., to address ou r-
sekes to 2nd, ird, 4th...order tonstque-nces. 11o. look for assk.-ssmnts %Omit appease
us as teachers %idiom concern for altering societal v dues.

I Yen teasu, rs oho Note, to u-t. a stud). of tethnolog). as a .hs.lpllne bass neglect
Itti con. e pt. Rht Jo it reinenduasser.iceto the student be tsasinng him about the latest
t s dat a disk.. rtise den)mgthe student the right t.. maks .rose.-impact
molt rt es imp!, -eryc to slartf% thts Point. in th, area of tran-portation, ue
-Tait nee` t..rt- of t-natnc from .i tethmt al standpoint. Students learn a number of psy-
chmotor -kill., skill., and even tentur Into the afftsttve domain. llotteven
it us t.'irt":E them to feel stint-on ibis in a technological socaet)., and if ut txpest them to
he kmuledgetbte itirens, cc. inu-4 align% them the fruedom to consider other fastors.
I-or %%hen doe. the student a--es. net engines in terms of ecological impact

air Ind t hen K. he ask hot% the net othnologe. affects the r.t., s-

tem atIit IhOlt their effet t on el& rls rson.' %%hat about the international effect'
the -e riuv.tn- mph. a multi-dist tpitnar approach, and this is that thk -.tud of tech-
nologt a- all about. Un- ts uhat a realistic educational system is all about.

the industrial arts teashe r mat th come tmed al)out Il technique, and justifiabl). so,
-amt.- it ..in imoive elaborate tomputt r statt-neal anal}.-..., and techniques

.t to he desiped. tiouever, in the final anal).si-, the Nuts houseude of a TA specialist
Pala probab4 richt when she said, I 1 ts nothing but .ommon sense..." I,t must involve
our student, tith komnpkn....en-t lithoughth. no colt rat nk thud for conducting
i x, student- tan fulloce seteralba-is stepsas the), do assessments. In .amplified form,
they are.

I. DeFinition of the cssessment lock

2. Generate a description of the technologies
3. Generate c description of societal impacts

a. vetoes ane. gaols
b. environmental
c. Jeff' cycphic

ecNly.4c
e. social

institutiwsot
4,, Identify cptiDnS
5. Come iv conclusions (3, 19 -22)

tour -tudents %%ill find a thole host of net challenges through 1,1. !'or example:
1. 1ses impacts in tour communttt fe.g., park or highttay locations.
2. \ssess the utilization of natural rs-ourscs in your labor itory (e.g., stood, metal).
1. As4e-zs events in your school fe.g., noise pollution, traffic flow).
4. titudy the OT1 and fAii0% its impacts.

,tudy filets uhich effect the utilization of technolon in your community.
i if cour:e )0u, a, a professional educator, .till have to become familiar ttith the con-

cept of IA to be ante to assist your students. tic all %%III need to take another look at our
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oun value systems hetor. Al .,in xpsct to change those of others. With this in mind, the
writer would make the following tcommendanons:

1. The AIM should address itself to the concept of TA via o monograph, conference theme,
and workshops.

2. A general session should be held at the 1975 convention on TA.
3. Teacher education institutions should begin to offer experiences with TA at all levels. In-

service training for current teachers is also needed.
4, Multi-disciplinary efforts should permeate all attempts.

11entssorth Eldredge, who spoke at the IS741 C ingress in Holland last year, and who
also spoke at the Atianti,. Cite l onfereme tmAA), stated: "We sson't have a beautiful
society until we have beautiful people." This is shat TA is all about. Once a holistic
concept of assessment 4technologisal, educational, et al.i becomes natural for all humans,
ye can expect to have that "beautiful society."
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An Introduction to Studying the Future
Earl C. Joseph

In this paper, the .tidy of future:, will be introducecl. It will touch upon ei rumber of
alternatiee punnible future scenarios using humane technology and di.cuno future trends,
alternatives, and mandates for industrial arts education.

I ducation'n primary purpose is to prepare student._ for the (emir. that they will exist
in during their life. 11110 111101VCs becoming literate of the Muir.. pon.ible and includes:
1.) %onenoinent of the, pant and present, 2) I oreea.ts of trends (where eee are headed)
and Ate. rneitiees. \nnennmynt of po.sible future. snaking Vibibk, the opportunities
the future offers and posoibec future threat:, andc noes, and 4) planning, design, and man-
agement of th. future, forecasting, goal seleetion, mapping futures attainability, and
directing change.

, octet} is nose entering into an era when ms baste parameters are increasingly cap-
able of being dynamically directed by it. accelerated change state through choosable
long-range goal.. . heing,e is ewer increasing in scale, range, frequency, and impact,
thereby giving okA.1,t: 01, opportunity toinuec even inure rapidly toward desirable futures

if we are willing to .teer.uchnocietalinuyenient. Ae now have, the forecasting, organ-
izational, ny .tenin dereign, and management toul. tu nu. Needed is al new JuLletal rame-
.eork, a philosophy, that include:, knowledge nose obtainable about possible futures and
rooted in and built upon past knowledge but i. rcterenced towards managing the posnible
opportunitien the future.. lian to offer rather thanpre.erving, the past) i.e., pro-futurism.
the e.oential fabric of this philosophy in coun.el against the attainment of future dooms
and maximizes the attainment of desirable futures for humans.

new knowledge cieu.yo change, and since our growth in knowledge is accelerat-
ing, naturally ouch cliemge, will make, the future different. -therefore, tt is not surprising
that the nature of much or th. future is counter-intu &mt.: to pant and present thinking.
Bow eeer, the problem whicie emoto in our movement into the future, 1. that our knowledge
and edueation ha. been almost nolely beinedon the past and pi event, thus, we tend to make

which attempt to cant the future. into the mold of the past. %%hen we systrimati-
cally study future possibilities, the messages and knowledge obtained ell-c most often
counter - intuitive to the pant traversed. Lducation's new role is to provide an environment
fur student,, mbeeoine litk:ratc, about futurt, pun.ibilitivo by illuminating future, alternatives
ner that societal decisions ter the future, based un what is desirable for the future, can
become intuitive (second nature) rather than counter-intuitive.

But, what part of the future is controllable: the future starts now, this moment, and
extends fury war. 1 he future an yiyeeed from today, any today, i. made up of a multiplicity
of possible alternative futures toward which we can move:, with or without control. The
kinkier ahead we project, the more alternative. exist. Fliese alternative futures can be
considered a. planning horizon:, from which we can reelect for the purpose of expanding
our control over the future. we bring into fruition. But before we can plan our control
over the future, we must ba aware, of what part of the future we can control. The future
can be broken down into five bei.ic planning and contiol per od. 0. an extension of today).

Now the immediate future (thin year). F ruzen, dictated b} the past, thus uneuntrol-
able and unluekeible except by a major event unually a catastrophe. Present decisions
ur action, have little ur nu effect over thin time frame, however, minor choices are
available.

Near-term, nhort-term futures (next 1 to 5 years). Largely a past-programmed
future, but prevent crusts eanprogreininkffill, chang,e,thuo, incremental change i. possible.
Lvulutionary advance,, bywme pu..iblc, a be iiiiplLnivnti,d during this time, frame, but
only partialle controllable, from today. Deeinionn made today can cause major shift:, in
thin nun. frame, but major effort. are required to bring about such change. Policy
choices available for new programs, oyntemn, institutions, and leader,, once initiated,
can cause impact in this time frame.

Middle-range future:, (5 to 20 year futures). Almost total choice is available over
alternative opportunities this future offer:, if awareness of alternatives exist in the
present. this future in almost completely controllable and decidable today. Revolution-
ary change is imple Lilt ntable in thin time frame from directed evolutionary (small)
change:, initiated today. Almost anything imaginable becomes poonible, to bring about;
thus, the future available in this tone flame is almost totally inventable and shapeable
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today. Today's decd-tions can solidify this future.
I ono-range future, 1211 to SO year futures). Opportunities and, or crises are trig-

gerable 'seedable today feu this future. Many sate rnativc opportunities can be made visible
but are largely uncontrollable kfroni today ), thus, this future is primarily open to control
to the future.

Far futures (50 }ears and beyond). L arg,ely invisible and uncontrollable (from today);
However, utopian and distopian speculation about its character is possible.

Thus, the prune ranges for obtaining desirable futures starts today to give a measure-
able control over the I to 5 year future and total choice and control over the 5 to 20 year
future.

111 environment of rapid change causes the time-scale of the impact of change to be
collapsed. Thus, the cutting edge of the future now approaching is rapidly accelerating
toward us (to the present), rapidly bringing a future very different than even recent past
expectations. -kJ; a result, the fabric of the past-present, its values, its culture, its tech-
nology, its politics, throughout the Aurld and most institutions, is ripping apart as viable
new alternatives rapidly become operative. The insistence by many institutions, and
especially educational, on molding the future into the casts of the past is thus justifiably
under criticism and being challenged. This acceleration of change, causing considerable
alienation toward old ideas, is producing a chasm separating the near future from the
recent past at an ever faster rate. Old assumptions and old methods, in earthquake pro-
portions, are being torn down as new ideas thunderously ripple through society, soon to
be replaced by even newer ones. Schools play a major role in this process of bringing
new ideas and new insights to society (new to the public they serve) and thus are a societal
force for encouraving and speeding this process of change. In this role, they tend to
transmit ideas from the past to the present. An emerging role for education is to add
the dimension of u-ansmitting ideas from the future to the present (knowledge about possi-
ble futures now learnable from studies of future alternatives).

The education institution, until very recently, did little to put education into the con-
text of the future. That is, none systematically (scientifically) studied the future, other
than by speculative guesswork, and thus forced the publics they served to correlate the
past they purveyed for relevance to and M the future. Most assumed that what was found
good in the past was good fur the future, or that the future should be or only can be)
programmx1 from the past. That is, in insistence ),;ion forcing the future into the mold
of the past. However, today, with thc forecasting tools now available, it has become rela-
tively easy to demonstrate through the extrapolations uf present trends that such "pro-
gramming hindsight of society" leads to the expectation of many problems and crises for
both near- and far-term futures. The inescapable implication As that such trends must
be altered, if we desire to avoid such doomsday ish paths to the future, and that the future
must be considered together with the past. The high-risk route for society is to be
driven along the trend paths dictated and programmed in and by the past. This is not to
imply that much of that is learnable frum the past is not relevant and useful for the
future. The determination uf what to use. from the past cannot be logically evaluated by
knowledge of the past and present, without consideration uf the coatext and environment
of the future forecastable in which it will be operative. It is anaIogous to requiring men-
tally sick patients to diagnose themselves.

Past dreams, as signified in literature throughout the ages, for obtaining the gift of
knowing the future almost always picture humans with the capability of "knowing" ahead
of time the actual future to be unfolded. Today, we have powerfui forecasting tools giving
us the gift of knowing the future, but in a very different sense than the expectations of
the past. They are capable of allowing us to see ahead of time the direction of our past-
present movement into the future, the opportunities and problems that such extrapolated
trends point toward in carrying us to such futures. Additionally, forecasting can make
visible many other alternative paths that we could take, other than the trends, to achieve
different set, of more desirable. opportunities and the avoidance of problems foreseen)
and pointers to what vvc must Mat is, knowledge now obtainable about possible futures
gives an even more important ability than knowing ahead of time the actual future, the
insight of what's possible and thus the ability to select, shape (invent), and control the
future!

Thus, the question, ' thy forecast?," is answerable. It may not be able to tell us
specifically what tomorrow will bring, but in attempting to do so, it forces us to define
our assumptions about the future upon which we stake uur future and thus helps us make
today's decisions. In the process, it gets these images (trends and alternatives) out into
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the open tot public vu a, debate, ..liange, and improvement so that more realistic and
logical dee is 11 as input, tit obtained fur use in de e idling the future under Ullr control.

MAJOR FORCES OF CHANGE

Operative in sot. iets rods' and for the future are numerous forces vihleh, when eNtrap-
°kited, cause the expectation of eery diftL rt.nt futures. In general, these forces
create mans shifts in society andhaselittleoi no past precedence. Forces which are ex-
pected to impact heaths on industry and thus ellange industrial arts education are.

Explosive growth of cybernetic fields (computers and communications technology)
Rapid automation of industrial process and service industries
National and multinational computer networks
Incorporation of 'intelligence' (smart devices) into factories, offices, homes, appliances,
automobiles, etc.
Rapid transition toward "paperless" electronic communications for the capture and dis-
semination of information

Economy of scale tipping away from centralized control towards distributed-function
local control systems
A millionfold technological advance in cybernetic technology is forecast to occur during
the next 20 to 30 years

Shifting geogrophy of acquisition of resources
Causing manufacturing to move to nations (or areas) where resources are available, where

cheap labor exists, resulting in fo-cing more automation of factory operations to forestall
such shifts
Creating rich nations from poor ono vice-versa over a decades time frame

Rapid and continued occeleration of change
Rapid growth toward a multiplicity of crises (energy, material, paper, food, etc.)
Rapid growth of new opportunities resulting from advances in technology
Increase scale of impact of change, causing the requirement for most institutions to adapt
to the future

Approaching limits in certain areas, especially energy and resource usage

Emergence and growth of multinational corporations
Causing need to redefine public ownership, perhaps employees ownership status
Shifting international competitive systems

Growth of world monetary system and capital
Emergence of internotionor capital and eose if liquidity of capital

Shifting national policy patterns
Push for steady-state economy
Visions of limiting growth, population, .ind energy/material usage

Increasing social overheads
Demands for automating social and community services

Increasing leisure time availability to individuals

ALTERNATIVE FUTURES

soot:Ey in the II.% is today at the transition stage, Mot mg, out of the industrial era
into the post-industrial or eoinniumeations era. Mt impact on industrial arts education
Is just beginning to be pt. revived, and the expeetations for the futui e are noes being snapped.
I he following scenarios are indicative of the studies of alternative possible futures that
are expected to have is drastic impact on industrial arts.

strut Id population today exceeds 1 1/2 billion people, and the United States represents
about h of this population. As a nation, we e.unsume more than one-third of the world's
available resources. For most of the rest of the world, their vision of the future is to
achieve a quality-of-life materially equivalent to tint:. Obviously, it is a foolish goal,
both for us and the world, to continue to work toward sueh high rates of consumption.
For example, if only two other nations of about the same population size as ours achieve
our affluence, with the same consumption value system, then less than 207 of the world's
population would consume itA14-, of the world's resources, leaving none for the other 807,
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of the world, Thus, theus is no doubt for the future that we must change our consumption
habits from the "thrust -away .miciety" toward a "non-throw-away society" attitude.

'the basic charaeteri,uL , of a nun - throw -.assay society stenario of the future consist
of using technology which allows:

Designing, building, and manufacturing things to last a long time
Structures whose architectural technology are designed to last thousands of years, which
are modular, flexible, and adaptable to changing needs, piecemeal updatable, etc.

Mechanical things like automobiles designed using fault-tolerant and self-repairing
technology which allows them to be useful for hundreds of years
Clothes designed and manufactured using materials which as for decades, which are
self-cleaning, self-pressing, and self-deodorizing, which expand with us as we grow
taller, fatter, skinnier, etc. Clothes that incorporate technology for allowing style
changes as new fads develop

Designing such consumables for recycling

The feasibility of this scenario from the use of humane technology viewpoint is simply
a matter of putting into practice our knowhow and evolving designs for doing so. Thequestion is, is it economically feasible. Today society's economic value system works
best when ve speed up the process of getting things from the factory door to the scraph"ap. That is, the faster this process can be achieved, the more we sell, and thus the
more we profit. However, when we ask wind' is the most profitable corporation, we findthat it is the telephone company. We don't own our telephone. )ms industry has an in-
centive to design and manufacture the telephone to last a long time, since they receive
their profit from renting it to us rather than selling it to us. Therefore, to achievo a non-
throw-away societal incentive, it takes only a single law to be enacted. That is, onewhich doesn't allow us to own the vast majority of things that we now consume. The
result would could be:

Vast reductions in the use of materials and energy for making things

Higher profits (dollar) from providing services rather than from the sale of products

Giving the total world the ability to achieve a much higher material quality-of-life

There is no doubt that some form of this scenario for the future will become a way oflife and rerhaps soon. When it does, the impact on education will demand considerable
changes, especially in industrial arts. Some are:

Elevation of the importance of repair and recycling and their automation

Implementing higher quality control and self-repairing techniques

Reducing requigments for labor in production activities

Sortie other scenarios of alternative futures include:

Mining of space and manufacturing in space

Vertical cities; a city for a few million people in a single building

The communications era with wired cities/ nations, sLbstituting information transfers (tele-
communications) for the transfer of people and things via community information systems:

Working at home
Education into the home
Shopping from home

Remote health delivery into the home
Electronic delivery of paperless newspapers, books, and magazines

Electronic money
Reducing the need to travel for necessity tasks in order to reduce society'suse of energy

The major features of each of these scenarios is to allow society to do more with
less use of earth'i energy and material resoumes, especially through the use of commu-
nications technology. In the process, the need for industrial arts grows, since each is
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based ..a the use of 11140, Iwnt.tnc t..111Itaut2.) %.11 though most a-duine rapid growth in
the automation of the 111)Uhet d. llowe set, they also 111d1.att that the number of
people required in the industrial af to will de, line at the same time that the professional
level of industrial arts will be elevated.

FUTURE EDUCATIONTRENDS AND MANDATES

the forces at work in society and e,-dons of the possible futures they are bringing
about demand that Leith anon ..hang. to meet the nce do that we now folk:See. rill alterna-
tives and mandates for the future now loom large; some are:

Futurizing society
Providing a learning environment for students to become literate of the future

Producing students capable of shaping desirable futures

Humanizing society
Providing an educational system to allow students to learn to make constructive use of

leisure time
Providing literacy for individual and societal values in a pluralistic society

Democratizing society
Jefferson felt that we needed mandatory public education if we desired a democracy

which wus capable of producing l.ikzem literate enough to tell whether ar not politicians
were lying. To achieve this goal, education must change and be extended.

Life-long learning
Adolf education, in era of accelerated i.hange, the most needed students in the educa-
tional institutions must be all adults
Reversing the trend toward an ignorant society. If we plot how good education is through
the years, we get a curve that shows that education is continually getting better. How-
ever, when we plot what a person needs to cape with the growing complexity of society
and the knowledge explosion, we arrive at a curve indicating that we are getting dumber
and dumber, and that we ore now in an ignorant society.

Non-lock step education
Individualized education

Multiplicity of learning alternatives

E or society to Jellies's.: these mandates for cdueation, it would be far too costly if
education eontinues the nay education is delivered today. Thus, to achieve desirable
futures by implementing these mandates, edueation must turn toward the use of technology
to automate much of the process.

CONCLUSION

I ud4s. society 14, busy building the new uorldof the future, and compelling arguments
now Lust fur industrial arts education to become involved, to carve out additional new
roles in the new post-industrial era that is developing. The (creative) use of the past to
aid sc ientilie-basesi speculations about tutu/ for the purpose of creating more desirable
futures can certainly be a part of the smut: which Sc believe makes education a viable
institution for the long haul.

studies of the future thus have !Ball) eseiting implieations for the American public.
I ducation, by informing the public about the future, becomes an institution for impacting
society by transmitting desirable values from the future to today, with the ultimate role
of eybernerhally steering culture toward desirable futures. in this way, education could
become indispensable fi. "programming futures" (which it is already doing not in terms
of the future, but by dictums from the past. Fo meet this ehallenge requires that the
educational institution undergo eonsiderable change, espeeially in its expanded use of
humane technology.

Dr. Joseph is a Staff Scientist at Sperry Univa4., U Jisiting Lecturer at the University of Minnesota, and
a Futurist-in-Residence at the Science Museum of Minnesota.
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Teaching Future Technology
Through Industrial Arts

Arthur J. Rosser

I he approach to the topic of teaching,fUnirk. technology could be very aide and varied.
Ilistori,- illy, excluding the last ten sears, curriculum de%clopmntspecialists have advo-
cated a aide variety of approaches to o.r ever- present problem of relevant curriculum
for the student:, in the middle and secondary schot-oi.

The Bonner-Nlossman approach of the 1920's was revolutionary, but not futuristic
in any scnse of the word. The Aarnei concept of technology of the late 1940's and early
1950's yielded a new furore-dii.?cted approach, but it never looked at the future realis-
tically except through Research and Development.

\II of the major curriculum developments of the decade from 1960 to 1970 spoke in
regard to the question of teaching future technology, but none showed how to do it. For
example, the World of Construction and the World of Manufacturing from the Industrial
\ rts Curriculum Project devote an activity and a reading in their materials to the topic
of the future. f he text relates to construction in the year 2000, only 26 years away.
Students take Buck Rogers (or a Nell Armstrong) view of prefabricated units, environ-
ments in the o ean, out in space, or in an encapsulated city. The World of Manufacturing
also contains a chapter dcwtcd to the future and as technology. the students of 1974 are
exposed to the use of computers and automation. My challenge to you is flow can we
teach future technology in our industrial arts courses today?

I believe that as we teachabout our technologieal past and present from fire and tools
to machines, materials, and processes, we should structure our curriculum to reflect
the future and its technology.

Most of you are probably wondering what content you can add to your existing cur-
riculum to make it more reflective of what is to come in the next 30 to 50 years. What
technologies can or should be studied to reflect those of the future? Nou must remember
that most industrial arts teachers today believe technology includes woods, metals, draft-
ing, :,,raphic arts, electricity, and power. There are also in this day and age of ours a
small number of innovative teachers who believe and demonstrate kpractice and preacn)
future-oriented curriculum such as conimunication teehnolugy, construction technology,
and power technology (all in the broadest sense).

I et's not talk about how uric goes about dividing the curriculum, but rather the content
that anyone can put into at as a supplement. If you are seriously interested in a total
curriculum about the future, you need to consider a curriculum which suits your needs as
a teacher and molds your content into a presentable sequence of activities.

Let me suggest some specific content that one might consider as he looks at the
technology of the future. The content areas to be considered in this proposed curriculum
of the future are power and transportation, communication, materials, environments, andstructures. Others might also include computers, systems engineering, metrics, and
energy sources.

Future technology is in abundance today in the area of power and transportation.
Many industrial arts programs today study the established experimental power systems.
Very few, however, du more than talk about the promisingor speculative systems. This
is where the action or activity will be in the years to come. Let's look at a few of the new
experimental engines of 1974. These include the NER \A, the JERNALS, the ShLWOOD,
the KAVERTZ, the.. 1SCI1l'I)1, the MALLORY, the WANKEL, the FRI.ON FLYER, and the
K ROV.

the NERVA engine is a flying nuclear engine. Its name stands for Nuclear Engine
for Rocket Vehicle Application. This engine is the outgrowth of research on the KIWI-A
and the Phoebus 111. The forerunner Phoebus has the potential of more than 6.7 million
horsepower. The NI:11VA is a clicniical engine. It is powered by streams of pure hydrogen
gas. If a NERVA engine were used on the Saturn V, a is estimated that the ro.ket's pay-
load could be doubled (6, p. 249).

The JI.RNAES engine is a type of rotary engine with a triangular rotor inside a
trochoid housing. It is a single-rotor engine which works on a four-stroke principle.
This engine through its gearing allows the shaft to turn at one-third the rotor speed. This
is just the opposite of the Wankel principles. however, this engine has high torque at
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low speed. Hits foot-struke single-rutur power plant produces the same number of
power impulses ',Li output-shaft ttvolutions as a conventional six - cylinder engine (6,
p.210).

The M.LWOul) engint is another variation of the rotary principle.. Its unique feature
is that the cylinder block revolve,, while the main shaft is driven. The pistons in this
engine number six and rtally don't retiprutatt but actually orbit around the main shaft
by moving 3u degrees in Lath direction. The compression stroke on one side of the piston

power stroke on the uppositeside. this cnbmc upv rates on tin. two-stroke principle.
The KA11.1ITZ, like the NIALLORI, lias a van, -type piston. latch axis in the engine

has two sets of vanes which continuously change relative positions. Mere arc four com-
bustion chambers which pruchitt four power iiiipulscs pc." uutput-shaft rtvulution. .1 61.6

cubic inch version of tin:, engine produces 200+11.p. at 4000 rpm (6, p.209).
I he NIALLOR1 IS another rotary vane engine which has 16 working chambers. It

tests out in an experimental 185-pound model to develop ovi.r 400 h.p. at 5000 rpm. An
unproved model made of aluminum is producing hp for each pound of weight. It weighs
80 pounds (6, p.207).

Another rotary engine rival is the ISCII(1)1, which has four curved pistons in a
toroidal track. Piston action IS not continuous, so two toruids art need.'d to achieve the
four-stroke cycle (6, p.208).

Lach of these previous five power plants (excluding the NI.R1'.11 are contemporary
rivals of the WANKLL or the principle of RC engines (rotating combustion).

(-urns Wright in this country holds the must practical patent on RC engines. Their
power 'weight rano is better than any piston engine (6, p.204).

the 11cFuN 41.1 KR iN an external combustion tngine which uses a fluorcarbon (ex-
panded) that can be condensed and recirculated through an energy-producing heat cycle.
The engine is io cubic inches in size and needs no transmission. An auxiliary engine
of about li cubic inches runs the condenser fans. The engine itself is a tyrotor and runs
on almost anv type of fuel. Propane appears to be a very clean fuel (3, p.39).

ihe last power plant to be considered is um with the. greatest potential for the future.
It is known as KRU1, which stands fur Keller Ituto-Ostillating Cane machine. This en-
gine runs on ,team, but can use almost any gas ur Lgwd. clus engine or converter could
be used Anil steam, geothermal, or solar energy systems. I don't think Florida Power
and Light c umpany executives would be interested an at if n were. nut potentially promis-
ing (4, p. 90)

could also study about electric vehicles, other steam - powered vehicles, gravity-
vacuum transit systems, tracked air- cushion vehicles, gyrupowered vehicles, hydro-foil
and ,tar - cushioned air vehitles, or IISGT ktligh SpLi.d ground transportation). You might
also look at a wide variety of space-oriented vehicles.

Une might study, from the fuel Naito( view, sources of power like hydrogen engines,
magnetic fields, liquid helium, fuel ttlls, solar tells, nuclear energy, chemical arc Jet,
inagnetit plasma iron power plants, rocket, gasdy-namic explosion, and thermonuclear
fusion.

I here Is a whale mass of curriculum material related to the u r - ba t te ri es . These
are of a variety of types such as. nickel-cadmium, silver -zinc, zinc -air, sodium silver,
lithium (-Monde, and organic electrolyte. The potential of these various Superbatteries
is limited only to theft cost of production in quantity.

Let us move from the power area to that of communications. A concept of the future
when I was an undergraduate 15 years ago was the picture telephone. Today the picture-
phone as almost a reality. Research and product development have brought this concept
into reality in a short time (1, p.288).

I he whole world is brought closer togtther becauseof the inereased use of commuLl
cation satellites, lbw many industrial arts teachers relate or explore ti..: concept in-
volved in lelestar II, for examole2 nub satellite, which helps %%.,r1d-wid. :onmainica-
nons, weighs 175 pounds and is 34-1,2 inches in diameter. Its power comes from 3,600
solar cells on its surface (1, p.298).

Think of the many other forms of communication concepts one might add as enrich-
ment to Ins curriculum. the laser, the computer, three-dinien.ional television, super-
inic rominiaturization of electrum,. components, new pure r cItctronic equipment materials
produced in zero gravity spate. The possibilities in the ai..a of communication arc only
limited by the creativeness of modern man.

As one talks about the future, he must 31Su consider the materials that he may be
using. SS ill the exotic metals of the 1970's be the common metals of 2000? Will new
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materials be introduct kl that man has known about for years or even centuries but his
technology was pot advant cd enough lo produe e for online:I-oat use? Dunk of the revolu-
tion that has occurred in the textile industry with the introduction of some of the new syn-
thetic materials, especially polyesters. What will be the fabrics of the year 2000? Willthey be metallics or plastics'

The human body will also be a large ree elver of new materials and even old mate-rials in new forms. 1 new program on television, The six Million Dollar Man, may notbe unreal. There are many materials today being used in the human body as replacements
for skin tissue, muscles, joints, bones, and arteries (I, p.386).

The automotive industry is also looking to new materials for the future. restoneis experimenting with cordless tires. Inventors are building plastic wheels that are
stronger than steel, half the weight of magnesium and eight times stronger a true wheelof the future (5, p.18),

s man develops better and safer ways to travel, he will also develop whole new en-
vironments and structures within those environments. Man, today, is discovering these"new worlds." You know most of them by name. They include land, ocean, and space.What unique problems will face the man of 2000 as he seeks to live on land, under the
water, or out in space' You will notice that I have deliberately left out life on other bodiesin our universe, If you are interested, try reading the tenth and eleventh chapters ofChariots of the Gods by Erich Von I)annikan.

What will the structures within thesenew environmentsbe like, as compared to 1974?Will the two-story colonial with Early American furniture be like the Victorian house ofthe I900's' Many leading authorities, the Wrights and others, believe that one type of
structure will be the air stre.aure. There are three major types in existence today: the
air-supported, the air-inflated, and the hybrids. A good example of the air-supported
is the Telstar Radome. This type structure is an air -in air -out system. It must be
securely anchored to the ground, made of anairproef material, equipped with blowers for
inflation and air loss, and entry and exit by way of air-lock devices.

The second major .4 r structure is like the pavilion at the Olympic games in Japan.
In this type of structure, inflated tubes hold the top in position and give it its shape. This
type structure is much more flexible, since it lacks all the requirements of the air-
supported except the need for blowers to keep proper pressure in the tubes.

The last type of structure is the hybrid. The side walls are of more traditional mate-
rials, with the roof in some form of an inflated shape.

Can you imagine enclosing several acres of New Jersey's open fields under a giant
greenhouse and having a four-crop year (2, p.93)?

These are just a few ideas to stimulate the industtial arts teacher who wants to be
ready for the future and its technology. We, as industrial arts teachers, should hold the
key to unlock the study of technology in the year 2000. Do you hold that key?
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Scenario Building: A Method of Studying
the Future of Industrial Arts

Robert J. Galina

The study of the future has ber.nui an area of interest to educators, and more spe-
eifieally to industrial arts edueatu., on the college and university level. the majority
of efforts by industrial arts edueitturs have been focused on the study of the future using
industrial arts as the medium.

1 methodology identified a, "Scenario Building" can be utilized to study the future
of industrial arts. A distinction which must be made in order to understand the use of
the scenario building technique kb that ,t,anbt. utilized to study either the future of indus-
trial art, or the future in industrial arts. This distinction is extremely important when
anc views the individuals involved in the study of the future and the desired outeoniet,' ear
the scenario building technique.

1 number of techniques can be used tustudy the future. The two most common tech-
niques art identified as regression ur trend analysis and the Delphi technique. The tech-
nique of regression or trend analysis utilizes facts winch can he eoll,:eted from within a
-,pccific time period and prujeets the outeunies or occurrences which may materialize
in the future. In contrast to the tr_nd analysis technique, the Delphi technique utilizes a
group of learned scholars to project future occurrences. The individuals chosen to project
future trends are those most generally accepted as experts in a specific diseiplaie, viI:o
have the greatest potential of accurate projection.

flit tee hnique of seenario building can be defined as the development of specific
set of projected faets or occurrences which are most likely to e.eur within a given time
frame. aeenarios can be developed to be realistie, based upon the projections of many
expe rt., while at the same time they may be totally hypothetical, based tiffan the imagina-
fun of a single indivielual. The development and utilization of the scenario building tech-
nique incorporated in the study of the future of industrial arts was based upon many
culleetable filets and attempted to portray the future as realistically as possible.

The technique was used with university seniors in a course entitled "lidueational
l'ounelations of Industrial Arts." The course included the historical development and
present trends in industrial education. It was only logical, therefore, that a study of the
future potentials of industrial arts be included within the course.

DEVELOPMENT OF SCENARIO

The development of a realistic scenario presented a number of problems to a group
of neophytes in the area of the study of the future. The group was confronted with such
problem:, as. What year is the scenario being developed for llhere can we get informa-
tion about the specific year in question; What are the major factors that must be con-
sidered within the total framework of the scenario?

The questions eanie from within the group, and the decisions relative to scenario
building were those of the group. The following filets emerged which were the basic
foundations upon wl;ich the entire scenario building process was to be based.

The scenario was to be developed for the year 2000. The three major factors which
must be considered relative to industrial arts education in the year 2000 are: Society in
the Future, Technology in the Future, and Ldueatiun in the future. Lad' major factor
was to be fully developed in a seminar lasting approximately two hours. All participants
were to spend sufficient time reading to se-ure an adequate background to develop ideas
relative to each major topic. A seminar outline was to be developed by the group one
week prior to the .actual seminar. Upon completion of the seminars, the completed
scenario was to be presented to the entire group.

The development of the seenariu was not the completion of the study activity, but
rather the beginning of the must important activity relating to the study of the future of
industrial arts. The scenario was as realist', as can be expected from three weeks of
reading un a topical area. The suurees of input for the students ranged from noted
authors to laymen writing or speaking through a multitude. of media. The seminars were
conducted by individuals within the study group at the end of the third, sixth, and ninth
weeks. Laeh seminar concentrated un one of the specific major tomes. The conclusion
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Student emphasizing a point during the seminar on education in the Future.

of the ol mina r, allowtd the group to prois....t hsn% they felt society, technology, and educa-
tion mould (it together in a relatively believable scenario.

DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS PROGRAMS

The organization of study groups to develop programs of industrial arts for the year
2000 cons again the responsibility of the individuals who had developed the scenar io. the
decision-making process was concluded with the lot mationuf four individual study groups,
eoch consisting of four menthe... Ilk :study groups were to report back to the total
group upon comp] icon of an industrial arts program for the year 2000. The presentations
were to be developed aruund an outline consisting of the follow og. Philosophy of the
Program, Nlethodulogy of the Program, content of the Program, facihtres of the Pro-
grain, and Relationship to other Programs.

Ilk presentation of the study group's program for the year 2000 was to be in accord-
ance .v,th the scenario which had been developed. Ilk individual study groups mere re-
quired to present and defend their ps-ugranis before the entire group, as well as interested
individuals mho mere invited to attend.

PROGRAMS OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS

The following two presentations a s, :sketches of programs which were presented to
the entire group.

TROGRANI NANII.. General I echnulugieal Nlechanical Learning Curriculum (GTNILC)
111,310RK-11. DEALLurNII.N.I. Ilk timetable between 19;3 and 2000 mas not an educa-

tional void, but rather filled with signifkant developments which gave birth to
CTNIL C. The developments a-e graphically represented on the next page.

RATIoNALL. The changing rule of education within the society has caused educators to
focus their efforts upon die individual wallas the educational system rather than the
curriculum. The G 1-NILL has found its rationale in the following: A necessity to
undo rstand the changing :society, the total development of the aduleseent, the increased
need fur inytilvenient during leisure time, the individual's need to explore and dis-
cover. the inert-Led use of rule-playing to aid in individual psychological develop-
ment: the need for the schools to serve all age groups.

ML llloiX/LUG1. the teaching methudulugy incorporated by the General Technological
Nlechanical I earning l urriculuni is considered innovative in nature and has been
made possible through the organization of the educational system. l'hc following in-
novations are utilized by the GINIl learning centers, material transmission,
teacher. an ,ourdinaturz, utilization of community as a school, and individualized
instruction.
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Seminar leader (center) summarizing previous discussion by the students.
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ON I I.:\ I . The basic content of the Cl NIL. is outlined as follows. Energy Technology,
I ranspurtation le, linology, onimunications 1 ethnology, Food and Drug Technology,
and Ecology.

1.1e ILI1II.s. The fatuities of the G MIA Lonz,ist of a centrally located learning facility
and the total community. The r arning facility is utilized on a proportionally small
basis in ,oniparison to the use of the community as a learning environment.

PROC,R %NI NAN1E; Techno-Praxisology
le.% I ION Al I . I he program was developed based upon two precepts which were the avoid-

amy of undesirable iepercussions in the populaee due to the increasing speed of
technological advances, and to move the industrial arts program from a vocationally -
oriented program to a technologically - oriented program.

eie,1 basit. inethodolJgy incorporated by the program is identified as
follows. i he use of individual computer learningeomplexes, Continued use of human
tea hers, the majority of learning activities arc carried out within the community.
The laboratory is used tot guided learning experiences.
I I.;\ I. the basic content of I eelino-Praxisology isorganized as follows: Ilistorieal
overview of the development of technology. The study of the effeets of technology on
education, government, research, and society; A study of careers.

bAulLI I U.S. I hi. facilities utilized by the I echno-Praxisology Program consist o. a
number of small learning ,enters andcosni,-.anit, faeilities. The eommunity facilities
carry the majority of the learning activities.
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IMPLICATIONS

The utilization of the scenar io building technique to study the future of industrial arts
was not intended to develop programs for the:year 2000. The purpose of the exercise was
to aid beginning teachers in considering alternatives to the existing structure of indus-trial arts. The programs previously presented are not intended as specific alternatives
for the field of industrial art, to consider, but rather a representation of the type of think-
ing which can be accomplished by students preparing to teach industrial arts.

The study of the future of industrial arts through the scenario huilding technique
allows one not only to consider alternatives for industrial arts, but also alternatives for
the future of society, technology, and education. Chc individuals who should be consider-
ing future alternatives are beginning teachersis they will continue to shape not only the
field of industrial arts but the world in which we shall all live.

Or. Gelina is on Associate Professor and the Coordinator of Graduate Studies at low, State University,
Ames, Iowa.

Evaluating the Effectiveness of
Scenario Building

Edward C. Pytlik

II newly-proposed teaching techniques or methodologies must be evaluated to
discern their teaching effectiveness. Ilithout such an evaluation, it is often difficult, if
not impossible, to determine whether the proposed method actually is successful. The
success of the methodology is dcterminedby its ability to accomplish what is hypothesized,
and most hypotheses center around one or a combination of three general statements:

I. The new method or technique will expose the student to a greater body of knowl-
edge than he previously had been exposed to.

2. The new method or technique will allow the student to more readily absorb a larger
amount of knowledge.

1, The new method or technique will stimulate or motivate the student to a greater
degree than did the traditional method or technique.

The obvious implication of each of these statements is that the student will learn more
when the new technique or method is implemented. Scenario ouilding, when used success-
fully as an instrument to increase the amount of student learning, should incorporate all
three of the general statements listed above.

The actual scenario that is completed by the students is only one of several steps in
the over-all project, albeit the final step. Prior to this step, the topics and suh-topics
under discussion niust be researched, the data gathered must he discussed andevaluated,
and regard must be giy_n to complementary and contrary data found in interconnected
topic areas. The research 6 usually accomplished through a review of literature, and the
data gathered usually is discussed in a series of seminars. The key to evaluating the
effectiveness of scenario building, then, I-. not only to assess the final step, the actual
scenario built by the students, but to assess their preliminary steps of literature review
and discussion as well. Thus, the evaluation will include assessments of student prepara-
tion and student participation, in addition to the final outcome.

When a review of literature is used in the preliminary step of scenario building, the
preparedness of the students may be assessed by determining the depth of their research.
This can be accomplished by requiring that the students submit selected quotes from their
readings for each general topic that comes under discussion. these quotes and weir
sources may then be evaluated.

In assessing the quality of the ,ubmitted quotes, the following criteria might he in-
cluded the applicability of the quote teethe topic under discussion, the length of the quote,
to determine if the full meaning of the author's comment has been retained by the stu-
dent; the value or worth in quotinz the excerpts.
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In assessing the quality of the sources used in the aequisittun the submitted quotes,
the following cit. iia iiiilit be included ille ptufessional pre sub,. the author holds in the
field of the subte.t wid.t dis.ussiun, the extent to %%Melt the book or artiele was devoted
to eh, study of the haute. whether or not die book or artiele wos listed in a bibliography
supplied by the instructor.

This third cm,. nun could either raise or lower the graded quality of a source. If,
fur evample, the z.uuree was not listed on one of the bibliographies, yet the author was a
ecognized authority on the 'ay.,' under discuscion, die quality of the souree would in-

crease. Conecrsely, if the ,..ourc rt. less than rage ai,d not on one of the bibliog-
raphies, the quality score of the source would be decreased.

When seminars are held os the seeond step in using seenano building to study the
futor, of industrial arts, the partielpation of the students, both Indic idually and wile,-
ti.e12., may be assessed through unobtrusiee ubs. nations of cash seminar. talcs:I-la that
might be inelueied in assessing s'udent partielpation Jr... Dui the small group of nun-
talkers" in the class, under the positive influenee of the seminar setting, make a gre-ater
contribution than thee would have made during a regular" class' Did an increased in-
terest in and a general knowledge of the study of the future inerease the number of con-
ecibunons niade b5 ...tell _nit, dual student did the total number of comments increase
from the first seminar to the last'

The third and final step when using seenariu building in studying the future of indus-
trial arts is the reation of the scenario depicting the future. In assessing the quality of
this pr,iposed future, the following enter.. might be considered. the value of the topics
and si.b-topic included. the detail of the scenario. and the probability of the proposed
future actually occurring.

pusitoe evaluation of the %arums steps of seenano building will indicate good
student prcpaiation and participation, zognify Ing inereased learning on the part of the
students, th. altimate object of any newly- proposes Ladling teehniquc or methodology.
It will also .4g.n.4 di. effeetieeness of eisiN; s.cnano building in studying the future of
inelustrial arts.

Mr. Pyt::K.s a grad.ate as.,rant .n the Department of Industr,a1 Educat.on at the Unwersity of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland.
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Some Semantic Implications
for a More Humane Technology

Marvin Poyzer

some time ago, student steppe d be ins 'aloe and found me re ,idine, the book, knee
and s,anzty, by Korzybiski. 11 km:ha doing, Doc '" asked the student.

"1 rving, to arise a speech," I ansured.
"What's it all about"' he' asked.
so I ttied to tell him, and I eould see b} the look on his met. that he either didn't

belIte nee or that lie thought nie a bit niad. I hied again, and this is part of %that
evolved.

"I)ennie," I said, Mot if I told you that the brakes on sour ear ,ire fault}.' What
mould yOU do"'

lk answered, 1 ast, 1 wouldn't b1.110. \.11.1 couldknou :5) midi about me ear. Phen
I mould 1:) cheek them."

"Nnel if you found them faulty chat could roc do'" I asked.
Ile answered that he could get them fixed.
So I asked, "What could you do until then if you had to drive the car?"
Ile answered, "I'd drive aufully carefully."
Dien I explained that this speech is based on the simple premise that the I.nglish

language that kte use is and has bi en "fault} ." [lie premise is so ,simple that it ma}
take me a couple of pages u. tr} to explain uh} and shat I mean, and I ma} repeat in} self
a soup!, of times and then you ma} shake }our head and glee me the same look Denme
gave me.

so too think ,thout it a minute and the suggest, 'If I had a ear like that I could junk
inc! get _mottle r safe one, did could I. Rut you can't ask millions of people to

pink their Moffitt tongue and get ank4he :one' Besides, you mat claim that most of the
ears on the road are sate to dose ant %tat so chat's all the fuss about' May I remind
..01.1 of the millions of ears that hate been called back to make corrective changes so that
they mat be a little sate r Resides, it', the nut behind the thee I that can make a car a
kehole lot more dangerous lust like the 'nut" that uses I nghsh and doesn't realize the
potential force he has.

anguage and the ability to use it is a distinctly human attribute. We are surrounded
pith a barrage of toads. sonic of us even contribute to that barrage. Most of us use
I nglish or misuse it. If coy use or even retie t to Lnglish in such a .ca} that tee are less
frustrated, bored, hurt, of bewildered, then ac ma} hate contributed to a more humane
technology uhateter that is. Going ha k to the "fault}" brakes on the student's car,
my premise is simply that the English language, that ae'te tried so hard all of our lives
to master, is faultt. It needs to be fixed and our hard-uorking English teachers didn't
Been tell us about it. they sold us a bill of goods that doesn't match the cargo. It's even
strueturall} unsound, like having the frame of }our car broken or twisted 00 everything
is out of alignment.

li ec can't get millions of people to change their language and language patterns,
perhaps tte e in alert them to some of the pitfalls and kteaknesses, and suggest a few tea},
to ni eke their language more humane.

one of in} old prole ssors used to holdup two fingers of each hand like quotation marks
alien he aka- u-ong, ktord in a special way or sense, asking us as listeners to be alerted
to the fact that he ,ea, doir4,so, and asking us to wilt a minute to near ex.], tl} hou he was
using it, the cord "bank" has over a hundred meanings. Perhaps "tee hnolog}" has,

kin i}bski gives us oce r taentyclucsor Rb. Ds that may he used to make some sense
out of our old Itah centor} I.nglish. Ile elaims that wt. are tIoln programmed into some
of our tit ns or re.t.tion, by the v.. re structure of the language. 13} the way, if this is
about .1 more humane tee hnolog}, chat is an "inhumane teelmologe." Perhaps ue should
be using the phrase "I more humane use of tedmiklogy." Olson had a grand tone telling
us nut industrial arts and ti ehruakige, but I don't re inembe r ham at-ding about a more
humane case. Be the oat, ,ct jUst ft. II into another trap. I eehnology doesn't have to be
more humane or less inhumane it may he just neutral.

so etc come to moth' r Rh 0 that', "built-in rap-detector " auareness that
I-ngltsh promotes the either -car die hobmit, and the s lot. here is the use of the uord"1S"
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in the ens(' that -.0m thing is the same as another or idenue.d. Lonsider the heartache
that might have be II -aced if we had talked and written that industrial arts and trades
and industry ire eompleinentaiy parts of an indusulal education continuum, instead of
splitting us into two camps. It is only leeently that indusuial arts has been included in
Federal Vocational \cts, and we still have a great amount of articulating to do before we
are accepted as equal partners in practice. We continue to teach drafting in one room,
metals in another, and ,o on and all the while we know that manufacturing encompasses
thiMi both. But the ver fact that we think and write and talk in split terms leads us to
continue the farce or , ir. ;50111C instances, some language monsters. Many of these
"monsters" need to he eiitically esciluated and either dropped from our professional
vvicabulars or recognized for the trouble they may breed in the darkness of our semantic
orientation.

One device that can aid us in correcting this habitual splitting is the extended use
of the common dash () between words to denote that we have corrected the situation a
little ind, until we have anew wordor phrase that is more true to the territory, we beg the
reader to think in a more comprehensive sense. Examples of this might be "designing
drafting, lecture-laboratory, psycho-physical."

My president at the rinse rsity a .ortli Dakota in 1959 was still calling inc the Manual
Training Department head, which brings us to another Bit 1) the practice of "dating"
our thinking and writing. Industrial arts 19451 annot be mistaken for industrial arts 1974,
and if we date our propositions we won't be misled so easily. After all, we do it most ofthe time, We, know a television set 1950 is not the same as a television set 1974; a lot of
technological developments Face been meorptiratedsince1950,and most of us now demand
full transistonzation. Hose much have we changed our language patterns since then? We
need to update the language of industrial arts. Some examples conic to mind of a few
welcomed attempts in this direction. The !ALP World of Manufacturing and World of
Construction are good examples of a semantic revolution in the field. Industrial education
and or career education also have great potential.

sometimes we esen make a more fatal mistake we mistake a word as being the same
is the object car situation and then we are outraged when they aren't the same. No word
is the same as the object it identifies, and we are a lot safer and sometimes a lot happier
when we realize that the word is a symbol used to identify something. I am reminded of
a newly married husband asking his wife to buy a "hammer" to be used around the house
for some carpentry jobs and she came proudly home with a "ball pem" hammer. Hammer
to her was hammer, and that was that. Korzybski used the phrase, "the map is not theterritory." \re some of the maps we've been using out-dated and too restricted? Several
innovative proposal', such as MCP, American Industries, Olson's Industrial Arts and
Technology, etc., have been Jevelopeduver the past ten years, Hie test of their effective-
ness will be how well they can guide us through the territory of industrial education.

Try this small map: "Skill is seen as knowledge in action," and imagine the look on
your administrator', face when you try to convince him that there can be some quote
intellectual content in your courses.

Strangely enough, industrial arts has incorporated into its language one of the best
BIC11.3 in the bt,iness. We do a lot of indexing, and we train our students to do it, too
indexing in the ,sense of a descriptive language. We don't send our students for a "thing-
i-ma-jig" or one of those delightfully spiraled shiny you know chats." We send them
for a )o, 6 round head, 11, 4-trichsti el -ewd screw with a Phillips slot," Indexing helps
'as mike ,ease out of many era') situations. It makes us treat students as individuals.
R makes us realize that no two things or people are alike and that we can adaptbe more
humane in situations.

So my thesis has been, simply, that buried in the very language we use are some pit-
falls, some programmers, -Anne traps, some downright lies that cause us and our pro-
grams to be less humane, and therefore our technology has some inhumane results. If
we want to move toward a more humane te ehnology, we had better look first at the humans
that have produced it and then at our uniquely human but faulty language which has played
a dominant rote in either our successes or our failures.
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Evaluating Humanistic Behavior as a
Means of Obtaining a Humane Technology

Vincent .1. Walencik

It is a unique individual who van 'observe" his on behavior oblectively. it lb there-
foie necessary to develop observational instruments that v.an bv used by voders to analyze
specific bvhaviors. In an attviiipt to obtain a technology which reflects positive human
inu i.ivtion, an obs, rvational system must be designed which can measure humanistic
behavior. .klthough many observational systems have heal developed to analyze various
behaviots, none has been primarily concerned with humanistic behavior. Such a .}Stem
must be easily adnimistvrvd, over 1,n-gc. portion of the population, exhibit high levels
of rt. liabilit% and validity, and dv.monstrate an ease in tabulation. If a humane technology
is to be realized, temthe rs must be observed in the. classroom, informed of their behavior,
and alter that behavior where nek,vssary. only through positive attitudes on the part of
educators toward humanism can .1 humane tevhnology ever be realized.

mince the teavthei's humanistic behavior is a most important aspect of the educa-
tional prove.ss, it bevonivs significant to analyze the means by which that behavior may
be observed and modified. 'The teacher as a human being still has a human element as
a unique quality ut teaching, and most feedback or evaluation systems mike no attempt to
assess it 4 I uvkman, 1971). Roman t.. l'uvinski (1971), chairman of the General Sub-
vommittee of 1,duvation in the I nite.dstates I louse of Representatives, holds that a human-
istic eleinvnt of education based on svann supportive interay.tion Of people is practically
non-emstvnt. \nother advros.att, of humanizing education, I larold C. Lyon (1970), believes
that teachers are v.unditioned "to deny feelings, and hence, have cut their students off
from the rich vistas of learning feeling can open."

OBSERVING HUMANISTIC BEHAVIOR

The Tuckluan I eavher Fecdbaa Form (liert.after designated as the TTFF) is an
vxpertinvntal observational dt.vive designed to im.asure, numanistie behavior. The rrrr

intain, fifty pairs of adjectives. Lad) adie.e.tive. and its approximate. opposite describe
human elu nivat of bc.hav tor. e.g., original-vonventional, passionate - controlled, imperti-

nent- polite., patient-impatient, e.old-warm, initialing, - deferent. The observer rates the
teacher on a semantic diffvrvntial ....ale for cavil of the pairs of adiev.tives (Table 1). The
adjective. pairs are written in lx)th direv.tions some have then "positive" end on the
left, some on the right. this is desirable to nununize the effects of response set. The
TT1 E van be used fur teacher- tit - teacher observation (Tue.kman, 1971) as well as for
pupil-to-teacher observation (V alencik, 1073),

TABLE

TUCKMAN TEACHER FEEDBACK FORM

I. ORIGINAL : : : : CONVENTIONAL

2, PASSIONATE CONTROLLED

3. IMPERTINENT : POLITE
4. PATIENT IMPATIENT
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5. COLD

6. INITIATING

7. HOSTILE

8. LIKEABLE

9. CREATIVE

10. INHIBITED

11. ICONOCLASTIC

12. GENTLE

13. UNFAIR

14. BOUYANT

15. SHALLOW

16. CAPRICIOUS

17. ENERGETIC

18. CAUTIOUS

19. DISORGANIZED

THOUGHTFUL

21. UNFRIENDLY

22. RESOURCEFUL

23. RESERVED

24. IMAGINATIVE

25. SUBTLE

26. ERRATIC

27. AGGRESSIVE

28. CONCEITED

29. ACCEPTING (people) :

_ : ,,, : : : ___: WARM

_____: DEFERRENT

: _____: AMIABLE

___.: ALOOF

ROUTINIZED

_____: UNINHIBITED

RITUALISTIC

____.: HARSH

____: LETHARGIC

KNOWLEDGEABLE

____.: PURPOSEFUL

LIFELESS

EXPERIMENTING

ORGANIZED

INCONSIDERATE

_____: SOCIABLE

___.: UNCERTAIN

OUTSPOKEN

: EXACTING

___: DIRECT

: : : , : : ....._: SYSTEMATIC

: : : : : : _____: PASSIVE

: : :

: : : : : CRITICAL

: : -.-.: EMPATHIC

:

: : : : : : : DEMOCRATIC

: : : : : : IMPULSIVE

_: WITHDRAWN: : : :

: : : : : : : ACCOMMODATING

: - : : : : ...._: ON THE RUN

: : : : : : _____: CONSCIENTIOUS

: - : : : : ____: SUBMISSIVE

: : : : : : : CHEERFUL

: PREOCCUPIED: : : : :

: : : : : ____: DISDAINFUL

: - : : ....._: EXTROVERTED

NERVOUS

: : : FLEXIBLE

: : _____- : : : _...._: SOFT-SPOKEN

30. DETACHED

31. QUIET

32. AUTOCRATIC

33. CONTEMPLATIVE

34. OUTGOING

35. STUBBORN

36. IN CONTROL

37. FLIGHTY

38. DOMINANT

39. MOODY

40. OBSERVANT

41. EAGER

42. INTROVERTED

43. RELAXED

44. DOGMATIC

45. ASSERTIVE
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46. EASY GOING : : DEMANDING

47. TIMID ADVENTUROUS

48. ANGRY : : : : : : HAPPY

49. DOMINEERING _: : : : PERMISSIVE

50. INDIFFERENT : : _ RESPONSIVE

Tuckman, Copyright 1971

TEACHER-TO-TEACHER OBSERVATION

Ian!. ob,t,ervational inz.truments arc de.,Igncd to utilize a (cachet- or z,uperetor .ts 111C
odur of teachct behavi.,t. Die 1 IT1 cnablc,thc coder to analyze the teacher and easily

the behavtot ift the 01)..crc.ttion Jul rh. \s.hcrt the ob.c.r.attun Is completed, the
coder prepares ,t bchm,toral profilc of OIL tc.tcli.r using the Feedback Summary Sheet
(1 able

TABLE 2

FEEDBACK SUMMARY SHEET
Item Scoriu

ORIGINAL 7 : : 4 : 3 : 1 : CONVENTIONAL

COLD _2_ : 4: 1 WARM
I. Creativity

Item kern Item Item
( I 9 4. 11 1, 24)
( +

II. Dynamism (dominance & energy)
item Item Item Item

( 27 34 + 38 « 45 )

(

hem Item Item
( 10 4. 18 « 47) 4. 18

( 4. ) + 18 =

Item Item Item
( 23 4. 31 42) + 18

(_+ « + 18 =

III. Organized Demeanor (organization & control)
Ite-1 Item Item Item Item Item Item

( 22 36 4. 40 ) ( 16 . 19 - 26 = 37 ) = 26

( ( + + __.) + 26 = ,

IV. Warmth and Acceptance
hem kern Item Item hem Item Item

( 4 + 1 3 « 29 ) - ( 5 = 7 -4. 13 - 21 ) «(« --+ ) - ( « + +

Profile

44
40
36
32
28
24

20
16

12

8
4

0

26

16 7.

Creativity Dynamism Organized
Demeanor

A.. ult.)

Warmth &
Acceptance
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The teacher-to-teache r obscivational system of the Ilbb analyzes four factors of
humanistic behavior: I, III \ II VIIti, U1 NAMlSM ,ORGANILL1)ULMEANOR,andWARMTEI

ND CCEPTANCE. cu.:v.11m1 analyzes originality, creative abilities, use of free-
thinking, and imagination of the teacher and the degree to which the teacher instills these
qualities in his students. DYN \NIISM analyzes aggressiveness and assertiveness of the
teacher. ORGANIZED DEMEANOR analyzes resourcefulness of the teacher, degree of
direct control utilized by the teacher in the elassrouni, obsci cant nature of the instructor,
and organization and sy sternal... approach to cognitive materials. WARM Iii AND ALCEP1-

NCI' analyzes the areas of patience, gentleness, fairness, and friendliness.
The coder determines the humanistic behavior of the teacher un the four factors by

giving a numerical value to the score obtainedou the TTFF observational form as indicated
on the feedback Summary Sheet. Each factor has two sepaiate scores which must be
determined. 1s a result of the adjective pairs being written in both directions, the positive
and negative items must be scored individually. Likewise, the possibility of obtaining
negative scores is ellmin ited through the use of constants which are added to the factor
scores. kfter calculating the individual factor scores, the coder prepares a humanistic
behavioral profile for each factor.

PUPIL-TO-TEACHER OBSERVATION

In many instances the teacher wishes to obtain feedback concerning his behavior in
the classroom. The most readily available observers are the pupils in his class. Many
observational instruments are not designed to permit untrained coders to make valid
judgments. An alternate form of the TTFF allows the instructor to utilize pupils in
coding humanistic behavior (1%aleneik, 1973). the members of the class observe the
teacher, using the original observation form of the TTFF. Likewise, an alternate form
of the scoring system is necessary because high school pupils do not interpret the adjec-
tives of the TTFF in the same factor structure as du their adult counterparts. The Stu-
dent Feedback Summary Sheet (Table 3) is utilized for pupil-to-teacher feedback. Due
to the difference in factor structures, seven areas of humanistic behavior are determined:
-MARE ENVOI VEMENT, )A,ARM-III and ACCEPTANGI FORGEFULNESS, POSITIVE
MOOD, OPENNESS, INNOVATIONS, and RESPONSIVENESS. Due to the possibility of nega-
tive scores for each factor and the fact that different factors contain various numbers
of items, all Student Fcdback Summary Sheet otals are calculated into a percentage
using the following formula:

Score _ 1°-°Xm (Xmax X)

IA here:
X =score obtained from pupil observation on that factor

X(nax= maximum score obtainable on the TETT on that factor

Xmin = minimum score obtainable on the TTFF on that factor

The percentage scores obtained from the observations by the pupils of the teacher
can then be diagrammed on a humanistic behavioral profile.

HUMANISTIC BEHAVIOR FEEDBACK

Or e humanistic behavior of a teacher has been determined, it is necessary to in-
form the teacher of his ur her behavior. The purpose of the feedback is to allow the
teacher to determine areas of deficient humanistic behavior and to analyze desirable
levels of behavior, although standards of achievement can be used as a motivational
mechanism for change. Experiments using the l'TEE have been conducted with student
teachers (Walencik, 1973) and in-service vocational educators (Spence, 1973) which indi-
cated significant changes in behavior toward more positive humanistic. behavior. these
studies demonstrated significant change in behavioi, especially in those teachers who
were initially observed as having poor humanistic behavior in she classroom.

Use of the TTFF has also shown that changes in humanistic behavior can be accom-
plished in teachers through a relatively simple observational instrument using untrained
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Item Scoring

ORIGINAL

COLD

TABLE 3

STUDENT FEEDBACK SUMMARY SHEET

7 : 6 : 5 : 4 : 3 : 2 : 1 : CONVENTIONAL

7 : 6 : 5 : 4 : 3: 2 : 1 : WARM

I. Aware Involvement
Item Item Item Item Item Item
( 22 + 34 + 36 + 40 + 41) - (47)

-- 4"
II. Warmth & Acceptance

Item Item Item Item Item Item Item
( 8 + 20 29 ) - ( 7 + ;3 4- 21 + 28 )
( + ) - ( + + + )

III. Forceful
Item Item Item Item

( 38 + 45) -( 16 + 46)
( 4- - ( =

IV. Positive Mood
Item Item Item Item Item Item

( 31 + 43) - ( 30 4- 35 + 39 + 48 )
( ._) - + + + )

V. Openness Item Item Item

- ( 3 + 5 + 32)
- (_ + + )

VI. Innovative
Item Item Item

( 2 + 6) -(18)
( 4- _) - () =

VII. Responsiveness
Item Item Item

( 33) - ( 44 + 50)( ) - (_ + _)
coders classrouin teachers ur pupils), whereas many system., designed to provide feed-
back require the 11.75L of trained observers and elaborate coding prueedures. The super-
visor of teachers and pre-senace teachers can now obtain positive results in behavioral
change through a technique which requires time to gather data from the observers
while utilizing readily availAle coders.

If a humane technology is to become a reality, instrueturs must be cug,nizant of their
behavior in the classroom. An educator who lacks positive humanistic traits cannot
expect to instill a technological attitude within his students which stresses humane quali-
ties. An observational system such as the Tuckman Teacher Feedback Form, although
still in the neonate stage, is a first step in providing feedback in an area of behavior
which is not specifically diagnosed by currently accepted observational ins.ruments.
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Humanizing Elementary Education
Through Industrial Arts

Robert W. Nannay

One of the must controversial issues being discussed in the educational arena today
do ils with the cork ept of "humanizing" education. Although this educational Innovation
is being diteeted .it the entire spectrum of edueatton, many of its supporters emphasize
the importance and rie s essay of prmidinga humanism environment at the early childhood
and c lenicntary grades. It is here that the important characteristics and concepts related
to student peer group relationsinps, self-image, positive attitudes toward school, adults,
work, and ,elf- direction, motivation, responsibility, etc., are nurtured.

the niusement originated to counter the criticism of U.S. schools which
has surfaced cluing the past decade. Uhargcs of dull and Irrelevant education, stifling
regulationsi minimum of curriculum options, strict procedures, rigid regimentation,
teachet inhoinaneness, emphasis placed on academic subJeets, and failure to meet the
developmental tasks and needs of today's youth constitute some of th, prime areas of
concern. 1s Clines, in his book, Creating Humane Schools, stresses:

Schools are in need of drastic, immediate overhauling, otherwise, many students should not be
required to attend. Schools have a negative effect on many perhaps even on the majority.
There arc no accurate percentages available, but many educators now believe that the tradi-
tional school programs and the regulations which still exist in most school districts in the USA
are the major cause of student unrest (Ref. "16, p. 22).

such negativism \pressed by students toward American schooling has been accen-
tuated in the form of increased drug abuse, absenteeism, academic failure, vandalism,
assaults on adult,, and, of course, .malarmingdrupout rate. Aceording to the U.S. Office
of I.dueationipproxiinately one million elementary and secondary students dropped out
of school during the 1472-1973 year (Ref. oil, p. 4). This incredible situation greatly
supports the immediate trend to alter our present system of education.

Professor Hugh %%stud at the University of Oregon has developed a recipe for the
present-day school dropout. Unfortunately, it reflect, upon many existing school programs
throughout the United States. He states:

254

Take one poor American boy, give him as little love as possible, kick him around a bit at home,
put him an on academic schoolroom with a subject-centered curriculum and a sciiolorly teacher
who secs no hope for him. Fail him once or twice, never give him more than a "0," be critical,
never praise him, treat him as a number rather than a person, and do not let him ever feel he
belongs in school. Transfer him from one school to another occasionally, kee,, him out of school
activities. Stir these difficulties well together, make him angry enough to play truant a few
times, cook well is social class structure, bum to o crisp with sarcasm, and bake two or three
years. This should produce something you can sweep outside or under the academic rug, but if
you cannot get rid of him this way, tell him he has to take English with Miss Brown. If you want
to frost this with a little juvenile delinquency, deny him a job the first 30 places he tries. If
this recipe still produces a good American youth, try again (Ref. 16, p. 52).

try.
Ar'ditO
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THE NATURE OF THE HUMANE SCHOOL
Obviously, this statement Is rather sarcastic and t}mit..l. However, it does stress

the need for those of us in education to LOnsidc r Ate rnatites to educating today's youth.
ont possible solution tu solving uur 4.ximing edutatkon problem is through a humane tit
turn, ular approach. I u undt rstand tht ratik male behind this movement, one must be
aware of the duet tduLathmaldomainskindtlit t plattd un ca.h m toda}'s sthools.
I.'nduubtedly, tht togniti}t domain knowIttlgt, skill in subit tt matter art as has re-
ceived tht grtatt st atttntiun uf tht. thrtt. Ranked second in emphasis has been the
ps) thomotor domain physital maturity, tint and truss motor Luurdmatiun and skills,
strength, athletic ability. Finally, the kiffLttiLt domain self-kmagt, rt sponsibilit},
stlf-direttlun, moti}atkun, ptrsunal relationships leas btyn granted .1 minimum agree
uf attention. In creating humane ,.haul.,, the three tduLatiunal domains must be shifted
Lso they are stressed in the following urde r. AffeAlvc, Cugnitive.

Rather than t xposing tudLnt, tu and holding them attountabit fur tht mastery of
it relevant knowledge and isolated Liao, turritula shuuld and must be &signed to meet
tht psythulogital, physiological, and sot &logical nett', uf youth. Una tht affective and
ps)thuinotur domains hast bttntstablislieti, domain }ill naturally become an
important }ariablt in tilt Ldutatiunal trik,i1unment. Ideally ,ptaking, a balance between

thrte domains ktuuld bt tht must desirably LduLarkunal arrangement. liuw.vt r. it is
tht firm belief of tht !tatting prukxmcnts of humanistic edutatiun that fur this to utt ur,
educators must first tinphasize the affetti}e domain (Ref. 4(), p. 21. Ref. 118, p. 67).

Perhaps tht most important variably in creating tilt humant sthoul tan lx found in
tht student teat ht r relationship. Briefly stated, the pc rsonality uf tht student and the
ttaLlit r must be in harmony. Anotht r important fat tur dtals with perception. The teach-
er's perception of tht student must bt Ixr,iuve. hurthcrmort, and }try critical to affet-
live domain development, tht student must pertei}t that tht teashtr's pt rtcption of him

positive. 1, Lording to Glints, "FusitlYe inuti}ation, self-imagt, daily success, and
,elf - direction are more important khan tht study uf subitt t 'mart r in the tit vt !opulent of
humane education (Ref. =6, p. 71."

educators surtik, will th ,Menge tht thoLght of plating tht affective domain in
a prominent position ith regard ru uur educational priorities. Ilowt }er, one unl} has
tu be:tome familiar with the Lunt pts expressed in ilk following rtferences to sec the
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inwurtimee of the die d1frilidlIa to our education programs as we rapidly approach the
21.st century. Herman Kahn's Ilia Near 2.000. Alvin lottler's Future Shock. William
Iss4ald's Emirunment tot Man. I lie Next %Nears, Robert Bundy', luremstingthe Future,
and Predcriek Pohl's Merchant,, to name a few, deal with ariuut, technological
cemeepts which will greatly influence our Ines in the foreseeable future. Specifically,
these books are cone, rued with the utilisation of drugs to control numan behavior, in-
creased affluence, psychological effects of leisure, changing attitudes toward work, in-
rea,ed alienation at soeiety, nilphIpUlIN 30/ million people in the lamed States by the

ye at 2000, and the enseing impaet on transportation, Isausing, pollution, and food shortages.
1,ducators must get away from the present esmonitment to memory learning and move

to an educational uttering based un the de velopmentuf people i.e., self-Image, decision-
making skills, communication skills, and personal relationships.

THE ROLE OF INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN THE HUMANE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

The field of industrial arts, by its very nature and philosophy, has a tremendous role
to play in designing and implementing humane eurrieula in the elementary school. Buffer
has identified a list of experiences that children teems, while engaged in industrial arts
activities. They in, hide:

1. Development of perceptual-motor behavior.
2. Development of multi and integrative sensory-motor skills.
1 Experiencing success in a school activity.
4. Freedom of movement in a laboratory.
C. Interact with peers to achieve common goals.
b. Experience leadership and followership activities.
7. Deal with concrete materials rather than sole dependence on abstract reasoning.
8. Participation III action - oriented acuwiucs with immediate goal satisfaction (Ref.

p. 23).
It Is quite apparent Loin ..ireful analysis of this list that the affective and psycho-

motor cluniains the major elements of a humane environment receive great attention
in the field of industrial arts. 1 urther support for offering industrial arts experiences
in the elementary realm Is provided by Mary-Margaret Scobey. She states.

The term learning-by-doing in educational circles has been used so often that it has become
trite. Yet we know that children will be more interested, learn more easily, and retain learn-
ing longer if they °cf., vely arc engaged in constructing, manipulating, and experimenting. The
manipulutive concrete activities of industrial arts are especially approphate for young children
who have limited experience upon which to build abstractions (Ref. 110, p.II).

Other proponents of elementary industrial arts could be cited. Unfortunately, the
fact remains that the field of industrial arts is relatively non-existent in the elementary
schools throughout the United Mates. A recent study limited to 20 states indicated ineun-
elusive evidence of industrial arts activity in elementary schools. The reporting mem-
bers were state industrial arts :milt rvisurs. However, the report did indicate a "growing
interest in some type of elementary program and that growth potential looked bright even
though progress was bound to be slow (Ref. =11, p. 10)."

Presently, there are a number of highly successful elementary industrial arts pro-
grams in the United .states. .some of the more prominent include. Project LOOM, Mel-
burne, f Llementary 1.A. Project, Los Angeles, eallifornia, Project Occupational
Versatility, Jtaczle, ishingtun, fechnolugy for Lliildren, Trenton, New Jersey, A I cell-
nulugical Lxplurate riurn, K-b, Akron, Ohio, a td Park Orchard Llementary Project, Kent,

ashingtun, to identify a few. L ...gain, our input at this level of education Is minimal.
'Ailliiiin Hoots, who is one of the leadersuf the elementary industrial arts movement,

feels that what is needed is proper leadership. flits must come from "within the individ-
ual Crum the state department of public instruction, from national educational
organizations, and from other educational associations." Hoots continues to identify
some basic requirements for such effective leadership. Included here are.

1. An understanding of child behavior, needs and interests.
2. Familiarity with the elementary school curriculum.
3. Knowledge about trends and issues in elementary school industrial arts.
4. Knowledge about technology, and its social influences.
S. Experience in industrial arts for child ,:n (Ref. p. 12).
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IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER TRAINING INSTITUTIONS

Another source of leadership for promoting industrial arts in the elementary school
must originate in the teacher training institutions. At the AIAA annual conference in Las
Vegas in 1469, stephen Johnson of I ort Lauderdale, Florida, presented a paper entitled
"Developing a National curriLulum in the 1 eLlinologiLs for the Elementary Grades."
one of his major reLommendations LaikU for the establishment ...( elementary industrial
arts teacher preparation programs in Lolleges and universities where industrial arts has
a major program tItef. gh, pp. 111-112). More recent support in this area comes from a
Master's thesis written by Ueoffrey NiLhols at the University of Alberta. Based on his
study of elementary industrial arts programs in the United States, he strongly recom-
mended that "LurriLuluni development in elementary ,Lhoul industrial arts should be
emphasized at the teacher education Ieve1 so that new, innovative, and Lonventiunal pro-
grams in be Lompared kRef. ;10, p. b91." A similar study undertaken Iv Douglas 1101m
at the University of North Dakota in 1973 LonLludLd that "elementary majors should be
required to take a Lours': in elementary school industrial arts as a part of their under-
graduate preparation (Ref. p. 3),"

II-spite this L.111 for LurriLulum innovation in our field at the, elementary level, our
colleges of education continue to hesitate with regard to program implementation. One
approach to solving tins problem is to offer a minor in teLhnology, industrial arts for
future elementary teachers. A few colleges and universities have established such a
minor. The following is an example of such a program for elementary majors.

MINOR IN TECHNOLOGY
FOR ELEMENTARY MAJORS

Career Education in the Elementary School
Graphic Communication
World of Technology (General Industrial Arts)

Modern Industry
Methods of Teaching Technology in the Elementary School

Elective (select from the following brood areas)
Manufacturing and Construction
Energy and Transportation
Graphic Ccmmunicotion

(Developed by the Deportment of Industrial Education and

Technology, University of Moine at Portland - Gorham.)

3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits
3 credits

In summation, the humanistiL movement in eduLatiun appL ars to be gaining momentum.
In light of the criticism of America's educational system expressed by students, parents,
legislators, and progressive-thinking educators, the approach must it least he field-tested
in our schools. surely, we must place much more emphasis upon the affective and psy-
chomotor domains in eduLatiun. The field of industrial arts is use curricular area which

is unique in this realm. ,JIMP1} Stated, industrial arts is dn, mosthumanistic discipline
in education. Let us not throve away the great opportunity which is at our fingertips to
become die leaders in the movement to create human( elementary schools.
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Software Design for Teachers
Clarence H. Preitz

Allen E. Morris

inv industrial arts [..ache, educator, [odes look upon instruction sheets, particu-larly mon sheets and job sheets, as an early attempt by industrial arts teachers toredesipi the .3mponents of the instructional process and to individualize instruction. Inactual fact, th teachers oho used instruction sheets sere personalizing instruction andnot individualizing n. l`nitnoun to these teachers, they acre moving toward a betterbalance between group and individual needs.
Personali,ed instruction was the first major attempt by industrial arts teachers tomeet the nee.: of the individual student. It uas the first step by these teachers to break.neat from traditional methods of teaching and front a lock-step curriculum in order tobetter adjust t ir teaching to meet the needs of the individual learner more successfully.
Furthermore, personalized instruction did not take into consideration many of thevariables associated With the individualization of instruction. Although this type of in-s t ru;!:_in provided the student uith learning 4,:tivnies, these acti vines %%ere not specifically

designed for the individual student from the results of dray ostic procedures.

Individualized Instruction Defined
Itre are as many various definitions for the terns "individualized instruction"

as there are %%niers on this subject. The majority of these definitions focus on instruc-tional plaannig at:[ and for each individual student before he is taught and then teaching
him according to an established plan. Possibly the most accurate definition for individ-
ualized instruction is that of :,outhnorth oho wrote:

Ind; Aduallized instruction consists of planning and conducting with each pupil progremts of
study and day-to-doy lessons thot are tailor-made to suit his learning requirenents and his
characteristics as a learner (R249).

Regardless of the definition chosen, the individualization of instruction contains fivebasic interrelated components: pacing, objective, instructional materials, the learner,and the E acher as a facilitator and manager of the learning environment. Pacing means
that e itch student progresses through the learning sequence at a rate commensurate Withhis ittitudes and abilities. Without the other four components, instruction cannot be in-divimaliml nor executed.

Task Analysis
1n initial step in developing inst.uction sheets Was for the teacher to carefullyanalrIc in operation or a sob in detail by pt r( witting a task analysis. A task analysis ofan operation requires the detailing of in involved pattern of actions and judgments that

must be identified and correctly sequenced if the operation is to be teamed correctly.Mk preliminary step in deigning instructional material ha, value because it frequently
identifies tasks that need to be learned, and it also force.: the teachers oho are involvedin the pr ices: to in ike certain decisions regarding tasks and submsks which are selectedfor inclusion in the instructional material. In addition, teachers engaged in task analysis
also devel,p ,:ompett ncies in organizing and sequencing instruction.

Planning Sheets
In industrial arts cl isses %%he_ individual difference, have been given serious con-

sideration, the goner it practice has been mu::planning sheets as a means to personalizeand not individualize instruction. Planning sheets do help to personalize instruction inthat they for..e the student to malyze, examine, and sequence a series of operations to be
followed in completing' a job or project, In making his analysis of the operations to hefolhmed, because the student lacked the necessary competencies, his analysis, in ninny
instances, was not carefully pr donned. Despite this fact, planning sheets did serve and
an, still serving a useful purpose in industrial arts.

Do- use of planning shyers Was the beemningof a redirection of one of the componentsof the instnictional delivery sstym used by industrial arts teachers in their attempt toreach di individuil learner more suc,t Das instructional procedure was directly
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connected to the student's frame of referenee as he planned the steps to be used in con-
structing the project. I he Maiming sheet provided the student with the opportunity to
work individually or as a member of a small group.

Small Group Instruction
Over the years much attention has been given by industrial arts teachers to small

group instruction. In thi' teaching format, the attention of the teacher is focused on the
needs of a particular group of students, with instructional procedures appropriate for the

group being used. % flues of this teaching format point out that since individual students
differ so widely, instructional matt mils should be tailored to the needs of the individual
student and not of the group.

CURRICULUM CHANGE AGENTS

t nut the advent of the pant's, when research funds were made available, industrial
arts content came from either the manufa,turing industries or the craft trades. Since that
time, many industrial arts teachers have been aggressively incorporating various tech-
nologies as a change agent for their programs. Me inclusion of some of these technolo-
gies into industrial arts programs of studies has had an influence on the content of these
programs, as well as on the instructional material used in the instructional delivery
system.

Multiple Activity Laboratory
In the past decadeand half,another change agent in industrial arts in North America

has been the wide acceptance of the multiple actic It} laboratory as an organizational pat-
tern for the instructional environment for industrial arts classes. Where the multiple
activity laboratory has replaced the traditional unit shop, the instructional delivery sys-
tem has also been modified by being less teacher-centered and more learner-centered,
with a role change fur both teacher oad learner. Both arc part of curriculum charzcand

incorporate the kindof change in instruction that has influenced facility design and instruc-
tional material design. Instructional materials in these laboratories are no longer de-
signed around the needs of the teacher, but they are designed around the needs, interests,
and capacities of individuals. Both print and non-print media can be one of several ve-
hicles for the transmission of content in this learning environment.

Programmed Instruction
One of the major advances in instructional material design was the concepts of pro-

grammed instruction that were introduced by Dr. B. F. Skinner and his associates. Ad-
vocates of programmed instruction point to its advantages in the individualization of in-
struction. 1 hese proponents also point out that, with slight editorial changes, some pro-
grammed materials can be redesigned to meet the needs of a wide variety of learners.
Industrial arts educators who support these instructional materials believe the greatest
hindrance to their greater use is the lick of valid programmed materials for their pro -
grams and the difficulty of preparing these instructional materials at the local level.

More recently, Dr. Nrmond G. Hofer, in conducting a research investigation with
grade seven metal shop students, combined the basic principles of linear programming
anu photography. I he purpose of Hofer's study was to determine the effectiveness of
programmed materials as compared to demonstrations to teach manipulative operations.
In his findings, Hofer t l.ro41 wrote. It appears, then, that programmed materials are
able to produce results at least as good as demonstrations, .cith far less time and energy
on the part of the teacher" ip.;04 l nfortunately, lioft r did not give his method of organ-
izing instructional material a definitive title.

Pictorial Programmed Instruction
A more recent development in instructional mote real design for industrial arts is

netorial Programmed Instruction developed at the Department of Industrial and
Vocational Education of the University of Albe rta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

Pictorial programmed instruction developed from the work of Skinner and Hofer and
is based upon the principles of operant conditioning. Pictorial Programmed Instruction
is designed to be a )i 90 program. Obtaining this ability demanded a totally new design

of how the material to be learned is to be organized and sequenced. Unlike a conventional
program, extensive use is made of specific visuals to reinforce short descriptive state-
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Remove both chuck shell and collet from shaft to determine if
collet is properly Inserted.

N B The longest taper on the collet should be inserted in
motor shaft.

meats of not more than 20 words. When combined, these are referred to as a frame. A
frame of P.P.!. consists of two interfacing pages. On the left page of each frame is a
short, precise descriptive statement for a task or subtask of an operation or procedure
that the student is to learn. On the right hand page of the frame is a supporting photo-
graph. This photograph is a visual stimulus of its companion statement and illustrates
the overt "hands-on" activity the student is to perform. Both the descriptive statement
and the photograph arc logically and sequentially organized in the text of the program.
Cues, prompts, and other programming techniques are not an integral part of the pro-
grammed material.

P.P.l., like programmed instruction, uses a series of statements and responses in
a sequential manner to achieve a prescribed set of instructional objectives written in
performance terms. Teachers who write l .P.l. tend to use knowledge of results as re-
inforcement. The strengthening of the behavior that has been displayed by the learner
after he replicates what he has readandseen in :ach frame of the program is reinforcing.
The program is designed to maximize the probability of success fur the student. What the
student replicates is rcleeant and conseqaently reinforcing. this type of instructional
material I4 designed to insure that each student is taken through the same instructional
sequence with as few errors as possible.

R.P.1./Progrommed Instruction
1, a modified form of programmed instruction is used to give instruction,

information, Ind advice t. the individual learner. It has much in c4numon with programmed
instruction.

Pictorial Programmed instruction has the following characteristics:

Capable of instructing effectively with minimal and in some cases no direct participation by
the teacher

Rationale o short explance vi as to the significance of the material to be learned and its rela-
tionship to the total instn, ono! scheme

Precise definition of instructional objectives directed at student achievement that is measurable
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Logical and sequential organization of the material to be learned

Material consistent and nothing emitted either by accident or design

Arrangement of tasks and subtasks in relatively small increments which cre cumulative

Student on active particspant throughout the learning experience by exhibiting either an
overt or coven behavior

Student reinforcement after replicctoon of stimuli the presentation-response-reinforcement

cycle of pictorial programmed instruction

Pictorial i'rogrammect Instruction, like many other software items, is unidirectional.
Ihit is, the program cannot aasycer the students' questions. Vor this reason, the design
of the prozrarn must be executed with t.Atremc care in order to anticipate the questions
and the problems that may arise for the stuc.ent in the course of the learning experience.

DESIGNING P.P.I.
I he responsibility of the teacher designing 1`.1`.1, is to see that the tasks are accur-

ately and clearly described and presented. To accomplish this, a task analysis is made
to identify the t isk and subta4ks Of the operation or pr, ccss that the teacher wants to
include as content for the instructional material. nu:, analysis is made using a three-
column analysis sheet cinch includes I \SI. 10 131, l'ERFORNII.D, PICIVItt. TO BE
L AIC EN, ANI sAFEIN IA-AU I ION:, 10131 POLI 0 0.1,0. In the "task to be performed"
column, the person making the analysis uzates short, precise statements which describe
the subtasks of the operation or process being analyzed. nne,essary information and
detail .:111 only confuse or uaste the efforts of the student and reduce the efficiency of
both learner and instructional material and therefore are omitted.

Task Analysis/P.P.I.
Fhe outline generated from the task analysis is a complete descriptionof the com-

ponent parts of the a blueprint upon which production is based. The tasks identi-
fied on the task amity as sheet c in also be used as a content outline for additional items
of softwar such a slide-tape presentation, a film strip, or a single-concept film.
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I he mtroduetory pae, s of the program include a lisr of the essential tools and mate-
rials that the -Auden( sill u.,e a, he learns the prowess or operation that is programmed.
Frames which desk tax a material to be used in making or finishing a project should in-
clude a sample of that material if the material is a solid. This procedure is followed to
assist the student in learning to identify the various materials he will use in making his
project.

1rrows, lines, :irk lc or indieating fingers are used to lead the eye of the learner
to the part that the design, r wants to emphasize and hake the learner look at. Nothing is
left to chance, since the explicit purpose of the P.P.!. is to teach.

This supplemental teaching method has several important advantages. One of its most
important advantages is its feature of self-administrationand self-pacing. For example,
the learner is actively ineoleed in the learning process and is given considerable latitude
in independent regulation of his preferred rate of learning.

Validation of P.P.I.
Part of the value of the 1%1%1. stems from the fact that this type of instructional ma-

terial can be prepared be experts in their field industrial arts teachers at the local
level, To enhance the e ilue of this software item requires considerable writing, rewriting,
and validating before the designed text becomes reality. Validation requires that the

be piloted with a minimum of three groups of students who are unfamiliar pith the
programmed material. This is done to identify areas of difficulty or ambiguity that need
to be refined.
Learner Characteristics

Before beginning to design software, the teacher needs to determine the precise
purpose of the material for the programs by establishing both a rationale and performance
objectives for the instructional material. Careful consideration should be given to the
characteristies of the learners who will be the ultimate consumers of the instructionalmaterial. These characteristics include age of the learner, educational maturity of the
learner, the learner's vocabulary, the learner's reading ability, the learner's previous
experience. 1nother .onside ration that the teaeher needs to give attention to is the amount
of repetition that will be needed to make the instructional material effective.

Slide-Tape. Film-Strip/Task Analysis
1s previously indicated, the tasks identified on the task analysis form can be used to

design other items of software. The narratiee portion of this outline can be used to iden-
tify cue words to establish pulsing, cues and a time basis for each visual of the slide-
tape or film-strip presentation. The accurate positioning of the pulse can make or break
the effectiveness of both of these audio-visual presentations. major use of information
from the task analysis form is that it can be used to plan the picture to be taken for both
the slide-set and the film-strip.

The preparation of a slide-tape presentation includes three major steps after the
task analysis has been made. These steps are taking the picture of the subtasks to he
presented on each slide, preparing them in mounts, and coordinating them with the com-
mentary on the tape recording. The slides are taken according to the pictures identified
on the task analysis form.

To make a slide - series, a reversal color film is used and after exposure is sent to
a local film processing laboratory for processing. When returned, the slides are mounted
in cardboard mounts and edited using a light box.

Graphics Preparation
Graphics for the slide-tape are prepared from theoutline of the task analysis. First

the graphic is prepared using pressure-sensitive lettering which is then copied on 35-
millimeter ortho film, keeping site of the graphic and its position on the slide in mind.
The result of this process is a 35tum negative of the graphic.

This negative is then ,.laced in an etching bath which removes the exposed or black
areas of the film, leaving an intaglio surface salt the small areas of clear or unexposed
emulsion supported by the plastic base of the film.

The etched slide is dyed with a Q-tip Ala has been soaked in a transparent water-
color. Since the plastic base of the film is non-absorptive, only the remaining clear
gelatin emulsion is dyed. In order to achieve a two-color effect, the whole negative is
bath-dyed and then surface-dyed with a Q-tip. the second color soaks into the very thin
gelatin layer on the back of the film,
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Io create a slide with a graphic notation, the slide and the graphic are sandsiched
together and mounted in an ordinary I5mm cardboard slide mount.

Film-Strip Preparation
This combination cannon be usedas is or may be reserved as a master so that copies

of the slide set or a filni-strip may be prepared. l'he film-strip is prepared by using the
set of slides tram the slide tape package, sith additions or deletions to accommodate the
film-strip tormat. these slides are then duplicated, using a special sliding easel on a
reprunar or other slide duplicating apparatus. Another alternative is to send the slide
set to a commercial processor situ sill produce a film-strip from the set.

Lommentary for both the slide-tape presentationand the film-strip is generated from
the tasks to be performed column of the task analysis form. The taped content refers
the student to the subtask that is illustrated in a slide ur in a film-strip frame and that
he is to perform on the item illustrated.

One of the major advantages of both the slide- tape and the film-strip is the step-by -
step sequential order of the slides and frames, another is the relatively los cost of pro-
ducing these items of software. 1,1th both these software items, the teacher has a ready-
made, efficient, and convenient teaching tool,

slides have the advantage of being easily ananged ur rearranged in shatever sequence
is appropriate. I he rate of presentation can be controlled by the learner as he sets his
pace of lea rning.

University Students and Software Design
BeltIllSe many industrial arts teacher education institutions have curricula that are

heavily seighted toward the students acquiring psychomotor skills, students in these pro-
grams have little opportunity to take courses directed at the design and development of
instructional materials.

A part of the industrial arts teacher education program at the University of Alberta
requires that the students develop a text or other item of software for a process or
operation of their choice. Much of the acquisition of psychomotor skills by these students
Is taught sith theuse of I text, which is considered a supplemental method of teaching.

Graduates of the program have not only been taught by this method, they have b "en
required to design instructional materials. The purpose of this requirement is to have
the student develop the competencies that he will use in designing and preparing instruc-
tional materials for his students.

ARTICULATED INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT BOOKLETS

The industrial arts program offered at the junior high school level in Alberta is in
most cases based un the multiple activity organizational pattern. The grade seven mate-
rial technologies program is centered on a study of metals, moods, plastics, and other
materials (concrete, glass, leather, rubber). One bay of the laboratory is equipped for
each material area in a physical configuration that sill accommodate from four to six
students. In turn, each bay is provided with sufficient tools and equipment to permit six
different activities to be pursued simultaneously by the students in that bay.

The grade eight graphic and poser technologies program is organized by content and
physical arrangement in a similar manner. At the grade nine level, students electing the
program are encouraged to contract the type and depth of activities they wish to pursue.

Use of AID's
-theory and related information is presented at aconeept level during the large group

(total class) sessions. During the individual activity sessions, students apply these con-
cepts within the particular area they are working. It is at this point, when the students
enter the activity section of the program and work in a bay, that the need for independent
learning resource materials is realized. to meet this need, Articulated Instructional
Development Booklets (AID's) were designed by selected industrial arts teachers to in-
dividualize instruction. These booklets, although using some of the princlules of pictorial
programmed instruction, differ slightly in thata productor a process is used for instruc-
tional content.

The basic element of these booklets is to "show and tell" the "what and how" to a
junior high school student as he proceeds to perform a process or fabricate a product.

After four years of developmental work, the AID project was approved for funding by
the Department of Lducation, the Calgary Boardal.ducationind the Industrial Education
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Council of Ilk Mb( it i I. aelit rs' Assue ',mon. I his made possible the final editing and
publication of COO XII) pa 1.4,. included in eaeh package are 4,k booklets for both mate-
rial technology and graphie, pots& r t chnulugy, as well as a teacher's data guide.

Organization of the Booklet
nother result of the approval of the ,XID project was the standardization of:

FORMAP
S -I 2 x 8-1 '4-inch page size
one picture per page
maximum of four lines of script per page
printed both sides of paper (maximum of 79 pages)
arrow identification of motion

CONTENT
product or process base
reading level controlled (what followed by how)
script in complete sentences

CONTROL
Production Control Activity Record (PCAR) in each booklet
Procedure Check Pointsgive non-manipulative directions
Quality Check Points require teacher insoection and approval to continue
Power I quipment Check Points require teacher approval and possibly demon-

stration prior to continuation
End of MD Check Points requires teacher's initials
XII) booklets are color and number Lotted in accordance with an open-ended

classification system

Yearbook Additions
The package of SO booklets developed by the All) Proje 11973) Is considered as the

base from which industrial ails teachers in the province will now work. Funds have been
arranged where!): additional booklets will be developed each year in the form of a "year-
book" addition. It is hoped that this form of continual up-dating of these instructional
materials will provid... the ,kenue to keep the junior high school industrial arts program
in the province current with technological advancement.
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Merging the Concepts of Technology and
Home Economics

Julia E. Summers

Change is a constant, and we in the field of education are charged with the responsi-
bility of preparing the next generations fur a world we do not know and cannot predict
exactly. However, there are a few things which are known or are predictable. \'e know
we can no longer "train" students to perform procedures which have become obsolete.
We know that sex roles are less rigid. We know that the American perception of authority
as represented by business and government resembles the days of King George. We know
that the family is no longer as stable or as large as in our generation. The question re-
mains Flow do we incorporate this knowledge into an educational pattern which will con-
tain enough stability for functioning today and enough freedom to proceed into tomorrow?

Obviously, we will not be able to move abruptly to another system of education. Nor
can we create new components for this emerging educational system from whole cloth.
Instead, we must view the education of today and select from it those components which
are of value, discard those which are of lesser value, and increase the mixture with con-
cepts and generalizations essential for the future.

Industrial arts instructors and home economists have a background unlike that ofother public school teachers. In college, other instructors are provided one or maybe
two courses which prepare them to communicate procedure. As we prepared the assigned
designs and products, we were constantly showing, describing, and conferring with pro-
fessors as well as other students. We know how to teach, but do we know what to teach?
Are we complarently insisting that our students produce meaningless objects to take home,
or are we bending our ingenuity to discover projects which embody concepts applicable
to other endeavors and other subjects?

florae economics and industrial arts must be responsible for analysis of content con-cepts. But there are many concepts which can and should be shared by these areas for
the benefit of students.

There are two fundamental reasons why this cooperative pooling of concepts has nottaken place. First, to receive a certificate in either home economics or industrial arts,
the teacher candidate had no college time to pursue the other. Second, the internal con-
cepts are not formed well enough on paper to indicate that they can be taught coop- ratively.1t this time, the concepts of industrial arts are much better spelled out than those ofhome economics.

As content changes are made, we can modify the class day in favor of the student.
Industrial arts and home economics were two of the first "frills" added after the BostonSchool curriculum was developed. A danger is that we become protective and demand
our 45-minute segment of the class day forever. Modular scheduling has become a real-ity in most contemporary schools and will be accepted by others as they develop their
change procedures.

We will have to change our content to fit within the reduced exposure time when wehave students. To do this, we need to make our subjects student-centered and delete
those activities which are time-wasters and do not support valid content.

Change, as described here, will take administrative action and support, Before
approaching administrators, there are things which you can do to improve your class
functioning. I would suggest that instead of asking permission of your principal or cur-
riculum coordinator, you meet with your staff home economist and develop a plan which
will be functional for you and present the what and how as a working solution.

Is this request reasonable? Most certainly not if you do not have any idea of the
content of home economics and therefore can see no reason or way to merge the two.

Here is a comparison of the two curriculum areas. You may have already moved
your instruction into another categorical breakdown, but not all instructors have. If your
curriculum does not contain all of these components, this will help you see how it can.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS HOME ECONOMICS

Afros of Instruction

I. woods 1. foods and nutrition
2. metals 2. clothing and textiles
3. graphics 3. child core (human growth and development)
4, textiles 4. home care of the sick
5, ceramics 5. home decoration
6. plastics 6. household management

OBJECTIVES IN COMMON:

Prepare students to produce and consume
* Efficient use of time and motion

Proper use of human and financial resources

The similarities are obvious. Wu are presenting tactile experiences with material
substances, Ae rely un the use of communication and co,--iiutation skills, knowledge and
use of the scientific tn1110d, and the necessary sueialization of the human in contact with
other humans gained from other segments of the curriculum.

However, the emphasis is entirely different. Industrial arts, technology is directing
students into those concerns stitch can be characterized as PUBLIC. .1ctivities are pre-
sented which are associated with the home only so far as the structure of the kiwell:ng and
its equipment and furnishings. The emphasis does not include the people w ill whom 6c
work, live, or produce. Ibis currLulum isuverwheliningly thing-oriented. Social aspects
of tee hnology are rarely examined as components of the technology itself.

The curriculum of home economics in almost exactly opposite. Students are encour-
aged to investigate their feelings and observe the maturing process as individuals. Stu-
dents are directed through activities associated with thedomestic relationships of people.
For this component, let's use the term PRIVATR.

A general outline of the curriculum of home economics provides information which
substantiates the need for men to participate in home economics.

FOOD AND NUTRITION

Purchase
Preparation
Preservation
Properties

Chemical
Physical

Serving
Family
Commercial

CLOTHING AND TEXTILES

Fiber
Sources
Processing
Fabrication
Finishing

Apparel
Construction
Purchase

Core

CHILD CARE
(Human Growth and Development)

Prenatal
Infant
Toddler
Preschooler physically
Elementary mentally
Adolescence socially
Adulthood
Aging

IAJ 1,
As

HOME CARE OF THE SICK

Emergency core
Preventive core

Immunization
Hygiene

Chronically ill
Genetic
Communicable
Injuries

Aging
Convalescent

HOME DECORATION

Elements of design
Purchase and care of:

Equipment
Furnishings

HOUSEHOLD MANAGEMENT

Consumerism
Time
Resources

Financial
Human
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From this outlint taw (kit thk r t the leasun for the word association, 11.113LIG/
PRIV VIT. You an sass LOA %Si. ail aunt[ [bitting to the development of one-sided individ-
uals. lx)ys prepared to It att , girl, prepared to stay home. Viewing the realities
of the work, home asso6 Lubin.. of the 'nth ,.iduals, you will rttognize that men are in con-
tact with )ther humans and n cd information and expo-lent-es to assist them in oandling
these a 40ClatiUnS. kOnWil, m turn, are directly a..sociated technology as they decide
which appliances to purchase and how best to use them.

nits 1,sociation implies that all peewit will eventually become part of a family.
is not true. Remember that ,angle men aid women are responsible for the activities
otherwise contributed by the opposite stx in a family relationship. As more of our stu-
dents choose to remain single, this Anti-tastd basis of information becomes even more
essential.

The following diagrams depict a Jiang( from the current arrangement of instruction
to a modified curriculum.

CURRENT APPROACH

INDUSTRIAL ARTS PONS ECONOMICS

students for:

Business Home

Indu ry Family

Producing Consuminc

prepares

If the two facet-, .ere merged, we could product an individual who has at least two
approaches to decision-making.

NEEDED APPROACH

INDUSTRIAL ARTS

supplying:

HOME ECONOMICS

TECHNOLOGICAL INTERPERSONAL
CONCEPTS CONCEPTS

1s this composite is applied to the facets of human contact, we will be able to turn
the appropriate pert.tption to the situation and to relate tetimulogically and interperson-
ally with peers, family, society, and work.

Mier ICtiAL OLUCCME

PFLERS
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ibis desk ription has been directed at why we need to %%oil, toward providing more
than obsolete, one-sidt d information to the eincrging gent. ration. As classroom teachers,
we are always faked with the how and what. On the following pages arc brief ideas, one
from each area of home economics and int...strial which concepts these
areas hold in common. 1 ry them and construct others yourself. At first your home
economist will feel as you maN now. "11hy tamper,'" "I hakk lived without these ideas,
why shuuld I provide than to my students'" Remind her that tomorrow will be different,
and we con no longer tkakh fur the past, slitkuut an expanded information base, decisions
about technological happenings will .oritinua to h. iiiadc m ignorance. I)Lcisions affecting
us all have been made by individuals unaware of the effects of 1L,Imulugy or by technolo-
gists who disregard human values and ncLds. lhruugh Lduk.ation wt has., an alternative.
Can we affort to ignore its

SUBJF.CT \REA: Textiles
CONC.iPT: Extrusion

LM 1LIZA I ION: orming of fiber strands (ruin synthe*. c substances increases the
types and characteristics of the fiber grin : ;.

ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:
A. Investigate forming by using:

1. tire pump
2. cookie press
3. grease gun
4. cake decorator
;, caulking vn
6. toothpaste tube

[3. Construct a Jig using a vise, and be tight..r..ng slowly extrude substances which
don't normally retain an unsupported shape.

C. Visit an industry where extrusion is a basic process.
I). Investigate fluid state vs. retaining new shape.

sn TnENT SPECIAL tN.1-1.1tEsT RSEARCII TOPICS:
select .in industry which uses extru,ion and investigate their problems and hov, they
have turned them into successes.

Steel fabricating
Textiles
Tire
Plastics

SUBJ hcr AREA: Ceramics
CONCEPT: Heat resistance
GI:NI-AM-IL:1f ION: f ransfcr of heat between obJek.ts of substances can be reduced

by ceramic insulation.
ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONCITT:

Experiment and describe th temperature, tune, volume relationships of water
drawn at 650 Celsius:
1. plastic tub
2. metal tub
3. crock
4. kitchen sink

B. Compare anodizing to ceramic coating.
Construct an historical exhibit showing the knob andtubt systern of wiring.

I/ investigate the industries which have used ceramic coating processes.
STUDENT SPECIAL INTEREST RESEARCH TOPICS:

\. How are the electric and electronic industries ashuciata v,,h the ceramics in-
dustry?

B. Investigate the craft industry based upon ceramics.

SUBJECT ARCA: Metal
CONCEPT: Fastening
GENERALIZATION: Combining materials increases their use.
will/n-11:s TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:

A. Select hard and soft materials and fasten them in various ways.
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Materials Fasteners
I. wood I. hooks
2. metal 2. nails
3. fabric 3. screws
4. ceramic 4. glue
5. plastic 5. stitching

B. Attach metal foil to a hard material.
C. Attach metal foil to a soft material.
D. Attach metal to a soft material in a loose (movable) Connection.

1ttach metal to a hard material in a loose (movable) connection.
STUDENT SPECIAL INTEREST RESEARCH TOPICS:

A. What effect does carbon have on the uses of iron?
B. Experiment with forming hot and cold metals.
C. Experiment with laminating as a form of fastening.

SUBJECT ARE 1: Graphics
CONCEPT: Symbols
(WM' tl IZ Common aceeptame of visual representation enhances communi-

cation.
1CTIVITIES TO DEVEI OP CONCEPT:

A. Convey meaning to others in class by visual representation.
B. Modify a sign to use an international symbol.
C. Explore communication without symbols.
0. Explore visual symbols in:

I. music
2. Braille
3. dance
4. sign language
5. print
o. photographs
7. sketches
S. literature

E. Explore the use of symbols in:
I. broadcasting (public/private)
2. transportation
3. geography (cartography)
4. meteorology
5. industrial safety

STUDENT SPECIAL INTEREST RESEARCI I TOPICS:
A. Investigate principles of sound transfer.
B. Investigate communication with the handicapped.
C. Investigate the responsibilities of the FCC ( Federal ( ommunicationCommismom.
D. Explore the development of international symbols.

SUBJECT AREA: Plastics
CONCEPT: Plasticity
GFNER IZATION. NIalability, plasticity, is a characteristic essential to theselec-

tion of forming processes.
ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:

1. Record the amount of force accepted before the following materials break:
I. wire
2. dowel rod
3. cotton fabric
4. metal foil
5. cookie
6. jello
1. soap bubbles

B. Determine ways to return material in "A" to its original state.
C. Experiment with forming processes nut commonly used for that material.
D. Construct a forming press for laminated wood.

STUDENT SPECIAL INTEREST RESEARCH TOPICS:
A. Investigate the process for making re-cu 'Ye bows for archery.
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Chart the meitmg and kindling temperature:, of selected materials.
Identify the break characteristics of ,elected materials.

SUBJECT Altf 1:
COM liPT: Composite
CLNIAtALIZVIloN. I hysteal and chemical combination:, of cellulose ha:, increased

the need for wood.
1C" r11ITFI w rt VI I OP (INC! I* I:

1. soak wood chips in:
L. al:ohol
2. vinegar
3. bleach
Dry and examine the residue. Note the characteristics.

B. Make paper from tissue.
C.. Examine, note ch.:ractcrisnes, and determine the processing steps of making

composition txta rd.
D. Construct a model shooing the processes in making plywood.

Swim:NT SPECIAL IN-mu:sr REsEAr.:31 Topics:
A. Investigate a paper products company.
B. Investigate a forest product industry.
C. Investigate the use of cellulose in the textile industry.

r Clothing and Textiles
CONCEPI: Image transfer

I lo N. Application of image is essential to the fabric. printing industry.
AcTivrriEs ro DEVIL OP CONCEPT:

oostruct a roller drum to apply:
L. ink
2. wxtilt paint
1. bleach
4. enamel
5. latex

B. Construct silk screen which is registered for pattern repeat.
(". Construct transfer technique for three-color printing.
D. Experiment ttith substance acceptance of:

L. silk
2. nylon
3. cotton
4. two!
5. acrylan
6. dacron

sTuDENT SPECIAI INTEREST RESEARCH 'IOPICF:
1. Investigate the photographic industry.

B. Investigate image transfer used by plastics fabricators.
C.. Investigate processes used by manufacturers of fine china.

silulicr AREA: I lome Care of the Sick
CONCH' e: Beat transfer

FION. I vmperaturt maintenance depends upon a continued source.
ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:

A. Develop a gauge for identifying a heat source.
13. Apply heat to selected sources and analyze their retention qualities.

I. glass (pyrex)
2. metal rod
3. asbestos
F. paper
5. plastic (thermoplastic and thermosetting)

1.. construct an ',des:, refrigerator and ealcuiate the tempezature you can atta,n.
(I or exact specif.cations .see; Homemaking Around tht V.orld. Peace Corps,
Washington, DC., l965)

I). Collect the supplies to regulate temperature for someone ttith:
1. measles
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2. abdominal cramps
sprain

TITHE .T SPECI11 ri RI-ti 1 RE:s1 1ECII
A. flou does Microwave oven cook food?
B. How does a refrigerant work!
C. Calculate the melting Om, of a given volume of w.e under various conditions.

'11.1EcT 'In Id Care
CONCEPT: structure
GEN1.13 11_1711-ION: Vehicles arc de:Aped to carry speuifn. maximum weights.
w-rivrriEs re DEvEtot, coNcEPT:

1. Place weights in various spots on wheek-d toys. Observe the amount of energy
needed to make the toys move.

B. Develop a weight; load ratio.
C. sketch interiors for passenger, freight vehicles and indicate the load-bearing

reas.
C:.)mpare weight-bearing capacity of pull, riding, power-driven, and hand- driv.n
vehicles for children.

Sy-DENT sPl. IAL INTEREST RESEARCH TOPICS:
1. Investigate axle 'weight restrictions in your atate.
13. Flow big is the children's toy business?
C. Are tIvrre restrictions on materials used in children's toys,

*.nlit7.* the problems created for long-haul truckers by speed reduction.
I . .hat :tru, tura' changes are used in front-loaders and backhoes when compared

to passenger and load- carrying vehicles?

^..313.11a I AELA: Food and Nutrition
CONCEPT: Toxicity
GENIE 11 1:',ATION. -ubstant.es to be ingested must be prevented from developing

chemical reactions with Containers.
1CTIVIT1ES TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:

A. 1 'se :leak acid, base on:
L. commercial can
2. aluminum
3. silver plate
4. glass

ring and lid for home canning
B. l'se stronger acid; base on the same materials.
C. Research assay procedure of metal canning equipment.
D. rie litmus paper to ,las.ify the acidity and.or ilkalinity of selected foods:

L. meat
2. poultry
3. fruit

a. fresh
b. cooked

4. vegetables
a. fresh
b. cooked

S117DENT SPECIAI INTEREST RESEARCH TOPICS:
the development of canning implements.

13. :avestigate the regulations on the commercial canning industry.
C. What procedures are used to prevent bacterial growth in canned food/

`3113.1Erl" 1E1 A: liome Decoration
CONCEPT: Coating
GENFICiL17.1TION. Condition, material, and use of a surface indicates appropriate

coating treatment.
ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONCEPT:

A. Paint (latex and enamel), varnish, wax (paste and liquid):
L. pine, oak, poplar
2. plywood
3. formica
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4. metal
t'oner.1

P. plaster
7. plastic

B. Clean the surfaces thus treated with:
1. water
2. water ind detergent
%. 5153X

4. turpentine
alcohol

C. pply the coating preparations in "1" by using:
1. brush
2. roller
%. cloth
4. st:ck
5. trowel

O. Bet:love the ...wing substances from surfaces in
sPEClA1 lTEtttSf ItFsh1BCII

1. Investigate the pigments in various coating substances.
B. liow big is the *paint' industry'
t.. 41' It irt um t rtstrittions b the Foodand Drug Administration on tilt ingredients

in paints used in the home'

.111.11.0 I 1111...A: llousehold Nlanagement
COMA .PT: Observing
4.1-Alal vs I.: VI It 'N. Identifying .ausal fattors is nixed to the 'mount of Information

lea ila!le.
tIIVITII s 1(1 DE.11-1 014 CONCEPT:

1. Identify- ways to record lrfonnation.
B. t. omplety a time motion snide of common tasks,

1. making single bed
2. making double bed
1. making 1 2-laver cake
4. changing a tire

v 'counting plush carpet
vacuuming shag carpet

Dettrinine factors which close time motion variables.
C. Produce a light film of common task.

t ommurntate f md:ngs and draw *nip Ittations from timt motion study.
s VI sPI CI 11 INTIRI NT Ill _NI Tovit S:

4. reale a dramatis prtsentation whith sontains non-tausal Litton.. Present the
drama to the ...las-. with evaluation instrument to set if they can identify the
causal factors.

B. Investigate the work of Frederick V. Taylor.
. id.ntit rystrit toms effit wn ts. in tonimon task and tit tcrmint the t hanges

needed to correct therm

SUGGESTED READINGS

I he following ryadings may htlp :,otstodtvt lopa philosophy tondo..., to beginning to
mer ge. your turritulum with Moot ytonoiro.s. I la, r.. irt no armless specifically written
with the pleas as -s.prtssetl ht. re. low wouldn't go to a ph> sit tan who doesn't read tor-
rent medical our.. . you expe.1 parents to Ix pleased to st nd their t hildren to
educators who are behind in their professional reading'

FUTURE

ase, holes tk., and Hobe rt I arson, "Preparing Lificators for the Future." the
Futurist December ['172. (251-2551
%nal des% rip-ton of st molar design Aluth tdmators have prepared to.. reale a new
future for public education.

();lelds, I Co. 'North lmerican Nlarriagcs 1000." TIP Futurist. October 071. (190-
[04)
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Probable legal and attitudinal in the institution of anarriage. Valuable read-
ing for T, adhere ttho,, ,Itit !eta:, arc. between 10 and 20 year, of age.

lk,cker, r. "Educational I olacy is Flapping in 11w Wand." rhe Center for the
'stud% Ikmocratac Institutions. February 1974. (2E2;1
Concerned analysis of the stagnation confronting educator.., parents, and students.

Eldridge, H. Wentworth. "Teaching the Future in North Amerman I ruversme.s." Ille
Futurist. lk-cember 1072. (250-252,
See the tope s of cla,, offerings tour future tea. bin.; colleagues wall be taking.

Mendelson, Drew. "Future Fare." Die Etruria. December 1973. 1270-271
Description of an imaginative look at the future by public school i.tudents.

Shane, Harold C. "Education for 'tomorrow's World." 1111.- Futurist. June 1973. (103-
Itult
lnalysis of problem, as stated by educators and solutions suggested to prepare stu-
dents for the future.

Nhostak, Nrthur R. "Tomorrow*, Reform %gent!..." The Futurist. June 107.1. (104-110)
With the shift in populati,-a growth, act, arc forced to recognize that consuming of all
products will alter.

The Futurist. 1ugusr 1970.
SPI-C111 ruture of Religion." %%here does religion fit in the culture
being built for 1rnerica's future'

HEALTH

Fried, John J. "Biofeedback reaching Your Body to Heal Itself." Family Health.
February 1974. t lh-21.,38s
Internal communication can make the pair. go awaa. Elie techrvalogy of how it works.

McCleary, Elliott FL, "New Thracles of Childbirth." Family Health. February 1974.
00,40-42r
Excerpts from book. Electronic monatormg contribute., to healthy deliveries and
babies.
Department., of Agriculture and Health, Education, and Welfare in Cooperation with
the Grocery Manufacturers of American and the Advernsmgcouncd. "Food is more
than just something to eat." Eamilc Health. April 1974. (16-page center section)
This. section will be enough to convince aou that the tedutology of food and the impli-
:ation of the health of the human race demands that you recommend this periodical
to your school librarian. Plan toost. the technological information %Ida your students.

HOME ECONOMICS

Egan, Tessie. "People and Their Housing." American Home Economics Association
Journal. October 1972, (15-19)
Excellent resource for joint unit of urban planning.

Boyd, Jacque. "Food Labeling and the Marketing of Nutrition." AllEA Journal. Mx;
1973. (20-24)
New ED% tr )0d and Drug 1dm.rostrationi regulations offer opportunities to expel-I-
ntent with graphic layouts. Have student: use international signs for food labels.

Con.pton, Norma II. "The Focus Is (mate Environment." 1111.A Journal. January 1973.
environment is used to describe space in which we live. Surprisingly similar to
Industrial rts "fechnology attitude.

DarJen, rIlington. "Olympic \thletes View Vitamins and Victories." .1111.A Journal,
February 1973. (8-11)
Male Olympians reveal knowledge of nutritional values. Their commentary is a
nutrition lesson.

Falsetti, "Itenaissanee on the Missouri Campus." MBA Journal. December
1972. (13-17)
Pictorial evidence of Art and Design in Home Economics.

Hodge, Eileen. "Spinning a Traditional Yarn." ABLA Journal 1973. (23-24)
"How to do it" textile project. Gast spinning to wheel.

"Home 11.conorntes. A Vital Force." AIIKA Journal. January 1973. (28-31)
Short description., of contributions and responsibilities of home ccoaomics to the
individual and society.
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John,on \hut I. Ali It A di Ilapptn to the Gra% I laitnel Nutt III .1 Journal. Novem-
ber 1.172.
Brief hi,tory ot fa,111int. .-,how, trend, tri

GENERAL EDUCATION

matte, I oral, ot kkhoolinA." I Ite ink of I uk 1 dueational I ridership. February

inn, Irle,ttgatt 44. rai ilternattek , or f t nu!. prk ealk nt patterns.
tien,on, ta I. future I dukatin. 1 .e,..teniatik Approakh " I slut-atonal I eader-

khin. Nprtl 1+73. itic2-07tit
evnopsis if fae tors pointing to the need for Stumm.. approa...h to education for
the future.

\leutter, Itikhard 1.1hat about I nitte-d Nu,' in the skhooV" 1.ducattonal
eadenthip. Deck:tuber pr i. (2=3'3 -23+a

Brief desk. raptiori, kthikh an,ekr (ink ,nons plannin:., program, ,tudent outkotnes,
implementation, evaluation, and ,taffinz.

otx e, Mary -Mart..tre t. apirt in .i le t ulturt..." 1.Jukational Leadership.
Dientber 1it72. 4,224-2 3.it

preetse explanation of A aat tehmiloge ,liould bk. to the student., in element t. y,
middle ..hoof,.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS/TECHNOLOGY

t ).1%, all, 13 arse. 'N I ime for t arncular !!te n2114%, -- Ref', ;tons on the Re-Birth of a
urrik.ulum." n.sokletc Tktnologv. January 107-1 00.1-01h

Ink k--thz.tre s .ontigatiat of k kir rIculum t.. -IL her
level mm of ...urns-111mm

t.tod, tre '[:here flask NI1 the oung Girl, Gene'" Man Nocactv.leclinolnev.
tarutary 107-1. (141M
I ,Sitar. ii giving ,tati,ut..-. to help adru.nyktrator, komprehend the thee should invite
girl t ro bkrome telmologalle literate.

Nlike R. Jiany I he Fakir_ of I Jukation,." Man sokaere Technology. January
1074. k rekitin4, ilta.nih t Iittic fri;htning. Please shire eeith your
teadtinz home k.....irattni,..ts.

M!,omey, ht.:bird I . N.N1 sari }t-t''." Man sot tete e.bnolotte. November
107 4. oitt-cli

iptiv-iting Jess :ninon of h.,n out. ipltn ire rk atning k an be .1" ()mph .hed. I ntire
ttsu devoted to interdisciplittarc

M. Luisreers dxtorc. studern ct Nest the Prog.cm LI,- the ::0;1,..4 Ts.clknelogy
Educc::>n.

A Motivational Method in Industrial Arts for
the Improvement of Reading

Herbert Siegel

line probl an faking moat kiln. k nickl edueator, todat "Can Johnne and Jennie
learn to read)"

In Nett. Nork tart, the Hurt 311 of Indtt.triak Nrts, Iklteving chit tlnldr. n ean n to
read +met they :wk. the need to ra Id,..leve loped an I. xpurtunti.111 module called the 1.1 men-
tare school Nmicite. Center.

I ht, pro,,u ant Ir ip, to niitivatk learning and ,tablith in the mind, of the children
.ttn, for reading, wriung, and performing all the re latkd funetion, r.quir.d h publish

their own kreattve writing and art ttork. It pot ides with .in yportunity to apply

&
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The "Duplicating Section" rolls up its sleeves for oction.

academic Icarnine, and make thcla iricamngful. The interdisciplinary involvements with
science, languatac arts, social studies, mathonatiesIrtInd other subject areas are
unlimited.

Thi_. industrial at ts module consists of a typewriter, electronic swim! maker, elec-
tric mimeograph, slot maker, plastic binder, anduther equipment. These pieces of equip-
ment are located in schools in such areas as part of a classroom, an office or storeroom,
or in any area with access to several electric outlets.

In lg:J, two school districts supported N.D.I..A. Title III proposals prepared by the
staff of the Bureau of Industrial Arts. These pilot programs were demonstrated at local
and city-wide exhibits children also display ed their notspapers, magazines, books,
pamphlets, posters, and other products.

The basic industrial arts graplocartsconeepts,practiees, learning skills, and under-
standings arc explored. Lies, mew& preparing the copy, editing, proofreading, layout,
typtstaing on the signmalt r, printing, making stencils, muneugraphi g, folding, b.nding,
stapling, and other publ.;hing activities.

The classroom teachtr motivates the class phut to the "hands-on" activities. A
vanity of topics may be included in the discussion, emphasizing an interdisciplinary ap-
proach to motivate reading. onsumer education, career awareness, current events,
short stunts, poems, space exploration, mathematlealinizzlesinduther topics are areas
for pupil involvement.

the class engages .n lesears and gathering a m..tenal for its publication, using
ns wspapc rs, illaganni.s, and othet resources. I ictur..s, mor': lettering, symbols, cap-
tions, and piragraph holds may be cut out, savot, and used for copy paste-up. The
tc ache r ,..etts the written tork, correcting spelling, grammar, punctuation, ond other
pertinent matter

:n Th. rah:slung kstisity t c.rer, pupils suet t large type for printing on the sign
make , sthich may serve as a headline ur trek to publication. This meet of equip-
m enr may ht t seal to make signs and posters as well. Pumas ink the type which has been
set, adjust..d, spaced, ind locked up in the press. They proofread the printed copy, snake
the meessary in-stionsandsino, to improve tht qt ility of the printing. Pupils prepare
the art work to bt int luded in the pt ,Duet. "t his n ,evolve drawings and other materials
from boys and girl., in luau!. class. In sonic case,, a photo-electric . opy maeaine may
bt ...sed for creating, additional hc...dlines. however, the sip-maker's versatility 5 valu-
able in the total prok,rani. is typewriter is used to prepare the copy. A
variety of elements art provided in 4, rder to provide a range of type fonts.

Pupils ptpart tht paste-up by arranging the copy, drawings, headline, and other
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P.r ./271
The excaernent of produc..19 and binding the cricgc- t was evident on the laces of the students.

m aerials in accordance Ith the format they mit ct for the publication. Tht.nc techniqu
similar to most employed in the production 14 professional publications, are supervised
by- the teacher.

Uhl" cope, placed in the electron', stencil make r, soon ready fur the duplicating'
machine. Pupils plate the stencil on the duplicator and then run the machine. The auto-
mat', counter on the machine, se t by the ape rotor, controls the number of copies being
produced. the pages arc then collated, either by hand or by machine, if one is in the
center. the squad of Aortc rs then punch and hind the materials in the conilx) binder.

This simulation of the uorld of uork develops an auare nes:, of the many careers in-
ti in and interrelated tetth this communication media. 1.valuations of participating
groups compared .etch control group, .I,. Atli uith tht.ir oun anticapated grout!' and
actual growth hate shown that this program has had an inipac un upgrading pupil achieve-
ment.

These modules Lice note Inc reased in number to b -1 on -going units, uith a projection
of ..pproximatek 7o or Inure additional center:, in se otembe r of I97-1. %le have received
requests for information from many other interested school systems and state i.ducation
Departments.

It seems to on. that children, like adults, can karn anything they cant .then they see
the need or are stion};iy motivated. I he Publishing Actiity, l ente r Nlodule has been most
effective. in doing., just that.

Mr. 3,090 rs the Drector of the Bureau of Industriat Arts of thy, Board of Education of the City of New
York.

The USMES Project An Approach
to Humanizing Education

Donald J. Betando

I uonder if %%l night consider a problem that one .could pose to a group of students
concerning the acceleration and braking of a veluck. students %souk! no doubt tell you
that the speeding of a vt hick is dependent upon one stepping, on the acct. Icrator pedal.
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and the sluicing of a %duel, aecumpliohed by stepping un the brake. If you concur with
these Lumluoiono and ale pieoenting oueli facto to be. true, it io pusoible that an injustice
in education io occurring. Let us eunsider a opaLe vehicle in orbit around the earth. As
you operate the, aceeleratur, the vehicle travel, into a larger orbit, decreasing it speed.
. \s you brake the vehicle, the orbit become...mailer, increasing the speed. io it possible
that technology has advanced at such a rapid pace that concepts change?

Ile, inereaoing abundance of facto in our adwneed technology tell, us that a program
that deal, in only abstract knowledge and dry faeto auuld nut pi epare our students to take
a meaningful place in our rapidly changing society.

In the late 50's, with the advent of Sputnik, a great emphasis in education wa, put on
modern science and new math. Although the, proved beneficial to come student,, the
majority did not gain by the, reform. Therc was an increaoe n the level of abstrcemun.
The teacher was asked to be an expert, and specialization was emphasized.

One of the hindrances to learning is i absence of motivation, because most of the
material presented lack, relc,,aney to th, ,tudent. lie io in an educational atmosphere
where he lb asked to repeat facts whim have been presented to him. ao, often, he is
asking the reason why he should learn certain facto ur skills, a, d the teacher attempts to
aooure the student that sonic day ht. will find the ounject mattes relevant. Another reason
for indifferenec by the ,tudcnt io a feeling of ioulatiun and powerlessmoo in the adult
world.

In 1067, a group of edueatoro met under the auopiceo of the Cambridge l.onfe rence to
dioeuoo the correlation of science and mathematics in the schools. They recommended
that ...acme, math, and social ocienee should be:unified in the classroom by the presenta-
tion of real and practical problems just like those met in our daily living.

Jne of the partieipants of this conference was Dr. Larle Lomon, a professor of physics
at Ji.l. T. Dr. Lumun oubsequelitly submitted for and received funding from the National
Zieience Foundation to Larry forth the recummendationo uf the. Cambridge Conference. The
interelioiplinary program which was developed for the purpose of real problem oulving
io known ao the Unified ..kienecandMathematico fur Lien-a:ma ry School, project kl.,SNILS).

the U.,Z,ILS approach of interdisciplinary learning through real student challenges
relevant and void of otudent ioolatiun. Student, work with practical problems which

they must solve and which actually have, an effect un the wurld around theta. They do not
work on hypothetical problem., ouch ao, "If Mr. Junes flies 400 miles an hour, how long
will it take for him to fly 2000 miles?"

Through these real activitic,, the students are learning facts and Skills, The skills
art. being practiced aud the faero understood. Bat probably the most human and lasting
knewledgc a teacher can impart to Mootudent io the art of identifying a problem, deciding
on a course of action, and following through.

There are a variety of challenging units used in the USNILS approach to teachinz
some art. Burglar Alarm, Lunch Lines, Dice Dcoign, Soft Drink Design, Consumer Ite-
oearchProduct Testing, Flay ,Nrea Design, Pedestrian Crossing., and Designing for
human Proportions.

In the unit called Burglar .Harm, the otudents might be diseuooing in their classroom
the inc.:caning case, of theft in our noceety. They might know of cases in their neighbor-
hood ahem residences have been broker, intuand thefts have occurred, possibly even their
own ,c.hool and classroom. Needless to say, the interest io there. Throughout the discus-
sion, the teacher play, an important role in wising issues and questions. Ile does not
have to be an expert on the oubjeet because of the students' working on their own, but is
one who guides the student, in learning the pruceooes of problem solving. The, is not to
.,ay :hat he. need not be competent in the ealbject matter. a.ithin a guided period of time,
the teacher focuoco on a opt:Laic challenge, i.e., build a burglar alarm that will give ade-
quate warning in their nn. The children arc encouraged to try out their ideas for
alarm, after they become familiar with sunplc electric eaieuits. The range of activities
can be broad, "ince the otudents arc eneouragedtu handle the design problem un their own.

hroughout, the otudento learn the utilization of ouh and material, to construct the sim-
ples: to the must eomplkated alarms. Most of the construetiun activity takes place in a
school design lab. The design lab is a general purpose fatality housing materials
and tool,, where a otudent can deoitmandeemotruct those ucros wheel: pertain to hi, chal-
lenge, whether it be a burglar alarm, a scale model, an astrolabe, or a bird feeder. One
might say that the design lab is a general ,hop. I he atudent could utilize tool, and mate-
rials in his classroom and have no need for a separate design lab.

the project', dioseminatiun ha, been widespread. Many oehoul districts are imple-
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molting pilot pc ograiii,, and in 1. an,ing, Mulligan, and Chicago, district -..ide
programs are being carried out.

reams of teachers and administrators arc introdueed to L'SME.S units at national re-
sou rk. e team workshops. hare, in addition to beeuming familiar w ith the USMI.S approach,
they also ,turfy different strategic, for teacher training and implementation. Many of
he team,, upon returning to their distriLts,proeideiri-seracc training for other teach-
er,. !nether ,ourea: for training ha, been through in-service and pre-service courses
.ki su_li universities t's Ruston, Michigan state, oloradu, Illinois, California State at
Baker,field, and san Jose state University. Most of these schswls will continue to offer
courses this coming year.

is the USNIES program further develops, many teachers discover a need to enhance
their abilities in order to better carry out this intcrdi,eiplinary approach. One area is
the ability to use materials and tools effectively. t o satisfy this need, the Industrial
.)tuehcs Department at man JOSC State University will offer a design Lib workshop this
coming summer.

th,cr the y ear, industrial arts has madcconsiderablceontributions at the elementary
!teal. I in delighted to say that through the 1:3MI.s Projeet, industrial arts continues to
play an e%cn inure important rule in deAeloping student motivation and inereasing the
understanding of subject matter for grades K-8.

Dr. Betando is a Professor of Industrial Studies at San Jose State University, San Jose, California.
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Action Program
Robert C. Stewart

Roger Jessup

Scattered throughout the state, many -anal' industries are being operated by students
in Georgia schools. l.aeh company Is 0%%iied and managed by boys and girls in grades
six through melee. 1 he prugiam is called the At 1 loN progiani Opp lied career T rain-
ing In Oeeupational Needs). Me purpose (Attie prog,tain us to teach young people the con -
cepts of industry in out free enterprise system. I he course is suitable for boys and girls
of any achievement ur ability level. the program has mitt tremendous sueeess and is
educational, enjoyable, and ptufitable for the students. software, including student %York-
books and company records, is published by uoininunity Resources Limited, of Tulsa,
Oklahoma.

COMPANY CAPITALIZATION

Each local company is capitalized through the sale of stuck. Students sell preferred
stuck to parents, teacher,., and townspeople. The class members purchase common stock
through a payroll deduction plan. stock, sells for one dollar per share, and the value
fluctuates throughout the quarter.

COMPANY ORGANIZATION

111 students serve on the board of directors. Each common stock share carries one
tutu. ytudents fill out job applicatiuns indicating %Quell job they could like to have, as
well as what experience ur skills they possess. the following officers arc elected by
the directors. President, 1 lee President of Sala, Vicc President of Production, Secre-
tary, and Treasurer. Me officers appoint department heads in areas such as research
and development, public relations, sales promotion, purchasing, andsafety. Mien produc-
tion begins, uffieers receive an established salary and production workers receive an
hourly wage. L.eryune who sells company produet... reek. I% US a sales commission. Money
making, although the backbone of the free enterprise system, is a by-product of the study
of manufacturing in this course.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETINGS

Every teyo weeks the Liao:, holds a directors meeting to discuss company finance,
product selection, sales, or company policy. ,\11 meetings are run by company officers
according to parliamentary procedure.

PRODUCTION

Students spend much of their class tune producing products. Production workers
have th opportunity to learn the use of a variety of hand and inaelune tools. Products
can be made from any material, depending on the equipment available. Metals, woods,
and plastics are most euminonly used. atudents find the hands-on aetivities of production
an enjoyable break in the traditional routine of school.

SALES

The first activity in sales is to sury y the market and forecast sales. Lvery student
us invoked in sales and sales promotion. The importance of sales in industry is easily
illustrated. sales commission of tub per cent is offered as meentive. Products range
in price from twenty five cents to fifty dollars.

RECORD KEEPING

Records are kept by all officers. This would include the areas of personnel, sales,
finance, purchasing, pruduetioa, control, and safety. Leery four weeks a financial report
is made, indicating the status of the company.
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LIQUIDATION

At the end of each term, the company t, liquidated. A report is sent to each stock-
holder along uith a check. As in the busini ss world, nut all companies operate, with
profit. The course is intended to be a learning process, and students can learn Just as
much in company %%huh loses money as in one uhich profits greatly.

\ Ithough all \CTION Programs are ope iatcd ithin the same g,indehnes, no two com-
panies itc Alla.. Ile range ,,t ac to, tut, aid ,i,111/4 ..Lii...nt of an% program ldn be limitless.
1teh company is Innitedonly by diet, resuurcefulncs,, imagination, and desire to succeed.
Students learn to keep lecurcis, to lead and work tram corking drawings, to %%on, safely,
to manage, to direct, to organize, to se II, and to get along, with others. Good %%ork habits
are developed. Thc y also learn that all uork, it'g,arelless of level, is important and has

ROLE OF THE ADVISOR

Most companies ha%e tut advisors. I he industrial arts teacher serves the company
in the areas related to production. A local businessman is recruited to advise the com-
pany in record keeping. lbe ouch -,ill responsibility of the program belongs to the indus-
trial arts teacher, Teacher naming isii%ailable in oeurgia to pi %Tat advisors to imple-
ment the program.

Iwo successful Al HON Programs arc being operated in Norcross, Georgia. One is
located at Sunnite tout Nlicidlc Sehool and the other at Norcross Iligh Sehoul. Both com-
panies operate cinder the name of Norcross -Summeroui Industries. At the middle school,
eighth gtader, %%Ito arc taking industrialarts fur tne first time participate in the program.
The company, now in its second year, has produced a tide range of products, including
book racks, toucl holders, decoupage plaques, trivets, games, candle holders, Jewelry
boxes, picnic tables, and man% mine. ilk Norcross High School company employs ninth
graders. 13oth lumparn1/40 have managed to .,hay in the black. They are in the process of
merging and getting into the catalog sales market.

14 At. no:. Progaitin th more than a manufaeturing, simulation, it is industry. This
innovative appioach is highly motivational. .111 students have the opportunity to be sue-
cessful. This program can be a tremendous addition to any industrial arts program.

Mr. Stew .,t teaches ndustrlal arts at 5,mmerosor Mddle School, Norcross, Georgia. Mr. Jessup teaches
industrial arts at Norcross High School, Norcross, Georgia.

Task Force Production
Merrill M. Oaks

group production is one of the newest and most promising techniques used in
industry today. Rather than the traditional line assembly, where %%unser:, have been
notoriously bored and dissausfied, the team approach emphasizes small groups, each
kith significant production responsibility. I lie result has been inereased job satisfaction
and pride in workmanship.

SMALL GROUP PRODUCTION IN INDUSTRY

Nlass production has been used in Amenean industry since early in the nineteenth
century when I.1i developed interchangeable musket parts. This method has en-
abled industr:, to fabricate products in quantity utth excellent quality 1 ontrul and at a
reasonable cost. for laborers working on the line in mass production, however, the
method is often uninteresting, unfulfilling and dehumanizing. In Work in Amenea, a
speeial report to the accrctary of Health, Lducation and 1%elfarc, several maladies of the
blue collar worker were implied, including physical and mental health complications
resulting from job dissatisfaction.
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Island assembly system plan for engines
In each working position, the worker at Fiat's Termoli engine assembly plant

will perform the entire cycle of the operation done at his island.

Ti realize the advantage, of mass production and still meet the various individual
needs of the +corkers, major stolid auto nianufaeturers ha..e recently developed a reeulu-
tionary team production iI .,hod, essentially a modified forma Mass produetion. instead
of inditidual esorke is, each +tali a small euntribution to the product, teams ur groups of

Ur 1st ra are given euniplete responsibility for eumpletion of a major component, perhaps
assembly of Um engine, or upholstery of the automobile int nor. hits team effort Is the
basis of small group production. Ike itsUlt la individual and group pride in ttorlonanship
and a feeling of significant contribution to the final product. l.uropean Ito manufacturers
including aaab, oit 1, and F tat hate cont erteelto small group production and have reported
signifteant Jt.'lLt.cists ui abs. ntecisni and job turnover. There has also been a noticeable
increase in product quality.

SMALL GROUP (TASK FORCE) PRODUCTION I INDUSTRIAL ARTS

At ashington state t nieersity, the use of small group production in industrial arts
Is knottn as "task fore, production." This terminology denotes the consolidation of
technical, managerial, and sue nil rules. I here is emphasis on the development of the
student as well as the development of the product.

l'sing task force- production allows students to experienee the latest in industrial
methodology. But the adtantages don't stop there. To the student, the method offers a
eariety of valuable hands-on and social experiences. to the .ea ..ner, , it offers an alter-
native means of managing large classe..

students are motivated by ideas relating to their interests. One of the fiet,t activities
in establishing task foree production is to split the ...las: nto small groups of 3-5 students
each, ae.ording to inte rest. Ilie inditidualsineach group, united by this bond of common
interest, stork together to design and fabricate their product.

VI important fear re of task force methodology is that each individual in the group
participates in e dark-LA uf rridnaguhult, planning, and produetion. Laell group member
contribute., to design, procaremer.. of materials, the safety program, and is responsible
for fabricating a significant part of each product.

A competitive spirit aineuig the groups is a natural result and helps further develop
motivation. In a friendly nature, each group tries to outdo the others in prod . design,
quality, and over-all impressiveness.
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oroup interae non and co, ial 41.1.pmvnt is another positive feature of task force
methodology. -.mkt all dee -.ions art made be the group and input from each member is
solicited at each production stage, the group members necessarily learn to cooperate
and uork as a team. Nlernbc rs are encouraged to help one another kith ideas, technical
ad% ter. and or phy meal assistance as needed. +.,orking closely together results in closer
personal friendships and a spirit ot espritdecorp fur the entire group. 11's development
of interpersonal relationships and social .i.ta re nes, is important for students of any age.

the methodology of task force production is a humanistic approach to teaching. By
using salad groups and stressing, inweidual par ticipationateeery stage of production, the
method becomes student-oriented as well as product-oriented.

rum the student's point of .dew, task foree production provides the opportunity to
produce a erality project and deeelop closer personal relationships with others in the
class. t.3y being invoked Aitti all aspects of development, each student experiences pride
and a feeling of satisfaction with the finished product.

F rum the instrnccor's %%point, task force production has see e ral appealing features.
Large classes are a burden otten shared by industrial arts teaehers a every level.

eourchnatiiig largo. nuion-crs studeoLs oath limited facilities and limited e uipment can
be a tormiJahle task. By di.idint., a large class into small task farces of J-5 students,
the instructor can substantially reduce inany problems. Once the .lass members have a
clear concept of task tore, production, tne gfoups work ith relau.e independenee, using
the instructor as a resource. Thus the teacLer has a manageable number. a groups with
%Ouch he can meet fur discussion and advice as needed.

instructors trequLntly find feuer discipline problems when running the task force
prcluctin ,tudcrit,. are generally Aell motivated and imbued with a competitive
spiry, I combination uhich keeps them productively invoked. because the project
is a gfoap ctiore, th:re considerable rver ro meet responsibilities and func-
tion as a productive member of the team.

The task forte method is equalle effecti./. in any mediummetal tetrads, plastics,
electronic., 4.1 . it is also adaptable to multi -media production and ic particularly saited
to a general -top situation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE METHOD

fht folhoang chronological steps glee a summary of the corseeutive phases of the
task force production method. ,see Figure l

I. Intoduction to the t oncent
students are given a brief oeerviete of the principle- of mass production and task force

production in a technologic ii society. The organization of industry and 'he roles of man-
agement tnd I ibor are defined and discussed.

2. ktelopment of t onsumer Product Ideas
sum. /I the consumer market is made in clas- in mht rs. Me need and appeal

of products Aaiun rot community, at home, and among 1,0.1 pe rsonnt I I-. asses -td. The
consumer population can be determ n.dbe the lass merotiers products may be produced
for group membe rs sink, for a select population, or for general distribution.

3. Product ',election
I roduet rata-. are suggested and analezed by class members, resulting in a list of

acceptable items. I n student then makes his pr..slut t choice, based ..n interest. Finally,
group; of 1-; students e tell ire formed to complete the product selected.

wet-lent,: his indicated that including more than 7, students results ,n an untelekly
group. ss than i students ineolves too much resronsibility for each student.

4. :ssigtmunt of Roles ttithin theGrag
Van igemenr roles an. -hared be eat h group member. 'Autierts are assigned to one

ar rivire of the filth/wing functions. production -apt r.-Lso sign engineer, procurement
officer, conitruction foreman, -get', director, and qv Bite control officer.

7. Pesigning of Product
"rudt nts .ire nor gie, n i snick set"( plans for any product, but rather are encouraged

ns use eploration mot c n tit, is.. An de%k I"pIng kit-as. If an idea is acquired from another
court e, it must beimprot d in dt -tom, riateri II., et rcatility, and or ton:rimer attractive-
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I ,g,ige I Figure 2

CONSTRLCTION PHASE. SEQUENcE. 01 ACTIVITIES

PRoDLCI SLR%

PR( )11( UT LI (110

laSIGNMENT OF MANArilMINT ROLES,

MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR,

DESIGN FNGINI:ERI

PROCUREMENT OFFICER I

DEs16.. %ND 1Nr,INI-ERING
CONSTRUCTION FOREMAN I

PROloTN PI ( oNSTRL CTIoN fl
SAFETY DIRECTOR!

111TERIAI CTION
QUALITY CONTROL OFFICER!

JD. .D BRIt TION

PItoDt CTIO% M.\

PM KAiii1No

MARKIJIM: 1ND DISTRIRITIoN

FA ALI ATioN

iluildinz of Prototype
t' -in.; lighmeight, ca,-to-use rnatc I .31,, .1 protottpt com.trusted to ,calt:. Re-

designing done at this time.

7. selection of Materials
( ravri.1 for mate rial sek... non include:z. ca, btu- ....loon, cost, al.allablItt, finish-

ing properties, and aesthetic appeal.

R. Construction of dio and Fixture::
iligh qu control I., insurcd .cith the use of proper hg- and fixtures. mddents dts-

coeer their -ignific mac ins rea-inc, the -pce..1 .4 fabrication of the product.

q. Production Run
minimum of on produs t per team rriembe r t, produced. if desired, production can

be extended for as mut% products a, de -aged.

10. P Product
il)eptckagc should be de-igned to In Aripp !bit , attr ictivc, and ,pace-saving.

11. Marketing, and Distribution
In exploratton into the -tem of markctingcanbc discussed on a continuum through-

out the clati,, z.tudent, most knoo. .chere and no% to sell and to vihom. Marketing rp-
,catch, including a -lush! of th, m irket and u-e .tuck,, mac be incorporated.
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12. Final I-valuation
I Jet grout) report, the irJproduet to the entire kids.,. Discussion is held to eon-

shier impro%ements'at all phases of Noduetion, the importance of personal interaetions,
as experienced in the task force, and . ealuation of the roles of management and labor.

CONCLUSION

The industrial arts eurrieolum should offer more to students than psychomotor
acquisition. Innoeative methods ...al offer kno.%ledge of .ontemporary industry, including
production methods and rules of personnel. a earning industrial arts skills should not
exclude fa..tors in the aff...tiee domain, sueh as the deeelupment of social skills, group
dynamics, social interaetion,deeision-making skills, and the ability to a.eept enange.
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New Metalcasting Process
for a Humane Technology

John M. Svoboda

Me foundry industry, or to use the more modern term, the metaleasting industry,
is on, at the oldest and la. -gist iadustries in the world today. In the i rated states, it is
the sixtl. larg,est industry in terraissif ealue added, prosiding sountles, employment oppor-
tunitie. and a strong contribution to the gross national product. [oda% the metaicasting
industry has become one of the more mode rnized industries in the country. Net most
caret r or industrial education programs expose dit student to pros, sses developed at the
turn of the century.

I et us look back to see where a. came from, and then look ar :ad to see where we
art going. lhe.old,st known casting in emstence was discovered in Mesopotamia a id
dates bac:. t 320 sine, that time, Man's lifestyle h s been greatly influenced by
metal castings. I ark castings .tort weapo;.s, agricultural implem :nts, tools, cooking
utensils, and orna-nents and jewelry.

Foundries in the Dark 1ges produced church bells, cannons, Lannon balls, and pipe.
Same cast iron pipe still in use inFr.inct was made in 1tit,4 during the reign of Louis XIV.
The first known castings produced in this soantry were east iron pots made at the saugus
Iron c.orks, near Boston, ri 1(142.

1- we trite red the period of the Industrial Revolution, foundries began to provide
castings for looms, steam engines, pumps, and other machinery-related items.

I oda% castings are ineoleed in practically everything, we encounter in our daily
like s. Autr,,,3A, , made possible by the casting process. The same is true for

t r dt, b., . , and .1.ps. 1g.r:sultural equipment and food process-
ing ,quipaient depend ,in castins, a onstrue non equipment, machine tools, mining equip-
ment, and power gerie ration equipment all rely on castings... tat. list is endless. Even
artificial heart valves and surgical implants are castings.

The success of the ,.pace program was dependent on castrigs, and examples
still remain en the moon in the I unar lAcursion Module it EMI. In 107 3, c astings were
succe -gull\ made for the first time in the weightless eaeuum of outer space s part of
the sky lab Program, thus opening tie a frontiers of metal processing technoiogy.

'Ae can trace the metalcasting process from 3200 R. . to Skylab and beyond. To
keep pet with this ripid technological growth, the metalcasting industry has introduced
countless new processes and innut mons u, produce castings with highr r qua ay at a lower
cost to the consumer .hilt providing environmental eontroland a pleasant work place for
the employees.

llowever, C.,' majority of career and industrial educatii.aprogr.,ms do not even men-
tion these newer processes, much less 'teach" them. Most programs make "trinket"

isting, such as ash trays using an oil-bonded sand. Melting of aluminum is done in
,;as-fired crucible furnaces. Lack of adequate funds, la,.k of space, lack of knowledge and
interest all contribute to the problem. The student is simply no; exposed to the methods
and processes he sill encounter when he farces the real industrial environment.

It is the intent of this park r to discuss these processes, their place in industry, and
ways in which they may be included in career and industrial edueation curricula.

Me first process to be considered is high-density molding and flaskless molding.
The bulk of casting production is still made in "green -and," that is, silica sand bonded
with clay and water. This type of bonding rut ch inisin requires that energy be applied
to de ee lop adequate bonclini, -trength. this ma, be realized by hand ranuning, pneumatic
ramraiag, jolting, squeezing, or combined jolting plus squeezing. As casting quality de-
m Inds rease el, so did the de maids for highly stable molds seinen required more energy
input.

Illy solution to this requirement star to use sophisticated machines which apply
pressure to the sand using hydraulic cylinder... lh, se machines also have become highly
automated, producing hundreds of molds per hour, and therefore are normally found in
high-produs non foundries such as those of autom 'nee and farm implement producers.
Freque ntic autoniated pouring equipment is used in comune non with, the cc scstems.

firth certain types of equipment, the flasks used to contain the sand are eliminated
since the mold is stable and rigid enough to contain the metal. 'These s'st"ms are also
characteristically high-volume system:.
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Because ot the ,oplii,tnatiou and t :Tense of the vquipnient Involved, this type of
molding cannot, ot 0141,V, h in Ilowt ver, since this xs the
most common s } stem that the. student will mounter in industry, the author feels that the
instructor should diseuss this pre... ess in lecture, preteiably iith the. ...st of audiovisual
aids. Plant visitations may also bear ranged. sourees of help for the instruetor are listed
at the end of the paper.

1nether appresieh used In industry to actin:cc mold stability is the LI,73C of chemically
bonded molding sands. I nese are often called st 1f-setting, air-setting, or no-bake sys-
tems. there are main ditferent chemical systill, available such as fuian resins, ure-
thanes, alkyd oils, sodium silicate, and others. All of the ,ysteins, however, work in a
similar manner. sand, binder, and c.italyst are all blended in a mixer. A muller, such
as is required for green sand molding, is not necessary. The system will have a finite
set-up time, or ' bench-lite", during which molding must be completA. The mold will
then cure" itself with the pattern still in place:, Atha gi%Ls cxcdlent dimensional
accuracy. Bench-life and Luling time may be adjusted to suit your needs by adjusting the
type or amount of catalyst.

these binder sstems offer several advantages to the school laboratory; they are
relanyel% inexpensive, the% glye more consi,tent casting quality. they are clean; little
or no smoke or fume are gene -ated, and the% require no expensive equipment.

It is highly recommended that Instructors ineorporate these new materials into their
prcitram, klthough these hinders are nut available from the usual "school" supply
houses, the% ma% be obtained at any foundry supply hous, in your area...at lower oasts.

knottier new toundry process which is particularly applicable to school shops is the
tuft mend process. this process comInnes arkettpendable polystyrene pattern with con-
ventional sand technology. % pattern is preparscd from expanded polystyrene, the mate-
rial used for c hristmas decorations. This may be hand carted and finished, or made in
special in tee non motets for high-production industrial applications. 1 he pattern incorpo-
rates the gating and risering system as well.

The pattern is next surrounded by molding sand. Although green and or oil bonded
sand may be used, Inure acceptable molding mtdia are the self-setting systems described
atxte. ,since they require: no ramming energy to Jevelup strength, there is no chance for
damage to the pattern. the expendable pattern remains in thy mold, therefore, extreme
overhangs and undercuts are permissible, tibia makes this process Weal for one-off
art castings.

Once the binder has cured, the mold is ready for pouring. The heat from the molten
metal vaporizes the polystyrene pattern and allows the. metal to fill Leery detail of the
mold cavity. the pattern may be:coated with several wars of silica or zircon wash before
molding to improve surface finish. If three or four substantial coats of wash are used,
the back-up sand does not require any binder at all. A 12-mesh sand, compacted by
vibration, will do an excellent job.

the extreme latitude in pattern design for this process makes it ideal for sculpture
work. -ipecial textures may be obtained by Loating the polystyrene with a thin coat of

as and molding the desired texture in this layer of wax. The wax 1.aporize along
with the poivsteremipattern giving, the desired results.

Note; Pue to the high volatility and combustibility ot the poly,ty rent pattern, open
risers should never be used and adequate ventilation must be provided.

revert o innovation in molding technology i: the Iyanese t'- Process (vacuum
process). I hi, innovative process 1, particularly suiutd to the casting of flat plate.--like

,tich a, plaques, screens, wall ornaments, etc. The process may best be ex-
phined by describing the production of one half of thc mold.

thin plastic sheet is heated and placed over a,pattern which has port., and :onnec-
non. to allow A vacuum to be drawn at the pattern sdrfaee. The vacuum is applied to the
pattern Ind theplas'n,heetconforni,exatth (oak pattern contour, similar to the vacuum
pick iging ,wen in most hardware and grocery stores. 1 flask is placed over the pattern
and tilled with hose, unbondd, dry silica sand. Next a second plastic sheet is placed
Oyer the top of the flask, and a vacuum 1, drawn on the %ohm-it between the two plastic

sheets. I he vacuum provides .1 rigid mold half between the two plastic sheets. Because
the , and 1, unhanded, a small amountof ftrxibiluv isobtained at the pattern surface, which
allem, for minor undercuts and back-draft. 4.;

',Alien both the (,pi. and drag halves of the mold are completed, the are closed and
poured. The vacuum must he mamtained to keep the mold rigid until solidification is
complete. t a,ting -tub-ice qualm 1, excellent and easily reproducible,
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While this molding system may sound complicated for the average school shop, it
actually is not and provides an excellent challenge for the innovative Instructor. Old
vacuum pumps, long retired from the Chem' ry Deparunent, will provide an adequate
vacuum for this process. Flasks may be ratty_ r simple, since they support no load.
Pattern design and porting requires ingenuity, but little expense.

This molding system is relatively new, and the technology of the plastic films is farfrom perfected. However, for the metalcasting instructor who wants a challenge, the
V-Process offers an excellent vehicle for casting school plaques, wall ornaments, ind
similar castings with superb detail.

The last process to be discussed is nut new, but a very old process. Although the
investment casting process dates back to about 3000 B.C., it is still relatively new toschool shops. Also known as the "lust wax" process, this casting process offers the
metalcasting instruct( r an inexpensive method to produce precision casting. Industrial
applications of this process range from jewelry to outboard niotor props to jet turbine
blades.

wax pattern is prepared by hand carving ur fabrication, or injection molding tothe exact casting shape. Care must be taken because every detail of the pattern will be
reproduced in the casting including knick,, gouges, and scratches. A sprue is attached,
and the pattern is thoroughly cleaned to remove dirt and grease from handling.

\'.'ext a slurry of investment material Casually is prepared and poured into a
flask to surrourd the pattern. This is allowed to set in a manner similar to plaster of
paris. Once the investment is set, it is placed in a gas or electric burn-out furnace to
dry the investment and remove the pattern. The mold is slowly brought up to a tempera-
ture of approximately 1000°F which cures the mold and burns out the wax pattern, leaving
the mold cavity.

titer burn -our, the metal is cast using centrifugal, pressure, or vacuum techniques.
Is soon as solidification is complete, the mold is quenched in water, which causes the
investment to disintegrate. This frees the rough casting, which then is cleaned and
finished using convention& techniques.

Multiple castings may be made atone time by attaching several patterns to a common
sprue forming a "tree". The only limitation is the size of the equipment and capacityto melt metal. The metal is melted by torch, common alloys usedare jewelers bronze,
silicon bronze, silver, and gold.

The required equipment is relatively simple. a gas or electric burn-out furnace,
a casting machine, and a melting torch. A basic system consisting of a small electric
burn-out furnace, a simple vacuum casting machine, a propane melting torch, and all
supplies including investment power, flask, gasket, wax patterns, sprue wax, and miscel-
laneous items may be obtained for around $110. This is about an absolute minimum sys-
tem. X heavier duty system could consist of a larger electric burn-out furnace, a cen-
trifugal casting machine, and an oxy -gas or oxy-acetylene torch. Larger castings may
also be cast by this process using conventional crucible melting.

klthough a finished pattern may be purchased, the Muni crafting of wax patterns for
this process 1, a fascinating aspect. 'A ax may be obtained in many different ha rdnesses
and shapes for carving, molding, and shaping. Natural objects such as flowers, insects,
and twigs may be used as patterns, although burn-out time is longer. A classic example
is an investment cast thistle.

[here are nuinerous other new processes such as the ceramic molding process,
which uses a ceramic slurry similar to investment casting but with a conventional, re-
usable pattern, hybrid binder systems, and fluid sandprocess where surface active mate-
rials cause a low-moisture sand mix to flow like a slurry. Detailed descriptions of these
processes arc beyond the .scope of this paper, howeve r, information may be obtained from
lihrary of the American Foundrymen's Society.

The Cast Metals' Institute, American Foundrymen's Society, Golf & Wolf Roads,
Des Plaines, II (0016, stands ready to assist teachers who have cast metals in their labs
or are considering adding this important subject. Assistance can be obtained directly
from the above addiess or through any of the 50 local C hapters located throughout the

Canada, and Mexico.
rechnical assistance may include:
Metalcasting career guidance booklets and free luanof color/ sound filmstrip package.
Publication, list, including textbook recommendations, i.e., Metalcasung Instruc-

tors Guide.
Consultation with teachers and administrators regarding layout plans, equipment,
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and safety a,cpei
Technical talks and .ac-astanc fur industrial education conferences, seminars, and

tkorkshops by C staff personnel.
Nletalcasting instructors seminars, held every year in June. This is a four-day

technical program for qualified instructors and supervisors involved with cast
metals programs in .,econdary schools, technical institutes, and teacher training
institutions. %%rite or call for a colorful brochure and registration form.

ssistance with free-loan 11s and other supplier films. ( ontak t 1F; Film Librarian
for free film catalog.

Vt.', members in local chapters provide unlimited help and the teacher a chance
to communicate better \kith local foundrymen.

The mamobtectiveof this paper kkas to introduce several of the nekk foundry processes
%%Inch produce better casting at lus.er costs Atulc maintaining a hamane kkorking environ-
ment. the author hopes that some of the readers %ill be sti -ulated and challenged to
incorporate the processes into their metalcasting programs.

Dr. Svoboda is Associate Director of Technology of the Cast Metals Institute, a foundation of the Amer-
ican Foundrymen's Society, Golf & Wolf Roods, Des Ploines, IL 60016.
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Plastics as a Future Technology for
the Industrial Arts Classroom

Claude E. Hill

erNlie erestal ball gazer, indicate that Ne are Nvimessing the uutrgence of a net
erai The Ag: of Plasties and PolNiner Nlate rials. Projections r Neal that be the mid-
1980's more man-made products Neill be produced from .synthetic poly I, than from
anc other class of materials, Aad he the Near 2000, the production and eun,umption Of
plastics t, expected to be more than 10 tents the present leyels of utilization.

the- phenomenal expansion of the pla,nes industry, occurred largely vitbin
the past 10 %c.ir,h, has seen plasma emerge as an indispensable part of near1N, every area
of nianutae curing and me rehandising. N1e hack seen expanded and ecer-increasing, uses
tit plasttes in the home and tnliou,elioldproduets, furniture, and appliances, to Z:untainers
and paekaging, on the farm and .0 the llmstru. tion site, throughout electronics and cum
munkations ZO irk:, and in automotiNe, marine and aircraft applications. Very sophis-
mated uses tit plastics also continue to emerge in such ticlds to eleetrunics, aerospace,
bio-engineering, and in medial applteations for the human bud). These spectacular
aehteNements and elynarnie g,reheth trends in piastre,, are dependent, of course, or. the
eonstant input of chemist., and materials se ientt,ts echo, in the past to decades, have
inu 1)dthe,e1 dozens of prawn, topes of plastics, teith hundred, of car iations and modifica-
tion of equal signiftemee is the eigorou, research and development efforts
alach pereade the plastic, induz-to, bringing constant improNenients ar, product design,
material analcsis and seleetion, development of nete machine r) and tooling, economical
produetion, and oalitN Lowy!, a- 0,11 as exploration and resolution of problems involv-
ing ecology and resource management.

1'1a:cues harttuillv a lung K.1 since their prim ipal role ,Na, that of locc-Lost substi-
tute, for some other mate rial. Plastics liaNc groNen to maturity, and the technological,

educational inipaet of this phenomenon as a reality for %Ouch Aeshouldbe pre-
paring todct,y.

maiden/ 1,1e progress has been made in recent Nears in convincing educators of the
need for including plasues as a Natal part of the industrial arts curriculum. Concern
must still be epressed, huiecNer, regarding the extent to lehieh eurrent offerings in
industrial arts reflect the ecaripiellensiNene,s, potential, and tuture ,cope of the plastics
tnelustre. Ire young people green opportunities, fur example., to investigate and under-
stand the unique properties and characteristics of synthetic polymer stnie tures. to exer-
cise imagination in exploring the design potential of plastics. to experi.net the multi-
pile Ity and versatility of plastics processing: Are there also opportunities to gain objec-
tive consumer knee ledge of the Nast market applications of plasm s: And, in the important
area of career education, are youngsters aware of the expanding opportunities and need
for trained personnel throughout the plastics industry and related fields'

Tor plastics to be adequateIN represented as a Niable teehnokagN of the future, it is
essential that the folloNe mg areas of eontent, adapted to the specific grade level and local
resources, be included in the industrial arts curriculum.

REALIZATION OF THE PHENOMENAL GROWTH AND
IMPACT OF PLASTICS ON CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY

The in reared uses tit plastics, all K aim' a relatively short span of ume, have treated
mane protound changes in terms of out technological capabilities, production practices,
econotnie and marketing trends, utilization of resources, and alteration of aesthetic
values. I hese are but a feNN of the changes created, at least in part, by the emerging role
of plastics in eontemporar) society, Nchich young people need to confront.

UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIQUE PROPERTIES AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF POLYMER STRUCTURES

students need upgx,rtumttcs to tAPIIII-L the unique and Intriguing realm of plastics
which are more pre. i,e1N knoten as polNiner,. Pol)mers are orderly arrangements of
11} arocarbon molecules in long chain -like etruetures, chemically bred to create precise
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prperties require,' fat processing and fur the intended end use of the material. With
Joiens of different t1pt, of polymers and numerous possibilities for variation of each,
the range of preperties is extensive. Polymers can be rigid or flexible, transparent or
opaque, tough or brittle, resistant to heat or to cryogenic temperatures, resistant to
weathering or to solvents, in a variety of forms such as sheets, rods, fibers, films, pow-
ders, and liquids, foamed to decrease weight, reinforce-dm increase strength and rigidity,
or filled to improve a variety of other properties. While the wide range of properties,
even in a single resin system, may appear confusing at first, the student comes to realize
that herein lies much of the intrigue and versatility of polymer materials.

EXPERIENCE WITH THE UNIQUE DESIGN POTENTIAL IN PLASTICS

The opportunities for creative expression and anaginatice designing with plastics
ire unlimited. The versatility and tcurkabajity of plastics allow for exploration and im-
plementation of design ideas that are c trtuaily not possible with other materials. Through
the design process, the student may also experience the decisions affecting the proper
selection of a plastics material for desired functional and esthetic qualities, tooling for
production processing, and control of manufacturing techniques to achieve optimum and
economical results.

PRACTICAL INVOLVEMENT WITH THE MULTIPLICITY
OF PLASTICS PROCESSES

1ny comprehensive approach to plastics would mwt definitely include invulcetnent
with a wide variet} of plastic, processes. The essential molding processes include
injection, extrusion, blow molding, rreational molding, thermoforming, calandering, high
ajxr 1%rw pressure laminating, and compression molding. Reinforced molding processes
should include experiences In hand and spray layup, matched die and bag molding proc-
esses, and filament winding. other important areas fc`r student involvement include foam
molding, casting, liquid and powder fusion coating, machining, and work with various
bonding, fabricating, finishing, and decorating techniques. t.cncepts of mold making and
deceiopment of tooling should also be included whenever possible with these processes.
While the depth of involvement with thCst, processes will obviously vary with the level of
instruction and available machinery, the essential principles and concepts, such as process
variables and material behavior, can often be taught very effectively on reasonably priced
lab-size equipment.

CONSUMER KNOWLEDGE PERTAINING TO THE VAST
MARKET APPLICATIONS OF PLASTICS

1 vital and traditional objective of industrial arts is consumer education. With the
enormous 2,1-"mli and expansion of plastics into virtuallc every major market area comes
the obvious need for culurtiinou, information concerning,quality in design and manufactur-
ing, knowledge of die phi tics materials and their properties, maintenance and care of
the product, as well as short- and long-term economik values.

the realm of consumer knowledge is no longer limited merely to product selection.
It is likely that the consumer will also b. required to make. decisions about disposability
or reuse of most pre ducts in the future. And, as world demand and competition for mate-
rial, becomes increasingly critical, choices and decisions about resource utilization will
also demand the .onmitie is' thoughtful attention. Luntader, fur example, the worth of a,
liter of petroleum consumed directly as a fuel ce isus the worth of using the same liter
of petroleum as a plastics product and perhaps even recycling it four ur five times into
other plastics tiroducts, then finally cunsuthing these products rot their fuel value. Such
are the nature of decision-, which may be at the heart of our future- well-being, and which
deserve exploration in the industrial arts classroom.

CAREER AWARENESS OF THE VOCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES IN PLASTICS AND RELATED FIELDS

The career opportunities and personnel needs of the plastics industry v ere clearly
established in a comprehensive industry survey in 146, and the need conunues into the
foreseeable future for large numbers of entry-level employees in semi-skilled, skilled,
technician, and engineering occupations.
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In summary, th. piastr. s Industry has stated. While the usage of plastics in indus-
try is increasing at 1 villa:Whit rates, the .o.adablItIN of tram,. d plastie ngineers,
technicians, and skilled ,sorke is is decreasing at an alarming rate, and a formal source
of supply is praet ally nun-existent. binkt: plasties is be.u.::.ag more deepls involved in
all types of manutacturing, job requirements and personnel requirements are .hanging.
A khowledge of plat-ales i. essential, :ante it is quickly replan ing th. old standard mate-
tials and processing methods. It is effecting inajoi ehanges in the manufacturing proc-
esses useu in every industry automoti,e, air, raft, cleetronles, paekagmg, and construe-
ti en. We must prepare now to meet this challenge and have the engineering talents and
the trained work force cleanable to work with this new manufacturing medium. This can
°Me be ack umplished through educational programs desig,ned to train skilled technical
and engineering personnelon all aspects of this relatiecly new science. This national
survey has revealed that a critical shortage of trained personnel oasts at all levels,
and this shortage is growing more acute, each year. Educators, parents, students at all
grade levels must be made aware of this tremendous industry need and that the. opportuni-
ties in plastics will be far, greater than in any other industry."'

RESOURCES TO IMPLEMENT PLASTICS EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Industrial iesource materials such as education and, ur rieulum guides, bibliographic

materials, ludioeisual lists, equipment and , apply information, industrial-trade litera-
ture, and vueational guidance resources are available from the P:astics Education Founda-
tion. Maurlee Keroaek, Director, Four Lorna Lank, Loudonville, New York 12211.
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Mold Making with RTV Silicone Rubber
Dale I.. Nish

A quality R.I.V. silicone rubber mold will reproduce every detail in the pattern.
the reproduction from the mold can be no better than the pattern. Good judgment would
dictate that the pattern be of high quality,*with distinctiveness and ehara. ter worthy of the
capability of the R.T.V. silicone rubber.

The pattern must be free from dirt, oils, resins, and uth r foreign matte' which may
react with the silicone rubber or cause other defects in the mold and later in the
reproductions.

oristrixt the mold frame from a piece of stuck 3,16 to 1, 4 Inch thicker than the
pattern. [he stock should he approximately 4 Indies wider and 4 inches longer than the
pattern to allow for a frame 1 1,2 to 2 Indies around the ,,atte fn. I 1, out a cutting line
around the pattern, leaving 3/16 to 1,4 ineh clearance. Tilt the Jigsa a table to an angle
of 5 to 7 4.1vgrecs. st: the cutting line as a guide and cut out the interior (waste) part of
the frame.

Place the pattern inside the frame and .heck the clearance. If necessary, make
aditi 'amen ts.
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Turn the frame over andeut a rabbeton the back side of the frame. The rabbet should
be at least 1 8 inch deep an.1 3 tt to 1 2 inch wide. .31so, cut a registration mark off the
rabbet, to ensure accurate alignment of the mold and frame when the mold is replaced
in the frame for casting reproductions. This rabbet will form a gasket around the mold,
helping the mold to better contain the materials used in casting the reproductions. The
gasket also greatly strengthens the walls of the mold, therefore, the mold walls can be
thinner and use less materials.

Select a piece of plywood for the back of the mold. For convenince, the plywood
should be the same size as the frame.

Select another piece of ply wood for the tup of the frame. Lay out the opening of the
frame on the plywood. Drill 1, 8 to 3, 16 inch holes inside the opening, spacing the holes
3/4 to 1-inch apart.

Seal all parts of the frame with a recommended sealer. The ,...-filer required will be
determined by the R.T.V. ailicone rubber used. Different R.1.3. silicone rubber formu-
lations may require different sealers. Check the data sheet for sealer specifications.
Sealing is critical, particularly on softwoods in which the resins react wild the 13.1.V.
conc rubber and cause soft spots in the surface of the mold.

Spray'a light coat of sealer on the pattern. Do not leave' a heavy glossy coat, as the
glossy surface will produce a shiny mold, which in most cases is undesirable.

3fter Lie sealer is thoroughly dry, fasten the mold frame to the baek piece. Fasten
the pattern to the back piece, leaving the necessary clearance around the pattern.

Estimate the volume of the R.T.V. silicone rubber required to fill the mold. One
cubic, inch silicone rbber weighs approximately 20 grams. Determine the amount of
silicone rubber required, For example: estimated volume of mold is

22 cubic inches; multiply by
x 20 grams per cubic inch
440 grams.

\ccording to the G.F. : 664 data sheet, the silicone rubber is mixed at the ratio of 10
parts silicone rubber to I part catalyst. Therefore divide 440 by 11 =40. Thus the mix-
ture would be 400 grams silicone rubber

+40 grams catalyst
440 grams total mixture.

Select a paper or plastic container at least 3 times larger than the amount of silicone
rubber required. During the vacuum proces.,, the silicone rubber will expand 3 to 4 times
its volume. Measure out the required amount of silicone rubber by weight. Add the re-
quired amount of catalyst.

Mix the silicone rubber and catalyst thoroughly. The catalyst will be a different
color than the silicone rubber. When completely mixed, the mixture will oe free from
streaks and uniform in color.

Clean the walls and baiom of the container several times during the mixing process.
It is common to find unmixed materials in these areas.

Place the container of silicone rubber into a vacuum chamber. Close the lid and
vacuum for 5 ininutes or, if you can sec into the chamber, until the mixture has expanded
to its maximum height, then collapsed back into the bottum of th7 container. Shut off the
vacuum and remove the container.

Start at one edge of the pattern and slowly pour the silicone rubber over the pattern.
Let the silk-one rubber flow aeruss the pattern, forcing air out from indentations in the
pattern and from around the mold frame. Try not to trap air as you pour the silicone
rubber into the mold.

When the mold is filled, place it on a vibrating-table. This step is added insurance
against trapped air at the fat, of the pattern. If a vibrating table is not available, clamp
the mold to a machine table, such as a circular saw, and let the machine run. Most
machines have enough vibration to force trapped air to the surface of the mold.

When air bubbles cease to appear on the surface of the mold, shut the machine off.
Fasten the top piece to the mold frame with screws or clamps. Excess rubber will be
forced out the holes, as well as any trapped air. Set the mold aside on a flat, level place
and let cure for 24 hours at a minimum of 70 degrees F. when the mold has cured, re-
move the mold and papern from the frame. Gently peel the mold from the pattern. Use
firm, even pressure, and do not hurry. Haste may ruin a perfectly good mold.

Dr. Nish teaches in the Department of Industrial Education, Brigham Young Umvenity, Provo, Utah.
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Innovations in Teacher Training:
A Consortium Approach

Clifton P. Campbell
John I. Matthews
Thomas W. Inter
G. Timothy Kaye!

Delaware, the first .tate in the nation, was ecre nearh, the last to implement a
bachelors degree program for preparing industrial artsilAiand trade and industrial iTs.:11
teachers. ochre a late starter, the program this paper seeks to describe as innovative
and may serve as I model for furire delivery systems iii established teacher education
programs.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONSORTIUM APPROACH

131,ed on in authenticated need and the recommendations of several committees, a
task force was organize d ,tudy aL,upational teacher education and to recommend guide-
lines for the proposal and impkmentati in of a degree program in Delaware. In order to
avoid a major capital c .penditure and extensive duplication of technical facilities and
equipment, a consortium effort as suggested. In duly 072, a consortium director began
the t of planning and de vi. loping a competency -based cooperative multi-campus degree
program. The re -ulting, Delaware Occupational Teacher Education L.onsortium, which
became operational this academic year, by design involved facilities and faculties of the
University of Delaare, Delaware State College, and Delaware Technical and Community
College. This represent, a consolidated effort to provide improved IA and TX:I teacher
training.

ADVANTAGES AND EFFICIENCIES

Collaboration between consortium members has promoted a more efficient and a
greatly strengthened teacher preparation and eertification program. The student popula-
tion being served consists of those working in industry who aspire to a teaching career,

'; io-service teachers without certification and or a degree, and recent graduates of high
szhool or two-tear technical college programs. Rewards Quell accompanied this unique
partnership include:

i more logical allocation of available resources
elimination of needless duplication, through the integrated useof existing facilities
and equipment
collaborative planning and more efficient methods of program operation

a conceptual scientific- technological foundation for general studies and technical
specializations
a climate of cooper 'don between competent faculti, members with a common in-
terest representing different

and:orc program of ,tudies. and provisions for inditidualizing each student'scur-
riculum
opportunity for students Aho desire: admission to the program, but do not initially
qu aiify for acceptance to either degree-granting institution, to make up deficiencies
at the two -year colle,ze
sufficient instructional breadth and depth, eoupleAlu,ithbothoecupational and teach-
ing experience, ..-4) that graduate, can be equipped for careers as teachers or in
industry'

availability of courses in various locations
competency-based grading in technical courses

increased availability of counseling for students by guidance specialists and two
advisors, one an advisor fur the technical specialization and the other an advisor
for general and professional studies
flexible ,cheduling pattern. for in-service and pre-servieestudenti in both a part-
and full-time status at various campuses
a professional ha,is upon which graduates may continue their education through
advanced degrees.
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PROGRAM OPERATION

operationally, student.. in the program obtain their general and professional educa-
tion at the state university or state college and technical specialization at any of the
campuses of the state technical and community college system.

technical component. Hee technical specialization options are presently available
for prospective 1.% teachers: C.onstruetion, Llectricity,Llectronics, Energy conversion
and I ulcer Mechanics, iaraphic t-ommumcations, and Ntatenals and Manufacturing Proc-
esses. Other options areplannedand coil be developed as the program matures. Students
select a mijor and supporting area of specialization from these general options. This
attempts to establish a firm basis of competency and prwide teachers !Aid] a thorough
scientific and support-oriented technical background. A majority of the technical courses
are scheduled at irela%c. ire I echnical andl ommumty College ampuz,es. I le-cever, certain
other offerings are available at both senior-level institutions.

Further opportunities to develop technical competency are facilitated through an
"Occupational I'racticum," ton,r,ting of superosed on-the-job %cork experiences in the

major area of specialization, students begin the practictirn no later than the summer of
the second full year of course %cork. The logistics of this college, industry association
are complex, and program advisement become, an important factor in placement and
evaluation. X ccalver of the occupational practicurn requirement is possible for those
students ceho, +Anti appropriate cork experience, pas, the mitten and performance sec-
tions of the National occupational t ompetency f cam in their major field of technical
specialization. The student's advisor for a tchnical ,:pet lalization and/or his advisor
for professional guches can be of assistance in the process of receiving credit by exami-
nation.

Professional component. while technical competency is a prerequisite for IA teach-
ing, it does not guarantee a -.ucce,..sful and satisfxing, career. For this reason, a quality
a-surance mea-mre consisting of various professional studies is provided for early in
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a pre-service student' - program. Elements of theprofessional studies component provide
for pedagogical development through a continuing clinical emphasis. Under this plan,
participants spend time observing and/or aiding students in selected shops at the middle,
senior high or, when applicable, post-secondary level, Participants in these experiences
can apply and evaluate learning theories and educational practices. They also gain a
better understanding of "shat teaching is like." Such insight is valuable for decision-
making on teaching as a career. If compatible, considerations of grade level and tech-
nical specialization can be managed.

A culminating clinical experience, student teaching, is part of the program during
the final year. For the in-service teacher, a supervised classroom practicum may besubstituted. In this way, new approaches or innovations may be developed in one's own
shop without the personal financial loss associated with the policies surrounding tradi-
tional student teaching practices.

General studies component. The general studies component, which is intended to
enrich personal growth and professional development, is integrated operationally with
the Technical and P-:)fessional Components. Each student'scurriculum planning includesefforts to spread, over the entire undergraduate program, elements of each component.
In this way students can explore teaching as a career early in their seaches, relate aca-
demic skills to their programs, and continue to be exposed to technological developmentsuntil graduation. This strategy may mean that a full-time consortium student is con-
currently taking classes at either senior institution and one of the technical and com-
munity college campuses.

PROGRAM FLEXIBILITY

Delaware's Occupational Teacher Education Consortium is now operational to meetthe state's needs for competent teachers without expensive duplication of facilities and
services. This state-wide program permits both pre-service and in-service industrial
arts teachers to pursue their educational development at various campuses, often within
reasonable commuting distance of humeor job. Operationally, personalized arrangements
are made for students to realistically mes i technical, general, and professionalprepara-
tion, as well as practicum experiences, over the full undergraduate program. Elements
such as concurrent registration in two institutions, with an advisor at each; occupational
and classroom teaching practicums, clinical experiences, and a provision for credit by
examination are combined in an innovative approach to Occupational leacher Education
designed to do a better job and make education a rewarding experience.

Admittedly, a program such as this is somewhat more difficult to administer than
the traditional approach. however, it was developed for times sych as these when the
nature and quality of the programs %%coffer teachers and prospective teachers are critical
to our present and future success as teacher trainers.

Dr. Campbell is a Teacher Trainer at the University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware. Dr. Matthews is
Director of the Delaware Occupational Teacher Education Consortium, with offices inNewark, Delaware.
Mr. Inter is a Teacher Trainer of Delaware State College, Dover,'Deloware. Mr. Kavel is Campus Co-
ordinator for Delaware Technical and Community College, with offices in Dover, Delaware.

Supervising Student Teachers
Charles H. Wentz

l'erhaps one of the more profound experiences in a teacher preparation program is
student teaching, sometimes referred to as internship or practice teaching. Beginning
with the placement notification, several steps are usually followed before that first dayin the classroom. The supervising teacher begins to prepare to assimilate an entirely
different personality into his classroom. The student teacher begins making pre-student
teaching contacts with hesitancy, uncertainty, and perhaps real fear.
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-.0 that propjet guidance uwv be mew/ ivied, the supervising teacher is supplied with
information about me student teachei which ineludes his age, physical condition and

eylueational background, work experience, interests and hubbies, military
experience, and marital status. ,ually this information is pros ided by the student's
on resume which is forwarded to the school where the student will be student teaching.
If this resume has not been provided, the university should be requested Cu make such
information available..

sin,: authors dater in theil opinion about how much conditioning is necessary in
preparation for a student teacher to coin, into a class. f rum one author's experience,
it seems to make little difference whether or not the is told in advance about their
new student teaener. aullis classes which had student teachers at the beginning of the
school year never fully realized that the student teacher was not part of the regular
faculty.

One authority believe, that positive preparation is absolutely necessary. This belief
1, supported by numerous smoothly-operating situations in which positive rather than
negative or no preparation was administered.

Ideally, the student teacher will visit the school for orientation and observation pur-
pose, prior to the internship period. On the first visit to the school, the student teacher
should be given the following information and/or material:

1. A set of textbooks (teachers' editions)
2. Other instructional materials teurrieulum guides, workbooks, audiovisual cata-

logs, supply requisition procedures, etc.)
I. Faculty and student handbooks

4. .%11 other useful information on:
a. School policy (handbook if available)
b. County policy (handbook if available)
c. School hours
d. Dress code (for both students and teachers)
e. Hall, bus, and cafeteria duties, extra-curricular activities of the supervising

teacher; and duties of the student teacher.
Class composition
a. Socio-economic
b. Racial
c. Sex distribution
d. Achievement levels
e. Specific reading levels and problem areas
f. Ability levels (I.Q. ranges and age ranges)

b. Anything else which would be helpful during student teaching.
there are special people at the school who will be able to assist the student teacher

in his first encounter with the teaching profession. These people should help the student
teacher to feel that he is a part ;Uf the total academic life of the school. Ile should be
Introduced to the total school staff. administration, library, secretarial, lunchroom, and
custodial personnel. lie should meet all departmental chairmen and members of his own
department. At his first faculty meeting, he should be introduced to the total faculty. A
luncheon or dinner with the intern and the immediate departmental iticin`Jers could be
arranged so that professional ideas and philosophies can be exchanged and discussed.

The supervising teacher should remember that his student teacher is placed with
him to observe and learn from his teaefutig,. lie should give the student teacher an orien-
tation in his personal methods of elasstuom management, his polieies on homework, and
his rules pertaining to student absences and tardiness. He should attempt to create
prestige when introducing the student teacher as a qualified teaener who will be conduct-
ing the class in a few weeks. The term "practice teacher" should be avoided. By way
of introduction to theelass, the supervising teaeher.ould point out that the student teacher
is currently a senior at the university, any honors or recognition.the student teacher
has received, and any special interests or hobbies. This will aid in the students' accept-
ance and identification with the new teacher in weir classroom.

The student teacher should be permitted to perform a, many small tasks as possible
before taking over a class. These tasks may include v ailing the roll, checking homework
and test papers and returning them inelYielually, perhaps with mini - conferences, signing
absentee slips, tutoring individuals, working with small groups, giving dernonstrat'ons,
and dismissing class, lie should be pet-trotted to take over the homeroom restxinsibuities
as soon as possible.
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A constructive climate must be .reart....1 and maintained during the student teaching
experience. Since the -Alpe fvismt, teacher will eventually fa Le the necessity of having to
offer criticism to the student teaclit. tension-free environment must exist. The quality
of the entire relationship is dependent upon the initial establishment of a comfortable yet
professional rapport between the supervising reaLherand the student teacher. The super-
vising teacher should avoid criticizing the student teacher in the presence of others. Ile
should a-oid being hypercritical, should encourage professional development instead of
discouraging the student teacher in his early attempts at teaching. The supervising
teacher should avoid preaching or being tuo dietaturial. since a good relationship is
deve loped when the supervising teacher encourages, accepts, and implements the student
teacher's idea, whenever possible, constant criticism seems out of place in the evalua-
tion program.

There arc certain the ught. continually passing through the mind of the student teacher
relative to graduation, applying fur a job, living conditions in a particular county, and
other ideas which the .supc ising readier may remember from his own student teaching
days. The supervising reache r should discos, these subjects with his student teacher
and attempt to "tell it like it is."

is a student, the student teacher pt. rhaps did nut participate- in a professional organi-
zation. Ins ;um. rvising teacher shuuld explain to him the advantages of being a member
of his nitional, ,,rate, and Ideal professional assudations, both general and specialized.
Ile should be encouraged to attend local and area meetings if possible.

tAhen parent, visit the ,school 4,r a teacher conference, the student teacher should be
included. The :wipe ry ining teacher should stress the importance of confidentiality when
working with parent, and -II...lents and familiarize the student teacher with the professional
code of ethics.

The teacher Jr ess code should be explained to the student readier, and he should be
encouraged to dress appropriatele that he will not be inadvertently embarrassed.

It is revealing to note the emotional stress on the student teacher during this phase
of his education. Sharp de the emotional eycle of a typical eight-week student teach-
ing experience in terms of elation "high" and depression "low." This cycle may be
explained by observing the chart shown-in Figure-

ELATION

DEPRESS I ON
"1.04"

2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Figure 1

fleck number one finds the student readier insecure and fearful. As he is received
and welcome] by the staff and as he diseuvers that pupils are really not monsters, he
loses his ini ial nusgivings, lie soon peaks as far as enthusiasm is concerned. Some-
time around he third or fourth week, depression sets. in. This may be the result of a
first test, supervising readier criticism, a dispute with a student, or a conference with
unhappy parent:s. From this di pres,ion low," optimism and satisfactory progress
enable the student teacher to raise his confidence to in all-tim elation "high. 'Z

Research shows that the most serious problems resultingduring the student reaLliing
experience stern from personality conflicts.

Participation in classroom activities by the student readier should begin almost
immediately after his arrival at the cooperatingsehuoi. A number of activities have been
suggested by various authors and are listed below. Many of these activities can and
should be completed during the first few days of student teaching.

I. Observing other teachers
2. Taking roll
3. Preparing seating charts
4. Making assignments
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hegulating Ihdits, that, and other physical condition. related to the classroom
6. Nosisting with records
7. Managing lunch money
8. 'Working with pupils on a one-to-one basis or in small groups
9. Using reproducing machines for preparing teaching material

10. Helping supervise playground activities
11. Participating in faeul:v, PTA, and other meetings
12. Wending conferences with 'supervising teacher and ph rents
13. Preparing, administering, and scoring., a test
14. lssisting with field trips
15. Preparing supply requisitions
16. Preparing reference material
17. Giving a demonstration
18. Reading the daily announcements
14. Supervising laboratory work
20. Performing maintenance on equipment
21. Examining textbooks
22. Collecting and returning written work
/I. Preparing unit and daily lesson plans
24. Preparing bulletin boards

What ohuuld a supervising teacher du if he encounters a student teacher who has a
pt rsonality which scans impossible co deal v ith: This could happen, and brief discus-
-non is relevant as to what gteps would be appropriate.

the tirst otep is tor the supervising teacher to attempt to solve any existing problem
on a une-to-unc basis. If a reprimand is necessary, he should be firm and in a profes-
sional manner explain that he is there to help nut hinder the learning process of the
student teacher.

\Inicn necessary, a., an alternative, he ohuuld makcan appointment with the university
coordinator and discuss the problem Aith him. If these actiuns fad and the situation does
not improve, he may have to request release frum any ubligatiun to the university and to
the student teacher in question.

In contrast to a certified contracted teacher's status, which is defined by law, the
legal status uf the student teacher (except in a very few state-:s) is not defined. Although
litigation ranch, occur,, the legal status uf the student teacher has become a topic of
much discussion due to the penchant of parents to threaten suit.

If a student teacher is guaranteed the same legal protection as a regular teacher,
then in the e}VI, of Mr. John i4. Public, he is just as liable as the teacher. In the event
OW a student is injured while under the direct supervision of a student teacher, again
Mr. Public may say, -My son was under your supervision. I'll sue you." Of course,
it would be more profitable to sue the regular teacher.

henry and Beasley 3 suggest the following questiuns in clarificatiun of the legal role
of the student teacher:

1. What is the legal status of student teachers in the state?
2. What kind of legal protection is provided for the student teacher in the particular

school/
3. ho is responsible for the class if the student teacher is alund with the group?
4. In what situations may the student teacher legally and ethically be used as a

substitute teacher/
5. What is the role of the student teacher in the event of a teacher strike or a day

of professional protest/
6. Are there responsibilities a certified teacher cannot delegate to a student teacher?
7. Can a student teacher administer corporal punishment?
',malty, Henry and Beasley conclude "...the supervising teacher should remember

that his classes ire his mural and legal responsibility and not the responsibility of the
student teacher."

the question arises. ahuald a student teacher begin teaching immediately upon
arrival at the schooL since it is necessary fur the student teacher to know what has been
taught prior to his coming and what is to be taught while by is there, it is doubtful that
he can begin teaching the first few days.

An interesting case study is presented by Henry and 13casley4 in the following:
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about student teaching and wont> to get started inmediately. She asks if she can teach h r

Cindy 1$ a most enthosiustic beginning student teache'r. She says that she is really etted
it

entire teaching schedule un the second day so she will "know what it's like." You believe
that no beginner can successfully assume that much responsib.lity with only two days of con-
tact with the school. However, she is persistent, and you do not want to crush her enthusiasm,
so you ore in o real dilemma concerning this request. What action would yiu toke?

Possible solutions to this dilemma are set forth by the authors, 11hich would you
choose?

1. Let Cindy have as much responsibility as she desires, but observe her closely for any result-
ing problems.

2. Suggest to her that she assume only limited responsibility until she seems capable of han-
dling greater amounts.

3. State that the policy is to have a beginning student teacher observe for a number of days
before assuming a regular teaching schedule.

Iluw should the student teacher be evaluated: "1 ou're doing OK," is not an effective
evaluation. This remark provides very little if any direction for improvement. Effective
evaluation involves the frame of reference called "good teaching." Included in this frame
of reference is an awareness of what changes should take place in order to attain "good
teaching," as well as the methods necessary to effect such changes.

The following principles are taken from various authors concerning the evaluation
of student teachers:

I. The fundamental purpose of evaluation is to promote growth.
2. [valuation Involves appraisal of agreed-upon values and goals.
3. Evaluation is an integral and important part of the learning process and should

be continuous.
4. Evaluation should bi. based on both quantitative and qualitative evidence and em-

ploy a variety of techniques for recording and interpreting behavior.
Evaluation is a cooperative process in which the learner and all those concerned
with his growth should participate.

6. Evaluation takes into account both the ability of the learner and the standards and
competence generally required in the situations in which the individual will be
engaged.

suggestions for improvement should be offered as soon after the experience as pos-
sible. such suggestions should be positive and should focus on the activity rather than on
the person.

.1 variety of procedures and techniques shouldbe used in the evaluation process. For
instance, the following constitute several techniques for evaluating student teachers at the
University of 11 est Florida:

1. Coordinator Observation Reports (at least four are required.)
2. Mid-Term Evaluation (a cooperative report completed by the supervising teacher

and the student teacher.)
3. Final evaluation by the supervising teacher.
4. Final Report and Recommendation by the university coordinator.
Perhaps the information offered here will encourage a future supervising teacher to

provide for his student teacher an experience that is most meaningful. For teachers who
arc presently serving in the capacity of a supervising teacher, perhaps some factors
have been mentioned that will help you affect the student teachers' professional develop-
ment in a pusitiv:-. way.

Remember that it the student teaching experience is to be worthwhile, it must be
well planned, organized, executed, and evaluated.
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Project TEAM
James N. Yedon
Lowell T. Hudson

Inc. time and space alluted here will be sufficient to tell the faults and shattcornings
of i LAM t I caviler Lducation for 1uxiliary Members of the Staff), but tlwre is most cer-
tainly not enough time or space to describe the attribute., and successes of this rather
amazing teacher education program. A positivc presentation, however, will require a
short paragraph or two on the shortcomings and the remainder of the klresentation on the
positive aspects.

I he program did no provide the students wide suFicient time on campus and away
from their duties to e&:< r instigate, participate, or fur that matter even observe some
of the latest college fat.s such is streaking. Nu, they were too busy giving instruction to
five classes each day end going to school three or four nights each week. I dare say
there was little energy left to streak. There was no opportunity to develop the prominent
educational idealistic cloud nine utopian I 1111UaUpily which often pervades colleges of
education far, far removed from the ,resent educational climate. The program members
were there every day, all day, in the heat .4 the battle. Idealism and theoretical solutions
for problems were tested at once, in we real-life se.ting of school situations common to.
today's complex public school system.

I he students did not have the opportunity to learn from scholarly professors who
many times haven't been in an inner, cuy school for ten years, or perhaps never. They
had to rely on master teachers working in ti.e classroom every day to provide most of the
educational information they needed. lhey could readily see if the techniques and
methods were working.

/Students in this program did not have the same opportunity to observe a dam' or so
classes before interning or student teaching. Nol They observe hundreds of classes
before the program is completed. In fact, they did not even have the same type of student
teaching experience. They did not start out teaching one or two classes and end up teach-
ing four or five classes for a few weeks. They started out teaching five classes and
sometimes six, not just for a few weeks, but sometimes for three or four years! This
was not a program where the members could get their feet wet, it was a deep-water pro-
gram whet e they experienced a complete inundation in the educational process.

Now that we havehad a look at the negative points, we must look at the positive points.
the program provided for the very best instruction in industrial arts college course

work. seventy five percent was by an outstanding teacher and educator, the presenter.
The other 25-, was divided between several capable professor:, and adjunct instructors.
The lack of exposure to a variety of instructors in their formal industrial arts courses
is perhaps the single greatest handicap. It is simply not possible for one professor to
teach such a wide variety of courses needed for this program with a high degree of com-
petency. I he use of the supervising master teacher who unselfishly gave of his time
and energy to provide the skills and method., development of the student:, provided a most
satisfactory solution to this difficult problem.
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The students were given ample opportunity to develop skills and conduct classes in
outstanding laboratory schools. 11)11R. unit:, the students were given laboratories which
had not been in operation fur years, with the expectation that they would nut only conduct
classes but put the labs into tip top shape. In all cases, they have done an outstanding
job. The laboratories are as Jean, well kept, and operational as any in the system.

The skunk oil and rose water has now been distributed, but it is only fair to conclude
by pointing out the debt owed to everyone involved in this program. First, the students
themselves demonstrated maturity, motivation, and ctfrope ration in working to complete
the program. Second, the teachers, principals, andadministraturs in the several schools
who gave help and direction to the students, Third, the artier Opportunity Program,
better known as COP program, aupe rvisurs, and persunne. who worked closely with the
students, county, and aniversity in overcoming many problems. Fourth, the vocational
and industrial arts supervisors are to be con mended for their tremendous effort to co-
ordinate the program and students to achieve the best situation fur professional growth
of the :students. Fifth, the university i to be recognized for the tremendous effort in
coordinating the course, from the industrial arts department through the division of con-
tinuing education to provide the many and varied courses needed by the students to com-
plete their certification and bachelors degree.

Dr. Yadon is an Instructor in the Industrial Arts Department, Florida State University, Tallahassee, Fla.
Mr. Hudson is on Industrial Arts Supervisor in Jacksonville, Fla.

Designing Educational Facilities for the Future
Ronald D. Bro

Alvin E. Rudisill

The design of industrial arts laboratories and buildings bas tun often been premised
on present and past circumstances, with only a casual look to the future kAncle.rson, 1973i.
In an era of rapid curriculum change, such as is presently being exponent cd in industrial
education, this procedure can result in facility obsolescence before construction is com-
pleted. f.ducators and architect:, need to work together to design facilities which will be
functional in fulfilling the needs of students in the future. The design of today's mcilines
should be geared to emerging curricular programs and new instructional approaches in
industrial education.

There have been a wide variety of curricular innovations in industrial education dur-
ing the past decade, but must of them have common identifiable elements tt.uchran, 1970).
In general, the :rend has been avta; from classification of content under such terms as
metalworking, woodworking, and the like toward broader classifications such as produc-
tion, energy systems, ind communications. The impact of career education has also
fostered broader - based content organizers under industrial-technological ur occupational
cluster,. Accompanying the trend in broad-based programa as the expanding role of new
instructional technology, individualized instruction, and industrial enterprise simulation.
Unfortunately, many of our existing industrial arta facilities were not designed to properly
implement the new and expanding programs and instructional approaches tstallamith,
1973). They were generally well designed for process-oriented technology specializa-
tion, but less well suited fur bruad-basedcluate r exploration and multi-rnedia approaches.

In a survey of 65 industrial teacher educationdepartments, a majority of the respond-
ents indicated that now programa are needed to acquaint teachers with the total urganiza-
tit?nal structure and operations c.: industry. They also indicated that teacher education
departments should "get on" with preparing teachers in the conimon elements of the
major curriculum innovations of the past decade 03ru, 1971i. Unless teacher education
takes the lead in implementing these new programs, it can hardly be expected that its
graduates will promote the implementation of them in the secondary schools.

In he fall of 19721 curriculum committecuf faculty in the Industrial Arts and Tech-
nology ;)apartment at the Univo.raity of Nurthe in Iowa began work on the development of
a broad-based curriculum core for all its majors. In the spring of 1973, legislative
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FACTORS IN FACILITY DESIGN
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approval was obtained un a long-sought-after new industrial arts and technology building
to house the department. in e then the faculty has been actively involved in both cur-
riculum and facility design. The facility planning committee has been working closely
with the curriculum committee in planning a facility that would support and enhance the
future curriculum of the department. As work un the committees proceeded, it became
apparent that curricular trends and new instructunal approaches in industrial education
had major implications for design of the building. (See Figure I.)

LABORATORIES

In a broad-based cure course, it is highly desirable for students to be able to move
freely throughout the cluster area without the restriction uf permanent walls. They should
be able to experience the wholeness of a technological cluster rather than Isolated portions
segmented by types of materials to be processed. separation of h:ouratories by permanent
wails, when necessary, should be based upon bluad industrial - technological or occupa-
tional clusters and upon principles of efficient and effective instructional management.

separate laboratories which can be opened up to forma large single laLoratory for a
comprehensive experience in industrial enterprise and can be closed for in-depth special-
ization in certain fields would be ideal. (Sec Figure 2.)

VERSATILITY AND FLEXIBILITY

The facility should be capable of serving many functions, readily adaptable for cur-
ricular changesind economically expandable for future growth of development. It
should lend itself to rearrangement of machines, services, furniture, and other equip-
ment. In order for the curriculum to adjust to future technologies and occupations which
do not presently exist and which we cannot presently describe, it is essential that the
facility be designed to permit change to take place with a minimum of effort and expense.

NEW INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND APPROACHES

Provisions should be made for utilization of a wide variety of teaching methods.
students should be able to work effectively in groups ur un an individual basis. The im-
plications here include provision for seminar rooms, multi-media prc.entations, closed-
circuit television, auto-tutorial systems, a learning resource center, study carrels, and
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LABORATORY DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF INDUSTRY

TECHNOLOGY SPECIALIZATION

`f.

TECHNOLOGY

SPECIALIZATION

LAB

TECHNOLOGY
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LAB

/ \\
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STUDY OF INDUSTRY

LAB

TECHNOLOGY

SPECIALIZATION

LAB

ktgvre

RESOURCE

CENTER

the like. Provi,iun, .huuld be made fur large-group instruenun augmented with the
effectiveness of ,mall - group and individualized instructiun. flit facility .huuld lend
itself to the u.,e uf inistruenunal appruaehe..ueli a, team teaching, para-prufessiunals,
and ink r-di.eiplinary in.truenun. ruvi.iuns .huuld alsu be made fur students tu par-
tielpate in ,irtiulated industrial enterpri.e tApt.ricnk.cb, including product research and
development, mass production, and distribution.

How sume of these impileatiun. were ineurpuraied intu the design uf the future indus-
trial arts and teehnulugy building at UM lb described in the remainder uf this
The facility being di.eusi,ed will .ene prugram, in both industrial arts and technuiugy,
with specializations available for careers in education and industry.

SPATIAL DESIGN

Current and predicted curriculum uptiuns in the department seeiud tu dictate that
space be made available fur a bruad ,umprehen.ive evneeptual appruaeli for industrial
arts majors; a. well a. ,pace fur highly opeLialized teehmeal laboratories fur in-depth
study in technical area, fur trade and industrial edueatiun and te% hnulugy majors. A re-
view uf the pruje,t budget indicated that it Aa..imply nut adequatt tu pruvide for both
types of spaces.

After a thurough tvaluauun uf the advantage, and limitatiuns uf both types uf spates,
a ,umprumise JUIUtiUn ihd0 ,teas..hed K111,11 seemed tu be .ati.faLtur; tu pruponents of
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SPACIAL DESIGN
COMPREHENSIVE CONCEPTUAL APPROACH - OPEN SPACES

IN-DEPTH SPECIALIZATION APPROACH - SPECIALIZED LABS

FLEXIBLE SPACE v MOVABLE WALLS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS V

MATERIAL CONSTR. MATERIAL

TECHNOLOGIt AND TECHNOLOGY

LAB II MANUF. LAB I

ENERGY SKSTEMS

DESIGN

GRAPHICS

GRAPHIC

REPRODUC-

TION

COIMUNICATION SYSTEMSA

POWER

TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRONICS

TECHNOLOGY

both open-spaee and specialized -area laboratories. The solution was to provide large
open-sp3ee laboratories in each of the broad eune.eptual areas of production systems,
energy systems, and communication systems and to provide power-upe.rated movable
walls which could be used to divide these larg. open spaces into bpewalized technical
areas. figure .3 tehOV.s the general spatial relationships of the final design adopted by
the planning committee. s

Figures 4, 5, and b she sortie of the programming options available with the movable .

walls in the open -space prudue.tion systems laboratory. figure 4 bhoo,..., both walls moved
into position, which allous for three separate and distinct In -depth technical courses
to be offered t the same time by three different instructors. figure 5 shows both walls
in a retracted position, allouing a broad conceptual or eourse to be offered in product
design and manufaeniring with plastics, Kuud.Ind metals prue.essing equipment moved
iriw the v.entrai area fen ae.tual line production of products. Tig,ure. 6 shows one of the
walls in a retracted position for a broad ,unmruk.tiun e.ourse to be taught In tau areas
plus the outdoor work area.

obviously, this type of programming flexibility uould not be possible without a con-
siderable- degree of flexibility in locating equipment within the open -space laboratory.
This type of flexibility is provided by a unique utility grid system which provides for al-
most unlimited movement of equipment thrum,hout the entire prodm.tion systems labora-
tory. Figure ;,.stietees the trene.h system Khi,1 will provide fur t.lev.trieal power, air, and
exhaust utilities located on a 1U x 10-ft. grid pattern. In actual practiet., these utilities
can be made available in any pattern along the,: horizontal trenches.

1Julity e.onneenons between the. trench ar.dequipmenvevillbe possible through a utility
post design utuch seems to lea3e tha pule:nod] for revolutionizing laboratory design in
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PROGRAMMING FLEXIBILITY:
PROGRAMMING FOR UNRELATED COURSES

INnuSTRIAL

PLASTICS

BUILDING

TRADES

MECHANICAL

METALS

TECHNOLOGY

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS LABORATORY

PROGRAMMING FLEXIBILITY:

PROGRAMMING FOR CONS\TRUCTION

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS LABORATORY
industrial education. The post may be placed in position on me trench in about five
minutes by simply removing a cover plate held on by four screws, "plugging in" the
power, exhaust, and air outlets, tipping he post up into position, and fastening it in place
with the same four screws used for the cover plate. See Figure 8 for details of the
utility post design.
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PROGRAMMING FLEXIBILITY:

PROGRAMMING FOR MANUFACTURING

PRODUCT DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING

PRODUCTION-SYSTEMS LABORATORY

UTILITY GRID SYSTEM

ELECTRICAL POWER AND AIR OUTLETS

EXHAUST SYSTEM 2

I I IA IA IA II 11 II

IA IA VI IA IA IA VI IA N L

;,4 IA IA VI L4 IA 14 I I VI tel IA I i

1:1IVINIWAT MEC. I= P2111,5

pt-12--E71M"

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS LABORATORY
This same type of flexibilit; is available in certai...,,....;f rnmmuincations and

energy s; stems lahr,ratories. Cor,reil outlets in these areas are provided flush with
the flour surface for deuri,a1 power ,onne,tions on two-foot t.enwrs along horizontal
grids.
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UTILITY POST DESIGN

ELECTRICAL POWER
EXHAUST SYSTEM
AIR OUTLETS -

INSTRUCTIONAL INNOVATIONS

The majority of departmental faculty favored designing the new facility for compe-
tency-based individualized instruction, but there was k. on iLlerable hesitancy on the part
of CArnr faculty to make a total commitment to this approach at the complete exciusion
of more traditional e_ethods. A complete analysis of new instructional approaches and
faculty preferences seemed to indicate that although the department would continue to
move toward individualized compc Lacy -based instruction, bume wurses and competencies
would always be taught by large-group lectures or small-group interaction sessions.

The planning committee attempted to design the facility so that large-group, small-
group, individualized instruction, or a combination of these methods of in-truction could
be used for any course option_ or competency-basedactivities. An example of this flexi-
bility is illustrated in Figure 9, which shows the components of the closed circuit tele-
vision system for the various types of instruction. All of the open-space laboratories or
sub-labs have individualized study carrels equipped with television monitors in addition
to wall or ceiling monitor. for use when teaching to small groups. A lecture bowl for
up to 120 students, a _;issroom for 40 students, and two seminar rooms for 20 students
are equipped with TV monitors for large-group instruction via the closed circuit tele-
vision system.

CCTV i-..rogamming will originate in the resource center which is equipped with
twelve video-color cassette record and playback units. Lommurucatton ..,thin the system
is made possible with a two- way Intercom system with terminals located in each labora-
tory near the study carrels and at the resource center.
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lairs:at-group w,uu. (ton will be enhan..d with the well-equipped lecture bowl. Figure
10 showo the genti.tl ar t.ingt 'mitt of the rtar-oereen projeetion system incorporated
in the lecture bowl design. the leek rn is tht. "t,OntrOl Center" and provides for com-
plete ,Ontrol of lecture bowl lighting, including dimming eapabilitieo, remote eontrol of
Irvinnt skies filmstrip, and lomm film projeetoro lot.ated in the rear projection room.
.ontrol of an audio-tape re.order and a record player located in the lectern base. con-
trol of four \ monitor, in le.ture bowl and a remote intereorn station with eommuni-
ation ,,ipabilit! tot, resource .mice. and an amplitied telephone system located in the
base of the lectern. \n Ott. rkh.id proteetor will be permanently Imated on the lectern.

vista lotate.1 in the le. tern will be a.ontrol panel fo. a student response system with
response units located at each of the 1:Niseats in the lecture bowl. This system will pro-
vide the ir.otru.tor with 111111tvalat, feedback on questions posed to the ..lass, including
individual monitoring of student revons -s and the percentage of responoes received for
each response option.

rho lecture bowl aloo 4.1.?ptains .t kitattoliotration bench with a oink, power outlets,
and Bunsen burner for demonstrations. A portable D. camera will be used to provide

close - in" monitor ing of dentortst rations yla the tour ceiling-inounted TV monitors. Ample
spa.e and power is available for aiming in latge power equipment fur demonstrations.

DAIL renuated ,tafting techniques will be utilized in the new facility to provide for
.ontinuous super-el:owl and 0.,lluation of student progress in the open -space laboratories.
t teaching. team will consist of taculty inernbero, full-ume instructional assistants
who wt11 provide (to continuous laboratory supervision, graduate assistants, and under-
graduate student a,sistanto. .1 large Whet. i, provt.fed in each duster laboratary for all
members of the date entiated otaffing,team eeept for faeulty. Faculty offices are located
in a separate administrative area.

Dther innovations io the faeility include eentralized studk room, materials testing
laboratory, ofttce for officers of student dubo, display center, graduate student lounge,
and a reztouret. .enter which will be the central depository for all the competency -based
individualized instruction modules.

Tice general layout of the building is shown in I figure 11. Further informatwn about
any phase of the design procedure or more det,olo about any of the innovations may be
obtained by writing to Dr. Bro or Dr. Ruchsill
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Preparing Industrial Arts Teachers: A Student's
Perspective
Richard A. Peterson

I would like to express nsy klekZ. in Luc, areas. I think that a large department should
take pride in being large, and that a large department can offer its students greater oppor-
tunity in a number of areas.

It appears logical to me that a department grows beeause students are attracted to
the program because of quality teachers, (wilt, programs, and opportunity. A large
metropolitan area pro. toes a number of educational alternatives. thus, a department
would have to have m outstanding program to attract students. I feel that if a department
does not meet the needs of the students in today's competitive edueatiunal market, it will
cease to grow and could even decline in enrollment. I am sure everyone has observed
one professor with an overload and another without. Large site does not occur by acei-
dent!

I personnally am not aware of a small school which would not take the opportunity
to grove in order to offer the students a better and broader curriculum.

I have appreciated being able to choose an adviser with personal interests very
similar to rue own. This may not be possible with a smaller institution, which may have
only one advisor. 1t a large school, the students may have an opportunitk, to make use of
more elaborate engineering and teehnoIogy facilities. I ean see in a large school a keener
sense of competitiveness among students as well as faculty. A large department can
afford to offer special-interest classes, simh as ecology and eueigy studies, which are
a growing part of today's high school curriculum. A faculty member of ci large depart-
ment oath a single subject area assignment can dedicate more research and study to his
specific area, offering more depth to the cznadents.

My high school muustrial arts experience indicated the import3n:t: of studying under
individuals who were abreast with the industrial trends. I feel that the larger school
would :lave a more versatile faculty and ,Juld afford to hire part-time people from in-
dustry.

I am student teaching this quarter, and another advantage of a large college has be-
come quite apparent to mc. cffort a full-time student teaching aupervisor can spend
m finding the assignment to meet my per,...mal neeus. In eun.ikist to this situation,
a smaller wiles, may have tohaeethei. student teaching supervised by a faculty member
from outside the department who might nut ac aware of the unique characteristics of both
the subject matter being preseinc.,1 aid the student teacher presenting the material.

I am presently on the job market, and from people I have talked with, I am convinced
that I made the right deer -ion in going to a school with a large industrial arts department.

Mr. Peterson is a student at Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Washington.
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Simulation and Gaming: Theory, Practice,
and Implications

Michael Dyronfurth

The purpose of this presentation is to LounteraLt the swelling, surhe..tiat Lasual,
tide of enthusiasm for the technique of simulation. A reLent review of our five main
periodiLals, kmerlean VoLational Journal, Man 31A. It t, Teehnolugs, Journal of Industrial
Teacher Education, Industrial Ldueation, and Sehoul hop suggests strongly that, in our
field at Idast, c are still the "aeceptance un faith" stLige as described by Betocuck and
Schild (1968). Vie have not yet reached the stage of critical analysis or even that of
cautious optimism. It is possible that uncritical adoption of the technique will lead to a
backlash that will severely hamper its future development. LvidenLe of this can be found
in that little researai has been reported un the following problems of simulation as iden-
tified by Stewart (1961), The seriousness of this problem Lan be determined by the fact
that a full 13 years have elapsed since their first publication.

a) Simulations may provide misleading representations of the world.
b) Simulations may discourage originality.
cr) Simulations may ignore qualitative factors in scoring.
d) Simulations may omit the human element.
e) Simulations may enhance the danger of literal transfer.
In order to analyze the state of the art, remembering that we are dealing in an applied

field, a Lunsistent terminology and overview must be available. Fletcher (197U) dearly
pointed out the difficulty les:tilting from this lack:

There's no agreement about which of the many differences ore the important ones and which
are superficial. deforc research can advance rapidly, there must be some stipulation of

set of variables that are important and ought to be investig.ted. Furthermore, terminology
is inconsistent from game to game. Until terminology is consistent across games, findings of
one game cannot be applied adequately or accurately to another (p.219).

Since this consistent interpretation is necessary to analysis, a second purpose of
this pri.,:nation will be to introduce it ay otern model of simulation and some: of its perti-
nent definitions.

Finally, to do justiLe to the title and to the audience, sinee most of you are more likely
to be developers and consumers of simulations krather than raarthers of the technique),
a third purpose of this presentation is to identify some areas for implementation and
development.

THE STATE OF THE ART

Systematic views of simulation
Approximately f:JL years of periudiLals inour field were reviewed, as were the AIAA

Lonference proceedings from 19(19 to the present. By sLanning, these artiL',1-., it beLame
eltar that consistent terminology did not exist. The article, dew" with techniques ranging
from simulators of mechanical system,., such as an ignition system simulates, Lo inbasket
activity for educational administrators. .)oine. ai tides dealt with games, intolving many
rules and a high element of ehanLe, while many others foLused on mass produLtion detiL
ties. The ubserveit int.thisistenLy is nut neLessaz beLause models and systems overviews
do exist.

the first major distinctions that we must recognize arc thuse between games and
simulations. rwelker (1 96q) uses the Lritcrion of reality base vs. abstraLt base to dif-
ferentiate between g,arnes and simulations. figure 1 provides graphiL illustration of
Tvielker's dichotomy. ,V.Lording to his definition, simulations must use a model drawn
from reality, while games are not so restricted. The distinction is further clarified in
a recent Phi Delta Kappan article by Thiagarajan 11974). In this article, the author
developed a game 4Lalled Ciainegarni. 11t that teaches one to differentiate between simula-
tions, games, and instruetional material. F figure: 2 will illustrate the main decision rules.

Focusing on simulation now allows us to present a paradigm of the technique and
thus classify findings and variables in a 1-011:514-,ttnt manner. Die systems view of simu-
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MODEL
(contains se-
lected parts
of t.e object
ay.,tem)

GAME

MODEL
(alas rant non-
reality based)

INTERACTIONS

PARTICIPANTS

Figure 1. Simulation and Games, as adapted from Twelker (1969)

INSTRI.MIONA1
SIMULATION

GAYE:

INOTRUGTIONAL YATFola

IeAgnel to help pow
learn ,omething

"1P7'r

R.,rn ,,r,tYIm of

tr 4;.1y)

CANE

A ral-overned
1:-,tiviry involving
caml.etition among
plaier, and a (10.r
g,.thod ol deter-
mining the winner

Figure 2. Decision rules for differentiating
simulations.

in! inJtru,ttonil material,
(adapted irom Gamegame II

by Tuiegarajan. 1W4).
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INPura !TREATMENT 4 PROCIASI

PROGRAM

SIMULATOR

PARTICIPANTS

SIMULATION

MODEL

ti"TrACTION I
V V

Prseo ists

OUTPUTS

1

1

1

1

1

NARTICIPANTS

Figure 3. Systema view of simulation

lation (Dyrenfurth 19'3) shovai in Figure 3uses the conventional notion of inputs-process
-outputs. The five major sy,tem um po nents of program, simulator, rnoLtel, participants,
and interaction are also clearly shown. Table 1 illustrates some of the variables of each
component.

Table 1

Simulation components and their variables

Inputs
A. Program

1. Complexity 5. Competitiveness
2. Fidelity 6. Open - closed model
3. Linear - branching 7. Time frame
4. Presentation media 8. Administrator

B. Simulator
1. Complexity 3. Static - dynamic
2. Fidelity 4. Human - machine

C. Participants
1. Age 6. Demographic variables
2. Sex 7. Intelligence
3. Education 8. Self image
4. Experience 9. Sense of control
5. Attitude 10. Motivation

11. Ability to empothiza
Process

A. Interaction
1. Rules
2. Mode
3. Frequency
4. Importance
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5. Human - machine mediated
6. Stochastic - non-stochastic
7. Degree of involvement
8. Group effects



Outfit.
A. Portiotpants

1. Learning
2. Attitude change

B. Products
I. Decisions
2. Letters, memos, etc.

ASSESSMENTS OF THE TECHNIQUE

1 Ile review of literature was resplendent w ith a great many hunches, insights, guesses,
opinions, and impressions as to the attributes of the simulation technique (taken in its
broad meaning). Very little in the say of replicable experimental or quasi-experimental

evidence was unearthed. Themajority of such evidence, as it does exist, is found in litera-

ture outside of industrial education. Of the few introspective articles, Koeninger and

Ward (1973) first summarized the claims generally advanced by the technique's pro-

ponents. They then went on to nay that: "Too little research is available to testify as

to the validity of these additional assertions (Koeninger and Ward, 1973, p. 56)."
Koeninger and Ward's claim is easily substantiated by inspection of Table 2, which

reports the findings of a search for experimental, or quasi-experimental, verification of

simulation's effects. Many gaps and contradtctions are self-evident. Furthermore, some
of the claims are mertiv obvious interpretations of the technique's characteristics.

Table 2. Summary of Simulation Research Findings

Claim Pro Con

INPUTS

Program
I. Realism is enhanced through

simulation. (a)

2. Simulations can present critical Self-evident

incidents that may not occur
while training in the real situa-
tion. fa;

3. Simulations can be designed for
the purpose of conditioning
certoin behaviors. (a)

Participants

Simulator

PROCESS

Interaction
I. Simulation provides immediate

feedback. (a)

2. Simulation allows time cam- Self-evident

prestion (or expansion) (a)

3. Simulations allow safe learning Self-evident
without threat of censure or
bodily horn. (o)

4. Simulation allows patticiponts Self-evident
to experience the complexities
of group interaction. (0

5. Self-evaluation is possible
through simuiotion and im-
provement is facilitated by
repetition. (o)

Confirmed by the practices of
NASA and some of our oirline
companies.

Not for all simulations; it depends
on the design.

Note: censure may, however, be
implied by the rules

Fletcher 0970) states that in spite
of supposod odvantoge, most
research has relied on o single
game ploy, thus not reinforcing
this claim.
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Table 2. summary of simulation research findings, continued
Claim Pro

6. Simulations allow evaluation
of performances that might in-
volve danger. (a)

7. Simulations allow awareness of,
investigation of, and interac-
tion with all those variables
comprising reality. ka)

OUTPUT

Participant change
I. Simulation encourages individ-

ual involvement and motivation
toward the simulated activities
(object system). (a)

2. Simulation facilitates transfer
from instruction to reality. (a)

3. Participants in simulation ex-
hibit a pc.itive attitude toward
the learning experience. (a)

4. Simulations bridge the gop be-
tween theory and practice. (a)

5. Simulations provide on effec-
I've learning environment. (a)
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Self-evident

Cherryholmes (1966) reported
confirmation of his hypothesis
that students participating in
simulation- will reveal more in-
terest in simulations than in
rraditional methods. This find-
ing is also supported by Bell
(1971), with respect to both
written and observed behavior,
and Ross (1968). Sprague et al.
(1966) reported very favorable
interpretations of simulation as
on "educational experience...
Dyrenfurth (1973) identified a
result of simulation was a more
positive evaluation of the
technique.

Baker (1968) found that stu-
dents taught by simulation
achieved better than when
taught by conventional methods
and also that students taught by
simulations had greater attitude
change. According to Wing
(1968), simulation requires just
half the time traditional meth-
ods need to result in equal
learning. Kersh's (1965) earl-
ier work also supports this find-
ing.

f7
sir

Bell (1971) reported that concepts
dealing with the object-system did
not change in meaning after simu-
lation. Dyrenfurth (1973) reported
a similar finding.

Robinson (1967) found that stu-
dents reported preferences for
case studies, yet when observed
revealed more participation in
simulations. Dyrenfurth (1973)
reported a shift in participants'
views of simulation toward a less
active and adaptable definition
as a result of a simulation ex-
perience.

Cherryholmes' (1966) findings
caused rejection of the hypothesis
comparing simulation to conven-
tional techniques that students
learn more facts and retain them
longer. Cherryholmes (1966) also
rejected the hypothesis that atti-
tudes 're significantly altered.
Baker (1968) concluded that stu-
dents taught by simulation had less
retention than those taught by
conventional techniques. Wing
(1968) reported that there was no
difference from the amount of
learning resulting from the use of
traditional methods. Boocock
(1968 b) reported that there was
little attitude change after play-
ing the legislative gene.



6. Decision- making skills or
improved. (o)

7. Simulations con enhance self- Boocock (1968 b) and Vicek

concept of participants. (1965) bath reported partici-

(Coleman 1966) peas increase in self-confi-
dence.

8. Simulation provides experience. Self vident

(Deacon 1961)

(a) Summarizes in Koeninger and Word (1973).

Cherryholmes' (1966) findings re-
jected the hypothesis that simula-
tions develop more decision-
making skills.

1 he Lick of consistent terminology undoubtedly contributes to soine of the contradictory
lindings about the effectiveness of the technique. Clearly, there is room for more re-
search and some greater caunon in the adoption of the technique.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

1. [here is a need for research, specific to our field, investigating the technique's

effectiseriess.
2. [here is a need for conscious adoption of a consistent model of simulation and in-

creased control over the important variables.
3. Research suggests that sse should tahepams to use a simulation through several cycles

to reinforce the learning exPerien:e. Single iterations are not enough.

4. [he question of fidelity (verisunilitude a nut resolved. Our field tends to believe the
"identical element" notion that suggests the more the realism, the greater learning.
simulation can test this hypothesis andprobably can even answer some of our concerns

about equipping our laboratories.
i. [he most prevalent use of simulation in our field is the mass production activity. In

terms of Figures 1 and 3 and the findings reported in Table 2, it seems that this tech-
nique could be improved by:
a. The inclusion of a systematic model of industrial variables and relationships

abstracted from the real world.
b. The pDving of thy activity through several iterations.
e. The use of student activity and results as inputs to a computer-manlpulated model.

This ssould give the effect of a much greater enterprise and the consequent more

crucial decisions.
d. The combination of several mini-simulations into a comprehensive model.
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Psychomotor Skills with
the Portable Video-Tape Recorder

G. Harry Ellis

Psychomotor is not just another fancy name for movement, it has a specific meaning
that is of great import to industrial arts educators. Posner (1972) states that the ordinary
definition of skill is typically confined to motor activities. A psychomotor skill is a co-
ordinated action that requires thought to control theprecise movements of the hand (Ellis,
1Q13). Is industrial educators, one of our prime concerns is that the student will gash, r
skills as well is process from the training. One of the ideals of vocational industrial
education is to impart skills to students in a way that will preserve the idea of the old
world craftsman, who sell sacrifice compensation in favor of quality. It has become
apparent that this should be one of the major areas of emphasis in teaching.

Researchers in motor activity (psychologists) and concerned I.A. people have tried
to find solutions to this training dilemma. Historically, instructors have simply shownthe class how it is to be done with a demonstration. This method has failed, is failing,
and will continue to fail to teach motor skills well. One to one (teacher to pupil) is the
optimum condition, but rarely is a teacher able to give' individual attention precisely when
needed. fills (19'3) tried to show one method, piLtorially representing motor skill move-
ment with black 'white sequem.ed pictures. The student world be able to study the prints
to see each element of the movement and thus know hem to perform him; herself. One
problem, howc ver, is that to show truly hog an action is to take place, there must be a
movement, be it real, implied, or simulated.

For years commercial film companies have produced films to try to fill this role.
Those films, both.full lengtsh (20-45 min.)or single cork.cpt mm.) have been hampered
by the realistic problem that the film rr,ust meet a wide audience to be profitable and thus
loses its singleness of purpose. Riley (1973), in a research project to find out if SSCLF
(Silent Single Concept Loop Films) added to the teaching of manipulative skills, concludedthat "...SSCLF is an effici-nt and effective method o iiresenting psychomotor skill
information in all skill areas."

The portable video-tape recorder is the simplest, fastest, and cheapest method to
present psychomotor information. A convincing review of some wonderful uses of the
portable video-tape recorder may be seen in work by Elliot and Markham (1970). Donald
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L. Marlow (1,-;74) states, in an early video-taping session, that as he instructed the stu-
dents, another student taped it.

The first problem that is usually mentioned is, "I don't know how to operate the

video equipment."
Elliot and Markham (1970) explain:

In the post, all television equipment was considered to be so complex that it could be used by
faculty only when accompanied by a qualified operator. However, the simplicity of the ...
portable video-tape recorders end its proven sturdiness has allowed the ...(schools)
to give each user o brief training session in operating the unit. Once a faculty member or
designated student is trained, the parta-pack can be sorrowed by the person without question
for,operaticn in the college clossroom.

The machine is nothing more than a tape recorder that receives information from a
camera instead of a microphone. All the controls on the common units (Sony, Akal, Pana-
sonic, Ampex) are exactly the sant:: au a reel-to-reel audio-tape recorder. In fact, the
industry has advanced to the point of using video cassettes which are almost exactly the
same size, weight, and shape as the audio stereo cartridge. All the portable video equip-
ment thus far is black and white recording. However, color is only important if it will
add in some way to ciartfy the instruction given. As psychomotor skills have to do with
action movement, color will not add a great deal and is an expensive luxury to the case
at hand.

Before discussing the specifics of how to use the equipment, one should first talk
about advantages and/or disadvantages.

ADVANTAGES

1. There is no processing cost involved.
2. Anyone can operate the equipment.
3. Mistakes may be simply retaken as on an audio tape.
4. Material may be viewed in a lighted room.
5. Both audio and video are recorded together.
6. The equipment may be moved to any location for shooting.
7. Lights used are standard photographic equipment.
S. All material may be instantly replayed to check content and quality.
9. Tapes are cheap compared to sound motion picture film.

DISADVANTAGES

1. Tapes are not completely permanent.
2. Each copy of the original is of decreased quality.
3. Sound dubbing and special effects are technically very difficult.
4. P.V.I.R. equipment is expensive (extremely cheap to use if already owned by

institution)
5. All adjustments to equipment (calibration, etc.) require trained service nelp.
I have "laid the cards on the table;" let's now talk about use.
Marlow (1974) shows an example of the P.V.T.R. being used to shoot a classroom

demonstration. The tape may have two good uses when completed. tirst, any student
desiring the demonstration information may view the tape when he/she needs it. Second,
the tape may be used for those students who missed the classdemonstration and require
the information. Baker (1973), in a research study, concluded that P.V.T.R. would be
excellent for shooting a tape of the student performing a psychomotor skill and allowing
the student to view himself, either by slow motion or normal speed, to detect serious
manipulative errors which, when corrected, would greatly improve performance.

It now seems appropriate to present a case study of shooting a psychomotor tape for

increased instructional effectiveness.
Many students have traumatic difficulties with skew-cutting on a spindle turning

project. The lathe will be set up for!othe demonstration as if it were to be shown to the

entire class. The camera is moontecho a standard 35mm tripod with the tape recorder
sitting on the cart close by. The cameraman (student, teacher, etc.) then asks the teacher
to go through the process as it will be, ne. The teacher shows the skill and talks about

it as it is executed. (Lights can be used ut if the room is well lit, that will be sufficient.)
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EXAMPLES of SPECIFIC PSYCHOMOTOR SKILLS in

1

the SEVERAL AREAS of INDUSTRIAL ARTS

By G. Barry Ellis, M.IE.
Doctoral Fellow
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah

The following are some examples of psychomotor skills in the
many different areas of industrial arts. They are not all at the some
level of complexity, but each requires some form of psychomotor
action to complete them.

Area One Automotive and the Mechanical Arts
-placing the nut on a stud
-guiding a connecting rod onto a journal
-positioning the distributor so that the rotor is pointing toward
number one contact on the distributor cap

-using a rotary-type wheel balancing apparatus
-guiding o spline into a splined shaft
-testing valve guide clearance
-controlling the engine speed while watching the scope in dyno testing
-using the torque wrench
-narrowing a valve seat visually

Area Two The Welding Arts
-adjusting the tip on the welding torch
-cleaning the tip
-adjusting the arc length while arc welding
-adjusting the arc width while arc welding
-adjusting the arc angle while welding

- -adjusting the arc travel speed while arc welding

Areo Three The Metal - working Arts
`o. machine shop

-drilling a hole
-free-hand cutting on the band-saw
-placing the drill in the center-punch mark
to drill

-manipulating the various feeds on the lathe to
adjust to cut

-draw filling to a line
-free-bend bending of iron, etc.

,b, foundry

-removing the original form from the sand
-repairing the sand mold
-dusting out the sand mold before closing
-closing the flask

Area Four The Graphic Arts
-feeding the letter-press

, -hand-setting type
-developing a plate
-silk screen printing
-air brush artwork
-various parts of the etching process

Area Five The Plastic Arts
-hand tooling for thermo-forming
-cutting out shapes in matte or cloth fibre glass
-bending plastic to desired angle with heat
-hot air welding of thermo-plastics

-most hand welding operations
-adjusting the bead height
-adjusting the bead width
-free-handing the cutting of a circle with a
torch

a. sheet-metal
-making a 900 bend on the hand brake
-following a line with the hand/power shear
-making a burr on the end of a cylinder
-scribing line in the template
-bending over a Pittsburgh lock with the power
machine

-lining up the center of the punch with mark

-.ipping frames in pldstisol coating
-plaster forming of molds
-internal carving of plastic
-hand shaping of heated plastic sheet

These are but a few ideas that con help you generate ideas of your own about specific skills you would
like to teach using the portable video-tope recorder.
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The teacher to,Ids up a card containing the title of the skill, and the camera views
the card for five to eight seconds. The camera then moves to the operation area. The
teacher introduces the skill b% shomng and explaining the movement; then he slowly does
it with the P.V.I.R. recording the information. After the first shooting, the cameraman
and the teacher both view the results of the first 'take" inside the camera to decide whether

to retake it or use it as is.

SOME TECHNICAL INFORMATION

1. To start recorder, push play and record buttons at the same time.
2. The reels will not turn unless the trigger on camera is pulled.
3. The cameraman will see a red light inside the camera, indicating that it is re-

cording.
4. The sound is recorded automatically with no extra adjustments other than turning

the volume up half way.
5. All focusing must be done with the player in record position, but the trigger need

NOT be pulled. This allows checks for a good set-up.
6. Don't be afraid to experiment and re-record over original errors.
To supplement the above material, three works have been dune that will assist in

understanding television tape recording, being familiar with literature, and ordering the
presentation. McCabe (1971) wrote a dynamic and timely paper of the history of video
rape. This background material will be helpful to understand some theory behind video

recording. Ellis 11973) wrote a taxonomy, part of which offered a list of references to
do with television and video-tape recording in industrial education. Harrow (1972) con-
tributes a book, A Taxonomy of the Psychomotor Domain," in which a chapter is devoted

to a comprehensive review of literature.
It is an impossible task to explain in words how this procedure may be used. It is,

therefore, the challenge of the reader to beg, borrow, or steal a potkable video-tape re-
corder and simply become familiar with it. As the ease of operation becomes apparent,
the many uses will be seen, one of which is the visual demonstration of the psychomotor
domain to better teach manipulative skills.
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Curricular Materials Available Through
the Community College of the Air Force

Richard-N. Culbertson

The United States Air Force is a sizeable community. We number slightly over
1 2 million, and with this large number comes a trementious training responsibility, as
our personnel develop and maintain those skills necessary to do the job. Responsibility
for most of the technical education rests with the Air Training Command, of which we at
the Community College of the Air Force area part. We have five major schools conduct-
ing this technical education, located in Illinois, Colorado, Texas, and Mississippi.

Last year our schools graduated 340,000 students, lending credence to our claim,
..the largest training system in the world." Our schools include courses spanning

many occupational areas such as electronics, medical services, auto mechanics, adminis-
tration, carpentry, electrical lineman, and many others. We have developed materials
in support of all this training, and believe the) would provide a tremendous resource forthe civilian sector.

The courses we have are based on the instructional system concept described indetail in Air Force Manual 50-2. This process begins by methodically gathering task
data in the form of job inventories. Education and training requirements are then definedon the basis of such inventories. Next, performance-based objectives and criteriontests are prepared. Instructional materials are then planned, developed, and validated,followed by evaluation. This closes the loop and provides input for further refinement of
the system.

Our learning objectives are behaviorally stated that is, we specify exactly what
the student must do to demonstrate master} of the training. This is probably the most
critical step in shaping the instructional program. The objectives are converted to cri-
terion test items, andcourse materials arethen developed to enable the learner to achieveexpected results.

Since these courses were developed using tax monies, the Air Force has directed us
to share materials and instructional technology with civilian educators. In this way we
are attempting to return a resource to the nation.

Many questions arise regarding relevance of these Air Force techniques and mate-
rials to civilian educators, and 1 will review the more common ones.

First, can Air Force instructional materials be transferred io cz schools?Not only ran they be, theyhave been adapted for use in civilian schools. The Utah Project,
conducted by the -Aerospace Education Foundation and Battelle Memorial Institute, was
one of the first steps in proving the compatibility and value of Air Force materials in
post-secondary education. The project objective was to obtain, field test, and evaluate
certain Air Force courses in a civilian education environment. Although bits and pieces
of such programs had been tested before, there had never been scientifically-designed
evaluation by an independent research organizationone which could structure the pro-gram and assess the results.

For example, 90 hours of the Air Force Slet-Lronics Principles Course was testedin schools throughout Utah. 10-hour segmentof the Air Force Medical Service Special-
ist Course was tested at Utah Tech (Salt Lake City), and the wheels and brakes portion
of the Aircraft Mechanics course, a 60-hour block, was introduced at Utah State.

Another question: Would the materials be accepted by the students? Results of the
Utah Project indicate that both students and teachers. prefer using materials based on the
instructional system philosophy.

And still another: How effective would these materials be? In the Air Force, wehave found that the use of criterion-referenced instruction results in improved student
performance and retention. In fact, we have experienced an average reduction in training
time of about one third, with no loss in student effectiveness.

As a result of the Utah experience, we find numerous additional questions arising con-cerning Air Force curricular materials. First, "What curricular materials does theAir Force have to offer?"
As indicated earlier, we have, in the Air Training Command, courses spanning manyoccupational areas. Our technical training centers develop curricular materials An

electronics, medical services, aircraft maintenance, and welding, to name Just a few.
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INDEX TO THE INVENTORY

of U.S. Air Force Vocational-Technical Courses Applicable to Civilian Use

; Prerersite Courses
i Aircraft MaintenanceFundamentals
;Maintenance Electronics
;Medical Service Fundamental',
Standardized Electronic Principles

Administration
*Administrative Clerk**
Clerk Typist"
Postal Clerk
Statistical Clerk"

;Aircraft Maintenance
Engine Mechanic (Reciprocating)"

Aircraft Ground Equipment Repairman"

//Apprentice

Mechanic (Reciprocating Engine aircraft) "'

Apprentice Aircraft Electrician"
lApprentice Aircraft Pneudraulic Repairman"
Jet Aircraft Engine Mechanic"
Jet Aircraft Mechanic*"
Oxygen System Specialist"

; Propeller Repairman"

lAudio Visual
;Motion Picture Laboratory Technician
I Photographer (Still)
Photo Laboratory Technician

Avionics Systems
Precision Measuring Equipment Specialist"

Ecological Civil Engineering
Entomology Specialist* **
Water and Waste Processing Specialist*

Electrical Civil Engineering
Apprentice Electrical Lineman**
Apprentice Electrician"
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Specialist"

Electra-Mechanical Civil Engineering
Small Plant Power Production Specialist"

Mechanical Civil Engineering
Heating System Installer/Repairman**

Structural Civil Engineering
Apprentice Carpenter"
Apprentice Mason"
Apprentice Plumber"
Construction Equipment/Operation Specialist"
Pavement Maintenance Specialist'"
Protective Coating Specialist"
Structural Engineering Assistant"

Data Systems
Computer Programmer"
Data Processing Machine Operator"

Dental Services
Dental Assistant**
Dental Laboratory Technician"

Education and Training
Technical Writer"

Electronic Systems Communications
Aircraft Electronic Navigation Equipment Repairmaa"
Aircraft Radio Repairman**
Flight Facilities Equipment Repairman**
Radio Communications Equipment Installer /Repairman'"
Radio Relay Equipment Repairman"

FabricL_Leather and Rubber
Fabric, Leather and Rubber Products Repairman"

Fire Protection
Basic Fireman and Crash Firefighter**

Intricate Equipment Maintenance
Photographic Equipment Maintenance Specialist**

Management Analysis
Management Analysis Clerk"

Medical Services
Assistant Radiology Technician"
Cardiopulmonary Laboratory Technician"

' Dietetic Assistant
Electroencephalagrephic Specialist"
Food Inspector*
Medical Equipment Repairman* **
Medical Laboratory Assistant**
Medical Office Clerk
Medical Supply Clerk
Mental Health Specialist*
Nurse's Aide
Optometry Specialist'
Pharmaceutical Assistant/Technician**
Physical Therapy Aide"
Physician's Assistant*
Preventive Medicine Specialist"
Surgical Assistant

Metalworking
Aircraft Corrosion Control Specialist"
Airframe Structural Repairman"
Apprentice Machinist
High-Reliability Solderer
Metals Processing Specialist"
Non-Destructive Inspection Technician*

Procurement
Procurement Clerk

Supply
Stock Clerk

Vehicle Maintenancc
Automobile /Truck Mechanic"
Body and Fender Repairman"
Heavy Vehicle Repairman"

Weather
Weather Observer"

Wire Communications Systems Maintenance
Apprentice Communications Lineman**
Assistant Telephone Installer and Repairman**
Cable Splicer"
Telephone Switching Equipment Repairman**

ding" Occupations* New and Emerging" Occupations ** "Expan
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In fact, the Aerospace 1 ducatiou-Foundation, under !lie auspkes of the United states Office
Fducation, did an exhaii -awe survo, about three years ago in which h2 _Air Force cdarsesin 27 career fields were identified a, having direct applicability to the civilian sector.Another question: /r'llow should the requester ask for them," We can best identifymaterials which appear appropriate to your needs when those needs are stated in termsof desired student performance. When you have performance-based objecnves and desireAir Force curricular materials, include these objectives in your request. Send the re-quest to Community College of the Air Force t NC, Stop 28, Randolph AFB, Texas 78148.

how does the Community College of the Air Force respond to this request' Upon
receipt, we will compare your objectives with our course documents to see which printed
materials we have which may be of help. Let's review a typical plan of instruction.

1111

111111ar

"

A plan of instruction such as the one shown is developed for each course in Air
Training Command. It prescribes behaviors required of the student, shows the maximumtraining time allowed, lists instructional materials, training equipment, etc., which theinstructor has at his disposal in preparing the students for attaining the desired objec-tiv.7s. So, by comparing your objectives with ours, we can pinpoint printed materialswhich may be of help. For obvious reasons, we cannot provide slides, tapes, film, ormock-upsonly printed materials. I might mention, however, that many of the filmsused can be obtained from theNational,AudiovisualCenter, National Archives and Records
service, General Services Administration, Washington, D.C. 20409.

Our objectives are stated in behavioral, measurable terms, and the more generallyyour objectives are stated, the more trouble we have in matching our inatervIls withyour requests. We do not store curricular materials at the Community College of theAir Force. however, we do advise the appropriate technical education center of yourneeds, requesting them to mail the materials directly to you.
Another typical question: What will these materials cost? Air Force materials costless than you might imagine. If you represent an agency of a national, state, or municipal

government (a non-profit school, for t,xamplei, you are entitled to one copy of selectedmaterials without cost. These materials were developed at the taxpayers' expense, andyou are not asked to pay again. On the other hand, if you represent a profit-making or-
ganintion, the very nominal fee is two dollarsper request and one cent per printed page.

Colonel Culbertson is Chief, Liaison Division, Community College of me Air Force, Randolph AFB,
Son Antonio, Texas.
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New Ways to Teaching Aids
Lewis Canaday

First of all, what du we nitanby 'teaching aids' Probably none of us could imagine
an industrial arts teacher without teaching aids, but could we define, un the spur of the
moment, exactly what we mean' Just to get uur thinking headed down the right track, let
us try a definition or MO.

V,e think of a teaching aid as an .idjunct to training or teaching. This could include
every piece uf equipment in a schuul shup, of euursc, but what we arc thinking uf just now
are those aids that are designed and constructed for a specific teaching situation.

V.e should not confuse these aids with a methud ur a technique. They are nut. They
are things. They may be three-dimensiunal or twu-dimensiunal, but they are material
they can be seen and touched.

They take the forms of mudels, mock-ups, cut-aways, charts, transparencies, and
others. s.t: art. talking about ditties to facilitate instructiun. The history of these aids
ur devices guts back as far as the recurcled history uf man himself. In fact, one of the
tery earliest examples recorded is the old testament Bible stury, familiar to Christians
everywhere, uf the sacrificial system, there the lamb was killed to portray the eventual
death of the Christ. This was a teaca,'1 aid.

But again, we art. thinking here uf the teacher-built, student-built, ur industry-built
hands-un kind of device to aid students to learn. that they work, we scarcely need to
argue.

Our exp, tenet: with teaching aids is that very uften a good device will enable the
teacher to gut acco-z, to the students in a fey. minutes an idea or an understanding or a
concept that otherwise might take an hour ur su uf talkingand might nut even then be
entirely clear to the student. \uu have all experienced this. \Vt are tuld that students
attain as much as 85 of their knowledge through the sense of sight.

V+e wilt be constantly faced witha greater need to speed up and improve our teaching.
career educattun is booming. Voe have been hearing about that, and we will be hearing

V

=

Larry Johnson runs preliminary check on his Senior Problem, a double-wheel point light source filter
changer which hangs on ceiling and is controlled from box on wall.
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1-":nal balance .s adiusted on needle for giant wall-model VOM meter by Gerald Whitehead. Meter can
be set and held at any position by teacher from remote control desk unit.

more. Vie will need mure teaching aids tu simplify the mule complex technology we will
be teaching.

So how do we duiC The teachers of the Department of Industrial Education and Tech-
nology at \Saila \Saila Gullege believe the system they have been using fur a number of
years deserves consideration. .11though we've termed it new, it IS not exactly new. It
has been suggested by se' .al writers down throughthe years that students build teaching
aids. Maybe some uf you are doing the same thing we are. If yuu are not, we think you
will want to consider it.

The concept, briefly, 1s that each student, before he graduates, must complete what
we call a Senior Problem which amounts tu producing some kind if teaching aid, re-
search project, or equipment. Ile gets one quarter-hour credit for this.

Two objectives are fulfilled by this plan. The first is that it gives the graduating
student the opportunity tu demonstrate his problem-sulvingability, his knowledge uf tools,
materials, and processes. The second is thatit leaves the school with a valuable teaching
aid, paper, or piece of equipment that it would otherwise never have.

I deli such project carries the name and year of graduation of the student. It is a sort
of memorial that he leaves behind. Generally, he tries to put considerable finesse into
it. And we try to have each project be sufficiently self-explanatory that .t can stand by
itself, even with nu Rae her there, and soli get its point across. This cannot be done, of
course, in every case.

[ring the fifteen or more years we have been doing this, we have gradually worked
out the details to something like this. The bulletin ur catalog lists the course, with the
description saying, in part, "'satisfactory completionuf this 1..curse constitutes the depart-
ment comprehensive requi rcrrient fur the ,1ssUliate or Bachelor's degree with an Industrial
Lducanun and Technology major.' 'AL see tun that each senior knows he must complete
this before graduation.

The student choose~ the project, sometimes several quarters ahead. He does this
in eonsultatiun with the teacher who will eventually get the most use from it, and who will
supervise the student during its construction. Ile may talk with several teachers before
he decides which he wants to do.
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The student then fills out a proposal form that we have designed over several years'
time, explaining what he proposes tu du, and how he expects to do it. This form comes
before the staff in meeting, when: it is usually accepted but from where it may be sent
hack for re,9sion.

When the job is completed, the student "makes a date" with the staff for a presenta-
tion time and personally presents the project, explaining what it does, how it does it, an
any particular problems he encountered. After opportunity for the teachers to ask-tius-
tions, the student is dismissed, and the Staff proceeds to assign a grade to the student's
work, using a point-system grading chart developed over the years.

Now I think I can guess the next question that is corning up in your mind. You are
wondering where we keep all these things. That IS a good questionand it becomes a
better question for a worse unei every year. We occupy an old, temporary building any-
way, and space is at a premium. But, fortunately, a few years ago we were able to re-
model and gain a small room near uur front dour and next tu our department library that
we could use just for this. It has cabinets and shelves around the walls, but is now filled
nearly to the limit with teaching aids. It has become quite a favorite place to take visitors.

Many of the devices are kept in the separate laboratories especially the ones that
are frequently used there. Nearly half of them, I suppose, are stored in this way. We
hope to have a new building some of these days, and we have planned into it a teaching
materials center or centers to are for these things. We think it is well worth it.

It definitely is a benefit to the student. it provides a learning situation he would not
otherwise have. It benefits the teacher I suspect we would not know how to teach with-
out some of these aids. And it benefits the department, not only by speeding up the learn-
ing process and increasing the material we can .over in our courses, but by increasing
student and visitor interest. These teaching aids have become a drawing card.

We know this plan will work on the college and university level. We think there
should be no reason why it could not be worked on the secondary school level as welt.
Why note 'You could not require it of every student, but who does not have students who
are so superior that he has a very hard time keeping them challenged and busy? Why not
take these students in as your "special helpers" and let them build teaching aids? You
can't get them all done yourself, they will learn from it and enjoy doing it, and you will
get some real help.

We even think there are teaching aids simple enough to make that elementary school-
ers can build them where such courses are taught on the grade-school level and there
are going to be more and more of these courses taught, you can be sure. Think about it
what better teaching situation could you find than for the faster students to be r...akirig

devices to help the slower students to understand' And how much better could you care
for the problem of "individual differences" than that?

I have long felt that the industrial arts teacher had it made when it came to taking
care of individual differences among his students. He can assign the slow student to a
simple project and the fast student tu a complicated one, and both can be challenged and
both have a success experience. This works all the way up through college at least it
does for me in the area that I teach.

Mr. Canada), is an Associate Professor of Industrial Education and Technology on the faculty of Walla

Walla College, College Place, Washington.
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FuelsMan and His Vehicles
Louie Melo

ainee the introduction of the horseless vehicle nearly 2UU years ago, man has at-
tempted to resolve many reluted vehicle engine and fuel problems. The first yelnele was
a solid-fueled extc rnal-powe d steam- piopclid mechanism that, during the following
century, evolved into a more efficient liquid-fueled system.

13y the latter part ot the luM century, the electric and internal combustion gasoline-
powered vehicles were introduced and, as a result, vehicle energy problems reached a
new 1ete1 ot complexity. By L920, some sixty ycars after its introduenun, the internal
combustion engine dominated the overland transportation field.

rhis paper will strive to present some of the major %chides' operational variables
and the fuels oxidation problems that they present. No attempt will be made to discuss
highly speeau7ed file 1 blends designed for modified engines or future vehicle designs.

EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL COMBUSTION

the inapt- vehicle energt systems hate been categorized as external and internal
combustion. In both cask,, the requil ed he at cm. rgy is generated by ignivon and oxidation
of raw material.

I eternal t ombustion
ombusnon of solid or liquid fuels to generate ste im to

I. operate the engine and deliver required po.xer
2. drip electric turbines, thus generating electricity used to charge batteries that

will ultimately operate electric motors to pr the putty. r to propel the vehicle.

Internal Combustion
Liquid ur gaseous fuels slight oils, gasoline, and bottled gases) directly used in a
eumbusuun chamber k2 strokes, 4 strokes, or jet turbine) and directly transforming
the expanding heat energy Into a mechanical force that will propel the velnele.

FUEL CONSUMPTION AND EFFICIENCY

June of our must recent studies indicate that fuels from petroleum crudes account
for ob, of the energy used by the 115 million transporting vehicles. Quantitatively
speaking, this amounted to approximately 95 billion gallons in 1970,0nd ra expected to
reach 14U billion gallons by 1 +b5. It is estimated that over two-thirds of this fuel is used
by passenger cars. Moreover, while nationally all fuel-using equipment has been rated
at 50, efficiency, the internal combustion engine vehicles are still only averaging 25,.
this low level of fuel thermu-efficiency adds to the nation's transportation fuel consump-
tion and pollution problems.

some of U.cse losses, such as meehanieal friction and temperature control,
arc unavoidable, others, such as power to work-load balance, varying nicehanical load-
ing, power inefficiencies, inaccurate metering systems, incomplete combustion, poor
fuel vaporization, improper fuel se lee Hun or utili. Awn, and others are operational vari-
ables and realities and should continually be subjected to careful educational review
and 'or classroom study.

FUEL'S OPERATIONAL VARIABLES

the iutumotivc educator cannot adequately discuss engine performance with his
stuOents if he dues not first understand the fuel's operational variables.

Understanding the scientific prineiples of combustion is only a small part of the total
combustion cycle problem. I he chemist may identify the combustion or burning of
hydrocarbon fuels as a form of rapid oxidation which mat be vie wed as follows.

Hydrocarbon + Oxygen from = Carbon Dioxide + Water + Heat Energy
fuels air gas vapor to do \vatic
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For example, if man could de se's* fuel-using engines that would always meter to the
combustion chamber, unds r all oho rating conditions, a chemically balanced air-fuel ratio
(14." to 11 that, in turn, would gasify and thoroughly diffuse tsith the air stream, thus
assuring, complete combustion, the exhaust product from such engines %sould be only
carbon dioxide (CO2) gas and pure tsater 01904 To accomplish this, refineries would
have to provide vehicle owners pith a high-performance fuel free of impurities or modi-
fiers of any kind. If this were possible, Americans %sould only have to concern them-
selves with the [Kisser requirchients and physical floss of vehicles, and the air pollution
problem ssould only involve a study and control of nitrogen oxide compounds.

To further understand engine fuels, some of the major variables that affect the per-
formance of a typical gasoline engine are listed below;

1. The engine's fuel and air de:very system, incorporating the carburetor and intake manifold,
have not been perfected to totally meter and gasify exact air-to-fuel ratios outing all en-
gine accelerating periods. Most often, sudden acceleration momentarily delivers more
liquid fuel thon the engine can effectively gasify and oxidize.

2. Operating temperatures of engines present additional variables. Cold engines cannot gen
crate the ilecessory heat to gasify all the atomized fuel delivered by the carburetor.

3. Liquid fuels, even though atomized, ch.) not totally aiffuse readily with the air stream, then
hampering uniform and complete oxidation of the air -tuel charge. The high hydrocarbon-
low oxygen zones cannot totally oxidize, and thus emit unburnt hydrocarbon molecules
and/o carbon monoxide as part of the exhaust gas.

4. Some of the larger non-gassified liquid fuel panicles will flow through the engine's power
system and be exhausted as unused hydrocarbon molecules (CH) or partially oxidized mole-
cules (CO).

5. The density of the air-fuel charge will fluctuate greatly as engine power demands are in-
creased or decreased. Highest combustion chamber air-fuel densities are reached during
open throttle periods under load, while lowest densities exist during kw engine load de-
mands or decelerating periods.

6. Changing barometric pressures and humidity also effect air-fuel ratios.

7. The fuel's flame, or burning time span, during engine operation, is not uniform. All other
variables being equal, high-density air-fuel charges bum more rapidly than low-density
charges.

8. Gaseous fuels exhibit very high molecular mobility, and therefore would rectally diffuse
with a proportionally metered air stream on its way to the combustion chamber. These
promote much more uniform oxidation (burning) of the gaseous hydrocarbon fuels and are
identified as our cleanest burning fuels.

THE FUEL-GASOLINE

Theureticall}, gaziulinc mului.uluo fall between the 4-4 and the C12 hydrucarboit chain
families, ssith a basic boiling, range from 1V(PF tu 400°F, however, an actual sample of
gasoline is said tu hats. as many as or inure than 5lAi diffeient hydrocarbon structures.
Even though the available Jata indicate that these molecular structures are in small
quantities, they du affect the stability and burning charactAutics of the final air-fuel
cha rge.

The glsifying temperiture range of gasoline IS une of its most important operational
characteristics. Theoretically and ideally, gasoline should completely vaporize and
totally diffuse intc the air ;stream before it reaches the combustion chamber. In this
state, the mixture may be classified as a dry humogencvus gaseous mass. In pi acme,
howese r, this Jues nut happen because many of the hydrocarbon molecules near and above
the upper theoretical bulling limit do nut sapurizt, and thus enter tin combustion chamber
as fine liquid droplets.

ENGINE BY-PRODUCTS

Since nearly all of our transix,rtatiun needs are directly or indirectly dependent on
hydrocarbon fuels, and man has not, as yet, developed the ultimate in perfect fuels and
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A typmai chsti.iar.an chogram, prepared by students, shvwng the tjoaicati >n temperarvres of automotive
fuels.

fuel-using engines, it .seetris significant to identify sum, of the major pollutants or by-
products from the must curriniun vehicles we usc. Onc of man} such tables identifying
the vi.thicie emission rates on a grain per vehicle mils basis is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure I.

VEHICLE EMISSION RATES FOR VARIOUS POWERPLANTS
g/Vehicle Mile

Power Plant and Duty HC NO SO2 CO

Automobile, Uncontrolled 14.0 6.0 0.27 754
Automobile, 1976 Standard 0.41 0.4 0.27 3.4
Bus, Diesel, Arterial 1.65 36.3 5.2' 28.3
Bus, Diesel, Downtown 2.76 54.4 5.2 50.6
Bus, Gas turbine, Arterial 0.20 10.5 5.2 4.0
Bus, Gas turbine, Downtown 1.15 12.2 ' 5.2 6.8
Commuter train, Turbocharged 80.0 235.0 48.0 240.0
Rail transit, Typical cycle (coal) 2.7 271.1 1030.0 6.75

While the table identifies one .4, many such sampling, of by-products from vehicle
engines, it is not very meaningful unless the data are .,card in terms of tne engine's
mechanical condition and by-products per person per n- ,,, c. For example. the family cat
maispo -tang an average of 1.4 person, per trip could emit 5; grains of carbon monoxide
per mile, Mule a bus transporting 10 people per trip would emit only 5.1 grams of carbon
monoxide per person per mile.

Since the mayor transportation pollutants are carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitro-
gen oxide *.crnpounds, and sulfur compounds, additional information about each is given.

1. Carbon monoxide it O gays are generated when the engine combustion chamber
is receiving a rich fuel mixture. This often happens during engine idling, rapid
deceleration, sudden and frequent throttle acceleration, and rich mixture of fuel -
to -air adjustments.

2. lIvdrucarlm, 111( are discharged by the engine when nongasified fuel fractions
and other hydrocarbon molecules move through the engine's combustion system
without being oxich7e.d. phis problem is very ,7nmplex since engine temperature,

c-441

Students reviewing the outcome of a gasoline distillation test and how the data moy be used to under-
stand the engine's fuel operatInal problems.
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ttpal i.ett of felt 1, 'Illusion rate of oxygen uith tut' mulct ales, and others
are opt rational %amble. t.mitributing to the by-product problem.

no.sion is also hightst during engine syarmup, rapid decelera-
tion, sudden and fre quvnt throttle. alt-eleration and tery rit.h idle, and engine
operation at n.arly full throttle.
Natrogem 0xidt t onTounds iN.Oxe are. generated %hen engines. are running hot
t FaxelNI., and the air-to-fuel ratio is in themital balance i14.7 to le or in the lean
fut.' range. Ibt ext andnitrogen gas from the air react chemically
at tht r opt r enema' tempt [Mutts. temperatures to marl.. 300("PF have
bttn rt.ordvd %ohm the.- mating (Lunt front during the tombustion cycle of
gasoline engine..

drop in Vngine ..ion, tvniperaturt.ind or :ntrease in fuel richness
Ail' bring about i drop in nitrogen oxide. gent rating ttndtnties, however, this
still increase II( and CO emissions.

4. ...after (.0mpounds ire. generated then the. fut.' tontains sulfur as an impurity.
In gent ral, suetur tainttnt in gasoline, titer} loss. hoevcr, it is .till a problem in
sum.. ..ht-stl fuels. sulfur, ..hen o idized, betorr.... sulfur :..,oxide 4S(12) gas that
in turn has a strongaffinny for A.uvr..110 , thus converting itself into sulfurous
a...id 1 and or sulfur'. .I.Ideli7,104e. Th...seatids art very strong corrosive
materials,and hate an Attrst effect on exhaust system components.

CONCLUSION

totes tht .cal neon. ennotatitt ..itylcs.s. purporting todeliver a gaseous homogeneous
stoi.hiome. tre. air-ttetl maxturc to the ...ombustion ...hambcr, thus improving engine per-
formante and int ..asing mak-1p. par gallon, hart been prtsented. io this day, most of
the suggt sted fuel system modifitations have not been very produtap.e.

lhis .friar .111 a.linit that a recent article &sett-thing i plezo-electrit somc mixer
that purports to redact droplets fee 44)-60 mitruns k1.10 the. size of -tli Lent carburetors)
and almost sarreult..n.ousis diffo.e. thtm into the: air stream seems to hold soma promise.
it a, ,urrynth being tested by Autotronit t ontrols orporation, LI Paso, Texas. If all it
purl-wt. to do print-, to be true., At. may hitt the breakthrough th It pollution control
people have been looking for.
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Transportation Technology in
Industrial Arts Education

Myron Bender

The theme of this cod-. run. e, A thin btioliwe or the Future. is indeed
timely and worthy of our best efforts. Dos is especially ,o the area of transportation
technology, because it affects the fabrics of all human soeieues. There is little doubt
that man's createe teehnologleal deeelopments for mobilo% are some of the must power-
ful expressions of mode rriteehnoiogy. let, weltace not identitied the area of transportation
technology as a high-priority objeetiee. Tins is necessary if we arc to promote the need
to understand its impact on man and the environment.

There have been numerous attempis to include: the study of transportation techpOlogy,
in industrial arts education .14, p. l370. Leen with these attempts, we have not recog-
nized it as a major objective in industrial arts curriculum development. ..ousequently,
there are few program_ :n existence that melude trantation technology as an area of
study.

THE RELATIONSHIP OF TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY,
MAN, AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Transportation technology has a history as long as the history of man,',,, p. 3%c

twee evolved together ith techniques and device,. oeer millions of years. The major
changes in human i,putanun are due to the technology we have developed to meet our
needs and desires. The change be directly attribute-3 to man's ereative technological
endeawas in the production of goods, commante mon, and in the are-a to transportation.

The c xplosiee growth of transportation technology in recent history has nrovided
man mereased mubilire, llwcee., this mobilite has created eneironmental problems.

e enter an era of et, :ogical iwareness, there is a pressing demand that our efforts
be controlled in relation to the assoeiated ecological expenditures, e.g., limited energy
sources, atmo.pher.c ,qt, LI r wrn, and the effect,, on other tieing systems. Beyond such
critical issues as these, hoxeeer, are other direct and indirect human costs associated
with transportation i20, pp. 1-2).

To shot% the relationship of transportation turrianand Inc eneironment, it is essential
that the concept -Transportation Technology" be clarified. h may be said that it is the
sum of man's technological endeaeors in tritibil.ty born of a certain idea of progress and
of certain preconeeptions about the determinism. structure and nature of movement.
This historical phenomenon was deeeloped because of the inability to mass at one point
in space all resource,,, persons, and related aetivines essential for minimal existence.
Therefore, it nect-sitateu .arious types of movement. The mueements vary in frequency,
distance, tning, temporal extension, and function according to eariations in eneiron-
minlril conting'encle4, aspiration, and level of technology (20, p. 1).

The term "'transportation.' is used todesignate the process of minement. It involves
the EL lueating of objects -ad humans by an energy-consunung mechanism, through an
entironmental medium which may be terrestrial, marmeitmospherie,or .pace 4, p.2toi.

The transportation proeess has been organized into systems. These systems are
m inifestations of man', insatiable desire to tieercome the intrinsic limitations of spate
and time. +it pereasive and fundimental i.thi. culture's propensity for physical mobil .y
that fe-s of it. mcmbt ha, questioned the principle in lc can be elewed .is the
source and the solution to the problems of human density., environment, and distribution.
It ean both retie-es and induce human stress and well being. This is one of several arc-as
of human inntieations where ends and means e an Income seriousle unbalanced, Vk he r
solutions can beconie problems very swiftly, and where ciinflicts between titan and tech-
nology can be most profoundly felt as it ,.hypes the fabric of our culture i20, p.

Gerhard L enski, in ht, book Human tie s, indicated that there are four basic
components essenuai to satisfy man's needs and desires within every sociocultural sys-
tem tI2, pp. 14-1):

1. I anguau. this is the principal means by which man culturalized his entiroi-
meni. It is the most b isle of the four eoriponents. Leery human society must

system of sytnIxils c,ipible of transmitting and storing InformatiAn.
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2. ',IN the stoic rural systtin of relationship among nit mbers of a
soch:tx. I 'All .o 'natation concept int.ludA:s an Vntin. Ivry or relation-
ship of various systems within that society..
Ideologx. so, tett 's basic belief system as It is applied to daily life. Tt :

components. include a society's view:, norms, and values.
4. I echnolog.,y. this system includes information, ttchniques, tools, and inttlkct

Much man utilized through ern tronmt mai matt rtal rtsources fur satisfaction of
his varied needs and desire.:.

i enski *12, pp. 27- turtht r indicattd that ttehnologx i. tin. most dominant com-
ponent of our sociocultural systems. Man's societal nteds tend to ri-a. to Its own dis-
tin, tit': te, i tart ,.wek t. posstsst s eltments ref,. rred to as functional requi-
sites. [hey art a system of communication, a system of production, a system of ells' ri-
button kt: importation, I .y- .rate- 4 at. in of mtnibt r replacement, and a
sx stem of social control.

Man's basic i. .d,. Jr t met th th. actlyitie intolc..-.1 in cash of tht six fut.-clonal
r. imz.,-a upon societal value. and Iced of technology. I ..r example; Man's need
for mobility and dist""bution is met through carious nitans of transportatn.n technology.
Man's need for good. and ..race. i.fulfilledthrough systtms of production. Man's need
to extend hi. abilitc to communicatt is sansficd by tht dextlopintnt of communication
tectutology.

tecnniques utilized within ciao tht te..hnologies hate had a signifi-
cant rule in m.m's evolorionary success.

i ransportation themes are heaxily intAintd in the history of a nation, for it aids in
-.ti ping a nation's detelopnitnt, csptclally tht economics and ,:omponent, of di(
sosiocuiturai system of soeit ty. Lather in history, a man', position in the social struc-
tun. depended largely upon dn. status into whim ht was born and from which lit ...meet not
easily escape. ilo4eyer, with Ampro.td imam, of transportation, i man could sulk,. out
for himseit in a new arta and mak.. his own plact in socitty. This ability to move about
freely has helped to mold a more democratic society.

I he kind and quality of transportatean affect tin e.sonomic efficiency and development
of ikang patterns. 3inerican c whichoriginaih Year. closek ..:ustc red around ocean
or roe,- ports, Mix. been condition,' as to dectioprhent, shapemd lifc style by a .tries
of transportation technological developments (8, pp. 18,4-17D.

first was tot- railroad, which freed industry and commerce from exclusive depend-
en. e on ports. linked cities with hinterlands and other clues, encouraged suburban towns
to dexel.ip like pearl. along a string.andinitiattd a ptcullar urban phenomenon, the com-
muter. Railroad technology product-1 sexcral off..huots the trolley car, interurban
railroads, and surface - subway rapid transit.

y second major technological dexelopment was tht high-speed t le eator, which spread
eines into the third dimension, made possible gnat lac rcast. in land-u.e densities, and
created problems, not yet solved, of integrating. horizontal and . rocal movement.

third s the motor yehic It-. It IxAsA:ned the bonds ...inch historicalk had tied man}
ie taxitie. th. central city and transformed, much nitat drastically than had the rail-
road before the city-suburban coin:31... and its functions.

rourrh was uo. airplanA., while not a significant intra-uroan transport...ion mode, it
has had - eteral important urban shaping after.. Ur transportation, for instance, links
IIII411% urban rcsident.. 'hop IAsely to tht outside mold in stay.. that affect tlitir working
and Irving patterns.

it import mon has been a dominant fore.. in the for ululation of the sochNultural com-
ponents of society. Ilman inditatedrhat few forcts hay, bten more inflin.ntial An modify-
ing the social and physical eny ironmtnts, vet tramixArtation itst If is a rt. sult of other
forces p. 8(2*. It guidtd or misguided thA. dexelopmtnt of urbanization, strong!)
influenc t .1 business opt ratiAms, and ht Iped to shapt man's personal and social r.lation-
chips. k m in has grown to rely on a transportation ..satin to . nhancc his possibili-
ties fora better quality of life.

I r in crortation technology has vastly witiened the thole*. acailablt to mankind in
his "octal and ec-onornic eel mon chip,. It has prosid.d man in tc opportunities, accessi-
bility, and economic t ttielenty which Mitt Arc red man, ,ochry, and las environment.

In spite of these 1, complishments, our way of lift ha-. failed to tat,. into account the
enxironmtnt rc t lost d through the t \phut 'Non mobility, Ptopk hate placed a
high priory,. on eonxena. net undt rctanding ho.x this may *i.ntualh choke off open
sp elein tar, and t I. ar Arm. r. I or ex "mph., t* people re Ilittd that the automobile
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which was introduced dux lits, tilt. Line r pax tof the 10th e..entury would rexolutIonlz rans-
txmation in apprommatelv 7S scar... Today, the automobile has become one of the most
powerful forces in out Z.A. t, . It i. the bruatkst symbol of our time, both because Its
proehiction typifies modern industrial and business organization and because more than
any othe r single contribution of modern technology, it has transformed the average man's
way of life (5, pp. 10-17).

Transportation created the cities and other new facets of urban living. This trend
has groath ace< k r Ike! in recent veins. Although eines and urban living are a result of
improved technologies, they have also created problems.

Volpe, former secretary for the United States Department of Transportation, has
sa; "1 century ago 15%; of 1merka's population lived in cities, ten years from now,
Mr at of exery four Americans will be urban dwellers, and the tinned states population
will nave grtawn to 273 million" (26, p. Dais

1,comcam, ing the urbanizing trend Ls an increase mover-all mobility. The develop-
ment of the technology of increased mobility has helped to shape a more independent
social environment, but- at the same time it has taxed the physical and natural environ-
ments with congestion, air, and noise pollution.

l'Xiring the last three decades, the re has been a greater increase in pollute in level
as compared with population increase in the [Inca states. the difference is accounted
for by the ine revised pi. r capita consumption ereatedthrough increased economic activities,
of which transportation has been a distinct part (17, p.

In IcrO, the nation's automobiles poured out more tha- 900000,000 tons of pollutants.
The automobile account- for more than 60,- of the chemmais that pollute our atmosphere.
In some urban areas, that figure rises to an appalling 90,7, (13, p. 51).

The pollution problems caused through man's use of the automobile may be attributed
to the relationship increases in population,affluenee, and the number of motor vehicles
elh, p. The v may be eonsidered the rout causes of nearly all environmental prob-
lems. 111 three factors have grown drastically over the past century and will go much
higher in the next three decades if present trends continue.

THE STUDY OF TRANSPORTATION TECHNOLOGY
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS EDUCATION

There should be little doubt c once ruing the importance of studying transportation
technology in industrial 'arts. The term trarsportation" has been used in some indus-
trial arts cireles for a number of years. howeser, most eurneulum efforts have been
directed toward automotive and, more ree end}, power teehnology. This approach appears
to be a limited view to the study of transportation technology.

J.'sn N. Volpe, former .seeretary of the United ::,tates Department of Transportation,
expressed concern ewer the obsolete content, processes, andedueatiunal techniques being
utilized in the traditional transportation technology programs in our nation's _schools
when he stated:

It : essential that young people confidently understand the transportation systems that are so
large a part of their daily lives. This is especially true, if we are to make those systems re-
,pons,e to public needs and human ols,cctives. A good example is the family automobile, a
mechanical Won?. that auto mechanic classes have been dissecting for years. We know its
spark plug firing sequence, as piston bore, and its carbeeretion air intake, but we should also
know its crash-worthiness, the reliability of its brakes, and all the other structural factors
which could save, or destroy, the lives of the driver and passengers. Such knov.:..4a repre-
sents a new dimension in transportation technology. It means tout leanctivgy be assessed
in t rms of human values and taught in terms that make the student aware of his influence in
shaping transportation systems (27, p. 5).

1.dueation, for the most part, nos mglee ted to study and met sugate one of man's most
creative intellectual tnele.1 ors transportation tee linology. Mon lives in and rs continually
exposed to the transportation technology environment. let, many jack a true understand-
ing and vimiprehension of the impact this tee linologA has on himself and his environment.
1 ransportatton aeeounts for approxiinatelv one-fifth of our GNP, and when we translate
this into o personal context, this is rather thought-provoking. t.onsidor that each and
every one of us spends about one-fifth of his efforts for transportation. flits is a rather
high commitment of one's personal resources for eiraquests of time and ,.pace.
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Vie have a r Mier inadequate understanding of hoc transportation systems fit into
uur social and eeonotiiie enviroiutrent. I,ducation must proeide a comprehensive under-
standing of the total rule that transportation plays in human activities. In recant years a
wealth of nevi transport systems have been produced vehicles that operate on cater
foils, air cushions, and air films, moving platforms, monorails, the personal rocket belt,
and scores of new technological &vies:, that are still at the experimental stage (1, pp.

I echnological and environmental literacy eoneerning these nee% forms of trans-
portation systems must be promoted .n educational iirograms in the technologies if the
systems are to be effectively utilized in the future.

1 he m.s technologies in transportation fides. resulted in greater choice new oppor-
tunities available to those who could use. that technology. to insure that proper choices
cal be made, it cal require an understanding of the behavioral characteristics ineulved
in this nee% technology to control the environmental consequences.

It is not easy to twee many choices. It is the nature of a choice that to take advantage
of one, a person must refuse another. Joseph B. Platt stated (15, p. 17):

As recnnology presents us with more choices, many of them interrelated, the tosk of planning
and of selection becomes more complex.... Choices, for an individuo1 or for o society, ore
guided by values. Ole tend to identify the ',clues of a society or o person by the choices
mode.

lie kn... that %Atm, change with time, and as nee% technologies or choice's come into
existence!, these choices force cs to examine our values: Do vie really value clean air
more wan low -coat fuel LX eee cant the random-route personalized transportation more
than sound ecological conditions?

these must be human ealue choices. To assure that proper decisions are made will
require tee hniilogieal and environmental literacy to adequately deal with the numerous
options available.

The basic scienees will continue to pride basic physical laws for transportation
technology and for understanding the interaction of forces in society. These forces must
be identified to avoid undesirable consequences as they arc being applied.

Ldusiation can proeide a better understanding in the area of transportation technology
by analyzing past developments and use the information gained to plan our future. )%e
have been concerned up to this point in history cith only the classical technology cinch
dealt cith the construction and operating principles of physical structures. It has been
within the last 4o years that more emphasis has been placed on planning, control, opera-
tion, and replacerrient aspects of transportation systems. [he future requires that a
greater efturt must be placed on human needs and constraints and the relationship of this
technology to the total environment. (See Figure 1.)

COMPONENTS OF TRANSPORTATION

Homan Needs and Constraints

Soeat and Environmental Demand

Planning

Des,grr

Acceptance

Constn,mon

MCIrtlferOM1Ct
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Re0a:rrlent

ConSecpertce$ of Sx fey and Environment

Transportation's Role us H4mon Development
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Practitioners in the fit Id of industrial arts edueauun must be concerned with long
term educational goals fot Mt study of transixmation teehnulugy based upun a suunu
structure of knowledge. The fuundatiun fur such a structure ould be three major sub-
systems inculved in the area of transportauun teehnulugy. These are the physical sub-
system, the human sub-system, and the activity sub system (21, pp. 159-178).

A system may be evaluated in terms of input to output. The activity sub-system is
aecuallc an interface between the human sub-system with its properties and Lie physical
sub-system with its own characteristic The input aspects include the land, Libor,
capital, materials, and information ,thich lea, to the phy sieal sub-systems. (sec Figure 2.)

TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

INPUT

Land
Labor
Capital

I Material
Information

IPHYSICAL
SUB-SYSTEM

ACTIVITY
SUB-SYSTEM

HUMAN 1
SUB-SYSTEM I

OUTPUTS

Performance
Concomitant

Figure 2. Input-Output

The physical sub -.. -rem ha, component, which arc b..th natural and man-made.
The natural would incladt such items a- w..iter, lanaair, and .,pact, while the man-made
elements include roads, monorails, terminals, and control devices.

There is a close int" ..elationship, through the activity sub-systems, between the
man-made am! sub-systems. The hicles, journeys to and from work, and air
pollution exemplify this, .chides art nian-made physical faeilities and journeys are the
activities. the ptrfinm :nee of the automobile or other vehicles during the journey
libeiate hydro - carbon., .chick in ma. ,.;;eat tae quality of the air, an c1eiiint of the
natural phy-tical rub-systems. kSee Figure 3.)

The human sub-systtm i. divided into twu categories. individual and group. This
arra is e,nncrned .cith ial, and psyeholugi.al characteristics.
individual., and groups andertakt activities utilizing the killysteal sub-systems. Some of
the result, of the aetiyities arc fed back int he human .Substem. An example of
this would be the Aagts one cams fur a prod ietiou activity or ownership of some artifact
for .1 consumption activity. (Sec Figure 4.)

ik,.celoping., a concept of transportation technology fur industrial arts necessitates a
serious re- evaluation of our ptt sent efforts in this area. .unct industrial arts cannot
possibly bt all things to all people, it is paramount that we nueally assess our unique
advantages and limitati.ms in tt rms of purpost and contributions promuting technological
and environmental liteicv.
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The Physical Sub-System

F
Natural

I) atet
2) Air
3) Land

Inputs to
the System

Man-made l Activi y Sub-system

I) land use
2) canals
3) facilities and structures

1) journey to work
2) social-recreation
3) movement of goods

-Automobile
-Airplane
-Space Vehicle
-Ship
-Railroad
-Mass Transit
-Terminal

Human Sub-System I

-Parking Lot
-Runway E- -f-
-Controls

,Outputs from
the system

Fgure 3. Relationship between the phls.cal sub-system and other sub-systems.
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Human Sub-system

Individual Properties

1) economic
2) biological
3) social
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1) economic
2) biological
3) social
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Fiyu., 4. The human sub-systems.
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The study of transixfitition technology fur industrial ails should focus more sharply
on understanding the problem, and issues facing,man in transportation and how to Identify
and solve these issues, in addition fu the current emphasis un the tangible objects and
artifacts. The essence uf concern for transportation in industrial arts is more than a
knowledge of ihe system components, but rather a:venous study uf the ideas, innovations,
successes and failures!ruf man as he creates and invents, and uf the techniques man uses
to solve problem:, related to transportation.

For the curriculum developmental purpose, a systems analysis approach has been
recommended. This approach would identify the base functional systems involved in
transportation technology. The funetiunal s)stcins may include the following, which are
involved in each mode ur type uf transportation system, whether It be used in terrestrial,
marine, atmospheric, or space vehicles (4, pp. 19-22).

1. LlnergL Juurce: Primary form of energy input, i.e., electrieal, fossil fuel, etc.
2. Propulsion. The means by which energy is applied to create ur retard the motion

of vehicles in or through a given mediuni.
3. Guidance and guideway. s)stems which gather and feed information to the control

system. The guideway .vould include the continuous track, pad, ribbon, tube, ur other
device upon which the vehicles travel.

4. Control system. The method which enables destination selection, autuinatic cue-
ing, feed-in, and exit in a pilotless system.

sA,myrt system. The method which sustains the operation of any given mode of
transportation. ilit se may range float systems of life support to maintenance of the
vehicle.

t. Suspension system. I he inethodused tosuspend a vehicle in or on a peen environ-
ment, with such types as mechanical, contact, magnetic forces, and fluid suspensions.

structure stem. Design and eonstn:ction techniques and practices which are
used to construct transportation vehicles, access terminals, etc.

If edu.ational programs in any area are toscrve effectively, they must be responsive
to the changing needs uf the society they serve. today man lives in and is continually
exposed to the transportation technolug,) within his environment. \et, many lack a true
understanding and comprehension of this technological phenomenon. The} may know the
principles underlying the oternal ,11nibu,tion engine, fluid pu-cr, mechanical transmis-
sions, linear induction motors, and air fvuh. they know and understand and often can
control these devices. But the issue is nut to understand and control a single device, the
issue is the understanding and control of the bchaeiur of transportation technology as a
major force for change within society.

The study of transportation technology should be centered on the behaelural charac-
teristics of a sy stem operational-pc rformance and environmental. The concern should
not be on what the device is but what it dues. it is an attempt to gain knowledge, to gain
control and thereby attain mastery over transportation technology for man.

In conclusion, let me focus briefly un the interacting forces involved in transporta-
tion technology. The term "transportation technology" implies a comprehensive and
complex network en ideas, inventions, nie; devices which function as an integrated system
of conveyance fur clic co:-.--mence of man asne moves his goods, himself, and others from
uric place to anutner. The significance of transportation as a technical, economic, social,

and eneiruninental function of man is unchallenged. It is eunside red one of man's
major technological endeavors which has educational imperatives fur Muse disciplines
engaged in the study of technology. r3eLau,e industrial arts is a discipline area purport-
ing to promote technological and environmental lit( racy, transportation should become an
ecocallui element of the industrial arts curriculum.

Pscry effort should be eNpvrid.-x1 to insure that the study of transportation technology
in industrial arts provides an understanding uf the fundamental nature and consequences
of the interaction of man, tee hnolog,y, energy resources, and the environment. Io do this
constructively, we need to look at the physical systems a, well a, the human and activity
sub-systems. This understanding provides a fuller understanding and appreciation of
how these interactions contribute to our body of new intellectual and physical capcbility
and to its use as we requin . (See Figure SO

If we truly are interested in the theme of 11116 conference, ", humane Technology
fur the. I uturt," then wt need to incorporate transportation technology as a body of knowl-
edge in the industrial arts curriculum. AL must provide fur understanding of this tech-
nological phenomenon if it is to be a humane technology In me future. Ae all know
transportation modes an. ...:lueliced by a variety uf forces that can determine Its future.
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tloweeer, only education can provide a human turce that can demand a technology to create
a livable future.

Joseph B. Platt has stated that human force will be necessary to develop a humane
technology, and this must be accomplished through education. lie stated 115, p. 27).

That force tburnan force) is organized knowledge, and it is transmitted by education. It is
education, perhaps more than any single factor, that will determine how to survive the way
in which developing nations develop, the quality of life in all nations, and the extent that
human freedom and dignity flourish in a complex and highly organized world. Our global
civilization will be shaped more by the activity and content of its classrooms,books, and tele-
vision screens than by its forges and factories.

I his role of education should challenge industrial arts teachers to plan and develop
a suceession of experiences fur the study (4 transportation ttchnulogy in existing study
of technolug,y educational programs. these experience.," should provide students with a
-along interdisciplinary background to enable them to attain coherent insights into the
social, et orhInlie, set hnologictil, and ensiionmental forces relating to transportation sys-
tems. It is our responsibility to prepare this human forst, that sill plan for a humane
technology for the future.
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Wood and Wood Technology
A Curriculum Guide

Olan C. Oatman

In the spring of 1,)64, I. I ugene Brightwe II, supervisur of Industrial Arts Leitication
fur the State uf Nlissouri, appointed the present Viouds e...urritulum Guide Committee.
I3ubbv Taylor, industrial arts teacher en lx:xter High .Slhuul, was selected as Chairman,
with Lvereit uf Last Prairie High othool and Ulan Unman of the Industrial
Lducatiun fatuity at tsuuthwest Nlissuuri :gate University as active committee members.

ateeral meetings later, after Bluth discussiunuf infurmatiunt whetted frOm resource
materials, students, LA, teachers, edutaturs, parents, and individuals connected with
various we)od prudutt industries, the ..uninlittet. decided un the direttion and scope of the
new woods curriculum guide.

"New and used ideas ineuiving seven process areas were selected and the detail
work tomititnced. Industrial educatiun students wurking un their Bachelor of science
and,ur 13athelut uf science in Lducatiun degrees at S.N1.S.U. researched the various
process areas, designed or redesie,med p.udutts, developed the materials and drawings,
fabricate.3 and assembled specialized pieces uf equipment with jigs and fixtures, and
produced a variety of products.

lieles and Pictures were taken as the prutess areas were developed and proved to
be ,vorkeible. l'restaitations and distassions were presented to students,,teathers, and
edutaturs at lueal, district, and state meetings in an effort to inform as well as receive
suggestions for assembling an effective curriculum guide.

In an effort to obtain a bruade r viewpoint, the bulletin, '`Viotad Technology, Techniques,
Processes and l'rodeitts,* was printed and mailed to selected tullege and university

OW te.e. hnulugists and ether industrial eclataturs thruughuut the I. flited States. Favorable
letters . nd suggestiuns uttered by the edutaturs and industrialists convinced the com-
mittee that we were going in the right direction.

slide-tape presentatiun with ltiO tulor slides and two tapes, one 52 minutes and
the other one huur and 13 minutes, were assembled tu enable teachers and students to
preview the woods curritulum pidt befurk. It etas .....mbpleted for publication. A booklet,
"'.loud Iechnulogy, I ethniques, Frucess and Products," containing 137 sheets of printed
materials, pictures, charts, and drawings was printed. This publication is sold in our
unieersitv lxittk store, used by our wexxi tethnulogy students, and has proven ber.efleial
in improving the process areas.

The 14'3 'floods and Hoot! Technology urritulum Guide has been printed and will be
distributed to Nlissuuri industrial arts Lathers, administraturs, and edutators during the
sprtng, and or summer.

It has been a long and eery busy five years, but thc unimittet feels the effort has
been Aurthohlk. Thiseutopreriensiee apprutth is KurkingIn uur industrial arts prugrains
and should present a challenge to teachers ,me students alike.

COMMENTS FROM THE WOODS CURRICULUM COMMITTEE

It is the upiraun uf the `Aothiscurritululacummittee that industrial arts wuodwurking
in Missuuri has primarily and traditionally beendirettedtuward only um. area of the: vast
furest prudutts industries, that of furnitue and cabinet tunstruttran. Fabriectiun of
huge prudutts such as furniture and, ur cabinet wurk is expensive, time t unsuming, and
this limited the vie etpuint of the general edutatiun industrial arts woudwurking student
and his investigations into other equally important areas of furest pruduct industries.

The tuntinued pruduction uf finished prudutts in the various process areas is still
the best methud tu mutieatt. and hold the interest of um woudwurking students. A ...um-
prt.ht:nra,.e. approach re-tututrienut,l which will necessitate. the k.unstruLtiun uf smaller
products but will permit ineestigailun ulat least three ur murk uf the seven protess areas
listed in the woods cur ritulum gentle. cumntiunal o.aaipulate.e woodworking activities
hate nut been remelted in this approach, but are included in their pruper perspective
according to the level of instruction and units covered.

tetlated informanun, sequence. studies, and drawings in each of thc process areas
hate. been included in the turriteduin guide. gie.ng suggested methods, techniques, proce-
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dares, equipment, and supply sources. This guide will aid the teacher in broadening the
scope of his or her industrial arts woodworking curriculum.

Several of the process areas listed in the guide could lend themselves very well to
the material-science approach rather than the product- oriented approach. It is the coin-
mittee's opinion that industrial arts wixidwurking should cuntinue to have a product orien-
tation, especially in Levels I-111.

Each of the areas included in the guide has a cumplete set of equipment drawings to
enable the industrial arts teachel anti,or students in I et/el:Jill and IV to fabricate and
assemble the process equipment fur use in the industrial arts laboratory. Level Ill and IV
students should welcome the opportunity to re- design and, or construct equipment useful
to their class activities. In the teacher preparation programs of the undergraduate,
selected process equipment may be constructed ma college or university special problems
or investigation-type course. For the past-graduate, it is suggested that the teacher take
advantage of in-service-type workshops being held to familiarize teachers with the
various process areas covered in the guide.

Equipment can presently be purchased fur all of the process area, with the exception
of the t%ood Plastic e. omposition WPt) unit. tichool tquiliment and machine suppliers
have indicated that this and other spec ialized piecesof equipment are now being developed
and should be available in the near future. Adaptation of existing equipment can make
this a worthwhile experience for teachers and students.

The unit method presently being used to teach industrial arts woodworking (furniture
making) can still be elected by Level Ill ur IV studente, to continue their educational
manipulative experiences and investigations in greater depth. It is also possible to add
one or more of the oche. roeess areas to enrich the traditional approach in the teaching
of industrial arts woodworking.

Die committee urges you to read carefully and study the entirc guide and weigh the
advantage of this "general shop" type of approach tu the teaching of industrial arts wood-
working, particularly in I evels 1 and IL

INTRODUCTION TO WOODS AND WOOD TECHNOLOGY

Wood is man's most intimate material. He is in daily contact with it in some form
throughout his life. Wood's the major material in his home, his furniture, his newspapers,
magazines, and books, and in more than 5,000 other products made for his necessities,
comforts, and pleasures.

Wood in all forms is an intriguing material. All who work with it are constantly
challenged by its many properties, uses, arid vast potentials, they arestimulated by wood's
beauty, warmth, and other characteristics that many materialssu often imitate, but never
equal.

Wood is not a material of the past. It actively serves the present, and offers hun-
dreds of untapped uses for the future. Only by proper instruction in both the classroom
and laboratory manipulative experiences in the basic propertiesand current uses of wood
can the importance and potentialities of wood be recognized. Woodworking classes should
offer sound, fundamental knowledge that is applicable to modern living.

The systematic study of industry and technulog,y is an essential-part of the education
of all youth from the elementary school through college. At each education levFl, the sub-
ject tti organized to take advantage of the interests and needs of the students.

The various levels, referred to in this woodworking guide have reference to the

re-alignment of industrial arts curricula deteloped by the various. Curriculum Develop-
ment Committees. A brief Nuturmir), of the than found in the bulletin, Planning and
Equipping Industrial Arts and Instructional Faceities, Missouri State f\epartment of

Education, p. 3-3, 1971, follows:

Level I, exploratory industrial orts (generol shop), should be required in the middle ond/or

junior high school. The course is exploratory in nature and provides an opportunity for oil

students to become oriented to o number of content oreos in industriol orts.
Level II courses ore designed os elective educotion begin sing of the ninth grode ond ore

built upon the exploratory experiences provided of Level I. These courses promote unique in-

terests, needs, ond abilities of individuals rother thon those common to oil.
Level III courses ore odvonced technicol courses designed to provide experiences in a

rother :peon:Oozed phose of o content oreo of Industriol orts ond must, or should be,

preceded by o Level 11 course in the same c,mtent oreo. Although these courses ore quite
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specialized, their primary purpose is to meet the more unique interests and needs of the indi-
vidual and not to prepare Tam for a specifft occupation.

Level 11/ courses should meet the speckilized needs of youth. The strength of industrial
arts offerings at this level is k its adaptability to new conditions and new circemsionces.

The seven selected process or content areas of %%oods and stood technology that made
up the curriculum guide are prescnted in a brief usereien in the follmeing pages and illus-
trate appiicable techniques, proccsscsind poklucts foi your industrial arts noexi%%orking
curriculum.

I. Wood Lamination
Vood lamination is not a net process, hemever, many of the applications of the cur-

rent techniques of lamination are relatively recent in origin. Stacked stood veneers are
capable of being bent an Fled to conform to a surface Mitch has a marked curvature,as illustrated in Figure 1. Laminates, flat or curved, are fabricated by sand%%iching
adhesive-covered veneers in a mold or for,To.and bonded under pressure. Laminates are
under internal stress at all times and,IiKe'solid stood, react to humidity in an expanding
or contracting movement, therefore Making it necessary to design the form, mold, or
caul to the final equilibrium moisture content shape of the finished product.

Figure 1. Wood laminated compcoents.

Lamination is important to the industrial arts %oodworlang stucent because of the
design possibilities it offer,. The process peinits designs Which ire lighter in Height,
exceptionally .strong, and much less easteful of stood than products constructed from
solid hood. Lamination prusides an opportunity for the student to improve an important
natural material stithout sacrificing its infiererit beauty and mthout undue material Haste.

The individual industrial arts no oeheorkin student %%ill find the possibilities of Hood
laminations fascinating, The laminated napkin holder has been selected as a product, or
as a guide for products to be deeeloped in Level 1, File in-out tray has been developed
to challenge the Level 11 industrial arts student in his first year of noodnorking. The
in-out tray introduce the student to a more complex product than the napkin holder
and combines laminated components ssith solid stood construction. Level Ill and IV stood-
%%orking students Hill discoeer the area of hood lammap,ons to be a challenge to their
creative abilities and a continued development of their manipulative

II. PEG Diffusion
1'1 C (polyethylene glycol) tre iced eto4)..1 is pc rmanertiv kept from shrinking, smelling,

or earping, regardless, of the atmospheric humiehte to inch the finished product nisi be
sutjected. Pi (11 White Hat -like material developed bt Forest Products Laboratory at
Madison, 1k isconsin, %%hen propel-1e diffused info individual stood cell lumens and nails,
will have a bulking effect that tends to stabili7e ,%oocl in use. this treatment atirms vari-
ous ,reties of stood situ different ,pea to be combined in a single product.

Green Hood or stood %%rah a moisture content above the fiber saturation point, treated
in a 10-51t- aster solution of 1'1 C and dried to eauilibrium moisturecontent,can be
ma:hined, sanded, and finished into aesthetic or functional products by industrial airs
354
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Figure 2. PEG diffusion proi-zss.

students in Levels and II. kaantinued research, development, and construction al treat-
ment and drying equipment is recommended for tvoudvaorkingstudents in Levels ill and IV.

t,levated temperature of the PEG solution in a Thermo Tank (Figure 2) is not abso-
lutely necessary, but will shorten the lung diffusion time required by the cold or room
tkinperatur method. Drying of PEG-treated %tooth: ...in be accomplished under rather
drastic heat conditions in a Lin or drying chamber. The Automatic Drying Chamber can
cut down on the drying time, enabling i%ooduorking students to continue their hand or
machine laboratory operations without the long delay required then using the room tem-
perature drying method.

The PIA, diffusion process opens up a new field of conservation and marketability of
waste tree parts that can be dvveloped intoa variety of products limited only by the imag-
ination and ingenuity of woodworking industrial arts students.
III. Wood Flour and/or Particle Molding

Particle, ply, and plastic molding in the Trio Press will give the woodworking student
an opportunity to produce a product molded ozi(xii,,omponent (plastic disc), or fabricated
materials (ply or laminated wood 4 to use in other laboratory experiences.

t urrent ptocesses of molding Hood consist (it nxing wood particles with thermo-
setting synthetic resin adheIves, depositing the mixture into the cavity of a heated mold
11.igure II, and applying pressure hydraulically until
the curing of the resin is completed. The mold is
then pened, and the molded product can be removed
in a nearly finished condition.

It is re,ommended that the Level I tudent not
only perform ttuud p Sra. is im.ld.nr ipt rations, but that
he be permitted to prt.parc wood particle-resin mold-
ing mixtures, v.eigh out molding charge:,, and beautify
moldings by means of various finishing. operations.
Level It voodvorking students could, in addition to
the molding oper itions, design a mold, fabricate a
pattern, and ,a-t an aluminum mold which gill pro-
duce an item riganal dt sign. Level Ill
and It student. hould the skill. and ability to
construct the I and k Indutt further rt ,earch
with the pro,e.s of molding wood

M addition T. molding ,vood partik catt r or
other individually dt..igri,.4 prodikrs, the L ev el I

Ntutkrit ,,an rap flit rmoplastiv piLes and
produot a disc in tt test ali to b. used in fabricat-
ing a product for the plath. arta. Plt,%%)0,1,ir lami-
nated blank. in b. utd in fabricating sAitch plate
CI ,ver,
IV. Production Product of Industry

lite produ,it.n pr. iu.t is
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better known in indastrial arts ,orrb_ulunis as Mass Production: Principles, Applica-
tions, and Operation,.

A better understanding ..f industrA should be one of the objeutiAes your students will
encounter in their 1,16chluorking courses. Induserial arts students should time an oppor-
tunity to participate in ,IMAAlated Sinlailt611N whi.h will allow them to experience social
and t -chnacal problems similar to those they will meet in adult life. The production
product can hr used for skill It eelopment, Ain involve problem solving and creativity,
and - .4. a uraf!, Npe nen,L for developing a .omprehensive eenception of industrial
:AiA,tems.

\las, production .an become an eAtremele ,omplicated and time-consuming study.
iloweker, it i- recommended that RN just one of the several areas developed and utilized
in 'a odworking rses. Informational .ontent in the form of clan: discussions, reports,
hor,A.work, and committee activities should prepare the class for a production run.

Figure 4. Assembly of on interior window shutter.

The proda:t, interior window shutters (Figure 4,, has been redesigned and process-= dried ,tudents of a Level!! wk,Aodworking A.lass, an opportunity to plan, redesign,
org,:rnare, set-up, and produ,e a product. It is recommended that this unit of study be
instituted near the end of the regular school year.

prolacti, proda,:t should be attempted bA the .lass tank ..fter the s=tudents have
deveIo;ed an appre.iati, 41 of wood, it properties, and potentials for use in our society.
T di_ most elf,. . me Icarn..tg ituation, the students involved should hive gained

- 1,:tOre I,vt I of -kill -with bond and maehine tools and an understanding and appre-
ct itu of proces:ae, ne-eJLJ for a completion of the product selected.

The drawing and proc,dure for developing this product has been set up in a conven-
tional **plans =I step," rept of indu,trial arts project.

Adaptation ..f the le.sign. jigs ind fhtures for production and assembly. areas, ma-
:h.nts, and pro.es,e , he used. assignment of ma, time ope r mons, inspection and con-
tr pe rsonni I are ir.,t a few of the m me phases of indu,trial production units to be
AA, o.Ped out be a.odwo.-king students in I evels Ili and IV.
V. Wood Plastic Composition (WPC)

v 1 impregnation ood 1,ti, ComposationiA 1k .upgrades wood as a structural
irs:r111 be in, reaong it, strength, h Ardn, resi,tanek,durabilite, and dimen-

sional ,tabilite. the improved wood h is re ,ist mkt to mildew, fungus, insect attack, and
can be made fire A..t.ird int be the in,orporationof ippropriate chemicals.. '.'Pt -modified
wood accentuites the gr Ain p ittern, 41411). when Dees. are ineduAled in the liquid mono-

:r mAtore. No surf rot. Hang 1, required on the impregnated wood, but finish can be
ipplied if desire 1 t Tecial decorative effect,.

\tddled-1,o. Ad-pla -tie maters Id, are ,onipatible and a laptable roeontemporary indus-trial art, curriculum,. the IAN wood impregn mon unit igure St Lan be fabricated by
I ecel ill or IV industri rl art-, stud nt, to impregnate w, AA in the Hader-trial arts labora-
tore . Ihi, fere tt,ilii. would pioAiik the indusarial art, wivAdwontng pro,tram with a
replication of i rk ilistis, =pit tr. inefo pro,es,and ii. , provid: a less expen-
se...! ,r si for prdus r, prodo,A,Ibk woodworking, students in Levels
I Ind II.



Figure 5. WPC wood impregnotion unit.

This process of wood modification is also known as methacry lazed wood. This term
refers to the composite structure formed by impregnating the lumens of wood with the
monomer, methyl methacr:late ithe polymerized form is better known as Lucite), and
hardening the plastic monomers. Two processes for bringing about the polymerization
of methyl methacrylate in wood are in commercial use today. The first method is used
by industries such as ARi.O chemical Company of Philadelphia, Pa., manufacturers of

Derma Grain wood-plasti- composite, flooring. This company hardens the liquid plas-
tic by nuclear radiation. The second method uses a chemical initiator. The preferred
initiator or catalyst is azo, it is efficient and inert to degradation by chemicals in the
wood. the Lazo powder is dissolved in the monomer just before imprepating the wood.

The chemically-Initiated methacrylation process is adaptable to industrial arts
fac;lities and involves the following four steps:

1. Evacuating the air from the pores or lumer.s (Akan-dried wood.
2. Immersing the evacuated wood in methyl methocrylate contamng o chem.cal ,nitiotor.
3. Re !eosins the vacuum to impregnate the wood with monomer.
3. Polymerizing the monomer within the wood by gentle heating.

The modified wood produced by this process is tihice as hard as the initial wood.
tiensity and specific gravity will double, as well as sheer strength both parallel and per-
pendicular to the grain. An additional feature of 11PC material, is built in; no finish is
required on the completed product. ouggestedbroadarea U6t::, fur industrial arts products
or components of products constructed from AP( vr methacn,lated wood are handles,
furniture, building, materials, musical instruments, marine construction, and sporting
equipment. Industrial arts utrody4orking students through Levels I - IV will find this im-
proved wood cm exciting medium to work with.

VI. Residential Construction
itc41clential construction, with scaled-down models, should be a part .,f the industrial

arts uoridworking, curriculum in Levels li and Ill.
Models of light construction, adaptable ty woodwork mg *lasses, could include

illmes, farm structures, small churches, 1,ial and industrial buildings.
Home,. or residential buildings, one of lumber's largest markets, amount to more than
a million houses a year. of these, four out of five are of .cord construction, each averag-
ing V ixiand feet of lumber.

It is extremely important that eery i. 1. student be ghcii an opportunity to acquire
some knowledge of good home design, and basic building construction methods. "this area
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of Atiodttorking sill , lain to btot or build A isek, thus suiting atany building prob-
lems, ,.r -n though lit mat not tntt r tht building industries. Itesidennal i.on,truction
model btolding should not tit to,ationalk oriented, homier, student:. Atli have learned
cont:vpr, of i large phase of the stood industry.

htit hou,t. plan, ,t1t-tt,d to aid in the rt-sidt.nnal i.un,truttion unit hat,. been divided
into 4 -et tionNi, noted on th, floor and foundanor. IraAing, Tips method aia allots a
tt -rulent, to ,on,trutt a .roman of du houst at braes tunes during the school

liar all st.t7tion, hat. tat.en t.ornplett.31, tht four set.tion, tould be muted into the
proper po,ition, shooing the assembled structure in its proper perspective.

F4ro 6. Scaled-down portion of residential construction
-tadel with wall frame jig.

The ft-, tr trn r. d scale, 1-1 2 inch equal, 1 foot, :sus used .n the teaching model
shottn in 1:14... t lho ,hottn in the illu,tration is a stall frame pg, a construction
re,hfurpac that Itnd, tht mass-produttion, assembly -line basis in fattories. Thus
-on- err., rn-dular son-trtit a. of the Litt -t,ttps au.a!, from the traditional method

build'ing horn, it mrt till...lent and le,- to-gb.. other techniques in the building
,..n-rru, non indu,trtt it. rails, and pro...e,,t, tan bt z-,arched and developed o?.
I t.:l I indu,rrial art, ''x.)',,1*.torking student-.

VII. Wood Structure. Properties and Identification
1 ,tads of Ariod -tru..turt, it propt rut ,, and method, of idennfkation is essential

r. .ar I S 414),ISS.lfk -nadtnt, to aid in tht i xletti.n . if appropriate r:+uenal.. for prod-
u:r development.

Vo,tern 'tool indu-trio, dt .ott r tholt time to ttaluiti n, and selet-
non if mitt ippropri it to i arson protlute, phtsit i1, mthankul, .1nd environ-
mtnt nuirerr-nt,. our indu,trial irt, tla,sroom, and labor itorie, should bt- artasht rt h ind toptruriientatn,n tan N. .ipplied to bttter understand the :.omplex
-tra, of raze bit -ic rats m nrial ve ust, %%clod.

I- tram tnpl its that At tilts it for granted. Tht solid piece of stood used
in our produ, t-, shin titntd unfit r i mit ro-topt, bet.mt:s intritate arrangements of
,trng though tint cell- -ttm as citht r ring porouz., diffu-uc prou,, .,r non-porous str

iivtork of tt II- in iy al -. bt n if tht -urfatt or edge of uood is trammed
%tali i sharp Itnift singlt-ttik. rtz.r bl ids and t ink r tleAt l such the unaided eye or
Aith i lrc hand It n-.

rn .f till.. its long and thin Aith tapered ends, rather like holfont.
toothm,k,.. I ibr-, nt tvpi. oft hariAot h1s, art ,As ill Ills. t r minute, approximatek
1 2'" of in int I, in len,:srh. I r hitt Ids, t typo of tt II in -ofratiod,, au t about 1, ti of an int h
in It ngtli, or llama 4 millimeter,. hard Ind iftstood t ell, Arc t tpt t in skip( and
ha),t tht ir len4th divan-Ion nearly parallt I to the long dire, non of the tn.( ,tem.

hettn. r At ,t, tht I 1rzt or -an ill dirrivn.ton of tht tell depends on sou tht Aitotti-. tut.
rAllt, for -,trui.tur Il purpo,t Aood, lit dit,ded into to.0 grotip,, hardnoods

and ,oftAh11... ,ofrAood- ton-i-t th. tone-bt tong trot, %%lath hat, rittdle, or -.tale-
likt -.it h 1, tht pint -., -, and fir,. Voiod from thi- group .art ton-adt rid

it .4 broad-It.v., t h u,u ilk drop their leave, in

I 9,
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the fall. ',Courts from thisgrouphave diffuse or ring porous cell structures. These include
the oaks, ashes, birches, maples, and many others commonly used in our woodworking
euurses. The separation into these two groups dtn. s not me..n that all hardwoods have
harder wood than the softwoods, it is aeoncement way to decide woods based on their cell
structure.

An excellent manual has been prepared by I ores: Products Laboratory of the Forest
service, l s. Department of Agriculture, entitieu, lassroum Demonstrations of Wood
Properties.- This manual will aid IA woodworking teachers in demonstrating some of
the properties of wood and how these properties relate to the cellular structure of wood.
These demonstrations can be used in Lecels I-Pe and can be expanded to meet the needs
of particular students.

111....=4.
Figure 7. Wood study center.

L

The Mood study +-enter shown in Figure 7 illustrates a variety of materials to aid
students in woodworking courses to better understand the has., materials used in their
laboratory manipulative experience&

OPPORTUNITIES UNLIMITED

tviest products industry, oldest in years but youngest in opportunities, offers
prestige and profit to those who ehooSt: this exciting field for their future careers. Nlajor
career areas in the forest produets industries are: forestry, manufacturing, wood
sciences and technology., research and development, marketing, and information and com-
munications. Each area has muitipie fields for specialists in technical and non-technical
activities. Private industry is the largest employer of forest products technologists.
There are also many career opportunities in the wood research and forest utilization
programs of federal and state agencies.

The construction industry, largest lumbt r consumer, is open for me' i and women
trained in designing and fabricating wood. There are also fine career opportunities in
the teaching profession. Lncrgetic student, who choose carters in the forest products
indus-tries will find a broad field with multiple opporrAities and only limited competition
for top positions.

maid iniustries are ever mindful that trees are a renewable resource and are con-
sistentiv expanding their scientific eff.rts in gruwing timber as a crop and in developing
more and wiser uses of each tree harcested. This foresight assures an endless supply
of raw materials wan which to fill 0. mands fur wood product... These industries enjoy
a stability that justifies their investments of billions of dollars in land, equipment, and
selection and training of emploveys.

Activities in the wood fields present a etwillenge and fulfillment. There are no dull
moments for teehnical workers in the forest product industries. They enjoy sights and
sounds in forest, mill., and plants. They find thrills ..nd 4:\ renicn t all the way from
tiny seedlings ..tr"Aing tomorrow's timber crops to giant wood trusses or arches in a
modern timber building.
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Chi, cur/a...ilium snnd, li is ii .r.;uurtd th, sloiso,1.1.orlsing readier in develop-
ing .1 mot% cowl, t sour a stash ittJprt..e. zit uti i mon.. shallengong, 1.1.4)0,.I.orking, pro-
gram for intermediate and s,sondor% shol student, in the state of %lis,oun. Loch
teach,. r u,ing this guilt should niol, .idaptatins to nitt t hi, or her reaching tonditions
found in the laNrotort and or sl is-room facilities.

REFERENCE

`A.00,1 lndustr% i tri a rs. ai I ..rt. st I rodu,ts Litton, NlassaLhus.,:tt
so:L., 'N.:4., ishington, 2hti

Mr. (Darman i, a meber of the IndtrAal Educat,:,n fccvlty at Southwest MI51Ouri State ,,uversay,
Springfield, Missouri 65802.

Wood Beam Lamination Technology
and Building Construction

Paul T Nicholas

ft. M,n. an In-titut. on,tru,rion is a n 'tonal trade association m.ith
m ,n0A r latn.n ,..r ,p m., - I o. trcd thrioostoot th, t nits.," states. Npecies used for
I ir Imams: irs. prim iriI. -outh, rn pin, .n di, and in th 1 ost and ikiuglas fir in the

ss.t.
4 ;:., Irun ited timb, rs in m mutts-tun...I from lurobt.r into a oriet% of sia., and

f .r Clu,dlornin its d r- I, be used in .t. night conflaira-
ta fo simpl, post ml bsom tvpv ippIis atoms. t lined member, are used for

i nous irsh .onfigurotions su, h 4 th tudor irs h tin. radial arch, as %sell as various
t. us, ,imfiur it, ins. Dom, -tvp,. stu,tures idea b,tn ru,ted utilizing glued Lunt-
na'ed th sle-ir spin, sf to 1,°i,

r,,snt Is %,lopinnt in loniinot,s1 tirnb. r utilizing the old siimept of the covered
bridg, is th ;Au,' I iminatd pins( .t., sstn,. "his -.sstern uses giulam stringer,
.r th, m stn .dge stru, nirem1 th 1,sh stc m is made up sot glued laminated deck

p irkls Liman-m:13 h, lint I iid salt to form the de,ls. ,surface.
Ills, J k p in, Is ir, f ists.rt,s: .-.mg stet I sh.1.ls -xi that nit desk -..stern corks
is an ,,rthittn,pi. plm. and dz.., b_ts a. a re.d to pi ots,t ths. -trin4...-rs from precipitation.

Claes' 1 unman...I tirrilts.r is a tsonomis d ,onst ru, non material %Ouch has a
rtr. as ,if apple itn rs in various const-ucti protc...ts.

Mr. _AG; MGT:19er of Eng,nee,,ng Ameocan Instdoe of Lmber Constructaon, Englewood,
CA.
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Minutes of the Delegate Assembly
Business Meeting

Acid 19, 1974
Seattle, Washington

Edward Kabakjlan

President Joseph : I ittrell called the meeting to order at I: 30 p.m. Dr. Kenneth
Brown ttas appointed Parliamentarian for the business meeting.

Pranzi 1 ocpp, Chairman of the t redentials ( onunittee, was called upon by the
President for the seating of the Assembly.

The President called for the r, ailing of the Minutes of the 1973 Annual Business
:Meeting. 1..1%ard Kabakjian, Executice See re tary, read the minutes. Jack Brueckman,
Jr., Ne% York, moved fur thc approval of the minutes as reported and amended. rile
motion xt as seconded by Kenneth Shank, Nett York, and passed.

Dr. Littrell .ailed for the. reading of the I reasurer's Report. Dr. Kabakjian pre-
sented a "statement of rind Balance" and a suininary Report of the Fiscal Accounts.
Frank Ingram, Indianaiskexl that the Delegates be procided ttith a more detailed report
on fiscal income and expenditures at future Delegate Assembly Meetings. The Treasurer
reported that the r, gut -a jUzalfIVd and that an expanded fiscal accounting %mid oe
included in future I rceisurer reports. Ichsard Kabakjian moved for acceptance of the
report. Lout II Ctmpbell from TeX.1:* seconded the motion. .1 division of house as called.
The motion carried, s0 for and 33 against.

Copies of the 1-74 President's Report" %ere made available to the Delegates.
1ftcr amplifying certain parts, the President submitted the report to the Recording

Secretary.
The President called fur old business. Ile reviewed several resolutions passed at

the Ntlantic. City Conference., and particularly emphasized resolutions pertaining to Gov-
ernance. and Constitutional changes. The. Ixecutive Board had appointed a constitutional
Cornittec Ahich had eighty people Aorking under the ehairmanship of Dr. Larry %%right.
The constitutional revisions suggested by, the committee had been received by the Execu-
tive Board at the 'stank Board meeting. The Board felt that the revisions should be sub-
mitted to the membership for study and examination.

No other old business A is brought to thc floor. The President :.ailed for new busi-
ness.

Horace Mayo, Delegate representing PEA, moved that

"the Treasurer prot idt. a major line item accountingof the finances of the 1sso-
elation to the deleg rtes at each annual meeting." It %as seconded by Bob Throexer,
New Jersey, and passed.

( trl York, Illinois, moved that

"the President of the .11,11 shall cause to bt prepared a mitten report from
each committee which summarizes tht actions of the committee for the year
preceding tht contention, stall recommendations for action., on any business
so dlegattd to at In the President or the Delegate: Assembly, and it be further
moved that thtsc summaries be included with the President's Report submitted
to the delegates at the Deleg,atcs' Informational Nt.e for ret ie% .7.nd,, or action!'

Aaiun etas d bt 111.in ',Myers, Maryland, and pa:sed by the Delegate Assembly.
The President AAA Paul De Vort to present to,: 1974 Act nouledgement Resolutions

to the Delegates. Ik Volt. moved for die ac,epterwe of Resolutions A-74-1 through
Ilorace Mayo, Ni.:, seconded the motion, %Inch carried.

The President called for the Standing Re-olutions.
Pall! IkVort mimed for the at. (prance of Resolutions S-74-I through s-74-9. Louis

Lcker, 4vionded the motion, %filch carried.
the President called for the t urrtnt Resolutions, Paul DeVore pre .ented ( -7r4 -1

through
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flora( e a, asked for indo.idu tl dist u--nin and at uo . on the ( Urrent Reso-
lutions. tart. nun, mot( (I that the dist ussnin of prop4,:s1M current resolu-
tion be reord.itd to th t. llottui l4,-Auti,(1. ZS, I, 2, 3, and 4. Carl.York, Illinois,
seconded the motion, Mut h carrn.d.

Paul Iit-Vort :noted the act eptante ad Restilution I. Mut h von- seconded by
earl Nork, litter mutt' dist ussittn, tr ttas !mitt d b( Bora( e Mato, NEA, that
( 4-7, be unernn d tit plat inn 1 per,d tit. t the cord iilonntnt in M. last sentence, thus
eliminating the rett to an attoth tit, tut I t. a se ot a tiso.d arnttunt. RobertThrower,
Nem, Jer,...,, se,:onded the motion, tthi.ii . at t it d. !he rt. solution eta. passed.

Paul DeVore [noted the at eptantu of Resolution ( -74-1, Mot h ttas setonded by
tans 1.tker, Michigan. the mutton

Paul DeVore moved for the at. eptant e tit k -74-2, Muth ttas setondtd by ( arl York,
Illinois. t nklvn Ingram aimed an amendment to the resolution, tthit h etas seconded
bt \Dario.- (tuptil, lrizona, and approved bt the Delegates. I he anicnded resolution
passed.

Paul I)eVore moved the at t quark e Much eta seconded by 1 (melt ('amp -
hell, Texas. the resolution passed.

Pad De% ore mined the atteptame of ( -74-4, uhi.h was seconded by Tom Watkins,
Irizona. Robert Ihroue r, Nett. .tenet, mined dropping the second "resolat " and pro-
posed a nett paragraph. !lora, e N11,4, NI \, setonded the amendment resolution, which
passed. The resolution %ki approved as amended.

%her advio.- ha, 1 duard kabaknan, the Delegates agreed to reconsider Resolution
lior ite Matti mot td for retonsideration, set ondt b(, Ulan Myers, Maryland,

and approved In the a it-legates. Jam, s Boone, Texas, moved that the reference to specific
amounts of mono, be eliminated in the resolution. seconded ilham Scarsborough,
North( irohn i, the amended motion was passed bt the Delegate Assembly.

Hoz. its- \tato, NI moved that future Presidents' Reports include a copy of the
iecounts tor the al at-at through Lunt 3fi of the preceding year and an up-to-date
report on the current ti.t.il }eat ending 10 days prior to the Annual Conference. The
motion tit), se...onded Robert I hroaer, Nett !erne}, and passed.

Itionats I a( lair, Neu \ork, muted that all toinnottte tnairmen prepare an annual
report, tmltating the disposition or progress of the Delegate Assembly actions so that
ill Menlburs be mare of 1s-otiation activities, these reports to include committee
charge -, rsponse-, tint-m.1M attitms, and tommittee recommendations. Seconded by

:\ filled': hclegeter, Nett. \ ork, the motion passed.
Ihtan tIert7, Illinois, moved that a cop, of 1.xetutive Board minutes or abstracts be

gu.t.-n to each I kit-gate at the tars( Delegates Meeting .11. the National Conference. The
minute- are to he trom all Board meetings during the previous (,ear. t uther Burse,
PennstIvama, seconded the motion, %MA carried.

!bonus tat Ian, Nett Nork, moved that a drattof the Retarding Set retan's minutes
of the National Representative ,1ssembly mailtd to eath Dt legate %whin 60 days. Prank
IngT im seconded and the IX-legatos approved the motion.

Robert sharp, Maryland, moved that the 197; ( ontentoin Planning Committee be
directed to :nodule the IX-legate 1ssemblv meeting and di, Innual Business meeting to
begin no later than 10: 51 a.m. on their -espet tive st hedult d dat -And that Mt se meetings

not IN -scheduled ahead of other at tivitits requiring the attendant e of the Delegates.
.1 iiham '-ehelt-geter se(-onded the motion, tshih passed.

Nett III officers introduced uere I aura i oxis, vice president for classroom
Ichers, and ll Ransil!, president elect.

It eta announced that the next II I ( onft rtnce will be held in Cihcinnati, Ohio.
I he imering inourne.1 at '3 to

Resolutions of the Delegate Assembly
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT RESOLUTIONS

\ -7 } -1, WI% ciation to the President. %111 RI Is Dr. lost ph i. I mall, as President
of the Inherit an Industrnil Nett 1ssot Litton, ha- given so Itheralb of his time and his
%tient-, exhibiting in otit-tanding tapat Ito lot It ad,. rship, and
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wurnAs, the aauclation has mace exemplary progress under his leadership,
BE IT HEREIN RIA ORDID that the Association, through its membership, officers,

and executive board, expresses its fullest appreciation to him.

N-"4-2. \ppreciation to the Conference Committee, the Program Committee, and the
Program and Conference Participants. INASMUCH as the Thirty-sixth Annual Conference
of the \med.:an Industrial Arts sauciation was possible through the direct, dependable,
and efficient service of great numbcia of members of the Association, and inasmuch as
the Conference has achieved an outstanding level of success,

BE IT HEREIN IIECORDED that sincerest appreciations are expressed to William
Bakamis, Program Chairman, and Sam Porter and Herbert Bell, General co-Chairmen,
to the members of Conference committees, and to all the teachers, supervisors, teacher
educators, and students whose efforts in total produced this Conference.

A-74-1. Nppreciation to the Ship. INASMUCH as the continuing support for and partici-
pation in the conduct of the Annual Conference of the Association, and, in view of the ex-
cellence of this year', commercial exhibits as a feature of the Conference,

BE IT HERLIN RECORDED that the American Industrial Arts Association expresses
its appreciation to Educational Exhibitors for their participation in the 1974 Conference.

1ppreciation to the Teacher Recognition Program. INAsMUCH as the Associa-
tion is dedicated t encouraging excellence in teaching, and

N ASMUCII .ia its program of recopution of outstanding teachers is marked with
increasing excellence,

BE IT HEREIN RECORDED that expressions of appreciation are tendered to Kenneth
Cite, Vice-president fur ClaSstoom Teachers, and his committee for their contribution
in the conduct and promotion of this program, and

BE IT \ L SO RECORDED that appreciation is expressed to the officers and members
of state associations who have participated in the teacher recognition program.

\ppreciation to the Vice Presidents and Other Officers. WHEREAS Bernard
Dutton, Vice-President of the American Council of State Association Officers, has given
so liberally of his time in the leadership as President of his Council for the past two
years and has devoted and exhibited outstanding leadership services as Vice-President
of the American Industrial Arts Association, and

WHEK NS, Billy Mayes, Vice-President for Classroom Teachers for the American
in Justrial tits 1aauciation, has cxhibited steadfast devotion and effective and solid leader-
ship to the American Industrial Arts Association, and

Will PENS, Rodney Anderson, Vice-President for Supervisors, has made outstanding
contribution to the Association, and

WHEREAS, Willi, Ray, Vice-President for Teacher Educators, has provided excellent
leadership through his service in numerous efforts, and

MIER!: NS, 1\ illiam Hoots, Vice-P resident fur Elementary Industrial Arts, has served
the Association effectively during his tenure, and

WHEREAS, James Littleford, Vice-President for College Stuuents, has evidenced
exemplary service to the Association, and

WHEREAS, Paul W. DeVore, Immediate Past President, provided continued leader-
ship and service to the Association, and

WHORL \S, the Association has made e4emplary progress under the leadership of
these Executive Board members,

BE IT licRLIN RECORDED that the Association, through its membership, officers,
and executive board, expresses its fullest appreciation to them.

1-"4-6. Appreciation to the. Gyve murof the State of \Yashington. IN VIES,/ OF his support
for industrial art, in Washington and the I874 Conference of the Association in Seattle,

BE IT BERLIN RECORDED that the Association expresses its appreciation to Gov-
ernor Daniel Evans for his assistance in making this Conference a success.

iation to the Superintendent of Public Instruction of the State of Washing-
ton. 131 ( \EV the progress of industrial arts education within each state reflects the
philosophy arid cfforts of the C hid ,)t:ite School Officer, the Association expresses its
appreciation to the Aashington -.upc rintendent of Public Instruction, Prank D. brouillet,
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for his demonstrated support of industrial arts education and to this conference.
I his appret ',mon is lurthe r extended to Herbert Bell, state Supervisor of Industrial

1rts, for his cooperation toward di., Onferent.t. and for has achievements for the im-
provement of industrial arta education in the great State of 'Washington.

1-74-8. Ippreciation to traunnel of the 1kablungtgn Industrial Arts Association. The
cooperation of the member:, of the Waahingtun Industrial 1rta Association in preparation
for and conducting of the 1nnual Industrial Arta ,Vsauciation Conference is
recognized as a major factor, and the AIAA through its Executive Board expresses its
sincere appreciation.

A-74-9. Appreciation to 1.dueational Personncl.`The success of the Thirty -sixth Annual
conference rests tn large measure on the devotion and contribution:, of the personnel of
public schools and collegiate inatitutions. Tie membership of the .11.1.1 through its
Executive Board expresses its thanks and appreeLlation fur their contributions.

A-74-1u. Appreciation to the Public Schools. INASMUCH as the success of the 1974
unferohc was maured b} the fullest co., yeration of Lurcn I ruxtl, Superintendent of

Seattle Public Schools, and his staff,
BL IT HEREIN MA -URDU) that the officers andmembers of the American Industrial

Arts Association express their gratitude for their assistance.

A-74-11. Appteciation to the World I,uture Society (Evergreen Chapter). The Evergreen
l,hdyttr of the 'World future society two made many unique and valuable contributions to
the thirty -sixth Annual conference, and fur their contributions the AE1A membership
through its Executive Board extends its thanks and appreciation.

1-74-12. .Tpre,i.m.un to the National Office. Bka. RUST, of the vital rule of the National
Office of the Abauciation in the effcctiyeneas of the service to the Aabociation and its
members, appreciation by the rnembershif and the 1.xecutite Board La:it:rein expressed
to the National Office Staff.

STANDING RESOLUTIONS

s-74-1. The 1I,1A believes that excellence in the clabsrearn Is the foundation of a good
education system. The Abauciation, therefore, supports the philosophy that only properly
certified individuals be permitted to teach industrial arts. The 10auciation further seeks
the abolishment of all substandard teaching certificates currently being issued.

s-74-2. The 11:111 believes that an induatrial arts program uffera one of the best educa-
tional opportunities that eau be used to help young people grow to the maximum of their
individual abiLitics, therefore, the Assoc *lion further believe:, that d program of indus-
trial arts should be offered in all elementary,middlc, and accundary achuola in the nation.

s-74- 3. The AIAA believes that program and instituttun accreditation assures the con-
tinued development of quality program, of instruction. To this end, the AIAA encourages
us committees and member tout-leas to formulate accreditation and, or update standards

r all progr. uua ofindustnalartsconducted inelementary, middle, and secondary schools,
colleges and universities. I he standards ahuuld be designed to promote- improvement
through self-evaluation, as well as provide criteria used by at ereditation agencies.

-74-4. The AIAA believes that a maximum effort should be extended In suheiting mem-
bership fur and tontinuing the development of the industrial arts student clubs at both the
high school and college levels.

-74-'). The AIA 1 believes that all persons regardless of race, creed, color, or sex
should be given the opportunity to participate in the programs of industrial arts in the
schools of the nation.

s-74-n. the 11 1.1 believes in and continues to support the international mov-ement to
standardi7e and convert to the metric measurement system and entourages all of its
members to include instruction on the tnetric system In their classes.
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S-74-7. Iht %IAA hill, et that all celti. ators and all professional assoc cations should
work togethir in the c.tu. mon of t.1c youtti of our schools to better prepare them for an
ever-changing technological sOCICIv.

S-74-S. The AIAA belie ces that a maximum c thin should be extended in the business-
industry-education partnt r,hip for the purposes of keeping that ,egmnt of the society
informed of the contribution of industrial arts to the youth of the nation.

'S-74-9. The Al. 1 belie yes in and support, the a ttorts of its International Relations C om-
mittee in strengthening tht industrial arts asso. cations and programs in all nations of
the world.

CURRENT RESOLUTIONS

C-"4-1. `MB kl 1S, the financiallitalthof the Association rents target\ upon the financial
success of the 1nnual National Conference, and

11111 It! 1S, the Imam ial ,uc.esstsdetermmed largely by the attendance at the 1nnual
National Conference, and

RI \:1, attendance at the t onferent e is usually severely limited when It is held
at geographic extremes (east toast 01 west coat) of the country, and

Will RI \S, attendance t an be greatly Inc reased by holding the Conference in a city
within a "Golden Triangle" established by the pomtsof hitago, Pittsburgh, and St. I coins,
now therefore be it

RI mil Vi I) that plans for future onfernce sites be limited to cities within the
populamin concentration of tht Iiiansie or as nearby environs. (1)efeated by the
1)4legate Assembly .e

C-74-2. 1111.111 As, the ros.roads '76 lAposition will he the total celebration for the
1110th mmversart of industrial arts in the (Tinted States, and

Will RI 1s, C. (Actuation will involve extensive preparations, expanded programs,
.pccial awards and +.c it monies, and tonsidt rable public and professional promotion, and

11111 RI AS, a ptrsonal ommitment on the par tof our membership may lead to a per-
.onal commitment of ant nelance at this anniversary .onference, be it therefore

RI.SOLVI.1) that the .11.1.1 1.xetutive Board be authorized to solicit a special tax-
deductible. contribution from Lath no.:-,1er to help finance the planning, organization,
administration, and programs of the cen. nial exposition, and be it furthet

RESOIVI:1) that this solicitation bt organized and conducted by the t rossroads '76
Planning Commute( and mum( tolltcted bt sent directly to the treasurer of the AIAA.

W11111t1 AS, the state affiliate associations att as membership recruiters for
the \merican Industrial Arts 1s.ociation, and

111'RI\S, other national professional organizations providt a reduc rate for dues
when toe member Joins through a state affiliate, he it therefore

RI SOI VI I) that am member joining the American Industrial ?its Asso..ation through
the efforts of the state affiliatt may do so at a reduced rate 1. f at the same time he is also
joining the state affiliate. (Defeated by the Delegate 1.semblV.)

C-74-4. 1111I RI 1,, President Paul DVory during his tenure requested Dr. rcdrick
Kagt to .onduet a study on the governance oh the \mentan Industrial Arts \ssotiation,
and

11111 P `,, Dr. I.ap, did .ondutt and submit a study on governance the I .xecutive
Board, and

11111 RI N's, Paul 1>aort requested the I h egatus to the 1971 annual conference to
consider the issue of governance of the association, and

Velll H1 \s, the 1)tleg,att s at the annual meeting in \Bantle t it requested the Icxecu-
ive. Board to appoint a Constitutional Rvisi onmottee, and

%%ill RI vs, the C on,rinnional Revision c oinnotwi was appointedb), President Joseph
I Ittre.11, and etht teas stud ( omnottet has .ubouttd its report to the Executiv Board,

N(I1.1 rill,R1,1.ORI. 131 II RI ',Di VI.1) that the 1.xecutice Board be directed to have
prtpartd proposed rtusions on-aitution of the \ssoc Cation based on the above
action., Ind

111. II El 'R MLR 1(1 ,A il ID that said propose 1 revisions ht. printed and distributed
to all Inc mbt r, through tilt ir re .pte ci slat( a.sociations with instructions for reviewing
and discus.mg the constitution and proposed revisions, and

'
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111. I I Id 'It Il11 It l(I 1I Is that the respective state renresentatives and/or the
respective state AN.IliatOON rtqllit,it'd to usnduct.,essionsfor the purpose of revising
and discussing the constitution and proposed Pt visions and rsport Itsir recommendations
to the Lxecutive Board.

t hi-.1s, the funding of a National lonferent.e Is dependent on the financial re-
tit 'date Nssociation, and %hen, current Sh00.00 allotment from the .11.1,1 is

not adt eittate.
fil tT 1<1 M)1l f ii that the ii 1,1 f ekutive Hoard reviest the 5600.00 31101ment.

1974 AIAA ANNUAL CONFERENCE

WEST COAST
Alaska

None
California

Charles Brady
Howard Decker
Kenneth Bush
James Edwards
Walter MattscAs

Hawaii
None

Idaho
None

Nevada
None

Oregon
Darrell Paxson

Washington
Jack Estep
Carl Boe

SOUR
Arizona

L. J. Pardini
Maurice Guptil
Tom Watkins

Arkansas
None

Colorado
Larry Denton
Willi= Grove
Alan Aogaard

Louisiana
None

New Mexico
None

Ok lohomo
Joe Richards
Robert Phelps

Texas
Ronald Foy
Dad Loans
James L. Boone, Jr.
Lloyd Campbell
W. A. Mayfield

Utah
Leo Mower
Thurlow L. Bailey

VOTING DELEGATES

NORTH
Iowa

Dan Roberts
Rooney Scholten

Kansas
N"el Mintz

Iinnesota
None

Montano
Everett A. Sheffield

Nebraska
Jerry Hepp

North Dakota
Robert Moore

Wyoming
Joe Sv abode

South Dakota
Stephen Evans

Canada
None

CENTRAL
Illinois

Carl A. York
Bill Cady
Joe McCraith
Bill Hayes
Dean Wertz

Indiana
Edwore Poloncy
Joe Mrok
Frank Cackowski
Frank Moriconni

Kentucky
George Glover

Michigan
Louis Ecker
Robert Mothers
Frank Ingram

Misso,ri
D. D. Northdurft
Phillip Schooley
Damon Vincent
Victor Ragoini

Ohio
C. J. Kolezyisski
C. Richard Lanier
Albert Squibb
Russell Henderly

Wisconsin
Lee Smalley
James Bensen

NORTH EAST
Connecticut

Ronald Rogers
Maine

None
Massachusetts

None
New Hampshire

None
Rhode Island

None
Vermont

Spencer Whitney

NEA
Horace Mayo

EAST
Delaware

Gary Bell
District of Columbia

None
Maryluild

Allan Myers
Robert Sharp
Harvey Starkey

Ne% Jersey
Laura Lewis
Robert Th.ower

New York
Thomas LeClair
Jack Brueckman, Jr.
Kenneth Shank
Wm. Schelegeter

BUSINESS MEETING

Mrs. Mary Good
James Good
Michael Adorns

Pennsylvania
Luther Bursc
Robert Hostetter
J. Alan Little
William Skelly
Olari S:erback
William Wilkinson
Aaron Wilson

Virginia
James Cook

West Virginia
James Snyder

SOUTH EAST
Alabama

vi\.'ly Hartzog
Florida

Ed Kenyon
Dave Skinner
James McLaughlin

Georgia
None

Mississippi
None

North Carolina
Raymond Truce
W. S. Surbough

Puerto Rico
None

South Carolina
Harvey Morgan

Tennessee
John Folks

Credentials Committee
(Pres., Joe Littrell)
1. Lee Carter, Boise, ID
2. Les Litherland, Jefferson Co., CO
3. Lynn Lundy, Laramie, WY
4. Ken Winters, Murray, KY
5. Bartlett Lund, Ridgefield, CT
6. Mike Adorns, Oswego, NY
7. Ray Ginn, Atlanta, GA

Franzie Loepp, ChRM., Normal, II.



Teacher Recognition Program
Pifty-unt. outstanding Industrial Art. Teachers of the Near 1974 were honored at the

oeattle AIAA unk rerh.e on Itursday, April L. Of this number, 47 are from the United
states and 4 from the provinces of Canada. Lach Teacher of the Near received a ribbon
upon arrival at the c onference and an engraved plaque and certificate of honor at the
teacher Recognition Program.

Industrial Arts I caehers of the Near 1974. Alabama, Richard H. Barnes, Alaska',
Irvin .s. orane, Arizona, Richard L. I roxel,california,Geirald Hansen, Coloriiidu, William
F. Grove, Cunnecmut, Ronald A. Huge rs; Delaware, Gary P. Bell, Florida, pck L. Ladue;
Georgia, Jimmie i. one, ll.rwau, 1 rank J. Martiii, Idaho, Donald W. Halbmaier, Illinois,
Bill lady, Indiana, Frank oackosyski, Iowa, Dan W. Roberts, Kansas, Donald L. lirabik;
Kentucky, George L. Glover, Louisiana, Reed Landry, Maryland, J. Paul Skellchock;
Nlassachusetts, Roger I, Milder, Michigan, Kenneth W. Barnes. Minnesota, Louis J.

ippi, '%.11.1iam L.,sumniers, Missouri, Phillip [obi-111/4,01e) , Montana, Howard
It. Randall, Nebraska, Marion Childress, Nevada, James L. Amburn, New Jersey,
I ugene . e tgn pton, New Mexico, Charles F. Lastburn, New York, William G. Schlageter,
North c arolina, Jerome J. Pearson, North Dakota, Robert J. Moore, Ohio, Russell C.
Benderly, Jr., Oklahoma, Hugh Guuldy, Oregon, Ronald J. Kucharik. Pennsylvania,
tohn R. Fisher. Rhode Island, James .1. Macinnes, South caroling, Linda L. Hedgpeth,
,outs Dakota, ,tephen ll, Lvans, Tennessee, Thomas F. uhambliss, Texas, Roy Linnartz,

Iheirlow 1 Bailey, Vermont, Lrnest Levesque, Jr., Virginia, Paul L. Cummings;
Washingt in, lack D. I step, %%est Virginia, James T. Kelley; Wisconsin, Wesley E.
Gadhays, YY yuming, oi ris I.. ickham, Ontario, Marvin R. Sheppard, Saskatchewan 1 mold
Plegel, 1.1berta North, Walter Ilchuk, Alberta South, Howard L. Langdon.

much of the Milehz, of the I yacht r Recognition Program is due to the effort of the
estate sissy, iation officers and A.m. representatives. We wish to thank Di. Edward Kabak-
pan and hie staff lei, forwarding the nectsisary supplies and information to the committee.
Dan Lopez accepted the responsibility of producing the eertificates of honor. Russell
1,m ling printed the corms for reporting mate as...-14ton officers, teacher recognition
awaids, press relca-e information, and regulation.and information. William J. Wilkinson
was chat ...a with the koduction of the plaques. J. A. Rodgers Swan conducted the pro-
gram for the a anadian Frovinees. fhomasJ. Barber printed the ribbons for the Teachers
of the Near. David NI. Nlordsisisky wrote the. press releases and mailed them to newspapers.

wurdinating.the projet t, Committee ohairman .,enneth L. Gile enlisted the gerv-
we, of his family and Mt bu.int-ss students at Mount Anthony High School for the neces-
sary typing.

The President's Report, 1973-1974
Joseph J. Unroll

the first 1-1.1 proceedings were published in 1964 for the 26th Annual Convention.
Growth and development Of the \IAA may be seen in the ten years by examining first the

onvention theme, New Directions for Industrial Arts," and then the 1974 theme,
\ Humane lechnology for die Future." Hie direction has been, and continues to be,

forward. Forward to the future. as industrial art. progres.ively Studies its relationship
to the total society and educational scene.

President, of the AIA.\ fur 1973-74, I have looked for some way to adequately
rt.ogniie the thousands of hard-working industrial art. teachers who have found time
to -serve the priifesmein. 1 Jubruit that they are the unsung leaders who have not sought
personal reeopitiUn, but who have contributed in many capacities.

THE ASSOCIATION

Although the prolessional association is made up of individual members, It operates
and function', through the 1,xecutive Board, the National Office, Councils, State Affiliates,
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Committees, Annual Conic re r, e, and the DelegAtes' Representative Assembly. Each has
an Important part in promoting the profession.

In Cooperation
The efforts of man} came to fruition in 1973-.4, when through Public Law 92 -3L8,

industrial arts education was added tu the definition 01 vueational education. After months
of study and combined effort, the AAA.% in conjunction with the Industrial Arts Division of
the WA suct:eeded in securing federal legislation which recognizes the unique contribution
of industrial arts. Time will reveal the impact of this legislation.

At the same time that we are looking ahead to future expenenees for industrial arts,
it is also well to look back. It was my pleasure to sign an agreement between the AIAA
and Millersville State College, Pennsylvania, for the -stablishment of an industrial Arts
Archi es at that institution's library. This agreement resulted from the work of the AIAA
History and Archives Committee, the importance of whose contribution is yet to be
realized.

Anothe- significant achievement was the completion of the Guidelines for Industrial
Arts in Career Education. This, too, was accomplished through joint efforts of members

of the \IAA and'the Industrial Arts Division of the AVA. The report was flnalized follow-
ing a lengthy review at the LC:73 AIAA Conference in Atlantic City.

Executive Board
The Al 11 Executive Board met in two separate sessions during the year. Action

taken included (11 approval of the 1974-75 fiscal year budget request, (2) approval of the
197h conference site for Des Moines, Iowa. 0) employment of James D. Dixon s Co-
ordinator of Professional Ser aces, (4* acceptance of a three-year grant from the Direc-
tors of the Damon Foundation, Inc., whereby the Foundation will underwrite the expenses
of a keynote speaker at each of the AIAA Conferences for the next threeyears.

National Office
Communication lints emanate from and to the National Office wherea hardworking

staff handles membership, collects dues, maintains records, cooromates publications,
and acts as a liaison with other agencies. To assist with the work of the office, a new
addressing machine was purchased.

COMMITTEE HIGHLIGHTS

The backbone of the As, iation is its committees. Efforts toward decision-making
by members have been increased through committee activity. All resolutions requiring
committee action requested at the Delegates Representative Assembly in Atlantic city
ware remanded to committees. Presitlent-elect In Hackett has received complete re-
ports from all committees.

Standing Committees
Teacher Recoznition Committee, active since 1963, is now working cooperatively with

state representatives and state associations. Awardees have been from every state,
Canada, Puerto Rico, and Virgin Islands. There has been an Increase in state activities
in High School Clubs [111.; Al with a revised Student Handbook. The 1973-74 president
was John Schroer, Madison High School, Madison, Kansas. The ( allege Clubs iAlAcsA)
have developed goals and purpose., wind, will appear in a new handbook. The 1973-74
president was James 1 ittleford, Auburn University, Alabama.

The Saffly_Committze. whIth IN working on a safety survey through industrial arts
supervisors, plans to publish a bibliography on safety. A set of qualifications and re-
sponsibilities for State and local :writ rt ision of industrial arts is being prepared by the
At c reditation Ind I valuation Committee. An ambitiousCurrieulumt ommntee is studying
the c rgardzation of ,ubject matter in industrial arts, also, a subcommittee has been sug-
gested as a clearinghouse for the chanrovpr in the mew.: system.

.tic tole of tne industrial arts teachers in their professional .7ssociation (AIA Ay is
being studied by the Research (otrhlute. Through Dr. Everett Israel, the committee is
also preparing a series teaching of concepts for the classroom e-leher. inc Recruit-
ment Commitne ha, a gu reeruit women to become in& strial arts teachers. the
Important Legislation Ct.tomittee is attempting to put together a status report so more
states may include Indust-Jai arts in the state plans for vocational education.
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The s 1 lervisorc t kmunittee constantly searehes for new ideas and contributors
as they set themes for each issue. The Publications Committee. has released several
new publications, acting oniwinL IoR.ther to Insure the uture by the Environmental
Education committee. the new Focus series are booklets on point, of view and interest
items taken from articles in recent AIAA conference roce Ti lin and slide-sound
presentations have al-zo been produced.

The 1974 Nomina vans and Elections t (gramme,: completed their procedures with the
A11.1, upon the election of v Ivin L. Itudisill as ['resident-elect and La- ra L. Lewis as
Vice-president for Classroom Teachers.

Policies and procedures were prepared by the Credentials Committee to improve
the seating of delegates to the Representative Assembly. The International Relations
committee is planning for an International with representatives from coun-
tries ail over the world.

A complete organizational plan was decdoped by an active Membership Committee.
I :omen ional material is be mg p repa red to get information to es cry industrial arts teacher.
Through the Affiliation LuMiliatee, the new Industrial Arts Association of Missouri ob-
tained affiliation with the AIAA in August 1473.

New and Ad Hoc Committees
Ilse new scouting committee- is ,a it) itlentif} potential tasks, including a

handbook on conducting a merit badge program. The tempurart Bicentennial Committee
has worked with the 1476 Conference Committee to coordinate activities.

the large constitution committee has proposed extensive changes in the AIA.1 Con-
stitution. 1n extensive search ha, been conducted by the Special Services Committee to
obtain an adequate liability insurance agency for 4111A members. The Environmental

ommittee nazi been actively gathering information and contributingartie lesand elitorials.
Exploring areas of mutual interests where combined efforts might make a >trong,er

voice for industrial acts is being examined by the LiaisonCommittee with the Industrial
,Arts thvision of 111. The %wards and Recooltion Committee selects and make, awards
to members and non-members. 1 new a, and is to be known as the "AIAA Distinguished
51111' Member Award."

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. One of today's education-1i patterns is for public-s-ipportededucation from kinder-

garten through college and continuing education. The two-year post-secondary school has
become a major institution, and industrial arts education should become an important
pat t of the community junior college segment. I suggest that the AIA 1 promote currict -
!um studies and encourage activities through Indust il arts programs in these post-high-
school institutions. urthermore, teachers andadministrat, of these institutions should
be recognized by the AIA.1 and their membership in the AIAA encouraged, whereby they
may become involved at both state and national levels.

2. 1 recommend that an ad hoc committee be appointed to make a National Office Site
',lady to consider a location by 19/30. This study should include a rationale for a move,
suggested sites, funding, and accounting safeguards for a site fund.

S. 1 growing concern is the healthand safety of the individual industrial arts teacher.
recommend that the AIAA, through the combined efforts of the Research and the Safety
ommittees, conduct studies aimed at reducing noise and particulate pollution in school

industrial arts shops, and that these combined committees compile a report making
recommendations for improvement.

4. Educational needs and educational goals of industrial arts have been well recog-
nized, but there is need toadentify national priorities. These need to be clear and easily
understood and not clouded by sophisticated educational jargon. I recommend that a com-
mittee, perhaps a National Coals committee, be appointed. This committee should com-
prise members from a vane o. geographic regions, subject areas, and positions, and
should carefully examine issues, goals. and needs as have been presented as resolutions
by the \IAA Representative Assembly for the past five years and project these, and other
needs, to the year 198o-iii. These should be identified, categorized, and placed in an
order of priority from the standpoint of feasibility, promotion of the AIAA, and as they
relate to the excellence of learning by students of all ages who may participate in the
subject area of industrial arts.

S. Through its membership, the AIAA should immediately become responsible for
providing instructional programs that will contnbutc to the study and practice of conserv-
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ing the nation's energy resources. Long-range planning through appropriate committees
should include requester that dm re be plated in the Federal Budget specific funding for a
National Industrial Arts Program which will include instri.ction in energy extraction,
energy use, and energy managerr...nt. Seth program should include support for research,
national centers, course development, workshops, and model programs.

6. I reccinmend that every state have a designated state affiliated associar:on with
the AIAA. Each affiliate's state representative to the AIAA would be a contact' person for
a nationwide communication network to arry information concerning legislation and im-
portant issues to the membership.

7. There has been much work done by individuals and by committees of the AIAA
which has gone unrecognized. I recommend that the Executive Boards of the future con-
sider readjustment of budgets to permit an increase in publication of monographs, books,
and articles with emphasis on work done by 4.om: uttees and that these publications be
made available to the membership.

8. In light of recent federal legislation which has placed industrial arts within the
definition of vocational education, I recommend that theAIAA encourage state departments
to establish workshops to inform industrial arts teachers, supervisors, and teacher
educators about:

a. 'state legislation, state plans, and vocational funding to include industrial arts
b. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
c. Metric conversion
d. Youth groups
). To gain visibility for the AIAA and the image of the industrial arts teacher, I

recommend that the Executive Board investigate the possibility of a Commemorative
Coin to be struck by sucha source as the Franklin Mint and that this represent a 100-year
industrial arts commemorative.

CONCLUSION

The year 073-74 was difficult from the standpoint of energy shortage, and there are
many unresolved areas of concern. Leaders in school districts must be convinced, and
be able to convince school boards, that industrial arts can be a large umbrella for many
areas of instructional concern, including career education, occupatio..al education, and
study of industrial technology.

There is a feeling of optimism with an evolving concept in the American society that
leans toward an increase in famdy activities, to professionalism, and to worrang together.
This has great significance to a,sociations and societies such as the AIAA. The impor-
tance of industrial arts goals has become well recognized. The AIAA must be the stimu-
lus and often the prime mk ier in promoting the philosophy and the practice of industrial
arts education.
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Chronological Index
5.1:30.1 AIAA
AIAA Executive - rd Meeting

Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell
11 AA

Al X ASeattle (.7onferen., Planning Committee Meeting
Co-Chair:nem, Herbert Bell, sam Porter

M.8:00.1 AIAA
AIM Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell
NI.1:30.1 AIAA
City and state supervisors' Nleetir.,;-1"OsEIA as Viewed from Washington, D.C."

Chairman, Lee Carter; Preseyr, Regional Representative of OSIIA
M.1:30.2 AIACSA
\IACSA Meeting

Chairman, James Littleford
M.1:30.3 11 AA

AIAA Executive Board Meeting
Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell

M.:1:10.1 XI .. 44
City Supervisors Meeting

Chairman, 1 eroy Wallis
State Financing of Industrial Arts Programs," Presenter, Ralph Steeb
Retirement and Depreciation of Industrial Arts Equipment," Presenter,

Joseph Priori
N1.2:10.2 \I 1A
State supervisors Meeting

Chairman, Lee Carter
"state Plans Relating to Industrial Arts," Presenter, Joseph Luke
"Federal Funding of Industrial Arts," Presenter, Ralph Steeb
"A state-Whic Model of Industrial I.ducation," Presenter, L awrence Foth
'National ourvey on Need for Industrial Arts Teachers," Presenter, Damon

Vincent
NE3:30.1 AIAA
AIAA College Clubs Committee Meeting

Chairman, W. A. Mayfield
M.6:30.1 AIAA-
AIAA Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell
N1.7:00.1 [;PT
Eps11(.n,Pi Tau Board of Directors Meeting

C ;airman, E. L. Barnhart
N1.7:00.2 MA
ARA Conference Planning committee Meeting: Jeattle1 Cindnnati, Des Moines

Co-Chairmen, Herbert Bell, Sam Porter
ACIAS

"Specifications for Industrial Arts Facilities"
Chairman, Sterling Peterson; Presenters, Ralph Steeb, Len Sterry

T.9:60.3 ARA
Accreditation and Evaluation committee Meeting

Chairman, James Good
T.9:60.4 AIAA
Affiliation Committee Meeting

Chairman, Lyn'kIl I undy
T.901.5 AIA
MASA Comn.i,tee Meeting

Chairmaa, Billy W. Mayes, Sr.
T.9:00.6 AIAA
'Wan:* and Recognition Committee Meeting

Chairman, Kenneth W. Brown
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T.9:00.7 \I 11
Credentials C =murnittee Meeting

Chairman, Franzie t . I oepp
T-9:60.8 Al1.1
Curriculum Committee Meeting

Chairman, David W. Weber
AIAA

Ilections Commtee Nkomo
chairman, Edward Kabakjian

T.9:1 )0.I0 \l11
History and 1rchives Committee Meeting

Chair-man, Ervin A. Penni::
T.9:110.11 AI 11
Industrial lrts College Clubs Committee Meeting,

Chairman, W. A. Mayfield
T.4:00.I2 MA 1
International Relations. Committee Meeting

Chairman, John Pollock
T.9:00.I3 1I-11
Legislative Committee Meeting

Chairman, Dennis .1. Dirksen
T.9:L)O.14 AIAA
Membership Committee Meeting

Chairman, Antnony Scime
1%9;00.16 AIA.1
Nominating Committee and Environmental Lduk_ation Committee Meeting

Chairman, Donald Lauda
T.9:00.1-; MA r
Past Presidents Cemmittee and Resolutions Committee Meeting

Chairman, Paul DeVore
T.9:00.I8 AIAA
Public and Professional Relations Committee Meeting

Chairman, Frank Ingram
T.9:00.19 AIAA
Publications Committee Meeting

Chairman, R. J. Vasek
T.9:00.20 AIAA
Recraitm au Committee Me_ting

Chairman, William D. Wargo
T.9:00.2I AIAA
Rest.rch Committee Meetirg

Chairman, James J. Mooney
T.9:00.22 MAA
Safety Committee Meeting

Chairman, David R. St. John
T.9:00.23 AIAA
Scouting Committee Meeting

Chairman, J. C. firueckman, Jr
T.9:00.24
Special Services Committee Meeting

Chairman, Alvin E. Rudisill
T.9:00.25 AIAA
Teacher Recognitbn Commttee Meeting

Chairman, Kenneth E. Gile
T.9:00.20 AIAA
Constitution Committee NicOM

Chairman, Larry Wright
T.9:00.27 A1ACSA
AIACSA Committee Meeting

(;hairmar, James Littletord

Tour, Juanita high School
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1( I \ xecutive
hairman, William $t. Hoots, Jr.

T.10:30.2 \Cl \S
Tour of Occupational Versatility

Chairman, John 1 avender
T.1:30.1 At !As

rql.1 Requirements"
Chairman, John essart. Fre,entation, ',1n ()AIN ln,pe,tion by supervisors

and 0S11,1 Officials for Comparison Purposts"
T.1:10.2 ACEs1A
ACESIA Committee Work Sessions

Chairman, U. R. Nliller "iti
T.1:30.3 AlACSA
11,1CS Meeting

Chairman, James I ittleford
T.1: OA 56, 58, 65
"Competency-Based industrial Arts Teacher Education"

Chairman. Stanley Brooks
"Survey Report on the state of the .1rt," Presenter, Jack C. Brucckman
"One College's .1pproach," Presenter, Dean A. llauenstein
"Role of the Public School," Presenter, Carl Heiner

1.1:10S \
Pour of Lumber Mills
T.3:30.1 %CMS
1C1 1S Council \nnual Business Meeting

Chainn in, Rodney 1nderson
T.3:30.2 11 Cs 1
Al Al S 1nnual Business Meeting

Chairman, James L ittleford
T. :30.3 111A
AI 11 Campus and State Representatives Meeting

Chairman, 1 duard Kabakjian
T.3:30.4 I1 \
EU \ SII1P's Board of Directors Meeting,

hairman, Tom Rogers
T.3:30.5 1C1,111' 70 76, 82, 83
"Desigung Teacher Education ExperienLes to Nleet Pe rformanc Objectives"

Chairman, Stanley Brooks, Panelists, Philus Wynn, Ross C. Milton, Larry
Wright, John Bies

T.3:30.0 ACIAS`,10
1C1AS 0 Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Bernard Dutton
T.7:00.1 1CI 1S
Session on supervision with lndustral Representatives

Cha'srman, Ralph Steeb
T.7:00.2 1CSIA 22, 2, 28, 11
"Developing, Human Potential through Career Awareness in Grades K -("

hairman, F. ,Milton Miller, Presenters, James L L. liasz, Wayne A. Wonacott,
Panelists, Niary-Margaret <-cobey, Walter flail

T.7.00.1 Aci
,V I I I. I omtnittee Wo Session

hairman, . Ray
P.7:00.4 111r SA
11 V( SA Int( r-Collegi ate Competifion

''hairman , A. Mayfield
\ \.u00 1 i 1
A11,1 ceneral S-is:on 111

hairm in, lost T tt7NIT
"I d...canon or fram,rig: mative Uerures for the Teacher"

i'rsntr, hobrt Die. bald, Panelist-, 0.iniel J. ',vans, Phil Swain, 'Award
I indain in

.AIWIMMaraArAW"..3032112MEEM34"212raiWnWPME1110313MX

2
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W.12115.1 11%
"Discu,sion of Robert I lit ob eentatim"

Chairman, Steven Plaiser
W .l2:1s.2 . \l. \:\
"Industrial \rts (Mitt. rial Idea Session"

Chairman, Colleen Stamm
11.12:15.1 NM
"Peace Corps Indtstr al Nrt- Program"

Chairman, Ksnmeth L. ,clank; Presenter, Velma Linford
.12:1C.4 ii 11

"The Louisiana state I Ian for Career I dot ation and it, Implications for Industrial
\ rts"

Chairman, Vernon .1. Tryon: Presenter, John 0. MOrphy
W.12:1C.5 11 11 268
"Merg:no: Concepts of Ti chnw,logy and Home Economics"

chairman, %%alter Brown; Presenter, Julia Summers
.12:30.1 NI NSA Al ACSA

Tour of Puget sound Naval Yard VSS Missouri and Navy Yard
Project Officer, Lieutenant Wolfe

W .1:30.1 11,1N
"1TEC Impact of Innovative Programs"

Chairman, Alan \agard; Presenters, L. J. Pardim, Joseph J. Littrell
11.1:30.2 AIA
"Programming for students with Special Needs"

Chairm.ir,, Stanley Brooks, Presenters, Ronald Lutz, M. Leroy Reynolds
11.1:30.3 AAA
"What Is Noir Humane It,!'"

Chairrwm, P.ivid R. st. John; Pre: ,!nter, Ronald Koble
11J:30.4 Al \\ 227
"l'echnology 1s. 'ssment: Implkations fo: Industrial Arts"

Chairman, Leonard Torres: Presenter, Donald P. Lauda
W.1:30.5 \INA 233
" An Introduction to Studying the Future"

Chairman, Lee Smalley: Presenter, Ear; C, Joseph
W.1:10.6 AIA 1 247, 240
"Evaluating Humanistic Behavior as a Means of Obtaining a Humane Technology"

Chairman, Edwin Hinkley; Presenters, Marvin Poyzer, Arthur Rosser
W.1:10,7 AINCSA 130
"Humanism and Professionalism"

Chairman, Walter Emanuei; Presenter, 11. A. Mayfield
11.1:10.8 ACUTE
NCI vri Business Meeting and Committee Reports

Chairman, Willis E. Ray
W.1:30.0 NCIAS AO
Open Forum for Newsletter Editors

Chairman, L to L. Mower
W.1:10.10 ACESIA
ACES1A Busine,s Meeting

Chairman, William R. Hoots, Jr.
11.2:00.1 WES
World Future society General Meeting, Evergreen Chapter

Chairman, Steven Plajser
Wr ().1 Al At
Innovation.. and Concoctions

Chairman, Glenn Edimson
"Exploratory Industrial Career Projects"

Presenter, Larry J. Kenneke
"Simulation and Game:, Theory, Pra6tice, and Application Industrial Arts"

P resenter, Michael Dvrenfurt:,
11.3:30.2 AIA A 300, 302
Innovations and Concoctions

Chairman, Mel) Fuglsby
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"Innovations in leacher Training: A Consortium Approach"
Presenter, Clifton C ampbell

"Supervising Interns"
Presenter, Charles II. Wentz

11 .3.30. 3 Al A A 172, 213
Chairman, Richard Vogel
"The s.E.T. Project"

Presenter, Harvey Dean
"Curriculum for Secondary schools"

Presenter, John B. Cradi.ell
11.3.30 4 11 A A 152, 307
Innovations and Concoctions

Chairman, Joe Brisson
"Implications of Ranked Career Education Objectives for Elementary
Industrial Arts"

Presenter, Vito R. Pace
"Pro,-cr. TEAMleacher Education for Auxiliary Members of the Staff"

Presenters, Lowell T. Hudson, James Yadon
11.3.30 5 AIA 200, 326
Innovations and Concoctions

Chairman, John Bruntlett
"Computer-Assisted Evaluation"

Presenter, David L. Jeldai
"Psychomotor Skills with Portable VTR"

Presenter, Barry Ellis
11 .3;10.6 1IAA

Xl X X Delegates Meeting
Chairman, Joseph J. L ittrell

11.3:30.7 11.10;1
'Coming of 1ge in Industrial Arts Education"

Chairman, James I ittleford; Presenter, Howard S, Decker
10.8 .kci..,,s;

\C1 1S 10 Council Meeting
Chairman, Bernard Dutton

W.4 :00.1 LEA
ERA SHIP General Meeting

Chairman, Charles J. Murray
W.7:30.1 EPT
Epsilon Pi Tao Executive Meeting

Chairman, E. L . Barnhart
1'.9:00.1 AIAA 5

A IAA General Session .1,2
Chairman, Ralph Bohn
"The Future State of the eni.an"

Presenter, Olaf Helmer
1 .10:45.1 A IA.1
"World Future Society: Reaction to Olaf Helmer"

Chairman, Dennis A. Dirksen; Preseater, Steven Flalser
T.10:45.2 AIAA 337

"FuelMan and His Vehicles"
Chairman, Robert B. Cates; Presenter, Louis hielo

T.10:4'+.3 AIA 1 165

"ifolography"
Chairman, Clemens A. Gruen; Presenter, Don Mugu

T.10:45.4 11AA
"Instructional MaterialsCenter for Metric Education"

Chairman, Pete Martinez, Presenters, John L. Feirer, John R. Lindbeck

L10:45.5 A1AA
'11orkshop on Magazine Article Writing"

Chairman, Tarry lt. Miller; Presenter, Colleen Stamm
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T.10:45.6 AI %A

"Humanizing I ducation through Industrial Arts:
Chairman, Franklyn C. Ingram, I' rtsenters, Robert W. Nannay,James . liasz

1IN 1 277
"1 Motivational Method in Industrial 1rts"

Chairman, William 11. Skelly. Presenter, Ilerbert Siegel
\c,-;\ 134, 138

"Edward a human Fechno logy: liel,ond the P.ort Inner and shop"
Chairman, Tames Littleford, Presenters, James Gamble, Michael Eittleford

T.10:4C.9 1C 1 s11
"Children Study Careers Through a Mass Produ, Lion Unit"

Chairman, Harold Gilbert, Pre-tentcrs, Ruth 1moe, Ralph Wood`
T.10:45.10 111 1
111 1 state Representatives Meeting

( hairman, Joseph J. [ ittrt
T.12:1;.1 1111 174
"1 exas Industrial Ars erriculum Study"

hairman, James I.. Preston, Presenters, M. D. Williamson, John R. Ballard
1.12:15.2 .1111 130
"Curricular Materials Available Through the Cr, -aunty C ollegeof the Air Force"

Chairman, Sydney I ee, Presenter, Lt. Co,, . i_nard Culbertzoa'
T.12:15.1 1111
"Beyond Plum Pudding. A Multi-keel Visual Model for Concept Formation"

I. hairman, Richard Blonden: Presenter, J. Michael Adams
t0.I A111

"Peace Corps Volunteers in the Third World"
Chairman, Dean Martin, Prt sent( rs, Arden Lampel, William Reich, James

Fournier, John shennek, Vernon A. Tryon, Angus J. MacDonald, others
T.1:30.2 .11-1.1 352
"Industrial Arts Woods and .food Technology Curriculum Guide, A Comprehensive
Approach for Missouri"

Chairman, Earl E. Smith; Presenter, Olan C. Damian
T.1:10.3 11.1.1 284
"Modified Line Production"

Chairman, Vance Snyder, Presenters, Merrill Oaks, Robert Wicking
1.1:10.4 AIAA 204
"['sing IC's in the Laboratory"

Chairman, James Brueckman; Presenter, W. II. Rigby
T.1:30.c 1l 11 188
"The CBIF Project"

Chairman, G. W. Reed; Presenter, L. Howard Runft
7.1.30.6 \l \A 308
"Designing Educational Facilities for the Future"

Chairman, Robert C Harris; Presenters, Ronald Bro, Alvin
T.1:30,7 AI t t 194
"humanizing the Curriculum by Focusing on the L earner"

Chairman, R. 1. Resurrection; Presenter, M. James Bensen
T.1: 30,h A111 238
"Teaching Future Technology Through industrial Arts"

Chairman, Ouen shadle; Presenter, Arthur J. Rosser
1.1:30.9 ACESIA 34, 279
"Children Experience Technology"

Chairman, Alfred F. Newton. Presenters, Paul Kumak, Don Betando
T.1.30 10 vim. 88, 94, 103, 106, 109, 318
"Excellence and Mt Department Environment Preparing Industrial Arts leachers"

Chairman, Arthur Deane; Panelists, Michael Dyrenfurth, Jerry s:reichler,
Terence Trudeau, Wayne Becker, Steven Schmit, Richard Peterson

1.1:30.11 .11.1CSA 143
"leacher Education in Industrial Arts A Perspective"

Chairman, James! ittleford;,Presenter, Wiley G. Hartzog
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7.1:30.12 1( 1.1s 1c)
1CI \SAO Annual Business Meeting

Chairman, Bernard Dutton .

1 .3:30.1 A1,1,1 369
AlAA Teacher Recognition

Chairman, Kenneth E. Gilt; i'resenter, Edgard Aguirre
F.6:30.1 AIAA
Tour of Boeing 747 Assembly Plant
T.7:00.2 AAA
MAN, SOCIETY/TECII.OLOGN Advisory Board Meeting

Chairman, Colleen Stamm
T.7:00.3 WIAA
WIAA Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Jack Estep
T.10:00.1 AIAA
AAA c onference Planning Committee Meeting. seattle, Ciminnati, Des Moines

Chairman, James Dixon
F.8:30.1 AIAA

ashington Plymouth Trouble-Shooting Contest
Chairmen, John Moore, Paul Stephens

F.9:00.1 1111 12

11,11 General session te3
Chairman, halter Brown
"Technology e.ad Institutional Change"

Presenter, Michael Michaelis
F.10:15.1 111.11 .

1111 1 Businc;ss Meeting
Chairman, Jack Estep

F.10:45.1 MA 1 11 Fs
"Reaction to Michael Michaelis' Address"

Chairman, Harold Padelford, Rea, tor, Steven Flajser
F.10:45.2 11:11 160

areer EducationLA Iluation by the National Assessment of Lduk.ational
Progress"

Chairman, Robert 1 hrower; Presenter, Ralph Bohn
P.10:45.3 MA 1
"V,orkshop on Newspaper Reporting Techniques"

Chairman, Myron Bender; Presenter, Colleen Stamm
P.10:45.4 A LAA 260
"Softv,ar..1, Design for Teachers"

Chairman, llov,ard Gerrtsli. Presenter, Clarence If. Preitz, Allen I. Morris
F.10;45.5 ;IAA 283
" 1CTION Company Program"

hairman, llilliam Gassert, Presenter, Robert C. Stewart, Roger Jessup
F.10:45.6 MA 1 241, 244
"Scenario Building: .1 Method of Studying the Future of IA"

hatrman, James N. 5 adon, Presenter, Robert J. Celina, l'anelists, William
NIcl'herson, Edward Pytlik, J. Barry DuVall, Normal Tomazic

F.10:45.7 ACESIA 38

"Career Education in the Elementary Classroom"
hairman, Mary - Margaret scobey, Presenters, Alvin White, Ronald Frye;

Panelists, 1. Downs, Keith Blankenbaker
F.10:45.8 AC11TI 110, 115, 123
" the Future: ,1 I (mane Technology Implications for Teacher F.ducation"

Chairman, Fckhart 1. Jacobsen, Presenters, Marshall S. Hahn, Donald P.
I auda, John T. Fecik, Panelists, 1 ouls Nlelo, Louis Pardini, KendallStark-
weather

F.10 :4 S.9 11A(";.1
"Fechnology and Ecology"

Chairman, Willis Guise; Presenter, t loyd Robison
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F.12:15.1 AIA 219
"Polytechnic education in Soviet Elementary Schools"

Chairman, E. Keith Blankenbaker; Presenter, Lorin V. Waitkus
F.12:15.2 A1AA
"Getting a Start in Career Education"

Chairman, Richard 1 utz; Presenter, Charles Brady
F.12:15.1 Al %

"Student Clubs.and Their Future"
Presenter, James Dixon

F.1.10 1 %I A 290
"Cast Metals in Tomorrow's IA Curriculum"

Chairman, Al Morris; Presenter, John NI. Svoboda
F.1:30.2 %IAA
"Automated Drafting and Design"

Chairman, Richard Kain; Presenters, Harold 1 . David, Daniel Ryan
F.1:30.3 AIM 297
"Silicone Rubber Molds and Urethane Foam Materials for the Future"

Chairman, Ronald L. Foy; Presenter, Dale Nish
F:1:30.4 AIAA 295
"The Future of Plastics in Tomorrow's IA Curriculum"

Chairman, James Grossnicklaus, Prpsenters, Maurice Keroack, Claude Hill,
Elmer Meyer, Cbal B. Rogers

F.1:30.5 AIAA 210
"reaching Color Television Servicing for the Future"

Chairman, Richard Fowler; Presenter, Norman H. Sptankle
F.1:30.6 AIAA
"Softwood Plywood and Its Use in the Building Construction Trade"

Chairman, Michael Seal, Ptesenter, Roger Erickson
F.1:30.7 A1AA 360
"Wood Beam Lamination Technology and Building Construction"

Chairman, D. Kenneth Calhoun; Presenter, Paul T. Nicholas
F.1:30.8 AIAA 333
"New Ways to Teaching Aids"

Chairman, C. L. Trautwein; Presenter, L. H. Canaday
F.1:30.9 AIAA
"Computer-Aided lnstructio.i"

Chairman, David Jelden; Presenter, Bernard H. Goddard
F.3.301 AIAA

IAA Annual Busin,:ss Meeting
Chairman, Joseph J. Littrell

F.3:30.2 AIAA
\IAA Conference Planning Committee Meeting. seattle,Cincannati, Des Moines

Chairman, George Horton
F.4:00.1 WIAA
"Ken Pattie 25-Year Award Reception"

Chairman, Jack Estep
F.7:00.1 AfAA
AIAA .1anquet

Presiding, Joseph J. Littrell
S.8:00.1 AIAA
V \ Executive Board Meeting

Chairman, Donald Hackett
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